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Preface

The field of aeroncoustics ba.s metered dramatically in the past two decades. Rc-
smtrchershavegabledsignificanttbeoretlealmidexperimentalnnderstandingoftile
noisegeneratedbyaircraftpowerplantsand theircompo.ents.Inaddition,nirfranm
noiseandinteriornoisehavebeeninvestigatedextensively.The physicalunderstand-
ingobtained from tbesc efforts has restdted in the development of hardware capable
of redllcing cmnnnmity noise and el electing stdct noise certification requirements.
Reductions in overall sbund pressure level of 20 to 30 dB have been obtained for sortie
types of power plants, while in the same period their installed power has increased
significantly.

Current quiet flight vehicle designs are hlLsed on infornmtion reported in a
multitude of jourlmls, conference proceedings, research reports, and specialized
books. Each of these scientific pubficatioas represents only incremental steps in the
evohltlon o["our present understanding of tilevarious aeroacoustic noise generiition
and propagation mechanisms and procedures for noise control There is tbns a need
for a referenc_ docllnl_nt stnnmnrizing tile current statlxs of aerollcoustlcs. It is
recognized that somt_ other fi.e books on aeroacoustias are ab'eady available. The
render is referred to the classic handbooks by Harris on noise anti vibration control,
to Goldstein*s "Aeroacoustles," which provides a general theoretical treatment
of most aeroacoastic noise sources, to the text "Noise and Acoastic Fatigue in
Aeronautics" by Richards and blend, and to the AIAA Reprint Scdes volume
entitled "Aerodynamic Noise." Tile current book represents an attempt to hltegrate
and update tim information in previous related pllblications, to provide _tbalanced
viewpoint with both finldamental and applied _Lspcctsbeing considered, and to focus
on those topics that are significant for tile design and operatise of quiet !fight.vehicles.

In July 1982, tile Contlnnblg Education Subcommittee of the Instltllte of Aero-
nautics anti Astronautics (AIAA) Aeroacoastics Technical Comndttee identified a
critical need for a reference book sumnmdzing and !ntJrpreHng the stat_s of re-
search in m_roltcoustics. The full Aeroacoastics Tecbnical Comudttee ngreed wltb
this concl||sion and enthusia.stically supported tbe concept of publishing such a book.
Tile book would Imve n scope consistent with that of the Technical Committee and
would include physics of noise produced by motion of fluids and bodies tbrongh tile
atmosphere and by cbendcal reaction processes; it would also inclnde tile responses
of buman beings, stnletures, and tile atmosphere to aerodynamic noise. Tbe sub-
committee was then instructed to prepare an initial outfine of tbe book for planning
pnrposes and to procure financial sltpport for its printing. This effort bn.sbeen given
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Prt_.f_ce

gen0rous support by NASA (Langley, Lewis, lind Ames Research Centers), tl e U.S.
Air Force Wright Research and Development Center, mid the U.S. Army Aviatiou

I Systems COlllmalld,

I Tiffs book is phumed im a reference publication, e_sily readable hy persons
with scientific or eugineering trafifiug who have completed a bachelor degree study
program. It serve8 Ik_I_.11authoritntlve resollrco hook for teachers, stl_dents, and
researchers, but it is not designed for use dircctly _._ a textbook. It provides
recomlnellded methodology to evaltmte aeroacoustics-rclated problelns _tnd suggests

approaches to their solutions, without extensive tables, uomographs, and deriwttious.
It is oriented toward flight vehicles and emph_usizes uuderlying physical concepts.
Theoretical, experimental, mad applied ampects are covered, ineludhlg tlle main
forlnlllatiolls tttld colllpariso_ls of theory _tlld experinlent.

Tile preparation of the materiM for this book fi0.s been carried out under the
general supervision of the AIAA Technical Committee oil Aeroacoustics. The Coln-
mittee elected the editor (Ilarvey H. Hubbard), two imsoeiate editors (Cfirlstoplmr
K. W. Tam and Robert 1I. Sddinker), and six additional editors (Charles E. Feller,
Jmnes G. Yu, Walter 1{. Eversman, Marvin E. Goldsteio, Robert E. Kraft, mid
Yung IL Yu). Donald L. Lansing and John Laufer (until his mttimely death) also
servcd for short terms. They functioned z_s/titeditorial board to establish tim overall
policy for the organizing, reviewing, aml editing of the hook. Each w*ts selected
because of his expert knowledge of at leitst one of the specialty areas eovercd in
the book. They collectively comprise a team of experts who represent industry,
governillent, l_.iltl aettdelnl_t viewpoillts,

Tile editorial boanl members chose by vote tbe lead authors for each chapter
he.sod on their statllre itlld expertise in partietllar technical are_mand OIltheir provelt
ability to communicate. In all e_uses,co:ltributing mlthors were selected nnd enlisted
by the lead authors on the hn._is of tile annie criteria. An outline of each chapter
woe first approved by the editorild board _uszt means of delhd:lg the overaU scope of
that chapter. Technical reviewers were clmsen by vote of the editorial hoard h_.sed
on their expertise of sobject matter Rlld dm nature of their experience. Two to
foltr persolls were selected to provhle technical reviews for each Illanllseript, These

technical reviews were then provided to the approprhtte authors _.s o basis for tile
preparation of their final mmmscripts. Final editing wire accomplished by Mary K.
MeC_sklll _tnd Thonl_m H. Brinkley of the NASA Langley Re._earehCenter Technical
Editing Brluleh. This latter effort involved skilled technical editors closely ,'_ssoeiated
with the publication profession. Their work included checking for accuracy, grammar,
eo:lsistency of style, compliance with editor fid hlstructions, and z_ssolnhlyfor prbltln_.

Authors _md reviewers contributed their time for this project withmlt receivhlg
compensation. Drnft manuscript preparatiou, typing, and graphics were supported
parthdly or wholly by tile participant's employer. All these contributions were vital
to tim success of this project and are greatly appreciated.

Supporting reference information cited in tiffs book iv lindtod to publicatiolls
avMlahl0 at the thlm of the text preparation. No proprietary or ehmsified hfformatim_
is included in order to protect tile interests of authors' compallies and governments.
In order to enhance its utility, this book is divided into two volumes, each of which
lure a list of symhols, an index, and it separate glossary of terms. Reference lists for
each chapter contain the key a_tilable supporting documents.
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Preface

Volume 1 includes all the chapters tlmt relate directly to the sources of flight
vehicle Iloisc: Propoller and Propfaa Noise; Rotor Noise; Turbomachincry Noise;
Jet Noise Classical Thcory and Experiments; Noiso l_om Tilrbulcat Shear FIow_;
Jet Noise Generated by L_trge-Scale Cohcreat Motion; Airframe Noise; Propulslvo
Lift Noise; Combustion lind Core Noise; and Sonic Boom. Vohmm II inchldcs
those chapters that relate to flight vchiclo noise co:ltrol and/or operations: lhlmawl
Response to Aircraft Noise; Atmospheric Propagatioll; Theoretical Models for Dlzct
Acoustic Propagation lind Radiation; Design and Performance of Duct Acoustic
Treatmenti Jet Noise Suppression; IIItcrlor Noise; Flyover-Noise Mcasnremcilt alld
Prediction; aad Quiet Aircraft Design and Opcratio:lal Characteristics.
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D. d diameter
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LpN perceived noise level

I, _ length

._'/ IVlach number

?n rll_k':_

_h mass flow ratio

Npr Pmndtl number

NRe Reynolds number

NSt Strouhal number

P power

p sollnd prcssllrQ

R reflection coefficient; acoustic resistance; ge.s coustant; duct

radius; jot radius

distance from arbitrary point on rotating rotor blade to
observer

r rotor radial position

S' wiag area

S(O') Sears function

T temperat_lrc

t time; wing thickness

U flight velocity

u particle velocity; mean velocity; axial velocity

V velocity

Vc exit velocity of jet

X acoustic reactance

x, v,/9 cylindrical coordinates

Z impedance

t_ sound absorption

_' ratio of specific heats

t_f flap deflection
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5ij Kronccker delta

( ratio of characteristic impedances

A wavelength

u viscosity
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p density

a rednccd frequqncy of gust

¢ phaseangle

l'_ rotor rotational rate

w circular frequency, 27rf

Abbreviations:

BPF blade-passage frequency

BVI blade-vortex interaction

DNL day-night average sound level

EPNL effective perceived noise level

FAR Federal Aviation Regulations

HSI high-speed impulsive

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization

LEQ equivalent contimmus sound level

LLS Stevens loudness level

LLz Zwicker loudness level

NR noise reduction

OASPL overall sound pressure level

PNL perceived noise level

PWL power level

rms root-mean-square

SLA A-weighted sound level

SLD D-weighted sound level

SLE E-weighted sound level
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I Introduction

q

! Propellers are familiar devices, lndeed_ these were tile first means of powerblg
airplanes, preceding all other means of propulslon by about ,t0 years, Propellers were

t used extensively tbrough the 19,t0's. Although there have been many rel'_lmmcnts to
propellers throngh the years, such as variable pitcb and the application of composite
materbds to reduce weight, tile general appearance of tim propeller lure changed little.

t A propeller can be generally described as an open (unshrondcd), rotating, bladed
device, Although tllere are mmly differences hi details anlong various designs

and applications, sueb as number of blades, blade shape, and airfoil section, the
noisc-gauerating process is basically the same for all,. The major propeller noise

i components are thickness noise (due to tbe volnnm displaeemen_ of tbe blades),steady-loading noise (due to the steady forces on tbe blades), unsteady-loading noise
(due to circumferentially nonuulfornl loading), qnadrupole (nonfinear) noise, and
broadband noise, Although the relative importance of these sources depends on

[ design and operating conditions, defining tbem will completely describe tbe acoustic
signature of a propeller.

,_ One important consideration is tile effect of installution oil the noise produced
by a propeller, This effect is essontially the difference between tim laborl_tory
environment and tile real world. It is generally assumed that in a laboratory
environment conditions i_re ideal, that is, the propeller is operating in perfectly
uniform flow, For an operational propeller, this is never tim case. Propellers are
always operatillg in a flow field timt has some dlstortioa, This can be from tile wing
upwask, tile pylon wake, the airplane angle of attack, or tile inflow turbulence, Since
tills distortion leads to addltionaI noise, it is a factor whicll nmst be considered in
defining tile total noise of an operational propeller,
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In this chapter the chameteristics of propellers, th0ir noise-generating meeha-
nislns, propeller noise thcories IIlld c_l]cllhltiOll proccdltres, sound propagation effects,
coillp_Irisons of predictionsand Ine;kqllrO[llelg,s_and Itlcal]s for controllillg propel[or

noise are deseribecL

Description of Propellers

General Characteristics

A propeller is an open rotor having fixed or adjustable-pitch blades. The btades
aredesignedto produceItregionoflow pressureon one sidelindhighpressure
on the other, The resulting forces induce air from the front and push it hack,
resulting ilt thrust, Because propellers hupart a relatively small amount of velocity
to a large nmss of air, their eflieiencies are high. liowever, the efnciencie.s of
conventional propellers toad to fidl off at high speed. This has led to a wlriation
of tl c repeller e lied tl o we fn . 'I1e propflul is tdso au open rotor, but eonlp_tred
',vith colreentiolla] propellers it lltus a smaller dhuncter for _ givell thrust aad htm
more blades, which are swept, To improve efficiency further, a secolld rotor Czlllbe

ndded behind a propeller, resulting in a counterrott_ting propeller.
A typical high-perforlna;lce, llloderll propeller ill widespread use on contnlllter

airplanes is shown in figure 1. These propellers have two to six relatively straight,
narrow blades, Although this type of propeller is wall-suited for moderate flight
speed (below a Mach number of about 0,65), its performance decreases at higher
flight speeds. The prinmry limitation of this propeller is tmsoeiated with high drag
at high speed duo to blade thickness and large relative blade section speed,

t s) i ptThe propfim, shown in figure., hos been de,eloped to extend tile practical flight
envelope of the propeller. Compared with convcntiomd propellers, the propfan h_ks
more blades (from fi to 12), uses thin airfoils Imd swept Idades to provldo good
acrodyllalnlc performatlce at high speed_arid operates at nnlch higher power loaditlg
to reduce the diameter.

One filctor leading to loss of eftleiency in propellers is swirl in the wake resulting
from ellgill_ torque, GOllOrlltioll of slVll'l lift,s ellOl'gy hilt does not COlltriblltO to

thrtlst. The alllOllllt of swirl is rchtted to the power Iondiltg. One concept, to recover
the swirl Josses is to add a second bh_tlo,row I_ehilid the first. This is shown in figure 3
for the propfan. The second blade row rotntes in tile direction opposite to that of the
first, thus cancelling its swirl. This caneelhttion call result in performance incre_Lses
of 8 to 10 percent compared with that of single rotation propellers (ref. 1).

Installation of Propellers and Propfans

In considerblg tile noise of propellers trod propfmls, it is important to address
tile installation of thesQ devices, as this can have a slgllificn/it effect on the noise-
gelleratioll process. Ill their silnplest forms lloist2 calcuhltioll procedures itlltl ana]yses

assume uniform conditions, that is, the Iottclson the blades are absolutely steady.
In actuality, that is rarely the case. Although laboratory tests can be conducted
slleh that the ineolnillg flow is illdforlll ILlld free of tllrblllolict3_ the r_3al ellviroIIIllellt

is never tus ideal. Tile lllllOUnto_"distortion is geaerally related to two parameters:
operating conditions and installation.

! z
I
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Operating collditions include static (zero flight speed) or forward llight. In Ilight,
tile propeller can Im at an angte of altaek. Static conditio:ts give rise to severe inflow
distortion mid the rcsultblg noise is v_stly different than that fi'om propellers in

flight. This diffcreacc is discussed in more detail hi f_ ,subsequent section. Anglo
of attack or skewed inflow causes unsteady loadiug, with periodicities equal to one

cycle per rotation,

Regm'ding installations, the cleanest configuratiou is ill front of _t king. slender,
itxisymnmtrie imcelIe. Tile worst is prolJltbly behind a wing, hlterecediate collfigtl-

ratiolls klClllde wblg-lnolllltcd tractors, Itl*t-lnoilllted tractors bl frollt of it pyloll_ illld

aft-mounted pushers behiad a pylon, These installations rcstdt ia varying degrees of
blflow distortion which typically results in addcd sources (unsteady loading noise)

alld increases the lloise produced by the propeller.

It is thlls hnportant to evabtlttc the propeller a.s an installed system rather thiul
iLs all isolated eolnponellt whell noise reqllirclllellts Itre addressed. If a propeller is
designed to llleot the lloise goltls, evetl with _ colnfortable Illll.rgill of el'FOrt igllorblg

installation effects can result in a stlbstalltbtl underprediction of the system noise,
with tbc stroug possibility that the IIk'l)lanc will not meet the noise requirements.

Propeller Noise Characteristics

Propeller noise can be cl_ssitied into three clttegories: harmonic noise, broadlmtLd
noise_ itlld narrow-bluld ran(lolrl Itolse,

Harmonic iloi_e is tile periodic tempo:re]it, that is, its tbne signntllre can be
represented by a pulse which repeats at _ constant rate. If air hleal propeller with B
Ifladcs is opentting at constant rotl_.tiellal speed N, tbell the resulting noise appears

_Lsa signal witb fUlltbtlllellta] frcqueacy BN. The blade-plLssagc period is 1/BN.
Typically tile generated pulse is not a i)llre sintlsob], ,so that molly lmrmonlcs exist,
These occur at integer multiples of the flullhultental fre(lueacy. The first Imrmonlc

is tile fillldalnental_ tim second harlllOllic eecllrs at twice tile filll(]alllelltal frcquetmy,
find SO Oil. Figure 't illustrates the cbaracterlstics of barmo:_ic iioise ill both the tblle
IIll(l fro(lllOllgy (]Olllllill8,

Broadballd noise [s rltll(lOlll bl nature iill(l cent;tins colnpolleltts ;it _tl[ freqtlellcies,

A typical broadbluld noise siglml for propellers is showlt hi ligure 5. The frequency
spl!ctrlllll is eol|tiCllolls, althollgb there IIII_y be ;t "shllpo" to it bccmtse not all
frequencies have tile Sltlne amplitude.

Narrow-band random noise is itbllost periodic, llowever, @X&lllblllt]Oll 0_" tile
]lar/llOlliCS revoltls that till._ ftllergy is llot congelltrt_ted lit [8oll_ted |'retlllellcles , bill,

nxther it is spread out. As illustrated in figure 6 the signal may appear periodic, but
certain components do not repeal exactly with tillle. Tile fre(lltelmy sl)eetrllm s]lows
discrete components, but these spread out, pnrtieuhtrly at the higher frequencies.

Propeller Noise-Generating Mechanisms

Tile llleeIlalliSills wbieb lead to tile gelleration of tile spectral characteristics
discussed above arc described i:l this section,

4
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+_.rilpli tl+d<'

Tim++

Flllltl+lllll,lll+ll fl'l,qlltgl<:)' --.--lJ+_.P

Sp_trtlnl

k!vel

BN 2BN :IIIN .IDN
IPreqm,ttt'y

Figure 4. Characteri,_tics of propeller rotational noise,

Steady Sources

St_lldy .qotlrce_ at0 those which ',VOlLida|)peRr COllStallt in tilne to an observer

ontherotatingblade,Theyprodnccperiodicnoisebccmls0oftheirrotation,Noise
sources_treummliydividedintothreecategories:lineartilickncss,linearloading,and
(nonlinelLr) qnttdrupole,

Thickness noise arises from the transverse periodic disphxcement of the air hy
the volume of _t ptmsiJlg blade element. Tile amplitude of this tloise component is
proportioaa] to the blade volume, with frequency characteristics dependent oil the
shape of the blade cross section (airfoil shape) and rotatlonat speed. Thickness noise
call be represented by a lnol|opole source distrlblltion and becomes importantat
]ligh speeds. Thin blade sections Itlld plallforln tiwc,op tire itsed to control tills noise.
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Figure 5. Characteristics of propeller broadband noise.

Loading noise is tt combination of thrust and torque (or lift and drag) cotnponmlts
wlliell reslllt froln the pressure field tirol SllrrOllllds elIch bh_de _s it eonseqllOllCe of

its motion, This pressure disturbance moving ill tile nledium propagates _Lsnoise.
LoRdill_ iS all illlportRllt nl_chllIllSln lit low to inodl_rlito speeds.

For illodorate blade sect ion speed, tile thickaess alld loading Sollrces are Ihlcar and
act on tile blade surfi_ecs, When ttow over the blade sections is transolfic, nonlinear
effects Call hecolllC significant, Iii aeroaeotlstic theory these Call he lIlOdel_2d with
quadrupole sources distributed in tile volume surrounding the blades.

In prhlciple, the quadrupole emfld be used to accoullt for all the viscous and
propagatiolt effects not covered by the thickness and loading sources, However, the
only practical application of this term to propeller acoustics hlus been its c'valuation

in the nonviscous flow close to the blade surface, At transonic blade seetloll speeds
tile quadrtlpole onhRnees the lhle_tr tlliekllcSs and loadillg sources _tlld CRIISOS It IIOiSO

increase for Imswept, high-tip-speed propellers and helicopter rotors,
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Fi#ure 6. Chamctmqstics of propeller nar_w-band rrndom noise.

Unsteady Sources

Unsteady sotlrccs are time depei_dellt in the rotating-blade frame of rcferellce.
They include periodic and ra|Jdom variation of loading on tile blades.

A typical example of periodic blade loading in propellers is tile effect of shaft
I angle of attack, When tile propeller axis is tilted relative to the inflow, each blade

sees a cyclic change in local angle of attack. As _ consequence, tile IondiIIg on the
blade varies during a revoh|tion. Tile loading change may be ollco per revohltlon or
several thees per revahltlon, dependhlg on the source of hlflow distortion, All hfflow
distortion which is invarkult with time results in blade-loading changes wldch repeat

7
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exactly lbr every propeller revolution. The resulting periodic unsteady-lfmding noise
ocetlr8 _tt karlllonies of b]ade-p/k,_silge froqtlelley,

Depending on the cireumferontkd location of the lottding disturbance relative to
the observer, unsteady-loading noise call add or subtract from tile steady-lending
noise. Tile noise direetivity is lie longer a:,:isymmetric and a third coordinate

is needed to define it. The circumferential d[rectivity exhibits lobes--peaks and
valleys--with the number of lobes depenclezlt on the order of the distortion mid

unrelated to the number of blades. For example, a propeller behind II wing might
show two eireumferel_tial directivity lobes reg_lrdloss of the numl)er of blltdes on the
propeller.

Unsteady loading is an importaltt source in the counterrotlLting propeller. AI-
_houg|l the coullterrotlttillg propeller does fret eOlltllill itlly additiomd or IIIliqlle
8ottrccs of ilOlSe, the _terodyilllmic illterference betweelt the two rotors gives rise to
sigltificaiit levels of m_steady-londing noise which o.re particltlarly sigl_illeant at low
flight speeds, such t_.s during takeoff and landing. Each front rotor blltde leaves a
wake wldeh convects into tile rear rotor. (This wake call be complex, consisting of

downw_sh due to the lift oil the blades, vdocity deficits due to the drag of the I)hlde
sections, trod tip vortices.) This convection results in It sequence of lift pldses on the
rear rotor hlftdes. Another mechanism is the potential field (due to bhlde loading) of
the rear rotor creating a disturbance which is felt by tile lift p_trt of tile front rotor

blades. The magnitude of this source depends on the level of Ioatlillg on the rear
rotorand thespnek_gbetweelltiletwo rotors.

13coo.use the wakes are periodic, the generated noise is also periodic. If the two
rotors have the Sallle lllllllber of blades _tltd are openltlng itt the same rotntion_d

spee(]_ tllell the COllll}ollelltS of the steady SOllrct_s alld the IIIIStelldy SOllrCes are itt
tile Sltlrie frequelleies _tnd the ;Ioise spectra coat,tin oldy [utrll_ollic_ of b]_de-p_Lss_lge
frequency. However, if the immber of I)lades of the front rotor is dilferent from that
oftilerettrrotoror the two rotorsoperate at differentrot_ttk)nalrlttes_tilt!itthe

individual interaction colnponerlts (nmdcs) are distinct in tile noise spectra.
Figure 7 shows tile illlport_tllce of the aerodyllam[e ii_ten_ction ill _t colmter-

rotating propeller (ref. 2). Figure 7(a) shows tile spectnt of sillgle-rotathlg-propeller

(SRP) noise at a forward directlvity, near the plane of rotation, and at an lift
dircetivity. It is readily apparent that there are no sigldficaltt ldgher frequency
hltrmonics. For comparison, noise spectra for ft counterrotath]g propeller (CRP)
are shown in figure 7(I)). It is apparent that the couilterrotntklg propeller hn.s

significantly higher levels of higher fi'cqueney harmonics. Figure 7(e) shows a direct
comparison between tile ilolse from the two Wpe._ of propellers. In this conlparison
the two propellers were operating at equal tip speeds nnd power per rotor. Three
dccil)els were added to the SItP noise levels to shnldate tile total po_ver of the

courtterrotatklg propeller. If tile two rotors of tile counterrot_thlg propeller were
ul|coupled_ then the two .spectra would be ideoticaI. In fact, the levels ttt the
bhlde-passttge frequency #tre very close. At the higher hnrlnonics, the counter-

rotating propeller shows significantly higher levels. This is _t direct indication of
the aerodynamic intert_ction ell'eels el) noise in eotmtcrrotating propellers.

Aerodynamic interaction is it significant source of noise for low-speed opera-
tiolt. At higher flight speeds, such _ tluring cruise., the aerodynamic interaction

becomes less importnnt because the steady sources (thickness, steady loading, and
quadrupole) become domklant.
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Figure 7, Aerodynamic interaction noise in counter_tatin9 propeller. (From
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(c) Aerodynamic interaction noise.

Figule 7. Concluded.

Under certldn conditions blade loading which is nearly periodle can occur. An
example of this is the ingestion of a vortex, wldeh could be induced by tim propeller
and attached to tile fuselage or to the ground ahead of the propeller. In this example,
a local distortion is imluccd by and drawn into the propeller. The [)lades cbop
through tile distortion and a blade-loading pulse is produced. Because the distortion
can persist for several propeller revolutions, the .nstendy-loadlng Imise can appear
at blade-passage frequency harmonics, lIowever, msconditions ciumge, the location
of the distortion changes and tile mnplitude and phase of the unsteady-t0ading noise
change. These changes broaden the noise spectrum, as previously described for
narrow-band rnndbln noise,

Random Sources

Random sources give rise to broadband noise, For propellers there are two sources
whie|| may be important, depending on the propeller design and operathlg conditions.

Tim first broadband noise source is the internctlon of inflow turbltlence with
the blade leading edges. Because tile inflow is turbulent, tim resulting noise is
random. The importance nf tiffs noise source depends on tim nmgnittlde of tile

• . inflo_v turbulence, but it can be q.lte significant under co.ditions of higll turbulence
at low speeds,

In the second broadband mccbanisnl, noise [s generated near tile blade trailing
edge. A typical propeller develops a turbtdent boundary layer over the blade surfi_ecs,
which can result in fluctuating bhtdc Ioadblg at tile trailing edge. The noise is
characterized by tile boundary-layer properties, A related mechanism occurs at the
blade tips, where turbulence in the core of the tip vortex interacts with the trailing
edge.

10
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It h_s heen determined for fifll-scaIe propellers in Ilight that the broadbn]ld noise

._ sources are relatively unimportaut and do llot eon/filmte slgnificmltly to the total
noise (ref. 3).

i. Prediction Methods for Propeller
Harmonic Noise

Any of the propeller noLse methods currently in use cml be derived from the
Pfowes Williams atJd llawkings equation (ref. ,1). TMs fimdamcntal eqnatioll of
solmd generation is attractive becatlse it is a rigorous combination of the equations

Of mOlllelltUlil, COZltinllity, alld state hire _t wave eqllation tllat can Im solved to
varying degrees of l)recision by a variety oF almlytical methods. A scholarly survey

of these methods wlks presented by Farassat ill 1981 (ref, 5) lind is rccomumnded for
readers interested in the Inathelnatical COllnections ])ctweell these illetllo(ls alld the

:_ Ffowcs Willian_s-Hawkh)gs equation.
II1 tile following sect|otis, tile noise radiatiozl equatiolls which are discussed

wcr[_ C]losell to ilhls_rat_ the variety of nlethods _tvaihtble, am[ COlllnlelltS oil their

advanttlges and disa(lValltages are illchlded. Ill the clLseof the tiIlle-donlllill eqllatiOllS t
J colnpllter programs blmctt oil the theory of Farmssat arc avaihdfle to U.S. eOlllpanies

from NASA Langley Research Center. The frequency-domain equation.s are simple

: CllOllgh 8o that they call Im coded oil i)er8Oillll eOlllpllti!rs. I_lrtherln/)re, their
analytical form gives a direct indication of the in[hie/lees of propeller design Features

on noise chal'llcterisqies,

Linear Theories
As given by FanL_sat (ref. 5), the lhlear Forlll of the F fmve._ Williams and llawkings

equation is

•, I O"p 0 r l 0 f ]

-- + (l)
where tile left side is the well-k;town linear w_tve operator aetil]g ell the acoustic
Im_ssure p. Th_ right side colltldlls the Sollrce terms resulting Frolill]le motioll I)f
surfaces in the fluid: Pa is the anlbiellt dellsity_ f_iS the llllll)iellt speed of smnld, _Jn

is tile local velocity of tile surface _lormal to itself, 6(f) is the Dirac delta function,
x i is the observer position, and I i is the ith componJnt of the ._urfitec force. The first
8ollrce tel'In represeiits th(! effect of the bhldes parting the air lind produces whllt
is kllOWn iL_ "thickness iloiso." The seeoll(] term represents the nctioll oF tile hla(le

forces on the air and produces "loading noise."
|o eqllation (1), the presence of the surfaces is accounted for by the fi_etors

eunhdning f, where f = 9 is the equation of the blade surfiu:e. Unless very high

Frequencies are considered (wavcl_,ngths of the order of blade thickness), details of the
airfoil section can be ignored. Tile source term is thus simplified, so that equation (1)
I)CCOln_S

V., I O2p Oq _ _,
"P - 2Z_?Z = -t'o_ + V. t, (2)

whl!ro now t]lC thieklleSS ._OllrCfl Call be thollght of IL'_ I)_hlg l'(_presellted l)y a vo]lllile

distribution of sources (and sinks) of strength q. Tile loading source is represented hy

11
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8 vohlme distribution of dollblets 0.ssociated with F, the force imposed hy the bhldes

on the tfir. Equation ('2) is the lhmar wlwe eq.ation with sources as derived, for
example, in chapter 7 of reference fl and in chapter 1 of reference 7. This source and
doublet eoncel)t is equivalent to the eolnlllOll representation of Willg aerodynamic.s ill

textbooks. For example, the sketch in figure 8, adapted from reference 8, was used

to treat tile thickness and Ion(ling elfeets of wings. Tile dominant sources are exactly
the sallle for wing and propeller _lerodynamics. However, in the cJme of propellers,
the soltrees lllitko llOiSe b0cl_.llSe of illlSteit(|illt_.'is imsoeiated with rotRtioll Itlld with

time-dependent blade loadi.g.

ltlade or

Will s lit allgh! Thivkrll!ss + Catnbcr + [ncidellce

of attatck trll'(_rt _dfects

rl!llrt*tt{!lllllli[lll

Sollr(r('_ Sillkn "¢q)rt ir,,s

Fi.qure 8. Decomposition of udn.q or blade section .erodynamics into
thickness effect and camber and incidence effects. (Based oi_ 7_#f.8.)

TinJe-dolnaht methods tire used to solve eqlmtiozls (1) or (2) directly in terms
of the Sl)ace-thlt0 variables. These inEtho(I8 are _q)peall.g because they can treltt
blade geometry with any desired level of precisioll. The result is the prediction of
the acollstic pressure waveform p(t), If noise Imrnlonics are needed, p(t) is Fourier
transforl.ed mmlerieally. !

Frequency-domain methods eliminate time from the wave equation by means of
Fourier transformation. Seine precision in the representation of blade geometry

is usually lost through the transformation, but this loss is generally acceptable
for harmonies to a fairly high order. The tra.sfornmtio, also gives rise to Bessel
functions which are indicators of radiation efficiency. Harnmnics arc computed elm
at a tinlO al_d wnveforms aro genert|ted by Sllilllnillga Follrier series,

Timc.Domaiu Methods

Tile most pr01ifie proponent of time-domain methods for propellers and rotors

hits been Farasstlt. Papers listed i. the References section can be used to trace the

12
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development of his formulations 1, 1A, ..2,and 3. The preferred formulations are
_s codecl in tim Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP, ref. 9) and the Dlmn-

Fara.'isat-Paduht Adwmced Turlmprol+ Prediction (DFP-ATP, ref, I0) program and
are described briefly below.

Formulatiun 1A, used in both ANOPP and DI;P-ATI _ for subsonic smlrce regions,
gives tile acoustic pressure p(t) as follows:

/,_,(t)= !f=,r,j _t_ ] s + , ] ,is"[r '-'" "L, J,:,l ['{ - _',1"J,,,,
(3)

/rle _lti't + cr,_lr - rM 2} ' "+!L[ ', J/=c, L ,'-c_-Mr)' Jr,.,
S

Tile dots oil ll[i (defined tks vi/c ) arid l i denote derivatives with respect to source
time, nnd vi is tile local velocity of tile blade mzrfitce with respect to the quiescent
fluid. Tile llrst three integrals give tile loading nOiSE,wlth the blade load vector Ii
tmtile source, The hint integral gives tbe thickltess uoise, witb the surfitce-norlnal
velocity vn tm the sollree. Also, r is tbe distance frolll It source poJtlt to the observer
and /_/'r i8 the _,|ach lllllnber of tile sotlreE toward the observer,|'_ormlllatiozl 3
(llot sbowll herein) is recozllnlendet[ by F+mLssat for mtpcrsonie blade sections and

is coded in DFP-ATP (ref, 10), It too contahm bltegrals in the form f.t'=tl liter dS.
Tbo signJficallce of this llOtRtiOll is that the contellts of die brackets are evlduated

oil the surface f = 0 at tim retarded (or emissioii) time ttlld bltegrated over tile
blade sIlrfaco elCllleltts dS, Thllfi, to COlllpltte tile acoustic pressltre at time t, iL lllllst

lie determhled where evezT elemellt of the sltrfilce wl_s whell it eltlitted tim wavelet
that arrives at tim observer point at l, This is possible because the gCOlllctry and
motion of the I)lades are known and it is assutzled tbat the wavelets travel at tbe
RIIlbiCllt speed of SOlllld. x*VheiIa surfitcc is constructed by connecting all the blade
edges at _beir retarded times, tbe result is distorted from tbe physical phulforul to a
shape called tbe "aemlstic planform." Tbe process is ilhlstrated by simple example
hi figure 9 (from it paper by Ilanson, ref. 11), which also provides the key to tile
acoustic phulforms shown in figure 10, The blade labeled "vi.sual phmfornL" has a
rectangular shape and rottxtes in a plmle with zero forward flight speed. At. a tip
Math mlmber Mt of 1.1, a slmrp tlficktless noise pulse like the one at the right results
ill Ilecordaltce wiLh forlllllbttioli _] for Itll observer at it distltllCe of 5 rotor dilllllctel's,

Tim acoustic planfortn shown on the source disk is lbr tilt current time izldicated by
the dot oil tbe wavefornl, Figure 10 shows the evobltion of tile acoustic phmfornl
wRh timE. For tiffs mlpersonlc example, the phmform breaks into two portions
because, for sonlo blade e]ements, there is more than olll! point tm lira azlmlztb
where waves are emitted that arrive at time t. For sul)sollie tip speeds, tile acoustic
plallforltl is ill olle contbltlOllS piece and is straightforward to eldcllhtte, llowever,

tim problem at supersonic speeds is surprisingly diflkmlt and leads to significant
lLtllllerica] problems beelltlgC tllf_ acottsLie plallfOrm inllst be evalllated with groat

precision for good remdts.
As melltiOlled above, eomptlter progralllS elllbodyillg Far_msat's forlllllllk'_ Itl'_

available outside NASA oil It limited blmis for personal nnd inablframe computers.
For users with no desire to do tbeir own coding, this offers a means to acquire
noise prediction capability quickly. Becmme of tile numerical dilliculties _ssoeiated
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Figure 10. Evolution of acoustic planform with time iLt_'/t -- 1.1. (1;)'oreref,, I1,)
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with tile acoastic planform dctermbmtion lind mlmerieal diffcrentiatiolh coding of
equation (3) should not he attempted without carotid study of references 5, 9, 12,
13_and ld.

Freqnency.Domain Methods

A transformation to the frequency domain clbnbmtes the need for computing
retarded blade locatimls and numerical derivatives. By representing blades as
helicoidal surfilees, far-field noise formultm that arc easily coded ell a personal
computer can be derived. Effective radius versions can even be computed by hand
with tile help of a Bessel function table, l_lrthermore, these formuhLs give direct
blsight to tbe infh:ence of blade gcometry and operating conditions oil tbe sound
harmonics.

The first sueeesshd propeller noise theory by Gutin (refi 15) w_Lsin barmonie
form. This theory was extended by various investigators; one of these w_mHanson,
whose versions included effects of thickness, forward flight, slid blade sweep (rofs. 16
to 18). Hanson's formul_ are described below in enough detail for prognlmmblg. To
arrive at bis simple results, the ttpproxbnation is amde that the thickness and loading
sources act on tile advance helix, that is, on the sarfilce swept oat by a radial line
that rotates at angular speed f/and tr,anslates at the fligfit speed V. Of course, the
aerodynamic loading comes froln the filct tlmt blades are at an angle of attack relative
to the helical surfitce. However, once tile loading Is determined from an aerodynamic
analysis, tile thickness and Ioadhlg sources are tnmsferred to the advance helix for
the radiation calculation. This transfer corresponds to linearization of tbe boundary
condition to the free-stream direction in wing theory. With this simplification, the
sources can be modeled with tile terms on the right in equation (2), and the far-field
pressure can be found fronl the free-spirea Greelt's function in tile followblg form
(rcfs. lfi and 17):

p(t)= ____PmneXp(-imBl2t) (4)

or

P(O = '_lle PmB exp(-imBf_t) (5)
Lm=l J

where 2PmB is tile Fourier Iransfornl of the pressare at the/Tt£h harmonic of bladc_-
pnssag_ freqnelley for a propeller with /3 blades. Tile term Pm/_ is written as the

r. sum of effects due to thickness (or volume) displacement PYre, dnlg PDm, and lift
PLm so that

P,,,a= Pv,,,+ Pn,,,+PL,,, (o)

Before a noise ¢alealatimt can be made, the blade geonletry and loading must be
specified. A blade planfonn is specified with the parameters and nomenclature in
figure 11 in terms of the chord and sweep _tsfimcti0ns of radius ratio z -- r[rt, wbere
rt is the tip radius. Chord b is given by BD, the ratio of chord to diameter D, and
sweep by MCA/D, tile ratio of mid-cbord alignment to diameter. Airfoil section
thickness distribution is specified by tbe thickness-to-chord ratio at each rndius tb,
and a typical thickness distribution fimetion H(x) is shown in figaro 12.
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Figure 11. Blade plnnform defininfd chord b aIid mid-chord alignment (sweep.),

11(_)

-112 0 1/2 _.

Fi9ure 12. Shape fTmctions for chordwise distriblltion,_ of thickr_ess and loadin_,
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i Thickness distribution function H(x) is defined to be unity at the rmLximum

I thickness point. Similarly, tile lift and drag distributions are given i:t terms of
tlle section lift and drag coefficients C L mid C O and tile chordwise lift and drag

distribution functions f/.(x) and fl)(x) nornlalized for unit area, _q shown hi
figure 12, The terlns CL and C D are defined such that the forces per unit spanwise
distance are recovered w]lell Inultlpli[!d o _ poby (l/2)poc_Mrr, where lind co are tile
ambient density and speed of sound and Mr, detined by

t_ o o )

/; = M._+ :'Mr (7)

is tile section relative Mach mlmber, w t Mx and 2th definrd as the Iiight alld tip
rotatJolla]/_..ii_c]l illlntbers) respectively.

With these definitions, the noise harmonics nrl; given by (ref. 16)

(s)

'X 3It exp(_O_),]mll _} tk.r(CD/2)'_D(kx) tlz

I iku{Cl,/2)tPl,(k_, )

wilere JmB( ) is a Bessel fllllction, _[IV,_I_D, alld _Pl, are source transforms, alld kx

and ky are wltve lllllnl)er_ given by

2mBBDAh

kx = Mr(1 - Mz eosO) (9)

2T,,BB,9 (M.r -/i/_cosO_

ku= z3lr _, l-A/xcos0 J (10)

and Cs is a pll_sv lag due to sweep:

2mBMt MCA

0_ = Mr(1- MzcosO) D (11)

Displacement norlnal to tile phmform (face alignment) also preduce._ a phrase shift
(ref, 16), but that is usually weak and is net included here. Tile propeller (or
aircraft) position is given in terms of its altitude or sideline distance y lind tile

retarded radiation angle 0 is as sketched in tile insert of figure 13 (from ref. 19), In
evaluatillg equation (8) it may be convenient to use tile fi_ct that poc_ = *[po, where
po is the ambient pressure and the specific-heat ratio 3' = 1.,l for air.

Tile retarded rlldiation angle 0 and current (or visual) angle OI are related by

cos0_cos01_s 20 l+/_Gs' 201 (12)
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Figaro 13. Relationship between r_:tarded and visual an!ties. (l_m ref. 19.)

0_splotted in figure 13. Fbmlly, tile chordwis(_' thickness nnd Imldlng disLributlons tire
giveo in totals of their Fourlel' transforms:

,,,0(+)?+1:.,:o(,.) i.,l
,_,_.(k.)J -_"(fL(_) )

The above equations apply strictly only in tile fi_r field, llmvever, tile), are
relmonably accurate to within _d)ottt a dimneter of the propelk!r, particularly for the
upper harmonics, Near-field versions of these equations are availttble (ref. 18). IlLtile
paragraphs below, solllo general properties of tile radiat.lm*equations are di_;cussed,
the bzfluence of blade geomet.ry is explained, and some .suggestious for programnling
are givell,

hi equation (8), tile intograud can be considered to he the product of soure_ t_'t'nls
(in tile braces) limes a radiation etticieney factor .lm/_. Bessd fimetions of argulnenl_
x mid order mB¢ Ohltve the behavior sllown in Iigure ld. They peak for argunmnts
aJ)ollt oqll_l.[ [o oi'[lel'_ dbTlillish toward zero for ,qlllZt]]or iwgulltellts+ _lltfI oscillate
for largo arguments. In equation (8), the nrgulnetit mBzMt sin 0/(1 -z1¢._ cos0)
ewduated for radiation in the plane of rotation is rnBzMt. From this, it cat_ be seen
that radiation elticiency at 0 = 90° is governed by zMt, the blade section rotational
Madl number. The fimtor sin0 e,_.uses tile noise to diminish rapidly toward tile
froll/and rear ttxos of the propeller and the Doppler fimtor, I - M_:cos0, shifts the
directivity pattern forward.

Ill tile source terms, it is easy to see that the thickness, drag, and lift noise coin-
ponents are proportional to tim thickness ratio, drag coeilieietlt, and lift coefficient,
respectively. The tI_terins represent, the effect of ehordwise _miIcompactness, that is,
interference at the observer Ioeatioll of slgllals emitted from VlfflOllS source locations

I lg
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-.6

Figure I4. General behavior of Bessel flmction tl_ithonler not equal to zero.

iI]oNg tile e]lord. The argtllllent _ Call be collsid_2re(| the nollcolnplletllcSS parlllllctOr.

Figures 15and 16shiny examples of _I_for thickilcss 1rodlift sources.
For low frequency (k= "-*0), tile effect of chordwise blterl'erence vlmishes, As k:_

ineree.ses because of inerel_._ingchord, harmonic order, or Doppler effects, signillcm3t
interference occurs. For cbordwise distributions, figure 15 shows that tbere is
not much potential for reduction of tlfiekncss noise by nlodifying airfoil thickness
distribution, However, the curves in figure lfi show that the quietest cbordwisc
loading distributions are ulfiform and that peaky distributions increase the higher
barlnonJcs,

T o exl one it fi etor exr_(i_b._) e I t o s (8} and (11) indicates that swl!eplng
a blade section back along the adwulee helix cause._tile xloise contribution fl'om that
radius to [ng by _bs. Sweep can eltuse slgnificmlt noise rolhlt2t_ollvia. th_ meehmdsnl
sketched ill figure 17 for noise radiated at _mgle 0, Since oiIly oile harmonic at Jt
time is considered, the noise from each blade elenloltt is described completely by its
_mplitude Aj and its phv.se q_j in tile complex notlltion Aj exp[i(¢j - mB_t)]. Tile
total noise is the .qumof contribntiolts front all blade elements,

N

A/_exp(i¢/¢) = _. Aj axp(iq_j) (14)
j=l

wllere tile common fi|ctor exp(-imBllt) hits been cancelled from both sides. Tbis
complex addition is er.siIy visuldized i_stile head-to-tail vector mldltion, also shown
in figure 17, Because tile blade sections are swept back, the plu_'_eangles of their
signals lag and the vector addition plot tends to close on itself, representing the
phase interference eflbct. Tile amount of noise reduction obt_dned with blade sweep
depends on observer location _uld propeller operating condition, However, analytical
studies (ref, 17) and test data show that peak sidelille noise can be reduced by about

! 8 dB with Illade sweep for tilt! propfan in figure 2 ttt it cruise Maeh number of 0.8.
1
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I) '2 'l {i 8 lO 12 l,I Ill 18 211

C]lordwi_! 9,'lL_'_rillilllbt!_', k_.

Figure 16. Reduction of loading uoi,se from blade clement due to chor_lwise
_loncon_pactness. (From ref. 17.)
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V=,r tnr addithm

AN

A_

Aft _2
Ih

A
,, |liMe Ktrips .._ _**/_.

AI

Figure 17. Conceptual benefit of blade moeep for 1_drlcin9 noise. (P3mn ret; 17.)

Progrnnnnhlg equation (8) is str|fightforward. Ilowever, a few conmlcnts ure in
order. Since the chordwlsc distribution needed to colllptlte LIIi.q Ilot too critical
for thickness and nmy not be well-known for Ionding, it; is convenient to use simple
amtlytlcal ill|actions for H(:r.), f,, (:_), and fD(x) that eml be trmlsfornlcd amdyticMly
in cquntion 13. Forexample, tt parMmIic thickness distribution,

n(x)= x- (2_)" (lzl<-1/2) (I_)

tfallsfor IIIi_to

and rt uniform lift disl;ribntion

A(_')= 1 (1_/<I/2) 07)
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tra$1sforlllH to

1 (,_._= 0) (lSa)
2 .. k

'f'L= ¢0) (is,)
These tralJsfornts sholdd be aCCllrato ellOtlgh for lllO_t work at low harntollic or(lor.

Tile lleod for illore accurate source finlctions call be judged from tigllt'es 15 Itll(i 1{].

In tile integration of equation (8), the radial step size must be chosen with some
care, pr.rticularly for swept blndes, slnee pluu]e w_riations along tile sptm ineretmo
with sweep and harmonic order. A shnple expedient is to try a step size and see if
the integral is adequately resolved,

Note also that tile lift and dnlg forces defined here are the section lea(ling
components acting parallel and perpelldieuhu' to the local sectioll advance direction
_ts sketched to the left in tigure 18. If it lifting-line theory is used to obtain the
aerodynamic loading zm input to the noise equations, tile robin!rice direction for CL
and CD will probably be shifted from the advance direction by the induced angle,
_mshown to the right hi figure 18. Correction for this shift should be made before
equation (8) is used,

s_.i k.lt t ,'e

dJn.cthm

:_lt zMt

Figure 18. Refe "etce axes for lift and dr.g deflni o .

Blade forces can ;LISObe specified in terms of thrust trod torque rather than lift
and drag, If it is a.ssunled t]mt tim ehortlwisd noneol]lpnctn(.'ss factor for drag qtD
is the same m'_that for lift qq., then tile two loading terms can be coml)hled _m
(/_oa(I)m = PL.I + PDm in totals of the radial gradients of thrust and torque, dT/dz
and dQ/dz:

(.q.,.i),,,=Pt,,,+Po.,

i,,,uM,_i,,o /'_ [ _,,_0 __ t _] . , ,l ]dl x) ICs tl

.I,__,(t-M,_lJ,,,,,,, [t-M._o, rJl: ..'-'a1,,l_[ "'
09)

The I_rglllllelltS Of I_1L _UI(_ ,];.B l%re nllch_Lllged,

I_lrthermorv, if there is no sweep and i£ _1, is taken _L_real, im ill tile c_se
of symnietrical loading fluletions fL and fD, then an effective radius version of
equation (19) is obtahmd by setting dT = T and dQ = Q:

= mBMt si,,0 [ cos 0
.,L el.,.,,,,,.z_,lrl_.'tvt /
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where we Imve dropped tile i and znultiplied by 2 so tlm_ eqtmtioil (20) represents

tile ordinary Fourier coefIicient (one-sided), _mdenoted by the prime on P. hi terms

of shaft power W = Qf_, the term in the pnrcllthescs which contaiibs Q lleeomes

|V/(z_ffM_co), where z_>ffis the elfective radius, wh eh experience shows cml be takcll
im 0.8.

e q • 9 _To 'aleulate SPL equation (.0) is dividud by _'._ to obl.ltill rills _ressure and hy
the acoustic pressure reference, , .1784 x l0 -7 Ib/ft 2 (20/lPa):

S 2 , I53867:lmBlth sin 0 /' cos 0 T 550 V'_ ]

where it is now illlderstood that tile thrtlst is T pollnds, tile power is IV horsepower,
tile s[ileline distance is y feet, tile dinlnetcr is D feet, and the speed of sound in

co ft/scc. The BesseI funetiml is

.1 i m13zelr_h .sinO",,,,.=J,,,. .) (22)
and tile noncoinpaetliC,ss factor for rectnngldar lorlding is

Sill ,\"

'l't, = X (2:_)

where

X = mB'hltB°
Mr(1 - _,/_ cos 0) (2,t)

mid 0 is the retarded radiation angle,

UiiMeady ._oTirce._

Wholl the tlow into a propeller is nonuliifornl, blade loading is illlSteiidy lind a
sigiiificiint ilicrcil.le in iiolso is likely to oceiir. 13ociiil,seof rildltitioil cltleielley effect.s
dcserilled below, a snlidl illnOullt of IIn,steiidy loildln I ¢21tli lie tile doliiilittnt llOiSe
Soilrco, plwticularly for low-tip-speed propellers. These effects were llrst reeogldzed
by Lo_vsoIl (rcf. 20), Wright (ref. 21), mid Morse aud Ingard (ref. 6), mid these

authors Rive extensive analyses, partieuhtrly for helicopter rotors mid single rotating
propell0rs at zero forward flight speed,

Noise caused hy mlstcady Iolidilig emi be eoilipilted with either tinlc-doniitin
or fl+eqllellC}'-dolnilln lliCtllodS_ mid liof_h hitvt_ their merits, Piirli.'islit's forlrlillit
(eq, (_])) iipplics wltholit iliodilleation for ilnstoildy lomling, To use it, the Iolldhig
history or Wltvoforlll lr IuId its distribution over tile blade nlust b{J determined or

approximated. The proper values for lr are then applied at tile appropriate retarded
blade locations. This procedure is reasonably straightforward and Farlmmtt s program
t_ccepts unsteady-loading hlpllt. Ilowevcr, there are sotrm subtleties regarding

required qmdity of the unsteady-loadlng input data tlmt must be mentioned. Because
the motion of tile blades shifts the source frequencies, the bhtde-loading waveform

must he specified with adequllte precision to frequencies signilieantly higher thml
tile sound frequency of interest. Since tile blade unsteady loading is seldom knowil
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accur/ttely r gtlkhme0 ]s needec[ for choosing the time alld spacQ resohlt[on of the
surfitce pressure input. The frcquc.cy-donmin formllhm discussed below mzw he
used to provide such needed guidance,

Freqtlelley-domlthl forllllllf_s for illlSteady-loadillg lloise appenr to be more etllXl-
berfiollle thlllt their 8tettfly-lo/Klillg CO[lllterpltrts. ][ow0vt, r_ they llllty be Hlore COll-

venicnt than time-domain fornmh_s for users wire are hasicMly httercsted in noise
hflrlnonlcfl r/tther tilnrl w/tvoforlllS or who Cltll itpproxinlate bllltlL_-lotldillg ]larmoll-

ies without the direct time information. F'ilrthermore, the harmonic formuh,.._can
provkle wfluable diagnostic information because of tlne frequency discrimitmtion of
spectrum amdyzers. IIansozl has derived radintion formuhm (ref. 22) for the general
e_sc of harmovdc blade loading at any frequency, whether or not it is related to the
propeller rotltfiol_ speed. Two speei_fl cnscs are presented helow.

For unsteady loading, tile llft cocfflcimtt can be expallded in harmonic form ms
follows:

o_

C/,= _ Cl, kexp(--i_kl ) (25)
k=_

A similar expression can be clerivccl for CD. Equation (25) gives the lift history
experienced by a bhlde on the radiating rotor in terms of tlne lift Inarmmdcs CLk ,

where k = 1 corresponds to the flmdamentM frequelmy aud k = O is the steady, or
mean, loading designated simply C'L previously. Fro' the general c_lse of r.d[atiml
from a rotor with angular speed Q2 interfering with the flow field of another rotor
with BI hlndcs and rotating at lql. the land freq.cneies ell tile radinting rotor are
Wk = kBl(f_l +Q2). Olle special ettse is for counterromting propellers with equal
speeds (_I = f/2 = e) arid equal mnnbers of blades (B I = B 2 = B). For this
condition we = 2kBfl, where the fimtor 2 arises because of the relative speed of tile
rotors. The other speehd c_meis for interference with a nonrotating distortion field,
where effectively f21 = 0 and BI = l so that Wt, = k_l.

The thr-fieM ncousfie pressure (re['. 22) is

.... {[( ) ( )1)exp i n 0 _r +InBf| r-I-lpoc:,B_mO -p{t)= 8n(rll O}(l - MrconOI . I!,,

I
,, . ml3zMtsmO×[ k k

Jre*,, \] - ,,L.c),u] []:,r-'_- l)k(z) +kit _- Lk{ ",r)] dz

where, for eounterrotation with B 1= B2 = B and QI = e2 = f/, the illode order is

n = (m. - 2k)B (27)

the WIWO lllllllber_ are

2BMt [ m ]kz = _ ['1 - M'_-cos0 2k B/,) (28)

- at,.) ]k_, = _ [ T--"_'-:o-_" _2kAL. B. (20)
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aud the phase lag due to blnde sweep is

2BMt [.__ m . 2k] MCA(as= Air L1- MxcosO D
('_o)

For interference with fixed distortion, the mode order is

n = mB - k (31)

tile wave mllnbers are

2Mr f__ mB ]kx = Mr [.1-M_cos0 k B D (32)

k _ -2 [mB(M2rcosO -M:r) I-kM_]Bl) (33)

Itlld tile phase lag due to sweep is

_" = Mr \l-/i#eosO

In equation {26), the first exponential gives information on tile general nature
of the sound flehl. The fi'equencies that appear are given by mBf/, which indicates
sound at blade-passage frequency and its multiples, just r.s with the sternly-loading
formuhm discussed previously. Tile fi|ctor (r/co) - t indientcs waves propagating
radially from th0 source location at tile ambient speed of souml co. Tile double
summation shows that each loadiug harlnolde k radiates at all the sound fiarnlonics

roB. Variation of the sound pattern in the circumferential direction is given hy he,
where n is tile eirculnferelltlal _ilode order, These modes_ cneh with n lobes, spin
about the propeller axis with mLgldar speed mB/u times the propeller shaft speed
N. This spiuIfing mode characteristic nlso occurs for compressors and turbofans, _s
discussed in the chapter on turbomachinery noise.

As with thickness and steady-loading noise, tile radiation elfieiency is governed
by tile ratio of argument to order in tile Bessel fimetion:

1 (InBzl'ihsinO_= 7,k_] (3s)

The term _ issimilartothe cutoffratiointurbofiuls.For _ < l,radiationis
inefficient;for_ > J,radiationtendstobe efficientbecauseoftheBesselfunction
propertiesshowninfigurel,l.Sincezsin0/(I- Mx cos0)isoforderI,iLisusefill
toconsiderthe'[uantity

M_= (mlUn)Mt (36)
This is tile Slfimdng-mode tip Mach :lumber, Any mode with AI,, << 1 can be
neglected in the calculation, Thus, although tile summation oil k in equation (26)
runs formally from -ao to cx_, only a few modes for die largest JMsl need be
considered, At the lower tlOlllld hitrlllonics sonletillles o_tlyone mode is required,
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As an example of the above nlode erit0rlon, eollsidcr tile m = 3 harmonic of a
counterrotating propeller at Mt = 0.7:

._/_ = mB m (37)
(m - 2k)B Mt = m ---S'_".kMt

WhO combinatJolls of interest for l#l = _ life

k reOn- 2k) tM,_I
-1 O.fi 0.42

0 t.0 .70
I 3.0 2.10
2 -3.0 2.10
3 -1.0 .70
4 -,fi .,12

Tiros, only the k = 1 and 2 loading harmonics radiate efficiently at 3BPF,' Tile
vahies k = 1 and 2 correspond to blade loading at 2BPF and 4BPF. Throltgh use

of the above forlllld/k_, it is e_ks3, to show that for incre_mhlg SOIlIl(i harlllollics t ll]orc
and more loading harlnonics radiate efficiently. Noise from low-tip-speed propellers
with any source of nonuniform iilflow is inevitably dominated by unsteady-lending
sollrces at the Ilpper hflrmoldcs bccallse of their greater radlatiol| c[ficiczlcy.

Seine insight can now be gained for the direct use of time-domain fornull_.s
for calculation of noise from unsteady loading. ]n equation (3), the uusteady
blade loading is input numerically in discrete time steps. Tim size of these steps

nulst be small enough to ensure a full and smooth representation of the loading
component; otherwise, the loading signal will appear to have a higher frequency

that will be strongly emphasized because of the radiation etiiciency discussed above.
This sensitivity is aggravated by the deriwitives denoted by the dots on I i alld M i
in equation (3). Tile derivations must be pcrforuled numerically, a process always

sensitive to smoothness of the qmmti W being differentiated. These problems are all
manageable in prillcJple, llowever_ the reader is cautioned against ctLsllal app]icatioll
of equation (3) to the u.steady-lo,ding problem without a thorough u.dcrstanding
of tile nilinerieal subtleties.

Nonlinear Effects

Blade sections of propfans and of many other ifigh-speed propelters operate at
transonic velocities, In the aerodynamics of wings mid bodies, this is a regime
frequently dominated by nonlinear effects. The corresponding propeller issues tire
discussed below under the categories of nonliitear source effects from the acoustic
analog5, quadrupole and fllll aerodynamic solutions by lipplying finite eleulent
inethods,

At high speeds, ilonlinearity Iiii1)' OCCllr lit tile source (i.e,, lit tile blade scetioll)
beeallSO OL¢transonic effects, 011o way of dealing with this is via the qlliidrllpOlo source
term ill tile acoustic analogy. (Scc chapters on jet noise for definition.) The first
valid analysis of tile importance of the quadrupole source for higll-speed rotors wile
made based on a two-dimenslonal aerodynamic calculation (ref. 23). TIle quadrupole
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col|tribution wzl.scompared with th0 linear thickIless source for _t propfan _tirfoil
section; tho results are showzl in figure 1!}. Theso result.s allow dud, quadrulmle, or
ilonlilll2$tr1b_olire(}ellbets _lre impOl'tltllt ,_ollrces of ndditionnl noise ill Ihe bh_de section
spced range between critictd Mach numher (whetl flow over the airh}il exceeds _,lm
speed of sound} Itlld _t ]%'|IIC]I ntllliber of 1, Qtmdrulmlc strellgth c/tn be reduced
to below that of lklear thickness $).lttlloatlklg sources hy I*lndc sweep ._o the airfoil
sections operate effectively below their critical Mach numbers. To shed more light
on the role of tile qlmdnlpolc term in flow with solid surfaces, 131ackb.rn cxmnined
the field of a two-dimensional wedge hi fully supersoI_ie flow (rcf. 2,t). lie w_usable to
compute the acoustic an_dogy sourco terms ex_tetly ztnd fOllll(| that I]te qlladrupole
wtLsIlot zt significant source of.extra iio[se hi this |low rcghzle. This finding agrees
with figure 19, sklce t.llc M_lch )luml)cr kl Blackl)urn's m)(dysis is well to the right
of tile peak. llowcver, Bl_lckburn did find that the quadrul)ole term repositioned
wave fronts along the shocks, rather thall on the Mncl_ surfitces _.shi Ihlcar theory.
Quadrupole sources Jmve beell tree, ted more extelts[vel2., ill the helicol)ter literature
(see the chapter on helicopter rotor noise) becmlse supercrltical bhlde section speeds
l/re t2Ol11111Oll, I]owfiV(_l" t for propellers Zlll(I J)ropfltll*';, llOlllill(_/tr effectsare llliiihnizc2d

by bl_tdc designs'with sweep and thin airfoil sectkms,

NIlisll {uhh.(! I)y
qtla_lr III1()1o, (HI

.8 ,_J I.{I I!L I,_2

Srrti(m rrhdtv(_ Miwh rtumhrr, _lr

Figure 1#. lnc,tease of blade #liekness sound pressure h!,el ca se,l blt
including quadrupole noise. (l_mn ref. 25.)

Arlother o,pptoaC]l to ;_onlklcar effects is _ksa by-prodllct of all nero(lyl|lmlics
calculation. There is eol|siderable work on tke trnnsonic regime [ti progress to
develop numerical methods for aerodynmnle design imd analysis from filll-potcntial,
Euler, Imd N_wier-Stokes cqulttions. For the stcady-loa(Ihlg problent, it is telnptklg
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to believe that since ¢hesl_ methods Caml)ute all the flow-tleM vltrilihles ill ;t finite
dOnlahl mtrrounding the propeller, IIle noise ,signal is avtdlable ._imply I)5' snmplhlg

the pressure fidd at tim appropriltle It)entices, This, in principle, is true, llowover,
the cllrrclltly existinlg llerotlyllltmlc aludysls Inethods Jtre designed to give the host
ilecllracy Oil the 811rfllccs of the bllldes. For field i)oints at a dislal]ee frolul tile bllldes,

predicLiolls are degraded bce_Lllse the l]lesh sizes Ilsed in the calelllaLiol] hRerelLse,
IiiilllCrical (kllllpillg Slllooth.q the WIIV/_S,Itll(| the bOlllld;lry COlliiitiolls lit tile otlter
edges of tim computational (]Ollll|ill are trcatecl approximately. These problems all

appear to he llIRt]ageableforthe steady-loadillgaeroclyll_nnlcsproblem,blltso far
they havellotbet!llmldressedforllCOlh.lticCllIctlhttJollS+However, recentitllvftnccsill
cozllpllltltiona] tlllicl dyllltllliCS ill(! iiow Illakillg thLq lillpro;Ich look znore pntcticaL

Prediction Methods |br Propeller
Broadband Noise

The fundmnental laws of ricer|sties (,_ee Curie, ref. 25, for exmnple ) ,state tlmt Line

noise fro:,, a surflme is prodllced hy forctrs (dipoles) and so,lrces (monopoles) induced
on the surfilce to satisfy the condition of no flow through the snrfnce, If Lllese ternls
are harlnonic, the noise prodllced is hnrillonic, llowever, if dipoh!s with a rltll/|om
tilIle hehavior are present oil the sllrface, broll¢lb;tlltl lloise is produced. (Usllally

t]mro are lie lllOllOpO]0S wlth a rlllltlOlll thlle IMmvior, SillCO this wollkl require lhe
Sllrf;lce to |lave it sigei|i¢llllt COIIIpLIllCllt of ralltlolll thletlllLtiOll ill position.) _ntldOlll

forces cltll he [lldllCe(| [i)' several lllechRiliSllls. If significnllt tllrblllel]ee is presel|t ill
the IllOllll streltllh ra]ldollt forces arc hlchlced eli tile blndes, lendiltg to l)rondbmM

noise, In the low-frequency (coulpact) c_mc the entire I)hide is involved ill tile sound

gcllc'rlltion process, At higher fretlllellcics (ttcollstie wnw_length Sllla]]er than the
chord), the noise gelleratioe bly2OllleS eollCt211tra/ed llrOlllltl till2, leadillg edge of the
blade.

II1 tile illlSlrllCe of [lllklw tllrl)lllellee, ally n[lldt)lll Slll'fltce forces illllSt be self-
induced. A tllrlllllOllt IIflw nlovillg over R plate itl(lllCeN illlSteady sllrf_lce presseres.

]?or tt illliforlll Illeltll flow thi.'.; tllrblllence Cllll I)e prodllCetl ill the tllrlllllellt Dt)lllld&ry
layer. If the turbulence is not in the vicinity of an edge it prodnces quadrupole
sollt]/l, which ixgenerally a weak ge]lerlLtioll lnee]l_lnisln ctJnlpared with clipole solllld.

However, t_s the turbukr/ICe ILpprollches lllltl lltLsses the trailhlg edge, the I)Olllldttry
COll(lttiolls illl[)osed oll till eddy chRllge: wl]eretls tile airfoil 811r_/Lt10Clllt support tt
force,the wake cromer. The resultisa change in the airfoilIoJMizlgIlseach eddy

p_sse,s the edge, nnd SOlllltl is produced.
Two approackes to the calculation of trailing-edge noise have been cleveloped,

Since Curie h_s ,shown tlmt tile pre._sure tield pradltced by tile turbulence can Im
rcl)resellted l)y vohllls2 qllltdrllt)o]o St)ltrct?s togetkor wlth the serfltce lllOllUl)oles _llld

dipoles to sat[.sfy tim boltndary conditZon on the surfilce, the first apl)roadl is to solve

tile problem of a quadrupole in tile vMnity of a half-phtne. Since tile mtrfilce dipoles
ill(htee(.I by tile qlllldrlll)OleS ltrfi tile Ill/till tqOltlld-l)rOdlleillg sollrc_s, this Illothod (loll
be described ns a calculation of the surfi|ce forces prochlced by the quttdrupoles,
followed by the calculation of tile noise, An analysis following this approach w_s

carried out by Pfowcs Williams and thdl (rcf. 26). This approach is sat[sfilctory if
the quadrnpole strengths are kllowll. | lowever, this method presents the seine kind of

problems encomttered in the prediction of jet noise from qnadrupole distrilmtions; in
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gcllera] tile distribution is not knowli witil Sllllicicllt accurltcy, l'_lrtilerinor(!, tllere is

the possibility that other nonlinear effects, such as wave sleel)enhlg (li]so represented
by quadrupoles), are inchlded with tile sound-producing qmulrupok_s.

These problems led to the forlllllhLt[oIl O[a st!eolld allprt_ach, which has |)e_ll more
extellsively compared with experilll_llt, Ill contrast to the above file[hod, this flew

IIlctht3d i_';Slllnes that the surface pressllre prodllecd by the coIwcctivc [llr[)lllelll't! i_
IdlIowll, This surface pressure fiehl is mssumed to be frozen and colIvectillg with li

velocity Ue (or Mach number Me) wl c ay be a fimction of frequency. At the
trailing edge, there is a change in the bol it n'y co u o ; in particulnr, the surfnce
pressure due to tile turbulence, which is supporwd by tile airfoil upstream of the
tl'aifing edge_ is not supported by the downstream wake. This produces a fluctuating

dipole force oil the surflice and _:adhltes sonnd. Clu_se (ref. 27) w_m one of tile first to
Employ this lncthotl for noise predictioll, lit.. IL';Sllllled zero Milch lllllllhel _, ILll(I tails

no Kutttt condition is applied at the edge. A more general formulation, inchtding
a mean-flow Mach mlmber M alld tile applieatioll of the l(utla coMition at the
trailing edge, w_m introduced by Antiet (ref. 28). This model is especially attractive
bCCltllst,_ of its sylllllletriclt] relation with leading-edge noise, Fnr leading-edge noise,
one specifies tim velocity of tile incklent turbulence field together with a no-flow

condition through the airfoil surface; this leads to zero potential on tile axis ahead of
the airfoil and at the leading edge. For trailiag-edge noise one specifies the incident
surface pressllre Oli llpper aild lower Niirfaffes; tile presstlro ififferclice is zero oil tile

t_xis downstream of tim trailing edge and at the trailing edge because of the Kut ta
condition, llowever, just IIs for the first nlelhod_ tills approlich ¢lnt_snot result ill
it compact dipole type dlrcetivity pattern. BeCallSe the fiuetlmthlg forces occur at
the airfoil edge one cannot simply replace them by the field ofa compaet dipole in
till infinite fluid. Rather, ella niust include Ihe bainhlg effect of tile airfnil edge, the
resldl, behlg it iIlotfified dircctMty,

Thls model itvoids the necessity of specifying the volume distribution of

quadrupoles, since their eifcct is ah'eady included in the coavecting surface pres-
sure. Altlmugh the spceificntiml of the surfilcc pressure is probably simpler than
the specification of the vohun_ quadrupoles, it is liy no Inellns it slnlple tlmk. Anllct
usedsurfacepressllredata fora fiat-phltebolt ary ye' s e c hito is(ref,28)
partly bocltllSe tills iS it sinlplo lind "(']ll_sslc" CllSl2, Perhaps more hnporhilll,ly, it was

tile only readily available dittll. (_lVhnli IlShig the following e×llressions for the 11oise_
the rt_lider should Im aware that the expressions IIsi!d for the sllrl+ace llrcssili'e fire
gcllerally ol)tltillcd by Cllrte fitthlg of data. Tails I they life by lie" llleall_ rigol'Olls Illld

arcopon to ilnprovcnlCllt.)

Tile far-fiekl noise spectrlllll prediction Spp libove It fiat phitc for tills model is
(ref.28)

/ \u)bz " •

wller_ :e,y, Itliil z nre_ respectively, tile eoor(linlites ill the itxhil directioll, liorlnlil to
tile airfoil, alld along tile Spltn; b is tile selnichordl s is tile solnlSl)lllg t*_jis the solnld
spc_]d; ly is tile SpllllWi80 correlRtloll leilgth, which call Ill] a filllctloll of tile radillll

,i ,i tl q
frequency w; a" _ x" +/3-~% where e2 __ f - M2; C is the generalized lift; and _qq
iS tile pressure specmml on eifllcr the uppm' or lower surface of the airfoil near the
traflhlg edge, {To find the total noise, tile sound from both surfaces must be added.
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_blot2 the _llFfltce _F_S_llre spt2c_F& on tho two siIrfllecs art gcltcrally illlcorfollttcd, tho

prcssure spectra, ratbcr thau the pressure itself, arc added.) In the high-frequency
lhnit (wavclengtb nmch less titan chord), the directivity factor is given by

z"l£1 °" (1 + M,, - M)D (39)

witb

2c°s_'(0':/2) (,Io)
D =- [1- (M - ._&)cos0,_]:!(t- M cos0,,)

where lt'_ = wb/Uc It t rt_ and 0c are, respectively, the retarded rlldbls from the
observer to tile 8OllrCe poblt Jl.ll(l itllgifi o[_tilt) observer lllelk*illr_2dfrOlll the IlpstreKiil
axis, T etc't sre mt 0,.arere ted tot e_ctt l coort tesby

a =- re( - AI cos0,,) and x = re(M -cosO,,) (,11)

A more general form of ertlmtlons (39) and (,t0) for arbitrary frequency can
lie found (refs. 28 and 29). but since trailblg-edge noise is predonlinlmtly at high
freqllorley_ th(3 Inoro g@llet'_d CxprL,'SSiOIl llllly ltOt bo needed. Tim SpalP, v]se coFrel_tt[Oll

]cllgth ly is defined ill tcrllls of the surface presstlre speetrunl ms

lll(°_) = Sqq(W,O) JlJ _qq(W'll)dY (,i2)

The integration of a result fi'om Coreos (ref. 30) leads to an expresskm for l u of
(re(.2St

2.1Ue
Iii_ (,18)

CO

For a fiat plate all expression for ,qqq can be obtaim, d by etn've fitting the data of
Wilimarth and Rot)s (ref, 31) to give

, _ Sq,_ _ = 0.000o2 (,I,O
S_'t - _(poU2)a(_5./U) 1 + _ + 0,217_'-' + 0,00562_ 'l

where po is the free-stream densily, _ = w6 /U (_t form of tile Strouhal ulumber), auld
/5 is tim displacement thickness of the turbulent boumhtr5 layer, given al)proxb rarely

by (ref. 32)

_" _ o.o,xTn7_/_ (,1_)
C

wi_erc Re is tile l_eyllok]s illllllber bmsed OI1 cbord C, A reasollttb]e va]lle to ilSe for

t] e eonvcc o veloe ty is Uc ----0.SU (ref. 28),
e t rEquations (38) to (,15} allow a calculation of tb trailing-edge noise _,'_ it flnletioll

of frequency and observer positioll, givell V&bleS for U, po, co, chord, alld span.
One should he able to model trailing-edge noise for a realistic airfoil if accurate

expressions for tim Sllrf/Ico pressure are knowIL Of the above relations, the one
most subject to question is equation (,1,1) for tim spectrum of tile convecting surface
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pressure. Although this equation may be ndequate for a flat plate at zero incidence,
one realizes at once that this cannot be quite correct for an actual airfoil, if only

I because it does ILotblclude the Imgle of attack. As one might expect, experimental
evidence shows _t noise increllse a_.'_an airfoil becomes more heavily loaded. This
could be due to im incret_.seill either SqfI or 6', Also, the Ineltsurements from which
equatioll (,i,l) wtmobtabled were llOt 1hallonear an edge. For the._ere_lsons_atteltlpts
Ilave hcen made to modify equation (4,1) with actual airfoil surfltce pressure data.
Thus, curve litting tile data of reference 33 gives the following gencnd fornl first used
in reference 34:

S_ = 0.g00fi66_ (,16)qq 1 - 5.489& + 36.7,1D2+ 0,1505_ 5

II1 tire range of blterest this gives a value for S_q that is some_vlmt larger than that
givelt by equatioll (,14) for a fiat plate, tile nlaxbmun dilfereace beblg 7.7 dl] at

_- 0.[8, The ellrvo fit is bt_,_ed o11 lne/$11relnollts takezl oil an airfoil at zero atlglo

of attack. However, tile surface pressllre data are not extensive ellollgb to ;tssure
aa accurate prod[orlon. For example, by curve fittblg the data of botll references 33
and 35, Chou nnd George (ref. 36) subsequently gave an expression for S,_q for two

c ranges of _, The first expression, for _ < 0.06, is taken fronl equatio:* (,16) but is
ineretmed by an overall fi_etor of 2.6. This difference poblts out tile uneertafi|ty in
tile result. Although Chou and George used a difi'erent curve fit than equation (,16)
for tile surface pressure, tile basic model used for the noise calculation is thllt of
references 27 and 28, in which a frozen surfilce pressure conveeting pltst tile trailing

: edge is Ik_;SlllTled,

Obviously the problem is not solved completely untll an analytical solution for tile
sllrfilce pressure is available. However, the above nlethod does give all approximafiot_
to tile noise produced if tile surfltce pressure is known; it also gives an iIIsight into the
meehanislrl of noise prodtletion_ since it relates tile itllsteady stlrfitce pressltre to tile

noise produced. There is another prediction method available that dispenses witb
the theoretical development and concentrates on curve fitting of avaihtble trailing-
edge noise data (in contrll._t to the above method, which cllrve fits sllrfaet_pressure
data and uses this for predicting the noise), This other prcdietiou method uses tile
frequency dependence of reference 37 together with certain of the above results lind
gives a prediction of 1/3-octave balId frequency. Tile result, with filrther details
given in reference 34, is

where the iJverall SPL is

( o,.,)OASPL = 101ogl0 M _D +K 1 (,18)

and ,'/ is tim spall_ t_ln_x is the v/_.blo of _ at the spectrum peak (usually around

0.1), and KI = 1,11.3, Bnsed oil comparisons of theory versus experiment (ref. 3,1),
equations (,17)and (,18)give a slightly better prediction than equations (38) to (46),
but equations (47) and (,18) give little insight bite tile noise-generating process.
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Equations (,17) and (,t8) should give re;Lsonable predictions for an airfoil with a
small anglo of attack. FtJrther analysis and additional experiments are required to
deternlflle tile effects of/ulglc of attaek_ flow separatiol betc,, oll tb(._lie!so gelleratioll.

(A !nero detailed analysis of the hmdanmntal principles ell widch the convecting
surface pressure model is b_med is givea in ref. 28.)

For a propeller, l/i] integral must be taken over the rotor span (i.e., the blade is
treated in a stripwise manner), since each radial eta]loll moves at a different velocity.

l]ecause trailing_ctlge noise is random m*d generally has a higher freqlmncy than the

propeller rotational frequency, the ovemfl iloise spectrlml for a rotating blade cml
be calculated by simply averagblg arotmd tile _bnuth tile sound spcctruln dcdved
above for the case of rectflilmar motion. Tile prblciplc is quite straightforward,
bllt the hllplolilell_ation Call beeol_le sollleW]lat illVOlVed beeltllse of the eonstallt]y

ehangblg observer position in blade-fixed coordinates (reL 3.t).

Propagation Effects

Tile propeller noise theories previou.sly described provide estimates of noise

generated at tile scarce without regard to any prop_gation effects other than spherical
spreading. This section discusses tile effects of Doppler frequency shift, refraction,
scattering and shiebling, atmospheric absorptiom ground reflection, and excess
grolllld a_tellllatioII,

Doppler Frequency Shift

This pbenonmnon results in a shift in the frequency perceived by an observer
when the observer or tim source is moving relative to the medium. Tim fimliliar

trab_wllist]e_sof]ellused a_ allexample. To an observerstanding ]leRr]be train
tracks, the trahl whi.stle appears raised in pitch _usthe train approaches, and lowerml
as the train passes by. Similar effeels can be observed hi propeller noise, the most

impartant of which is related to the me,inurement of airplane flyover noise.

For a ulovblg sollrce, stationary observer, iuId stationary lll_dblln tile Doppler

frequency sbig is calculated from

A (,19)
fo = 1 - _lb cos0

wllere fo is the observed frequency, J:_ is the source frequency, ?*Ix is the Iflght Mach

number, and 0 is the angle between the line from tile saurce to tile stationary observer
and thc flight path at the time the solllId wILq emitted. This equation clearly shows
that for an approaching source (O < 90 °) tim observed frequency is raised, whfle for

a receding source (0 > Of!a) the frequelmyis lowered.

A generalized derix_tlon for the Doppler-shifted received frequency is given by
reference 38. This deriw_tion shows that when the medium is in motion but both

the sourceand the receiver are statioaary (as in it wind tunnel), no frequency shif_

occurs. For airplane flyover noise, significant diiferenccs in received frequency am
expected for a ca,se w th wind compared with that for tile zer_wind case,
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Refraction Effects

Prvl)agation Throngh the Atmosphere

Refractiongenerallyoccursforsollll(lpropngatingthrollghthe normalittulo-
spherebecausethetelllperatllroand pressure ,._try with aIt]tlldo&lid presenta varying
chnractcristic impedance pc. Although the process is contimlous, it is convenient to
approximate it &_layers having discrete iutcrfaces (fig. 20). For it discrete interface,
rays are bent according to Shell's law, described ill reference 39 as

sin 01 = el (50)
shz0'2 c2

where tile illcident and transmitted angles 0t aud 02 are defined in figure 20 aml
cl _md c2 arc respectively the speed of sound in tile illcident and the transmitted
mcdhlltL

pl = ¢11_rxt_[ila,t - kld)] \ _

#jl,l /

/////J/'/'//2//'/_/'/'/'/" -'12,'Xl'/i(wt

- k_,t)l

Figure '20. Refmctioa of acoustic wave.

Some of the energy is rcflccted, whim the rest is transmitted. The ratio of tile
alltplil;udo of the transmitted wave to that of the incident wave is

A._,2= 2_c2 cos 01 (51)
A! p2o2eosOl + plCl COS02

Fur an acoustic phum wave the change in sound pressure level is lO log (Intensity
.... ,) . ,

ratio), where the mtenslty Is A-pc It follows 0mr tile change m th translmtted
sound pressure level is

=41--2

Ai/ptet
(,52)

4plClP2C2cos2OI

= 10 log (f_2c2cos 01 + PlCl cos 02)2
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BeClLIIHeth0 SOlllld beam is either widelled or lmrrowed w]lel_ trallsiTiLl:ted throllgh

tile interface, equatioa (52) does not give the ratio of total power transmitted. Tile
ehaz]ge in sound power level call be calelllatec] frol_l

'lpt el f_c2 cox 01 cox 82 (53)
ApWL = 10 ]og (/_2c2 cos 01 + plCl ct)s {/2)2

Two speeinl cp._es beat" Illel_tiol_ing. For p2c2cosOl -- PlCl cos02, no power is
reflected and all the power is trallsnfitted. When c I < c2, there is a critical incidence
angle 0c, givea by sin0c = ele2, for which the rcfracted ray is parallel to the

illterfltce. For inchlence m|gles eqllal to or greater tha_l 0c no ileOtlstic energy is
transmitted into the second medium, For sound propagating from high altitudes
through tt ilorllta] itt/nosphere, tile critical aiigle cltll he exceeded at large ailgies alld

uo sound woukl be detected at the ground. This can be significant for propellers
in the forward dircctivifies because the Doppler effect shifts the source directivlty
forward.

It is conve|Lient to use discrete layers, typically 100 to 300 m thick, for calcul_Lting
refraction effects. Each layer is assumed to have uniform impedance represented by
the mean hnpedance of the layer. This procedure is recommended for correctillg

_firplane flyover noise during certilication (re£ ,I0), It is cssenthd to use at layered
atmosphere model for propagation to the ground from high-altitude (greater than
5000 m) flight, ms tile cum_.llative effects beconm sigaillcallt.

Propagation Through a l'_tselaae Boundary Layer

Refraction also occurs Wflell souxld propagates throllgh ii fltselage bolllldary layer
beemlso tile velocity and tetnperature graclients ill the boumlary layer cause it ellallge

in tile hnpcdmlce encountered by the sound wave propagating through it. This effect
Collld be important for iloiso ilnphlgelnellt Oli a fllse]a_e Wllel| ellbill iloise is being
investigated or controlled.

Several analyses exist for cwduating fitsehlge-bounchtry-laycr refraction ct['ccts
ms applied to propeller and propfau noise. Early iulvcstigations (refs. 19 and 41)

addressed plalle Waves and two-dilnelisiollal bollndllry lay(rrs. Later refinelliellts
extellded the anaiyses to propeller-type noise sollrees alld boundary layers on
cylindrical surfaces (ref. ,12}.

Scattering and Sl|i(_ldlng

.Dtsclage Scattering

Sound hlcklent on a cylLndrleal filsclage is seatteretl depending on the angle

of incidence aad the wavelength of tile sound compared with the diameter of the
filselage. For normal incidence, sound at a small wavelengflt compared with the
filselage diameter is totally reflected. Thus, a receiver at the fuselage 8llrfnee
perceives a doubling of the pressure.

The analysis of reference ,12 represents the fuselage tm an [nfiaitely long cylinder
with infinite impedance at the surfltce. Scattering elfeets from this anlflysis are shown

in llgtlre 21 for the flmdamental and second harmonic of it model propeller. Oil tile
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side with tim bleitl0nt sound, pressure doubling is shown at both frequencies because
tim wavelengths of both tones for the model propeller are snmll COmlmred with the
fuselage diameter. On the opposite skle, a shadow zone is shown, with a deeper
shadow oeetlrrillg for shorter waVelellgths. ]nterfere;Ico is shown at tile edges, Note

that the pattern appears rotated (i.e., the pattern is not symmetric about ¢ = 0°)
because of the rotating source. Thas the aealysis is sensitive to tile direction of
rotation of tile propeller.

(1,5dillmrtrr itrl Phttlt, of r¢=lathm D,5 diamelrr fibrward

I I

I i
_ I aPF

_ IlPF / "

;, t2 I,
; I

t_ _1×IIPF $ t
;I x IIPF 3 x I]I'F

L , t f I t I I l J
-20I_ _IS(I S ISO 20S -2Sit -ITS) S ItS} 2tie -200 -H)O S IflO 21I(I

Circttutfc.r,'tltlld angh*, ¢, dt,g

Figur_ 21, Oalculated filselagc scatter_n9 efft:cts at Ale = 0.8, (l_m re.[. 4E)

; ..

Wing Shielding

As is tim ease for a faselage, a wing can be ased to provide shielding of a propfiul

source. Figure 22 illustrates the situation for a propfim installed oil a swept wing.
It is shown that for tim geometry and the direction of rotation indicated, the line
of sight from the advanehlg blade is blocked by the wing leading edge, As is the
case for tile fuselage, the amount of shielding depends also oil the wavelength of the
sound, with shorter waveletlgths approaching geometric acoustic behavior,

Several analyses have been developed for shielding of sound by stationary barriers.
These analyses were extended for propfalts installed on w gs by nel ling t o effects
of llight Maeh mnnber and wingsweep in reference 43.

Atmospheric Absorption

WbmJ sound propagates over long distances through air, absorption takes place
and reductions in m,qplitade lit excess of those from simple distance effects are
observed. These effects have heerl studied for some time atttl several procedures
exist to calculate the effects (rd's, d4 to ,17). The method endorsed by tim FAA
and recommended for adjusting iloise certification data is that of reference d7.
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(IL) Top view.

])]Tl't'l_lltl

Iir_llliLKatitt:l
to fit_l,h_gl'

(b) Front view.

Figure 2_, Shieldiufl of pT"opellernoise by swept win_l.
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This procednrepresentsan algorithmwlfichallowsthe ealctdationof atmospheric
attemmtion, in terms of a dB attentlatioll per trait distnnce, as a fimction of

temperature and relative humidity, These vahles typically wtry from O.OOl dB/m
at low frequencies to about 0.1 dB/m at high frequencies. Because the atmospheric
attenuation tins relatively little effect on low frequencies, it does not have a strong

influence on propeller noise, except for the case of noise propagating to the ground
from high altitudes (above 500D in).

Ground Reflection Effects

In a typical airplane noise nteasurement situation, the airphme flies p_st a
microphone which is located ahove a ground plane. The sound thus reaches the
nficrophmle following the direct path and a reflection from the ground phule, as

illustrated in figure 23 for a simple point source S. Also slmwn is the equivalent
• _ image source ,ffl which accounts for tile grom|d reflection process. The distance

, traveled by the direct ray R is given by [L "_+ (It - h)2jl/2, whereas that of the
reflected ray R r is given by [L 2 + (// + h)2]l/2, Note that R t is always longer than

• R, except in the special times of H -= 0 or h = 0, for which they are equal. Since the

propagation lengths aloiig the two paths diflbr, tim signals arrive at the nficrophone
with relative phase differences that cause constructive interference, when the two
signals are in pha._e, or destructive interference, when the two signals are out of
phase,

1! It

Mk'Tophmt,_

h ¢"
: G[[blL]Id

/ / / ///// / / // / //.// / J s / / / plltne

j•

• I¢_ AR ._1(-11
J . = 2_At7 f/c

• • Ir_Jr llr_ [I and an Illfiuite

• • itnpedamra! grotlltd IJlant!: ASPL = IOlz_g(2+2co_a}

I

Figure. 23, Ground reflection e_ects mith imnge source.
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For aoise certification pllrposcs, a microphone height of 1.2 m is required. At

llormlt| alllbicllt tenlp_r_ttures, this llelght rosll]ts ill cltneclltltlons lit approximately
80 Hz for it source tlircctly over the microphone (L = 0). This wdue is in the range of
blnde-p_.ssagc frequencies for many propellers. Since propeller noise is predomimmtly
tit low frequency, these effects can thus be SigllifiCIIllt.

It is difllcult 1o interpret in(31k_tlrelll_llt8 iilll[]o iis]ng it Inieropholl(_ located above a
ground plane because of tile changing ground retlcction effects coupled with apparent

source characteristics (e.g., directivity altd Doppler shift). One method which gives
good results is to use a microphone close to grollnd level (h _ 0) over a hard surfitee
(for high impedance). This arrangement results ill tile reflected signal idwnys being
in plume with the direct signal, so a nearly constant 6-dB correction (fifll pressure

dollhlhlg) occllrs over the freql:ency range of interest, independent of source positioll.
(_rollnll reflection effects m'e needed fur estimating the nolse to be expected during

noise certification, for instance. Procedures for calculnting grotmd rdleetion effects

Call be folln(] ill references ,18 to 53 alld arc diseussell ill allother chapter of this
hook. These _10thod.q do ilot llecessari]y address tone sotlrces. _roulld reflection
corrections for propeller harmonic noise should be done for small bnltilwidth signals

at the Doppler-shifted tone frequencies. Using center frequencies of 1/3-octave bands
can lead to significant errors. I_xperience h_m indicated that adjusting a ground
microphone me,inurement of a propeller aircraft Ilyover to 1.2 m cannot be done
with high accuracy with existing methods because of the complexity of the ground

reflection process.

Excess Ground Attenuation

Excess ground ltttenlllltloll_ sonleti[lles eldlcd latertd itttenllation_ is _t ternl

applied to discrepancies between observed levels and those expected after all other
propagtttlon effects (i.c,, distance, lttlnosphorie attellnatioll, ItIId grollnd reflection
etfects} have been itccountcd for. This effect is usually fotmd whcu mel_surements
of flyovers are colzlpared witll those from a sidclilte l[lieropholle. A eolllp{!_lditllll of

slteh lllc_l.sllrelncllts lllLs been published in reference 5,1, A ,_lzHllllary of these reslllts is
shown in figure 2,1. It is probable that It significant portion of the latend attemlation
shown in figure 24 is a result of shielding because of the apparently stronger elfects
for filsvlage-mountcd engines. It is not clear how this effect would bc rellected in

propeller noise. However, this can certaitfly be host ilddrcssed by npplying wing mid
fllsclage shielding and scattering analytical methods.

Nonlinear Propagation Effects

Open rotors generally produce intcllse noise low,Is. This is particularly true nF
propfans durillg high-speed crllise. Under these cireutt|stances, significant llo_dillear-
ities can arise. There may be nonlinear propagatiolh effects in additioll to tile imnlin-
c&r SOllrCoeffects disetlssed previonsly. Ni)lllillcltr propllgl_.tion of propeller noise wits
firsis studied by Hawkings and Lowson (rcf. 55). Since then, Bnrger (ref. 5g), 2'am
and Salikuddin (ref. 57), and Liltdblad (ref. 58) have purstted the subject further.

All these investigators applied weak shock theory _s developed for sonic booms to
tile propeller noise propagation problem. The analysis is applied in eol_junetion with
a linear source theory calculation, although it is not inherently limited to this lind

co,lid be matched with zt nonlin_llr Sollrc0 theory or eyell with expcrilnonta] results.
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i) l[) 21] ++(I 'II) ,_(I ++(I ?f) 811 94J

Obm'tvrr arighT, drg

Fi.qu;e 2_, '1)/pie.elva;_ation of lateral attenuation with observer an!fie,
(Promref. 543

Tile approacil ix Lobegill with till acoIlstie pressllrO wftx,eform and apply a IZOldillEar

propagation theory to account for the wave steepening that builds up during propa-
gatioll because of fiIlite signal amplitude. In tile positive pressure peaks of the WAVE,
I;he temperature alld spcc(I of SOIIII{Ilife £tbovE ttmlfiellt vahles so that tile peaks
propagate ftmter than the valleys.

Examples of the nolllincar propagation effects are shown in llgure 25 for an
unswept propfan blade. In figure _5(a) the noise pulse was computed from it linear
theory equivalellt to equations (3) or (28), Weak shock theory was applitM to prtJdtictr
the wtlvc in figure 25(b), As shown, tile nonlinear propagation theory steepens the
leading edges of the pulses and compares better with experimental results (fig. 25(c))
than does linear theory. A shift in energy is made from the lower frequencies to
higher frequencies, although there does not ,tppEar to be a significant reduction in
level at the very low frequencies. The effects described herein occur very close to a
propfan, Test data show that propagation of sound .from propflms follows the linear
propagation laws of typical acoustic sources at distanee,s greater thml one propfan
diameter,
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Fioure _5, Nonlinear pT_pa.aatio effects computed from weak shock theamd,
(From re/. 56.)

Comparisons of Predictions and
Measurements

Background

Before attempting any serious study of tile performance of propeller noise
prediction methods, one must fldly nlMcrstand the methods used to make the

meo.surements, This is hnportant because test fileilities may infhlcncc the noise-
generating process or propagation in a manner not modeled by the noise prediction

method. Other consklerations hlclnde the presence of additional sources of noise
in the measurements (e.g., a drive motor) and tile _Lssuraneo that tile propullcr is
operating at the conditions (i,o. blade loading, relative velocities, etc.) defined for
tile calculations.

Noise Measurements Under Sta_ic
Conditions

As describedpreviously,itpropelleroperatingunder staticconditionsencountersItgreatdeM of nonuniform inllow_ includingnaturallyoccurringturbulencein tile
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_tLInosphere_ grourld vol'tiees_ nnd wakes from fllSe]ages t wings, llaeelles_ or test

stands. This inflow results in high levels of unsteady-loading noise that tends to
domimtte the higher sound harmonies. This source of noise disappears quickly when
tt small amount; of forwttrd speed is attabled. A p_Lssengerin a propeller-driven
airplane may observe high levels of noise up to die point of brake reletLse, but the
noise quickly changes _mthe ttirplane reaches a modest speed during the takeoff roll.
Similar effects can be observed on static test stands in that the noise can change
nlarkedly when _ nlodcst head wind OCCllrS.

Forward flight effects on propeller noise have been investigated (refs. 59 and 60).
Figure 2(]shows representative noise mc_tsurcd during static and flight conditions at
constant propeller speed aud power. As shown, the static data arc doudnatcd by

: high levels hi tile upper harmon_es, but these arc essentially gone ht the flight data.

1 Static

ti .

s_L, ,,q : ! : :
dB , , , °

/

' ' ¢ l.:/ , ,

_Flight
20 30

Ilarulonie of Iihlih_p_._sage frequency

I r I i
0 10(%0 2000 3000

F=equency, Ilz

Figure 2G. Effect of forward flight tm propeller noise. (From ref, g9.)

Comparisons between measured and calculated levels for static propeller noise
are presented in reference 60. It is concluded that a compact source calculation for
fluctuating blade-loading noise and a noncompaet source calculation for thickness
and steady-lottding noise =_readequate for predicting the noise of static propellers.
Tile predictiol] of static propeller noise, however, is not of great interest, t_ the
condition is transient and is not used for noise certification or interior cabin noise

_: control.
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Th@ nol_0 froln collnterrot+ttblg propellers oper_ltillg IIllder static cot_ditions wot/Itl
probal)lynot show +ks lllllchillfillflllCUfroin tllrblllencoingestJolleffectsbeealls0the
higher harlnonlcs are domltmted by aerodynamic inter_tetion between tile I,wt>blade
rows. Limited dater exist (tel el), but it is :Jot clear what components comprise
tile uloise, It can be concluded that any static propeller (litter to be used for

correlationpLlrposcssholddbe viewedwith calltioIl__k._theyarestronglyJnflllenccd
by nonunifornl inflow, which is not uslutIly well defined lind often varies.

Propeller Noise Measurements in Wind
Ttmnels

There arc two COlIllllOlLtypes ofwiIId tllllneIs ilse(I in acollstic research: tile closed-

test-section type and tile open-jet type. Both offer adv_tnt;tges alld disadvantages in
regards to propeller testhlg,

Closed.Test-,_ectioTt IIqnd 7_Lmteb

I'.,Iost closed-test-section wind tunllcls arc of the recircudatlng type. It is thus
necessary to cotltrol the tllrbtilencc which can be ix|trocltlcetl by tile drive tim,
tllrlling x'anes_ recirculatitlg wakes ])rothlccd [)y the model t etc. If th_ test-section

walls are metal or concrete, Illl_Ily reflection paths can exist, the res_dt of whlch is
great variability in the melmurcd noise. This wiriabillty is particularly significant for

propeller znoise because of its discrete freqtlellcy compo_ents. Dcpezlding o_l _mtio
characteristicsof tlletlmILel,slgnilJclilltreiilforcelilcntsor callcel]iltiollc_m occurat

the harmonic freqlleneics (ref, 62).
One solution to tbis reflection problem is the use of absorptive treatment on the

tllnnel walls. Becmlse of aerodynRinlc losses callsed by flow over the treatment,

the use of wedges is ltot practical, Flat-fitccd fibergla.ss (bchi:*d high-open-afoot
perforated retaining plates) or polyLIrcthazlc foams hltve been Itscd, These _tppenr to
work reasonably well at low to modcr_tte speeds (below hlach 0.5) for nmmstlrement

locations IIc;tr the peak noise (rcf. 62). This type of treatnmnt might not work wl_ll
at high specd or at shallow hlcldence angles which occllr at locations forward of the
propeller plane of rotation. Acoustic qualities of witld tllnnels operatittg at speeds
above M+tch 0.6 h;tve ulot yet betm demoltstr_tted.

Ope_t-Jet [I/itld 'l¥+nrle/,+

Another approach is the ItSe of opeii-jct wittd tllIlllels. In this arral]gemellt, a
nozzle is typically set into the wall of an +tncchoic chamber. A collector is situated
opposite tile nozzle. When suction is applied at the collector +_+jet forms between the

Iluzzlu and tile collector. Placing +t propeller in tile jet simulates flight. Because there
is essentially no flow oTltside the jet, tile cha_nbcr can be treated with acoustic wedges

to provide an mmchoie envirollment. The limitations of this scheme, however, are
restricted .speed (about Mach 0.5) and propagation effects through tile shear layer
to 5_r-fleld microphones. Shear layer corrections lbr mllplitude and dlrectivity angles
existand llavobeen welldocumented (mrs.(}3to 65), Tile+inglecorrectionsshow

thatthesound isrefractedby tilesllearlayer.In tileforwarddirection, the refraction
can be completeso theftno sound passesthrough tim shearlaycr_thus limitingtile
range of directivity attainalde.
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Propeller Noise Measurements in Flight

Me_ksurenmnts of noise from propellers installed t)tl nb'plmms ill flight _hould be
tim b,.'st data for correlation purposes because the ultb]tat(_ objective of studying

propeller Itoise is to colltrol it in tile psmsenger cabin luld in tile conlmulllties alfeeled
by noise of airplanes taking off, landing, or in flight. Tbe metmuremcnt of I_ropeller
noise front airphme.% however, is diilicult. Apart from tim gener*dly bigiler costs
_msociated with flight tests, propellers installed on airplanes are subjected to inflow

distortion slteh tm angle-of-attack effects, whig upw*_sh, nacelle blochtge, engine
inlet effects, and wakes iron| upstream disturbances which may signiiieantty alfcet
tile propeller noise characteristics. In addition, otber sottrccs of noise ill'c presel_t,
such as noise of the airfranm and of the engines. Finally, the blterpretation of

airphme noise should inchule atmospheric attenuation, ground reflection, shielding,
and Doppler shifts for propagation to the ground and fuselage reflections, refraction,

and propagation througll a fitselage boundary layer in the near tldd. (See previous
discussions in tids chapter.)

CompaTqsons in the Near Field

Predictions made with the Hanson frequency-dmmfin Inethod (ref. 18) and
iilea.sllrenletlts illadc Oil tWO Illode] propfltlls (ref. (]6) operatblg aver a rallge of tip
speeds and blade ]oadblgs are shawl! in figure 27. 'rile SII.2 model blades are .straigllt
wllere_ks the SR-3 blades are swt!pt according to receltt practice. It is apparetlt that

tile level of the prediction method agrees well with test dale, witb tile trends of noise

versus tip speed being well predicted. Also, the bcndils of blmle sweep arc shown in
bath the nlelkstlrelnellts alld the predictions,

Figure 28 shows the melmured and predicted dircctlvity of tile bbtdeqm.ssage

frequency harmonic. This comparison indicates tbat MI sources of noise, including
the llolilitlear qlladrupo[e, are bllportallt, particllinrly St tl;o forwm'd ]ocatioll, wbell
the relative Maeh numbers are lfigh. It is sitown that the total noise energy is

gollerltlly ll_t eqtlal to the sIlnl of tile COlllpl'llle|lt energy bl2cllllSe of relative p]I_LSO
effectS.

Colnparab]e results are obtailled from calelllations with oil0 of Farlkssat's tbnc_-
dolnaln methods. Slqnpie correlations (ref. 10) arl! shown in figures 29 and 3{1.
As shown, the general characteristics of the wavefarms are predicted well by the
tilne-domabl nletllod except for the positive peaks, which are r&lueed by nonlinear

prolmgation, This is also sbown in the spectrum in ligttre 29(c), Figure 30(e) shows
better spectrum agreement tbau does figllre 29(c), although tim w_weform correlation

is not as good. Tim Hanson frequency-domain lnethod (ref, 18) at BPF shows goad
agreement with metmured data in both [igures, In filet, it is expected that time-
domain and frequeney-donmin methods would show nearly identical results within
the reahn of linear acoustics.

i

Compari._ons in the Far FieM

Melmurellleltts of tile noise from a fldl-sea]e gent_ral itviatlon propeller were
nlaile in a large open-jet anechoic tmmel (ref. 67). These data and predicted
values from a time-donmin metlmd are shown in figure 31. It is apparent that the
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Figure 27. Me#sured andpredicted sideline tone levels versus tip helical
Maeh nunlbet; Boom microphones; power cae_cient, 1.9; advance
ratio, S.1. (From ref. tO'.).

agreelllel]t between mettsurements and predictions for these closes where the propeller

is operating in low turbulemce, mldisturbed Ilow is excellent.

Figure 32 skews I)redietio_ls and llletksllrelll(2ll_M for the propeller operathlg on
itn alrpland. /t,Jell.,_llrelnollts Were illlldo wit]l it grotllld-l_vol nl[cropholle alld the
noise predictions included propeller lulgle-of-ttttaek effects. As shown, the noise is
underpredieted ahead of the overhead point and overpredieted behhld the overhead

poi|lt, It is eol_jectured tlmt this cotdd be caused by lmmmiforln billow effects other
than propeller angle of attack.

Reference 138 presents results for a nmdel propelh_r operated in an open-jet

facility with mierophoites located htside the jet to avoid shear-layer refraction effects.
[n additioll to llolse illeaStll'OlnelltS, the propeller /lerodyllalldcs were nlelk'4tlr(2d
to coafirm the blade-loadhlg distributions, which are inputs needed to calculate

propeller-loading noise. Representative time-domain metmurements and predictions
are showl] hi figtlro 33. These plots show very good agreenlez]t betweell lllctlsnred
and predicted values. Although oilly waveforms are shown, it would be expected
that there would be excellent agreement of harmonic data as well.

Measured avid predicted values for a propfan operating at takeoff aml hulding
conditions in a large, acoustically treated, closed-test-section wind tlmnel are shown

in figure 3,1 (ref. 69), For these I)redietions, the aerodynnmie performance wins
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Pi_dute 28. Measured and predicted BPF torte sideline directi_ffty for
SR-3 operatimJ a_ dc,'@n po#_t condition, (l'_'om ref. 66,)

predicted with an Eulcr code and tile noise wlt_ predicted with the time-domain
method of Farassat, Figure 3d shows the predicted and measured noise for two
harmonics its fllI]cLiolls of directivity for three blade angles fl. l_igltre 35 sllows tile
wavefornls for th0 three conditions in the propeller plane of rotation (at or near the
peak direetivity angle). There is it tendency to underprediet as the propfun blade

angle is increased. This underpredictlon is attrilnlted to the formation alld ineretming
strength of a leading-edge vortex resulting from the thin, 8harp-edge(l, swept blades
at increasing blade angle. Tile leading-edge vortex, and also an associated tip-edge

vortex, can change the blade-loading distributions significantly. If this change is not
reflected in the blade-loading source distribution, then noise predictions can become
inaccurate.

Noise measurenmnts for a propeller operating on an airplnne in flight were made
using microphones mounted on It wingtip (ref. 59), Predictions were made using
a frequency-domain method (tel 70). Figure 36 shows these wdues for a propeller

tip rotatiolml /Vlaeh mlmber of 0.77, while figure 37 shown these rabies for it tip
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rotatiolm[ hbleh number of 0.83+ Tile agreement is quite good hi tbe propeller plane

of rotation and fidr at tile aft location, altbongb the spectrum shape is well predicted.
No nonuniform llow fields were inchlded in the lmise predictions. These compari,_ons

show the importance of the thickness noise coalptmeilt for this propeller +it these
operating collditions.

General Comments

The following general observations are I)zlsed on the foregoing conllmrison_

_etween mettsuremonts and predictions of propeller and propfan noise,
Generally good agre0nlent between nlelK_llrOlnelltS alld predictiolls of noise Cltll bc

obtained for propellers opmlting at low-to-moderate tip speeds at nloderate loadings
•ruder ideal (undistorted) inflow conditions, For these conditions, the prediction
model need._ to bleltlde oldy l]|lear sources, and comparable perforalttnee call be

obtained with eitber tbne-domain or frequency-domain methods. It is apparent that
for good loading noise calculations, the blade-loading distribution inust be accurately
defined.
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Figure 82. Measured and predicted noise spectra at three time periods
for standard takeoff of Piper Lance airplane. (l_vm re]. 67.)

Tim prediction of propflm noise is generally not _ts succe_sfid. At low speeds
this is not necessarily due to failure of the same noise prediction nlodels *Lsabove
(although the existence of other sources such tt_ a tip-edge loading is it possibility),
btlt moro likely it Is due to the fitilure of the aerodynamic model to predict the
blade-10ading distribution.

Dnring higl|-speed operation, additional 0)onllnear) sources and/or nonlinear
propagation near the propeller beemno i_pparent.

Finally, propellers and propfans installed on airplanes have other sollrces of noise,
notably unsteady-loading noise, due to inflow distortion. Again, these effects bare

been included in many propeller noise prediction models, but they require it ineans
of defining the unsteady blade loads. Accurately estimating nnsteady blade loads
is not e_Lsily managed by current aerodynamic methods and generally tile resulting
noise predictions ate not as good tts those for steady blade loads.

Propeller Noise Control Objectives

It is tile job o1"the acousticifm to first understand tile propeller noisc-generatlng
mechanisnls and then to control them using |nethodologies derived from theories

to meet eonstralats demanded by airplane manufacturers. These noise constraints
are ba.sed on meeting noise regulations, cabin Iloise comfort_ airplane structural

requirenlents, etc. In tile following discussion tile general noise control objectives
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are grouped into two sections. In tim first, the lloar-fiehl noise requirenlents, which
a generally pertain to the cruise condition, are described, Then tile filr-field noise
: requirements, which goneridly apply to low-speed operation, are discussed.

Near-Field Nois_ Control Objectives

In a typlcld installation, the propeller is located #tdjltcellt to _t fllselago section.
Depending on propeller design, operating conditions, and proximity of the propeller
to tile filselage, the acoustic excitation can produce hltense fluctuath)g pressure loads
on the surface. These loads can cause motion in the fllselnge structure, with possible
fatigue of tile strltcture and noise transmission to the interior, This motion can be
partictdarly important if the structure has response frequencies which coincide with
the propeller noise frequencies. It is therefore desirable to control the propeller noise
levels and to avokl ¢_xcitationat structural resollaI+ees to re(h+ceor ellminate acoustic
fatigue.

For passenger comfort, tim propeller noise reaching tile filselage interior space
needs to fie controlled. Today's airline p+msengel:sexpect cabin comfort ill propeller-
driven airplanes to be comparable to that hi turbofim-powered airphmes. This amass
limiting cabin noise levels to 80 dBA or le_s, Furtfier, for enhat)ccd comfort the actual
propeller noise harmonics should be barely discernible. This usually bnpfies that tile
propeller harmonic noise contribution inbelow 8{]IlBA and the broadbmld noise from
flmelage I]mlnd_ry layer_ onvironnloi|ta] control system, ere,, h_s colnpnrab]e [eve[s.

Fm.-Field Noise Control Objectives

In general, fitr-field noise control addresses eomnmnity noise objectives. The most
bnportsnt of these Is noise ccrtificatlon o.s set forth IW the FAA (ref. +10).Additional
noise requirmnents may I)e hnposed by certain airports for takeoff and fimding.

For an aircraft to receive certification it nnlst satisfy noise constrahlts durhlg
takeoff slid landing. For turbojet and transport category airpbmes, tfiese are
currently defined by Stage-3 requirements described in Appendix C of Federal
Aviation ltegulations (FAR) Part 3{](ref, .10). Conllmrable requirements are imposed
by tile hkter|mtionld Civil Aviation OrgImizlttion (ICAO) in Atnmx 1{](ref, 71), In
both cases tile noise lbnits are specified at three locations, _mdefined in figure 38
(from rcf, 72), These documents describe tile procedure to be followed in certifying
and specify tile limits to be met, which depend on tile location and tile airpkme gross
weight.

For airplanes below 125{]0 Ib gross weight, tile certification procedure and fimits
are different. Tlmse are described in Appendix F of FAR Part 36 (ref. d{]). hi general,
this certification requires level tlyover over a mieropbone. Adjustments are allowed
for good takeoff cfimb ah'plane performance,

Altbollgb many airports have noise restrictions of various types, two airports in
the United States are particularly strict, The first of these is Wasbington National
Airport, which requires low noise for nighttime operation blmed on results of the
FAR. Part 3{]certification testing, Tile finlits, however, are based on the maxhnum
A-weighted sound pressure level, Tbe maximunl level for takeoff is 72 dBA, while
tile maxbnum level on approach is 85 dBA. No requirements are made on sideline
noise, Airplanes not meeting these rcqtdre|neats amy not take elf or land at the
airport between 1{] p,m. altd 7 a.m+
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Fiqure 38 Noise certifiea or meas reme_ t localions, (Prom _S, 7°_.)

Tile second airport having special noise rules is ,lohn Wayne Airport in Orange
County, wldeb is outside Los Angeles, California. For ,]olin Wayne Airport, tim
measurement units and locations arc significantly different from the FAR Part 36
rules, Tile mclmurement locations can be seen in figure 39 (from ref. 72). Microphone
locations are scattered within a several-mile radius of the runway.

Tbemelmurelllelltunitlit Jell _,Vaycarport ssnge-event oiscexposlrelevel
(SENEL), Tile airport requirements for wlrying numbers of allowed flights per day
are given below.

Clnssilication SENEL, dBA
Unrestricted, unlimited Iligllts < 86

AA 86 to 89,5
A 89.5 to 1OO

Airplanes meeting the class A level are lillowed fewer flights per day from tim airport
than those meeting the class AA level.

Control of Propeller Noise

It is possible to obtain guklance in controlling propeller noise by bispcction of
the noise prediction theories. For example, in eqllation (8) relative Mach lnenbcr is

I a multiplier of tile noise level. Thus, reducing blade section relative Maeh numbershould reduce noise. In fact, for most cases that is indeed a way to reduce propeller
noisc_--Iower tip speeds almost always reduce noise. Other approaches include
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t NfliSI_MoIIitor _ttRJOll Locat]OrlS

Dintalwe, ft
Mieriiphon_*
height, ft

[_roHi nffi'th

lind (oil cxlcrldc'd At 9110II_
C/L) runway extended

Statlml lalenldol* fllL-19R C/L 01L-19R AGL ARL

r_ M.I Nt,wport Bl,lle]l, CA 108011 2(111EiLslerly 20 1,2,
M-2 Ncwlmrt Beach, CA 17,t70 1220 Westt,rly 2fl 57
M-2 Ncwlmrt Beach, CA l.1802 3570 E_terly '2.0 67
M*.I Sama Aria, CA 58511 300 Wt,sterly .t3 '2.6
M-5 'l_lslhh CA 2_1650 175 EuL_terly 2_ ttq9
M-fi Santa Anlh CA 8 650 950 Westt,rly -'25 15.5
M.7 Santa Aria, CA 8870 900 E_sterly 25 2.t
M-8 N_wllort Beach, CA 2.12(10 5fl32, EuLsterly 25 7
M-9 Santa Aria, CA 17 700 5`2-2-50%',s_ry 59 106

Relll_lrks:
1. Lellgt h of rtlllway 01L-19R: 57110 ft.
2, llllllway vh!_ltlifJlll 55 ft IIIP_III_(*11]PvI!L
3. AGE ffi above grollltd h!'¢o].
•I. ARL = abol'c rltrllcay h!v[!].
5, lhltlway magnc_tic heading: 19.1*211.

St_lilm l.l_eatilm 5llq_

J,

Figure 39. Noise measurYementlocations for John Wayne Airport. (From ref. 72.)
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altering opert_ting conditions, clmnging propeller design, and, for the special e_me
of cabin noise witb multiple propellers on tile airplane, using a synehrol)b_mer.

Operating Conditions

As previmlsly mentioned, certain oper_ting conditions clm be modified to reduce
llolso. The most significant of tbese is tip .speed. As can be _Lseertnbled from the
governing noise equations, zdl ._ources of noise have r_ldiatlon eflleicncies determined
by relative velocity, It is not straightforw_trd to determine }low milch tile ljoise will
cbnngc with tip speed. In the elL_eof loading noise t _Lsnn exttmple, there are three
signifieas_tparts of the noise-generating process wbieh are affected. The first, obvious
by inspection, is tlmt relative Mach ntnnber multiplies the equation. Mneb numbers
tllso appear in the argument of the Bessel function, In this c_Lse,the effect of Mnch
number is not na clear, bill reference to figure 1,Ior to Bcssel fimction tnbles indicates
that for snbsonie tip speed and fiight speed, reducing tile Mach numbers reduee.s the
noise. Finally, in order to nmilltMn tbrust (that is generally n firm requirement,
n_ the application for propellers i_ genernfiy to fly lul airplane at some speed mid
altitude), the lift and drag eoeflicicnts change if tip speed is reduced,

Otiler ways to redtlce propeller noise are to illero_LqodiJtmeter or to redlee the
disk loadi_lg (i.e,, thrust per unit area of the propeller disk), hi order to mahltabl
thrust, operation at a lower disk loading requires _t larger diameter.

Reducing tip speed into generally reduced noise for all sources, The best w_k'¢to
evaluate this effect is to perform calculations while observing tile estnbllshcd ground
rules (e.g., nlalntainbtg cmlstmJt thrust), This is needed because the benefit depends
ell specific desigxm laid b_Lselineoper_lting conditions. As n reference, it htkq been
observed that for conventimml propellers operating at low to lnoderat_e tlight speeds,
the overall noise in decibels wtries tm approximately ,t0 times the tip IX,Inchnumber
(rd, 73).

l_cdueiag disk loading affects prinmrily Ioadillg noise. Again, evabmting tile
benefits requires specific ealcubttions. As a guide, an empirieM propeller noise-
estbnatillg method (ref. 73) indie_ttes that noise varies inversely _mdbtmeter squared.

Design Parameters

It is apparent from tile foregoblg discussion filet exalainatioll of tile propeller
lloit_0eqnations show_¢ atrell.qwhere noise rcdlletion bOllel'its Call be _lttabled, For
example, propeller noise could be greatly reduced by having zero-thickness bl*_des
to eliminltte thickness noise, b_rgedlntneters with nlttny blades to eliminate lending
noise, trod large blade sweeps to elbninate qtmdrupole noi.se. Un[ortmmtely, practical
reMities llnlst also be considered. These inchlde pbyslcM constraints, such _.sa ccrttdn
rtmount of blade thickness needed for structural int_grity, and practical constraints,
,_ueb*ma limit to tile diameter for weight nnd instaflation considerations, llowever,
general gaidance can be obt*tlned from the equations governing propeller noise.
Attbough specific benefits must be evaluated individmdly and in eombbltttloll for
spoeifieco_es, tile following is given for general guidance.

Blade Sweep

Incre_tsing blade sweep is beneficbd durblg blgh-speed cruise, when blade section
relative Mnch numbers are relatively high, Figure 40shows cMcubtted _loisereduction
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Near-fie[t[ noise Ifl _ /
reduction, dB

5

I
lO _l] 3f] 40 50 ill)

Blade swet,p, th'g

Figure 40. Noise reduction dne to blade sweep calculated using
frequency-domain method. 2.Ix = 0.8; tip speed, 800 fl/sec; 8-bladed
propfan; BPF harmonic.

fi_r blade sweep. It is apparent that r_small amom:t of sweep h_ma small effect on
llOlSe t btlt sweep becoIltcs very uffcctiv{_ at reducing noise a._ sweep incre_tses. _I'bese

cffccts were calculated for a propfan during cruise. Beaefits during takeoff wmdd be
significantIy less (ref. 17).

Blade 7'hickness

Thickness noise is significant during high-speed cruise, when blade section relative
velocitics are high. One means for reducing the contributions from thickness noise is
to reduce the blade thickness. Actually, l_ductions arc obtained by reducing blade
thickness and chord, tm it is the blade volume which factors into "thesource strength.
Tile effect on spectrum depends on the shape of the airfoil A scaled reduction in
airfoil thickness at constant chord provides reduction equally at all lmrmoldcs. The
noise reduction attainable varies t_ aplJruximately thu blade volume squared.

Reducing blade thickness also reduces quadrupole noise, but in a less predictable
nlo.n|l_l_,

Blade Colin|

For a giveiL thrust requirement, increlming blade count is atways beneficial in
reducing loading and quadrupole noise. Thus, at lmv-speed takeoff conditions, where
loading noise donlinates, reduction is obtained by increasing blade count. Although
significant reduction in noise level (particularly at the higher harmonics) occurs,
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some of tbls reducl, ion may bc off.set by increases ill lnctrJcs which are l'reqneaey

dependent, such as ell_ctive perceived anise level. Tbis increase occurs t'or a given
tip speed and dinmeler becmlse increasing blade count ndses tile frcque)lcies, la
general, tbougb, a net noise reduction can still b0 obtained.

lneret_sJllg blade eonllt can raiso tb[e]¢ness aoisl2, depending oll bow it is done.

Examination of equation (8) shows that simply adding blades increases the number of
sources of thickness noise, with a corresponding increase in noise. If tile blade vohmle
is deeretmnd (by reducing chord), then inere*t.shlgblade count may not have _mmuch
effect on tbiekness noise. Again, adding blades raises tile frequencies generated,
so flint metrics fltte|t ms A-weighted overall levels eonlmonly used in setting clxbia
noise limits/nny incrcl_e with increased blade colmt. Tbis increase can be espcelally
important dndng bigb-speed cruise, when thickness noise is an important source.

Propeller Diameter

lnerea.shlg propeller diameter reduces the blade loading. Thus, for n given thrust
requirement the loading per slat area is reduced, with a corresponding reduction
in loading noise. Increasing diameter is thus beneficial in reducing noise dnring
takeoff. In addition, at low speed, propellers tend to be more efficient with incre_tsed
diameter. Therefore, for a given thrust requirement le.'_spower is required, with less
energy put into the system. Increased diameter can be combined with redtlced tip
speed for OVell tat)re noise redllct]o_l.

Blade Shape

Tile effect on noise of blade design paramt_ters such I_ twist lind planform
distributions is more diflicult to determhm by blspection beennsv tb_y change
aerodynamic ]oadblg distribution. AItbongh this can be done by pzmlmetric variation
usblg a noise caleulntion procedure, most studies show tbat the noise reduction
potential is small. The actual reduction to be realized depends on tbe starting point,
but for reasonable designs the potentbd seclns to be about 3 dB. This reduction can
be realized with varying amounts of aerodynamic perfornmnce loss. Tile effect of
blade design ll_s it stronger bnpaet on aerodynamic perforlnaneo than oll noise.

Airfoil ,_ectiou

Some airlbil sections appear better for anise re(biction thnn others, hi gencral_
however, the airfoil shape has only It small effect in tim lower harmonics. 0sly for
prepares at high speed do the airfoil shape effects appear at the ]o_ver barnlonics.

The reader is cautioned thai, tho foregoing discussion sbould be applied only
in tile context era complt,te system study. Gcnenflly, the best approaOl requires
a complete aerodynamic and acoustic methodologS' so tbat tbe tradc-offs between
noise and pnrfornlance can be evaluated. Other factors such _,.sweight, cost, and
reliability must also to be considered.

Synchrophasing

Syncbrophasing is not a means for reducing noise at tbe source, but rather it
relies on phasing two or more sources to promote noise emlecllation. This is done by
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phasing tile rotation position of tile blades on opposite sides of the filselage so that
tile sound impinging on tile fl_sclage h_s a certain phase relationship which promotes
noise cancellation within tile cabin. Tile process by which the noise cancels is too
complex to define analytically to tile degree sufficient to realize it reduction. All

implementation of noise reduction by synchrophtming has been done experimentally
and applied to cabin noise (refs. 7,t mtd 75). Reductions of up to 15 dB may be
obtained under specific conditions in limited are_Ls of an airphule cabin, but, general
reductions of nltL_ilnuln llolse througilotlt th_ col)ill are less.
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Introduction

Types of Rotorcraft

Rotorcraft is tile generic label attached to vehicles that utilize unducted rotors to
create enough lift to achieve hoverblg flight out of ground effect. The most common

aircraft ia this category is the helicopter, which has provcd to be tim most efficient
hovering hcavierofllan-air vehicle, Helicopters were first introduced in tile 1940's

and have steadily evolved into usehd operation vehicles. They can be, divided into
two snbcla_scs: those that use a single-rotor system for lifting a.d a smaller rotor

"- system (or otbcr control device) for yaw control, or those that use countcrrotating

tandem, side-by-side, or coaxial rotors for lifting and differentbd torque for yawcontrol (fig. 1). In file past four decades, the growth of these vertical-lift aircraft has

been phenomenal, They have beconm an integral part of the military and are usedin a multitude of civiliall tasks where lmvering flight is a necessity.

The goal of design engineers hos always been to improve tile usefulness and pro-
ductivity of tile helicopter by increasing its forward.flight performance. Unfortu-

i nately, forcing a rotor to fly through the air sideways, or in nonaxial flight, is sot, dram c_tsily, Aerollynamic considerations bave lbnited tile performance of pure he-

i licoptcrs to 150 to 20{] knots in lg flight. During a normal rotor.blade revolutionin higb-sp_d nonaxial flight, transonic flow on tbc rotor advancing blade can cause
large drag, vibration, and noise effects, while dynamic stall on the retreating blade
can cause similar effects, To overcome these high-specd-fligbt limitations, new types

t of rotorcraft are being developed tllat have nearly the hovering efficiency of tbo heli-copter, but convert to an airplane-like configuration to achieve bighcr speed forward
I flight.

Tbe tilt-rotor aircraft (fig. 1) is a promising vehicle in this class. In booer, its

rotors are tbrusting upward like a helicopter. It accelerates to forward velocity
by rotating tile rotors forward, creating excess thrust. The decreeing component

of vertical thrust is tben carried by a wing a_ the vehicle becomes airplane-like
in its operation. After many years of successful research, tilt-rotor aircraft that

can hover efficiently and still cruise at up to 30{] knots have been built and are
ready to go into production, The tilt-wing and stopped-rotor/X-wing aircraft are
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][l_lic_lptl_r_ Ilypical) Tih r_I_r

Till wing ur tilt pr,,p Sl,lpp_l r.l_r/X-_iag

Fig_lre 1. Currettt and protnisin_ rotorcraft configurations.

two other promising concepts that use rotors (or propellers) for hovering flight lint
convert to an airplane configuration to achieve even higher forward airspeeds (fig. 1).
Unfortunately, tim higher airspeeds of all these no,helicopter configurations usually
degrade the hovering performance of tile vehicle, a trade-off dictated by the laws
of physics anti engineering. The added complexity necessary to achieve lfigh-speed
forward flight costs weight and thus reduces hovering performance.

Each of these different aircraft, which cmnprise a portion of tile generic rotorcraft
class, perform different specific missions well. ]f hovering efficiency is desired, then
tile helicopter is best. If cruise efficiency is valued and hovering time is kept to a
minimum, then vehicles such tk_the tilt-rotor, tilt-wing, and stopped-rotor/X-wing
aircraft are tim better choice.

Within the generic rotorcraft cla._s, nndueted rotors arc flown in a variety of
Operating states, including tile limiting cztses of ttxial and aonaxkd flight. The
axial-flight condition (i.e., norlnal propeller state) occurs in helicopters and other
rotorcraft that am operating in hover or in a pure .lertical climb or descent. It also
occurs for tilt-rotor or tilt-wing aircraft when they arc operating in tile airplane-
like configurations. The no|lmxial flight states that are experienced by rotorcraft
set them apart from other vehicles. Tim asymmetrical velocitics experienced by the
blades as they traverse the rotor disk and the proxhnlty of tim rotor wake under
many flight conditions cause most of the aerodynamic and, hence, noise problems.
Ilclicopters, in particular, spend much of their time operating in nontLxkflflight very
close to the wake shed from their rotor system. Tilt-rotor and tilt-wlng aircraft do
also when operating in their hellcopLer modes of flight, and additionally they must
transit througil expanded envelopes as they convert to airplane flight.
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Overview

The noise that emanates from this class of rotorcraft as they operate under
propeller and helicopter flight condltioas has been a ubiquitous source of annoyance
m:d lies belped others detect, classify, and determine tile position of rotary-wing
vellicles for many years. In tile 1940's and 1950's, research into tile mechauisms of
propeller noise w_tspursued with vigor. However, the phonmeennI success of the
jet engine decreased the importance of propeller-driven aircraft and consequently
deemphasized rotorcraft acroacoustic research. In the early 1960's, the dramatic
use of the helicopter by the U.S. military rekindled interest in rotercraft acoustics.
Focusing mostly on aural detection of im]icopters, researchers began a new assault on
the rotorcraft noise problem wllich Ires existed in one form or another up until today.
Tim mnphosis lure recently shifted to commercial certification requirements w'ith the
introduction of government-regulated noise rnles. IIowever, military detection still
plays oat important part of all research ned development efforts.

In this chapter, tile physical cbaraoteristics anti sources of rotorcraft noise _Ls
they exist today are presented. Emphosis is on hdicopter-like vehicles, tlmt is, oil
rotorcraft in nonaxial flight. Tile specific noise sources of propeller-driven aircraft
are covered in anotlmr chapter, and although they are similar in many cases to
retorcraft noise, tbcy will not be treated in tile context of propeller noise here. First,
the mechanisms of rotor noise are reviewed in a simple physiosl manner for tile
most dominant sources ef rotorcraft noise. With sbnple models, the characteristic
time- and frequency-domain features of these noise sources are presented for idealized
cases. Full.scale data on several rotorcraft are thee reviewed to allow tim reader to
easily identify tile type anti extent of tile radiating noise. Methods and lbnitations
of using sealed models to test for several noise sources are subsequently presented.
Theoretical predietiml methods are then discussed and compared with experimental
data taken neder very controlled conditimls. Finally, some promising noise reduction
technology is reviewed.

Rotorcraft Noise Sources and Their
f

Physical Origins . 1

Noise Spectrum of a Helicopter With a
Single Main Rotor

One of tile most widely discussed rotorcraft aeroacoustic topics of tbe past
decade has been tile way rotor noise sources are elossificd (refs. 1 to 5). When
you first hear a helicopter, you are most always impressed by the harsbness and
periodicity of the noise. This usually occurs whm| a rotorcmft is descending or
maneuvering iu a terminal area or when it is flying at idgh speed in a helicopter
configuration. Tllese loud, sharp, periodic sounds are labeled impulsive noise and
clearly distinguish rotorcmft noise from other types of noise. In fact, there is a milder

I form of periodic noise, rotational noise, that is also distin_qdshable on rotorcraft.
It has its origins in axial-flight {propeller) aircraft and arises because the rotor is

, creating thrust and torque and because its blades must displace air as they move
through space. One might guess that these two different-sounding noise sources are
related mathematicaUy because they are both periodic in nature. While ti|is is true t
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theaerodynamicsfigblsoftbesoundsarcqultodilfErent.Theseoriginsserve#usthe
realcbmsifiorsoftheremdtingnoise.

Broadband noise is also a source of noise on hiSS+ rotorer_fft, Tim whoosbhlg
sound usually imsociatcd with the start-up of rotorcraft typifies this type of noise. It
is also noticeable wben the helicopter is boverblg or [lying overhead at relatively low
altitudes. Broadband noise b,_s its origins in interaction of the moving blade with
turbulence shed either fronl the bhtde itself, from previoas rotor blades, or from tire
atmosphere. It is usually important at lower tip Maeh umnbers, wbere tile other
forms of rotur noise do not dominate the spectrum.

Early amflysis equip+nell+ for acoustic signatures was not as sopbisticatcd as
today's digital technology. Noise measurements nmde with present-day technology
are done with illoderrl elcctrollic colnpnter-based eqlllpnlellt that carl be +lSe(t to

measure £md process extremely narrow bandwidtbs of data. Sopbisticated signal
analyses using fiust Fourier transform (FFT) +tad sigmrl avcragiug tccbniques ylehl
accurate power spectra rind tir+le-bistory data. For rotoreraft wlth cons+all+ rotor

speeds, [t is possible to literally "pull out" periodic signals from ran(lore or broadband
noise sources. This is illustrated in figure 2, wherein a ,50-Hz and a 1-1tzanalysis of
similar data are illustrated. Because th_ periodic signal levels are independent of the
b+mdwidth while the broadband noise deere_Lscswith bandwidth (I0 log bandwidth
ratio), the periodic noise Emerges from apparently broadbmld noise msthe bandwidth
of the analysis is red0eed, This technique works well as long _.s the perlodic event
is truly periodic. If changes in rotor speed (rcf. 6), in frequency boca++soof Doppler
effects, in rotor-wake positions, or in dis+traces between the microphone and the
observer are _llowed, then Idgher frequencies of perimlic noise can smear across
the narrow bandwldtbs and begin to appear to be broadband noise, In effect, tim
distizlction between "broadband noise" and periodic +toiscsources cnn blur in the
frequency domain when a bJmically periodic pbenonlenon is somewhat unsteady.
13ecaas0 it only takes sm+dl changes to cause tiffs effect, it is suspected that many
previously reported Eases of brolrdband noise were really unsteady periodic noise.
When some of these factors were analytically ascounted for it+ the data analysis of
llyover aircraft, noise levels that were previously attributed to brondbnnd noise wore
reclassified _s lmrmoldc noise (ref. 7), More recent data taken under very controlled
condltioas have shown that perlod]c noise donlimttes the belJeopter noise spectra
under most flight conditions.

The noise spectrum era hovering single-rotor helicopter with its various sources of
noise is sbown in figure 3. Main-rotor, tall-rotor, broadband, and other noise sources
are identified, although there is some controversy its to wbetber tbe broadband noise
shown hi tbis figure is truly broadband noise or whether it is nonstationary periodic
noise. Each lloise sollrce is truly a contributor to tile radiated acoustic sight,turn, but
ordy a few so+ironsaetlrally dominate Oll inost rotoreraft. This rest/Its beelUlSeurost
rotoreraft manufacturers design tbeb. machbles to be as totally efficient as possible
while meeting the requirements of safety, low vibration, etc. A by-product of this
process is tile fact that the tip Maeh numbers hi borer rm+ge between 0.6 and 0.7 on
most rotnrcraft of today. Tbis compromise uses the fldl aerodynamic capability of
tile rotors witbout encountering Severe compressibility effects over tile design fllghL
envelops and without compromising the structnrnl integrity of the tfircraft. Because
the hover tip Macb numbers are relatively Idgb, impulsive and rotatio0al noise
sources asually dominate tile spectra of rotorcraft. In tlds chapter_ we shall focus
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Figur_ o, Effect of bandwidth reduction on spectra of rotow.rafl noise.

our attention on the loudest noise sources in the belief that, if they are mitig_tted,
much of the rotorcraft noise and annoyance problem will be im welI.

Governing Acoustic Equation

Blade-Fixed Coordinates

Most of the nlateri_fl that is discussed in this chapter can be, mathematically
represented by tim following general well-known integral equation which governs tile
noise radiated fronl it body in arbitrary motion:

2 T...
,I,'Q'='tX, t' = O" fff[ .,, ]

I Ol_t ! OxiOxjJJJ [_I1-M_IL- dr(n)

i - "D_xiJdt_lJ, dS(,D (z)
o_H r eo.o]+ d$O?)
atJJ L_/1- M_IL
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Fir3ure 3, External noiae spectrum of UII-1A. (Baaed on ref, 8.)

where

cO speed of smmd

&_ : p'+ij
=ln-xl

x observerposition

71 source position

t observer time

7 source time

_'/'_t MItchnumberofsourceinobserver'sdirection.

dV elemental volume in a reference franle fixed to tile
body

dS e]cmentP.Iarea in a reference frame fixed to tbe body

ff pressure on the blade surface that acts on the
surrounding medium, p -P0

pl =P-PO

ui, uj components of fluid velocity in directions xi mid _:j

r£j unit normal outward from tim surface

Vn velocity of surface in the normal direction
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61j Kroneeker delta

p fluid density

PO flukl density at rest

p fluid pressure

Po fluid pressure at rest

This equation w0a derived in reference 9 and hits been expanded upon by many
resenrclmrs (refs. 10 to 12). Flit-field acoustic density is explicitly expressed in
terms of integrals over tile body surf|tee and the surrounding volume in a reference
frame moving with the bMy surface. For rotereraft applications the blade itself is
considered to be the moving body, no the reference frame for eqtmtion (1) is in blade-
fixed coordinates moving with the rotating blades, Note that equation (1) is in the
strictest sense a nonlinear integral equation over all space. Often, the right-band-
side httegrtds are assumed to be bolmded and finite and b_mically independent of the
acoustic pressure, Under these conditions, all three terms in equation (I) eau be
interpreted as sources of rotoreraft noise: the first term represents noise due to fluid
stress and becomes important at high Math numbers; the second term represents the
noise duo to blade surface pressures pushing oil the fluid; tile third term describes the
noise if|at is caused by tile bhtde displacing fluid _usit traverses its circular path. For
acoustic.s, it is normally assumed that pl = e_p_ so the left-hand side of equation (1)
can be interpreted tus aemzstinpressure.

The circular blade path of each rotor blade causes much of tile apparent complex-
ity of rotoreraft noise calculations. Afi sources must be tracked hi this circular path,
with pv.rtieular attention paid to source and receiver tbue of emission and reception,
respectively, This is largely a geometric problem, but one of eonsidemfile complexity.
Fortunately, the computer thrives on such tasks and makes these laborious compu-
tations quite easily, This does not, however, eliminate the need for n solid physical
understanding of tile rotorcraft noise problem,

• A sketch of tile geometry of _ sfiople hovering rotor is shown fil figure ,1. Depicted
are st0ady force (lift and drag dipoles) and steMy tldekness (monopole) sources on
a single blade. The distlmce N between an arbitrary point on tile rotating blade and
tim observer is also shown, Tfiese steady force and thickness elfeets can be if|ought
of _ rotating dipoles |rod monopoles, respectively, and tire described mathenmtleally
in this blade-fixed coordinate system by tbe second and tfiird terms of equation (1).
According to this equation, the radlnted noise dire to steady force is simply a spatial
derivative of tile summation of force source terms ut the correct retarded time,
ttnd the radiated noise due to steady thickness is simply _. time derivative of the
summation of thickness t_onreeterms taken at the correct retarded time. llt essenen,
P.simple linear tfiree-dimensioual wave equation is fining solved. Tile retarded time
operator keeps track of source emil|on times r and receiver times l,

r + -- = t (2)
co

A source of sound emitted at an earlier time r = t- _ at a distance _ away from all

observer must travel _ see to roach an observer at time t, Tim factor [1 - M_[ in the
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denominator of all tile terms in equation (1) is tile well-known Doppler factor and is a
direct result of choosing to descrlbe tile acoustics of rotors in the moving-blade frame
of reference. The Doppler factor strongly incre_ses the magnitude of each term of
equation (1) ns M_ approaches 1.0. When 3[sl. = 1.0, equation (1) becomes singular
and requires special numerical treatment. FortunateIy, most conventional helicopters
do not fly with tip Mack numbers of L0; AI8 for high-spccd advancing flight is
typically not greater than 0.9. Under most cruisiag helicopter flight conditions
(Ms -- 0.85), tile second two terms of equation (1), which are the bnportant
contributors to tile noise radiation, can be evabmted in a sinlple, straightforward
nlanner.

[,_IV_'-frl!qlII'IIC_']lltrtlgllliC tmi_,l!

ObsJ,rvl,r

FiguI'_,I.Geornctr_ofsimplehoveringrotor.

Space.Fixed Coordinates

There is an equivalent representation of the noise generation process tllat il-
lustrates the ro[0 of the circular geometry and highlights tim fact that a simple,
tbree-dimensional wave equation is being solved. First, the distributed sources arc
represented by equivalent point sources. For simplicity, consider only rotating point
forces (force/length). Then, instead of describing these point sources as rotating
sources, they are viewed as an entire disk of stationary sources that lie in a plane
described by tile rotating blade and bounded by the tip of the blude itself, as shown
in figure 5. ThesQstationary sources are then "switched on and off" at tile appro-
priate times as the blade reference line passes over that particular position in space.
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Tile resulting solution of tim wave eq, ation (only force effects considered) becomes

D

where/_t = PU is the foree/are_ exerted on tbe flubl and A is the area of the fixed-
_pace source distribution. Although this equation looks a_ if the Doppler factor
ha.s been e[ilninatcd from tim analysis, it bits not, It reappears _s the derivative of
tile switclfing functions and this derlvntive must be accounted for in this analysis.
Most early researchers (refs, 13 to 15) developed their analyses using the fixed-
space description of tbe wave equation given in equation (3). Eitbcr approacb is
still uscSll today, _ they are equivalent. However, treating distributed sources ns
effcctiva poin_ sources is only valid when the distribution of source strengths is not
important, In general, this occurs when the speed of the sources is much less than
the speed of stored. Tile problem is said to be "computer" and distriln|ted sources

: can be acoustically represented as point sourccs. Tile fixed-space representation of
this problem can ba extended to noncompact acoustic problems _tswell (ref. 16).

i]

Nt)IITUIIHiH_
rltl[ia¢ elg

(Ihickm_ imd d_p,l_')

Figure 8, Fixed.,_pacerep_sentotioT_ of classical thickne,_.saT_dloadin.q eco|lstie
80UT_eS*

Hovering Harmonic Noise

Both timc- and frequeney-domakt result._ are shown in figure 6 for steady
loading of a radial distribution of dipole forced and mmlopole tbickness eli'ccts for a
representative one-bladed hovedng helicopter with a tip Mach mnnbcr of 0,65. In
general, I_simple pulse is produced for each blade during one rotor revolution. The
domimmt pulse characteristics are controllcd by tbose parts of tim rotor disk tbat
have the highest M_mh number in tlle direction of tim observer. For the in-plane
micropbone positions, thickness noise domimttes tbe pressure time ldstory.

Thickness noise

The actual shape of the thickness noise source can be demonstrated by considering
the tip ef a single rotating blade. Choosklg a hlada-ilxed coordinate system and

;: 7a
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Figure 6, Relative contributions of steady loading arid thiclmess effects to
helicopter t_tor noise.

rewriting the third term of equation (1) for a fitr-field observer, we obtain

p,(.,>--f/r l ds<.) (,)
4rr ut j d L_HI -xlI_tlJ v

Tim simplest way of describing this integu'ation is to divide tile tip section of the
blade into two ehordwise panels. Tile first pmlel is composed of sources and tile
second of "sinks," o.s shown in figure 7 for a siiJgle-bladed rotor. The strengtb of

tile source is equal to tile mi_ss flux of fluid being displaced by the blade section
as it moves tbrougb space, For the single source shown, tile im_ss flux is equal to
poVn and is positive for tile forward portion of the blade section. The uink is sbnply

tile negative source and represents the mlLss flux of tile fluid which is necessary to
represent tile rear portion of tim rotor-blade section. In tbese beuristic arguments, it
is important to remember thai, each singularity must travel It slightly different path
to tim observer location and therefore will arrive at dfirerent retarded times,

One of the most Interesting aspects of tile evaluation of the thickness integral

I whieli depellds ilpon tim observeris that the integrand is a fllnetlon of ltil-M_l'
I

location. Tile factor li-M_'I represents tile Doppler lunplifieation of acoustic signals
and is a strong function of _,[_, tim Math number of the movieg source or sink in
the radiation direction, As shown in figure 8, for an observer in the disk plane M_
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becomes a m_txhmnn when aziinuthal angle ¢ _ 90 °. Thus, we would expect the
thickness noise peak to originate near ¢ -._ 90%

(_tl[l*f _4'C[iOn I)f

theshh.l,_ _d_
Source {[q c m [ Siak

Figure "L Simple source attd sink representation of blade #rick'heSs noise,
(Fromtel. S.)

I

Sfi(I

Figure 8. Doppler amplification 9eometry. Ro/r = 20; M T = 0.8• (From
ref. 5.)

Nmv let's sketch a graphical outline of the integration for the in-pbme observer
located directly ahead of the rotor (fig, 9). First, consider the simple source

(per. = $). Then ff [_ll3._lnl]r dS(_) becomes as imlicated it, figure 9. Similarly,
tim integral of the simple sink (povn = O) becomes the same curve Mfiftcd (delayed)
in observer time esin ¢/2flr see, where c is tim rotor cbord, ft is the rotor rotational
rate, and v is tim radial position. For it fixed observer at large distances from the

singularities (_o/r > fi),
CSill _b

tsourcc _ lnlnk + 2_r
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Figure 9. Doppler amplification of simple sources. (From ref. 5.)

Adding botb tlle source and the sink at the correct observer time results in the upper
curve of figure 10. Although not explicitly shown, the above arguments depend upon
tile correct evaluation of the retarded time eqmttioa t - _-= _/co. The simple sbift
in observer time causes the two sources not to cancel. Taking tile derix_tive with
respect to time yields tlm pulse shown on the lower lmlfof figure 10. This is the nmjor
mechanism of linear thickness noise and it is chaxaetedzed by a large negative pulse.
hi much of the early literature, the sign of the thickness puIse was often mistakenly
tbought to be positive.

Adding many sources and sinks to _ccutately model tile blade thickness distribu-
tion along timeblade chord and radius does not change the basic sbape of tbe radiated
acoustic thickness pulse. However, as tbe hovering tip Mach number h/T increases,
the amplitude of the ||egative thickness noise pulse increases quite rapidly. For
most hovering rotorcraft, these simple linear argumcats work well below hit = 0.85.
Above this value, flight data reveal that nonlinear effects begin to play a large role
in the in-plane acoustic radiation.

Steady.Force Noise

A similar set of heuristic arguments can be used to illustrate the noise produced
by rotating steady dipoles (forces). With the second term of equation (1) used as tbe
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'2

Figure I(I. Simple _ource and sink far.field acoustic, pre.ssnre._. (From ref. 5.)

mathematical basis for the arguments, an entirely different characteristic time history

ts produced, ms shown in figure fi for steady in-plane drag and out-of-plane thrust
forces. Both pulse shapes are basically asymmetrical in character, very different than
tile nearly symmetrical thickness noise pulse. In the plane of the rotor, tile acoustic
pulse amplitude is controlled by the in-plane drag of tbe rotor For typical hovering
rotorcraft tip Maeh numbers, the in-phme peak amplitade is about the same level

an the negative peak of the symmetrical thickness noise pulse. "However, noise due
to steady in-plane drag decreases as tile observer moves above or below the tip-path .
plane of the rotor. Noise produced by the steady thrust of a hovering rotor also
has a similar asymmetrical character but does not radiate to an observer located

in the tip-path plane el" tile rotor (fig. 6). However, at observer positions above or
below tile rotor tip-path plane, steady thrust becomes the dominant contributor to
the memsured noise while the contribution of blade thickness is lessened. Below the

rotor tip-path plane, the noise due to steady tbrust and drag tends to be additive
in phase. Above tim rotor, noise due to steady thrust changes sign and tends to
cancel tim hi-plane drag radiation. At the on-axis positions, the distance between

any rotating source and the observer is a constant _. It follows that M_, the Math
number of tile source in tbe direction of tile observer, is also constant, Therefore, for

steady forces, all tim terms under the integrals in the second term of equation (1) are
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constant. Consequently, no acoustic radiation is predicted for the oa-_L,:ispositions
depicted in figure 6.

Aaotbcr important fcature of all these pulse shapes is their relatively smooth
time history. Tbey represent tim summation of steady-source terms amplified by
their respective Doppler factors and sunmmd at the correct retarded time. As long
msthe tip Mach number of the rotating source remains _<0.7, no sharp Jmpalses are
expected. If a Fourier analysis is applied to the rcmdtlng time bistory, a sequence
of Fourier series coetficients are generated that rapidly decremso in amplitude with
iacremqhlg harmonic lalmborI _k_illastrated iI_ figure 6. Because the ilolse-generating
mechanisnl is periodic, tbe amplitude of the power spectrum pulse is independent
of tile analysis bandwidth, If the rotorcnfft has B blades instead of just tbc single
blade considered so far, B equally spaced pulses would result, hi the frequency
domain, the fundamental frequency of tbo rotor noise would now become B thnes
the fundamental rotation rate of the rotor,

Tbesv very shnp]e argunlents explain tbc physical origins of the ]ow-frequeilcy
harmonic noise of most rotorcraft and propefier-driven vehlclcs. Analytical cxpres-
sioas describing this pheao|nenon were first developed over ,10years ago by Gutin
(ref. 13) usiag equation (3) in a fixed-space reference fl'ame, For c_e in analytical
calculations, tim tbnlst and drag (torque) of the rotor were a_slmled to act along a
radial distribution of points, I_qdepicted in tigure 4. For an observer in tile far fieki,
tim expre_[on for tbe acoustic pressure of tile mBtb harmonic becomes

, mB_ fR { dT co dD\ , (raBfl rsina) dr
(g.)

wber_

Jn(X) 13easelflmctioa of tile first, kind of order n and
argalnent .-_

m harmonic aanlber

B number of equally spaced rotor blades

r rotor radial position

/_ rotor radius

rotor rotational rate

co uadisturbcd speed of sound

_o distance between the rotor hub and the observer

dT dD

c'/_,_i." radial distribution of thrust and drag of the rotor

a elevation anglo of observer with respect to the rotor
plane (see fig. 't)

Gotin further simplified his analysis by assuming that the loading could be
concentrated at a point of effective action along the rotor radius re,. Integrating
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equation (5a), his expression for the root-mean-square (rms) acoustic pressure
beconles

where re is the effective point of action of tbe thrust and torque and Te and De are
the total tbrust and drag of the rotor. Gutin found that for low orders of harnmnies,
choosing re _. 0,8R yielded good results,

Tile radiation effectiveness of these steady noise smlrees incrc_._es dramatically
when the tip Mach nu.lber of tbe rotor is raised toward 1.0. As we shall see later,
the resulting noise becomes distinct and sbarp in the tinle domain, causing a slow
or nearly nonexistent rolboff in the harmonic character of the radiated noise.

Unsteady-Force Noise

Anotber important source of rotorcraft noise is the unsteady rotor-blade forces.
These forces can occur in both axial and nonaxin] flight and can Im very efficient
sources of radiated noise. They can be divided into two chL_scs:tbose unsteady forces
which are periodic in nature and are hmdanlentally related to the aeradynan|ie events
associated with tbe periodic flowstates of the rotor, and those unsteady forces wbicb
are not periodic in nature. In the latter ce._e, the aerodynamic events are random,
causing raadom forces and a type of broadband noise radiation.

Unsteady periodic lbrccs usually abound on the modern rotorcraft and are
efficient generators of lmrmonic noise. Unsteady-har|nonic-force noise can be filrther
subdivided according to its inherent frequency content: low-frequency harmonic noise
is due to low-frequency aerodynamic events, and bigh-frequency harmonic noise is
due to near-impalsive but periodic aerodynamic events.

Low-frequency harmonic noise radiation is a result of low-frequency barmonic
variations in tbo lift and drag ef each rotor blade as it traverses the rotor disk.
Figure 11 graphically illustrates noise for one blade of a hovering rotor and, for
simplicity_ depicts the contribution of lift at one radial location to the radiated eoise.
The smootbly varying loadb!g shown call occur in hover to some degree. Fnselage
interference t nonuniform downwa._h (or upwe._h), wind, and cyclic (lirst-harmenic)
control piloting input all create low-frequency loading barmonlcs in near hovering
fright. As with steady forces, the distributed noise sources are Doppler shifted, tbe
result being that mucb of tile energy of the unsteady periodic forces is strengthened
in tbe same direction as the movement of the source. As ffiustratad in fignre 11, for
an observer 15° under tile disk plane the aem|stic waveform exhibits features that
are spread out over tim period, an indication tlmt unsteady forces cnn contribute
to tbe noise at all azimnthal positions. Also, on the axis of rotation the unsteady
forces now radiate noise. Even though tbe radial source point is at the same distance
from the observer, the time-varyblg nature of the resulting unsteady forces generates
radiated noise on tbe rotor axis. When viewed in tile frequency domain, these low-
frequency imoustic phenomena appear as additional harmonics of noise. Instead of
falling off rapidly, the harmonies now fall off more slowly aad obey no real pattern,
as illustrated in figure IL
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Figure 11. Relative co tribu or ,_of o J.f;_q e7ey steady oad# g o
helicopter rotor _oi,_e,

Forward-Flight Harmonic Noise

Tile aeromechanies of a rotor in nonaxial flight are quite complicated and are tile
subject of much research. ASshown in figure 12, tflere is a ]in.sic asymmetry in the
velocity field of a rotor blade in forward flight. At _b= 9D°, the helicopter forward
velocity adds to the relative velocity over the blade duc to the rotor-blade rotation,
while on the retreating side (¢ = 270°) tile helicopter forward velocity reduces tile
relative velocity. If a perfectly rigid rotor blade were fixed to the rotor hub and if tim
blade pitch angle were not changed as a fimction of _, uncontrolled roiling moments
would be produced by tile differences in lift due to this velocity asymmetry.

Tile modern rotorcraft has flexible rotor blades and may or may not have flapping
hinges that allow tile rotor blades to flap in response to moments about tile rotor hub.
Blade flapping in rc_sponse to the unbalanced rolling molneuts due to the velocity
asymmetry of forward tlight alters tile local elfcetive angle of attack of each blade
section. In general, reductions in blade angle of attack occur oil the advancing side of
the disk and incre_es in angle of attack occur on the retreating side. These changes
In Effective angle of attack cause a reduction in lift on tile ad_mcing side of the disk
and an increase in lift ell the retreating side. When integrated in _ and along the
blade span, these changes in blade lift help rEduCEthe unbalanced rolling moment.
In addition, simple (first.flarmonic) cyclic control is normally used to help balance
momenta about tile rotor hub and to control the rotor orientation in space.
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Fi#ut_ 12. In-plane velocity asymmetry for rotor in nonoxial for_tJardfli#ht.

All theae effects and others not discus.sealbl this simple description of rotor control
alter e-nd influence tamlocal aerodynamic force field of n rotor in nonaxial flight. The
net effect is to produce a complex periodic distribution of rotor alp loads, lul example
of which is shown in figure 13. These unsteady periodic blade forces are ricll in low-
frequency harmonics. Depending upon the pllrLieular flight condition, th0 forces can
also contain high-frequency (h'npnlsive) air loads.

30

"!-__ .'20 270°
N in

Forward vehleity
el' t]it_ helicu )tl,r

l;'igure 13. Air loads of rotor in fonvard flight. (Prom ref, iZ)

Low-Frequency Noise--Thickness and Force

The predominant mechanisms of low-frequency harmonic noise for a helicopter
in forward flight are quite similar to those in hover. However, the geometry of
tile moving rotor affects the Doppler factors, the retarded-time equation, aud the
velocity field that the bhtde experiences, and must be accounted for in equation (1),
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For thickness noise, the primal T governing parameters are the blade thickness

distribution and tile advancing-tip Mnch number MAT = (U + ('lR)/co, where U is
tile flight velocity. A symmetrical negative pulse shape is characteristic of this noise

source which is quite similar to the hovering thlckness-noise pulse shapes previously
described.

Low-frequency harmonic force noise hi forward flight is governed by the low-

frequency air loads ell the rotor. As with thickness noise, changes in Doppler
factors and in the retarded thne because of the rotorcraft nona_xial velocity inust
]m accounted for. There is no characteristic pulse shltpe for this sollrco of harlnonic
noise. The shape depends predonlinantly on the character of the harmonic air loads
of the rotor.

High-Speed Impulsive (BSI) Noise

As the advancing-tip Mach mlmber of the helicopter approaches transonic wdues

(0.9), the negative peak of the forwartl-Iligllt thickness-noise pulse shape grows
dramatically in amplltude and dominates the waveferm time history hi tile plane

of the rotor. The negative pulse becomes quite narrow and iiilpnlsivo ill character,
radia.ting large amounts of in-plane acoustic energy. FIirtber incren.scs ill advancing-
tip Mach number cause dranlatic changes in waveform pulse shape and hlrther
increase the harmonic content of the radiation noise. This extreme of thickness

noise is called high-speed impulsive (HSI) noise and is the donlinant source of rotor
hal:monic noise when it exists. HSI is discussed in some depth subsequently in this
chapter.

Blade-Vortex Interaction (13VI) Noise

Another source of high-frequency unsteady periodic loading noise is also one of

the most important sources of rotor radiated noise. This noise is due to impulsive
aerodynant[cevents tltat OCclIrat deterlniilisticlocationsarollndthe rotorazlnnlth.

These impulslve events are most likely to occur when the rotor is in non_Lxial
translation and the tip vortices from preceding blades interact with the following

blades. A very simple sketch of this plmnomcnon is depicted in figure 14. A
sudden bnpulse is produced near the leading cdge of the rotor and generates an
impulsive noise that radiates away fronl tile rotor. This impulsive event contains

real W lmrmonics of radiated noise and is considered by many people to be the major
sourceof annoyanceforrotorcraft.

The qnn0tativecharacteristicsof hhlde-vortexinteraction(BVI) noisecan be

shown with simple two-dimensionalheuristicarguments. The arguments are pre-
sentedin the time domain so that acousticeventscan be orderedin azimuth anglo
_band finallyin observertime t foritgivenmicrophone location.Consider tiletop

viewof a two-bladedhelicopterrotorat itnadwtnce ratioI=of 0.]45(/t= U/I']R=
Forward vc]ocity/Rotorotipspeed),which isshown infigure15.The epicycloid-like
patternsworederivedfrom a "free-wake"computer code (ref.18).

We know from theoreticalconsiderationsthat nlostof the radiated noiseis

generatednearthe rotortip.We alsowould expect BVI noiseto occur when the
rotorblade (outer20 to 30 percent)p_ssescloseto the trailing-tipvortices.As

shown in figure15, thereareseven possibleBVI's 0abclcd 1 to 7). The strength
of each interaction is governed by tile local strength of the tip vortex, the core size
of the tip vortex, the local interaction angle of the blade and the vortex line, and
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Pi#ure 14. Contribution of high-/rcquenc_J airloads (impulsive event._) to
helicopter rotor noise.

rite vertical selmration between the vortex and the blade. In general, the induced
veloeiW of the rotor disk tends to make the tip vortices pass under the rotor disk in
level, steady-state .qig]lt conditions for I_'_"0,1,15, as depicted in figure 16, However,
if the rotor operates in steady descending flight, then fine positive klflow (upllow)
tends to force tile epicyelokl-type pattern into tile rotor disk phme slid causes strong
blade-vortex Interactions.

The net, result of such considerations is shown in figure 17 for the AH-I helicopter.
. A map of th0 regions where BV/ encounters occur is shown +m a fllltction of the

helicopter rate of clhnb. Notice that for this helicopter, the seven possible BVI
encounters do not, all occur at t,he same re.to of climb and ]mace may not all radiate
noise tinder the same rotor operating conditions. Of these seven potential BVI
encounters, a few are known to radiate very strong ilnptdsive noises. Conskler
int_eraetions I to 4, wkiek are all on the advanehlg side of the rotor disk and occur
during descending flight. IntEraction 3 in partieulrtr is an cncouzlter in which tile
blade and tile vortex are tdlnost parr_llel during t,he int.eraet,ion and is known to be
a major source of BVI noisE, In tiffs case, simple two-dimensional ztrguments can be
used to estimate t`he correct` shape of the z_dvaneing-Iflade aeotmtic pulse (fig. 18),
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Figure 15, Blade.vortex irltersections durin# partial-power descent. (From
,_I._s.)
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Figure 18, Advancing.blade element eneountelqnfl a turn-dimensional vorte;_,
(l_m rq. 18.)

&hi I
I

Figure 19. Changes in angle of attack o i ariel section lift Li due to two-
dirnensimtal BVL (From ref. 18.)

A sketch of a possible angle-of-attack time history _m the vortex p4msesnear i

the airfoil is sbown in tile upper part of figure 19. Tile• time seide shown has
been stretched so tlmt tim character of the radiated nolsc can be illustrated. For I
incompressible flow, ttds will result in a not positive lift versus time on tile rotor,
w l eh s 8 iowa on t m lower part of figure 19. In t lese simp e two-dimensions
arguments, tfie entil_ blade is assumed to feel the presence of the changing angle of
attack. Tbe resulting time-varying force field is impulsive in nature. The radiated!
noise is given by tim second term of equation (1),

1 0 ffr Pijnj ]
(")= M I], ,is(.) (6)

With tim entire Ifiade treated as It single radiating body (an acoustically compact
body) at]d radiation to the far field, this expression can be rewritten _us(ref. 11)
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, 1 0 1 f ALcos( l

p = (7)
where

Piinj ,_ AL_ ,_ = AL cos (

AL local sectional lift of a blade

( angle between tile surface hernial in tile
direction of the force on tile fluid and it Ibm
from tile point of tile applied force to the
observer (see fig, 20)

Eqnation (7) plus the lift time history govern the shape of the BVI noise. Similar
to the case for thickness noise, the Doppler amplification alters tile magnitude of the
radiation force field, but not the btmic character. Thus, tile shape of the radiated
acoustic pressure becomes tbat shown in figure 21.

Oh_rrvt!r

Figu,_ 20. Gcometnd for far-fiehl observer. (From ref. 5.)

]*raks t it.tilt lit

+ _/ tl= < ¢, < ll/i o

if(x.t)

Figure "21. Acoustic ptvssure signatu)v: of aduancin_ BVI.

Tile net effect of BVI disturbances on the advancing side of tile rotor disk is
acoustic radiation of a sequence of predominantly positive spikes similar to that of
figure 21. These near discontinuities are of varying strengths anti occur between
_p = 0Qand _b= 90°. For the observer in tile far field, these positive-pressure
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impulses.will generally arrive before the large negative thickness noise pulse, which
forms near ¢ -._90°. Notice that tile acoustic radiation decrelL_es ILstim observer
approaebcs the plane of tile rotor disk (i.e., cos( --, 0).

New consider tlm BVI on tile retreating side of tile rotor disk (interactions 5
to 7). Again, using our sbnplified two-dimensional qualitative model, we have tim
geometry in figllre 22.

tQ¢

t rl_..' II#-I:_i....
II_,trl'at itlg hlmlo

Finure 22. Geometry for BVI on re.treatin9 ,side of rotor di,_k. (From ref, 18.)

For retreating BVI, the sign of tbe approaching vortex is opposite to that for
BVI on the advancing side. Therefore, by similar arguments, tile net effect is a
predominantly negative radiated acoustic signature for each BVI on the retreating
side, ILssho,._'nin figure 23. Tbe time of arrival of most of the negative pressure pulses
is different than that of tile positive BVI pulses. For tbe two-bladed-rotor cpicycloid
pattern sbown in figure 15, the far-field observer will see retreating BVI's 6 and
7 occur later in tkne than the thickness noise pulse. As these sbnple arguments
demonstrate, both the sign and the timing of tbe acoustic pulses can often help
isolate the origins of the radiated impulsive noise. Obviously, these simple qualitative
arguments do not tell us ma|w of the more interesting details. Itowcver, they do help
us interpret me_usured impulsive noise acoustic data.

Tllcse sharp acoustic events of BV| and HSI noise are subjectively quite loud
and tend to set the noise acceptance of this chLssof vehicles. When viewed hi the
frequency domain, many harmonics of periodic noise are present that can be equal
to or greater than the amplitude of the fimdamental.

Broadband Noise

There is anotber class of noise associated with rotoreraft that is more "broadband"
in nature and as such is labeled "broadband noise." It can be one of tim important
contributors to tile subjective assessment of rotor annoyance in situations where
impulsive noise is notably absent. A variety of mechanisms are responsible for
generating broadband noise. All tim nlecbanisms have tim common characteristic
of tending to generate continuous acoustic spectra. These spectra result when tim
rotor blades interact with the turbulent inflow to the rotor arising because of rotor-
blade wakes, blade boundary layers, or the ambient atmospberic turbulence kl which
tbe rotor operates. Figure 24 (ref. 19) lists the sources of broadband noise s.s blade
self-noise sources and turbulencc_ingestion noise sources.

Turbulence-ingestion noise is a form of broadband noise because the unsteady
pressure fluctuations are randomly distributed in time and location. This Imisc
is generated when blades Isteract with atmospheric turbulence anti is somewhat
similar to tim noise mes.qared on propellers (as discussed in anotlmr chapter). At
low frequencies whlch arc due to large turbulence eddies, stretching the eddies as
tbey are ingested into it lmvering rotor can form them into long shapes whicb arc cat
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Figur_ '23. ,,h@e-of-atlack, lift, and acoustic pressure time historie,_ of
retreating BVI.

neveral times by tbe rotor blades, each cut creating a small-time-duration, impulsive
event, a.sshown sehematleally in figure 25. These stretched eddies are cut at w_dous
random stations throughout the disk. As encb stretched eddy is cut a number of
different times in some nearby loeatioIIs, the broadband signal displays humps at
blade-passage frequencies and harmonies, and this chopping of the eddies creates a
"peak-valley" shaped spectrum (ref, 20). The longer and more stretcbed out an eddy
is, the nl0m times it is cut at a similar location lit the disk and tile narrower tim
peak of tile noise r_soeiated with it. However, cxcepl; near hover, this elongation of
large eddies is weak and gives a peak-valley spectrum shape only at low harmollics.
At higher frequencies, the small size of tim eddies does not enable each eddy to be
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Figure M. Crtegorization of helicopter rotor b_vadband noise, (Based _n
, ref. 19.)

cut more tban one time, and thus tbe broadband noise signal becomes quite smooth,
tm illustrated in figure 25.

Tim wimosbing sound of rotors is governed by tbe ]dgbcr frequency part of the
turbuiencc_blgestion noise and blade serf-noise generation, It is most noticeable eli
helicopters or propeficrs during start-up or sbatdo_vu hi tbe near acoustic field, A

• f rshed wake system, colmisting most]y of sbcd vorticity, blduces a elmngblg force fiekt
on the rotor tlmt swisbes tllrough tbe air. This sound is tbougbt to be important
only when all otber sources of noise are mitigated, or at very low tip Macb nulabers
atypical of normal rotorcraft fiigbt.

Because of tile number of sources present_ the dolllinant contribtltors to particular
portions of a rotor speckrllm arc a matter of controversy. Idmltifylng llOiSe II_
being discrete or broadband often can depend upon tbe researcller's viewpoblt and
bow the data are processed and interpreted. This can make tim identification and
quantification of tbe noise tbraugb nmtmnremen_, very ditfieult, even if the conditions
under whicb tbe noise is taken are almost ideal. As previously discussed, a typical
narrow+band plot may or may not include a bursl, of toncqike noise wbicb, ell tbe
average, may not be periodic but random in nature, The pint will have a tone-like
cbaracter at tim lower l'requencies and become broadband at higber frequencies,
However, small changes in rotor speed (ref. fi), rotor and wake nnsteadiness,
unsteadiness in micr_phonc-tt>source distances, and changing Doppler effects also
cause discrete noise to appear broadband in character at bigber frequencies. Thus,
it is quite possible to mc_sure what might look like a broadband noise spectrum of

: a basically periodic phenomenon. Many such interprutations of fufi-scale flight data
were made in this manner in tbe pnst.

More recent research under carefidly controlled cmlditions has clarified the
problem (ref. 21). New measurement methods use narrow-band spectral analysis
and supplementary diagnostics to more clearly distinguisb between truly broadband
noise Sollrce_ alld randomized periodlc noise sotlrces.
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Some Measured Data

Hover

One of the most diJIicult t0.sks in rotoreraft acoustics is to nle_L_urethe radiated
noise under carehllly controlled conditions, Although it is relatively easy to measure
rotoreredt noise, it is much more demlmdlng to specify or earefidly control aJl file
p_mmleters that can affect the radiated noise during the measurement process, For
example, most sources of noise ttre affected by the aerodynamic state of tile rotors.
This in turn is controlled by the performance of the rotor in or out of ground
effect, tile pilot's ability to hold a steady hover, and atmospheric turbulence, In
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addition, tile proximity of tile grmmd, type of ground vegetation, and ambient wind
and temperature effects also can distort the |ne0.sured acoustic signal Controlling
all these parameters on a filll-scale helicopter ha.s proven to be almost impossible,
althmlgh several very clever, near-perfect experiments ]lave bcen attempted (refs. 22
and 23).

One particularly intriguing mid ilhmtrative experimental arrangement is shown
in figure 26 for an OH-6A helicopter in simulated hovering flight (ref. 24). Tile
complete hefieopter w_mmounted on a specially developed quiet test rig that allowed
tile main rotor_ tail rotor, and engine to be run separately or together. Tile recording
mieroplmne was in the acoustic far field, 7.6 maln-rotor dhnneters dmr from the
rotor hub in the nearly in-plane position. The measured sound pressure level versus
frequency for the main rotor alone and for the complete helicopter are shown in
figures 27 and 28. As discussed previously, the tow-frequency mahl-rotor harmonic
noise decreases rapidly with increasing harmonic number. Notice, too_ that there are
many harmonics of the main rotor (over 50).

The hump in the curve in figure 27 above a frequency of (]O{}llz is caused by a
ground reflection which reinforces and destroys the harmonic decay according to tile
wavelength of the emission. The complete plot of OH-6A helicopter SPL versus fre-
quency is strongly influenced by tail-rotor harmonic noise, as shown in figure 28. The
higher tail-rotes rotational rate causes higher frequency tones and multiples thereof
wbich dominate the spectrum at frequencies above 10fi Iiz. This particular set of
data is typical of rotorcraft with a hovering tip Maeh number M"T of about 0.6. At
higher values of MT, the SPL fidls off less rapidly with harmonic number. It is also
worthwhile to note that tile data shown here were taken trader ideal comlitions. The
rotor speed was held precisely at the desired wdue, tile helicopter wtts fixed in space,

1'tip vitrw
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Figure 26. Jllierophone height and location relative to 01I-6/1 te_t helicopter
mounted on special test rig. (From ref. 24.)
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alld dIttll were tRkell Oilly ullder "IIO WIllfP _ coilditlolls, If ally of these par_tllleLers

were allowed to vary, thee the periodicity of the event might appear to change,
This, ia turn, would have the effect of broadeaing the discrete harmonic spectrum
into at more broadband spectrum, especially at higher frequ_lxcies. Therefore, the
same data taken on a real hovering helicopter might appear to haw only very Iow-
frcquezlcy harmonic noise with it more broadband character itt higher frequcllcies.
Nevertheless, the low-frequeacy harmotzic character of the radiated acoustic field is
typical of ahnost all roLorcraft. As discussed, blade thickness and steady forces cause
most of this lowofrequency noise to radiate to the acoustic far field,

Forward Flight

Rotoremft inlpllIsivenoisehasalsohcc]l wry c_trefullymettsurcdill_oIllebellch=
mark experiments (ref.s. 25 and 2fi), Datlt have been taken with an in-flight measure-
ment techzliquc whereby the me_L_ureme|ltmicrophone is flown in formation with the
subject helicopter, as shown in figure 29. Tile m_tjor adwtntages of gathering data
in this manner are (l) no ground reflections, (2) long and _teady data samples, and
(3) helicopter tlight conditions mid directivity profiles which are el_silyexplored. A
relatively quiet aircraft wa.schosen _ls the measurement platform to keep tile back-
ground noise beneath the signal level of the helicopter, Fortunately, the impulsive
noise sig:lal levels of most rotercraft are quite largo, it fact which inakcs this an ex-
cellent d_tta-gathering mcthoci for this type o["noise. The data shown in figures 30 to
36 were nleasurcd on the UH-1H helicopter, which is known to radiate BVI impulsive
uoise and HSI noise.

The helicopter flight conditions which were investigated for the UH-IH helicopter
are shown in figure 30, High-speed impulsive noise wlusme_usurcd in Ifigh-speed for-
ward flight, and BVI impulsive noise was mensured in moderate-speed forward but
descending flight. Also ilhlstmtod in figure 3{1are contours of BVI noise #usheard
in the helicopter cabin, hi early experimcllts, it wits thought that noise which w_Ls

u

Figure 29. Technique for in-flight acoustic raeasurement, (From ref. 8,)
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Figure ._1. Composite illustration showing dominant UII-IH acoustic wa_e.
form/eat_,res. (Y_'om 1_/. 5.)

heard in tile cabin of tile helicopter was a good indicator of when BVI impulsive noise
was being radiated to tile acoustic far field. This in-flight measurement technique
confirmed that BVI lloise is radiated when it is heard ill the cabin, floweret, tbe
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J_igure ,_2, Avera#ed acoustic signature of [/t1.111 impulsive noise for I/2

revolution versus forwartl aiT:qpeedand rate of descent. (From ref, ._,)

teehniqnQ also showed that BV[ noise can rndiate in other directions and, because
of geometry, cannot be heard i. the cabin. Therefore, if a pilot were to fly so £mto
minimize the cabin impulsive noise, he might still be radiating BVI noise to ground
ob_oryel'8+

It winsgenerally observed from the mettsured datlt that tile fitr-field acoustic
wnveform radiated by each blade wt_scomposed of multiple pulses, As many as
three distinct pressure disturbances could be repetitively identified in tile acoustic
wavefoml, For identification of this waveform structure, an idealized eontpositn
drawing of tile acoustic waveform showing this multipulse con|position is presented
in ligum 31. This figure illustrates peak pressure amplittlde of the aeonstle signature
versus one half revolution (one blade passage) in time, with time increasing from left
to right. The peak pressure amplitude settle used here is an absolute scale measured
in dynes per square centimeter. On this scale, a s[nusoidal-sbaped waveform with a
peak pressure amplitnde of 512 dynes/cm 2 would exhibit a root-rennin-square (rms)
SPI_ of 12,1dB.
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' 1 Figure, ,gb'. Longitudinal aconslic direetivity for UIf-IH in level flight at
115 knots [t1_, fl = 0°. (Poem ref. 5.)

'l'he composite waveform model illustrates three predominnat pressure charac-
teristics observed in tile data. They are showa ill the same relative sequeace and
approximate pulse width that are elmracteristie of tl|e measured &tta. Typically, the
sequence begins with one or two successive positive increases in pressure ("triangu-
lar" pulse shape in fig. 31). These positive-pressure peaks are followed by it large,
near-triangular negative-pressure pulse, At high adwmce ratios and high advancing-
tip Mach numbers, the negative-pressure paise increases in ampli_,ude more slowly
than its subsequent rapid positive pulse, and the waveform is represented more by

, a sawtooth, or half-triangular, pulse. Finally, all extremely narrow posltive-pressuro
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Fiyure 34. Lateral acoustic directivit_j for UtI-11I in level fli#ht at 115 knots

1.4.9. _ = 7°. (From re/. ,_.)

spike sometimes follows immediately after or tm a result of the extremely rapid
incre_c lit pressure.

With tile qualit_tivo argumcnLs presented at tile beginning o1"this chapter, it is
possible to trace the origins of tile noise. As iitdicatcd in tigure 31, the negative pulse
is associated with thickness effects. It occurs in source coordlmttes t_t about ¢ _ 90 _.

The initial positive pulses are a direeL resulL of blade-tip-vortex interaction oil the
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Figure 35. Unaveraged acoustic signatures of UH-1H as function of for_uard
airspeed a_d rate of descent. (From re]. 5.)
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Fi_u_ 36. Time history and related power .spt;etmtm of Utl- Itt B VI impul._ine
uoise. (l;lrom ref. 26.)

advancing side of the rotor disk, As we have shown, they occur before the thickoess-
o i inois_ impnlse (at _b._ 0° to 90 ), The subsequent rapid deereJ_e in procure is really

just a manifestation of intense thickness ooiso, It occurs wlmn the tifickness noise
(_md its associated aerodynamics) is so large that local shocks on tim 1)h_deradiate
to the far field. In this latter c_e, nonlinear terms need to he added to the simple
linear calculations to predict the acoustic far field.

In-Plane Noise

Figure 32 presents a performance matrix of ineamured in-plane acoustic data at an
indicated airspeed (IAS) of 80 to 115 knots and rates of descent of 0 to 800 ft/min,
To show the data trends more clearly, the acoustic wave.%rms for caei_ condition were
averaged 128 times. Tile resulthlg acoustic waveformu, corresponding to one blade
passage, were recorded at a nonfitml lulb-to-mierophone separation distance of 90 it,,
with the microphone positioned directly ahead of the Ilelicopter and nearly within
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the pkme of the rotor tips (o _ {]°). Each of the acoustic time histories h_s the same
amplitude scale, shown with the upper right waveform hi figure 32.

The peak amplitude of the large negativc-prcssure pulse is strongly dependent
upon tile forward speed of the helicopter. (Tile _ulvancing-tip Mach lmmbcr MA,r
is the important governing nondimcnsional parameter,) Although tim wkltb of the
negativQ pulse appears to decrease slightly witb increm_iugspeed, no consistent trends
in amplitude or pulse width could be deduced with changes in descent rate. It is
interesting to note that under level-iligbt conditions at all airspeeds, no impldsivc
noise was beard in the cabin, an indication that, for all flight conditions tested, the
pilot was unaware that the helicopter w_ radiating that part of the impulsive noise
waveform _ssociatcd with tim negative-pressure peak.

At tbe high forward speed of 115 knotsj the large negativc-prc_sure peak, when
measured nearly in-plane, is followed by a positive-pressure pulse which varies from
blade to blade. This extremely rapid rise in pressure documented berein was so
intense that it was heard directly in the cockpit of the measuring aircraft over and
above the aircraft's own internal noise levels. However, no apparent blade slap wll._
beard in the cabin of the helicopter at any IAS above 100 knots, regardless of rate
of descent. To tile pilot of the helicopter, a uloderate incrc_me in vibration level
was the only noticeabIe effect, even though the UH-1H was radiating trnmendous
amounts of acoustic energy. Blade slap w_u beard in the cabin under partial-
power descents at forward speeds below 100 knots. Blade slap appeared to be most
intense within the helicopter cabin at ahout 80 knots IAS at a rate of descent of
400 ft/min. The occurrence of this cabin noise correlates with tim positlve-prcssnre
pulses wllich precede the large negative-pressure pulse ell tile acoustic waveforms. As
discussed previously, these positivc_pressure pulses are sensitive to rates of descent
and resulting rotor-wake geometry, thus confirming that these pulses are a direct
result of blade-tip-vertex interaction.

Directiuity

Directivity profiles of tile UH-1H impnlsive noise at an IAS of 115 knots and
a rate of descent of 0 ft/ndn are presented for a sweep of microphone positions in
figures 33 and 34. The longitudinal angle ot wn._nle_mured from a line drawn between
tbe rotor hub and tile microphone to tile rotor-tip-patb plane, and tile lateral angle/_
was measured from tile line between tile hub and microphone to the forward-veIocity
vector. Ill this bigh-speed level flight condition, the |ne_tsured acoustic pulse consists
of a large-amplitude negative pressure followed by a rapidly inere_ing positive-
pressure pulse. The negative-pressure pcak is predombmntly caused IW transonic
thickness effects. In the longitudinal phme (fig. 33) the pulse reaches its maxinlunl
level near the in-plane positions of tile rotor disk but decreases rapidly to roughly
half this amplitude at _ = 13° and continues to dccrea._e uniformly with increa._ing
a until it is bardly discernible above background noise levels at e_ = 44°. In tile
lateral plane, tile negativc-pre.ssure pulse decays less rapidly ill plane tban ant of
plane as fl is increa._ed. Tile pulse is approximately half amplitude at fl -- 53° and
is still discernible to tile aide of tim Ilelicopter (fl = 72°). Although tile helicopter
pilot cannot bear any blade ship noise associated with the negative-pressure pulse,
all observer who is generally in tbe path of an npproacbing helicopter, in regions that
are effectively in tile helicopter's tip-path phme, will hear impulsive noise caused by
transonic tbickness effects.
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Tile extremely sbarp positive-pressure pulse which follows tile large negative-
pressllre plllse exists in a narrow angtllar regioll near alld above the rotor-tip-path
plane directly ahead of tile helicopter. This sharp, near discontimmus pulse is
attributable to weak radiating shock wm,cs enmnatblg fronl each rotor bhlde and
is responsible for very intense radiated noise annoyance levels.

Blade- Vorlez Interaction (13V1}Noise

As shown itl figure 32, blade-vortex interaction (BVI) impulsive noise, sometimes
called blade stap, is a strong fimetlon of rate of descent. Since this noise is
predombmntly due to rapkl variations in lift, it will be increased relative to thickness
noise at microphone locations which are not in-pbmo. Direetivity profiles of BVI
noise show this predominantly dipole (force) noise to be a maximum ahead of the
helicopter at 30° to d5* under the rotor-tip-path plane. Laterally, 13VI amplitudes
and pulse shapes are a strong fimction of advance ratio, depending critically on
the alignment geometry of the interaction between the blade and previously shed
tip vortices (rel:s. 27 and 28). Positive-pressure pulses which originate on the
advancing blade radiate forward, while negative-pressure pulses which originate
on tile retreating blade tend to radiate rearward. Figure 35 presents unaveraged
signatures for _t matrix of flight conditions for a nlieroplmne located ahead of
the helicopter and approximately 30o beneath tim rotor-tip-path plane. Tile wide
negative-pressure pulse is indicative of high-speed finpulsivo (IISI) noise, and tim
predominantly positive-pressure pulses depict impulsive noise resulting from bladc-
tip-vortex interactions originating oil the advancing skin of the rotor disk. As shown
in the sequence of large positive-pressure pulses, BVI noise plays a larger role than
H$I noise in tile UH-1H helicopter at this 31]° down position. As discussed previously,
rate of dcsceltt and forward airspeed Imve a large effect ell the character of the BVI
pulse that is generated.

This dominance of BVI Imise can be seen nlost e_sily by isolating and expanding
a typical BVI pulse at the cr = 30° microphone position. ThE data were gathered
using the in-flight memquromcnt technique with a "qll[et" YO-3A aircraft _s tile
measurement platform. As sllown in figure 36, BVI noise, high-speed compressibility
noisE, and tail-rotor noise are all identifiable for one characteristic period of data.

It can be shown that the distribution of energy hi each pulse into }mrmonic j
levels is primarily determined by the character of each repeated pulse. Tim power i
spectral density of a typical pulse is tile envelope of tile power spectrum of tlmt same !
pulse repeated at tile characteristic periodic interwd. With this reasoning, the first i
half-period of tile pulse is plotted in the lower left of figure 36. Tile corresponding
power spectrum (g-l-lz bandwidtb) is shown lib the lower right of the same figure. ]
Sound power from BV1, Idgh-speed compressibility main- and tail-rotor noise, and i
broadband noise for half a rotor period _tre all included. Tile noise floor of the high- [
frequency data (> 250{] Hz) is set by the signal-to-nolse ratio of tile tape recorder, i

Because BVI noise is only dominant over a narrow portion of the time history !
shown in figure 36, it is possible to improve the signal-to-noisE ratio of tile BV!
pl|Enomenon and look at the more general characteristics of a typical BVI pulse i
sbapn by "time windowing" tile nler.sured pulse (ref. 26). Tile data were time I
windowed in figure 37(a) by setting the meo.sured pulse equal to zero everywhere !
except during that part of tile I all-period do nb ted by dva ci g-bla le imp Isive i
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noise, In essence, much of tile power contributed from brnltdbmld and lafi-rotor
noise sources b_s been eliminated, thus improving tile signal-to-noise level of the
impulsive noise. Tbo lobed character of the resulting frequency spectrum is typical

of a multi-impulsive event without disconthluous first derivatives. (See also re(, 29.)
It is also noteworthy tbat the largest sound pressure levels of this [Inpulslvc event
are in the 200- to 750-11z rallgo.
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Figune 87. Time windotvin9 of impulsive noise. (lamm ref. _6,)

Tbe frequency eolltenL of BVI with tbe largo negative thickness pulse removed is
shown in figure 37[b), It is apparent tlmt the only difference between this spectrum
rind the previous one (fig, 3_) is In tbe very low-frequency rltnge of 0 to I00 Hz. Tbls
difference represents the energy content of the fiigb-spe_d eonlpressibJlit_ nolse.

Finally, when nil bet the largest BVI is nulled, a definite change in power spectrum

results (fig. 37(e)). Tbe many-lobed dlaraeter of the spectrum bn.s disappeared,
replaced by a wide, smooth-lobed curve witb notieettbly less energy in tile 200- to
750-IIz r_nge, Tills resnlt shows tbttt much el" tile BVI energy in tbe 200. to 750-Hz
range is _ result of the multipulse dmraeter of the impulse.

At1 the impulsive noise data presented here were taken on the UH-1H two-bladed
befieopter. Its relatively high boverlng rotor-tip Mash number (MT = 0.73) is
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rc_ponslble for the clean, high-level hnpulsivc signals showm The d_tta, however, are
quite typical of the more modern helicopter of today, althongh the level of the pnlses

and the regions where they occur can be quite different. The increa.sing importance of
lligh-speed flight has forced the hovering tip bJach number lower to avoid high-speed
compressibility problems on the adwmcing blade. Fear or more rotor blades are

colnmon ell modern coilfigllr;ltions to reduce the operational loads. A typical titx_e
history of a 1980's four-bladed helicopter that is radiathLg impulsive noise is shown
in figure 38 for a near in-phmo microphone. High-speed compressibility (thickness)

and blad_vortex interaction (BVI) noise are clearly ideatifiable, It is also apparent
that the pulse patterns exhibit more x_triability from pulse to pulse, a characteristic
of tile inoro modern rotorcraft.

[_htdl_yl*Nl'x illt 4,IIwt ilJlJ

._ / (IIVI)\,I,.i_t, \

- (1151) ,,,fi_'

Figure 38. Aemlstie signature of mottetTt four-bladed helicopter. (Based on

Broadband Noise

A typical spectrum for broadband tmise is more diJlicult to generalize than for
periodic noise. Besides the difiicLllty of truly separating out thv periodic noise from
the broadballd noise_ there are a large mllnber of noise nleckanislus on rotors whlck
can be important in ditferont parts of the acoustic frequency spectrum. These
_mroacoustic soiree nlechanisms depoIld ripen rotor operating par|_znaters_ rotor size,
anti aerodynamic inflow to the rotnr. They are +hie to wtrious aeroagon_stic effects,

including boutldary layers, separated flow, inflow turblflenco, and ulommiform inflow.
On fllll-scalo rotors, these broadband noise sources nsuafiy become important wlmn
other impulsive periodic noise sources are absent, and thee only in the mid- and

high4requcncy ranges.
A typical spectrum for a 2/5-scale model Be-I{]5 rotor tested in the Duits-

Nederlandso Windtunncl (DNW) aeroaeoustic wind tunlle] is shown in figure 39

(rel +.21) for a micropimno locntcd on the axis of the rotor in the acoustic far field.
Although the data arc not taken on a full-scale helicopter, they are of high quality
anti clearly show broadband noise. For this microphone position, noise due to
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stel_dy Ioadiag is theoretically absent from the spectrum, The importauee of the
rotor opor_tting stat_ is clearly shown ill tile overall broadbaad noise levels i_t nlid
frequencies, Operating the rotor under Ilight conditions of mild descent inere_Lses
noise levels, while pushing the rotor-wake system away from the helicopter in climbing
flight does tim opposite, This nlkl-freqneney broadband Imisc ha.srecently been called
ldadc-wake interaction noise and is thought to bc due to the turbulence zLssociated
with the rotor-wake system, It nnty also he due, in part, to tile ratldo:tmess of the
discrete rotorow_tkesystem itself and therefore he zt type of blade-vortex intcractioll
noise,

._jl]';;:::ii:::vt_,,rt,.xirm.ra,'ti,,,,/high,.rh,,r,,m,fieh,mii,]g
lflad¢_wILkt_h11t,rnl_liOlLhrlmdhamJnoiN,

911_,]I_/ Mild iI¢,_,l!erlt8fl , /, Mihl vlIr.l,
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Figu_ 39, "J}lpicaloverhead noise .Sllectmof 2/5-scale. BO-I05 model rotor.
(Based on rcf, 21.)

At higher frequencies, above ,I kHz fitll scale, the broadbaltd levels are much
less dependellt IlpOll rotor intlow. Levels arc also reduced _Lsnltlcll _s 40 dI]

from the peak low-freqne|lcy levels, Ilowever, their sld]jeetive I(nnoyatlee is greater
because of the sensitivity of tile ]l|llnltll ear to tones near 3 kHz. Fortllnatc[y,
at larger nlegSllr01n0nt distances, these higll-frequency tones are dissil)ated ¢lllite
rapidly, leaving the prf_dominantly low- mid mid-frequency sources to control flu'-
field annoyance levels.

The 8itlllltioll changes somewhat for thesmztller rotors necessJtry for antitorqlle
coatrol on single-rotor helicopters. Tail rotors have sniP.l]chord-b_Lsed Reynolds
Illnllbers and can, lllldor the right ktlninlLr tlow conditions, in(hire R Karmas-vortex-
like high-frequency shcddklg into tile tail.rotor wake. This phcnomenoll also induces
unsteady periodic forces on each airfoil element, causing each element to radiate
high-frequency periodic noise, Beclulse tim frequency of the shedding phenomenon
is governed by the local Strouhal nunlbcr of the flow, the resulting tail-rotor noise
consists of a distribution of tone-like noises, This normally very high-frequency noise
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has been successfully tailgated by tripping tile blade-surfi_ee boundary layers front
laminar to turbulent flow (ref. 30.)

Scaling Rotor Noise

As InentionedprevJotlsly,precisenlc/L_urenlentsof fnll-scslerotornoisesollrees
are difficult to obtain h'om liight tests. An alternative method of gathering acoustic
data uses the wind tunnel to silmdate flight. In the wind tunnel, the rotor system can
he flown quite precisely under e_wefi|lly controlled conditions with the micropbones
rigidly fixed at known distauces from the rotor, Itowever, _tsidefrom the very large
wind tmmel at tbn NASA Ames National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex (NFAC),
tllere are very few whld tunnels where helicopter rotors can be tested at full scale.
In addition, it is usually necessary to be in the acoustic far field of the source of
interest for nleaningful acoustic Inf_asur_nlellts. For low-frequency Ilarrllonie noise,
this requirement leads to hemispherical ndcrophono mcasurcnlents at distances of 3
to fi rotor radii from the hub of tim rotor--typically 75 to 150 ft for a 50-h-diameter
rotor--a feat difficult to aclflovcat all mc_urement locations, even in the NFAC.
It is also necessary to ensure that acotlstic reflections frmn nearby surfaces, as well
as standing acoustic waves iu the tunnel test section, are minimized so that the
soarcc acoustic signal is not distorted. The perfect me_lsuremeut space is sakl to be
"anechoic" (without echoes), although hi reality tlds anechoic condition is seldom
achieved over tim entire freqlleucy spectrum. Anechoic conditions are especially
difficult to achieve for fufi-sca[e rotor systems that rotate slowly and radiate much
of their acoustic energy _q low-frequency barnlonic noise.

Wind tunnel testing of scale model rotors tends to mitigate the size and mes.surc-
meat qaality problems of fufi-scalerotors. Because the rotor dhlmetcr is smaller, it is
much easier to place the micropholms in the acoustic fitr field, The smaller diameter
rotor must turn at a fester rate to duplicate fl|ll-scalc aerodynamic events. This
raises tile frequency content of the imrn:onic noise levels and makes a near-anechoic
space e_tsierto achieve, For these remsons 9InllCh of the experimental noise research of
todayusesscalemodelrotorswhicharetestedinacnusticallytreatedwindtmulels,
However, scale model leslin 9 is only valid if lhe acoustic phenomena of interest are
in fact duplicated at model ._cale, Because most of the external noise generated by
rotorcraft arises from aerodynamic source mechauislns, this hepfies that the local
aerodynamics of the model and the full-scale rotor systems must be the santo. This
also implies that the structural dynamics of the rotor bbldes may also play a role in
the acoustic radiation of rotorcraft by caushlg changes in local Idade aerodynamics.

Scaling Relationships

The conditions under which rotorcraft noise can be scaled are derived by foHowhlg
tim standard procedures of dielensional analysis (refs. 27 and 31). The scaling
objective is to rewrite tlle governisg integral equation (cq. (1)) in nondimensional
form. To this end, the nondimcesional parameters are defined below.
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Nondimensional time:

t

= 2--_/_' observer time, where 1"2is the rotational rate of the rotor

T ) -

---- 2--_p SoIlrcl. tlnl_ OF retarded tilllO

Nondimensional 9eor/letry:

r

= _, _= _ - dS -- aV

Mach number:

M =- U t Maeh number of the flow over the hlade in a blade-fixed
co

(rotating) coordinate system

MT -_ f__RR rotational (hovering) tip Maeh mmlber of the blade in a
C0 I

ground-based inertial coordinate system

1

]1- _£_I _ Doppler factor

pressure coefficient:

c;,(_, _) _ Y/(x'_'/), acoustic pressure coefficient
Pile5

_j
Opo _. poU2 , pressure coeiticient

With these definitions, equation (1) becomes

"(_)---_;(_,z) 1 [ o2 fff[ CQ,, ]

_ o._o_ff[ ,,,jn.iM']

+Mroffr_ Ma ] ,z(v)} (s)"_'_JJ I._11- M_j_Ij_
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where

CQij = P mimj 4. C1,1j_l2 - PoPs"_'I

ml = --
co

and

vn = UA

where A is the local surface slope of tile rotor blade.
Equation (8) defines a nondimensional acoustic pressure coefficieut at a me,mute-

meat point in terms of nondimensional parameters. Given unique values of all tile
Itondimeusional pnrameters on the right-hand side of eqmxtion (8), a unique vahle of
_(x, t) is ensured, l-Iowevcr, it shmdd be noted that other governing nondimensional
parameters arc implicitly defined in this process.

This equation may be used to develop scaling procedures and rides for rotor
testing. Consider two different-slzed but geometrically similar rotors of radius R,
one full scale and tile second 1/7 some. Let tile scale hinter

R

/_I;I

where tile snbserlpt m denotes model scale. Tile process of geometric sealing implies
that all lengths are sealed by 3':

r m 3'rl; 1

hi practical terms, this implies that all model dimensions are 3"times smaller than
full scale aml measurement microphones shoukl be positioned 7 times closer to tile
hub center than full-scale geometric distances.

An important nondimensional paramemr for acoustic scaling is rotational tip
Math ,mnlber MT:

f_R f/mR._
_/[T = -- = --

co co.,

Tohold rotational tip Mach number the same for model and full scale, the rotor-shaft
rotational rate must be adjusted so that

/_CO,,, COm
_m--_,, _n --_-a
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l A geometrical reduction to model scale by tile scale factor 7 for tile same speed ofsound must be offset by an increase of rotor-shaft rotational rate by tile same filctor.
Because nondimensinnal times must also be scaled,

t t,,,=-1c--_-*_taud _-,,,= !_-_-a_"
? CO,_ "7CO,_

Model-scale time decre_L_csill relation to its full-scale counterpart.
Equation (8) also requires that the Much number M of the aerodynamic flow field

be scaled, ConsidEring the tip of the rotor and neglecting tim spanwise flow along
the blade,

U f/R + Usin¢
M .... .A/7'(1+ It sine)

co co

(A similar argument could be ulade at any blade radial station.) This equation
implies that the advance ratio iL must be scaIcd, that is,

U U,,
HmR,,

Equation (8) also requires that Q',i and _Q,i be scaled for both model and full scale.
This implies similarity in the aerodynamic flow fold and scaling of rotor thrust along
th0 blade at each azimuthal angle. This requirement is approximated by maintaining
similar inflow through the rotor disk by means of sindlar tip-path-plane angles and "
rotor thrust coefficients.

Tim preceding formulas state tile necessary conditions for rotor scaling. They do
not, however, constitute sufficient conditions for all rotor acoustic scaling. Tbis must
be done on a source-by-source b_Lsis. The validity of tile scaling process }ins beml
demonstrated for two specific types of rotorcraft noise: llSI noise and BVI impulsive

noise (refs, 27 and 31 to 34),

High-Speed Impulsive Noise

The fact that high-speed impulsive (I/SI} noise is predominantly a noucompact
(sources and sinks do not completely cancel for an in-plmle observer} Idgh Math .
number (compressible} event would suggest that the noise generation process is
strongly controlled by Much number, It also suggests that If'the Much numbers
of the model- and full-scale rotors were matched, small models could bE made to
duplicate tile full-scale acoustic phenomena, This filct was denmnstrated in two
separate wind tunnel and in-flight experiments on both the UH-1H and tile AH-1G
helicopter (refs. 31 and 32). The data were gathered in nearly anechoic wind tunnels
using 1/7-scale models at similar nondimensional distances from tile noise source.
b'hll.seale data were obtained using the in-flight method previously described. As
illustrated in figure 40, comparisons of model data with fidl-scale data are quite
straightforward. There are no Doppler corrections and data records up to 1 minute
in duration are possible at steady-state flight conditions,

From nondimensional considerations, the acoustic pressure coefficient for tISI
noise iSuniquely determined if the rotor, microphone geometry, time, rotor rotational
ratE, and local Much number arc scaled, However, most acoustic data are not
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Figure 40, Equivalence between model- and fldl-scale acoustic testing. (From
re/. 31.)

compared Oil _LllondimsllSiOila] bl_[s, Instead, all presstlres are llOrilllilly reI'erelmod

to sea-level standard conditions where comparisons of pressure time histories arc
made. For full-scale data taken at altitude, the reference pressure becomes

Ph, (x,O = ." (_,0

c2

poc_ Pl)

For model-scale data, the reference pressure becomes

---" POm)SL o 1_ 7
1 "JSl,(X, _} = _l ,,,, .....

Figure 41 presents modcb and full-scale data taken under shnihtr conditions.

(See following table for conditioas,) The model-scale acoustic dltt$t wore taken in

I Rate of

UT, dascent,
Signnture knots ft/mln # C,r MAT

1 71 0 0.I_3 0.C05,1 0.772
2 99 0 .244 .814
3 120 0 ,270 .844
4 146 400 .330 .885
5 153 1000 .345 .896
6 72 0 .169 369
7 96 0 .222 ,807
8 118 0 .276 1842
9 143 400 .330 . .878

10 150 lO00 ,348 .0fl53 ,896
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the DNW anechoic wind tunnel and are of very high quality (refs, 32 and 35). Tim
in-flight acoustic dzLtawhich are shown were taken with a specially designed quiet
aircraft. Tile pulse shapes for both the model- aad the fifl]-scale rotor ]]ave been
averaged for comparison purposes,

For completeness, all four governing |mndimeasioaal parameters were duplicated:
adwmcing-tip Mach number, advance ratio, thrust coefficient, and tip-path-plane
angle. Excellent agreement of amplitudes and pulse shapes is demonstrated over a
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wide range of advancing.tip hlacb numbers. Also shown is the sensitivity of peak

sollnd prossllre levels to adwtneing-tip Maeb nUlllber. Advallce ratio idso plays all
importaut role by guaranteeing that tile local Mach numbers of the model _tnd of
the filll-seale rotor arc similar at all azimuth positions. Thrust coefficient GT and

tip-path-plane angle o'rPl, have secondary infiuences at these in-plane microphone
positions (ref. 31).

Blade-Vortex Interaction Noise

Setding BVI impulsive noise is a more diMeult task. In addition to blade geometry,

nondllnexlslolml distances, advanclng-tip Maeh llllnfiler, and nllvanec ratio, it is
also imperative that rotor thrust coelfieient and tip-patb-plane angle be duplicated

(refs. 27 lind 33). As shown previously, guarttnteeing that _ldvance ratio is nmtched
uniquely determines tile inl-pkule geometry between the rotor blade and the tip-vortex
structure (fig. 15). Because advance ratio governs tile large-scale BVI geometry, it
plays a key role in tile acoustic radiation. When viewed from above, the rotor appears

to slice through tile epicycloid pattern of previously shed tip vortices. The resulting
locus _f interactions deterlnbles the llllmher alld strengtil of tile BVI elicouzlters and
thus strongly influences the radiated noise. Judicious matching of thrust coelficient

C T and nondiulensional [nfiow tt(-oq "t"oTpp) is necess_iry to duplicate the pressure

coeMeients Cljii of the model- and fidl-scldc experiments. For a geometrically scaled
rotor, the thrust eoctticient governs tile local angle of attack of tile rotor bhlde
and thus the steady-pressure field. In addition, it affects tile aver_lge strength of

the shed tip vortex and thus directly influences the unsteady-pressure field _mwell
The nondlr_lellsJonld infiow also affects tile magnitude of the unsteady pre_,_nres by

governing tile vertical seplmitlon between tile vortex emd the rotor blade at the time
of iin ene2otlnter. Ill it rigorolls sense_ this par0.1it_teg should scale over the portion of
tile rotor disk where BVI's occur. However, it is often *tssumed that if the geometric
properties alld CT i_.re scaled, itll average value ill splice lind time of tile iltdueed

angle c,i at tile rotor disk governs tile interaetlon problem (a i _ CT/iZ ). Therefore,
if C T and It are cluplic_ited in _ model-so,de test, the tip-path-plane allgle (t_Tpp)
becomes the fourth nondhnensional test variable.

The most rigorous text of tile sealabifity of impulsive noise is the most direct:

simply compare tile character of tile model- and fidl-seale acoustic time histories
on a one-to-one bn.sis, lit addition to being a straightforward comparison, it is also
helpfid in identifying the occurrences of BVI's in the acoustic signatures. This plle.-

nomenologieal approach is iLlustrated in figure ,t2 for tile All-IS helicopter for tt nil-
crophone located eipproximately 30 ° benelttb the plane of the rotor tips (ref. 27).
At this microphone position, BVI noise is known to be near its peak intensity,

while IISI noise is reduced from its large wdue near the plane of the rotor disk.
Izl tile left side of llgur_ 42, averaged and tlll_tvor_Lged me_murvd _tconstic tllnt_ his-

tories are shown for one rotor revolution _ts me_tsured with the full-so,de, kt-flight
technique. Tile helicopter and ine_muremcnt aircraft were flown in formation at
a 60-kzlot IAS partial-power descent (400 ft/mhl), a condition known to produce

strong BVI noise. Because tbe mclusured fidl-scalo BVI time histories were quite ira-
steady, two unlweraged waveforms are shown which typify maximum, and minimum-
intensity BVI events. Tile four knportant nondimensional scaling parameters are
listed. At tills 30 ° microphone position, botb tile BVI noise and HSI noise _lrc dis-

eernible. Dilring ttdwtlleing-biade-vortex interaction, a sequence of narrow, snail]
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negative and large positive spikes occur in the waveform just before tile broader
ncgativc_prcssure pulse. Scale model data (unaveraged and averaged) taken under
similar nondimensional conditions are shown in the right side of the figure. Only one
unaveraged waveform is shown because tile mczk_urcd model-scale BVI data were
quite steady.

I_tll-scalv n_!or Mo, lel,_cah, n)lor

ti = ff.l(il _._,, *_.. - " p = (LL6.L .

_/a'l' = 11.772 _.lt_:_']',lll° Mxr = 0.773 -,,- _-"

C T = 1LII0529 __._f_']_" U,.,- -'_ ("l' = O,()05L !_1_fITl*l* _ _ arp P _ _a
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Tile remarkable similarity in the details of the averaged pulse shapes for full-scale
{left side of fig, ,t2) and model-scale (right side of fig, ,12) experiments is evident for
tile advance ratio of 0.164. Sonic model testing appears to fitithfifly reproduce the
BVI noise of a 5dl-seale helicopter. A closer look at tim time histories reveals that the
full-scale data bave notably more narrow BVI peaks than those of the model-scale
data. This is probably related to the size of tile interaethlg tip vortex, wMch is related
to viscous considerationn only bnplicitly covered by these scalblg relationships.

Tim problem becomes more apparent n.s advance ratio is increased in higher speed
flight. As sllown in figure d3, tile sharp BVI pattern remains for the fidl-scale data,
but a more broad, low-level pattern is generated for tile model-scale data. It is
apparent that BVI noise does not scale at these higher advance ratios. Although not
conclusively proven, it is thought that local tip Reynolds mnnber governs the size of
the shed-tip-vortex filament, which ultimately determines tile pulse width patterns
of BVI noise.

/IT _ _= a a ii.. ,i, = II° I q_t.
Ilate of desceztt = 8(10 ft/tll[ll {r_t.) _(lltt! u ( t_ellt _ /l(10I/m n

.t0 .IS
Modal _t'ale I_lJl_,clde

/v

-.Ill I
.5 0 ,S

I{otor revllhlltt_ll_i _]()lOl"rl_w_haiulls

Fi.gltre _3. Model-scale and full-scale acoustic dala for tt = 0,970. (From
r_y. eZ)

The importance of Reynolds nnmber ttnd Stroultal number on aeroaeoustie
problems is well-known. Reynolds number is tile ratio of inertial to viscous forces that
classifies the aerodynamic regimes of laminar and turbulent flow, $trouhal number
clmraeterizes the frequency of unsteady-vortex shedding from blunt bodies which is
itsdfa radiation of significant acoustic energy, Both nondimensional parameters are
important for th0 scaling of broadband noise radiation (ref. 19).

If rotor acoustic models are made too snmll, a variety of problems prevent
faithfid acoustic sealing. Low tip Reynolds numbers cause poor representation of
the rotor-tip-vortex structure. The high freqaeney 0f tim model data creates new
instrumentation challenges. In addition, it is quite difficult to represent the dynamic
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bcbavior of a fidl-scale rotor system at too small it scale. At the present time,
i/5-scale four-birdied models have become the industry standard. They arc sired[
enough to fit in most anechoic wiad tunnels aad yet can be dynanfically scaled to
the llrst order, IIowever, to date no scaling results lmve been made to validate these
model-scale results. A llngcring concern is the use of tapered tips on thcse model-
scale rotors. In such cases, tim local tip Ileynokts numbers become quite small and
may lead to different small-scale tlp-vortex filaments than those mcrLsuredon tim
full-scale aircraft, If this observation is correct, then large-scale models may be
necessary to duplicate full-scale BVI impulsive noise.

Theoretical Developments and
Experimental Verification

Overview

A complete mathematical description of the souad generated by bodies in
arbitrary motion was developed by Ffowcs Wilfiauls aad tIawkings in 19fi9 (ref. 9).
In essence, the basic mass II_lld nlonlentmn equations of thlid mcclnudcs are rewritten
In wave equation form with all other quantities treated a.s forcing functions of tile
resulting integral equation. (See eq. (1).) This approach followsLighthill's approach
(ref. 3{i) of forcing the basic fluid mechanics equations into an "acoustic analogy." It
is important to remember that this basic cquatioa (with its many forms) is perfectly
general and is al)pficable to all fluid mechanics _mwell as acoustics. If the right-side
forcing hmctions are treated as known quantities, then equation 41) beconles much
simpler; it becomes a linear wave equation with known forcing flmctions, This latter
approach is followed in most aeroacoustic predictions of rotorcraft external noise aad
w_ discu_ed previously in the section cntltled Rotorcraft Noise Sources aad Their
Physical Origins.

Many researchers htwe developed, in one form or another, valid theoretical
acoustic analogies to rotorcraft noise prediction. As discussed previously, tile first
simple theoretical model of rotor noise w_m developed by Gutin (refi 13), who
recognized tlmt steady aeradynamic forces on a propeller act as acoustic dlpole
sources (eq. 45)). Garrick aad Watkins (ref. 1,1) exteaded rids work to the ease
of the uniformly moving propeller. Doming (ref. 15) looked into the effect of blade
tbickness on tile radiated noise, lle replaced a symmetric airfoil with an infinite
number of line pistons (sources and sinks) to matcb the boundary condition of |1o
flow througb tile rotor airfoil surfitce. These simple theoretical ttpproachcs really
approximated the second two terms of equation (1). However, they were developed
using a coordinate system fixed in space rather than one attached to the rotor blade
itself. Comparison with experiment, for the most part in the frequency domain, was
very encouraging for the low harmonics of rotor noise but was lacking for higher

I: harmonics.
Noise radiating from helicopters became important mstbese vehicles emerged from

being researcb curiosities of the 195fi's and began to _ssnlne new military and civilian
roles of the 1960's. Quite a lot of research into the potential causes of helicopter
periodic noise was initiated; the two notable efforts were m_uleby Lowson (reL 37)
and Wright 4rof, 38), Using developments based upon Lighthfll's acoustic analogy,
Lowson and Wrigbt argued that in addition to steady forces (identified by propeller
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researchers _ tile cause of periodic noise), tile urLsteady forces tbat tim rotor blade
experiences _ts it traverses one revolution are very dlicient radiators of perJodie noise.
They suggested that in order to predict tile Idghcr harmonics of radiated noise, one

could use R compact source lnodel but WOllld i:ecd to know very high harmonics of
blade loading. Altbougb the agreement with experiment was not always consistent,
their theories dkl show more encouraging correlation with the limited experimental

frequency domain data awtilable, Because technology bad not yet made narrow.band
data analysis straightforward and had not provkled the large digital computer for
lengthy numerical calculations and wdidations, important pulse shape informatio:l
wins not effeetivdy used to filrtller refine the mode, ling of rotorcraft noise sources,

hnportant tfilfercnees between linear theory aad tinle-ldstory experimental mea-
surelnents for rotoreraft whose rotors i_,reoper_ttitlg at trallsonlc tip Mack numbers
were first noticed by Sehmitz (refs. 39 to 41). These differences led to tile realization

that transonic, aerodyllrtnde effects are of tell important eontriblltors to tile radiathlg
noise of rotoreraft. Those etfeets were first predicted by using quadnlpolcs, in addi-
tion to nlonopoles and dipoles, _s sonrees Of rotoreraft noise, _i1 cssenct'_ seine of tile

aerodynamic details of tile rotor local flow field were modeled as sources of radiating
noise.

Modern electronic technology h_Ls now nmde quantitative tlme-history compar-

isons between theory and experiment routklo. (In frequency-domain terminology,
harmonic amplitude and phase arc both used in the validation process.) More pow-
erful mathematical approaelms, b:_.sed for the nlost part on equation (1), howe placed
much of the earlier theoretical work ell a nlore soulLd mathematical basis and have

extended the theory to handle noneonlpaet sources for subsonic, trallsonlc, and su-
personic rotors, Pioneering theoretical work by llawkings and Lowsen (ref. 10),
Farassat (ref. ll), lsom (ref. 12), and many others has increlmed tile understandblg
of the noise gener_.tion process. This, combined with mere c/trefnl i:]oastlrelnents

of tile radktted imise, is leading to designs that can minbllize unwanted acoustic
radiation of rotors.

Hovering Harmonic Noise

The hovering rotor is a natural place to begin to compare acoustic theory with
experiment. Unfortunately, tile aerodyaamics of a hovering rotor arc far from simple,
being affected by tile complex wake geometry of the rotor and interference from

nearby surfaces. In addition, it is necessary to test rotors in an environment which is
mostly wlthout echoes, or "anechoic," so tbitt acoltstic reflections life notlne_ured
along with tim radiation noise field. The data shown in figure ,t4 were gatbered
for a model rotor in bover ill a near-anechoic environment in tbe DNW open-jet

wind tunnel (ref, 42). Tim rotor is a modern high-performance helicopter rotor that
has been desigiled to be efficient in kover as well as in high-speed (200+ knots)
helicopter forward flight. Un_weraged (instantaneous) and averaged time-history

data are shown at sevcnd nearly |n-plane microphone positions in figure 44. The
waveforms are somewhat unsteady but average to a characteristic w_weform for tbis
rotor type.

Steady Thickness and Force

Predictions of noise from linear theory are also shown in figure 44 (tel, ,t3). Good
agreement between predicted vables alld tile averaged wave_orlns is demonstrated at
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Figure 44. Measurements and pn:dictions of isolated hover noise of model
rotor.

tip Maeh numbers typical of a iJoveriag helicopter rotor. Tile relative in|portance
of thickness (monopole) and force (dipole) noise sources is shown in figure 44 for
tills same condition. Near the plane of tim rotor, both thickness and force noise
are important contributors to tile rotor acoustic signature in hover. However, _ts
the observer moves farther from the in-plane position, dipole noise becomes more
Important a_ the thickness noise source deere_u_es ill level. Notice too that tile
character of the twerage waveform changes depending upon whether tile microphone

is above or below the rotor-tip-path plane. Below tile plane of tile rotor, tim lift: and
drag contributions are in phase and add, while above tile rotor plane they subtract.

The amount of unsteadiness in this hovering model rotor is typical of this type
of experiment. Even in tilis large, open.jet aeoustie tunnel, roonl reclreulation and

f
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t associated turlndence ingestion into the hovering rotor can cause the rotor to operate

in a somewhat unsteady aerodynamic environment (ref. ,I,t). This, in turn, produces
unsteady blade pressures, which are needed to predict accurately tile unaveraged
time histories,

Linear Theor_j With tligh Tip Much Numbers

The steady hovering problem becomes more interesting _mtile hovering tip Much
number MT is increa.sed. Thickness noise grows much more quickly than the force
noise and dominates the time history of the nearly in-plane microphone positions
above MT = 0,8. Computation of this noise using linear tbeory is simply a matter

' of evahmting tile thickness term of equations (1) and (,l), becmlse tile dipole force
terms do not radiate very efficiently for Imlicopter rotor bladcs operathlg at high (near
trannonie) tip Much m_mbers. Because the tip Much number never approaches 1.0_
tile iutegmble singularity in equation (4) never becomes a problem, The integration
of the monopole sources is performed by dividing tbe rotor blade into chordwise and
spanwise elements, summing each eontribntion, and dilfereutiating the sum over time
to yield the acoustic pressure time history at the chosen observer ]ocatiou. Therefore,
equation (4) becomes

4nl](x,t) _ 2 _ PO _ dyll dy3s (9)i=l T

wbore

Ue velocity of each blade element

Yl d|ordwise blade coordinate

y2 coordinate normal to the nman blade cbord

Y:I spanwisc Idade coordinate

i, k summation indices for each blade element

Additioxml details describing these computational procedures carl be found in refer-
once 39. The equation may also be solved using frcque|lcy-domain procedures given
in references 1, 10, and 15. Several alternative linear acoustic fornmlas for calculation
of rotntleg-blade harmonle noise are reviewed in reference 45.

A key feature of tile computation_d process is tile degree to whicb it is dominated
by Doppler amplifications at high tip Much numbers, This can be illustrated
physically by looking at tile geometry of tile linear acoustic process. Consider tile
space-fixed trajectory of a simple poh|t source near the tip of a hovering rotor blade,
Its trQectory is tile circle traced by the moving blade tip. If at regular azimuth
angles a pulse, depicted tLsa circle (r_ sphere in three dimensions), is omitted in
space and allowed to propagate at tbe ambient speed of sound, these pulses form tile
crcscest-shaped wave sbown in figure 45 for a bovering rotor operatb|g at a tip Much
number of 0.9, hi effect, disturbances are propagating away from a source moving
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at almost tile ambient speed of sound, As a result, disturbances accumulate and
create Doppler amplification. As the advancing-tip Macb number increases (higher
rpm), the accumulation of disturbancas becomes so great as to form local shocks
oa the blade surface and eventually a radiating shock wave. This accumulation
process is represented as a singular integral in equation (4). The process whereby
shock waves on tbe blade surface become connected to the acoustic far field is called
"deloealizatlon" (refs. 32 and 4fi),

Figure 45, Linear wave amplification (Doppler effects) of _tating point source,
Mr = 0.9. (Fromre/. 5,)

Linear thickness calculations for a simple hovering rotor and oxperinlental data
are shown In figure 4fi for several different hover tip Match numbers (ref, 40), The
high-quality data shown here were gathered in a specially designed anechoic hover
ehttmber, The chamber was lined with polyurethane wedges to be reflection free
down to 110 Hz, The rotor was run near zero thrust aml was designed with zero

twist to minimize reeirculation effects and to minimize thrust (dipole) sources asradiators of noise,
The striking features of the comparison between theoretical and experimental

values for hover at MT = 0.8 (fig. 40(a)) are the similarity in pulse shapes and the
discmpa_|ey 01 peak pressure levels. Only a fraction of the pressure time history
is shown to facilitate tile details of the comparison. Thieknes_noise theory misses
the measured negative-pressure peak by a factor of about 2, The comparison of
theory and experiment e._.hiT is increased to 0.88 (fig. dg(h)) remains similar to that
made at MT = 0,80, The wavcform shape is still generally symmetrical, and the
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Figure 46, Theoretical and e_perimcntal pressure time histories for in.plane

microphone. _o/R = 3.0. (From roy. 40.)

peak negative-pressure level is underpredieted by slightly more than a fltetor of 2.
A closer look at the wavcform shows that it is just begkming to become slightly
asymmetrical; the rccompression part of the mc4tsured expansion wave Ires a slope

whoso magnitude is greater than the initial expansion. Linear theory values do not
show rids tendency.

At a bover tip Mach number of 0.90 tbe situation changes dramEtticaUy (fig. 46(c)).
The peak negative-pressure amplitude of the nlclksured pulse lla.s increased substan-
tially and the pulse shape ll_ now lost its symmetry. The rcslflting sawtooth wave-
form is known to generate large amounts of hlgll-inteasity, high-frcqucacy noise in
the plane of tbe rotor. In essence, a relatively w,eak shock wave is radiated to tile
acoustic far field at a Mach mnmber of 0.9 for this untwisted rotor with an NACA 0012
airfoil. The rotor is said to "delacalizc"; the local shock waves on the surfitce of tile

transonic rotor blade are connected and, in fact, radiate to tbe acoustic far field.

Theory again undcrprcdicts the amplitude of the peak negative-pressure pulse by
about a factor of 2. More importantly, theory does not predict any of the features
of tim dclocalization process, totally missing tim shock-like experimental waveform.
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Tile comparlson becomes even more intriguing at a hover tip Mach nmnher of 0.gG
(fig. 46(d)). Tile theoretical waveform is mostly symmetrical and generally smooth
in shape mid, thus, does not compare bworably wlth the meamlred data, In addition,
theory now only slightly underprediets tile peak negative-pre_ure amplitude of tim
pulse. Also, the measured pulse width is becoming wkler, wheretm the linear theory
predicts a narrower pulse width with increasing hover tip Mach mlmher, In fact, the
experimental pulse width (measured at zero pressure) exceeds by at lea.st 50 percent
th(.,width cxpccted (from linear theory) from an airfoil of chord equal to that of
the model rotor tested and traveling itt sonic velocity. This pttlsc-widenk_g effect
suggests that aerodynamic events off the rotor-blade trailing edge are contributing
to tile measured acoustic signature,

The difference in peak negative-pressure levels between linear monopole theory
and experiment is shown more clearly in figure 47, Tile theoretical model does not
predict the rate of increase of the peak negative-pressure level,
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Figure _7. Theoretical and e_Jerimental peak pressulvs of rotor in hover. In.
plane microphone; No/ R = 3.0, (Front re[ 40.)
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It is tempting to attribute tile lack of correlation with experiment to tile simplicity
of the linear theoretical model. Perhaps if tile remaining linear dipole terms were
included (tile seeoad term in eq. (1)), the agreement with measured data might be
better. This was tried for a rotor with predicted values of leading and skin friction
suitably chosen to act as pressure dipoles (ref. ,17). The resulting theoretical time
histories are almost indistinguishable from tile sbnlde linear monopole ealmdations
previously presented.

Tbe major conclusion from all these linear acoustic mtalyses is that they do
not adequately describe tile in-plane noise radiation processes from a high-tip-speed
hovering rotor. There have been some efforts to correct tlds situation by improving
tim modeling (improving tile specification of tile boundary conditions) in tile Iinear
formulation. It call be argued that rotor-tip end-plate (ref. 48) and bonndary-layer
separation efforts increase the ampfitude of the symmetrical pulse. The importance
of tile latter effect is shown in figure .18. This eml view of an NACA 0012 rotor
at near zero Iift (tel 49) is a holographic interferogram of tile integrated three-
dimensional flow field surrounding the tip of a hovering UII-IH model rotor at tile
tip Mad| number of 0.9. It is quite apparent that local shock waves on tfie surface
of the blade interact with tile boundary layer to cause an enlarged scparated-flo,_'
region. A rigorous treatment of this problem is not usually attempted, for it would
be necessary to model tile bouadary-layer and separated-flow effects in equation (9).
Instead, an "equivalent airfoil" comprising tim original airfoil pills tile outer edges
of the separated-flow region is defined. This new equivalent airfoil is then used in
equation (9) to define tile strength of tile distributed acoustic sources. If tbis is
done, it is relatively easy to show that the peak negative-pressure calculations woubl
increase substantially (they approximately double for each doubling of tile effective
airfoil chord at constant thickness). Although this effect has been known for many
years, most researchers do not like to incorporate such an estbnation in a "first-
principles" analysis. The methods of estinmting just how thick or extended the
separation region is on a tfircc-dimensional rotor in the transonic regfine and how to
model tile equivalent airfoil for noise purposes are not well-defined or even completely
understood. In addition, none of these corrections predict the development and
radiation of the deloealized shock wave above a hover tip Mach number of 0.9 for
a scaled UII-1It rotor. Clearly, tile radiation processes at these high tip speeds are
governed to it large extent 1Wtnmsonic effects. Thc:_emust he accounted for in tbe
theoretical modeling.

Aerodyuamic Formulation With High Tip Mach Numbers

The most straightforward approach to tile nonlinear acoustic problem with high
tip Mack numbers migbt simply he to incblde missing terms--tbe quadrupoles--in
the acoustic analogy formulation. However, equation (1) is in reality all integral
equation which has no simple analytical solution. Some degree of approximation is
necessary to proceed with this approach. Tlmse approxbnations rely on what we
know about tile problem plwsically. Such insight can be gained by fonmdatlng the
problmn us a transonic _mmdynamicist would.

We begin with the classic potential equation in a space-fixed coordinate system.
Assuming constant specific heats aad weak shocks (i.e., negligible entropy increases),
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Figum 48. h_terferogn_m n:corded at 0 = 180 ° (eho_Ytwi,_e vif;TJO. (From

rq.5.)

wo h_vo

02q_ c2V2q_ @2V_b, V (0_) _ot_ _ + vo. v [(vo)'-']=o (lo)

where ¢ representsthe velocitypotentiEd_md c istilelocalspeed of sound. Fortu-
nRtely,tlleaerodynamics of a hoveringrotorare b_Isicallysteadywhe_lviewed from
_tblttde-fixedcontext.Therefore,by followingtilework inreferences41,.16,50__tnd

51, the governingpotenti_tleqlmtioncltnhe transformedto bl_tde-fixedcylindricttl
coordinatcsand expanded to second orderto yield
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= [c_ + ¢_- 1)n¢0] lCrr + (_r/r) + _=1 (lt)

where ft is the angular rotation rate, Cois tile undisturbed speed of sound, r is tile
radial coordinate in tile cylindrical coordinate system, and 7 is tim ratio of specific
heats. This nonlinear but steady-state second-order partial differential equation
governs the transonic aerodynamics of tile hovering rotor. In addition, it governs
how disturbances (acoustic wave_s)propagate away from this rotating coordinate
system. At the present time, no closed.form solatious to this equation exist. A
procedure adopted by some rnscarchers is to solve numerically limited regions of the
aerodynamic flow field (refs. 52 and 53). Others have chosen to solve the nonflncar
acoustic fax field using weak-sbeck theory (ref. 54). As we shall see, neither is a
completely satisfactory solution, for the nonlinear aerodynamic and _moustic fields
are interwoven,

The cylindrical coordinate system chosen is sketched in figure 49. An observer
riding in this coordinate system sees a free-stream velocity tbat increases linearly
front zero at the origin to [_r at r. As indicated, this increasing frec-strcam velocity
continues ant past the tip of the rotor; it will be shown to be hnportant to many of
the arguments to come.

Figure 49. Cylindrical coordinate _ystem of hovering rotor, (From ref. 5.)

Before attempting to solve equation (11), it is instructive to follow the approach of
references 50 and 51 and explore the belmvior of the governing equation. It Is known
from the theory of partial differential equations that tile coefficient of _oOgoverns the
general character of the potential equation: When A =. fl 2- (c_/r 2)- ('_+ 1)(ft/r2)¢o
is less tllan zero we have elliptic behavior, and when it is greater than zero we have
hyperbolic behavior. However, A takes a more recognizable form after some further
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manipulation, Define the local Maeh number M t as follows;

Mt._(u_ + u)lc

The coefilelent of ¢00 in equation (ll) becomes (rcf. 41)

A = -(,:_1:)(1- M_) (12)"

Therefore_ tile genend behavior of the s_cond-ordor transonic potential equation is
governed by the local Maeh :,umber of the flow. If/i/I < 1.0, then A < 0 and
the governing equation is elliptic. Ill this clLse,no wave-like structure Is possible.
However, if M t > 1.0, then A > 0 and the governing nonlinear p_rttal differential
eqnation is hyperbolic. Characterlstics are then formed along which disturbances
can propagate in a waw_-like manner. It is also important to realize that M I is
dependent ell the free-stream velocity Uo¢ = f/r, the local speed of solmd c, and the
local perturbation velocity u = -Co/r,

These ideas are quite useful when one is attempting to exphtin the phenomenon
of deloculization for the hovering rotor experiment described previously. This con°
nection was theoreticafiy suggested in references 51 and 52 and has been numerically
calculated (refs. 41 and 51) and experimentally verified (ref. 40). In the following
paragraphs, the relationships are shown to depend on the local Mach number of flow.
Three distinct cases am considered: free-strasm tip Maeh nnmbers of a hoverhlg ro-
tor M T = fi.flfi, 0.88, and 0.90. Some freedom ha.s beas taken with the graphics
in tile fnterest of presenting r_clear picture of the basin relationships blvolved. The
data ttre the same as those reported fn reference 41, In the figures that follow, the
top views are sketches of events pieced together with flmited experimental data, and
tile aft views are, for the most part, hlterpolatlons of cxperhncntal data.

Figure fi0 depicts the top and aft views of shock boundaries of a rotor operat-
ing at MT = fi.fl5. A locally supersonic region Qxists near the tip of the rotor. For this

I,ilmllt* t,nlJie

eylindrr "_ ,qupr rst_nie
n!_i{)ll

SIIovk Slll)t'rsullJe _lll)S$,llIC

.2[} F Jmplml_ _'Iew i_f st'l'tilll: _,t _,

.15
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,{15 _ 1,176
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Figure 50. Top and aft views of shock boundaries o] rotor at MT = 0.85.
O_,omre].4l.)
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region M t = [(f/r + u)/e] > 1,0, even though f_r/c_ _dl along the blade span is less
than 0.85. The hyperbolic nature of this pocket of supersonic flow is a result of local
aerodymunie nonlinearities (i,e,, ehnnges in the local speed of sound c and the local
perturbation velocity _0- Surrounding this loco.lly supersonic flow is _tmlbsonie flow
region Ml < 1.0 in whicb the governblg potentbd equation is elliptic. W_weswhich are
embedded in the local supersonic tlow regio|x do not pass through this compressible
elliptle region and hence do not radiate, However, as r inere_mes beyond the tlp
of the blade, M1 again becomes greater than 1.0 because of the linearly incremsing
free-stream velocity tleld of tile blade-fixed cyliadrienl coordinate system. For this
region, u _ 0 and c _ co, so 1lll ,_ firco > 1.0,

The surface where this first happens Illm been etdled the sonic cylinder (refs, ,16
and 54). At radii larger than the sonic cylinder, the equation again becomes
hyperbolic r_nd waw'-like propagation is certain. The acoltstie implication for this
MT --- 0.85 case begins in the hyperbolic pocket of Ilow near tile blade tip, Wave-like
disturbances ilx this region termilmte on tile bouadary of an elliptic region, where
they no longer propagate in cllaractcristie directions. The w_we-likcelmracter of the
hmer pocket is thus broadened tm information p_tsses through the elliptic region to
the sonic cylinder. These broadened disturbances are tben propagated in a wave-like
llmnner throughout the outer hyperbolic region. Tile result is a smoothly varying,
near-symmetrical acoustic signature in the far field,

The competing phenomena become even more interesting wben AIT is increa.sed
to 0.88 (fig. 51). The inner supersonic (hyperbolic) region grows and extends off
the tip of the rotor, again being driven by local aerodynamic nonlinearities. At the
same time_ the higher free-stream tip/',Iaeb number of the rotor decreases tbe radius
of the sonic cylinder, thus moving tile outer hyperbolic region toward the rotor tip.
In addition, the proximity of tile linear soaic cylinder to tile blade tip introduces
aerodynamic nonlineltrities. These nonlinearities tend to warp the sonic cylinder

Lillt qt r hclllit"
cyli:lllrr

'" IJ
SIll II'l_Oll[l' II

'_01 rrgllllL,IS _ ln-plnllt! I,115 s*'ction A-I_* ] i1,111fi0 1 I I
,11(1 ,15 l,Ofl 1,115 Lift LI5 [,21J
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Figure 51. Top and aft views of shock boundaries of rotor at hi T = 0.88,
(From ref. J1.)
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inward and bring the two hyperbofic regions even closer together. However, tile
inner regions do not overlap, thus ensuring tbat locally generated waves in the
inner reg]0n do not propagate along cbamctcristics to tbe hyperbofic far field. Tile

resulting acoustic signature becomes more saw-tootbed in character but does not
contain radiating sbocks.

Tile last and most interesting condition, in which MT is incre_tscd to 0,fi0, is

skctclmd ]n figure 52, The localizcd inner and outer hyperbolic regions connect off the

blade tip, forming one continuous supersonic region (MI > 1.0). In tbis ctme, shock
Waves tbat are generated on the surface of the rotor now propagate unblterruptcd
radially to the acoustic far field. The rcsulting phenomenon (dcloeaJlzation) is
quite striking. Tbe cbaracter and tile intensity of the acoustic signature change

dramatically. At all three of i.hese tip Mach numbers, mcimured _ducs of local

Mnch nunlber support and explain the phenomenon of transonic delocaliz_tion.

For a hovering UH-11I rotor, sbock waves are radiated to the acoustic far field at
: high subsonic tip Mack numbers. Tbe mocbanimn of dclocalization can be 51rtbcr

confirmed through use of computational fluid dynamics codes to predict tbe transonic
aerodynamics of tile hovering rotor (refs. 55 to 57), An example calculation for tbis
rotor in h0vcr is shown in figure 53 (from ref. 58). Tile agreement between tbeory

1 and experiment is quite good, _nd this agreement conclusively deulonstrates tile

J interre]ati011ship between transonic aerodynamics and ldgh-speed rotor noise,

Quadrupole Formulation

AIthougb the phenomenon of delocalizatton lips been exphdned by simply look-

ing at tile coefficient of Coo in equation (l 1), predicting tim radiathlg acoustic field

. ]loltlr Sit It'r_l[LiC
. tip R r_'griO:*

.30 n_gJorl 0 It

+_1.15 lll-phLllevi¢'w

I I I I I II+lll
_' , .15 . .{15 1,10 Lt5 l,_l}

r/It

Figure 52. Top and aft views of shock boundaries of rotor and development of

delocalizatlon phenomenon at M T = 0.90. (l_vm ref, 41.)
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Fi_JuT_e&_. Tip floul field of hmlerin_ rotor. MT = {].gO. (/_nz ref. 58.)

iS /lllother llllltter, TllU exp]altations presenled ilre the/lift@]yes fllllCtiollff o1" eJt]lor

lllt_ltSllred or e_dcll]_ted flow properties. II1 e_e;ico_ z_ lleJ_r-field d_scriptio_l of the
nerodynalnic tlow field is required before the events in the acoustic fitr field cau he

explained. Even then, acoustic noufincarities in equation (I 1) may alter the wnvcl'orm
of tile propagating wave (ref. 5,t). Precise calcuhltiozls of the ra(fi_ting sound field
arc dependent on tile fidl solution of the imnfinear potenti_d equation (ref. 50).

O1| the other hand_ tile sllceesfifllI explzlll_llioll of the delocalizntion phellOlnelloll
rr r i

sltggests thltt local acrodynluuic ltou|ineltrities strongly hdlttence the acoustic radia-
tion problem. Therefore, _ logical step in the calcuhttioll of the acoustic field is the
i|tcorpor_ttlon of the near-field nerodymunie nonlinearities in the acoustic ra(fiation

eql|ation.

Several ways or finplementhlg these hletm Imve been presented ]u the fiterature.
To date, the izlost sllecessfifi proeedHre h_s boost to extelld tile ztcollstie _txm]ogy
procedures to evahlltte the "¢ohllllo distrilmtions of local/lerot'lynazlliC llollfilletldties_

or quadrupoles (refs. 39, 41, ,16, nnd 5fi). In essence, tile tldrd terln in equation (t)
is considered to be au ilnportlllIt flollrco Of llOiSe for the tr/lllSOllif_ radiatiol_ problem.
As mentioned previously, evaluation of this integral cqmttion is not directly possihle;
8Olllfi approxillmtiolls ar(_ reqtllred to make tile problem mzmagcable. AlOllg these
fillt_ t the quzlfirllpol_ terln becomes sinlplel* if we restrict ollr ttttentioll to the
acoustic far field, Then the Sl)tttlal differentiations can be elmily converted to time

differenthd.ions. The first term of equation (1) becomes

where T_ = Tij_ i • _j and _J'_is the vector l'rom the source at the retltrded time
to az_y observer ill the acotlsti_ far field. It is _llOWl] from tra_lsozlic col;iputlttlolls

luld experimentation that the prinmry quadrupole regions are confined within a few
chord lengths normal to the rotor plane.

For h]-phme fiir-field radil|tlon_ tile vector _ is nearly in the blade rotational plane

and is nearly parallel to tile blade chordwisc direction when the acoustic pressure
reaches its peak level. If isentropie flow is _msumed trod the perturbation velocities
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are me,muted in tbe coordbmte system given ill figure 49, T_ becoulcn

2 ..... "_-I [flr_2v2
T_=Po(vl_c°s'O+2VrV°C°sOsmO+vT"sm'O)+--'2"-Pl _.e) o (1,1)

where tbe ,_-compollent of the perturbation velocity (loon ilot appear becallSO of 01e
choice of an in-plane far-fiekl microphone position. For simplicity in tim resulting
calculations, it h_mbeen assumed tbat sin 0 _ 0 and that u _ ve near tbe integration
region of interest. Tbis is true ms long _mtbe quadrnpole field is in fi_ctlocalized to
a region near the rotor tip. Then,

_ =p,,,-__os-"0+ v- lp0(_]2,,.2 (iG)' 2 \c /
I

where n represmlts tim perturbation velocity along the blade chord and fir is i
the frec-strenm velocity of the point in tile flow field being evaluated. Tbv two !
terms represented in equation (15) arise from similar properties of the flow already I
discussed in the potcntbd foruudation. Changes iu tbe local speed of sound and
local streamwise perturbation nonlinearities are inchuled, altbongh the equation
forms do not permit a onc-to-one correspondence of terms. Equations (1), (13),
and (15) describe the nonlinear far-field acoustic radiation of the transonic hovering
rotor. For subsonic tip Maeh numbers, numerical evaluation of the surface integrals
presents no real problems. Hmvever, the voblzne integration of qundrtlpoles is lint as
straigbt forward.

The integrand in equation (13) cnntab|s tbc product of two ternls which compete
to decide the eventual magnitude of tbe quadrupole radiation. The first is the

t decaying source field represented by T_t_. This is multiplied by 1/11 - Ahtl, whichgoes to blfinity as AQt approaches 1. Fortunately, the singularity is integrable, but
I it sbould be ]mndled quite carefully (rcL 45). In tile results summarized here, the

acoustic planform tecbnique wile chosen to perform the numerical integration near
] M_ = 1.0, A complete discussion of tbe procedures and pertinent references is given

in reference 41.
An ewduation of the prediction accuracy is presented herein througb compar-

ison of tbeorotical wdnes with the same UII-1H hovcr nmdel rotor data. Fig-
ure 5d presents the monopole and quadrnpole contributions to the radiated noise at
AIT = 0,88 (slightly before delocalization). At this tip Mnch uumber, tbe shape of the
quadrupola term is b_sically still symmetrical; however, some asymmetry is present
on the pressure recovery side of tbe quadrupole calculation. When the mouopole
and qundrupole contributions are added, good correlation in amplitude and pulse
shape is observed. Tile overall shapes of tbeoretical and experimental curves are still
basically symmetrical in character, but tbe local shock structure of tim transonic
flow field is acting to destroy thin symmetry.

At tbe slightly bigher borer tip Mach nmnber of 0.90, localized transonic effects
cause large ebangcs to tile radiated noise field (fig. 55). Altbougb tile time
history for the linear term (monopole) remains quite nynmletrical in shape and
substantially underpredicts tile experbnental data, the time history for tile nonlinear
term (quadrupole) cbanges sbapo dramatically and inere_mes in amplitude. This
elmnge is a reflection of the fact tbat local shocks are propagating to the acoustic far
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Fignre 64, Theoretical and experimental time histories at MT = 0.88,
$'0/R= 3.0. (Fromre/:.5.)

field (deloealizution). When time histories for the monopolo plus quadrupolo terms
are compared with experimental data, good agreement in pulse shape is observed,

The accuracy with which tile peak negative amplitude of the higb-speed hover
impulsive noise pbeuomenon can be predicted is illustrated in figure 50. For tip
Math numbers up to 0.9, use of quadmpole and monopole terms results in better
agreement between theoretical and experimental values than use of monopole terms
alone. However, at M T > 0.9, amplitudes are overpredictcd even though tbn
pulse width tends to be estimated fairly accurately througb delocalization. At tbe
present time the source of this discrepancy is not mlderstood. Additional time-
history comparisons developed from u frequency-domain analysis can be found in
reference I]0.

Kirchhoff Formulation

Another competing method of numerically predicting the noise of the delocaliza-
tion process is to map the nonlinear transonic region to u nonrotating control surface
to wbleb variations on Kirehhoff's theorem are then applied to describe the radiating
acoustic field. In this first direct application of tile Kirchhoff tbeorem, the control
surfimo Is chosen to be larg0 enough to capture the nonlinear aerodynamic behavior
of the problem, but not so large as to make numerical computation impractical, Cal-
culations with tfiis proeedare, coupled with an existing near-field numerical code,
have resulted in improved peak amplitude levels (ref. 61) but bare not Improved
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Figure 55. Theoletieal and ezperimental time histories at MT = 0.90.
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waveform characteristics much above the delocalization Math number. This is meet
likely a result of file numerical insensitivity of the transonic code at the boundary of
the nonrotating control surface.

This procedure h_ been further extended to inelade the nonlinearities in the near
aerodynamic field while the equivalent Kirehboff surface is kept close enough to tile
blade tip to avoid computational fluid dynamics numerical computation errors. A
new, expanded I_irchhoff integral h_ been developed which uses surface integrels
of the pressure and velocity at the linear sonie cylinder to determine tl|e acoustic
preasures In the far field (ref. 6I). In essence, the new method captures all the
nonlinear n_rodynamie effects by mapping them to tim linear sonic cylinder. The
sonic cylinder tbell b_comes the sole source of all acoustic informatiolh which is then
propagated to the far field at a constant speed of sound. The resulting formula
(ref. 62) contains the classic Kirehhoff'e surface integrals at the sonic cylinder plus
a correction factor for the local transonic effects near the blade tip.
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Figure 56, Theoretical and experimental pressures for rotor in hover.
Ro/R = 3,0. (Based on re.f. 5.)

Predictions from this approach are shown in figure 57 for some of tile same
conditions shown previously. To obtaill sufficient experimental data on tim soxlic
cylinder to validate the new method, the experiment of 1978 was run again in 1988,

Near-perfect replications of the 1978 results (tel'. ,10) demonstrated tile validity of
the experimental results. Theoretical prcdictions of tile radiated acoustic pulse

correctly captured tile delocalizatton phenomclm; a relatively smooth pulse shape
was predicted at ."tit = 0.88, while a radiating shock wave was correctly predicted
to form at MT ---- 0.90 and above. Howcveh tile pulse width predicted with this

extended Kirchhoff formulation appears to be in error (up to 30 percent too narro_v)
throughout tile computed Maeh number range. The source of this discrepancy is not
presently understood.
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FigTtre57. predicted values front extended liirchhoff computations and ex4Jer-
imental values for _,J'7'= 0.88, 0,90, and 0.92.

Tile peak negative-pressure amplitude (fig. 56) is more accurately predicted by
this new mt.,thod near the delocalization Much immber. In addition, the new nlcthod
appears to more correctly follow the amplitude trends above M T = 0,90. However,
it does not adequately prctlict tile noise amplitude at lower tip Mack numbers, tt fact
that is still not fully understood.

In summary, tile quadrupolc formulation appears to work well in hover at
the deloealization Mack nmaber and below; both amplitude and ptllsc shape are
accurtttely predicted. Above the delocalization Mach number, the amplitudc_ of
tile pulse and the overall pulse shape are predicted by the extended l(irehhoff
formulation, but tile pulse width is markedly in error.

Forward-Fllgbt Harmonic Noise

Linear Theotndfor Thickness Noise

Unfortunately, neither tile quadrupole nor tile K.irehhoff formulation htm been
applied in a rigorous manner to tim problem of IlSI noise for helicopters in forward
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ilight, The complexity of mapl)hlg the unsteady aerodynaade near fiekl of a
helicopter in forward flight to an observer hi tile for field Inks been too great,
Instead, only computations of tile linear part of tile problem ]lave been performed,
_.s illustrated ill figure 58 (from ref. 39), Measured peak pressun_s are plotted versus
advancing-tip Math number MAT, the prbnary nondbnensiolud parameter of tlSI
noise.

Similar to the hovering helicopter problem, linear theory substantbdly under-
predicts the radiated noise field of a helicopter in forward lllght. The predicted
pressures are too low by at lea.st a fimtor of 2, while the fielocalizatian phenomenon
is definitely not captured by linear theory. Clearly, nonlinear Effects must be
included in methods developed to predict the far-fiekt acoustic radiation of bigl_-speed
helicopters, However, tile understauding that has been developed by modeling the
high-tip-speed hovering rotor him been applied, with some sueees._, to the forward-
flight rotor problem, Numerical computational fluid dynamic simulations of tile
advancing side of a lfigh-speed rotor bave been and are being made to help designers
keep the local shock waves from delocalizing to the acoustic far fiekl.

B VI no/.se

Predicting tile noise that arises from blade-vortex interaction (BVI) is just _m
clmllenging as predietblg HSI noise, but for different ren.sons. As discussed previously,
tim second term of equation (1) becomes an inlportant source in the acoustic analogy
formulation. If tile blade pressure tbne histories are known and are treated tussuch,
then the governing Equation ((3)becomes linear and is solved with chLssie techniques.
Although simple in concept to solve, the linear BVI problem is still quite complex
because it depends critically upon tbe local pressure distribution time histories of
the individual rotor blades. In fact, accurate predictions el lJYl noise necessitate a
very higb fidelity in air load predictions or measurements. Predicting air loads to
the required accuracy for rotorcraft noise has not been possible to date. Instead,
predictions of BVI noise have used experimental pressure distributions on tile blades
ns input.

This type of computation has been attempted by several researchers (refs. 63
to 65). One of tile most reliable sets of simultaneous pressure and acoustic
data was taken in the DNW wind tunnel on an AIM two-bladed nmdel rotor
(ref. 27), High-frequency (up to 20,000 Hz) data were gathered ell many miniature
pressure transducers distribltted over tile blade and used as input for the resulting
computations. ParametEr identification methods were used to develop a continuous
mathematical description of the pressures over tile blade surfnee, Tiffs complete
description of tile pressure time history was then used [m input in equivalent forms
of equation (1) (refs. 63 and 66) and the results were compared with experimental
data taken in the DNW wind tunnel, A typical comparison is shown in figure 59,

The dashed curve in figure 59(a) is the contrfi)ution of tile distributions of pressure
over tim blade surfltce, while tile solid curve represents tile contributions of both bhnle
procure and thickness. For this microphone position (30* below the rotor plane),
tile blade pressure is the dominant source of noise.

The agreement between predicted and measured values is quite encouraging but is
not quantitative enough to be able to say that linear theory can he used to completely
model the BVI problem. In general, the correct number of BVI's has been predicted
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and thewidth of each pulse seems representative, ltowever, the amplitiides of the
predicted pulses are different from those of the respective measured pulses by up to
txfactor of 2.

In addition, there is evidence that some of these pulses become shock-like in
character when the BVI pulses are intense. An example of this phenomenon for oil
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Fignre 59. Blade-vortex interaction impulslve-noise time hi,_tories of AII-1
model rotor.

AI-I-1S helicopter that w_ts encountering BVI impulsive noise is showl_ in figtlre _]0.
The two different waveforms tlmt Llre shown were mcmmred wit]l the hi-flight

technique previously described for steady-state fligbt at _m IAS of 60 knots mid n rate
of descent of 400 ft/min. Tile d_mhcd curve represents a typical microphone pressure

- - time history of I]VI noise, while the solid curve is representative of a sevor_ burst of
BVI noise encountered during the rml. The basic unsteadiness of this phcnmnenon

in flight tests is a getmr£d elmraeteristie of this type of noise.

'/+he shock-llke character of tim solid curve is evident. The pressure rise is quite

ff_st_ but not instantnnem|s, even under the most severe BVI conditions t|lea.mtred

on this helicopter. This chunge in pulse shape from tile more symmetrical Imlse
shape typical of less severe BVI phenomena to _ more asymmetrical pattern is
responsible for an incre+_'_e in subjective almoy+tiice of about ,I PNdB. Similar to

IISI noise predietiol]s_ linear theory does not predict this development of shock-like
be|taylor for BVI noise. Unfortunately, at this time not enough high-fidelity acoustic

dat_t exist on this phenomenon to be able to assess tile importance of nonl[nc+tr
effects for BVI in gencr_d, It is not known whether these nonlineltr elfeets exist only

ilud¢2r exceptional ciretlmstances or whether they ttre rotltinoly encotmtered ill inally
helicopter operations where BVI is generated.

Computational fluid dynamics calculations have recently been applied to help
_tddrcss a reduced class of these problems (rcfs. 67 to 69)--tlmt of i1rotor airfoil with
a free vortex encountering two-dimensiolml unsteady flo_a, (fig. 61). The vortex passes

from left to right, tr_|veling xv chord lengths parallel to tile flow at a distance ofyv
chord lengths beneath the airflrfoil. That part of tile complex three-dJmensionld BVI
problem where the vortex and the rotor blade are nearly in parallel alignment haa

been approximated in two dimen,_ions and the unsteady aerodynamic field near the
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airfoil Ires been computed. The two-dimensional far-field acoustle solution bus been
obtained by two separate methods: by direct numerical computation (ref. 70) _ad
by use of a Kirchhoff solution to map tile .car-field aerodynamics to the acoustic far
field (ref. 71). A sample computation of tbe vortex encounter with the airfoil is shown

in figure 62 (from rcf. 70). Contours of scaled pressure disturbance (Cp - C/_) "./_
are sbown, where Cp is the pressure coefficient, Cp0 is the uadisturbad pressure
coemcient, and _ is tbe nondimeusional distance of tim source in tbc acoustic frame.

The development of a radiating acoustic wave is clearly evident in figure {]2
the vortex passes about a quarter of the chord beneath tbc airfoil, The most dense
isobars exist forward and below the interaction process, an observation also mrtde
in the hdl-scale flight test. Although quantitative relationsbips between two- and
three-dimensional acoustic problems are difficult, these computlttions can bv used
to develop estimates of the real BVI problem. Results to date have indicated that
finearized small.disturbance simulations of the two-dlmcnsional BV! problem do not
adequately represent the _mrodynamic near field, A dill Navier-Stokcs simulation,
however, is not _leedad because all the important aerodynamic information wbich is
radiated to the acoustic fur field is generated near the leading edge of the airfoil, A
bigb-order, time-accurate Euler method seems to yield the most cost-effective results.

In general, tbe shape of tile leading edge of tbe airfoil seems to have the most
pronounced effect on the computed far-field noise. Sharp leading edges radiate more
noise tban rounded ones. The importance of nonlinear aerodynamics on acoustic
radiation is still being debated, with some autbors claiming significant effects while
otbers are claiming little to no measurable difference between linear and nonlinear
efihcts in the acoustic far field. A definitive experiment to verify these methods is
required.

Broadband Noise

Predicting tile complete broadband noise spectra of rotorcraft is at best difficult
under very controlled conditions, and under less controlled coiiditions it is an almost
impossible taLsk, Mncb of the probleul occurs because it is often ditncult to isolate
tbe most important governing mechanisms for the problem at band. The broadband
acoustic radiatioll problem depends on details of the aerodynamic state of the
rotors. These aerodynamic details inchldo inflow turbulence characteristics, blade-
wake turbuleuce characteristics, bmmdary-layer turbulence, etc. They act as input,
or forcing fmlctions, to the acoustic solJrces, which tdtimately radiate to the acoustic
far field.

Several approaches have been applied to calculate broadhand acoustic radiation
(ref, 72). They all use modified forms of equation (1) where the primary source term
is tbe blade pressure. The broadband noise is dun to the random forces (pressures)
applied to the fluid by the pressure of the blades. (It should be noted that others
have identified otber broadband noise sources tbat are not dipole (ferns) in nature
that tufty be important in high Mach number flow, These are not considered here,)
One approach treats the general clme of unsteady forces distributed in space, with a
specialization in the rotating geometry of rotors. A second approach approximates
tbe distributed blade forces as rotating concentrated forces (dipoles), A third
approximates a rotating blade as a sequence of straight-line motions and then
calculates the acoustic radiation front each blade element undergoing these linear
rnotlolls.
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(a) xt, -- fl.le. (b) xv = O.,le.

(c) x,, = 0.8c. (I1) X,, = 1.2c.

Fi!lmv 62. Pressure disturbance plots of NAGLd 0012 airfoil frmn computa-
tional Eider solution, 3/cc = 0.8; y,, = -[1.26c; l'., = 0.2. (l,)'om rcf. 70.)

tloTIt_;"

Tile broadhaml noise title to tllrlllllenee ingestion tlf a how_i'i:Jg rotor hns [leell
studied for Inatly years (refs, 73 lu]d 7.t). Receiltly, a comprehensive experiment
WIk_ run oll _t lilt)tie] rotor ill till altet:hoie e]llllllI)er where the radiated lloist_ ;llld the

turlmleace characteristics of tile hlllow to the rotor were both tlte*ulured (ref. 7,11.
These inflow characteristics were thell used to generale Illlsteluly forces (pressllres)
oil tile bhule which were then Ilsed to calclllate tile acmtstic rttdhttiml. Tile resulting

predicted arid illeJkSllred value,q are sht)wa in figure 63. In general, _lt most nzhtmthal
locations, broadlland noise theory tends to overl)rcdlct tile low harlnonics and

underpredict the high harmonics tamperer! with th(! nlelLsured iloise. It is difficult to
assess the eoiltrihlltJolls el'steady forces atgl thickness at low ]illrlllOltJeS beeallse they

were llOt riser| _L_inl)llt to tile ellrrent theoretical lllOd(!]. However, the agreenletlt
I)etweell predicted alld nletmllred vahtes lit lttid to high ]tftr/tlonics is quite retl.sollahlo.
Tile large dLserepancy at a polar nngle of 911° (ill the platle of the rotor) is probab]y
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Figure 63, Predicted peak Icvcl,_ and measured spectra for hovering t+lrbulence
ingestion noise, (From ref. 74.)

attributable to other sources of in-plauo noise which were not nmdeled in this
approach.

Broadband noise is also produced by the self-gencrllted turbulence in a blade
boundary hlyer passing over the trailing edge of the blade. This effect has been

theoretically modeled by solving the problem of a statistically stationary pressure
field eonvect|ng past a trailiug edge. The pressure distributions are integrated to

obtain the fluctuating force distributions for the dipole source model used to predict
the noise radiation. The resulting analysis is restricted to angles not too close to tile
rotor plane. A subset of this type of noise arises from bhmt trailing edges. Vortex
shedding is induced and creates a periodic high-frequency broadband noise. A sbnilar

phenomenml occurs when a bluff body or i_ laminar airfoil is placed in smooth flow.
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Vortex shedding is induced and produces a peaked but continuous acoustic spectrum
shape that can be predicted if the spectral content of tile oscillating dipole source is
known.

Another potential source of broadband noise on rotors is locally separated flow
from local stall or from tip-vortex formation. Pressure fluctuations arise front large
local blade angles of attack or from the boundary layer being swept around the blade
tip by strong pressure gradients in tlmt region. These fluctuations are then cast _m
dipole radlatorz and the far-field noise fronl these sources is conlputed, t

Forward Flight

Tile prediction accuracy and importance of several of these sources of broadband
noise bave recently been verified in n model rotor test run in tile DNW acoustically
treated open.jet wind tunnel (refi 21), A 40-percent-scale model of a t30-105

i belicoptcr wr_ tested in forward flight at two different operational rotor speeds: i
normal rotor speed (1050 rpm) and half normal rotor speed (52fi rpm), At low I
operational tip speeds, broadband noise theory does a respectable ,job of predicting !
tile shape and vabm of SPL's for tile forward-flight condition shown in figure 04(a).
Tbo noise leveIs in this c0.qeare quite low, not typical of existing rotorcmft. At !
the bigher, normal operational rotor speed, theory and experiment do not agree a.q
well (fig. 6d(b)). In addition, another source of broadband noise, called blade-wake
interaction (BWI) noise, w*midentified and is it strong function of the rotor state.
In near-level flight, large low- to mid-frequency levels of this noise were measured,
In climbing flight (aTpp more negative) these levels were dramatically reduced. It is
postulated that this effect is caused by a wnkc-induced unsteadiness, which is reduced
in climbing flight when the near wake of tile rotor is nmre readily blowa away from
tile rotor-tip-path plane. (See fig. 16.) Anotber source of tide noise is postulated to
be the interaction of tile turbulent core of a tip vortex with a rotor blade. For most
rotorcraft, this phenomenon is most likely to occur ell the forward part of the rotor
disk, where the rotor blade often intersects tbc path of previously shed tip vortices.
The resulting unsteady blade pressures radiate broadband noise (refi 75). It cmdd
be argued that this source of noise is always present to some degree, even during
blade-vortex interaction. More careful experiments that measure the aerodynamic
flow field and the acoustic radiation are needed to validate these hypotheses.

Tile statistical nature and multitude of potential causes of broadbmld noise
have made theoretical pradictiml methods more difficult to "wdidatc than their
deterministic counterparts. Discrepancies of 10 to 15 dB on fidl-scule aircraft in
certain frequency ranges are not uncommon. However, for most rotoreraft, many of
these broadband noise sources are lower in level and annoyance than the periodic
main- and tail-rotor sources, and this fact makes their absohltc prediction less
important. In addition, tile bigher frequency of most broadband noise causes tbesc
sources to be rapidly attemlatad by tile atmosphere. However, if the tip speeds
of future rotorcraft are reduced significantly, broadband noise might determine tile
radiation levels and annoyance of these new vehicles.

Predietlng tile total noise of a rotorcraft is simply a matter of summing all the
important noise sources at a chosen observer imsition. Of course, tbe accuracy of
this predictlml is in reality no better than the accuracy of any one of tbe important
noise sources. Under very controlled conditions, many of tbesc sources cannot yet
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Figure 64, Effect of rotor-tip.path-plane angle (nTpp) for C T = 0.60,1,t and
t_ = 0.086 for two rotational speeds. (From re+[.21.)

be predicted to withbl fl dB (factor of 2 in sound pressure), and this makes the
predictionofmost rotoreraftnoisespectrain n. typicalflybydit]lcultatbest.It
isgenerallybelievedthata good partofthispredictiondifficultyistheinability
to define adequately tile aerodynamic blput to the acoustic source model used to
predict the I*oiso, It is also likely tbat at tile higher tip Mach numbers of current
rotorcraft, non]inear effects contribute to the lack of prediction accuracy. Tbis is
clearlythe c_o forrotorcraftinhigh-speednonaxialforwardfllght.

Rotorcraft Acoustic Design Trends

It has been known for a Iong time that a proven way to reduce rotorcraft noise is to
simply lower tim tip speed of the rotors. This technique is especially effective if tile tip
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MaEh numberofany rotatingbladeon therotorcraftisoriginallycloseto1,0.Inthis
Caset small reductions in tip Mach mnnbEr can eliminate dclocallzation completely
and greatlyreducetheamloyanceofthevehicle.Unfortunately,largereductionsin
rotorcrafttipspeedarenotcost-effectiveformostImlicoptersbecausetheyusually
requirean increaseintheopEratlonalwrightofthevehicleforthesamepayload,For
example,lowertipspeedsforthesame inputpOWErrequiremore bladeareatocarry
a given payload with adequate stall lnargius. The added bMde area increescs b[mle
weight. The rotercraft operating at lower tip speed and tile same power also requires
a stronger (and asually heavier) transmission to absorb the extra torque. The lower
operationaltipspeedusuallyrequiresmoreaddednln.ssattbetipstoensurea safe
operationalautorotationenvelope,furtherincreaMngvehicleweight.

However,themost severnl'ormsofrotoreraftUOISEhave been mRigatcdtoa
largoextentinmany helicopterdesignsoftodaywhen compared withtheUH-1
designsofthe 1960'e,To some extent,thesenoisereductionsareadirectresultofft
design philosophy change. Instead of emphasizing hover performance at the expense
of forward-flight performance to meet U.S. military requirements, newes designs
haveplacedimportanceon bothItspectsofrotorcraftperformauce,Infact,inthe
latestdesigns,high-speedforwardfligbtisa highlyvaluedattributeofconventional
rotorcraft.This increasingemphasison high-speedflighthas forcedhelicopter
designers to lower the hovering tip Maeh number, which lowers tile advauchlg-tlp
Mash number as well and thus avoids compressibility effects hi big]l-spEed flight.
The compressibility effects not only can cause delocalization of acoastic waves, they
also can cause large increases in required power and severe vibration. Thus, it
is advantageous to aerodynamicists and acousticians that tip speed be reduced to
avoid ddocalization in high-speed flight. Tip speeds of about 700 ft/sec, which allow
forward-flight velocities of about lflO knots, are common today.

The quest to go faster but keep tip speeds high enough to yield rea.sonable
hover and forward-flight performance h_.s led to seam blade design trade-offs on
conventional rotorcraft. In particular, the tips of most new rotor blades are now
tbinned_ tapered, and sometimes swept. All three effects tend to reduce HSI noise
radiation. Thinning tile tip of the rotor directly reduces tldckness noise and increases
the delocalization Mach number. Taperhlg the tip also reduces tbickne_ noise by
lessening the thickness effect. Finally, sweeping the blade tip, as in wing sweep on
supersonic airplanes, tends to lower the effective tip Maeh :mmber in tile tip region,
thus reducing tile peak noise levels and delaying and lengtbening the maximum
thickness pulse time event. This latter effect can alter tile loeatlon of the nmximum
noise intensity point, focusing it more to the forward quadrant on tile retreating side
of the disk with increasing blade sweep.

All these desige changes for high-speed blades can have significant impact for
rotorcraft design and operations. Thinning the tip definitely reduces IIS! noise
and eompre_ibility effects but also aggravates blade stall in both high-speed and
medium-speed maneuvering flight. The thinner, sharper airfoil sections stall at
smaller angles of attack and htwe more unfavorable pitehing-moment characteristics
than their thicker counterparts. On the otber hand, tapering and sweeping tile tips
of rotors can yield aerodynamic benefits beyond reduced noise level. For example,
the replacement AH-1S blade has a tapered tip that reduces HSI peak noise levels by
6 dB ttnd also permits the AH-IS to fly 10 knots faster at the same power compared
with tile standard uetapcred blade (ref. 76).
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'rite design of these new rotor tips (and, ill fi_ct, Of the entire blade) for noise
and perfornmnee is blcreasingly relyhlg on computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
Sophisticated models of tbe rotor and helicopter dynamic system are being coupled

to CI_D methods to model the rotor performance over a wble range of conditions.
I_lost applications of tbese zlew methods have focused oa hlgb-speed forward flight,
where there is simply no other way to predict the nonlhm_tr aerodynamic and

tlcollstie eIlvironnlf_nt of tho rotor. Tip shapes to lnillblllZe aconstic deloea]ization
and optimize performance are being tested ill wind tulmels tochty and will increase
the erlllsing speed of tolnorrow_s eonvelttiollal helicopter.

Designing rotors to ininindze nots0 due to BV1 is more dtallenging, Although
redlteing the tip speed of the rotor does siguificantly reduce BVI noise, this alone
does not mitigate the problem enough to allow the hellcol_ter to operate acceptably.

Iltcreasing the number of blades in the rotor system ba8 probably been tim most
effective recalls to date of rcduehlg this noise, For the same thrust, incretming tile

nuntbcr of blades effectively reduces tile strength of each blade-tip vortex. This,
in turn, lessens tile amplitude of the intentetioll pulses and reduces the radiated
noise field, tlowever, increasing the number of blades also raises the frequency of

the I]VI phenomemt and therefore tends to increzme the subjective aimoyance levels.
: However, those higher frequencies can be more rapidly attemmted hy the atmosphere,

Of eotlrse t too inally rotor ])lades oil helicopters also ettllSe practical engilleering
problems. Four mid live main-rotor blades are standard practice tbroughout the

industry today,
There have been many attempts at tailoring the tip shapes on rotor blades to

reduce BVI noise (refs, 77 and 78). Tile concept is to spread out and dilfilse the
vortex so that tile BVI is softened to radiate less noise, Other aerodynanlie surfaces

have also been added to the tips of rotors to hasten this diffusion process, with limited
success to date. The best reduction method so fitr has sbnply been to taper tbe tip of
tim rotor to diffuse the concentrated bound circulation. In addition, the small chord
in the tip area decreases the chord Reynolds number and makes tim viscous effects

more important. The BVI noise levels with the 1(7,t7 tapered Lip bbtde have shown
reductions in peak mmoyance levels up to 5 PNdB when compared with rectangular
AH-1S blades (ref. 7fi).

Tail rotors have been significant sources of noise on most helicopters, espechdly
from a community annoyance standpohlt. In additioll to tile isolated rotor noise

sources such _tsHSI and BVI imise, nmch of the tail-rotor Itoise is caused by unsteady
velocity fluctuatlozls (dirty inflow) p0zsing into the tail rotor. Vortices shed from
main-rotor blades and separated flows or vortex flows trailing from the fi:selage and

hub all create a disturbed inflow to the tail rotor that create tail-rotor noise, mostly of
_ harmonic llatll_e. Defliglls to minimize this noise sollrce ell eol_ventiolntl tail rotors
have focused on placblg the tail rotor in as clean a flow as possible under all flight

conditions. The most direct way of reducing tail-rotor noise is to remove or replace
the tail rotor entirely, This has been dozle on some Freiich helicopters with a tim-
in-fllt design to provide directiomd control and to counteract main-rotor torque. Of

course, the fan-in-fin design h_m its own tlllique Iloise eharacterlstles, a higb-frequency
whhle that, at close ranges, can be more annoying than tim tail rotor it replaces,
Replacing the conventional tail rotor with a eireulation-controfled boom with a small
jet reaction control at its end liras also been sueeessfiflly demonstrated in tile United

States, The concept counteracts umst of tim stain-rotor torque by generating high
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lift coefficients on tile circulation-controlled boom, which operates in tbe main-rotor
dolvnwmsh field. Tim pilot controls yaw tbrougb the snm]l jet reaction control. Noise
nlo0snrements Otl rids t]ovoI approach have been exlcoeragillg,

Broadbaml noise from main and taiI rotors can bc important in certabl flight
regimes. To (l&tc_ no effective nloans have been retinal to reduce this solirce of
noise from tile main rotors without [owcrhlg tip speed and degrading performance,

However, on tail rotors, where tile chord Reynolds numbers arc low, tripping tile
boundary layer to avoid Karman-vortex-like streets bag also been used to minimize
high-frequency shedding noise.

Tile introduction of tilt-rotor aircraft nmy revolutionize file rotoreraft industry

and will probably change the sound of rotorcraft. Iligb-specd impulsive noise and
blade-vortex interaction noise will also govern tbe acoustic design of tbese vehicles
(ref, 79). In hover, the higbly twisted, heavily loaded blades will exhibit botb steady
and unsteady loading and thickness effects. In trausitlon flight in the helicopter

merle, HSI and BVI effects will dominate, Fortumdely, in cruising flight in the
aircraft mode at reduced tip speeds, very little noise will be radiated, so this will
be a very quiet cruising vehicle, Near terndnal aret_s, whet_ tbe tilt rotor is in the
belicopter configuration, noise levels similar to helicopter main-rotor radiation can

be 0xpected, The major design paranleter to control this noise is tip speed, However,
lowering the tilt-rotor hovering tip speed reduces its bovering per fornmnce, an already
critical parameter for cost-effective operation of this vehicle, Operational tip speeds

of 750 to 800 ft/sec are expected to yield good performance and re_monahle nldiated
nois0 levels for military missions. _trtber reductions in tip speed may be required if
commercial utilization of this now class of vehicles is to be realized.

Tile design of rotorcraft to mininfize noise radiation h_m beoll said to be so complex

a problem that both the researcher and the designer need not fear losing their jobs
as tcdmology progresses, Indeed, large noise reductions sometimes seem to be nlgb

impossible witllout sacrificing performance, Substnatial progress him been made
to reduce rotoreraft noise, and design tools are now available to avoid developing
vebIdes that are not good neighbors, hi tile ne×t 10 years, these techniques will
contl,ue to become part of the rotorcraft design process, leading to the evolution of

bettor pertbrming, quieter rotorcraft.
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Introduction

Typical Engine Components and
Configurations

Rotating and stationary blades, often in proximity to each other, are _he essence
of turbomncbinery as used in fligbt vehlcln propulsion. Fans, compressors, and
turbines each can generate significant tonal aml broadband noise. Figure 1 is a
schematic cross section of the mos_ cmnmon propulsion system used in commercial
civil aviutlan--tbe hlgb-bypass-ratlo turbofan engine, Tile nlost prominent compo-
nenh the fan, whose noise-generating mechanisms are outlined in figure 1, will be
the focus of much of tbo disensslon in this chapter because it is the primary turbo-
machinery noise sollre{]nnd the physics bwolved ilhistrates the key elements of the
aeroacoustics of turbomachinery. Compressor and turbine nols_ can be important at
low power settings_ particularly for the blade rows nearest the core inlet or exhaust.
Other prolmlsion systems, such as the turbojet and turboprop, lmve turbomachinery
configurations similar in component arrangement to the core portion of the turbofan,

Contributions to Flyover Noise

The primary concern for tnrbomnehhmry noise is the emmmmity exposnre during
takeoff and approach operations. Contributions of turbonlaehinery components to
flyover noise arc shown in figure 2 as taken from system noise predictions for an
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energy efficient engine design study (ref. 1). Tile fall colnponeet controls tile total

perceived lloise *it both takeoff tHId approach, eVell with sllpI)resslOll by ,fitd)stltlltild

use of acoustic treatment. Tile high byl)I_'_s tittle (6 in thls example) accounts for

tile less than domltmnt jet tloise at iakeoff. AddltionM fiul trentttlellt-, WOll]d llneover

the turbhle at approach ltnd could also bring compressor lIo[.'¢e (llot SitOWll) into the

picture,

,If- htflow distltrbanevs )

/ .- ln]et bml]tdary [ayerl _ eotnr
/ r Sttltt )otelttia

/ ' ' • "I'M _ AcoJ._ e
•" treatltlent

_'_t_lllnt_exit'" , Cotll[lre_or inlvt

" '1 { VILk__ }

_- Rotor x
ieatlhLg • fllltor Vortiec_ _ Stm¢lr
vdgl! 'l_tr[)toJI_JLI't!

Fi#ure 1. Schematic cross section of turbofan engine with turbomachine171

noise._eneratin# mechanisms.

Fi#ttre ,_, Componeut flvovernoi,_e lctlels for advanced tltrbofan. (From ref, 1.)
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Operating Regimes and Spectral
Content

Typical rallies of tllrbofatl geometric and aerodynamic operating p_tranteters

are listed in table 1. Most recent designs favor fewer blades witb wkle cbords.
Tile two operating points of interest for community noise, apl)roaeb aed takeoff,

correspoi|d to sabsoldc and supersonic tip Mach numbers. Correspotldb|g Sir-field
spectra arc very differcllt hi character, _ks fihowll by the ll;irrow-balld exalllph_s ill

figure 3. Subsonically, bhtde-p_msage frequency and its hartnoaics are superimposed

on a broadband component, while supersonically, all multiples of sbaft frequency
appear. Tbe latter are referred to IL_multiple pure tones, or "bllzz saw" noise,
prominently radiated from t|lrfiofan bllets durblg takeoff, Compressor tones radiate
fronl tile bllet trod also may prodtlce slltll and difference frequencies from interaetlon
with or scatterhlg by the tim tolles, Tttrblne tones radiating from tire core exbmtst

arc bigher in frequency tban tile fau flmdamental because of bigber numbers of blades
per stage.

Table 1. Typical Tl:rbo['an Geometric and Aerodynamic Opcratizlg PILrameters

Design pressure ratio ........................... 1.,5to 1.7

Design tip Mach number ......................... 1.1 to 1.4

Tip relative Maeil number ................ 0.8 (approadt) tn 1.5 {takeoff)

Solidity. chord/spacing .......................... 1.tl to 1.5

Work factor ............................... 0,3 to 0,6

rqade numbers .............................. 20 to 40

Ihdl/tip ratio ................................. 0,,I

Elements of the Generation Process

Tbe pbysical processes which link unsteady aerodynalsics of the turbnmachhlery
flow field to the resultant fltr-field acoustic sigaature are shown in tbe Ilowehart
in figure 4. Elements in owds are inputs to (or output,s of) _he processes in tire
rectangles. The four processes--blade unsteady aerodynamic response; aeollstlc

coupling to tile duet; propagation in tile duct, wbleb may contain other blade rows
and bare neoustlcally treated wails; alld acoustic cot|piing (radiation) to the err
field--have each been studied and modeled separately as i:ollvellieat elements of

the overall probhm. A knowledge of tile inputs and outputs--unstoady flow field
disturbance experienced by tire blades; fluctuating blade surface pressures; and duet
acoustic mode content at, tire entrance and exit of the duet--is required to llnk tile

processes attd arrive at the final output, which is far-flehl direetivity and spectra.
At supersonic relative blade velocities, a rotor-locked shock wave system appears on
tile blades and couple,_ to tbe duet in a way wbicb depends on nonlinearities and
blade-to-blade differences, This mechanism is denoted is figure 4 by tbe elements

enclosed by da,shes ill the upper rigllt,
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Figure 3. _Jpical hn'bomachillerll solt_ld power speci_m

From all experhnental viewpoint, the intermcdi_te inputs or outputs denoted in
figure 4 are often missing_ only acoustic mea,surements in the h_r field are available
for a particular turbomaehine operatillg point. Ill fact, oee of tile greatest hindrances
to applying theories for the individual processes to practical situations ha8 been the
lack of definition of the key input-output quantities at the interfaces, Diagnostic
measurements offlow disturbances, blade stlrfact, pressures and modal content have
begun to correct this deficiency.

This chapter first dlseusses some theories ilscd to describe the processes in figure 4
A description of noise mechanisms which havJ been identified experlmcntally follows;
tills deser]ption deaIs in large part with the inputs and out,puts. Sanlple applications
ofthe theory and experhnent to specific in-flight sources are followed by an overview
offull-seale-engh|e machinerynoisetechnology Fhmlly, concluding remarks indicate
tile significance of recent t_dvanees and point out unsolved problems requirhlg
attention to move toward more hltegratcd quiet designs.
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[,flow disturbimeeH

|llLern_[ tlist lit bill ..... ( {tur bull.lice, vor t jeeH) W_k_) )
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Figure _, 7hrbon)aehilze;71 )loi.qe-ile;levation processes.

Process Description: Theory

Blade Pressures

Fhlctuating pressures for wJdch pluLseor trace speed with respect to a stationllry
observer is supersonic radiate sound to that observer. Tile origins of tile fluctuating
pressures on blade rows are incident vortical disturhances cldled gusts.

Blade Response to Periodic and Random Gusts

An itmident periodic gust, "frozen" in tile flow, is invariant with position zLsit
is transported with the lnel_.nflow velocity Uoo. With respect to a particular bhuM
row, tile mathezuatical description takes the feral

ua3 = aexp[i(k.y-- klUrt)J (1)

wilere tile vortical gust velocity vector u_o lul.s lunplitude a and is transported plmt
tile airfoil with relative velocity [Jr. Tile coordinate system y is fixed to tile blade,
witll tile Yl direction along the blade chord. Tile velocity component normal to tile
chord in tim Y2 direction is the "upwmsll" and is responsible for the blade pressure
fluctuations ill the linearized approximation.
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Tile fluctuating normal force per unit span on the blade F2 is given by tile
expression

(_)

where e is tile blade chord, Po is tile ambient density, and _ is tim response function for
a gust of wave number k convecting at Ur with respect to the blade. Tbe ehordwise

wave number is kl = w/Ur and the reduced frequency of tim gust is a = wc/2Ur,
where w is the gust frequency.

An array of sohgions for G in special cases exists (refs. 2 to 7), some of which
are summarized in table 2. They range from the simplest, tile Sears function S for a
single airfoil in incompressible flow (ref. 2), to three-dimensional gusts bnpinging ell
a cascade of thin airfoils (refs. 3 and 6). Tile Goldstein and Atf_ssi case is included as
tile one departure from linearized analysis which examines tile second-order elfects
of finite loading, namely, thickness, camber, anti angle of attack.

Table 2, Gust-Airfoil Response Models

Investigator Reference 2D/3D Airfoil geometry Flow Description

Sears 2 2D Single, hleompre_sibl_
5Is) infinite npan

5oldstein 3 2D _ingle, Compressible High-frequency limit
5(a, Mr) _emi-infinlte dtord

nlinite _pan

_.mlet ,t 2D _ingle, Compressibl_ bow.frequency limit
S'(_',M_) nfinltt__pa:l

3raham 5 3D gust Single, _ompresaible D_veloped relations
7(kl, _, Mr) infinite span J_tween _peclal c.._es

'above

_amba 6 3D Cascade, 2ompres_ible Annular _cade
finite span

Goldatein 7 2D Single Incompressible Effect of thickness,

and Atassi camber, angle of attack,
and high-frequency
limit

Qoldstein 3 2D C_seade, Campressible Linear c_._cade
finite spall

Figure 5 compares the magnitudes of tile Sears fimction and its compressible

approximations with those of tile oblique gust response of Filotas (ref. 8), which
htchtdes the spanwise components of tile wave number a 3 = k3c/2..As shown, tim
spanwise gust components reduce the magnitude of tbe response. Pbase shifts also
scent,

When tile incident gusts are random rather titan periodic, the gust velocity

expression (eq, (I)) takes the form of a continuous spectrum of vortical velocity
disturbances, For a frozen gust in homogeneous turbulence, tim blade-lift-power
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r M = O.S,compressible,Amlet(rd. '1)

I r M = 0,hleolnpre_lble,Sea_ (ref.SIRelllmll.qe
magnitude, r _,l = 0.8, ¢omprr:_ible, Sears (re£ 2l

101

S.l I
La3=l La3=3

Filets, obtique(ret'.S)

0.01
0 1 2 3 4 5 0

I_t_lueedfrequency,_1 =

Fiym_ 5. Airfoil gust response functions for single airfoil.

spectral density H22 is given by

• o

where dJ22is tile moving.axis spectral density of tile upwash velocity. (See chapter 3
of ref. 3,)

Rotor.Locked Blade Pressure Field

When tim steady pressure field _'locked"to any particular dement of the rotor
surface moves supersonically wlth respect to a stationary observer, sound is radiated
to the observer, The presence of tile duct around the rotor modifies the radiation
condition, as is shown where coupling to the duet is discussed, If velocities relative to
tim rotor blades are supersonic, the rotor-locked pressure field takes on tile distinctive
impulsive character associated with shocks on tile blades and tlle inlet propagation
leads to formation of multiple pure tones,

Coupling to the Duct--Modes and
Cutoff 1

Knowledge of the modal structure of sound generated by blade-vane combhlations
and otlmr periodic interactions is useful iu several ways. Propagation in the duct
can be predicted and may .be controlled, soul|d-absorbing liners can be designed
effectively, radiation direetlvity patterns can be esthnated, and, to seam extent,
acoustic blade design may benefit from such information.

Tills section describes, in general terms, lmw tim unsteady aerodynamic forces
just discussed couple to tile duct and generate acoustic modes. Tile structure of the
analysis Is best revealed if we consider a duct of any cross-section geometry baying
acoustic modes denoted by _bq(r), where r is tile two-dimenslonal position vector of

I Section authored by Tholm_ G, Sofrin.
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_t poiIIL [I1 P. CrOSs seeLitlll ill Jillapprol_rlate coordinate systellL For herlllonlc thlle

del)elldetlee we h_tve

V(.r.,r, t) = Re[PCx,r) exI, (-i_t)] (,I)
The ilressllre p at ix, r} title to it unit, concentrated, harmonic force at, (xo, re) is
called tile Green's function. This function, which nmy Im considered an "influence
coefficient," is different for unit foret!s ill the x-direction and for forces ill either of
the cross-section coordinate directions. Tile allalysis IkSSllllleSthttt Oll{!such specific
force orientation is under consideration. This Green's ftmctlon is denoted by

G(z, fix,,, re)

Instead of it single cmmentrated force at (xo. re), the fm'ce is distributed over a regiom
For simplicity it is assutlled that it is distributed over a cross-section plmm at :v= :ro,
If its intensity (force per unit an!a) is f(ro), tile force on it surface element dSo is
fire) d.qoand the resulting pressure P at ix, r) is tile product

O(x, rlx,,, re)fire) dSo

Consequently, tile effect of tile cmnplete force distribution is expressed by the integral
over the sollree l)]alle:

P(x,r) = IS,, O(x'rlx°'r")f(r°) dS,, (5)

Expressions for tile Green's functions for {2DllllllOllduct geonmtries exist (e.g., ref, 9),
but equation (,5) does lint give the desired result directly,

We are not primarily interested in tile local pressure at ix, r), but rather in the
modal composition of tile pressure at statloll x. That is, we require the coefficients
of tile Inodal components _bq(r) at x. These can be obtained a.s follows.

Since G(x, rlXo, re) is the pressure resulting frmn unit force at (xo, re), it can be
expanded ill it series of modal fllllctions 7_lp.TIle sotlrce dlstriblltion can be similarly
expressed. Tile resulting integral in equation (5) can then be easily evaluated since
tile q_-finlctions are orthogonaL The result is autonmtieally in tile desired form for
the modal composition of tile acoustic pressure at z.

Accordingly, let the source distribution be represented by the series

fire) = _'_J,l_/_q(r,,) (g)
q

Tile coefficients fq depend on details of tile unsteady aerodynmnics and also oil tile
modal functions _/Jrtfor the duet geometry. They must be obtained by numerical
methods.

Tile expansion of tile Greeil'_q flllletiOll iS it more complicated expressloll, l]llt

it has the advantage of being known for common geometries (ref. 9). It is more
complicated because x and r must be involved *_swell as re. Tile Green's hmetion
can be expanded in the following fornl:

P
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Tile Gp coefficients are known constants, generally involving frequency. Also, the
axial wave number k, t, is frcqtlelley dependent. Above cutoff for tile ¢p mode, kxp
is real and a propagating wave rest:Its. At lower frequencies kxp is imaginary, all
indication of exponelltial decay.

With tile expansions in equations (fi) and (7), equathm (5) can be arnmged as
follows:

fl P d S.

Since tile modes _/_:_and 1/Jqare orthogomd, the integral vanishes for all ;o y_ q. In

the close of p = q tile imegral f_/+l,(ro)2dSo is deuoted by AqSo, and the resulting
equation is

P(x, r) = _ aqSoyqa,t¢,,_(r ) exp {i [kxq('X - xo)]} (g)
q

(The normalizing factors Aqgo are fn!quently included wifll tile known coeffi-
cients Oq or tile funcLions _bq, iu which close eq. (8) can he written i_s P(x,r) =

Equation (8) states that the pressure amplitude of tile mode 4_q at station x is
proportional to tile product of/'q and Gq. This fact is intuitively elear--fq is the

strength of the qth modal distribtltion of tile exciting force at the source and Gq is
the "transfer function" relating tile pressure response at station x ill mode q to a
unit strength force distribution in the seine shape or mode at tile source phum xo,

All the factors in equation (8), with tile sole exception of fq, are fixed functio:ls
of the duet geometry and are completely independent of tile aerodynamic forcing

functions (although Gq is differeilt for dilferent force orlentations such tm axial,
tangential, or radial). Two ways of producii_g but a small modal amplitude are
the followiag:

1. Mode q is cut off at tile operating frequency. Cutoff is defined such that

tile wave number kzq is imagimtry (or h_m an imaginary part), so that tile function
exp{i [kxl,{x -xo)]} supplies an exponentinl attemmting factor to _/Jq. Specifically,
the cutoff'ratio _¢is defined im _ = koro/t%_mD, where Omn is the duct eigenvalue for

the (re, n) mode and fl = (1 - )._f_9)1/2, where hi D is the duct axial ivlach number.
For _ > 1, tile (re,n) luode propagates. For anmlhu" duct geoinetry tile details of

tile mode functions are given in reference 10. Tile kinematic expression (,see ref. ll)
relating _¢to rotor-blade and starer-vane numbers B and V 18

sB I glt

¢,,,,,= _ MT,,,_ (9)

where _ and k are harmonic integers, Mt is the bhlde-tlp rotational Math number, !
and AI_*_mis o_mI_/rn (where m = sB - kV).

2. If mode q propagates, a way of reducing its strength is to design tile aero-
dynamic force excitatiou distribution so that the coeitleient fq is small. This means
that the force is distributed over the source plane in such it way that when it is

resolved into a set of _,b(ro) flmctions, tile qth mode T/)q(ro) is substantially absent.
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In practice (to tile exteut that tailoring of the force field is reducible}the objective
shoukl be to have the lower order modes 0m measured by tile eigenwdues) cut off.
This cutoff is couventk_nally done by selection of blade and vane numbers _md is
feasible for, at most, a very few circumferential modes, Then, for the propagatiilg
modes, the radial distribution should be tailored. (To simplify notation, it single
iadex ho.s been used to identify modes, such as _/',r For specific ducts such tm
annular or cylindrical, a double subscript is used, such as 1/_mt_.Here m specifies
tile "circumferential mode" number and It iJldicates the _ussociated "radial nlo(lo,"
iInlnber, As discussed elsewhere_ the variolls v/!.hles of _ttll t are tile prodnct8 of
harmonic and Bessel ftmctious.} For example, if the nlode m = 8, # = 0 propagates,
it may be found that the associated radial nlodes tz = ] and 2 also propagate hut
that m = 8. It > _Jdo llot, Thell, if the radial force distrlblltion is shaped such
that it htts only small components for it : 0, |, and 2 (with the bulk of its energy
ill higher radial modes), these higher modes will decay and give the desired result.
The implementation of these strategies for m[nimlzing acoustic mode amplitudes is
discussed in more detail in the section entitled Full.Scale Engine Applications.

Blade Row Transmission

As acoustic modes generated ell a blade row prol)agate lll)s_,realn and downstroan;
intileengineducts,theyenconnterotherbladerowswhichboth reflectalldscatter
theacousticenergyflux,Forexample,rotorviscouswithesalldtipvorticesinteracting
withastatorproduceupstream-propilgatingnlodeswhichznusttrave_etilerotor
before reaching tile inlet entrance lind radiating to tile far field. Solne of tile modal
energy flux is reflected back to the stator, which must he negotiated before radilttion
frolll the exhaust dtlct can occur, The rotor also scatters ]zlc](Jont inodes into

other circumferential orders, tile result being a shift in modal energy into other
harmonics of rotor blade-passage frequency. If the modal content incident on the
rotor is generated from r_ downstrtmm rotor turniag at a different angular rate, the
ilpStreRln rotor call scatter hlcldent lllOdes frolll the dowllstreanl rotor into stun add

difference fi'equeJlcies of the two, Methods of quantifying these phenomena will now
be described,

Enelyy ReJlcction and Transmission

Table 3 summarizes blade row transnlissiou analyses available in the literature
(refs. 12 to 18). References 12 and 15 obtained results similar to the acttmtor disk
analysis of reference 13 even thoagh the ztpproaches altd assumptiolm were quite
different. The overall dependence of transmission on relative Mach number along
the blade chord Air and two-dlmensional clmcade geometry are ilhlstrated in figure/]
(from ref, 13). The incldeuce angle with respect to the blade chord is o, and the
stagger angle is X. It is worth noting that tile incident wave direction is defined by
tile group velocity vector detlning energy flux in the wave. The abscissa, _ = X - _,
is the incidence angle with respect to the duct axis. Two values of _ exist where
transmission is potentially high. The obvious one is where the w_we is aligned with
tile blades (_ --- X) and the transmission is completely bldcpeudeut of M r. The other
potentially high transmission angle is limited to low Air, approaches a transmission
coefficlent of 1 ms _lr ---,0, and corrcspollds to tile case where the scattering dipoles
on the blade surfaces have their axes aligned with the hlttde chord.
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Table 3. Blade Row q_alisnllssion AllRly_es

Investigator Reference M_thods

Maulandllorvay 12 WienerHopf;2D;c >> A;
inchldes scattering from oil_ harlllonlc to another

KajiandO}mzaki 13 Actuatordisk(Includessteadyloading)i2D;solhlity:_--.0

KsJlandOknzaki t4 Acceleratorpotenthd;2D;fililte_olldity

Aiul_t 15 Quasi-stelldyPralldtl-Glauertwithfilr-fiehlradlatlonl

i A>>c;A>>_

Philpot "16 U_edAzliiethl_D stripwiseform

Cllmpsty 17 Lhlear khlellllttlcarguillellttl:_catterhlg altd prodllc_iollof _lum

llnd differellceioiles

Clllllpsty el8 Bale of blatl_to'# trlln:_inisslonillrotor*stator hlteractioli_i

radialscatteringemph_.sized

a Heavllyexperhnentnl.

Alr_ Tr_nHnil_loncoelfichmt_
= 60",kc=X

e Mr _ 0_1
i

°.,/,,

lilf _..._i II

0 ru;J.,."-r r r ii I

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 9S

Allti1¢of illchhmce,dvi
6 _x-rl

Conlrarotxithls litre

Figure 6. Blade row transmission. (Based on ref. llL)

Since real fans have continuously varyhig stagger angles from hub (low X) to tip

(high X), each blade chordwisa strip transmits incident sound waves differently. Strip
theory approximations (refs. 16 and 18) have been used in attempts to acelEilill_,far
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the transmission of actual annular duct modes, The equations for w.ave angles and
transmission coefficients may be expressed in terms of ctltoff ratio. For the special
ease where swirling flow exists, sueb _mbetween rotor and starer, the cutoff ratio is
more complex. In a three-dimensional rectangular approxinlation to a thin annuh_r
gcmnetry,

1 sm _ f _mn s 1 (10)

where s -- -1 for contrarotating and 1 for corotating modes, _s is the cutDff ratio
with swh'fitlg flow, and R is the average radius of tile annuhls,

Multistage Transmlssiou

Propagation through multistage axial-flow macl_ines having nonuniform annular
duets carrying the mean axial and swirling flow is treated ill reference 19. Tile
analysis is b_med on an dectrical transmission line analogy (four-pole theory) where
the annular duct is treated with a strip dreary applicable to high lmb-tip ratios.
No modal distortion is considered, so A is greater tban twice the blade pitch. Large
cascade coupling effects (nonlinearities) exist at low frequencies, and flow swirl aifects
cutoff (as noted in eq. (10)) and I_ropagatiml.

Duct Propagation and Red|arian 2

Since another chapter deals with tlds subject in detail, inchlding propagation in
lined ducts, only it liadted discussion is inehlded Ilere.

Tile enlphasis in tbis section is on a propagation description in terms of cutoff
ratio for untreated ducts, This approach is compatible wlth ray aeoustias and has
the advantage of appealblg to physical intuition in terms of wave fronts and rays.
Tile specific goal here is to offer a tool for diagnosis of turbonmchbmry source noise
through analysis of far-field directlvity or nlodal content at diagnostically slgtfificant
locations in the engine ducts. Just _s blade rows can scatter incident energy into new
modes, area changes can also involve modal scatterblg partimdarly if axial gradients
in the area are high.

Inlets--Upstream Propagation

If all blade row transmission effects have been accounted for, the modal content
propagates to tile far fieM through variable-area ducts carrying flow and radiates
from duct openings through nonuniform flow fields. For bdet radiation two distinct
flaw fields are of interest: largely radial potential flow in the static test case, and
Ilo_vfrom an inlet stream tube that is atdy sliglltiy larger than the inlet diameter in
the flight ease. The Wiener-Hopf technique, applicable only to bdet lips of negligible
thickness, has been applied to two idealized e_es. One is uniform external and
internal flow at the same Mach munber, and the other is external flow at a constant
Macll number bounding a cylinder of higher uniform Mach number extending out
of the inlet. The former is an approximation to the flight case but the latter is
usrepresentative of any real inlet flow. Two other approaches to analyzing bllet
radiation have been followed. Tile first uses slulplifying tmsunlptlons based on ray

2Sectionauthoredby EdwardJ. Rice,
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acoustics, while the _eeond uses a fidly numerleat solution ba:orporathlg tile actual
ttow field and inlet llp geon|etry,

Approximate expressions for hdet radiation have been developed in terms of mode
cutoff ratio _, The key shnpfifieation in tile cutoff ratio foramlation is that modes
with the same _ and with )! = fD/c propagate simiktrly to the far field, This
has been demonstrated for radiation from a flanged duet without flow (ref. 20) a.d
is fairly accurate for principal-lobe radiation (ref. 21), Two bnportant duct mode
propagation angles, Cz and _/)_,are defined in reference 22 a._

-MD + S

cosgp_ = 1 - M/9"--'--_ (11)
and

s/1-
eos_],x= _ (12)

where

S = %/I- (1/_ 2) (I3)

and MD is the duct axial Mach number. Here, qlx and 0x are respectively tim angles
which the vector nornml to tile wave front and tile group velocity vector make with
the duet axis. The duet mode angle _/_x,given by equation (12), closely approximates
tim angular location of the prblcipal lobe in the far field (ref. 22). This conclusion
was reached by inspection of tile direetivity coefficient appearing in tile Wiener-
Hopf solution for the e_meof uniform ttow everywhere (ref. 2[;); an expression for
the principal-lobe angle identical to equation (12) was obtained. The approxinmte
equality of duet mode angle and far-field prlncipal.lobe radiation angle suggests that
ray acoustics arguments can he used to link the two angles for cases where tile flow
is not uniform.

Ray acoustics ideas have been applied to tile c_me where far-fiekl velocity is
substantially less than inlet duct velocity, the limit being the static erase, where far-
field velocity is zero. Biased on a ray acoustics analysis which showed that refraction
in a potential flow is second order with respect to Mach nunlher (ref. 24), the wave
fronts were assumed to be unbent going from duet to fiw field. That is, q_z was
assumed to be unchanged. Since _x and _bxare identical if Maeh number is zero, tile
group velocity in the hit field w_ assumed to have been shifted. At MD = --0.,1 and

_ 1 (uear cutoff), the calculated radiation peak is at 66° while the group velocity
in the duct propagates at _z = 90°. A peak near g6° was observed in the for field
for a nearly cut off mode generated by it controlled fire source (ref. 25). However,
tile agreement of this observed peak with the theory, which neglects lip shape, may
he misleading. A propagation phenomenon associated with tilt, very thick inlet lip
used in the experiment may have controlled the principal-lobe location. An analysis
of propagation in a variable-area duet with gentle area variation showed that mode
identity is preserved (i.e., no scattering occurs, refs. 26 and 27). Thus) as a mode
propagates from the inlet throat to the highlight, _ increases causing q_xand tbx to
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decre0.se, Recent extensions of ray theory for propagation through im irrotatiollal
llow (refs. 28 and 29) imply that it is tile groop velocity vector which is unchanged,
not tile normal to the wave fronts. Tile difference between the two _msulnptions is
significant; for example, tile 66° versus 90° peak near cutoff and current evidence
point to preservation of grottp velocity lk_tile better approach.

Numerical Model

A hybrid numerical program h*m been developed (re£ 30) and exercised (ref. 3I)
to calculate both the internal and external somld propagation for actual engine inlet
geometry and flow cmldltions. It is a hybrid program in the sense that a finite-element
lnethod is used to calculate sollnd prolmgation within the duet and in the near field
and an integral radiation inethod llandles the soulld propagation ill the far field.
Iteration is required to nnttch the two snhltk)lls at tile interface. A potentlal-flow
program is used to generate the steady flow for tile actual inlet geometry; bt)ondary
layers are not included. The input to the program is tile pressure profile for a given
mode ill the aanulus at the fall sonree. Althmlgh the combination of high Mach
number and high frequency requires huge anlounts of conlputer storage, some inlet
geometry effects at modest frequencies and Maeh mmlbers have been studied which
were previously impossible to analyze.

Figure 7 contains the numerically predicted inlet tone dlrectivity and tile mea-
sured levels generated IW a controlled source--a JT15D engine with inlet rods
(ref. 25), A single (13, O) mode propagates at tile fall speed shown. Tile exeelleiit
agreement between the hyl)rkl solution and tile data is ill coni_rast to the Wiencr-Hopf
sohltion for an infinitely thin lip, The thick lip used in tile experiment (tiliekness-
to.diameter ratio of 0,5) shifts tile radiation peak toward the axis, as discussed in
tile preceding section, and acts as it shield to reduce tile levels ill tile aft qlladrant,

Tile dependence of the direetivity on inlet lip thickness is illustrated in figure 8, in
which tile shiokling effect is also clearly evklent. The nonlerical results show that
tile radiation peak moves aft lmthe lip gets thiuot_r. At a tllicktmss-to-diameter ratio
of 0,I, tile radiation pattern agrees very well with the Wiener-Hopf (zero thickness)
result 8ilown ill figure 7. The hybrid program is it powerfill tool for tile sohltiou of
"real" inlet radiation problems,

Exhaust Radiatiou

In contrast to tile comph!x inlet flow field, tile exhaust flaw. with mixing
neglected, is much simpler. Tile fanexllaust may be approximated as an emerging
eyliltdrlcal flow at hi D surrounded by It uniform flow at free-stream Mach number
Moo; these conditions lit the requirements for an exact Wiener-Hopf radiation
solution. The approach of using ray acoustics and mode cutolr ratio to approxinlato a
solution can also be applied with more confidence to the aft slip layer. Starting from
tile i_quation for the zero-flow flanged duct radiation, tt coordinate transformation w,_s
applied to account for the duct flow, and ray aeou._tics argtulleuts were applied across
tile slip layer (ref. 32), Singlc-nlode aft direetivity from the approximate expression
is presented with results from the fidl Wiener-Hopf solution (ref, 33) in figure 9,
The good agreement builds confidence in tile simplifications used to generate the
ifl)proximate solution. Tile Wiener-Hopf solution gives finite levels in tile zolle of
silence, although the particular wdues from reference 33 are hefleved to be incorrect.
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The location of tile principal lobe in the far field _b/p is found from the
approximate theory (ref. 32) to be

-Mo + _'fZ=--- lO - '_IP_) (14)
°°sOsf' = _(i - M_)ff + M_ .v'_-_-T-I)

I
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Fig)ire 9. Apl)roximale and exact single-mode aft directivity paltern.'h (8,,_)
mode; M D = 0.6; Moo = 0; _/= 7.11. (I_vm re../'.32.)

for the static ease (Moo = 0). For ._]1) = 0.0 aad _#= 1, ¢11, = 160° measured from
the exhaust axis iadieates tllat modes near etltOff radiate to the inlet qtladrant. The
analogous inlet analysis (eq, (12)) indicated that near-cutoff-mode peaks remain in
tile inlet quadrant. Thus, tile inlet quadrant contains the near-cutoff-mode peaks no
matter where the 8ound orighlates.

The locations of the peak sound pressure levels (the principal lobes) radiated from
both inlet and exhaust are shown superhnposed ]n figure 10, ,,vhleh relates cutoff rntlo
to principal-lobe angular location. Note that low cutoff ratios are associated with
modal propagation nearly perpendicular to the duet axis, a situation favorable for

absorption of tile s0ttnd by duct linings, Ill contrast, high eutofl" ratios are ;associated

with nearly axial mt)dal propagation, a situatioll where absorption by wall treatment
is mit]inlal. For the c_me illustrated ill figure 10, aft dllct modes radiating in tile aft
quadrant dominate the principal-lobe peaks ia the range of angles important to
flyover noise.

Broadband Noise Radiation

In the previous ifiseussio)ls it is iml)lied that we are dealing with tones which are
domizmted by a few, or at least a rezmonably limited nunlber of) modes. This is not
the ease for broadband noise, which is produced by sources which are random in both

tinle and location. All propagating modes will be energized, and tile problem is to
estimate the distribution of energy in tile various duet modes, the number of which
can be immense at tile high frequencies encountered with turbofan noise. Idealized

models, such as equal amplitude per mode or equal energy per mode, hlwe been
imstznled for this modal distribution. Because of tile random nature of the noise

source, equal energy per mode is an appealing imsumpt]on, In filet, Dyer (ref. g,t)
has shown that a random source in a circular duct would produce equal partitionillg
of energy in the modes.

Because of the large number of modes carrying energ3', it is also eonveniellt to

consider an integration over the modes (continuum a.ssuined) as an approximation
to tile exact summation to account for the total energy. These two ideas, integration

and equal energy per mode, have been combined in reference 20 to provide a very

simple approximation for the fitr-fleld distribution of broadband noise, P _ cosec.
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This radiationdlrectlvltyllnsbeeu coulparcdwithbroadband inletradiationdata in
reference20 and the agrccnmnt isverygood. The same approach was triedforthe
tonal energy which is produced by somewhat ralldom inflow distortion. For this case
the continuum idea seems to bold, but the energy is distributed more heavily toward

ucarcutoffmodes. Fhtdlationofbroadbasd noisefrom tileaftduct has been treated

inthe same approxhnatentanner inreference32. Again,an approximateexpression
was derivedwhich sbows reasonableagreementwith experinlentaldata.

i Mechanism Identification: Experiment

In any turbomacidncry there are usually several coutrfimting noise-generating
mechanisms simultaneously at work. The term "mechanism identification" _L_need

herein refers to pinpointing the blade row and origin of a particular pressure field
which is unsteady when vlewed in the laboratory reference fi'aam and which is
responsible for u substantial part of the radiated acoustic power. A particular flow
disturbance or uouuniformlty interacting with a particular blade row results in bladn

pressure fluctuatiens, portions of which couple to propagating acoastic modes in :be
duct. Rotor-alone steady pressure fields radiate only when tile ducted rotor reaches
or exceeds a rotational speed near supersonic tip speed, depending on the number
of blades. The labels on the engine cross section in figure 1 indicate some of thn

candidate turbofan mechanisms. Flow disturbances are grouped according to thn
blade row with which they interact.

Flight Simulation--Inflow Control

The flow disturbances may be alternatively classified as those originating exter-
nal to the engine but drawn into the inlet and tlmse originating inside the engine.
Although it has long been recognized that ingested external disturbances may con-
trol fan noise generation (ref. f15), it wlLqthe hlgh-bypass.ratio engine flyover noise
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data, acquired in ¢ommetion with zloisecertification requirements, which established
that ground-test tone levels are to.trolled by extraneous inflow disturbances unrep-
resentative of flight (ref. 36). In fact, the practicality of tile concept of choosing the
vane-blade ratio for cutoff (refs. 10 and 11) to greatly reduce the fimdamental tone
was first demonstrated In rig tests mid later conclusively confirmed in flight and in
wind tunnels, as shown by the examples in figure 11. Both fans (figs. ll(a) and ll(b))
were designed for cutoff itt subsonic tip relative Mach nmnhcrs and showed dranmtic
decre_es in fimdamental tone levels in flight or with forward velocity.

_ - Static

_ ---- Flight

SPL I_
at

I
.g .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Fall tip relative b-I_h lllllll]}el"

(a} High-bypas._-_Y_tloengine in flight.

t -- Stati_

SPL
at

,4 ,_ .8 1.0

Fan tip r_latlvu Mach Imnlbcr

(b} Fan in anechoic wind tunnel.

Figure 11. Effect of forward |Mocity on fan blade-passage tone in inlet duct.
(From re/. SO,)

Flight Simulation

The approach to controlling tile inflow for fight simulation ill static tests hr_s
evolved around the concept of inlet honeycomb--grid flow conditioners which must
he acoustically transparent over the fmqum|ey range of interest, Figure 12 shows
the range of inflow control devices (ICD's) investigated at tile NASA Lewis Research
Center (refs. 37 to 40), Tile sizes of tile external devices, shown in figures 12(a)
and 12(b), ranged from rotJghly 4 to 2 flm diameters D/Dfa ". An in-duet honey-
comb w_maerodynamically effective but unacceptable from an acoustic transmission
standpoint. The first-generation design (fig. 12(a)) drew on flow conditioning work
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for turbuleJtcc reduction (ref. 41) to arrive at the screen-honeycomb composite struc-
ture. Th0 most recent, version (fig. I2(b)) is reduced in size, uses hon0ycomb only,
alld employs thinner support ribs with inore cttrefully bonded joints alld clealmr at-
tncfiment to the inlet lip (ref. 42). The shapt! conforms to all equlpotentiM surfilee.

Flight data from a JT15D engine on lm OV-1 test-bed aircraft (ref, ,10) confirm
the elfectiveness of tile ICD of figure 12(b). iLsshown hi figure 13. The fulldlunentld
tone tfirectlvity with inflow control agrees well with the flight data except ttt the
most forward angles, where the sigtml-to-noise ratio is low for Ilight.

5.cm (2.in,) flexlbh!

_ ..... hOtleycotllh,

• joined with

Frolltl_l view [atotltld view

_: (a) D/Dfiu , = ,1 (1CD no. l). (b) D/Dnm = 2 (ICD rio. 12).

i Figure le. Inflow control devices for flight fan noise sinmlation. (From re]. 40.)

r_ 10o

_,; ___

Blatk-prmaag_ tone, 80

i SPL, dB 70

, ii 6oI- _'cDn

-_! 50 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

i_', Angle froln inlet, deg

Figure 13, Effectiveness of inJlow control for flight ftm tone ,_imulation. (15"om

re..[,40.)

Substm]tial effort himalso beell applied to the filflmv emltrol problem by industry
_! (refs, ,t3 to 51), and this effort includes flyover tmlsc level comparisons with static

projections (ref. 50) and development of ICD design procedures (ref. 51). The first

" lfi9

!
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generation of large engine ICD's, roughly 3 fan diameters ill size, is currently in use. i

Table 4 summarizes some of these ICD confignrations. Although the quantitative [

agreement of inflow control and flight data is still subject to some inlprovement, the !
current state of the art of static testing with inflow control does allow tile study of
I)ona tide internal sources controlling fan noise generation in flight. An alternative
to ICD's is the anechoic wind tulmel (refs. 52 to 5,l), which lugs also been found to
eliminate the bulk of tile extraneous inlet disturbances.

Table .L Inflow Control Devices

Construction

[_tio of ICD Screen or
Facility ICD diameter to Honeycomb perforat_] plate,

(source) Reference riiameter, m ran diameter LID percent open area
3utdoor 43, 50 7,3 3 12 t6 upstream

(JTOD)

)utdoor ,14,.15 7,3 3+ (a) (a)

tuecholechamber 44, ,15 2,0 4 8 12spaced downstrean
(rotor 11)

Outdoor 38, 42 .8 to 2.0 1.7 to 4.0 .1to 8 L0to 50 downstream
(JTISD)

Azleclloiccbamber 39, 40 1.0 to 2.0 2.0 to 4.0 8 0 to 50 dowz_itrea:n

(QF-I, QF-13, ,ITISI:

Ottu]oor ,13,50 7.3 3 8 51 tlpstream
(JT_JD)

'JShnilar to Boeing,

Blade Surface Pressui_s

Direct mcasnrenmnt of blade pressures has proven to be a vahmble diagnostic
tool for evaluating the qnallty of inflow to the fan and, with inflow control, for de-

termining tile residual intermtl sources colltrolling flight levels. Mhfiatnre pressure
transducers mounted near the fan blade leading and trailing edges at several spanwise

]ocations are used to continuously survey the circumferential variation of unsteady
blade pressures (refs, 35, 38, and 43). This technique originally identified longitudi-
nally persistent, circumferentiany localized disturbances attributed to atmospheric

turbulence elongated by tile stream tube contraction in the inflow (ref. 35). Such
disturbaiices, which may also be caused by ingested vortices, wakes, and instabilities
associated with flow around the inlet lip, produce strong narrow-band random tones.
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Fig_are 14 eootains sorrow-band blade pressure spectra wlthont and with an
ICD. Without an led (fig, 14(a)), the spectnnn shows strong fiannonic content

at eli multiples of shaft rotation frequency resulting from multiple encounters of the
blade transducer with cireumfcrenthdly varying flow disturbances. The additional
scales on the abscissa are distortion mod_ number (multiple of shaft frequency) and
the circumferential acoustic mode number correspondfi,g to blade nunlber mhnls

distortion number, Inflow control eliminates the randomly w_rying and steady
disturbances from the illlet flow and the corresponding bulk of the shaft fisrnmnics
disappnar, a_ ilhlstrated in figure 14(b). Those distortion mmlbers that renmin are
associated with periodic, internally generated flow disturbances wldch are fixed in

apace (e,g., vane potential fields) or which Ilave fixed nltatioo rates with respect

to the rotor (e,g,, spinning acoimtic modes). As a result, chics to the mechanisms
governing flight noise levels are found from the promfimnt residual peaks.

150 [-- (¢*)No ICD,

130

120

110BhMepressure

spectnml,dB 1_0 _ (b) With ICD +*.tuberL
110

s / I I F _-_ It} 000 2000 3000 4000 50)0
Frequency,Ih

, I , , I , tl ;0 4 8 12 16 20 2i S

c,,o.,.,',,,+'+..,p,i.,o_.tt,,=o,_io,,,,,,:_,I,,,_,=,_.,q,
Cut off 20 16 12 8 4 0

CJTfIIKIf_I'oIltlP+]JiaOt3_lCIIlOdeIltltlll]¢l"_Oi"_I_UBPFI fit

Figure 14" Nllrrow-ba,d blade 1+re.+sar+spectm. Pre.+sure .+ille transducer
1.9 cm from tip; JTISD engine;Jan speed, 10500 17,m,(l_'om fef. 38.)

In-Flight Sources

Once the study of internal mechanisms is made possible by hLflow ctmtro], the task
becomes one of identifying the interactions responsible for the tone levels observed

over the rhnge of e.glne speeds.

Rolor.Stator and Rolor.Slnd Sources

Rotor wake-stator interaction remahls a prhne mechaaism, but even with the
blade-vane ratio chosen to prevent fnndamcntal tone propagation, this interaction
can still control the higher harmonics. Other interactions may also come into play.
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For example_ tim ,lTISD engine exhibits a strong fan fimdamental tone which appears i
at a speed corresponding to tim start of propagation of the 22-lobed acotzstlc mode, !

shown in figure 15 (from refi 38). The source of the 22-lobed acoustic mode
is the interaction between the 28 fan blades and the g structural support struts
downstream of the fail stator. Tile blade pressure spectnun in figure 14(b) shows
that a strong 5-per-revolutlon disturbance is sensed oil the rotor. The strength of
the rotor-strut interaction decreases with increa_sedspacing between rotor and struts
(rafi 55). A prhne candidate for the interaction mechanism is a strut potential
field extending upstream through the stators and interacting with the rotor. An
alternative cxplanatlon would be the interaction of residual rotor wakes with the
6 engine struts generating the 22-lobed spinning acotmtie mode, which is sensed

I on tim rotor as a fi-per-revolution distm'bance. Existing large high-bypass-ratio

turbofans also contain downstream struts. Some proposed engine designs incorporate
integral strut-stator wum aasembfie5 with a potential for still more conlpficated
interactions (ref. 56).

.... Thaateticld pattern for (22, {}}mode

9{) leuts on at 9600 rasl)

I l_ee-field SPL for

7{} /
30,5.m (100-it) radius,

standard day, {}B
rio ] Inlet

0 Wtthm:t ICD
D With ICD

5{} Open symbols allow I]PF tone _J.._.
Dark symboJs show broadband

.m I I I i I r
a 2{} +Io 50 so ioo xmo

Angle from engine inlet axis, deg

Figure 15, Directivity pattern indicalin 0 presence of 22.lobed acoustic mode
due to rotor*strut inleraction, JT15D fan_ fan speed, 10500 ipm. (Based
on re], 30.)

Broadband Sources

Interestingly, tile broadband levels remain essentially unchanged wltll inflow
coatrol. This lack of change indicates that another mechanism, probably internal
to the fan, controls thls spectral component. Broadband levels vary strongly witll
fan operating point (rotor incidence angle or loading), as shown in figure 16. All
empirical relationship between rotor incidence angle and forward-radiated broadband
levels has been established in which broadband power level (PWL) is proportional to
Mr5 and increases 2,5 dB per degree of incidence (ref. 57). Fan-blade suction surface
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flow separation and interaction wlth the trailing edge, blade-tlp blteraetiou with

tile easieg boundary layer, and rotor.wake.turbnletme (midspan or tip) hlteraction
with the staler are candidate mechanisms, altbougb tile ]lmt of these seems to be

! discounted by rotor-alone experiments (rer, 58),

13n

_ Elnglm![STD) linl_

I.l/i. I _
6S

Mcorr, Ilnn/see
PWL, Ilg

dB _-*-

lO0

SO
4 S 12 16 20 2,1 2_

FrequeJicy,kill

Figure 16. Variation of broadband levels _oith _an operatic#point. JTl6D fan
in anechoic chamber; A f = 80 Hz; fau speed, 10 500 rpla.

Multiple Pure Tones (MPT'sJ

Although tile MPT generntloe mechanism is clearly o.ssoeiated with tbe rotor
leadlng-edge shocks and their blade-to-blade :lonuniformity, quantitative descriptloas
whh:h predict tile envelope of tile one.per.revoletion tone multiples are hieking. This
Is because the detailed geometric specifics of the sboek structure are unique to eacb

particular rotor build, even for tbe same design, asd d_pend on the circumferential
distribution of the manufacturing tolerances iu blade stagger angle or leading-edge

contour, The tone spectrum depends Inast critically on tbe dJstribation of the
Intervals between shocks (refi 59), Titus, tit best, spectral predictions can be made
only for an '_average" fan for auy particular design, As the standard deviation of

the abock spacing increases, more sound power appears in tile MPT's and less iu
the blade-p_sage-frequeocy [larmoaies, The higher tbe tip relative Maeb number,
the stronger tile abaft lower order harmonics become (ref. 60), Some niicertainty
remains as to tile role of noufiuearity in tile developuleat of tile spectrnul at upstream

locatioas in the inlet duct (refs, 61 and 62).
Properly designed inflow control devices are traasparent to MPT's, However,

there appears to be a mechanism which reduces MPT's in flight since a consistent

pattern of overpredictiou occurs for the projection of static measurements, _s
illustrated in figure 17, (From ref. 40 and corroborated in ref, 50,)

Flow Disturbance Characterization--
Rotor Wakes and Vortices

To apply blade response models such as those 8uoanarizcd ill table 2 to calculate
blade pressures, a description of the incident gusts is reqtdred, Analysis of tile mast
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Figl_re 17. Super_onic tip speed noise spectra. JTI 5D engine; O = 70°. (From
re/.40.)

sigldfieant meclmldsm, rotor-stator interaction, blvolves a tllorougb description of
tile rotor-produced disturbance flow Sekb

Rotor' Wak_ Measurements

Tile need to describe roLor-blade wakes lln._lmlg been recognized and a large body
of wake data, including mean and turbulence properties, hms been aecmnulated on
laboratory fans. (See, e.g., refs. 63 and 64.) In addition to midspan wakes, secondary
lows such as tip vortices have been recognized _m potential noise contributors
(ref, I]5). Therefore, a linear c_meadeanalysis including spanwise gust components has
been developed to allow tile relative noise eontrlbutlmln of tip vortices and mldspan
wakes to be determined (ref, 66). What is lacking is a tllorough model of tim total
rotor downstream flow tleld wldch is linked to fan design parameters and is validated
by experimental data.

Some wake data lmve been obtained t_sflmetions of downstream distance for a fan
operated with forw_trd velocity in an aneelloic wind tunnel (ref. 67), Rotor mean wake
npwasb velocity profiles are shown in figtlre 18 as a function of spanwise positiou.
Tile magnitudes vary substantially with radial location, but most significantly tile
profile near tile tip is characterized by an extra upwash cycle between successive
blades corresponding to strong secondary Sows, probably a tip vortex. Tile wtrlation
of stator upw_sh harmonics, the required input to generation analyses, is shown
in figure 19 o.s a function of downstream distance. I;'roln tim complex variations
observed, it must be concluded that simple Caussian profiles which decay and spread
monotonically with distance are an inadequate description of rids flow field,
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Semiernpirical Wake Model

A semiempirlcal wake-vortex model him been developed specifically for use ill

rotor.stator noise calculations (reL 68), Viscous wake data (refs. 63 alld rid) were
correlated and eolnbined with a tip vortex model in whb:h w_rtex strength depended
strongly on tip clearance, Parametric investigation of the upw_mh spectra experienced
by stator vanes showed that incretusi|tg rotor-stator spacing beyond a wtlne _tt

which adjacent blade wakes merged prodtleed no iq_preeiable reductions in upw_sh
amplitudes, The tangential location of tile tip vortex at any downstream location lntd
s.n important illfillence on the gnst hS.rlnon_e eontoilt ileltr tile blade tips: odd or evt!n

llarnlonies could be accentuated, with inldplmsage locations particularly a_lglnenting
second harmonic levels, (See figs. 18 and 19.)

Mode Measurement 3

Objectives of Mode Mea._urement

In turbofan englt|es and inany other devices incorporating rotating eleinents,
salnple llleL_llrenlents of tile tleoustle freqll011ey spectra are Ilseftd otdy _s prefilllinilry
indications of the donlinant noise sources, If, for example, satnph! frequency spectra
for a two-stage fan display nluch higher levels of second-rotor harnlonies than of
first-rotor lnl.rmonics, the second rotor will be the obvious candidate for noise-

reduction efforts, However, these spectra provide no guide to specific dombmnt
ttoise-generating nlechltnism.s involving the second rotor, stlch _t.,iinter_ctlon of rotor
aIld upstream staler, interttction of rotor and dowllstreanl stator, and distor tloll froln

rotor and inflow, lit order to pinpoint the sollrce of this second-rotor noise, filrther
infornmtion is necessary, This section deals with tile type of infer.ration required
(aeoustle mode structure) and the ine#tns for obtaining it.

]]efore mode tlleS.Sllrelnent techrdqtles are described, some of tile liSPS of
modal informatioi| are sulnlnarized _mfollows:

I. To identify specific dolnhmnt nlechsnislns and thlls guide l|oise-reduetion
efforts effectively

2, To isolate and inelmure effects of eonfigl|ration nlodillcatlon tests, such _m
rotor-stator spaci_lg, wllell other ntuchalliSlns are present tilat obscure the
desired i||formatiol|

3, To provide detailed experimental infl_rm[ttion which et _ be ise_ to evt -
uate theory

4. To guide the design of solnld-almorbblg duet lillers when the source
ineehanisms cannot be easily modified

Requirements far" Mode Measrtrement Tests

In turbofan engines (and for propellers aiid several other devices), the nlost direct
ttnd inlportant type of mode structure most easily linked to nmchinery features, such
as blade a.d vane numbers, is the circumferential one. Tile near field oftt rotor at

|)lade-pltssage frequency t# = Bl2 is a pressure pattern having B cycles of variation

around the rotation axis, If tim rotor interacts with wakes or the potelltial field of

3Section ituthared b)'Thoulr_G. Sf_fr]ll.
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Fignre 18, Rotor mean wake veloeit!l profiles as a function of _panwi,_e
location. 1.93 rotor chorals donmstream; 80 perceut design speed; hmnel
velocity, 41 resee NY4,_ ft/sec). (From re/. 67.)

a staler assembly or with other aerodynamic nommlformitles hlwing, say, V cycles
of nonuniforndty around the duct, hlteraetion patterns having m = B - V _nld
m = B + V circumferential cycles result, These cfiarncterlstlc nuulbers, or modes,
m can be used to deterntlne immediately tile source or sources of noise at any blade
frequency. Harmonics of blade frequency w -- nBfl lmve similar modal patterns--
the direct rotor field mode is m = _tB, _nd interactions with V pure cycles of
flow nommiformity (k = ±1 in eq. (9)) have nlode structures m =nD - V and
in =nB + V. Thus_ if ;'n can be metmured for a given blade harmonic, the noise
source V = nB - m is immediately revealed.

In many applications it is suflleient to determlae the m-mode structure, siuce
this immediately identifies tile slgnifielu|t noise sources and indicates tile relevant
engiae components or features that require attention. Such measurements can be
made conveniently with an array of flush-mounted transducers disposed circumferen-
tially around the fan duet wall. It oce_mionully fiappens that more detailed acoustic
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Figm_ 19, Mean wake harmonic levels from ensemble averaged spectra.
Upwash component; 80 percent design speed; tunnel velocity, 41 tn/._ee
(lsq._Jt/s_:). (F,_m_I. az)

structure infi)rlnutlon is desired, such lm when the spanwise source streugth distri-
bution is sought. Such radial acoustic distributions can be determined by Inee.uuring
the amplitude (and phase) of the dominant m-modes at a plurality of radii, lIowever,
the mechanical equipment needed to obtain such men.qurements is significant, and
the extraneous tan noise generated by tile presence of this equipment in the airflow
must be considered,

It should be mentioned that, except for unusual situations where only a few
: dominant modes exist, far-field measurements around tile engine from front to

rear are virtually useless for inferring mode structure mid, thus, for identifying
dominant sources. The difficulty arises because even a single m-mode pattern in
the duet, _msoeJatedwith a sizzgL,radial mode distribution, generates a complicated
far*field radiation direetlvity pattern. If two or more radial modes, having uekuown
relative amplitudes and phases, are lissoeiated with the m-mode, tile fi_r-fleld pattern
becomes yet more complex. In practice, there are usually several m-modes present,
and even if one is dominant, the others furthez" obscure the far fiehl so tilat normally
few source inferences are possible.

Procedures for Circumferential Mode Measurement

Determination of ciremnferentlal, or m-mode_ structure obviously requires

i measurements in a circumferential direction, either with a fixed arrayof microphones
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or with a trsversing microphone. For in-fllght mode tests an array of fluslHnounted
traasducers around the duct is usually made to sulfiee. When grotmd tests are
col_dueted SllCllarrays m'e also coI]llzlOtliy IIsed* Tre.versing systems in wblch cirellal-

fereiltial surveys are made at several radii have been used in several fall tests. Ill all
e_masthe basic signal processing features are similar.

The description of tile simplest acoustic field (at a fixed radh_s), coesistblg of it
single m-mode at harmonic n of bh_de frequency BfZ, is

p(Stt) = aces ('m® - nBIlt + (1,)

Mcasuremen_ of this field discloses two features: amplitude a is constant with
position _, and the phase of tile pressure mO varies linearly with position. It is
this second feature that is signffiean_ h| tile identification of what nmde is present.
If, for example, m = ,I, there are ,t complete 360° phase shifts in going completely
around tile duct, (Phase is measured with respect to some reference sigtlal at 7_Bll
generated by the rotor or by a transducer fixed in tile duct.) Thus, if but a single
m-mode is present, very crude measurements are sufficient to hlentify both what it
is (e,g., m = 4, m = -9, etc.) and what its anlplitude is.

Wben two or more nlodes are present, tile circunlferential behavior (ff tile noise
can vary ia a complex manner: amplitude is not constant, hilt Call vary signffieaatly
with position. Phase slay also vary eircumfercntlally in a complex maimer,

The complete pressure field at the plane of the array for some fixed radius is best
described in the Ibnn

p(_l, t) = Re C_:jexp [i(m_ - nB_t (15)
t. II= 1 ill------O0 )

For the nth harmonic (p = _ pn) we can write
II

#'(8, t) = Re[pn(o) e×p (inBl_t)] = Re e×p (ira exp (-inBf2t

From this, tile complex pressure P"(O) is expressed simply as

P"(®)= _ C;/,exp(ime) (t_)
It_=--CC

where amplitade and phase of Pn(O) ere memsured at each transducer ill tile array.
Before discussing this discrete ease, it is helpfld to exmnbte how the mode coefficients
Clr*_ are obtained in the hypothetical ease of a eontbmmm me_muremt,,nt of tile
variation of pn with _9. The procedure involves the standard finite traasl'orm of
Fourier analysis, which is applb;d to equation (16) to give

2r oc 1 e2_r
1[ e"(8)exp(-iM(_)d®= _ C:_, /e exp[i(m- M)O]de (17)2_rJO m=-oo
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The integral evkiently wmishes for all m except the "target" value M, in which case
the ® average is unity. Them follows the stlmdanl result for the mode caeiliclents:

1 t2_

On = "_n]O Pn(O)exp(-im®)d9
(18)

In principle rids algoritiml call be executed witll an analog system involving a
cmltlnuous transducer traverse in O, it phase slfifter generating a voltage exp (-imO),
a multiplier, and an integrating circuit. Practically, it is mucil simpler aBd mare
accurate to employ digital signal processing, whlcll implies it finite mmlber of Pn(O)
measurements.

In a fixed transducer array, selection of the number of transducers is limited by
availability, maintenaace, and recorder eimnnel capacity. Tllese limitations create a
problem situation that is discussed subsequently.

For a fixed arnLv of N transducers space(] AO = 2_r/N apart, the procedure
is analogous to tile conthulous case and is ns follows. At the jth location el, the
pressure Is

oo

e"(oj)= _ C#,exp(i,,_e) (]9)
I;J=--C_

'rile discrete Fourier transform is applied, tile result bei:tg

N-I N-1

1 _ P"(e/)exp(-iMe_)= _ C_':,1 _ exp[i(m- M)e_] (20)
j=o m jffiil

The expression
N-1

5-:. [.,,,-Mloj]
j=0

b_ilRves geaera]ly as its cotmterpart for tile eoatlllUOtlS-nle_ksurementclkse ill eqaa-
tiou (17), but with elm extremely importan¢ exception. CoIlsider tile following:

exp [i(,n - M)Oi] = e,,p [@, - U)(2_/Nb]

As before, if m -- M, the above becomes exp(io) = 1 and the average of the sum (If
N unit terms is unity. But ifm = M+N, we lmve exp [iN(2_r/N)j] = exp(12_j) = 1

for ,fli j. Thus, when we are tnryingto measure C_'t in isolation, _,e also get a ful_
contributioa from ally mode CM+ N that is present in the pressure field.

We can easily see tilat made m = M - N has the same etfect. Tile modes
m -- M -4-N are called tile principal alla.ses of mode m = M. Other modes also are
alimscs arM (m = M 4- 2N, M 4- 3N, ...), but raider ideal clreumstaucas they iuwe
little significance. (Unfortunately the real conditions of acoustic testing are usually
far from ideal.)

Aliasiag is a familiar eonslderatioa ia all digital signal processing. It is lmndled
by analog prefiltering of the continuous signal prior to digitizing. This removes
high-frequency components timt would otlmrwise alias ma_Lsurements of tile signal
properties in tile lower frequency range of iuterest. But we are concerned here with
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a fimetlon Pn(O) whid_ is not a time signal Antiallssing m0amres here require
filtering in tile spatkd or modal dolnains rather thlul ill the time or frequency
domains. It turns out that such filtering is alltonlatically provided by the nrodal
propagation characteristics of the duct; provkted the array is re_monably distant
from all sources (about one duet radius), generated modes having m in excess of
some vahm are cut offasd decay before they reach the array. Thus, the duct provides
its own low-pa_s modal liltcr.

From these considerations tile following procedure for selecting microphone
number is established:

1. Select the highest frequency of interest--the highest harmonic lit the top
speed considered.

2, Deterndne tile nlaxinmm mode nunlber mmax that will propagate at this
frequency.

3. Select the nnnlber of microphones as N > 2mmax, (Thisassuresthatwhen
Inelk_llrirlg 11 ale(t0 lloHr 7//lira x there is 11o i_.lilk_ frOlll a nlo(le (--71/) near

_ rl_llliix, )

A nloro _ucehlct forsltllatiml is that the separation between transducers lllllst be less

than tile legist circumferential half-wavelength that propagates.
Unfortunately, it isoften found that this antildi,'_singrule leads to an unacceptably

large number of transducers. In such cases it may be lmssible to select N judiciously,
b_med on prior knowledge of tire likely candidate noise sources, with the recognition
that not all tile modes between -mmax alld nlnmx have significant strengths. A
listing of all propagathlg modes that, are generated by likely interactions can be
nlade. Tile requirement then is to select N such that Im mode mi from interaction
i is an alias of airy mode 1nj generated by a different candidate source j. That is,
mi # mj (modulo N).

With N selected according to the above conditions, tile algorithln for computhlg
modal coefficients becomes

] N-I

CI7, = _ _ Pn(Oj)exp(-imOj)
j=O

where

Oj = j(2_r/N) (21)

The preceding discussion has detailed tile basic principles of mode me_Lsurenlent
in turhofan (and other) power phmts, Specific techniques which have been applied
range from matrix inversion of N selected wail pressure t|masurements to determin-
istic solution for N preselected modes (ref, 69) to a least-squares approach where tile
mmlber of measurements is at least twice tile number of smdes (rcf. 70). Formidable
practical difficulties exist. Radial measurements upstream of the fan introduce dis-
tortions and their associated extraneous nlodes, and inelk_llr(3mellt8OHtile wall alone
require large numbers of nficrophones distributed axhdly and cirenmferentially.

A technique ||sing an upstream rotathlg microphone has been formulated to
overemne the problem o1"distortion mode generation by the probe and to reduce
the number el"microphones required (rcf. 71). With the exception of an experiment
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nslng a wall-mounted array with an actual JT15D engine (rof. 72), published
delnonstradons of the techniques have been limited to relatively lmv-speed rims with
conditions rather far removed from tl|e turbofans of interest, All exanlple of the
wave mlmber distributions me_mnred on the JTISD is shown in figure 20. Direct
|ne/|,surenmnt techniques require additional developmeut and still fall in the category
of research efforts and not routine tools, Thus, predictions from three-dbnensional
or qaasi.three-dlmnnsional analyses (refs. 73 to 7t_)are hnl)ortant sources of detailed
modal information.

-is 22 -i_,._ 22,o ~1,%1-l:l,a

l 1 Withre,I,

.3_ ..k
1(]dB I0dB

I I I I I I

Nnrods_t
-40 -20 0 20 ,10 S SO IS0 I_S

_pJllltillg order _XilII WllVe llUlllhl_ri In -I

Fioure 20. inlet mode measurements on JT16D engine at 10800 wnn. (Ba#ed
onre].7_.)

Application of Theory and Experiment to
In-Flight Sources

Response of Ductnd Cascade

Consldorable effort has been exp_nded to model tile noncompnet compressible
.response era dueted cascade of blades to unsteady npwash velocities. Perhaps tim
most complete description available is tim three-dimensional lifting-surface tileory
for a rotating cascade in an annular duct (ref. 6). This blade response and duct
coupling analysis is tile lieart of specialized studies of rotor-illflow distortion (tel 73)
and rotor-ntator interaction (ref, 74). These linear analyses are for the dipole-type
sources at the surface of a cascade of thln (in sonic eases twisted) blades and represent
exact solutions to tile linearized continuity and monlentam equations (chapter 5 of
ref. 3).
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Three features of these analyses are considered to be impartaat. First, tile three-
(limenslonal approach makes possible the calculatioll of tile circumferential alld radial
content of acoustic nlodes in amndar or cylindrical ducts; tile complete description
of modal content is precls_ly the input required for successive propagation analyses.
Second, cascade analysis predicts chordwlse unsteady pressure distributlm_s alld inte-
grated responses which dilfer substantially from single-blade results (fees. 77 and 78)
that ignore blade-to-Iflade interactions (solidity) aud the interblade pluLseangle of the
disturbance. Third, source aoncompactness, retahmd by ealeulatlag chordwlse and
spanwise pressure fluctuations, produces significant ditferences in calculated power
compared with compact analyses. The magnitudes of the ditferenr.es, which depend
an incident disturbance shape a:ld propagation direction with respect to tile mean
flow, are lfighest for shlgle distortioll modes (rcf. 77). For realistic distortion profiles
represented by a combination of distortion modes, the effects of noncompactness
are less dranlatlc, with the compact analysis tending to underestimate ftmdamental
tone power for upstream propagation and to overestimate the power propagating
downstream (ref. 73),

Since full three-dimensional calculations are complex and lengthy, a quasi-three-
dimensional analysis, which uses two-dhueasimml (strip) theory for aerodynanfic
response, but aaaular duct acoustics for modal prediction, w_minvestigated (ref. 73).
The results indicate that the qul_si-three-dilncasioaM approach produces relatively
small errors in power, greatly reduces computation time, and fulfills the requirement
to predict anmfiar duet acoustic nlodes. Coasequently, the quasl-three-dlnmnsioual
approach was adopted in the development of a computer program (ref. 75) which
considered three types of flaw disturbances: hdet turbulence, rotor mean wakes,
and rotor wake turbulence. This qmLsl-thrclbdimensimm] approach requires filrtlmr
validation by data-theory comparlsoas. An encouraging start at validation is
described in the aext section,

Controlled Disturbances for Theory
Validation

Predictions of three-dimensional lifting-surface tone power have beea compared
with fau noise data (ref. 76) for which the controlled source consisted of tile 5m
interacting with all array of inlet distortion rod wakes, Figure 21 shows excellent
agreement between tim predicted total inlet flmdanlental tone acoustic lmwer _ma
hmction of fan speed and the melLsured narrow-band tone power obtained from far-
field mea.suremeats. Note the changing mix of radial mode contrilmtimls to t.he totals
and the nomnonotonie increase with speed in both theory and data,

The predicted modal coateat can be used in eonjulletiolt with a Wiener-Hopf
radizLtioa analysis (refs. 33 and 79) to calculate the far.field directlvlty of the three
propagating modes at 10500 rpm. Individual modal and total direetivities shown ill
figures 22(a) anti 22(b), respectively, were calculated wlth an mlpubfished Wiener-
Hopf code written by Y. C. Cho at NASA Lewis Research Center, The inputs to the
Wlener-Hopf code were the amplitudes and phases of each mode at the inlet eatrauee
_mcalculated from the analysis of r&erence 76, The measured directivities obtai:md
from experiments in an anechoic chamber (ref. ,10)are superimposed in figure 22(b).
The shapes of tile curves agree well for the shallow tingles, wht!re direetivity is
controlled by the prhlcipal lobe of the first mode, but agree less satisfimtorily for
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the higher angles, wllere several modes contribute and tile levels are sensitive to
exact prediction of mode phases in addition to amplitudes.

The intermediate quantity between blade response and duct cmlpl!ng is blade
pres8are (fig. 4). The cascade rcspouse portion of the code in reference ?5 w_L_
used to calculate the chordwise magnitude of the unsteady blade pressures due
to h|teraction with Gaussian wukes produced by npstrasm radial rods. As shown
in figure 23, the high disturbance frequency associated with many rod wakes (in
tl|is case 41) is predicted to produce ninny rapid changes in pressure along the
chord, Typical miniature transdncer sizes are indicated near the lasdlng and trailiug
edges, For ]dgh disturbance frequencies the nnalysis indicates that n|emsured blade
pressure amplitudes are subject to uncertahlty because of finite transducer size and
sensitivity to transducer locatlon. However, experbnental cheeks of the cascade
response analysis through use of carefully controlled flow disturbances are needed,

Radhd aroustic
modl_ lla,i

II
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0 l
A 2

3
TotalPWL
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120

_lndnm_nt_l tone 110

acoustic power,dB I Y I I
ie0 I I I

9o/ I I I F I I I_ I F I
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Figure 2b, Relation,*hip of speed and inlet fundamental torte acoustic power
generated by 41 rod wakes interactin9 T.ith JT15D fan. (From ref. 78.)

Rotor-Stator Interaction

Acoustic data arc available from rotor-stator spacing experiments oil the same fall
as was used for thewake measurements described in the Rotor Wake Measurements
section, Two starer-vane to rotor-blade ratios were examined, one for propagation
and tile other for cutoff fundanlental tones, Figure 2,t shows variation of the inlet
narrow-band tone harnlonie power level with rotor-stator spacing, (Froln ref. 80,)

; Residual levels of tile flmdamental for the cutolf case (25 vanes) are nearly constant,
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and this uniformity suggests that a weak interactkm of inflow disturbance and
rotor governs ill this ca.so rather t]lall a rotor-stirrer Jntertlction dlle to stator-vane

nonunlformltles sulfcient to generate other propagatJllg modes (rcf, 81), Note that
second and third lmrnlonie levels for the 25-vane staler are hlgher than correspollding
harmonics g_;nere.ted by the ll-vltnc staler, an indication of a dilference hi tile
response or coupling to acoustic modes of tile two starers or both. Tile ll.vlme
stator had longer clmrds than the 25-vane stator in ordcrr to maintaiJ_ tim salne
solidity,

TOlI{_ powers inl!sfillred i1| _3xigo,rilllQlZt8 Oll rotor-staler 8p#tcillg alld vane-blade

ratio in all aneehoic chamber witll inflow control Imvo been compared favorably
with resldts from a two-dlmenslonal (strip} model (refs, 82 _tnd 83). Wake data
were not acquired, so n wake model (ref. Ci8)w_mused. Although two-dlmensionnl
theory may work relatively well for power predictions, ealcnlath]g fitr-field dircctivity
[alld, therefore, acoustic znode colltent) requires more sophistication in lmndlillg duct
geometry and, probably, in deserlbhlg the wake-wlrtex |low feld.

f Modet

I-- !/V' | /I "_--:-_
/ ¢Ir,l t, r r i rAJ
{1 20 ,10 60 8fl 10S 1211 l,lS 160

Arzglc from inleh dl_g

(tl) lndillitl_al modal direc.litlities.

CJdeul_ted--Wle:]er.llopfnuli+ttioncodewith
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------ Meanur'lllrel"'lD|
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(b) Total direclilffties,

Figure 22. Blade.passage tone directivilies _oith conlrolled source, JTISD
engine; 41 rods; 10500 rpm fan speed.
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Blade Sweep To Reduce Multiple Pure
Tones

Rotor-blade sweep has been investigated _s a meaas to reduce tile strong multiph!

pure tone (MPT) inlet source at takeoff tim speeds. A radical fan with compound
leading-edge sweep w£1s designed I.o kee l) tile norlaa[ conlpoaellt of tile blade inlet
relative Maeh lltllnber subsonic over the entire span (ref. 8,1). Except for blade end

effects and tile sweep reversal point, a major portioa of the strong leadiIIg-edge shock
system was expected to be eliminated. Figure 25 flhews the eleasured MPT power
results obtained with the swept design conlpared witll resnlts from it conventional,
unswept fall (Based on ref, 85.) Sweep delays the onset of MPT's nnd reduces the
power levels over a large portlon of the tip-speed range, including takeoff,

] RcdtJct_l

I No, of reds frequency,I

.... 1 0.1_t0

' 41 5,35

pressure
]eye] "_'""

Tramducer x
size •

-LO -,5 0 ,5 1.0

Fraetlo[l of rotor semldmrda

Figure 23. Calculated chordwise variation o/ fnndamentnl component ol vvtor.
blade pre#aure levels yenerated by wakes from upstream rods,

High Specific Flow

Another aspect of inlet noise generatio|_ at supersonic tip speeds concerns tile
observation that total tone power peaks beyolld the transonic sp_ed and then falIs

2 t: 2
off. A fan designed for unusually high specific flow (220 kg/sec-ul (.la lb/sec-ft )) at

It high tip speed (553 m/sec (1750 ft/sec)) exhibited it marked tone power decrease
at design speed, although the results were net qualitatively different frotu those of
other high-tip-speed designs (ref. 8fi). Figaro 26 shows tile results for this high-
specific-flow fan with those for other higb-tip-speed designs. The nolse-reductlon

• phenomenon appears to be oaly partially attributable to propagation iehibitlag
effects of elevated inlet Mach ntnnbers, It nlay also be associated with nonlinear

propagation characteristics in eambhmlion with the angle anti associated strength

variatioas of the leacliag-edge shocks (ref. 62). 185
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Figere g4. Varialion of narrow-band tone harmonic power levels with rotor-
starer ._pacing, 801_e_ent of design speed; 15 rotor blades; tunnel velocity,
41 m/see (134.5 /t/,_ee). (From ref. 800

Full-Scale Engine Applications 't

Introduction

Tilcre are many mechanisms which potentially contribute to the noise generation,
propagation, and radiation characteristics of tlm tnrbomaehinery components in an
aircraft engine, These nlechanJsms llavc been discussed in some depth in the previous
sections of tiffs dutpter. 'rite purpose of this section is to deserlbe _nd summarize
tmw to apply the knowledge avrdlable to designing the turbomacbJnery components
suclt that substantial noise rednctions are achieved and noise regulations can be met
with a minbnal negative impact on engine pcrformance_ weight, nmnufaetaring cost,
complexity, and serviceability.

This section begins with a qualitative description of the spectral and dlrectivity
characteristics of a typical filll-scale turbofan engine, with a breakdown of how each of

4Sectionauthoredby PhlllipR.Gliebe.
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Figure 25. Effect of rotor leadim.q-edgesweep o J ; _Ilip e p re tar eyc _c_tie
(Ba,_ed on ref. 8_.)

the turboamchhmry components contributes to the total engine noise spectrum and
direetivity pattern. We then discuss methods for estimating the noise contributions
of each of the _urhomacbinery components, bleludiag semienlpirieul methods and
sealing from previous test results, The next logical step, if we are evaluathlg a new
engine design for noise compliance, is to identify those engine components which
require noise reduction relative to the blmeline noise level estimates, Finally, we
address various noisn-redeetion metbods for each of tile turbonlachlnery camponents,
considering tim effectiveness of the method relative to tile associated penalty to tile
engine system,

Turbomaehlnery Noise Cllaraetertsttcs:
A qualitative Description

Typical conlmercial aircraft engines are of tile, dual-spool type having a low-
pressure spool comprised of a low-pressure-ratio fan and its drive turbine and a
high-pressure spool comprised of a high.pressure.ratio conlpre_but, mid its drive
turbine, Tile compressor-fan machinery is separated from the turbines by a combt|s-
lion chamber, Some typical turbojet-turbofan schematic arrangements are shown in
figure 27. Typically, the major turbomachinery noise contributors are the fall, tile
low.pressure compressor (LPC), and the low-pressure turbine (LPT), Other contrib-
utors to engine noise include tile combustion process and tile exhaust jet, A sample
flyover balance of these components is ilhlstrated in figure 2,

Tile noise characteristics of turboulacbbmry components in an aircraft engine are
usually quantified in terms of several nolsJ measurement parameters. These include
thefollowing:
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Figure 26. /nlet noise characteristics of high-tip.speed fans. (Based on

ref. 86.)

1, Overall sound power level (OAPWL)

2, Sound power level spectrum (PWL(f))
3, Overall sound pressure level directivity (OASPL(O))

4. Sound pressure level spcctrnnl (SPL(_, f))

5, An appropriate subjective noise level, e.g., perceived noise level (PNL((_))

These parameters are obtainable from me_arements of sound pressure made with

microphones placed at strategic locations aroand tile component (or engine) during
a test,

Tile overall sound power level (OAPWL) produced by a turbomachine is generally
a function of aerodynamic and performaace-related parameters such as air flow rate,

tip speed, pressure ratio and/or shaft horsepower, and geometric design parameters,
The sound power level spectrum (PWL(])) is the distribution of tim generated

sonnd over a range of audible frequencies. Typical examples of narrow-band

turbomaehinery noise spectra are shown ill and discussed in eonnestlon with figure 3.
The dlreetivity characteristics of the noise generated at a given frequency describe

how the internally generated sound power is distributed in the radiation field at same

distance away from the turbomaclfinery component or engine in terms of sound
pressure level (SPL) measured by microphones or heard by tile ear, Sound pressure

level can have both azimuthal directivity and polar direetlvity. Azimuthal direetivity
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describes the variation of sound pressure azimuthally, or around tile machine axis.
In most eases, azlmutbal varintlons are small and can be neglected, especbdly for the
broadband components of noise. In eertaln special eases, the azimuthal wtrb_tion in
sound pressure can be quite significant for discrete tones.

Polar directivity refers to the variation hi sound pressure from inlet centerline to
exhaust eenterfine on a constant radhls are in a fixed azbnuthal plane. The polar
directivity of broadband noise is usually smooth, with maxbnum levels occurring near
the engine (or component} inlet and/or exhaust axis. The polar directivity of discrete
tones can be highly irregular with several peaks and wdleys referred to ms lobes, the
:lumber and size of which depend on the type of tone mid tile source mechanism which
produces it, Typical examples, of polar directivlty patterns are shown in figure 28.

(a) _rbojet.

(b) Dual-spool turbofan.

(_) Dual.spool turbo]an with LPC and mlzed.flou_ e_:hallsl nozzle,

(d) Triple.spool turbofan.

Figure 2Z "l_jpiealtsrbojet-tut'bo.fan ettyine schematic arrangements,

Subjective noise levels refer to appropriately integrated or summed sound pressure
levels wlllch best represent human ear annoyance to tile generated smmd field.
Summing is performed in the frequency domain and, often, also in tbe time domain.
For example, perceived noise level (PNL) refers to a summation_ over all l_J-octave
frequency bands, of tile sound pressure levels at a given ob,_erver polar angle, with the
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Fiyure 28. 7_dpieal turbomaehinery sound pressure level polar directivitT.t
paltetTis.

level in each band weighted by a factor which represents tile degree of annoyance to
noise observed at that particular fi'eqnency. Effective perceived noise level (EPNL)
refers to a thne integration of PNL received by an observer as tile noise source pa.sses
by, such as that width wonld occur durhlg an aircraft flyover. It represents effects
of the time duration over which a given PNL must be "endured," See references 87
anti 88 for detailed descriptions of noise nle_surelrlent procedures and eolnpntat[on
methods for subjective noise level evahmtion.

An exanlple of a typical high-byplLss-ratio turbofnn engine noise field is shown in
flgare 29. The component contrlbntions of tim noise, coalbustor noise, LPT noise,
and jet noise arc sllown in [_gllre 29 to demonstrate the donihlant sources wliich
typically control tlle noise in tim varimts regkms of the spectrum and directivity
patterns. We see, for example, that the fan noise nmmlly contributes the highest
levels in the forward are at mldrnnge and hlgll frequencies and in tile aft are at high
frequencies, The turbine (LPT) oldy contributes in tim aft are at high frequencies.
Tile jet dominates tile low frequencies over most of the directivlty arc, while the
combustor contributes significantly around tim sideline angles close to 120°, mostly
at low to nfid frequencies.

The trends shown in figure 29 are typical for bypass ratios from about 3 to 8.
For Iow-bypo_ss-ratio engines (mass flow ratio or bypass ratio less than about 1,0),
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Figure 29. 7_pical turbofan engine component noise source contributions at
takeoff po*ver.

tile jot noise is tile greatest coatributor to tile overall noise and may actually control
the total noise hi the aft arc dllring takeoff emldltions.

Preliminary Noise Estimating
Procedures= Empirical Scaling of
Existing Data

Turbomacbinery noise characteristics can u_ually be estimated, at least for some
of tile overall level trends, through the use of enlpirically derived correhttlons and
key-paranmter scaling procedures. For example. Hcidmann (rcf. 89) developed a
rather e]aborate empirical prediction SCilCBIOfor aircraft engine fans which takes into
account a significant number of fan performance and geonlctric vnriables. A sknilar
correlation rnefllod was developed by Kazhl and Matta (rcf. 90) far application to
axial turbine stages,

A general formulation for tile empirical correlations of turbomachinery noise
characteristics which includes the correhition models of references 89 and 90 can
be derived and hmsthe following functional form:

= ] bb+ Prone (22)
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where

-P_t, -_ _ Wbb('¥1)DbbSbb (23)
and

--2 Poco ,z _ D o
Ptono _- _ * ton_ • ot (2,1)

The terms in equations (22) to (24) are (hdined _m follows:

Wbb(Xl, X2, ,.,, Xn) broadband source acoustic power

|_TtQtle(Xl, X2, ..., XTt) Lotle source acoustic power

Dbb(O, $) broadband directivity fiuletion

Dr(O, ¢) tone direetivity fiuletion

SbbOI) broadband spectrunl function

StOI) tone spectrum function

Also, [o is the ambient density, ca is the ambient speed of sound, R is the distance
fl'om the source ta tile observer, and Xi are, similarity parameters which determine

tile values of IVbb aad |Vtmm.

Source, Acoualie Power

The source acoustic pIlw{_r for [lie tolle and broadballd noise sourec_ ill turbo-

machinery call be expressed in terms of two hzmic correlating paramet_'rs for order-
of-magnitude or preliminary design estimate purposes Im follows:

HZbb _ -- poc_AK(AT/T)"M_ (25)
Wtmm J

where A iS tile illlet flow area for compressors and falls (exit flow area for turbines).

Tire parameters K, a, nlld b are constallts which are obtained frmn empirical
correlations of existing data. Tile two basic correlating parameters are the tip-

speed Mach number lift arid tile Ioading paranleter ATT. This loading parameter
is tile normalized ideal energy input (for rims or compressors) m' a.tput (for turbines)
alld Call be expressed lit tcrnls of the turbomachhle operating pressure ratio PR as
follows:

',TIT = (PR)-W" - 1 (26)

. for r$_IIS and compressors and

for turbines, Tile Maeh number is expressed in terms of rotor speed rt and tip radius
as follows:

lib = 21rRT(n/60)/co (28)
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: In equations (2fl) to (28), 3' is tlle ratio of specific heats and RT is tlle rotor tip
radius, Examples of the correlation of the source power fiulctions Wbb and Wtm._ for
turbines are shown in figure 30,
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Figure 30. Correlation cunles for turbine source power fimction, (Fraln
reI.90.)

Direcilvltt/ Functions

The directivity functions Dbb(O,¢) and Dt(®,¢) determine tile spatial distri-
bution of tim source acoustic power, These directivity functions, as expressed bl
equations (22) to (24), are assmned to be independent of freqne cy; we shall see

" subsequently that this is not always the case, especially for the tone noise sources.
However, for scaling purposes and order-of-magnitude estimates the assumption is
not critical. These dlrectivity functions are defined such that the original acoustic
power is obtained when tile sound pressure distribution is integrated over a spherical
surface surrounding the source. This normalization is expressed by the following
relationships:
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2:r rr --2
Power = [ [ P" R2sinOdOd_ = IVS01) (29)

dO dO pace
or

1 2_ n

Examples of direetivity correlations for turbines are shown in figure 31.
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Fioule 31. Correlation functions for lurbine dircetivitv, l$O-ft (45. 7.m) arc;
i/8-octave band levels. (From ref. 90,)

i Spectrum 15mctions

In a mauner similar to that for tile dircctivity correlations, the sound pressure

spectruul shapes can be developed in a normalized fmshiou based on the assumption
that the spectrum shape does not depend on polar directlvity location. Again, _ts is
subsequently pointed out, this is not always tile case, especially for tone noise sources,
but it is sn[fieient for sealing and prelimluary design estimates. The normalizatiou

is typically done such that the summation over all frequency hands of importance in
the spectrum gives a factor of unity, so tile l)arameters Wbb and Wtone are in effect
overall power levels. Hence,

f s(_)d, I = [
(31)
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where T}= f/fref. Examples of normalized spectrum functiuns for turbines are showo
in figure 32,

Noise-Reduction Requirements

The generalized empirical correlation nmthods outlined in equations (22) to (31)
have been developed in these or sindlur forms for specific applicatioos by various
engine manufacturers, 'fhe precise quantitative values of the various eonstaots and
coefficients in equations (22) to (31) are of course dependent ell tile data base which
is utilized ill the development of tbe correlation, and this data base is to soole extent
proprietary information when a specific enghm nnunlfacturer develops tile correlation

TIlE basic approach is to take tile noise characteristics data for it given fitmily of
engine designs and derive tile coefficients, constmlts, and exponents whlcll describe
the variations in noise levels as certain key parameters are varied. Once these corre-
lation coltstants hove been established for each of tile turbonmcldnery components
Ill an engine, a prulfininory msseasment of the conlponcnt noise levels for a new or
deriwltive engine i:an be carried out by scaling tim noise characteristics of a be.sefine
engine with tile correlation formulas given by equations (22) to (31).

To illustrate the process, consider tile hypothetical example ofdesigning a new
low-pressure turbine (LPT) for an existing enghle model to improve perfornmnce.
Tile new LPT is to be dasigned to run at 5 percent higher tip speed and deliver the
same shaft power to tile low.pressure compressor aod fan. Tbe existing engine noise
characteristics are known, and it is desired to assess the impact of tile redesigned

•turbine oil the total engine noise and to deterndne how mucfi, if any, noise reduction
is necessary to allow tile modified engine to meet existing noise level requlrenmnts. It
is assumed that tile existing engine has a 2-dB margbl relative to the requirements.

To begin, we need a correlation similar to that of equations (22) to (31) for tile
baseline eughm LPT. We can use, for exanlple, the correlation of reference 90, which
isoftheform

Peak OASPL = 40 IogIO(AT/T) - 20 logla Ut + 101olog A + lg,l (32)

Comparing rids expression with that of equatioo (25), we set} that the exponents
are a = 4 and b = -2. Tim above expression suggests that tile overall noise
actually decreases with increasblg tip speed, contrary to intuitive expectations. Tills
unexpected result is understood when Werealize that tile a._sulnption tbat tll_.turbhm
work does not change (i.e., that AT/T is constant) is what really controls the
noise, To illustrate this, equation (25) call be recast in tile fallowing form, with
the dlmeaslanluss work coefficient AT/Ui _ used as a parameter:

W/poc_oA = K (ATIT) a Mt_= I':'M? a+b ('xTIU_)a (33)

Tl|us wesee that tile sound power varies as tile 2a+b expouent of tip-speed Macfi
immber when tile loading parameter AT/U2t is hold constant. Ill our exalople, for
a = 4 and b= -2, the sound power varies as Mtg(2o + b = 8 - 2 = 6) when AT/Ut 2
is held coastaat, However, in our example tile loadfilg parameter decreases between
the bazefiue and the target engine, since tile temperature drop AT is field constant,
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Figure 3_. Correlation functions for mean turbine broadband noise spectrum.

l_b ° f_m inlet; l/3.octmle band levels. (Based on ref. 90.)

The f-percent speed increase in this case corresponds to a lO-pereent decre_se ill
loading parameter, and the list effect is a 0.4-dB decrease in overall noise level.

If, on the other hand, we wanted to examine the effect of i|lcrcasing engine
speed by 5 percent without redesign, the i!nghle thrust and airflow would h|ere_e
accordingly; this increase would correspond to an al)proximately constant lnl_ding
coefficient. Hence, according to eqaatlon (32), tile noise would inere_me by the tip-
speed ratio raised to the sixth power (i.e,, by m 1.3 riB).

Noise-Reduction Methods

If we find that a particular eoml)onent of a new or derivative engine requires
a certain anlount of noise reduction relative to its baseline ctmfiguratiou, several
options arc avaihlble for achieving this noise reduction. Tile method selected depends
on several considerations, including the type of cmtlponcnt (i,e., fan, LPC, or LPT),
the cost hlvolved, the hnportance of weight and complexity, and the impact oil
engine performance. The following sections discnss thes_ options for each of three
ttlrbonlachlnery components illentJt_Tlad,

Fans

For the fan of a tarbofim engine, noise reduction can be aclfieved by either
designing for noise reduction at the source or designing ftm dtlct acoustic treatment
to absorb the noise produced by the sonree. The topic of acoustlc treatment design
is treated in another chapter. However, it should be mentioned that the amount of
noise suppression achieved with duct acoustic treatment is prcdonfinantly a fnnctlon
of the fan design characteristics, hi particular, tile fan tip speed and blade n|unbers
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have an hffiuenee on tile acbiew_ble suppression. Thus, one elm, in fact, design tbe fiul
acoustically to give tile maxinmm possible acoustic treatment noise suppression. In
general, it is desirable to have Idgh seurce frequencies to provide so*nllclwavelengths
which are selall compared with tile treatment cavity depth and to have seuiId source
duct mode patterns which propagate at large spind angles relative to tile duct axis
(i.e., the modes are near cutoff). Blade numbers and vane numbers can be selected
to provide these mode patterns. This approach tends to be It sing[e-poh:t design,
however, as the treatment design is usually "tuned" tl) a particular tone or frequency
band at a particular opcratblg condition. The effectiveness of the treatment tends to
deteriorate at fi'equeneies and operating conditions away from tile design condition.

As a first step in ceesiderb*g ways to reduce fel, noise at the source, see the
block diagram shown in figure ,1. This diagram shows tbe flow of mecllanisnls wbieb
result in tim eolse radiation process, _Lsdiscussed in tile section eetitled Elements of
the Generation Processes, The basic idea is tbat any of the significant mecbaeisms
can be characterized by a gust-type excitation whieb produces an unsteady, periodic
force on a blade or vane, aed this unsteady force generates a propagatblg pressure
field ie tile tim duet, which has a certain fi'equency and nlode pattern. If the pressure
field litre to pass througb adjacent blade rows before radiating fronl the duet end,
tim amouet of transmltted energy tlme depends on tim mode pattern and frequeecy
of the pressure fiekl and the geometry of the transmitting bblde row. Tile noise of a
fan cae therefore be reduced at tim source by

I. Reducing tile gust amplitude
2. Reducing the blade-vane response to the gust
3. Reducing tile uesteady life force amplitude
4. Reducing tile emcieney of conversion of the unsteady Siren to acoustic energy

(results ie reducing coupling to duct nlodes)
5. Iacre_Lsieg the tmnsnlission loss ef any "blocking" bbtde-vane rows

Techniques for impleemetlng tile above approaches to reducing fan noise are
discussed in the following paragrapbs. The discassioe nlust necessarily be qualitative,
but an attempt is erode to give an order-of-magnitude estblmte of tile effectiveness
of each techniqtm relative to tile otbers aed to give seem description of tile potential
penalties which might be introduced im a result of utilizing each of these teehIfiques.

Reducing gust amplitude--lvtor wake._: Fan-rotor wakes ilnl)illgblg on down-
streanl staler vanes are lUStierso[lrees of fee llOiSe. The fml-rotor wake velocity
defect and wake tnrbeleeee act as "gusts" to tie! dowastream staler vaees. Metbod._
for reducing tile rotor wake gust anolitudes include the following:

I. Design the rotor to operate t_ear peak etfieiency at tim noise-critical operating
conditions. Tbls could be done IW selectblg tile blade loading, camber, and iecidence
angles to provide nlhfimum blade section drag eoeifieieats and, benee, snmller wake
defects. (See ref. fiB.) Designing for operation at mlninlllll! iecideeee angle also helps
reduce broadband eoise, as discussed in references 57 and 58. This approach for noise
reductioe may not be compatible with fall performaltee design requirenmets and is
dependent en a good, interactive working relationship between the fan aerodynamic
designers and noise engineers. Tile degree of noise reduction passible is also less
certain, because the precise bebavior of rotor wakes is often difficult to predict,
especially for bigbly loaded rims designed to operate at transonic tip speeds.
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2. Uesi_t_ tile r_tor-stator axitd simci_g sufficlel_tly I_rge tlmt t[_e v_ltkc has
decayed and mixed as umch _s possible before reaching tile statnr vanes. This
approach cnn rl!sult in significant noise reductions, _mdelnonstrated by experiments
ill reference 82. Irxamples of tile variation of fan noise with spacing are illustrated
ill figure 33. In general, tile majority of the noise reduction possible is achieved with
a ratio of axial spacing to chord (upstream rotor chord projected in axial plane)
of about 2.0 to 2.5. This option, although very effective in reduchlg noise, usuany
imposes a weight penalty by inerel_sing euglno length, and it may also decrease fan
efficiency by r._ nmeh _s 1.5 percent.

Spell throttle Closed throttle
operatinlg line operating llne

130

2_llZPwL,Ilarrow-baaddi3110120F-Il,_- uF_ I_rl 2 x I]PFlo0 I t ) I_ I

11{} BPF

soI I I I l I I I
S I 2 _ 0 I 2 3

Rotor.starer _ial _paclng/dncrd ratio

Fi.qure 3,Z Tone PWL as Inaction of spnsintd trends at subsonic tip slJeed
(c297toffee (960 Jt/._ee)) /or single.stage/an. (From re]', 83.)

In addition to gust amplitude, axial spacing can influence other parameters
important to nolse generation, such as the angle of tile wakes with respect to the
valle lsadhlg edges, tim harmoaio colltellt of the wake disturbances, and tile coupling
of fluctuating pressures to duct modes.

Reducing gust amplitude--strut.pylon pressure fields: A typical turbofan engine
has frame struts and engine support pylons in tile duet, downstream of the fan stage,
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These downstream struts and pylons produce static-pressure distortions which can
be fdt upstream h, the vlclnity of the fan rotor it._elf. The degree to wlddl the rotor
"feels" the clreunlfereutial variations in static pressure caused by" these downstream
obstruetlons is a fimction of the number and size of the obstructions and also depends
on the spacing between the obstrllctlons and tile upstream rotor and starer. There is
also an influence of *be stator on this pressure flekl, and the orator row between tile
rotor and struts can act as a flter or as an an|pllfler of the strut pressure distortion.
(See refs. 91 and 92, for i!xanlple.) Methods for reducblg tlle"gast" produced by
this nlecbanlsm include the following:

1. Design tire fan to have as large an axial distance between the fall rotor and
the downstream struts and Iwloas as possfllle. This approasb is effective bat also
introduces a weight penalty by irrcreasing the length of tim engine.

2. Design tbe starer-vane row integral to the strut and Iwhul assembly; tailor
the vane stagger and camber angles circunlferentially to produce lus smooth a
circumferential pressure distribution at the rotor plane as possible. This approach
has been quite successful, but results in a fan stator-strut-pylon design which is quite
complex and more difficult and costly tomanuhteturethan the Inmeline configuration.

Of course a combbmtion of metht)ds 1 and 2 can be ernl)loyed to attahl the
required noise reduction, the result being some increase in welgbt through an increase
in axial spacing, while tire starer row is designed integral with the frame struts
to reduce the static-pressure distortion itself. Figure 34 shows a typical trend
of measuredrotorunsteadyllftcoefficientcausedby downstreamstrutsversus
strut spacing. The figure indicates that tile struts shoukl be 4 or 5 strut widths
downstream of the rotor to have a nduima] inlpact on rotor noise. This result was
taken from reference 93. An example of tim effect of employblg nmthod 2 is flblstrated
in figure 35, which is taken from reference 56. The effect of designing the starer-vane
integral with the struts is to reduce the static-pressure distortion seen by the rotor
blades,

Interestblgly, the mca.sured noise for the integral wine-strut frame wire higher for
tone levels but lower for broadband levels than tile noise for tile separate vane-strut
franle (ref. 56). Since the measured static-pressure distortion, or gust, was lower, it
was concluded that tile rotor wake iugfinging on the vaoe-strtit combi,mtion must
have produced higher fuctuatiug forces. Altbougb this inference was not cmlclusively
proven, it does suggest that care must be taken in ehaogblg tbe aerodynamics to
reduce the noise, as it is possible to introduce an adverse eifect on some other noise-
generatingmeclmnism.

Reducing blade.vane response to the gust: An additional step in the noise
generation process is the rotor or stator response to the unsteady gusts generated by
upstream wakes and upstream-downstream pressure field distortions. The response
ofa thia airfoil to a simlsoldal transverse gust is given by equation (2), a special case
ofwhichis(rof.94)

Ct= 2_s(_) (3,t)

where CI is tile unsteady lift coefficient, 12 is tile gust mnl)ftude normalized by tile
mean (t_'ee-stream) relative velocity, and S(a) is tile uasteady response function
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called the Sear8 flmction. Tile variation of S(a) with tile reduced frequency

parameter is shown in figure 5, where the reduced frequency a is the airfoil semichord
times gust frequency divided by gust velocity. It is shown ill this figure that increasing
reduced frequency parameter, either by increasing the airfoil chord or by reducing

the gust wavelength (increasing gust frequency), tends tn reduce the lift response
fimction. Thus, for noise generated by interaction of the rotor wake and stator vane,
incremsing the number of rotor wakes (i.e., tile number of rotor blades), inereltsing tile
rotor tip speed, and increasing the stator-wum chord are all techniques for reducing
the unsteady llft response.

Rotor Stator Sgrtlt

AS

_15 o lll,I

119 _'

(o) Rotor-stator-stnd cross section. All dimenMons arc in millimeters unless other-
wise indicated,
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_trlit-rotor spacing in 14trtlt wh]t]ta

(b) Stnd.induced unsteadtl lift coefficient CI as function of stnd.rotor spacin 9,

Figure 34. Measured and predicted effects of downstream strut spacing on atrial-

induced rotor unsteady lift. (From ref. 93.)

Usually, for practical designs, one can only affect the reduced frequency by about
1D to 25 percent by using the above techniques, and tile corresponding deerelme in
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lift response flmetiola is therefore going to be small, usually less than 25 percent,
Hence the pott!ntial noise reductions are elodest, say less thou 2 dB. This gain has
to be baheccd against tile incre_kses in weight and decreases in perfornlance when
tile merits of sucha design change are assessed. For example, increasing tile oumber
of rotor blades airy cause the rotor to produce regions of choked flow in tim hub and
decrease its etlicieuey and lll/L_sflow pumpb|g capability, Also, more blades usually
mean a heavier rotor.

Otlmr parameters call ]lave all effect on blade and vane lift response. Inlet rdative
Mach meuber has an effect, the typical trend beblg tlmt tile response fimctioa
decreases with increasing Mach number, The Macb number dependency is less clearly
understood at transonic and supersollie Macl| nun|hers, so it is diltieult to utilize
Math number tma controllable design parameter. Steady-state loading level can
also affect tim unsteady lift response, and analytical results aimed at understanding
this effect are just beginnblg to emerge. Vane lean and sweep can also affect the
unsteady lift response of a stator vane to rotor wake gusts, References 74 and 95
present analytical results showing the potential effects of vane sweep and leau, and
tile implications are that tile effects are (or can be) beneficial, llowever, tlmse results
require experimental substastiation before one can rely on them for design guidance.

Reducing unsteady lift force amplitude: Since tilt.' absolute magnitude of the
uasteady lift force produced by tile gust response is essentially the unstemly lift
eodlieient Ul nndt[plied by tile upstream dynamic pressure, tile lift amplitude can be
reduced by reduction of tile upstream velocity. This may not always be an option for
noise reduction, shine aerodynamic design consklerations may preclude any changes
of this uature.

Reducing eJfieiency of conversion to acoustic enely_ Most of tile theories for
aolse radiation from turbomaehlnery stages (e.g., that of Mani, ref. 90) conclude that
the sound power elldtted by a blade row dne to periodic excitation from adjacent
blade rows or flo_'aommiforollties iv a flmctioa of duet [low Maeb number, tip Mach
number, fltlettn_[itlg force frequency, and tile ratio of blade number to vane number.
Tile sound power is made up of propagating pressure patterns, Mr modes, width
propagate in a spiral path along tim duet, away from tile generoting blade row. For
a flu1stage, tim vane*blade munber ratio V/B is usually a key paranu!ter hi selecting
a Iow-uoise flu* design.

The vane-blade ratio can be selected to "cut off" certain interaction nmde tone
frequencies, as discussed in tim section entitled Coupling of the Duct--Modes and
Cutoff. It iv usual practice to select a vane-blade ratio such that the blade-pt_ssage
frequency is cut elf, i,e., it produces no propagathlg pressure patterns ill the duct.
A rtde of thumb derived from equation (9) for seleeth|g vane-blade ratio based on
this cutoff criterion is given by

Mt (35)

v->l+ _/i - M_

If it is not possible to select V/B to cut off a problem tone (usually second and
higher harmonics require V/B > d to achieve cutoff), an alternative is to select V/R
such that the wave propagation spiral angle in tile duet is as close to 90° as possible
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(cutoff corresponds to O0°), so that the residence tinle of the wave pattern ia the
duct is sumclently Iotlg for the duct acoustic treatment to attenuate it rL_much _L_
possible,

As another alternative, otto could select blade and w_ae mlmbers to rednce dtlct
mode c0opling by aligning the directions of tim prominent modes of tile interaction
with tile vane chords, thereby lnltting vane dipoles at 90° to the direction preferred
by the nlode. Such an approach zmW be limited by practical blade angle and Inlmhcr
const rp.[]lt s.

Increasing transmission los,_ of blocking blade fouls: For a rite stage eollslsthlg
of a rotor re]lowed by a stator, the noise radiated forward by the staler has to
pass thr0ugh the rotor before radiating outside of the dllct to the observer, Otto
way to redtlce tile net radiation to the oatslde is to select a vane-blade ratio such
that tile mode haviog tile lfighest acoustic energy soft'ors tile highest transmissioll
loss in p0.sslng throogh the rotor, This is effectively achieved by ensnring that the
wave spiral angle from tile starer is at its nearly a right, angle Im possible to tile
stagger allgle of tile rotor, as illustrated in figure 6. This concept is discllssed, for
example, in references 13 to I5, Tim same principle can apply to rotor-generated
noise pr01mgating downstream and passing through tile starer,

It is possible that the fan design can be tailored to minimize tile lint upstream
and dowiistream noise radiation to the outside, Both transmitted and reflected wave
energy showddbe considered, with a reasonably accurate analytical model used for
predicting these effects. Although tim models proposed in references 13 to 15 are a
good starting point far understanding tile phenomena involved, many applications
reqnlre a more general blade row transmisslon-reflect]on analytical nlodel which
includes the multiple (Itt least two) blade row eaviromnent effects (ref. I9),

Lotv._r_s,s_tre Compre,s,sor8

All the noise-redltction concepts discussed above for fans apply in principle to low-
pressure compressors (LPC's). Ill general, however, there is usually less flexibility
available to the acoustic designer in ternls of variations in axial spacing between blade
rows, loading control, chord and vane-blade nnmber ratio selection, etc, Usually, tile
most ecotlomically viable design control the ncolJstlc designer hr_sfor an LPC is ill
selecting the vane.blade number ratios for the first two or three stages o[' tim LPC
to maximize the forward-radiatioll transadsslon loss, Becallse" sllbstantially more !
blades and wmes are involved with an LPC than with it fnn, use of mode cutoff is
usually not n practical option.

For a high-bypass engine where the fan rotor Imb flow is closely coupled to a cert.
engine LPC or high-pressure compressor (HPC), it is sometimes the case that the fan
hub rotor wakes impioging on tile starer-wine row in the core duct cause hlgher noise
levels than tile rotor-stator interaction levels produced in tile fall bypass duct. This
increase cos1occur beeatlse the core staLer-vane row is ilsanlly nalch closer to the

rotor than the bypass duct stator-vane row (outlet guide _nme (OCV)) and because
tile bypass duct bins the benefit of acoustic treatment, whereas the core dtlcL usually
does not contain any troaLmeat. In addition, the core duct stator also acts _usawlinlet
guide vane (IGV) to tim first-stage rotor of tile LPC or HPC, so that it is a source

i of rotor-stntor interaction with two rotors, Careful selection of the vane mnnber for

!
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this core duct stator, plus the inclusion of additional axial spacblg o1| both sides of
the vane row, can be very benellchd to reducing tile toted compressor system noise.

Low-Pressure Turbir_es

Once again, the noise-reduction techniques discussed in the Fans section apply in
principle to low-pressure turbbles (LPT's). There are two features of all LPT which
are nldqlle ill terms of noise-reduction optlous. First, the tnnnber of rotor blades
is usually fidrly ldgh, say 50 to 150, so that the blade.p_ssage tone frequelleles are
fairly Idgh. Tills results ill tile higher harmonics of tile blade-p_msage tone frequencies
usually beb:g higller than the audible range (greater than 10000 to 20000 Hz).
Hence, only tile fimdaolental blade-p_msage tones need to be considered. Second,
the gas stream temperatures are usually fairly high (greater thou 10O0°R (283QC))
in an LPT compared with those of a tim or LPD llrst stage. Hence, tile Ilow alld
tip-speed Macb numbers are usually fidrly low. Thus, from equation (35), a cutoff
condition for tile flmdaluental blade-p_msage tones can be achieved with vane-blade
ratios substantially less than 2.0, and this low ratio makes it easier to desigll for
cutoff without substantial perfornlance l)enalty.

A snccessfld demonstration of the concept of designing LPT stages for cutoff was
reported In reference 97. Tile autllors of reference 97 also l'onnd that tile blade row
transmission losses suffered by tile first two stages of the four-stage turbine .were
substantial, so that noise-reductlon ¢onslderations were only required for the last
two stages, An additional observation was that, because tile loading of the last stage
(i.e,, ATT) was relatively low at approadl power (where LPT noise is usually a
concern), its fundamentld blade-passage tone level w_malso low. This eonfirnled thl!
loading dependency givell by equation (32).

Concluding Remarks

Major Advances

This chapter suummrlzes key adwmces in experimental tecbniqtles and theo-
retical appl[eation_ wldeb point the way to a broad understandhlg and control of
tnrbomachhlery noise. Ou the experlmeutal side, the development of effective inflow
eolltrol techniques makes it possible to conduct, in ground-be.sod facilities, defini-
tive exporbnents ell internally controlled blade row interactions. Results can now
be valid bldicators of flight beh_wior and can provide a llrm base for eomparlsoll
witb analysis. Inflow colltrol coupled with detailed diagnostic tools such as blade
pressnre measurements can be used to uncover the more subtle nlechanisnls such
,as rotor-strut interaction, which call set tone bwels fox"soule engine configtlrations.
Inltlal lllnpp[ngs of rotor wake-vortex flow fields have provided a data bsae for a
lirst-generation semiemplrlcal flow disturbance nlodel. Laser ve[ocimetry offers a
nonlntrusive nlethod for wdldating and inlprovlng tile model. Digital data systems
and signal processing algorithms are bringing mode me_mnreInent closer to a working
tool to be frequently applied to a real umcbine slleh a_ a ¢.urbofttuengine.

On tile auaIytical side, models of most of tile lblks in the chain from turbonlacbhle
blade source to far-fiekl obscrwttion point have been formulated, Tbree-dinlens[oilal
llftlng-surface theory for blade rows includblg source noncompactness and c_cade
effects, blade row transmission models incorporating mode and frequency scattering,
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and modal radiatloa calculations ittehlding bybrld numerical-analytical approaches
are tools which await furtller application. The more compl|tationally demandblg of
these can at least serve as cheeks and guides for sbnpler design metbods, and the

generation physics described by tim models sugge._ts noise-rednetlon tactics.

Unsolved Problems

One of tbe phenonlelntmost diIlicultto understandqu_mtitatively,0.sindicated

by our inability to identify and describe tile dontlnant generation mechanism, is
turbontachinery broadband noise, Experimental evklence points to it domblant
internal source wbieb has a spectral shape that is nearly independent of fan bdlow
conditions, Blade loading is'btfluential, but tile details bave renndned elusive

preventing spectral prediction, Another question awaiting resolution is the relative
importance of hub and tip vortex flow disturbances compared witb blade wakes
bt generating rotor-starer interaction noise, Tile tnlknown element bern seems
to be the disturbance flow field description rather than tile modeling of noise

generation by gust-airfoil interaction. A final pbenonlenon offered as an example
of a problem requirblg fllrther study is tile observed ebaractcristle of decreasing tllne
power radiated froln the inlet as fan speed is inere_med at supersonic tip relative

Mash nnnlbers, Tile influences of source strength and inlet propagation need to be
quantified,

Toward Integrated Quiet Designs

Two types of bttegratioll are essential to the formulation of low-noise, blgb-
efficiency turbomacldne designs. Early study of interplay between aerodynamle l_.l}d
acoustie analyses can help us avoid tbe unfortunate circumstance of attempts at noise

reduction when Intrdwere constraints arc fixed and severe, But beyond rids critical
[nterdisciplblary httegnltion, a second, sleeper lnvel of blterplay renmbls to be fully
exploited: blade row aedduct treatment designs tailored to lninlnlize r_ldiated noise,

Coupling of the source to the duct, seatterlng, absorption, and radiation can now be
analyzed on a detailed nlod_d basis, It reznains for Its to fully exploit attd refine these
tools to realize the benefits of considering tile total generation-propagation process,
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Introduction

Tbe noise from ga.qeoufijot_ hRs concerned loan wherever they hav_ been used,
However, the advent of the jet engine as a power plant for military aircraft during
the Second World War gave prominence to tbis problem of jet noise _Lsa potential
h_ard. It became clear that unless methods could be designed to limit sucb noise
for a given aircraft engine tbrust, considerable oppositim_ to the future use of the
jet engine as a power plant for civil aircraft w_s likely. Hence, in the late 1940's,
when the advantages of tim jet engine led tc its being considered as the appropriate
technical and economic power plant for the future generation of civil aircraft for
short-, medium-, and long-range aircraft, mucb researcb activity w_ initiated tm to
the sonrce and causes of jet noise as well tm to methods for its reduction.

It was perhaps surprising that tile feld of acoustics bad excited little attmltioo
since tbe work of Lord l_lylcigh in the hint century. It w_Lsleft to aerodynamicists to
join forceswith acousticians to investigate jet noise theoretically and experimmltafiy.
The subject was called aerodynamic noise, a marriage of acoustics with unsteady
aerodynamic flow. By 1949 tbere had been littl0 published work on investigations
of jet noise and its generatlmh witb tile exception of stone early me,inurements on
tile intensiW of tile far-field noise fronl turbulent air jets by Morley (rcf. 1). Tbesc
early measurements sbowed tbat the sound power is proportional to abont the eigbtb
power of tile jet velocity.

Our understanding of jet noise iLsa study in aerodynamic noise bad its foun-
dations, however, in the work of Ligbthill (refs. 2 to 5) on "sound generated aero-
dynamically," That work was complemented by several experimental studies (refs. 6
to 17). These experimental studies not only verified Ligbthill's eighth power law_ but
also confirmed the other broad features of the theory relating to convective amplifica-
tion wifll Maeh number and consequent changes in directivity and spectra. Anotber
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feature of tile experimental work wr.s the early establishment by WEstley and Lfiley
(ref. 6) of methods for jet noise reduction and tile cxteasion of these methods by
Greatrex (refs. 1_ and 17) to fidl-scalc devices known tm corrugated nozzles, which
have heen fitted to UumErous jot engines powerhlg many types of civil aircraft. The
corrugttted nozzle continues to be nscd on advanced jet engine power plants for civil
aircraft for which m_tximum noise reductioa is needed to enable compliance with
aircraft noise certification legislation standards.

Lighthill's theory of aerodynandc noise is b_med on tile exact equations of fluid
flow, Lighthill showed that tile energy radi_ted outward tLssound fi'om an unsteady
flukl flow is such a small fraction of the flow kiaetie enerlD' that any approximation
nlade in solving these equations for the Iluctuating density could lead to an incorrect
solution, and iadeed in extreme circumstances to _tsolution that is physically wrong.
Lighthill overcame these difficulties by the introduction of an analogy, which we
refer to as Lighthill's acomslic aztalopy, in which the unsteady thdd flow is replaced
by a volumedistrihutiml of equivalcat acoustic sources throughout thc Entire flow
rich|, In this analogy the sources are embedded in a uniform medhun at rest, in
which the sources amy move but not tile fluid. All the actual flukt Ilow dynamics,
inehlding the generation of noise within the flow and its interaction with tile flow,
arc included iu the strength trod distribution of the equivalent acoustic source field.
It is in this sense that Lighthill's theory of aerodynamic noise is EXact. The theory
is only predictive when tile equivalEiit acoustic source field is known to some good
approximation. Unless the properties of the unsteady flow _tre known, the details of
tim source field cannot be determined. However, good estlm_ttcs can he made of the
order of magnitude for tile radiated noise based on the characteristic properties of
the flow and empirically derived constants.

This chapter is devoted to the dcdvation and cxploltation of Llghthill's theory of
aerodynamic noise as the central pillar of idl work concerned with tile undErstandhlg
and generation of jet noise. Tile subject of aerodynamic noise has undergone
major changes ill reeEIlt years _tI_dlllkSattracted worklwJde atD211tlon.ThE chapter
concludes that although Lighthill's theory provides tile essenti_d framework for a fidl
understanding of the noise generation in turhulcnt jets and the overall characteristics
of its propagation to the fitr fickl, it is difficult to apply when acoustic interaction
occurs with the flow field. This illteraction involves consideration of the actual
flow field and results it* changes in the dircctivity and amplitude of the radiated
souud field and its dependence on the flow speed relative to that of tilt external
medium, Tile necessary modifiEations to the theory of _mrodynamic noise to deal !
with flow-acoustic interaction arc considered in detail by GoklstEin (ref. 18) and in I
otherchaptersherein. !

In stlldies of static jet noisE, boundary-layer noise is nornmlly absent. However, }
in flight the external boundary layers upstream of the jet exit and around the engine [
cowling radiate noise which is additional to that radiated by the jet. In nlany !
practical cases this noise can be neglected, sklce it is a function of flight speed
and this is small compared with the jet speed.

Lighthifi's theory of aerodynamic noise and its applications, amdiscussed in this
chapter, assume all solid boundaries are absent from the flow fiekL Tile modification
to tile theory to include solid surfaces, _mdthereby to develop a theory for boundary-
layer noise, was first investigated by Curie (ref. 19) and suhsequently by ninny
researchers (refs. 20 to 26). ReferEnce shoukl be made to these papers for the
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modlficatimm to Ligbthill's acoustic analogy when applied to flows containing solid
boundaries.

Lighthill's Theory of Aerodynmnic Noise

The Equations of Fluid Flow

Tile exact flow equations for a perfect gas relate to the conservation of mass,
alomcetuel, alid cnerg_ylind can be written, respectively, _ks

_+V.pv =pro (1)

0_pv + (pvv - _-)+ Vp = pgk + pF (2)
_7.

wlmrc p, p, It, Its, .r, q, and v are, respectively, the fluid density, the fluid pressure,
the fluid specific eutllalpy, tile fluid specific stagnation enthalpy, the vlscous stress
tensor, the heat flux vector, and tim fluid velocity vector. For a Newtonian fluid the
viscous stress tensor mid the heat flux vector are

,=,(-2IV.v+Vv+v_7) (,1)

q = -_p_prVh (5)

wlmrv p is the fluid viscosity, Npr is tim Prandtl number IlCp/k, Cp is tile specific
heat of the fluid at constant pressure, k is the thernnfl conductivity, and I is the unit
tt_nflor,

Equations (1) to (3) also inchule pro, pF, and pE, whicll are, respectively, tile
density distributions of mass, force, and energy sources per unit volunle; k is a unit
vector in the z-directioll (measured downward in the atmosphere). In problems of jet
noise mid turbomachinery noise the gravitational term pgk can be neglected, but it
is important when one is dealing with tlle problem of the propagation of shock waves
through the atmosphere, In studies of the noise from aircraft traveling at supersonic
speeds tim source terms pm and pE relate to tile geometry of the ttircrah, and in
particular to its volume, while pF relates to its lift distribution. Similarly, in studies
on turbomachilmry noise pm denotes the effect due to volume displacement of the
rotati.g blades, while pF represents the equivalent acmdynaudc force distribution
on tim blades per unit vohune and includes both steady and unsteady aerodynamic
loads. In studies on jet noise these source terms are absent.

The Equation for the Pressure
Fluctuations

The flow cquations can be reduccd to a suitablc form for the study of the
generation and tile propagation of sound. It can be shown that the convection
equation for the pressure is
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02p Op . : VVp_ (pv_,,, _ ,.qk) . Vp =_ff + 2v.Vb7+ (vv- c'I)

pc2Vv : vV+ P- +,,. vp) + p_ [N _,'v hJ J (g)

where : is thedouble dotproduct.
The entropy is defined hy the |lslnd tbermodynamic relation:

s VI, Vp
vE = 7- - _7 (r)

where Cv is the specific beat at constant volume and 7 is the ratio of the specific
]*cats C1, anti Co. Tbe equation of state for a perfect gas is

p = pRT (8)

where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. The speed of sound
e = x/77_. The linenrized equation for the perturbation pressure p is found if
we neglect the squares and products of all perturbation terms in equation (6) anti
note that E = RTAM':

W - _v-v+ k_a-_) _ = ooc,,/W- v'u (9)

wimre ca is the ambient speed of sound.
In equation (9) the coordinate system is stationary in the atmosphere and can

be used for tile study of tile propagation of sound tbrough the atmosphere as well
as for tbe study of noise geoerated in and propagated through tile atmosphere from
an aircraft traveling at both subsonic and mlpersonic flight speeds. We describe
tbe aircraft as it Is in oration with a prescribed velocity at a given altitude, where
co = eA. When the fligbt speed is supersonic, shock waves generated near the aircraft
(see ref, 27) propagate toward tim ground and generate tile sonic lmmn.

In problenls of jet noise tile atmosplmrie terms in equation (6) are neglected and
all source and diffusive terms are o,litted, but all nonlinear terms are retained:

e20V i OVj I / Dp'_ 2
z(.) =p 8-_-_+i; _-_) (to)

wbere the wave operator, in Cartesian tensor notation (described below), is

0_ O2 02
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We deduce, by inspeetlon of the terms on the right-hand side of equation (I0), that
fluctuating vorticlty and pressure fields are the major sources of aerodynamic noise.
Equations (6) and (10) differ from Lighthill's equation of aerodymunle noise in that
Lighthlll (refs. 2 and 3) argued that tile density, rather than tile pressnre, w_mthe
proper independent variable for the study of aerodynamic noise. Of course external
to tile flow, in tile radiation field, tile density fluctuations are directly a finlction of
the pressure fluctuations. When the flow field is only weakly nonisentropic, we m_ty
assume p varies as p7.

LighthilPs Equation of Aerodynamic
Noise

Lighthill's equation of aerodynamic noise is obtained by subtracting tile diver-
gence of equation (2) from the time derivative of equation (1) and neglecting the
atmospheric and source terms. This results in the inhomogeneous wave equation:

O2P 2 V2p=A(x,t) (11)

where the source terlib in rectallgnlar Cartesian tensor notation, is

A(x,t) = _)2Ti_
Oxi Oxj (12)

with i -- 1,2, 3. The exact expression for _j in viscous compressible flow is

where lfij = 1,O when i = j and i _ j, respectively, and Tij is the Lighthill acoustic
analogy instantaneous applied stress tensor. In tim illhOlnogeneens WaVe equatiou
(eq. (11)), source terms that involve O/Ot, O/Oxi, 02/axi Oxj, and O:l/Oxi Oxj Oxk
are labeled respectively, monopole dipole, qmtdrupole and oetopote. For the source
distribntiml function given in eqnatim| (12) tim source is quadrupole.

Lighthill's equation is exact and has the following sohltion for an unbounded tlow:

1

fff A(y,r) dy (1,I)

where p Is the density finetm_t[on, relative to tim ambient density pro, received by
an observer Q(x, t) in the far field due to disturbances of source strength A(y, r) per
unit volume generated in tim flow field at P(y, r), r -----t- (Ix-y]/eoo) is the retarded
time, and Ix - yl/co_ is the time for sound to travel from the flow disturbance at
P(y) to tile field point Q(x) at the ambient speed of sound eel. We see that in
tile Lighthill acoustic analogy tile aeonstic source distribution A(y,r) replaces the
actual fluid flow and, moreover, tile sources may move, but the finid in which they
are embedded may not. As discussed above, the sources are embedded in a medium
at rest having the constant properties poe and coo, the same as in the fluid external
tothe flow.
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Tile solution of tile inhomogeneouswaveequation (eq. (11)) canbe obtained more
generally, Ik_shown in reference 28, but it leads to tile same solution (eq. (14)) when
tile sources are at rest.

As stated above, tile sources may move but the flow may not. Let us now consMer
the sources nloving at a uniform velocity U, and we define M = U/coo, the so-called
aCOllStic Maeb nimdier, We introduce a system of moving coordinates

7/= y - cvoMT (15)

such that tile source emits when crossing tile fixed point y at the time r. The solution
to equation (11) in moving coordbmtes is then

A(7/, _-) d_7 (I6).¢.0-- [x-y]-M.(x-y)]

where v is the retarded time. This is Lighthifl's well-known result.
If the instantaneollS flow properties p,p, _', and v are known everywhere within

the flow, _j and A(y,r), or A(r/, r), are known everywhere, and tile far-field density
perturbations can be obtained by quadrature throughout the flow volume. It is
assumed tlmt A(y,r) vanishes beyond the flow boundaries and the far-field observer
is at a distance that is largo compared wltb the finite dimensions of the flow field.

This seemingly simple yet exact solutimi to tile fluid flow equations represents
one of tim alejar advances in tile solution of unsteady fluid flow problems and is one
of tim most significant advances iti tile study of acoustics following the pioneering
work of Lord 1Layleigh. An immediate deduction from Lighthill's theory is that *it
low Mach numbers the total aconstic power P. radiated from a jet is given by

l{p_AiV_ 07 )

and slneo the kinetic elmrgy flax is proportional to Pj -_ pjAjU 3' we see thai;

P,,
= K(pslpoo)(Vjl,,o:)_ (ls)

whereIt"isitcollstantoftheorderof 10 and pj,Aj,and Ujaretilevaluesofthe
density,cross-sectionalarea,and velocityiltthejetexit.Thus,filetotalacoustic
powerisa smallfractionoftheflowkbletieenergyflux.

In order to arrive at this result the illtegrand in equatkm (16) iiceds special
treatment, and arbitrary approximatioas to it are not permitted. Now Tij hl_ an
order of magail.ude equal to that of the kinetic energy of tbe turbulence per unit
volumet and onIy a small fraction of that energy escapes from tile flow as noise. This
noise energy is tllctl radiated to the far field, apart from tim energy which is lost by
absorption in tile atmosphere. The source strength is eqmd to the double divergence
of Tij, and if the retarded time were ignored, then at a large distance from tile flow,
where ix I >> lYl, no matter how large tim source strength the integral taken over
tile flow field would be tim same msover all space and wmild be exactly zero; to that
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approximation the intensity of the radiated noise would he zero. In order to avokl
this physically unacceptable result, Lightldll (ref. 2) showed that

o%o o-%oo
= 0uj+2 %--+- rN No.,

wlmre square brackets denote tbe quantity is to be evaluated at't _- r.
In the far field we find the first two terms, whieb represent trne divergences of

7]j, generate zero eontril)utlon to the radiated noise. Thus, it is oldy the third term
that is responsible for the radiated sound, and it follmvs that

,~ 1 xixj fff 02T/j(y,r) .

Since xl/x represents tile direction cosines of tile vector joinhl_ tile source point
P(y) to the far-field observer point Q(x), we may write (xix.j/x-)Tij = Tzt. We
deduce that the contribution to the radiated noise at Q(x) from each source point
P(y) hi the flow field involves only tlmse components of the Lighthill stress tensor
tlmt are aligned in the direction from y to x, and its amplitude is proportional
to the second time derivative of T/j at emission. According to Lighthill's acoustic
anMogz nil acoustic sonrces within a fiery volume radiate to the fitr fiehl regardless of
their position with rempect to the flow boundaries. In the acoustic analot_, interlml
acoustic sources radiate with the same efficiency its sources closer to the bounding
surf_.ce,

These important results may be derived directly if the solution of Lighthifi's
equation is written in the form

1 02 fff [TiJ(y)'r)] dy (20)
p(x,t)=_jjj Ix_y I

where, in tim fitr field, this reduces to

,,_ l fff 02Tzx(y,'r)
px,tj jjj dy (21)

a.sderived above.

Order ofMagnltudo Approximations

Iftypicalvelocityand lengthscalesintlmturbtdentregionofajetarerepresented
by u0 and Io, and w(}-= uo/lo is a typical frequency in the turbulence, then wolo/uo
is O(1), in agreement with the experimental results of reference 29. We therefore
find the following orders of magnitude:

02Tij O2Tij 07" for 2 2
= = O(pouo_l)/c;o)

01ti Oyj O(pou_/12) and Or:_ Oyi Oyj
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Tile ratio of these two quantities, O(u_/c._), represents the fraction of tile flow
kinetic energy escaping _msound. Since the sound intensity in tlle far field at x is
proportiomfl to p_, it follows that tile sound power radiated from a unit volume of
turbulence is

2 3 8
0 POC_ _tl}

This Js one of tile more finportant results derived directly fronl tile Lighthill
acoustic analogy. It shows that tim sound power per unit volume of the flow is
proportional to the eighth power of the flow velocity.

The viscous contribution to Ti'j is O(pou_/Ro), where Re = Pouolo/lto is. tim
Reynolds number of the turbulence. At high Reynolds |nunbers, R0 >> 1 an(I then
tim viscous contribution can be neglected.

Thus, a good approximation to Tij in high Reynolds immber flows is

Tu = p,,_,j+ (p- pc_)_ (22)
where tile pressure p, tile density p, and tile velocity conlpoltents vi and vj are
evaluated in the tlow at emission points y. As previously stated the first term lure
an order of magnitude of pou_, bat we need to study the second term carefully since,
at letmt in an isothermal flow, it appears to have an order of magnitude similar to
that in tile external flow, which is zero.

The Effects of Temperature (Enthalpy)
Fluctuations

We need to turn to the equation of conserwttion of energy, which hr_ the form of
equation (3). At high flow Reynolds numbers we c/tn neglect the diffusive terms, since
we are studying the larger scale motions in the flow field responsilfie for turbulent
mixing and not the very-small-scale turbulent eddies responsible for the viscous
dissipation in tile flow. Using tile equation of state for a perfect g_us,we find that

Op 7 - 1Ou_ 0_-fit = 2 Ot (7 - 1) p_Jjl_, (23)
J

The eilergy equation with the difhlsive terms neglected is tile Sltlne equation we
would have derived if the flow were tmsumed to be iscntroplc, with D._/Dt = O. We
m_y assume equation (23) holds even when the flow is weakly noniscntropic. Thus,
we find that

] Op-pc_o # [ hoo-I_._ "_-lOpv 2

Hence, for an inviscid flow,

[O:T:.=.]fo: 1 _-1 Io_,,_1ro:, ,_:-,,,.,1
Lo_'_.I--[_P_] - --5- [_p j +[_ ko_e__--z_-)] (_fi)
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and it follows that

1

[-_-_r2kpu_v_- 2 pv-pu_e_ i---_ ) j dy (26)

The source terms have orders of magnitude of p0nt_, except the final term has
O{po_,oC._ [(hsj/hc_)- 1]}. This latter term possesses dipole, qua,lrupole, Itnd
oetopole eorttribuUons that generate noise proportional to 710_,n08,mid u1°, respec-
tively, l/once, for exe_n|ple_in a.heated jet at low Maeh nmnbers, where temperatnre
fltmtuaflmls exist, the far-field noise intensity is proportional to M n, whermm for
tim isoUmrmal jet the far-field noise intensity is proportional to M 8 under similar
conditions.

In reference 2 t

= 02 .,
Ou_Ouj

and in tile case of tim heated jet, Lighthill (ref. 3) Itrgues tile final term could be
r

by (_/_*1 2 O , .
replaced |I - )] V'p, wbere tho local mean.let tcnlpJratnro Is found from

c = V'_'/_/_. It is tdso assumed that _72p as a source of uoiso is quadrupolo, and
d

therefore is of similar order of magnitude to the other qundrupole sources. However,
that argument is shown above not to be complete.

If we consider the equnUmJ for tile [luetmtting pressure instead of that for the
density, then

02 ._) 0'_ O2 mJ#(l_-l_)
v t,= _(/,_,._ - _'i._)- "_- 1o_pe2l

(2s)
and we areremindedthatthe term hs - h_ contltinsnot onlyoctopoleand
quadrupoletermsbatalsoitdipoletermofstrengthproportion_ltopvxhI,wherehI
isthetemporallluct.ationinspecificenthnlpy.Of course,intheci_seoftheheated
jettlmspeedofsoundinsidntheflowdiffersmitrkedlyfromthatoutside.Thus we
mightexpectimportm|tflow-acousticinteractioneifectstoresultinthiscase,sincein
therealflowtheconvectingeddiesitreshieldedfromtileambientmedhlmexternnlto
theflowbyhettted,movingfluid.Sucheffectsare,Itsalreadystated,inchldcdintlle
LighthillacousticanalogyintheformoftheLighthillstresstensor.Nevertheless,tile
detailedfluidntechanlcsofsuchflow-acousticinteractionarehiddenintheLighthill
,acousticanalogyandarebetterdealtwithbyconsideringtileactuallIow,msdlscussed
by Goldsteininanotherchapter.

We noteherethatintheLigbd_illacousticnnalogy,peivjisaugmentedby the

quantity-(7_ I)PV_/2evenwhen tileflowisisothernlal,but themajordifference
between tim isothernml and the heated jet comes from the dipole term involving
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temperature fluctuations in tile jet, Provided tile intensity of the temperature
fluctuations does not vary with jet Math mmlber, the far-field noise intensity for
the heated jet will be proportional to M a at low Mach numbers. This is confirmed
in experiments.

l_br the heated jet, even at low Mach numbers, it can lm shown using the results
of references 30 and 31 that tile temperature, or entlmlpy, thlctuations for a flow
having a turbule_lt Prandtl mnnber of unity are

h' _ ~ 1r__ (hi - h=) (2fl)
hj hj Uj (hi "4-boo)

We see that tile intensity of the temperature fluctuations is proportional to the
intensity of the turbulent velocity fluctuations. The temperature fluctuations become
negligible forthe isothermal jet. Using this result for the intensity of tile temperature,
or enthalpy, fiuetuations leads to the following ratio of tile intensities of dipole to
quadrupale noise for a heated jet at low Mach numbers:

Dipole Tj coo

Qundrnpole = 1.6_---__j

The switch from dipole to quadrupole dependence for the heated jet is a function

of tile enthalpy ratio hj/he_, From the experinmntal data of reference 32 the
switehover occurs roughly when Mj _ 1.6(hi - hoo)/h_. The experimental data
of references 33 and 3,1 on heated jets (both static and in fiight) at low Maeh
munbers confirm that the far-field noise intensity wlries with A'113,This result is also
in agrcement with tile analyses of references 35 and 36, The results of reference 37
show how a prediction nmdel for tile far-field noise from a jet can be established to
provide a combination of tile MJ i and ._1_dependences and to provhle a good fit
with experimental data.

Lighthlfi's theory of aerodynamic noise lugs shown that for a jet at ambient
temperature and low Maeh number, the filr-ficld noise intensity varies with MS,
Many experimental studies on jet noise, including reference 38, have shown a

dependence of noise intensity oil Mjs at low Maeh numbers. Ta explain these
findings, l{rasil'nikova considered Lighthill's solution for a uniform flow jet at
ambient temperature. Ile considered only the first term of the Lightldll stress
tensor, and in addition overlooked the flint that tile source term he took to be
dipole was itself _tspace derivative and therefore was quadrnpole, in agreenmnt with
Lighthill's derivation, We can only assume that the experinmntal results at ambient
temperature available to Krasil'nikova, as well as other experimental results showing

1] * It _1
an M_ dependence at low Math numbers, were all subject to excess noise. This is
discussed hi the section Experimental Consldemtions,

Thus, it lilts been shown that the complete Lighthill stress tensor Is required for
modeling both cold and heated jets, and this nmdel leads to a dependence on jet
exlt /vlach number in agreement with experiment at low IVlaehnumbers, However,
ill some flows a good approximation is Tij _ pvivj, where p is equal to the ambient
density outside tbe flow, In general, though, tile full stress tensor is required,
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The Effects of Convection

Llghthill's Acoustic Analogy in a
Moving Frame

It has been stated previously tbat in Lightbill's acoustic analogy the cquk,alent
sources may move but the fluid may not. In the application of Lighthifi's theory
to tile _tudy of the noise from turbulent jets it h_ heml found that tile dominant
sources are couflned to a more or less central region of the mixing layers between
the jet and the surrounding ambient fluid, Thus it is a satisfactory approximation
to imsume that tile dominant sources all convect downstream parallel to tile jet axis
at r_more or less constant speed or, lls we will deduce subsequently, at a speed that,
in general, is r_ fimetlou of the dist_mce from the jet exit.

It is convenient to evalulttc Lighthill's integral in a frame of reference moving
witii tim convection speed of the turbulence. If we do not do this, then tbe space-
time correlation emotion, corresponding to T_z, must itself contain the effects of
convection, and in such a frame of reference the elrects of tim retarded time are
large. Thus as noted by Ligbthill (ref. 2), an additional ad*amtage in effecting the
quadrature in a frame of reference moving with the convection speed, is that tile
effects of tile retarded time between the emissions from any two sources whose far-
field radiation arrives at the observer simultaneousJy at a time t are minimized. This
can be shown to be true generally, provkled Mecos0 -_ 1.

Let Uebe the convection velocity and Me he the convection Mach number with
reference to tile oxtermd speed of sotlnd. Ill studies of aerodynamic noise, it is more
convenient to use this "pseudo Mach number" ratber than the true Mach number in
the flow, which is equal to tbe local speed divided by tile corresponding local speed
of sound, We define a system of moving coordinates

1#_ y - cerMet

such that the. source emits msit crosses tim fixed point y at tbne t -- r.
When Lighthifl's bitcgral is transformed to r/-spacc and o.ssuming that A(y, r) _-

A(lh r), wefind that bl the fitr field, as given by equation (10),

wllero
t - (z/c_) x. 0

r = i1_ .nieces01q eooarl1_ ._,hcos01 (31)
is the retarded time and the effective volunle of the sources is augmented by tim
Doppler filctor I1 - Mccos 0I. We sce that wben the source is eonvected relative to tile
fixed observer, the radiation Is preferentially directed in the downstream direction.
The radiation in tile direction 0 = 90° is unchanged, Tim far-field density appears
to he singular when Metes0 -- 1. However, this is not the case because the entire
scarce function is not responsible for tile noise radiated to the far field, Only a very
small part of the characteristics of tlm overall source function are responsible for
sound radiation, and tile detailed analyses of Ligbthifi and Ffowcs Williams show
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tile sound radiation is finite In this limit when MccosO= 1. Moreover, tile sound
intensity inere_mes smoothly ill tile passage from MceosO < I to MceosO > 1, e.s is
shown mlbsequelltly when we consider in detail tile case of noise radiation ffmn a jet
at all Mach |nuubers.

Tile Fourier Transform of the Density
Fluctuations

Now the Fourier transform of the far-fiekl density fluctuations is given by

-- 1 f Oo ,

p(x,_)= _ ]__e_p(-,_t)p(x,t)dt (32)

where_)istilecircularfr_queIlcy_flud hezlee,

×,,,f (an)
where the wave-number vector of tile far-field noise is

k= - wx
xeco

and the DoppIer-shifted frequellcy is

taD = w(1 - _lc COS0) (3d)

Hence, if tile four-dimensional Fourier transform of A(rh r) is A(k, COD), then

_(X, ta) _--_ exp(--iwac/eoo)
(a_)

We can gain an insight into tile characteristics of the radiated sound, and I
]|1 partictflar the effects of source convection, by first considering an elementary {
distribution for A(TI,r) that represents a line source distribution along the Xl-axis. I
Let us put

oo

A(y,r)=_(r_2)6(_a)lala exp(itaDor) _'_ Amexp(i21rmtll/ll) (36)
--Do

where Ii, /2, and la are length scales of tile disturbance, m is the mode number, and
woo is the source frequency. On substitution into Lighthill's integral we find

lll2la e " x e_(z,_o0) _ xp(*_o/_:)Am (at)
2eoo_
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where m = -tvtlll cosO/2rrcao. Since the source is movblg at tile speed Uc we see
that

k! = keos# = -27rtn//i and _o _- k/ca_ = _DJ(I - ._,1¢cos 0)

Tbus, in the far field, at a polar imgle O, we have a discrete Doppler-shifted
frequency sound lield with w(I = _;DII/(1 - Moons0), which wtries with tile anglo O,
and only tile mode rtt -- -wt)llcos0/2_'ca_ can radiate, where m is an integer,
We interpret this result Im providing a conditiml that sound radiation to tile far
field involves only that part of tim wave-number-frequency spectrum of the source
function A(y, t) for which tile phase speed u;/k of its wav_compmlents exactly equals

external speed of sound era, where k = _ is the warntile ]nnlil)_F of,

the sound. We see that for tbis source fimction, the radiation changes with Math
number of the source, but its amplitude is always finile. Alternatively, for given
vnlnes of we, l_, and m, stmad radiation will be beamed at one angle 0m = 0 only,
where cosOm = -21rmcoJ_olo.

The Llghthtll-Ffowcs Williams Theory of
Convection

The special properties of the Lighthill source function, which inehlde tile second
time derivative of_j at omission generate similar preferential radiation character-
istics at afi Macll numbers, It can be shown that, provided ._,tccosO _ l,

1 f f f 07T._:(_, v)/0r 2 .
p(x,t) Ill _ it71 (38)

which is another of Lighthill's important results. In fignre I tile effects of convective
amplification are clearly shown. Equation (,38)was the starting poblt for tile work of
Frowns Williams (re/'. 39) on the radiated noise frmn high-speed jets, This solution
applies to a volmn_ distribution of quadrupoles traveling at subsonic and supersonic
speeds, including tile ease where ]1 -Mcces# I = 0. An uncritical deduction from
equation (30) would lead to tile assmnption that the emission of infinite sonnd occurs
in a direction perpendicular to Mack waves. When JM I > 1, care is needed to tirol
the emission of finite sound in directions along and close to the dormals to the Maeh
WaVeS.

At supersonic convection speeds the disturbance created by the nloving eddies
in the jet mixing region is responsible for tbe creation of iVlacb waves mid weak
shock waves in the external medium, Figure 2 (frmn ref. 40) shows typical pictures
:)f Mach wave radiation. However, eddies are not solid objects and tlmy do not
hove at a steady speed, Thus, we must regard the eddies _ possessing both a ninon
,onveetion speed and some Ihlctuation. At subsonic and supersonic convection speeds
1 directioIis other than normal to the Mack wavcs_ the effect of the fluctuation in
onvection speed is negligible, Ilowever, in the direction normal to tile Mach waves,
'here Moons0 ----1, tile Doppler factor in equation (38) must be replaced by

I0- MoonsO)"_+(_lc_)l tl_" (39)
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(a) F_lllye.vpandedjet,

• I,_ Fstt..,_tl_"

(b) Choked jet,

Figltr_ 2. Jet at stlpersotlic speeds shuwit_.q Much waves outside jet boumtary.
(l_v,n_ 40.)
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wbcre vr is tile average fluctuating velocity component (root-mean-square value)
normal to tbc Macil waves and ¢_has an order of magnitude equal to the cbaracteristic
Strouhal number of tbe turbulence wolfor, where w0 is tile characteristic turbulent
circular frequency and lr is the characteristic turbulence length scale ill a direction
hernial to tile Mach waves. The term o_v2r/c_ is negligible except near Mccos0 --- 1.
In the direction normal to tbe Mach waves the sound power radiated per unit volume
of turbulence is proportional to

pc_Wo15

where _ is tbe nman-square fluctuation of the stress tensor _j,10 is a length scale
of the correlation volume, and av2r/c_o is replaced by (wOlr/c_) 2. This result was
first given in reference 39.

The Neglect of Density Fluctuations in
the Flow

The Lightbi]l acoustic analogy provides a satisfactory foundation for tile study
of the sound radiation from unsteady aerodynamic flows, including turbulent jet
flows, in motion at subsonic and supersonic speeds. In all the discuasions relating
to estimates of tile magnitude of the effective source strength tile fluctuations in
density in the source field bave been ignored. This approximation may be justified
on the basis of the Morkovin (ref. 4I) and Br_dsbaw (ref.d2) Iwpotheses for mean jet
convection Mach numbers less than about 1.5. For jets at highl!r speeds the turbulent
mixing region contains eddies moving supersonically relative to the ambient flow.
The accompanying wavelets_ or sbocklets, produce significant fluctuations in density
in tile acoustic source region and these cannot be ignored. Further discussion of the
noise from ldgb-speed jets is given in another chapter.

The Spectrum of Aerodynamic Noise

Space-Time Correlations of tim Source'
Function

The generalexpressionsfortheautocorrelationofthenoiseintensityand its
spectraldensityattllepositionofthefar-fieldobserverare,respectively,

I/_Tfire p(x, tl)p(x, t¢+ t*) df (40)

and
- I f oo

l(x,w) = _,_ ]__ exp(-i_or')I(x,r*) dr* (41)

where _ is the frequency in tile fixed frame of tile observer, If we assume that tim
turbulent field is stationary and tbus its mean properties do not w_ry with the time
of measurement, tben tbe space-time correlation of tbe second time derivative of tbe
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stress tensor may be written as

04 02T_:_O_::
_r4Pa(y,_,r) -- _ _ (,t2)

where Tzz and T_x are, respectively, tide aligned components of tile Lighthifi stress
tensor at tide sonree positions "r/and _ -- r/+ 6, with corresponding retarded times rl
and "r'2,for a given observer position x. The term PO is tile space-time covariance of
Tij at a fixed point in the source region afigned with tide observer situated at (x, 0),
where O is the angle relative to tile direction of motion, which in tim case of a jet

would be along tile jet axis. *

Autoeorrolatlon of the Far-Field Sound

Intensity

Now II -- y - c_Mcrl, _ -- z - c_Mc_2, and 6 = r/- ¢ is the spatial sepanttion
of the sources at 7I and ¢ in tile moving frame, and 7I and _"correspond respectively
to tim two fixed points y and z at which emission takes place. Tile corresponding
retarded times are rl and r2. With _-_mthe difference in retarded times between tim
emissions at y and z and t* as the difference in their reception times at tbe observer
we find that

coot*]Jx - y] + 6. (x - Y)[ (43)
r = c_ I ix_y I -Me' (x-y)]

and in tile far field, wlmre Ixl>> lY[,this reduces to

ec_t*x + 6. x (4,t)
r = c_zl 1 - Mr.eosOl

If we write tim wave-number vector as k = -oJx/xc_ and note tbat dt* =
(1 - Mecos0) dr, then the far.fiehl autocorrelation of the sound intensity is

, _ 1 04
,(x,t)- fffdy/// -ff_r4Po(y,6,r)d6 (45)

and tile cro_-power spectnd deosity is

7(x,_) _ _ f f f _'lr0(y,k,_n) dy (46)

wlmre _0 is the four-dimensional Fourier transform of tile source space-time eovari-
anne and

i ff £ ,

Tile Doppler-sbifted noise frequency in the far field is WD = w(1 -- Mceos0),
where _ais the source freqummy. Tim far-field noise intensity and its spectral density
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are finite at all Maeh numbers. This result w_mfirst given in reference 39. An earlier
approximation to this result wire given by Lille)' (ref. ,t3). The correct result for
l(x,w) was given by Ligllthill (rcfs. 4 and 5) and by Ribner (ref. 4d).

If tile source fimction PO has the pllysically possible form

in a moving frame ll_wing the convection velocity Uc, we can easily find tile part of P0
that is responsible for tile far-field radiation. We find tim four-dimensional Fourier
transform of P0 and then integrate the result over all angles in wave-munber space
to fl_ldthe average wavc-mlmber spectrllln fnnctlolt/_0 as a fil]lction of wave ntllnber
k and frequency ta only. Here k = Ikl and _ is tile frequency of sound in tile far field
and is related to the frequency in tim source fiohl ca/) IW wD = w(1 - MccosO). Thus
we find

t - t*x_-ik 6 0

(dg)
and

Bo(y, k, taD) = 2_rf_ sin O_ O(y, k, wD) dO

Contours of constant BOare plotted in figure 3 ms fimctions of k and taD for several
values of Me. Also plotted is tile line wl0 = klocoo. It is only values of Ba lying on tlds
line that contribute to tile far-fiekl radiation. At low convection Mach numbers tile
wavelength of tile noise is four to five tbnes tile elmracteristic length of the energy-
containing turbulent eddies, and those eddies responsible for most of the radiation
are a slightly smaller scale tlmn tile encrg3,-containing eddies. This conclusion was
found independently in reference 45, an blvcstigation of tile noise radiated from
isotropie turbulence, and in reference 43, which contains studies on tile noise from
jets. At bigher convection Maeh mm_bers approaching unity tile wavelength of the
noise is roughly twice the characteristic length of the energy-containlng eddies, and
those eddies responsibl0 for most of tile radiation are about one-third the scale of
the energy-containing eddies. These results were obtained ill reference 39.

Useful Definitions Used 111Aerodynamic
Noise Theory

Ill tbe rosaits discllSSt_d subseqnently we use a nllnlber nf qnantities thnt we define
llere for convenience. These are tile sound intensity

l(x) = f_: 7(x, to) d._ (51)

and tile sound power

P = 2rrx 2 fOr sin Ol(x, O) dO
(_o)
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ml tile tmsumptioo that tim acoustic far field is cylindrically symmetric with respect
to the jet axis. We define the sound pressure level in decibels am

SPL = 10 loglfl _ (53)
Pref

aml tile total sound power level In decibels is

P

N = 10]oglo _ (5.1)

Tile Structure of a Turbulent Jet

The Initial Mixing Layer

Tile structure of tile tllrbulent nlixblg region of a circular jet bm_been studied
extensively by many experimentalists. Tile initial mixing region, from about one to
four diameters from tile jet exit, is sbnilar to tbc twe-dimelmional phme mixing layer
since its overall thickness b is small compared witb the jet diameter Dj. For tile plane
mixing layer and for values of UlYl/U > ]0 5, wllere Ul is tile velocity outside the
mixing region, Yl is measured parallel to UI, and _, is the eddy viscosity, it is known
from the me_murmnents of reference _16tbat the flow sLeucture is self-preserving in
the sense tlmt tim average properties of the turbulence and of the mean Ilow at imy
section of the ndxing region are similar excep_ for a change in scale.

In the initial mixing region, if all upstream disturbances are absent, the rnixb,g
layer exhibits characteristics of laminar flow followed by transition to turbulence at
Reynolds numbers ofabmlt UlYl/l_ > ,1× 105. At lowjet Reynolds numbers the dis.
turbances associated with the most amplified instability w_wes clm be readily visual.
ized m)d their breakdown results in the formation of vortex rings and, subsequently,
secondary az&nuthtd waves and tbo formation of longitudinal, or streamwise, vor-
tices. The experiments of Crow and Champagne. (ref. ,17)and tbe theory of Micha|ke
(refs. 48 and ,19) show that tbe preferred wavelengtb for nlaxbnmn spatial growtb
is Ti to 8,6, where _i is the thickness of tile hlitial sbear layer. The initial region is
shown clearly in figure 4, which is for it 25-]nm-dlameter air jet at It.iet Math number
close to unity. Sinlflar results were obtained bl reference fi0.

Vortex breakdown occurs with and without coalescence, or pairing, of successive
vortex rings. The detailed description of convective instability and, hi eertakl
eases, absolute instability of mixing layers and their progress toward transition are
interpreted and expertly summarized Ju rcfermme 51.

The '13arbulent Structure in a Mixtng
Region

Experimental evidence suggests tha_ the vortex structures existing in the fired
stages of transition persist in the region where flow is fully turbnlent. In addition,
large vortex structures arise naturally in the turbulent flow, and hlrther discussion
on this takes place below, The question of tile importance of the collapse of regular
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, ' =

(a) Knife-ed!le vertical,

(b) Knife.edge horizonlal.

Figure 4, Structure of initial mixing ret.lion of 25.ram-diameter air jet at hi_lh

subsonic Mach humblers, /33' = '2.50 m/see; field diameter, 0.,9 m; picture
sequetlee_ 0.,_ msee.
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vortex rings and vortex pairing and the resulting large localized pressure fluctuations
as a source of intense noise generation h4mbeen raisecl by many researchers (refs. ,17,
52, 53, 54, anti 55). This question, however, renmins unanswered for jets at high
Reylmkls numbers, where tho tnrbll]ent d_fusion processes act to smear oat Sl|cb

peaks in pressure fluctuations, although the concensus is tilat at subsonic jet speeds
in fidly turbulent flow such noise is small in amplitude compared with tile noise
generated by turbulent mixing, lhlrther discussion on this ropier including tile
corrcspouding effects in supersonic flow, is found in another dmpter. Certainly
transition from laminar to turbulent flow is n strong source of noise in a mixing
region, and measurements of noise from jets at low Reynolds numbers, where the
extent of laminar flow from the jet exit to transition covers many diameters in length,
do not follow the corresponding results at higher Reynolds numbers,

The turbulent structure in a jet at high Reynolcis mlmbers is strongly bdmma-
geneoas o.s a result of the spreading of the flow into the surrounding nonturbnlent
ambient fluid. Tbe bounding surface of the mixing zone is highly contorted by eddies
that, according to references 31 and 56, resemble the Hehaholtz instability of a vor-
tex sheet, with a growth and decay cycle, Tile alternation between instability and
stability suggests tbat overall the flow is in a state of near neutral stability, and tile
contortions of tile bouading surface allow the eatraimnent rate of irrotational fluid to
be stir-adjusting anti dependent on a flow constant Rs only. The flow in a je_.uvuwbe
imsumcd to be composed of a mean velocity field U(x), a large eddy motion ul(x, t),
and the main turbulent motion u"(x, t). Tile main turbulent motion includes all the
snmll eddies down to tile slaallest eddies responsible for the dissipation, According
to reference 31, it may he e_.z_unlcdthat tile turbulence is qur.si-honlogeneous at tile
higher end of this nmge down to a state of local isotropy in wlfich the structure ix
near universal, which by observation is in accord with Kolmogorolf's theory. Ed-
dies hi this lower range of sizes make little contribution to the total kinetic energ_
of the turbulent motion, Townsend shows that the main turbulent motion is ex-
posed to the meau shear or strain rates imposed by tile mean flow gradients, As a
result of rapid-distortion theory tile essential anisotropic features of the main turbu-
lent motion can be estlnlatsd, and good qualitative agreement of these values with
experimental values is obtabmd, Thus, tile nmin turbulent motion is shown to pos-
sess structural similarity such that its contribution to tile.main motion is limited to
changes in velocity" aml length. 2bwasend quotes results for the relative strengths
of the components of tim Reynolds stress tensor for diiferent regions of the jet and
shows tile differing degrees of anisotropy tbat exist between tile initial mixing region
and tits flow downstream of tile potential core, All these results are for low subsonic
Mash nambers, llowever, many of these strlleturtd parameters remabi uneba;]ged at
higher Mash ntunbem_ provided the jet is shock free. A cletailed discussion of tim
turbulent structure in supersonic jets is considered in anotlmr chapter.

Tt|rbulent Measurements in a Moving
Frame

The measurements from which tile results discussed above have been obtained
have all used fixed-frame analysis, hi general, this gives an impression tlmt there is
a random distribution of eddies crossing tim observation whldow and that events
relatively remote from each other are statistically indepenclent, llowever, flow
visualization alld space-time metksuroments lit laboratory Reynolds llulnbers show
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that much of the structure, especially in the larger scale eddies, is ordered and
has r, longer characteristic decay time than would I)e apparent frmn a statistical
analysis of the measurements. The experimental measurements of reference 2`5for the
cro£_ correlation R 11(_,r) are shown in figure 5, In these measurements the average
convection spccd of the turbulence is almost constant across tile mixing region. Its
valae is related to a group velocity, since tile turbulence amy be represented by a
dispersive wave system, which is a fimctinn of frequency. An average vahm of the
convection speed in the initial mixing region of a jet is 0.62 times the mainstream
velocity difference between tile centcrline velocity of tile jet Uj and the velocity of
the ambient _ldd outside UI. Ia figaro 5 the moving-frame at_tocorrelatioa at the
speed of asnveetion, is the envelope of tile croSs-correlation curves and has the largest
characteristic time scale Lr,lm_x:It is found that Lr,max Isof the order of the inverse
of tile mean shear OU1/Ox2, proof that the eddy distortion is directly related to the
masn shear as discassed pruvionsly. If u0 and It_are charnctcristic scales of velocities
mid eddy size_, then Lr max = O(lo/uO) also, This simple result is in agreement with
Prandtl's mixing length theory, which states _(I = ID0UI/03:2. The measurements
sho*v that with we = 1/Lr, uu_, wolo/uo = 1,7 (or _10/7_0 = 0.27 approximately),
whom _o = 25.1"ois the characteristic circular frequency.

Figure 5. Cross correlation /_ll(_,V) ill ZS-mm-diameter (1,0-in.) jet at
AI_=oAs.y_= _.sDj;r =0.SD_.(_,a _f. _9)

We note that wolo/uo is the characteristic Strouhal number of tile turbulence in a
moving frame and we ;nay assnmo it is nearly constant throughout tile entire mixing
region.

The integral length scale LIt of the turbulence is independent of the convection
speed and has a value of about 0.12yt near the center of the initial mixing region.
Tile isocorrelation contours as measured in reference 2`5in a 25-mm jet at M = 0.4,5
are shown in figure 6 and clearly show the frame of reference in which the correlation
falls most slowly. In this case it is 0.62 times the jet exit speed. The variation of the
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convection speed across tim initial mixing region of a je_ at two stations downstream
oftilejetexitisshowninfigure7.

The Large-Scale Structure

The large-scale structure of tile turbulence in tile mixing region of a jot hn.s
been shown experimentally, ILl observed through flow visualization and nmthods
involving eonditiollal sampling, to possess self-simflar structures that are coherent
and extend in the direction of their convection. These are dise|lssed by ninny authors,
including Yule (ref. 57) and Browand and Weidman (ref. 58). These structures may
similarly be described in terms of their w_wenumber and frequency structure and are
amenable to theoretical description. Tbey have been termed wave models or wavelike
(rnfs. 59 and g0). Tim recent work of reference 61 provides a suitable model for the
strueturn of the two-dbnen.sional mixing region of _ jet based on this wave theory
of turbulence. With this weakly nmdinear, finite-amplitude model reference 61 finds
thut tile primitive large-scale structure of tile mixing region, as shown in figure 8,
is the result of tile bmtability of the b_mle turbulent flow to small disturbances.
Corresponding experimental results (ref. 62) are shown in figure 9. Tile amplitude of
tile unstable disturbauces and tlmir subharmonies grow initially exponentially with
both time and space and arc convccted downstream with a plmse speed of about
0.6U1. Eventually, tbough, strong nonlinear [tad threc_dimensional distortion sets
in and the simple waveform of tim most unstable wave becmnes more broadband,
with tile result that the local flow develops into a complex eddy structure of many
different sizes t as dlscllssed _tbove, and tile turbulenen possesses a near continuous
spectrum. As a result tile width of tbe local mean flow grows with downstream
distance, tm slmwn Jn figure 10. Accordhlgly the properties of tile most unstable
wave change and largest eddy structures dominate. This condition is accmnmodatcd
by a "paMng," or some related interaction, between snbsequent yet randmnly formed
upstream disturbances as they are convected downstream. Stone irregularity in tim
structures develops, and overall the new strnct|lres suffer a pronounced jitter due to
tile irregular, turbulent flow developing downstream. Yet on average, as confirmed
by the conditionally sampled results, the large-scale structures possess a remarkably
cokerent structure eonveetlng downstream. TIic main turbulence is sandier in scale

but is also eonvccted downstream along with the large-scale turbulence. Tim slnaller
scale turbulence eventmdly decays through a Kohnogoroff cascade process down to
tim smallest scales of turbulence at which dissipatiml oecllrs. Tile irregularity in
the large-annie structures becomes nlore marked in the mixing region downstream of
tim potential core, but nevertheless st|d| u large*scale structure appears to exist and
acts to control both the mean flow local growth and the entrainment of the external
irrotational fluid into the jet. Different modal structures, reflected in different large-
scale structures, develop when the jet is induced to spin about its axis and when tile
jet is nonuniform and highly disturbed at the exit pbme.

All the results discussed above relate to the case when the jet is devoid of both
internal lind external excitation. Our desm'iption of tile large-scale structure makes
no mentiou of tim sound field generated by it. The randomness of this sound field and
its low aml)fitude compared wltb tim kinetic energy of tbe eddy structures from which
it is generated suggest that the large-scale eddy structure is |mchanged as a result
of the presence of this sound field, even though tile sound field suffers scattering,
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Figure 8, Calculated streaklines for two-dimcs,sional ,shear layer at
nondhnensional time o.1"90 nnit._. (l_in ref. 6L)

diffraction, and refraction its it trtwerses t|lO turlmlent flow before issuing into the
external irrotatiolml flow and propagating tow_trd tile distrait observer.

Discrete freqasncy aerodynamic or acoustic forced exeflstion of the jet generated

internally or externally has, on the other hand, _tmarked effect el| the jet structure,
st least in the initial mixing region downstream of the jet exit, Provided such
disturbance is of snflleient amplitude, the most imstablc waves are now closely related

to the excitation frequency and its |mrnionies, Violent changes ill the structure of
the jet mixing region oee||r and in extreme cases result in the rapid spreading of tile
jet in one plane to the splitting of tile jet into two or more separate jets, The sound

field from an excited jet is treated in another chapter, l'_trther work on excited jets
may be found in references 63 to 66,

The Self-Preserving Properties in Jets

For both plane and circular jets at high ]'¢eynolds numbers and low Mash nunlbers,
experiments show that throughout the mixing region tile nle_m flow is self-preservlng

and depends on u{_and l(;, which are flnlctions of tile tL_ial coordinate Yl, and tile
flow is geometrically similar at all sections, As discussed ill references 3{} and 31, self-
preserving flow is fimited to either n.xisymmetric fiows or flows in whisk tile width in

one direction is effectively infinite, such its the plane jet or plane mixing layer. Here u(_
is the scale of the mean velocity variation, and ll_ is tile length scale of the flow; _t0 is
the scale of tile turbulent velocities itnd is proportional to n_. tlnwever, the complete
turbulent structure llzu_a response time which is, hi general, long compared with the
time for tile mean llow development, T|ms we find for tile jet that the conditions

for self-preserving flow are broadly met for scales of turbulence of the order of I(_ in
lengtla, where the menlt width b of tile mixing zone is of tile order of 21_ to 31t_and
b -_ 0.321./1 for thejet issuing into fluid at rest, However, for the hlrger eddies hi

the mixing zone tile response time is longer than for tile mean flow development and
tile large eddy structures persist for many jet diameters downstrean|, a.s shown in
many flow visualization photographs discussed previously, The differences between
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Figure 10. Calculated 91_u_tt_of shear laver at low speed_, (From re/. 61,)

the strlteturo of a jet and a wake fardownstream from their respective origins httve
been noted in reference 3I, In the jet the lateral mean veloeity_ which is directed
radially inward, is muell greater than tbat for tim wake, and according to Townsend,
it restricts the growth of the large eddies. The intermitteney of turbulence in a jet is
less tlmn it is in a wake, For a two-dimensional high-speed jet issuing into It medium
at rest, tile spread of the mixing region into tim quiescent medium occurs at a fltster
rate titan it does Into tbe bigb-speed flow (ref, 67),

For tbe eireuhtr jet we can describe certain ha.sic flow properties, Following tim
work of reference 31, we find that if the Reynolds number is snfllciently bigb, tim
initial mixing region may be assumed to be planar, with a mean velocity distribution

_J-o¢ o_pC-_'/2)d_ (gg)

where A = U.r/Uj, r_o _ 0,aa(1- A)/(1+ A),and r/ = lj2/l_*I. If we assume that
tile energy-eontniuing eddies llave a scale of tile order of l_,. wbere l_ is about balf
the width of the mixing region, then tim dissipation lengtb scale L_ (as defined by

Towllsend) is about 3l_, where the turbulent energy dissipation c _- (u_):l/2/Lo For
tbe plane mixing region I_ increases linearly with Yl, and similar growtb occurs for
tile circular jet issuing into tbe ambient fluid. For tim jet issuing into a moving fluid,
with tile external speed small compared with tbe jet exit speed, tbe growth of the
jet is also linear with Yl. When tile two speeds become nearly equal tile growth is
(Yt - Y0)1/3, and such a case occurs asymptotically far downstream when tilt jet
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Jet Noise. Classical Theory and Experimentscenterline velocity approaebes tbe external velocity. In all these flow eases tile flow

l is self-preservlng.
References 68 and 69 sbow tbat tbe lengtb of tbe potential core L increases with

: tile ratio A = UI/U j. Similarly, reference 70 showsi
(
¢ L 4.39

where L)j is the jet exit diameter. This result wtm obtained for low speeds, but

f hlrther experbnents show L/Dj inere_.scs slowly witb incretming Maeb mtmber. Iaaddition, tim growth of tile mixing region can be expressed by
¢

1-h
b(y)= 0.32yiT'_"A (57)t

j with l_ _- b(yl)/2.4, Since tile overall widtb of tim mixing region is not defined
with any precision, we will a.ssmne in tile following applications relating to the

det0rolination of the strength of tbe effective noise sources that to a suflicieutapproximation, the width of the mixing region at tim end of tim potential core is equal
to the jet exit diameter. Tim overall growtb of tim mixing region with downstream
distance varies from a model circular jet to a full-scale, straight-jet engine, and the
limited experimental data suggest a variation similar to that shown in figure 1L

Tile Intensity of turbulence varies considerably tbroughout a jet. Typical results
from experiments are shown in figure 12 (from ref. 71). These results are for
the overall turbulenee intensities, which include both tbe fully turbulent and the
nontnrbulent components. These components ditfer markedly from the separate
rotational and irrotational components_ wbieh arise as a result of tim turbulence
intermitteney. Tiros nalcb of tlm variation of the mean turbulence properties across
tbe jet_ as sbown in figure 13, arises from the turbtdcnee intermittency, with the
result being that in the periods when tbe flow is fidly turbulent, tbn turbulence
intensity distribution is more uniform across tile mixing region.

Otltsido tlm mixing region in tile irrotational fluid, experiments confirm tbat tile_o
fluctuating velocity components decrease *mYZ" at large values of Y2, where Y2 is tim
distance normal to the boundary of the mixing region.

Tim Flow Properties Downstream of tim
Potential Core

Tileaverage turbuleoco properties of tim mixing region of a circular jot of diameter
Dj Ill tile regions upstream of and downstream of tbe end of tbo potential core L
are shown in figure 12. Reference 31 shows tbat tlmeo properties depend m_the flow
constant Rn, wbieh is defined as lu_lll_/u, where t, is tile eddy viscosity and n_ and
l_ are, respectively, a characteristic velocity aud length scale of the mean flow. Tbe
mean velocity distribution for tim jet downstream of tbe potential core is given by

(:)_ou= u:+_ o_p-_ (_s)
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where U! is the velocity of tile outer flow and U1 > UI is tile velocity Oil tile jet

center e, T e centerline of tile jet is Y2 = 0, so that Yl_= UI - Uf. If the vorticity
thickness is defined _ts

u_- u/

then we find l_/6 = 0.520. According to reference 68, U1/(Uj - U/) = L/y I when
Yl > L, Wizen A = 0 we obtain I_ = 0.008yl,

The Flow Properties in the Initial
Mixing Region

For the initial mixing region tile transverse distribution of the three normal

components ef the turbulence velocity is slnown in figure 1,1. In this region the
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Figure 13. Variation of intermittency factor across mien9 region or jet. (From
ref, 3I,)

mean velocity distribution is given hy (sea eq. (55))

u_) [q+r,_ 2
U= Uf+ _J__ exp(--x/2) ,t_ (GO)

where 7/= y2/l_. In this region n_ = Ui - UI, and in both regions U/"is tile external
velocity. For a jet that is.sues into tile ambient medium at rest, U/ ----O. We lind
that lo/_ = 0 40 where again _ is the vortieity thickness From reference 62,

I-A

= 0.18T_--_m (61)

with l_ = 0.46, if we assume the thickne.ss of the shear layer is zero at the jet exit.

('7)'/" '_,,,_

UI "*

(r_'_) I/:I h,y,.r

Ut '
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I P I I r" I
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Ct_taream dist azlee_ fl2/Yl

Figure 14 . Variation of turbulence velocity components across mixing region
of jet, (From ref. 31,)
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REference 31 indicates that Rs _ 35.7 for tile plane mixing layer when A << 1.
Tberefore,

. 2 1-A _ 1-A
0 = _ 1+ Azll= °'°_gTT-ATn (62)

Howeva5 if we adjust tim vnhm of/_s to 3i) and make a sindlar adjustment to the
experimental value stated above, the agreement is satisfactory between the results
given in reference 31 and the experimental data of reference 62. When A --- 0, tile
rate of growth of tim initial mixing layer is similar to that of tim jet far downstream
of tile end of the potential core. Tile overall width of the mixing region is given by
b(yl) _. 0.3yl and im average wdue of l(__ 0.ly 1. For tile regiml dm.vnstream of the
potential core and considering only tile case A <<1, we find

b(yl) _ 0.2dyl (63)

, The Entrainment Into tim Jet

Tile growth of the width of a jet depends on tile entrainment, although both
quantities are part of tile equilibrium balance imposed on tile jet structure by the
conservation integral properties of the jet flow and its boundary conditions. If we
first consider the special ctL_eof incompressible flow and let UE be tile effective
average entrainment velocity at tile jet boundary, then for self-preserving flow in the

• 1 jet far downstream of the end of the potential core it follows that UE is inversely
proportional to downstream distance and Is only weakly dependent on tile velocity
distribution across the jet for a given jet and jet thrust.

In tile initial mixing layer, which we aasume is planar, tbe entrainment from the
high-speed stream differs from that from the ambient medimn. Both entmbmmnts
are directed toward the mixing layer. If the elfeetive Entrainment velocities frmn the
high-speed fluid and ambient fluid are U+ and U-, respectively, then we find

v+ _ dl0 U_ - Io)_ (64)
_'j = - 2d-_j1 _j = (11 " dyl

where I1 and 12 are, respeetivdy, fY(rl) do and ff(rl) 2 &} and the mean velocity
distribution is f(o) = (U - UI)/(U j - U/). Since 71flis found from experiment to be
-0.03, it follows that tbe turbulent diffusion into the ambient medium is greater tban
that into the high-speed flow, a condition that agrees with the results of reference 67.

Further study shows that ill all regions of the jet tile eatrainment is a strung
function of the velocity ratio A, tbe density ratio pj/pm, and tbe jet Mach number

Mj. Some typical results for tile ratio of me_s flux in tile jet rnjet to mass finx nt the
jet exit mj are shown in figure 15 (from ref. 72). Tile. values of A,pj/p_, and A["
therefore Influence the structural parametem of tile .lot, such as tile spreading rate
of tile jet_ tile eenterline velocity decay downstream of the potential core_ and the
local turbulent intensity. Thus, as might have been expected, the flow strnctme of
the jet on a full-scale aircraft jet engine in flight :nay differ dramatically frmn that
of a static model jet tested in the laboratory at ambient temperature.
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Figure 15. Ratio of m_s Jh_ in jet to exlt ml_ss BI_. (From ref. 7'2.)

The Properties of the Mixing Region at
High Speeds

We have discussed the properties of the mixing region in [_ jet at low subsoilic
Mach numbers. Rcfercnc_ 70 and 71 give information on the changes that occur
with an inere_tse in Mach mlmher from subsonic to supersonic shock-free flows. Tile

mafll conclusions from their results are tlmt, with incretmlng M_tch nmnber, tile
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growth of tile mixing regions decreases, tile length of the potential core incretLses,
and tile intensities of the longitudhml and tim lateral velocity components decrease.
Figure 16 shows tile variation of urmn/U.i with distance along the centerlhm yl/2:c

(xe is length of tile potential core) of a jet at three Math numbers _Lsme_.sured in
reference 71. Tbey obtained similar results for vrms/Uj. Tim intensity does not fidl
to zero throughout the potential core, afi.hough the level is small comparctl with the
maximum intensity as shown in figure 12. Tim wdue o1"urm_/Uj reaches its peak at
nearly twice the length of the potential core and then decays at a rate similar to that
found in the self-preserving region farther downstream. The growth of the length of

i the potential core is shown ill figure 17(a), which include_ results from reference 71
as well _s from otlmr experiments. Figure 17(b) shows tile corresponding dccrcl_se
in the nondimensionalized vorticity thickness bq with inerE&sing Mach munber. At
ldgh Mach mlmbers, 6_ decrcmscs as 1/Mj as Mj tends to [ntinity (ref. 62).

Concluding Remarks

We have shown in this section that the flow structure in a turlmlent circular
jet defies shnple description oven in low-speed [low. At subsonic speeds the jet
structure is broadly divided into the initial mixing region, covering the length
of the potelltial core, alld a more extensive region down_trcnnl Between these
regions is an intermediate region that, although continuous with the upstream and
downstrealn regions, has a i_on-self-prescrving strtlctllre, and that structtlre is not
well documented. It is possibly the region contributing most to the radiated acoustic
[)owur,

The information we require as input to our model for tile noise generation fi'om
tile turbulent flow includes the mean [low properties of tile jet; tile instability of
the mixing region close to tbe nozzle exit and its breakup into large-scale vortical
structures and, eventually, b|to fully turbulent flow; tile structure of tlle turbulent
flow in all regions of tim jet, including its amplitude, length and time scales, and
mean speed of convection; tile hlfluencc of large eddy structures on tile growth of
the mixing region and the intermittency of ttm turbulent flow; and the structure of
the turbulent flow close to tile [loWboundaries, its relation to tile irrrotational flow

! outside, and the entrainnmnt of that irrotational fluid,
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(From roy. 71.)

However, even with this vast experimented data bank, WEstill need to make a
judgement on tlmse regions of the turbulent shear flow tbat generate the greatest
contribution to the radiated noise and their contribution to the amplitude and the
length and time scalt,._of the corresponding effective acoustic source function In a
moving frmnc, as required in the Lighthill acoustic analogy. All tile information
we have includad in this section is relevant to the understanding and justification
for the parameters we use in the model for tbe jet noise source fnnction and its
distribution. It is this source function that must contain idi the details of the
convccting turbulcxtt flow, since in Lighthill's acoustic analogy this source function
replaces the entire flow. Hut here we issue a word of caution, Tile source function
involves a moving-franm, fourth-order covnriance with spatial and corresponding
retarded-time separations with respect to a fixed far.field observer. Tile experimental
data on this covariancc are almost nonexistent, and the best we can do is to infer
its properties from tile experimental data we have already briefly reviewed. The
success or failure of our attempts to find a suitable approximation to the source
fimction and its distribution for insertion in Lighthill's acoustic analogy, based on
the turbulent structure information, depends on the agreement we finally obtain
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between tile calculated and experimental characteristics of tim radiated noise field.
At best we hope to uncover tile sources of error in the values of tile parameters used

! in our model, ms well ns those aspects of the application of tile Lighthill acoustic
analogy that require further s|udy, thmngh the introduction of the flow-acoustic

] interaction theories.
I

! The Acoustic Analogy Source Model in Jet
Noise

The Acoustic Analogy Equations

In previous sections it has been found that Lighthill's acoustic analogy leads to
l the following result (eq, (45)) for the autocorrelation of the sound intensity in the
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far field of a stationary jet when the convection velocity of tile bulk of the turbulent
flow at any cross-section of the jet is subsonic and the jot, if,_upcrsonic, is shock free:

1 0 'l

where PO is the sollrca flmetion evahmted ill it franm lIloving at tile velocity Uc(y),
6 is tim space separation with respect to lllovhlg eoordhmtes_ Rnd _"is the correspond-

lag retarded-time difference. Tile corresponding power spectnd dellsity (eq.(,Ifl)) ix

" /H7(x, to) z o --,_ " w'iT_o{y,k,o.'D) dy

where

-- 1 . O0

and w is the frequency of the radiated noise and caD is tim frequency of the tnrbulence
in the nioving frame.

The term fr0(Y, k, COD)is tile four-dimcnsimlal Fourier transforul of PO(y,k, 7'),
which is assumed to be a symmetric ftmetion about the origins of _5 and r. It

is a real function of k and WD, toni for each vahm of to it is expected to have
a maximum amplitude at some position y within the source vohmle. This is a
reflection of the self-preserving structure of the mixing region of a jet, whereby

the domilnint frequelleies in tile tllri)ldenen lit any station dowllstrclim fl,Olll the

jet exit are inversely proportimml to the growth of the width of the mixing region.

Since the far-field anise spectrum involves an integration of P# over the entire source
region, it is apparent that in general the contrillution to thlit spectrliia widdn a
given frequency band involves only sources located within a small sectkm of the jet,

aM in particular it involves only that part of their wave-number-frequency spectrum
finletion surrounding k mid o_D corresponding to w. Thus the complete determination
of th0 wave-nulld)er-freqtloncy spectrum fnncti011 lit each _;otlrce Ioclttion ill tile jet
is unnecessary, since it ix silly the region of tile spectrum around tim matched rabies
of te D and k that contributes to the far-field liolse,

The Model forthe Space-Time
Correlation Ftmctlon

hi _t pi'uvluiis section We also refer to the vlirlatioll of tile turblllcnt structure

acro_ any sectionof the mixing region,inchldiagitsintermittencynear tltejet
bbundarics.The detailedanalysisofreference43,inwhichthejetintermittencyvim

neglected,showed theamplitudeof P0 to be distributedacreagethejetin a Gmlssilm
distribution.However,ifwe extend thatmctliod toincludetltejetintermitteilcyand,
moreover,takeaccount ofthe largeeddy structurein tilejet,itappearsthe source

flllle[.ion is likely to be approximately uniform, on averRge, Reross tile mixing region
tit ally station. Oil the assumption that tile source function distribniimi is uniforni
at all statlotis of tile jet at higii Reynolds llalllbers and the length aild velocity
scales of the turbulence, which determine tile prolmrtic.'s of the source fimction, lnwe
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tile self-preserving properties msdetermined for tbc incompressible jet, a pbysically
posslblo form for the Sollrce fllnction can be proposed Lllllt ill turlt can l)e rcdlleed

to an effectivo source fimetion that is a fimction of the axial eoordinato .Yl o y for
each vahle ef the far-flekl frequency w. We refer to this fimetion n,s the mxial source
finletion R(yl,to), where

R(,,,w)=ff i,,=o)du.,.dr,:, (65)
Thus,withintheelongatedsourceregionofajetwe barereducedour problem

tothedeterminationoftheensembleaverageoftheturbulentstructuresthatcon-
tfibutctothespace-retarded-timecorrelationfunctionPO(Y,/_,"I")anditsintegration
throughouttbosourceregion.Our model,whichatbestisagro_silpproxbnationto
tlmaveragepropertiesofDO,isunlikelytobeequaltoitsvalueatanyone realiza-
tionofthejetmixingregionflow,buttbonneithersboulditbeso.Few experiments
havebeenperformedthatrelatetotbefourtb-ordcrcowtriancdP0(Y,_,wD),evdnfor
zerotimedelay.Hence,_tdetMledcmnpltrisonwithexperimentwithrespecttothe
source structure is not possible. However, indirect colnparisolls are possible through
thefar-fieldnoiseresultsancluseofthepolarcorrelationtecbnique__sdiscussed
subsequently.

From reference ,13, following references 40 and 73, we find typical curves for tbo
pressure find time-gradient pressure space eorrelatiotls it! a free shear layer, lind

these are shown in figure 18, Tile longitudinal correlation ]._s hrge ncg_ttive values
for largo separation distances a, wlmroas the transverse correlations arc positive for
all separations. Similar curves migbt bo oxpeetcd for tbc space separation properties
fortbe covariance PO. But the moving-at.xisretarded-time curves of the covarbmcc PO
arc more likely to have a shape sinfihtr to tile ei|vclope of the spacc-titne correlation
curves for the turbulent velocity as discussed in tile section The Stmzetnre of a
Ttlrbule.nt ,let, so that PO is predomimmtly positive except at very long separation
dhtancos. Even allowing tbat the true spaec-time properties of PO have positive and
negative regions, the sextuplo-weightod integral of its fourth time derivative smears
out most of thc_se complex details, as found in reference ,t3, and leaves the function
R(yt,w) heavily weighted in terms of the properties of tim characteristic vahles of
the turbulence velocity and length so,tics.

We accordingly define P(y, $, T) in terms of the moving-f rattle turbulence quire-
tries po,_to,ll,12,13_ and w0, all of which wtry with Yl only. These quantities are,
respectively, the clmracteristie mean density, the root-mean-square turbulent veloc-
ity, the turbulence length scales in directions Yl, _;_,and Y3, azld the movlng-frame
frequency. We write

01 [ 6 "_

If f(y, 6, T) is assumed to be cquM to _tGaussian distribution for the spacc-rctardcd-
tblieseparations,t

2 .t 3 2
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Figure l& Pn_ssnr_ and time-gradlent pressnre eorrelalions in isotropic
turbulence in presence of mean shear, f(_:) = exp(-a2z2).

where the effective Doppler factor is _, with

2 N_t, t110

6'a=(1-MceosO) + _"--2_--- e°s20+ sin20 (68)
e_
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and is finite when Mceos0 = 1. Tile transverse setdes of turbulence 12 lind l3
have been assumed to be equal and replaced by l_. Tile longitudinal scale l I Ires
been replaced by 10, Tile Stroulml number of tile turbulence in a moving frame
NSt t = wolo/uo is assumed to be a constant throughout tile entire jet flow. Tile
anglo O between the observer, relative to tile jeL exit, and the jet axis is positive
wbcn measured in the downstream direction.

The effective cross-sectional area of tile jet, ever which we assume Po to be nearly
constant, is given by

f_rDjb (0<yl<L) /
ff du_.d.u3=__b2 (L_<u,<_))

(69)

whore the first region cover8 the initial mixing region, where tlle mixing layer is
almost planar since its width is small compared with tile downstream distance) and
tile second region covers the entire jet downstream of tile potential core 91 = L. The
width of the mixing region b is taken as tim mean overall width, msdescribed in tbo
previous main section. From those results we find b/lo is a constant througbout the
entire jet.

Th_ Strouhal number of tim radiator noise is NSt r = t_Dj/Uj, where Uj is tile
mean jet exit velocity and D_ is the jet (.xit diameter. Tile (acoustic) Mach number
of tile jet is Mj = Uj/c_, and Mc is the (acoustic) convection Math number, which
is a function of Yl.

The Model Equation for the Power
Spectral Density

Tim power spectral density of tile far-field noise is found by substitution of these
rcmllts into equation (4fi), giving

., # ,_ 3 Dj _M_N4t,r rr.o  a<iT"o,,( o-'
--Uj I1 --Nstj- _0exp _/ dlql_/_t, / dffl

f PsU°lnb e
+ / N _ xp l-_l dYl (70)

JL/Dl St,I l_ \ 0 St,t ]

where Yl = yl / Dj,_O = uo/Ujjo = lo/ Dj, anti NstJ, b/Io, and l.L/l0 are constants.

The Model Equation for the Intensity

The intensity is found by integrating over all frequencies:

f [_lj° -2-s., ,)
L/Oi PouoNdt.t b 1_

")o

c_ 28 4 2of PouoN_t,t b li-
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where the illtegrl|lld8 _lllvo tilt! 8ttlllu vldue at Ill = L. In both l'eg]olls tile tllrbll]i!lleo

longitudhud le/igth se.lde I0 increnses lillearly wlth !/I. h_ the initial mixing layer
_tll is COllHtllllt_hilt dOWIlStrfllllll of tllll i)llten/ial cortl (_lll = L), _til decays ilIver,_ely
l)rOl)Ortiolml to !11, All Lhesl! liSSlllllptions liFOCOll_iSlellt with tim Ik_Slllllptloll8 of _eir-

preserving flow ill both regiolls alld wJlh the low-speed exl)erhltentnl data referred
to hi tile lteXt lllllill st!el lOll. We lind, accordingly,

" .,. _ :, ,.,_ . ['_?,'_(,I. 8A'¢.,,,bit.)1.11,,)" Z.I:J, ] r (i,1,>)7,,(#.)]

where, for collvenieliCe only to keep tile filial result its silllple _l._;i)lmsible, we have

iL_,_nlned Pl) alld _ll retllill Lheir v_dues at t.he ell(l of tile poti!lltild core tJlrollghOllt
tile dowllstreRlu jet lll]Xillg region. T]ds is ju.stilicd ])ecitllse the region betweeB bile
illitilt] lllixillg reg[oB Illld thltt dowllstreIIlll ¢)f tit(! t)otolltild core is eOlltillllOllS Illld

the downstrealn i.legml is Ileaviiy weighted to tile propertk, s of the liow hi this

"hlterlnediat_?' region. The quantity (I,/l,I)(lo/Di)/6 represmlts the ratio of the total
aCOllstic power generilted in tile regioll do_vzlstreatll of the potential core to that
ge/mrated upstream. The ratt. is of the m'der I/¢i, Thus we conclude tlmt the inithd
llliXillg regioll is the dOlllillllllt IIoisc_-gellerlitillg Fog]oil ill it .jet wlmzl tile jet exit

velocity is Sllllsonie, i|lld possibly whee it is sltpersollle, ill the absence of "shock
cells," aed provided the average eollveetioll velocity is sul)soMc also.

The Changes in the Model for
Supersonic Flow

Whcnl the jet i._ supersonie the structure of the initi_d /nixing region clmnges,
1dtimugh a potenti_d (:ore still exists if Ihe jet is shock free. The length of the potentinl
corc_ however_ is ilicretLsell eolnl)ared with its value 111a subsonic llow. WItell tizc jet

Is Ilnderchoked or overellokedt the pot.ellti_d core is trmlsforllled froii] a tlnifi_rzzl llow
at the jet exit, as ill subsonic Ilow, to a flow COlltailliltg tile shock-wave expaBsJolt
system and extending for it distnnce from the lmzzle exit until tile velocity ell the

axis heeolnes sul)sollie. Tile illiti_d ltdxiiIg regioll, iI.s sho'.vzz ill figure 'J(b), grows at
it slower rifLe iiild reflects tilt. tltrlletnro of shock illld ex[llUl!qiOll Wiives. l_xpi!rJlllelltS
suggest ils leltgth inere_L_es ns n fimction of the "fillly expanded" Math mlmlwr of

tile jet tit tile exit when the jet is underehoked or overchoked, In these flow cl_.ses
the large-scale Htl'tlCtllre of tile jet ¢JoIllillfllos the inixhlg region ltlld illterllel;s with
the shock cell ,,;truet,ure.

The Lighthill theor26 _m applied in equntion (70), continues to provide an input
to the estimate of order of lllllgllitlldo for the total acoustic power radiated froln 1l

jet,, e'.'ell when tile jet is supersonic, provided the T 0 eomlriance relleels, 1. seine
approximation, the true llow properties, Thus, hi principle, tile Lighthill theory
ellllillchlde shoek-mssociated noise fllld screech tolles,Itlthollgh alterzlative tlleorics
presented ill anotller clmpter are better adapted to tllRt pllrl)oSO since they are

b_med on flow-neoustle interaction. We can argue here tlmt if the Tij covarhulce is it
contillllOllS filnctiotl overywhel'(_ ilz tire mixing regiol h even whell shock Itllll exp_tnsloB
waves Itr_2incidollL to it, tltell th0 IlllltlyHis Iti)ovc3glib lie Ilsod with Oll]y IIlillor C]lZtllg(3s

to the properties of the llow qunntities, We introduce Ls, the length of tile supersonic
region, to replace L, tile length of the potentiat core. We filrther 0..ssunle that. the
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characteristic frecltlelle )' of the tl]rbll]ellee _11 is itpproximately COllShult over the
entire length of the iail.ial mixing regiou, a reflec:tioll of the' presence of** largx_-sea]e

cohereJit motion, The illeall speed/Hltl de;islty _lt the c(llllIIl(_lIcel]]cltt Of the subsollic
regiol_ arc tho_c slttis(yiltg adialmtle comlitiorm b(!twcell file l]ozzle exit and the
teruxfination of the ,_tlpersoilic re/4ioll. With these simple modifications incorporatecl

lille the acollstic Ilnldogy thi!ory we find the initial mixing iegicm no hmger donlimttes
the gencratloll of _lcoustie power, zu_it does ill I]le r_se of the stlbsonic jet. In
tile supersonic case apllrox[lnaiely [tlt]f the overall aCOllStic j)ower is generated by
tile il}itial, "supersonic" nlixing region, and the r(!lnaJltder conw_; froln the wholly
sllbsonie region downstream of tile Sllp0rsollic region and terlllillate{i at Bt _- Ls, Ill
I_oth clLses tile regioll of IIiztxilllUnl acoustic power gelteriit[Oll, all(i ill partictlhlr the

pell.k Jn tile Sl}eetrtnll at ang[os 'ilear 90 o, is that region lyiltg belweelt the ill)stream
aild dowllstream regions. Such l_ model wtm first l)rupo.wd inn referellce 7,l, zuld

provided the jet glLs properties aml Ih(,.iet exit velot:ity and tcnll)crature are illchlded,
the over,ill acoustic radiated power call he predicted satisfimtorily uver a v(,ry wide
rllnge of jet Mad] numhers.

Limitations of Model

The resaflts givcll in e(lU_ltiolls (72) all(I (TO) ti)r I]le filr-field noise ilfleltsity alld
power spectral density Id, an observer b;med at Q(.I:,O) arc derived entirely from
Lighthill's i_coustic almlegy with a physically phmsilfle model used for the source

flnlctioll alld b_se(I z_sfllr as possible on relevazlt Cxlmrimonta] data oil tin(: structure
of ttlrblflellce in the xrlixilug region of a jet, The source funetiol_ used in this seellon is

l)lksed O11II VOhlIlle (listrilmtiolt of moving qundrupoles representing the Lmst(,ady flow
field in a turl)ulent jet at high Reync)lds numbtu'._. These results zlel!(I ta lie modified
to account .col" the presence of additiollal dipole sources at law Mnch nlzml)ers, with

raise inle is ty proport ona to l]Jl when tile i('t s ht,ated to well above ambient
telllperatllres i_ would be the e4mefi)r the full-scale ,[(,t etlgille.

The remilts as glvell ill this see[ion apply only to the static jet and need
modification when applied to the jet hi Ilight. The first, intJdification ccmeern_ the
changes in the structure of the turblflelbt mixing region, both the intcllsity of the
tllrblllenco all(] its s(',ale, whe]l the jet lllollnted Oil all aircraft is ill mot[Oll wlt]l

a velocity U/ in the oplmslte direction to the jel efl]ux at a velocity Uj. These
velocities have been discllssetl previously, m_d it was sllown that the t,tlrhltleltt

strllcture depexlds ell A -_ UI/U j. The refereneL' density pi,.of 0m fluid within
the movillg eddy structures respm)siblc for Iloise golmn'ation is also a finlction of ,\

as well as of the n'atio of the jet to ambient tempt,rature. This is discussed ill the
next unzdll scctiozL Tlnc second modiflcalion concerns the _l(hlitional Doppler eft'cot
experienced by the ol)servt!r because or the illOt[OllS of the (lowllstrealll convccting
eddies and the bodily metiolt of the c'atire jet in a direction upstream im observed by

:; the observer. Tile result_ tLS[irst presented in referelice 39, reqtlJres the atlditlomd

term I1 + Mf cos#1-1 in both the intensity aml the power spectral density,

Concluding Remarks

\Ve Cltll draw SOllle interesting conclllsions ['i'o1n th...-_*41t_ given by eqll_ltioll._ (70)
and (72). The first t.o,,o_r.,_ tile etleetive source distribution along the taxis of zt
Zow-speed static jet, as shown izl tlg_tre 19. hi the initial mixing region tile overall
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effective source strength is constant, but downstream of tile end of tile potential core
tim strength falls as 1/yT1. Tiffs result was found by Lilley (tel 43) and independently
by Ribncr (ref. 75).

., l/d

.Hi

,_' 20

0 I I 1I,O 2.(I 30

,_ Axial distlmce, III/L

FiquTe19. Jet noise effeetivesouT_edistribution at low Maeh numbers for
static jet.

In figure 20 tile corresponding results are given for tile effective source distribution
along the jet axis for a series of constant values of tile far-field Stroutlal number,
These results show that the high-frequency end of the far-field spectrum is generated
almost entirely from turbulent0 in the initial ,fixing region, whereas the low
frequencies are generated over It very large region of tim jet extending far downstream.
The region of most intense radiation is near the end of the potential core and is
c._iltored at _' -- 2,0, tm._ _*.-.._-, .... t... = !oDd/[_; whnrn
w = 27rf.) In summary, we see that the main contribution to the power spectral
density for StrouhaI numbers from 0.1 to 2.0 comes from tim region yt/Oj = ,5 to
20, w e for Strot hal numbers greater than 2,0 tile region of greatest eontrlbution
stretches from yt/Dj = 0 to 5. In tile region near the end of the potential core tile
dominant frequency has vahles of wDj/Uj = 0.3 to 0.5. Althmlgh tile ow-frequeney
noise-generatillg region is spread over a very large regioa of the jet downstream of
the potential core, its contribution to tim total far-field noise power is small.

We see from figure 20 that although the shape of the source distribution curves
depends on the choice of the Gaussian distribution for Pa, the envelope through the
peaks is more or less hldependent of the funetimt approxinlatblg P#. Moreover it is
the envelope through the peaks that determhles tbe power spectral density. Thus
we need only choose, or derive, a form for Pa that includes all the physical variables
of tim turbulent flow and satisfies certain sknple boundary conditions with respect
to its variation over 6 and r. Otlr answer will then be qualitatively correct and the
quantitative error in terms of the far-field noise prediction will be almost negligible.
zt",,,ever, it would not be permissible to replace the distributed acoustic sources by
tt single err_o_iu_source. If tiffs were done gross errors are likely to be present, since
it has been shown ttm_ _h. p_on_rties of the far-fiekl noise are highly dependent on
the spatial properties of tits characteristic length a,,d t_,,_. _cales within the entire
mixing region,
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Figure 20, Jet noise effective source distvilmlion at low 3hlch numbers for
constant Strouhal number,

Jet Noise at Subsonic Speeds

Introduction

Tile results obtained in tile prcviolls section arc ssed ia this section to determine
the far-field Jlui._c fi'om a jet at subsonic speeds. (As discussed previously, the
subsonic model, with some modifications, mlty also be used to provide an estimate of
order of magnitude for the overall radiated acoustic power from a jet at supersonic
speeds. However, since the modeI does not include details of tile jet Mach wave itlld
shock-wave structures, it is expected that the resslts would bcconle less and Ie_
reliable mstile jet Mach mlmber is increased, especially where the convection Mach
number is sulI_cicntly above unity for Mach wave radiation to persist ia regions
well outside the jot.) IIowcver, our simple formula can give results over a very
wide speed range and for different jet gases, and when thcse results are compared

I ' '
with tlm few available experimental data tile ugrcement is surprisingly, am. perhaps
fortuitously, good. As sit,ted previously, ottr results for the.let ltt subsoilie speeds are

not applicable to tile heated jet at low Mach numbers, since the additional dipole
source has not been included. The necessary extensions to include this ca._ecan ea._lly
be made with the information oil the dipole term contained in the section Lighthill's
Theory of Aerodynamic Noise. More aectlrate prediction methods arc available, but
these are based on applicl_tions of the flow-acoustic illteraction theory.

The prediction of the charllctcrlsties of tim far-field noise from a jet based on
Lighthill's acoustic analogy and using the particular source function derived ilt
the previolls main section depends on the specification of a mmlber of quantities
concerning the properties of the jet and the surrmmding medium. These are m_

fellows:
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Jet:

pj density at exit, kg/m a

Ud velocity at exit, m/see
uD _.

Aj area nt exit, :W _.,m

+Tj ratio of specific ]mats

_j telllporatllrc at exit_ K

mj molecldar weight

hj cnthalpy at exit, Gt,jT j

cj speed of _qollllcl, Ill/See

Mj Mach nnmber, U.i/c_

Ambicnt mcdiunl:

9f density, kg/nl :l

US velocity of ilight_ m/,_cc

_f telni}eratlffo, l(

7f ratio of specific }mats

m/ molecldar weight

e/. = ec_, speed of sonnd, In/see

hj" enthalpy

Mf Math number, Uf]c_

Flow-Acoustlc Interaction at ttlgh
Frequencies

A simple result from it st udy of flow.acoustic interaction is that at high frequencies
solllld generated within the flow field is refracted according to simple acoustic rtly
theory (S|lell's Law), so that hi tile real IIow, for an lmgle of emi.ssion 0c, sources
convccted wJdl velocity Ue generate sound rays that are refracted by the flow. The
result is that the dircctivity of tim radiated sonnd 0/is obtained from

c/ ce
-'--_' + teem I = _ + cooAlc (73)
COSuf cos Uc

llence, sound directed at emission along tile jot axis (0e -- 0o) is refracted to 0u_it ,

.soat higl_ frequencies tt _gollc or silence _' forms because no iligh-frequency sound
enters the far field in tile range O< 0/ < Ocril, Strictly in applications of LighthiWs
acoustic analobS' it is wro_lg to apply any correction to account for refraction, since
tills p|lenomenon is already inchlded 211the definition of the source strengtll _j.
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floweret, in our description of tile source strengtll distributioe P0 we have only
hJcluded tile eontrlbutions from tile unsteady flow field and no_ tim effects of tile
sound waves generated Ily it, Tile anlplitudo of P0 woldd not have been changed

significantly by their inclusion, but a change in direetivity wotdd have resulted, since
tile wave-ntlmber vector of tile tllrbtlience won]d no longer equal the wltvc_nnln'Der
vector of the sound in tile far field. Thus tile directivities l(x,O) and 7(x, O,_), as
calculated in equations (70) and (72), need some correction to allow for this resulting
change in the smnld wave-nunlber vector from the tllrblllenee wsve-nlnnber vector.

Tiffs is part of the analysis in the study of flow-acoustic interaction, but it is not
our purpose to infer remdl:s from tlmt theory in tim results we present here. Let
us simply present the results obtained with Lighthill's acoustic analogy imcorreetcd
for Itow-acoustie interaction, except that we will _msume n zone of silence exists for

values of Of < 0crlt. From equation (73) we llnd 0crit corresponding to Oc = 0°, with

t
COS 0crit (7,1)

1_1_-- l_If "b _/TjTcrltf/Tt'TfTltj

l ell the assumption 7c = _j and me = mj.
Tim convection velocity Uc of tile etfective sources of somld retative to an observer

at rest, when the jet is in motion at the flight velocity UI and tile jet exit velocity

Uj, is given by

M_= v,, = K(Mj - Mf) (7_)
coo

wilcre K is a cmlstant that we will set eqnal to 0.62, a suitable average value based oil

reference 29. (Tim value if is strictly It finlctinn of tile frequency of the turbulence.)

Tile ambient speed of sound c_ is equal here to e.t. When U.t" -- 0 we find tlmt tile
convection Mach number Mc = 1.00 wimn My = l.fil, equiwdent to It true exit Maeb
number of 2.32 for an unhea:cd jet.

Specification of tile Flow Properties

The results of turbuleltce intensity measurements in the ndxieg regions of a jet

suggest a strong depeedence on A = Uf/Uj. All average result for tile characteristic
turbulence velocity u0 follows reference 70:

uo = uo (I-A) °z (76)

We assume this result holds for all A and Mj. Tile vahle of uo/Uj when US = 0
e )is assumed equal to 0.27_ at subsonic Mach numbers. The experimental evidence

reviewed previously, shows that uo/Uj decreases with increasing Math mnnber, but
tlle data are sparse, especially for the heated jet. Tile vahm of uo/Uj, when A = 0,
must be selected from the available experimental evidence for the prescribed test
conditions.

The vnhm of p0 is defined as the mean density in tilt mixing region corresponding
to the position where tile nlean velocity is equal to Uc. Thus, P0 is linked with he
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and Ue. Tile mean flow equations for a gas having a Prandtl number of unity lead
to

U2 U 2 U_

where X is a constant. From equation (77) we find

x=-'°_[ _1-_ + - (rs)Mj- M:

and

h.._.o= {1 + [(':'/- 1)12]M_(I - ,X)(,'<- S,',X- ,X)}+ (hsll,I)(K - I<,X- ,X)l(t - X + h',X)
h,_ (1- ._)/(1- It"+ K,_)

(70)

with polpoo = (hzlho)('_olT/)(7 $ - l)/('ro- 1), A = _i:IMj, Me = K(Mj - M:),
and fib = (9'/+75)/2. As stated previously, WEt_ssume ll = l0 and 12= l:l = l.l_, and
we put l±[lo = 0.3.

Tbe length of the potential core is found from

L (L/Dj),_=O (80)
D i 1 - 0,02A

as given in reference 70.
The width of the mixing region is given by

b b

_o = (_)_=o (81)

where (b/Io)A=o = 3.0.
All the turbulent parameters n our source model have been based on tim low-

speed turbulent properties of the jet, although the changes with Maeh mlmher can
be included based on the results given in tile section entitled The Stn_cture of a
7_trbnlent Jet. Most of the results we present below arc based on tile model of tile
low-speed properties of the source in order to present tile Lighthill acoustic analogy
in its simplest possible form for comparison with e×perimental data. At subsonic
convectiou velocities the changes with Mach number in ut_/Uj_ b/lo, Ix/Is, and L/Dj
in the initial mixing region result in small cimnges to the values of the intensity _nd
the power spectral density as obtained from equations (70) and (72). Unfortunately,
we have no information on whether or not tile measured changes in the properties
of the turbulent [low with Mach number apply equally to the space-retarded-time
covariance of _j. We prefer to leave these possible refinements for future study,
noting that without more accurate data, our model for the covarlance is at best a
very crude approximation.
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Discussion of Results and Comparison
With Experiment

Figtlrc21shows tbechangebloverallacousticradiatedpowerwitbincreasein
jetexitIvlachnumber. 'Ncseet]]at_ttsllbsonicMach nunlberstheLigbtbilljet
velocityeightbpowerIRw isb|fairagreementwitbreference76.At supersonicjet
exitMatcbnumberstheresultsconformtotheFfowcsWilliams-Lighthillconvection
theory,whichttsymptodcallyreducestothejetvelocitytllirdpwverlaw.Againthe
agreementwithexperimentisfair.

Allexltmin_ttionofthespectrum,shown infigure22,predictedwitbtilesubsonic
tbeoryusingtlm Ganssianapproximationforthefourth-ordereovariancePO alld
0 = 90°,where convectiveamplificationisabsent,sbowsthatitsslopesat bigll
and low frcq e mes tre 1/f" t l f', respect vely, and agree with the experimental
results of reference 76, llowcver, tbe peak in tile spectrum is slightly displaced and is
more prominent tban that follnd experbnentally, The re_mons for tlmse discrepancies
are not difllcult to find. The model sbows that the l/f 2 condition arises from
tbe upstream mixing region and tile f2 condition arises from that mixing region
downstream of the potential core. The strengths of tbe resulting sources in tbe
acoustic analogy theory depend on tim turbulent properties prescribed in these two
domains. But tbe turbulence is contbnlous bl structure througbout tile intermediate
region between these two major mixing regions, and the cllaractcristic turbulence
velocity does not decreltse discontinuously its in tbe model. In addition, tbe rate of
growth of tim mixhlg region changes COlltinlloIIslyfrom npstreanl to downstre_lln_ and
this variation has not been included adequately in tile model. The downstrcanl region
is perhaps better modelcd, where_s the upstream rcgioa is more wtrlable and depends
critically on the flow conditions at exit and on the thickness at tbe commenceumnt of
the initial mixing region, inchnling the region occupied by transitioa from hmdnar to
tllrbu]ent flow. Ill extreme e_lsos thc contribtltions from the two regions to the noise
spectrum could become more separated, t_s showll in _gllre 23, where tile speetrtnn
peak is not only broader but also lille a pronounced depression, a reflection of tile
dec_ty in the strengtbs of the downstream sources toward high frequency and in tile
upstream sources toward the low frequencies. Some experbncnts, SllCb Ikq those of
reference 77, confirm this type of behavior under certain, jet conditions, although, the
dips in the spectra are only just outside tim limits of experbnental accuracy. (The
spectra shown lmre are those for tile spectral density and not those for the 1/3-octave
or octave band levels, wbich obviously display different characteristics.}

Figure 24, taken from reference 76, shows tbe changes that occur in the spectrum
at smaller angles to tim jet axis. At 0 = 15° the Ifigh-frequcncy content in reduced
alld no longer displays tile 1/f 2 dependence. The frequency for peak intensity is no
longer dependent on the Strouhal nulnbnr and Is almost bldepcndent of jet velocity.
At larger angles to the jet axis, such ms 0 = 90_, the Strouhal number dependence
for the peak-intensity frequency is regained. (See fig. 25.) Tile loss of high-frequency
sound at small angles to the jet axis is a result of strong tlow-acoustic interaction in
tile initial mixing region, with the result that this contribution to the filr-field noise
is preferenthdly radiated at larger angles to the jet axis, and a zone of silence hi
the higher frequencies is generated near the jet axis. Tbe renminblg contribution to
the ldgh-frequency sound is generated farther downstream, where its source strength
is smaller. However, the overall acoustic power is not affected by this refraction of
the Ifigh-frequeney sound, since little sound is lost by absorption within the Ilow
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field. The overall ehailges in sound generatio, and propagation within the flow field

resldting from flo_v-acoilstic illtcrltetioll ilrl2 t!lSCllsscd ill lillother chapter.

Figure 26 shows the results for a velocity externld to the jet, analogous to the
ease of a jet ill flight, The figure for the simple Inodel displays qualitatively the !

effects of varyhlg tile ratio A = M]/Mj. "[lie amplitude of the soulld inte|isity is

decre_ed, according to this model, lit # = 90 ° by (1 - A)r*. Others, such Im Buckley
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Figu_ 2_. Calculated nrtd experimental (ref, 76) jet noise spectra at 0 = 90 °
andyl/Dj -- 120 (Dj = 25 m_lO.
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Figure Z3. Calculated and experimental (re/. 77) jet noz,_e spectra. Dj =
51 rnm; 0 = 82,5"; yI/Dj = 5,t; Mf/3Ij = 0,05.
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Figure 24. Jet noise spectr_ at 0 = 15°, d5 °, and O0°. Uj = 105 m/see.
(Fromre/.7a.)

and Morley (ref. 78), who used flow-acoustic iIlteraction theory, and Miclmlke and
Micbel (tel 79), wbo used s ulodified source fsnction, baw obtained results tbat
agree better with references 77 and 80 to 82.

The results from this simple nlodel show tbat Lightbill's acoustic analogy theory
is capable of providing a satisfactory b_tseline for the acoustic radiation from a jet
when tile main SOSree of somld is due to turbulent ;nixing, The gross cllailgcs to
these results, especially witb respect to sound dlrectivity and spectra, when strong
flow-acoustic interaction exists, are discussed in anotber chapter. The dircztivity of
the rrdiated noise from a jet cart only be satisfactorily established by application of
flow-acoustic interaction theor_l.

lfi this sectloa we have discussed tile appllct_tion of Lighthitl's acoustic analogy
to the prediction ol"tire far-Iield noise radiated from a single, isobtted circular jet.
Tbe application of tile theory to more complex situations is potlsible provided till tile
relevant /low-field data are available, wbieb baelude both tile mean and turbulent
velocity distributions and nil t,he requisite flow-field scales and flow dhnensions.
These situations include tile noise from noncircular jets, tile noise hlterfercnee
between two or more sbnilnr jets in proximity to each other, the noise from coaxial
jets in which the core jet is at the higher speed, and tbe noise from coannular jets
whore the outer jet specd is botl| less than and greater tban the core speed; these
cases inehlde both static and in-flight jets. llowever, in eacb complex jet problem,
a flow-acoustic interaction exists that is filr more dominant tban in tile ctme of the
single, isolated static jet. Thus it is nlore profitable to explore the sound fields from
these complex jet tlows in terms of the flow-acoustic interaction theory described hi
asotber chapter.

l_xperimonlml Considerations

Flow Uniformity and "Excess Noise"

Tile determination of the fiw-field noise characteristics of model and fllll-seale
jets from experiments involves elaborate test rigs and extensive instrumentation.
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l_isure 'dS, Jet noise spectra at 0 = 15° and O0*for various jet t_elocities.
(eq.om re/. 7#),

The flow conditions nt the jet exit must be nceurately me_usnred. Normally the nim
mus_ be to obtain jet exit conditions as nearly unifornl as possible,

The result of flow nontmiformity ttt tile jet exit is an incren._e ill noise intensity
arising from additional noise sources within the jet pipe and close to the jet exit
planE. It is usual to classify"Chinnoise as "excess noise." In a jet englns under test
conditions, the flm_,dowlJstream of the combustion clmmher and turbine is normally
far from uniform and po_esses some unsteadiness and swirl, with the result that the
flow at the jet exit, is nommiform.

i In addition, the presence of solid snrfaees forming tile jet pipe and its supporting
i structure b),laLoratory experiments, and the wing filselage, and tail sections in flight
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Fi!lure 26. Variation in SPL due to flight elf eels.

test, all provide interference surfnces for the radiated sound lind result in n clmngc
iu the far-fiehl noise directivity and amplitude. These conlbined elfects, which are
i]orlnally c]0._sifiecl IL_ excess 1LOiSe, are sllmm_trize(l in refercncfi 8_1.

Excessnoiseisimportamtlusasourceofnoise,especiallyatlowjetMach numbers,
SillCe ill gelteral it hlcludes lllOIlOpO_e aud dipole excess noise sources that have
dependencesofU'Iand U s,respectively,lie.co,litlowjetMilchnumbers,excess
.oisohasagreatersoundintensitythanthenoisefromthemixingregionofthejet,

U .The lowMach numberhclttcdjetpresentswhichuormnllyhzma dependenceof
_tmore complexca.so,sinceitsclrcctivesourceisdipolewithitdcpci,dendcofUs.
Foranyjetengineinstnllation,excessnoiseisdflficulttoquantifyand iuwtriablyis
specific to tile given instnllation.

Exporhnental Conditions

IIi many of the early cxperinlcnts on the noise from air jets external rigs wore used,
with jets blowing horizontally at over 100 Dj from the ground luld over prepared
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sIIrl'_lCCS,aS ill rel'eroltca fi, or over grams, tLs in reference 10, In nlost of these tests

it xwLsimpossible to nvoid the efrccts of ground rellection and, ill some c_mes, the
reflection from adjacent buildings or from tile jet supporting structure. Thus it w+m

not possible to obtain reliable free-field me,inurements of noise intensity from tile jet
axis to 180 °. Also, since the noise radialcd in the upstream arc had ail intensity
well below that rndiated downstre_m, the acoustic radiated power from a jet could

bc obtaillCd _1+o111till21kqllr_lnent8 between 1_ ° and iiboltt 1_5 ° only. Ill correspolldJllg
llois{3 m_211._ltrolll_ntsof jet Ollgilles ill reforotlCeS 17 II|ld 8,| t the jet wlkq nloltltt_d closer
to tile ground and distances to the hlr field were correspondingly greater. "File effects

of gronlld tlbsorptiolt itIltl grOlllld reflection were it]so greater and required se|)l_rltte

investigations. Thus, each jel qle_murlng site ll_m its owll set of ground corrections,
which must be appfied irrcspec_ive of whether tile jet being tested is it model or filll
stir[o,

Many of the problems discussed above, which were typical of the early studies
oll jet noise (at leltst on model jets), can be avoided by mountil;g the jet in an

anechoic clmmber (as shown in fig. 27), which allows "clean" mcJisurentents to be

made at distances well beyond lflO Dj. (See ref. 76.) These expcrimei_ts, under ilcar
"ideal" conditions, were tile first mezmuremcnts to show quantitatively tile effects of
flow-acoustic interaction and the loss of convective amplification in the downstream

direction at angles close to the jet axis. These effects lind bees the subject of debate
since tile Lighthfil theory of aerodylmmie noise was first, published in 1952, but

not until reference 76 _wls published ill 1971 w_m it lnnde clear that the theory of
tterodynalnie itoise ]llvoIved significnnt ]ilteraction b42tu,,een the [low/titd the sotnld

gcnerltted by it,

_Upll Y

Figl_re 27. Anechoic jet noise facility, (From ref.. 76.)
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Simulation of Flight Effccts

The simulation of flight effects presents even more complex instaflation problems.
Jet engines of lbnited size call be mounted on a tracked vehicle (ret'. 82) and tbe noise
is me_.surcd frmn a stationary set of ndcrophoncs during the llyby. Another nloving
model jet facility is tile "spbudng rig," in which the jet is mounted at tile tip of
a rotating arnl similar to the blade of a helicopter. (See tel 85.) For model je_
experiments in which tile jot is static and momtted in an anechoic chanlber, a large-
diameter secondary airflow iv discharged around the jet into the chamber an([ both
tim primary and the secondary air are ex:hausted to the atmosphere to create as little
disturbaece as possible to the ambient air in the remainder of the eilamber. (Sec
ref. 86.) Tbe noise radiated from the primary jet therel'ore propagates across tile
entire secondary jet and across its nlixing region with the anlbieat air, toward the
thr-field microphones at rest in the ambient flukL The melmnrenlents made under
such simulated flight conditions, provided the secondary flow jet is sufficiently large in
diameter compared with tile primary jet to provide adequate rcscfintion hi the _ower
range of frequencies, are easy to obtain but difficult to translate into corresponding :,
free-field data. At high frequencies acoustic ray theory has heen used to convert the
measnred data to equiwdent free-field data (see refs. 77 and 87) based on the flow- i
acoustic interaction between theprimary jet noise field and the various structures of
the secondary jet. Attempts to improve the free-field corrections have shown that
ray theory is satisfilctery it, most practical situations.

A more satisfactory simulation of flight effects on jet noise is obtained by mounting
the model jet in aspecialIy designed wind tunnel If tile tnmlel is of tim open type,
then surrounding the working section with a large anechoic chamber gives a facility
resembling that described above. Tile corrections of the men.shred data to equivalent
free-field conditions fofiow by tbe nse of ray tbeory. Tile advantages of the wind
tunnel are that higher secondary jot speeds can be obtained and tim ratio of whld
tunnel diameter to primary jet diameter is greater, so ditto can be obtained at lower
frequencies, provided the wind tunnel is carefidly designed to give a low background
noise level, The wind tunnel may be of the closed type, provided it is nlnde as near
aneelloic as possible. Noise nletk4llrolnents tire now inado in the wind tnnnei working
section in tile moving flow, Both types of facilities have been snecesshdly used and
are described in reference 86.

Jet Noise Measurement
Instrumentation

Tile instrnmentation required for jet noise measurements and their analysis_
including instrument corrections for wind speed, ground reflection, and ground and
air absorption, is given in references 88 _md 89. In references 89 and fl0 details
are also given of flyover measurements and partictdorly the type of data collection
necessary for aircraft noise certification.

Source Location Techniques

Lighthill's acoustic analogy of aerodynande noise is bt_sed on a distribution of
equivalent acoustic sources of density, which replace the flow field and move in the
region defined by tbe flow and its boundaries. In practical applications of Lighthill's
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acoustic analogy, tile details of the jet flow field arc rarely knmvn apart from certain
gross features such as tile magnitudes and distributions of the moan velocity and
temperau|re over the exit plane. In tile came of most model jet. rigs and those for
full.scale jet engines, the jet time fiekl is installation specific. Thus it is a requirement
lo readily identify both qualitatively and quantitatively those regions of the jet
generating the greatest contributions to the far-field sound intensity.

A number of source location methods have been introdnced, such as those of
references 91 to 93, width are mahdy for use on small-scale jet rigs only. Of
wider application to both model and full-scale jet engines is the "acoustic telescope"
described in reference 94_ and tile "polar correlation technique" of reference 95. In
the acoustic telescope tile far tleld is surveyed with a linear array of microphones,
and from a digital data processlng of tile cross correlation of tile outputs frmn ttlu
microphones ill the array, the strength distribntlon of an equivalent line source
distribution on tile jet axis can be derived. In the polar correlation nmthod tile
microphones are distributed around an arc in the far field with its origls at the jet
exit, and a Foarier tra_astbrln of tile microphone sigmds is employed whereby the
variations in ph_e can be Interpreted in terms of an equivalent acoustic line source
distribution along the axis of tile jet. The problem of the lack of uniqueness in the
definition of such an axial line source distribntiml of equivalent acoustic sources is
discussed in reference 96.

The Polar Correlation Teehnlqtm

The underlyblg theory behind the polar correlation method and, with suitable
modifications, all the acoustic source Iocatiml techniques can be derived from
Lighthill's acoustic analogy. If we take two points P(x,t) and Q(xt, t t) in tile far
field, where the fluctuating densities are pp and po, their cross correlation is

pp(z, O,t)p 0 (x, 0_,t_) =- B(z, ff - O,t_- t) (82)

method, tile microphone at Q(x, 0 ) is fixed andwhere, in _hepolar correlation _ set at
0_= 90°. We will assume that B is equal to its vahle with 01= 90°. It is convenient
to let t_ = 0r- 0, the polar separation angle, and t replaces t t - t, tile time difference
between tile microphone signals received at Q and P. We can consider a polar array
of equally spaced microphones, an array of arbitrarily spaced microphones in the
rltngo --eL m < _ < otto, or a fixed and a traversable microphone over the same range

of angles. It is convenient to consider just two microphones spaced a degrees apart.
The cross-power spectral density corresponding to B(a, t) is

1 t

B(a,,o_) -_ _J__oexp(iwt)B(a,t) dt (83)

Let us write
_(_,o_)= I_(a,_)[exp[i_(_,_)] (84)

where the phase is ¢(o,,_), so that

B(o,,
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is a real quantity. The nlltximum _dtte of B(a, t) occurs for a given _ when _b= wt

at t = tin, where tm is a fimetion of a. We denote this value of B(a, t) as B(a, tin),
I_nd

.<o,,,,,I-- (8(_)

Figure 28 shows typical wdues of B(a, t), B(oq Ira), correlation lunplitudc, plume,

and smlree strength mea.sured oil a jet with a diameter of 25 mm when Mj = 0.8.

.8 II(II,lu,}

TI/n0 sl'panltion, t, arllltrnty _cahl

(a) Measuremeuts of eross-correlaliou function.

Figure 28. Polar correlatimt technique.

Tile polar correlation techzfique attempts to find tile position on the jet _Lxisthat

generates tile ma.ximnm contribution to B(a,t) and, at a given freqnency w, the
position of an eqnivalent source on the jet, axis that makes tile greatest contribution
to the corresponding cross-power spectral density. For it subsonic jet that is k11own

e 8
to be fre. of excess noise and whose acoustic power approximately follows the Uj
law, the ,_quiwdt.'Ilt statioz$ary sourc_ distriblltiotl oil the jet n.xis may be _Lssuxned to
be given from the results of the Lighthill acoustic analogy in tile form

0.1

fff ,tyfff (st>
from which we derive the wav_nlllnber-freq|lelZcy spectrHm function of the sollrce
distribution PO:

P(yl,k,_)= /f _(y,k,w) exp[(-i_v/cozx)(a2y2 + a3ll3)] dy2 dl13 (88)

With

Ic(c,,_)l= _-_ I_(.,_)I (89)
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The Fourier transform ofequatlon (90) is

1 PO¢

P(It, k,w) = _J-oo exp[i(tq'+wi")]JC(a'w)l dp (91)

and gives the required relation between the fine source, the wave-mnnber-frequency
spectrmn fimction, and tlle cross-power spectral density in the far field. In equa-
tion (91) tile integration over p is from -co to oo, whereas in the practical
metbod p is limited to, at most, a range of -1 to I. However, if we define tile
Strouhal .umber of the jet as Nst,r _ wDj/U i and the jet acoustic Mach number
.Mj = Uj/c_, time Nat rMj is tile I{ehnholtz number. It* practical applications
concerning jet noise, NSt.rM j _'m_yw_ry from just less than 1 to abe It 60. S'! ce

= wyl/eco = NSt,rMjYl/D j, we see tlmt It may be regarded as a large quantity
for yl/Dj > 1, and since t_ is a hmction ofp only, I C(a,w)[ is areaI filnction ofp
for given val.es of_,

Thus to find a value for tile ietegral in equation (91) we can use the Stokes-Kelvin
method of stationary phase, which states tlmt the major contribution to tile integral
names from tim vicieity of tim stationary points h(p). In our cone, h(p) =- tq_+ wtm.
Hence we find the value m = p where hi(p) ----0 and then

2_'P(/_, k, w) _ *-, IC(_(P),"_)I expli(pp+wt,,,)] dp (92)

7r

But m is the vahm of p for whicb B(a,t) is a maximum, and thereat t = tin.
Therefore wilen p = m, we find

= -_t',,, = -¢'(_(m),_) (_4)

or

Y-L=¢'(a(m),_) (fi,_)

wherea isa functionofp rallyand _'isevaluatedatp = m. "Fromequation(95)
we see that for a given frequm|cy the positiou of tlle equivalent som'ce tlmt makes
the grastest contribution to tile far-field noise intensity is inversely proportional to
the frequency. Altlmugh in practical applicatious of the polar correlation technique
the range era is limited to -am <:a < am, we see a "good" value for the effective
axial line source strength van be obtained from the me_sured value IC'(a(m),w)l.

In summary, we select points on a polar arc in gbe far field centered on the jet exit
and we measure the cross correlation B(a,t) between a fixed microphone (e.g., at
90°) and each of the other micropho|les at points on tim arc. For each vahm of a, the
angular separation, we find the time delay t =tm for which B(a, t) is a maximmn.
We also find tile cross-power spectral density B(a w) which is complex and h_ real
and imaginmy parts BIt and Bh with tbe pbase ¢(a,w) = tan-I(B1/BR). Since
¢(a,w) = wire, we have a check on the wdue of tin. Noting that ¢_ is a function of
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p only, we find 04_/Op at p = m, and thee tile position along the jet axis with tile
greatest contribution to B(thto), for the given frequency, is found from

,a_.t= _ (o,_/o1,)_..... (90)
n_ Nst,rAb

For a IIIdforln jet we WOllld expect one source position for each freqllellcy. Fronl
reference 95 we lind the following results:

u_/D_
Calelllate(Metmuredt

fDj/Vj NSt, r N_ ,_lj (_l eq. (9fi) ref. 95
0.1 0.028 0.50 -(1.9 13.8 13.0
.8 1,885 1.51 -13,8 9.1 8,5

i 1,0 6.28"_ 5,03 -30,0 0,0 5.5
2,16 13.572 10.86 -,12,0 3.0 4.0

Tim mctllod of data reduction used in reference 95 differs from that used above,
but similar results are still obtained. Thus the nlethod of stationary plmse provides
an adequate approximation for the determination of the effective source location
from use of the polar correlation technique.

Reference 95 also discusses applications of the polar correlation technique when
multiple sources arc present at It given frequency. Thus the polar correlation
technique lw.s application to such eases where excess noise is present and typically
results in It filrther effective source located at or upstream of the nozzle exit. The
polar correlation technique is Idso applied to the elmc of coaxial jets, for which it
can distlnguisb tile effective Ioc_ttion of tile dominant sources in the inner and outer
streams. For details of tile application of the polar correlation teclmique to these jet
configuratlons_ see rc2forenco _5,

Comparison With the Lighthill Acoustic
Analogy Model

A particular application of the polar correlation technique is to provide experi-
mental verification of the a.ssumptions used in the simple acoustic analogy model,
particularly the values introduced to define the _j covarianee in ternls of specified
local, average, and ctmraeteristie values of the flow quantities. Remember that these
quantiti_ _tre introduced to define the Gaussian approxinmtinn used to describe the
Tij covariance in tile turbulent mixing regions of the jet. A justification for the usJ
of such a crude approximation Into already been partially given, bat here we will
concentrate on providing experimental support for our model.

We can determine B(et, w) and I6'(a,w)l _m required in the polar correlation
technique by the lisa of methods similar to those described in the previous section for
the estimation of the fitr-field noise intensity and the corresponding fltr-field spectral
density. Thus the position of the maximum contribution to the fltr-field intensity, in
a given band of frequencies, can lie calculated for a jet configuration similar to that
tested in references 95 and 97. Tile results are given in figure 29 and ill the table
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below for a model at Mj = 0.8 wlth a jet diameter of 25 mm end tt flail-scale engine
r,mnh_g at 80 pereeut of mn.ximum rpm amt using an unliued tail pipe.

Model jet t_lll-scale engiue

[(_it)o=1.._fiDjl I_)o=ol

(YlIDj)m NSt,r (yl/Dj),n NSt,r
1.40 10fi.0 0.15 10O.0
1.54 50,0 .2D 5D.0
1.98 20.0 .73 2D.0
2.22 15,0 ,97 15.0
2.70 10.0 1.,15 10.0
,1.16 5.0 1.9,1 7.5
4.88 ,1.0 2.91 5.0
5.09 3.0 3,fi3 ,I,fi
7.51 2.0 4.8,t 3,0 r

6.42 5,0 3.6,t 3,0
7,2.1 3,0 ,1.,t6 2.0
8,06 2,0 6,31 1.0
9.91 1.0 8,92 .5

12.52 .5 14.10 .2
17.70 .2 19,95 .I
23.55 ,1

In order to improve agreement, it w_mfirst deternlined that the discrepancy was
the result of the :mstmlptiou tbat in both trhd cases tile uozzle exit conditious were
similar and the initial tl_ickness of tim ullxiug region downstream of the nozz,le exit
was zero. The comparisons betwee|| tile calculated and measured results suggest this
is a good t_sulnptlon for tile full-scale engbm. However, for the model jet this appears
to be n poor approxhnation, For a model jet, the early mixhlg region is unlikely to
be fully turbulent unless special memsures are t_tkcn to disturb it sutficiently to force
transition at or near tile origin of tile mixing region. The results of reference 95
sugges_ that transition was free, so we can expect that a certain length dowustream
of tim jet exit the mixing layer is in a transitional state, and even tllougb this region
may generate noise its characteristics will be very different from tbose associated with
a flflly turbulent mixhlg region. Accordingly, in the results presented in figaro 29
and In the above table, an artificial origin at 1.25Dj downstream of the exit has been
introduced for tile fidly turbulent mixing layer.

Tile overlap In the results around the end of the potential core. whicb we
look as Yl = 5Di, is the result of the assumption that the growdl of the mixing
region h_s the same value upstream and downstream of the potential core, hilt the
cllar_cteristie turbulence velocity discontbmously decays inversely proportioual to
the axial distance, beginning at the end of tile potential core follotvlng its constant
value throughout the initial lllixDlg region. An improved model would be one in which
the Ilow properties were made continuous in the three regions covering the initial
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Figure. 29, Calculated and measured peak source strength locations,

mixing region, tile region around the end of tile potential core, and the downstream
mixing region,

Tile conclusion reached is that a simple model for the _j eovztrianeefor use in tile
Llghthill acoustic analogy is satisfactory and models tile flow in the mixing region of
a jet. Any arbitrariness in tile chosen values of the constants representing the values
of the characteristic flow quantities is a reflection on the likely differences that could
exist in jets having different flow properties at exit,
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It should be empha.sized here that tile pohlr correlation technique itself neither
employs nor depends on tile Lighthill nconstlc analogy for au experimental determina-
tion of the effective acoustic sotlrce distribution. Tile comparison that we have made
between the results we obtained using the Lighthill acoustic analogy e.nd the d_tta
obtained experimentally with the pohtr correlation technique is confirmation that
our simple model for the effective nconstlc source strength provides a fair approx-
imation of the flow-field characteristics required in the application of tim Lighthill
acoustic analogy to the estimation of the characteristics of the far-field noise from a
subsonic jet, but only in those regions of the jet sad certain angular regions within
the radiated field where flow-acoustic interaction can bo ignored. The comparison we
made was taken at 90° only, amlat this mlgle in the far-field convective amplification
affects are zero.

Jet Noise Reduction Techniques

One of tile goals of the ottrlyexperimental studies on jet noise was tile exploitation
of the knowledge gained, with respect to the characteristics of the sources of noise
generation ill the turbulmlt mixing region of a jet, to find means by which the radiated
noise intensity could be reduced with no loss in nozzle perfornlance (i.e., jet thrust).
The work of reference 6 on simple modifications to the shape of the nozzle exit with a
number of different nozzle extensions, shown it+figure 30, slmwed that changes to tile
initial mixing region of the jet changed tile flow structure of the entire jet. With some
of the devices the noise was reduced by 8 dB in certain directions with conscquent
changes in spectral shape, and flds reduction was achievetl with a relatively small
loss hi nozzle performance. Tile noise reduction was even greater when the llozzle
wps choked, whereas the uncfiokM nozzle exhibited the eharaeteristlcs of screech and
shock-associated noise. An analysis ofalI tile model experimental data indicated that
for the reduction of jet noise all full-scale jet aircraft an aerodynamically snmoth
transition was required between the upstream circular tail pipe aml tim "fluted"
circumference at the nozzle exit, The result was tile "corrugated nozzle," designed
by R, Westley, G. M. Lilley, and A. D. Young and developed by Greatreg (ref. 17). It
was fitted to many of the civil aircraft flying between 1955 and 198D. Two examples
are shown In figure 31. Derivatives of tile corrugated nozzle are used on many nmdern
aircraft, as discussed in reference89. Although the noise reduction obtained with the
corrugated nozzle may be considered modest, it nevertheless is accepted as tim one
major practical device that has reduced jet noise for miniature loss in performance.
Apart from its performance less a further disadvanttlge in the use of the corrugated
nozzle was its additional weight, which when combined with tile thrust loss produced
a significant increase in fuel eonmunption for a modest reduction in noise.

The original appflcatlon of tile corrugated nozzle to jet noise reduction wo.s on
the straight-jet engine operating at or jast above clinking for takeoff. Once far
greater noise reductions were required on civil aircraft power plants than could be
mlccessfully achieved with tile corregated nozzle_ it was reaiizcd that a major change
in aircraft engine design was required. Substantial noise reductions emdd only be
obtained by a large reduction in tile final jet velocity, and this wtm accomplished
with the bypass jet engine and later with the turbofan engine. For a jet whose
overall radiated acoastie prover wa,_proportional to U_, tim potential noise reduction
with a halving of the final exhaust velocity was 2,t dB, which w_l.sh_r greater than
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Fi!ll_ ,'10, Noise 7"eduction devices. (l_'om re/. 6.) -'._.._,

Figllrc 31. _]pes of aircraft engine noise, suppressor._. (Courlesy of
R_II,_-Ro_ce Limited.)

could be achieved with the eornlgated nozzle. Since it wl_s found that tim different
thermodynanfic cycle used on the byp_ms engine I)roduccd it smaller Sl)eeific fuel

consumpticnl, this type of power phmt qllickly rephmed the straight-jet engine _m the
be.sic civil aircraft, power phult f_r all the airlines of the world since it w_Lstechnically
more eincient IiIld o[IyironII_(_i_tally Hlor(_ accol)tnble,

The early re_soning for why noise reduction wa.s achieved with the c_rrugated
nozzle wits that the initial mixing region structure had changed at subsonic speeds to

prodllce all illcre_e(l mixing rate, it reduction in the mean shear, and n coll,scq_|ent
reduction in tile measured length of the potential core. Thus it w_m argued the
effcctive IICOI|SLiC sollrce VohllIle W_I_ red_lc[2d, with a collsequent reductioll i;l the
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sotlnd power. _I1 the over-chohed c_sc the corregated llOZZle prevented all ordered
eddy structure fi'om develophtg, and this interacting with tile regular spacing of
the shock ceils generated screech and shock-_.ssociatcd noise. Tile rasults of flow
visualization broadly confirmed these conclusions. A fiarther feat|ire of the corrugated
nozzle wtts that the circunlference of the jet _t exit wtm now hroken lip into tt
series of smaller jets, each jet being associated with e#tch corn|gatlon, and Illese
structures persisted along a ssbstanthd length of the jet mixing region. It lind
been established tlmt decre_mlngthe dhlmeter of a jcL proportionately incre_med the
peak frequency, and hence a filrthcr change iZl tile iJoisc reduction charaetcrlstias
of the corrugated llozzlo was the sldft in tile noise spectrum to higher frequencies
dependent on the number of corrugations. A filrther derivative of the corrugated
nozzle was the multitube nozzle, which operated ell the same principle but poasessed
the disadvantages of increased weight and interned losses. The combination of these
devices with an ejector g_tve increased noise reduction, but _lg;aila at the expellse of

inereo.sed weight and increased drag in flight. Tile noise reduction characteristics of
lnnny of these devices are discussed in another clmpter and in reference 89.

It woukl be wrung to argue that the introduction of the Ligbthill acoustic
analogy lind little influence oil the design and development of the corn|gated
nozzle and its derivatives. Nevertheless it has to he accepted that all the noise
reduction devices discussed above were developed experimentally, nnd even tod#ty
their performance cannot be satisfactorily predicted theoretically. However, once it
]and been established that flow-acoustic interaction played a significant role in the
radiated noise cl|aracteristics of a jet, it became clear that any device aaddcd to a
nozzle-exlmust system that moditied the jet mixing region and tile surroundi|:g Ilow
field would result in a clumge, sncl almost certainly an incre_._e, in flow-acoustic
interaction. Thus, it is suggested in reference 36 that the reduction in Jloise arising
front the corrugated nozzle and Its derivatives occurs witldn the zone of silence and
is negligible outside it, especbdly at large angles to the jet axis. Hence n necessary
condition In a device to reduce jet noise at subsonic speeds is to provide a gaseoas
shield nrotmd the jet and between tile f_mt-movhlg turbulent structures and tile ft_r-
field observer. Tim application of flow.acoustic blteasctlon theory, _usperformed in
reference 36, provides a satisfl_ctory qualitative exploitation of the noise reduction
properties of the corrugated nozzle and its derivatives.

Alternative Tl|eories of Aerodynamic
Noise

The Determination of Ti/

Following tile publication of Ligllthill's theory of aerodynamic noise many scien-
tists and engineers adapted the thcory to provide prediction methods for jet noise
covering a wide nmge of jet conditions, such tusjet exit temperature and speed. An
early stumbling block was tim modeling of the spae_retarded-thne covariance of _j
ill terms of re_tdily measurable turbulence quantities, such mssecond-order turl)ulence
velocity covarhmcc.'s,their energy spectra, and their integral scales. Some researchers,
such as Jones (ref. 98), attempted the difiieult measurement of the fourth-order ve-
locity covarlances_ but the complexity of the problem (Tij ha.s six independent co:n-
ponents) has meant that more attention has been placed ell theoretical, rather than
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further experimental, developments in tile determination of Tij. gighthifi (ref. 3)
noted that a major coiitribution to tile Tij cover|anne in a turbulent sbear flow came
from eij Op/dl, where eij is the mean rate of strabl Ooi/Oxj + Ovj/O_:i. Time, in tile
presenc0 of an intense mean shear, the fluctuations in pressure would be highly ampli-
fied and the noise radiation would be enhancnd. A theory of snbsonie jet noise based
ell this model was attempted in reference 43, and many of the results obtained were
shown to be in broad agreement with experiment. Tile method, however, was unsat-
isfi_ctory at and near Mecas0 = 1. It was later that Lighthfil's theory was extended
both by Frowns Williams (rcf. 39) and Lighthill (refs. `1 and 5) to cover convection
speeds at all subsonic and supersonic Macb nuntbers, including M'eeosO = 1, at
least up to those Math nllnabers for which density fluctuations inside the flow were
considered to htwe little bdluence on the turbulence.

The Theoriesof Rlbner and Mlchalke

Ribner(refs.99 and 100):totedthatinsidea turbulentshearflow,when the
fluid is incompressible, the double divergence of the Lighthill stress tensor, with
Tij = p_llivj,'lS exactly equal to V°p_and therefore can be written'

9._i 9zj = _7"¢ (97)

where ¢ isa scalar function and is termed a "pseudo-incompressible pressure." Ribner
discarded the notion of a quadrupole source and referred to bls theory as the simple
source theory of aerodynamic noise. Tile theory was criticized by Lightbill (ref. 5) ell
the grounds that it suppressed tbo tonsorial properties of Tij and tlmt it was wrong
to imply that _j decayed :mar, and beyond, tile boundaries of an incompressible
flow at the sanle rate as tile pressure. Therefore, the neglect of 7_j outside a
flow field would not apply to the pressure. Itowever, as an approximation to tile
Lighthill stress tensor and as used to derive it model containing empirical constants
for the prediction of tile radiated noise from a jet, Ribner's results were shown to be
satisfitetory. Ribner found it necessary to include tile effects of refraction due to the
mean fiow-ncoustic interaction, iI.ndsince tiffs was a high-frequency phenomenon, he
found it was satisfactory to use ray acoustics. Ribner's results were qnalitatively
in agreenlont wJtll experiment and helped to explain the so-called zone of silence
near the jet axis. lhlrtber developlaents of Ribner's theory are given in references 4,1
and 101.

It w_mproposed in references 102and 103 that the radiated noise from a turbulent
flow, such as a jet, could be obtained front tile method of matched tmymptotic
expans[oas, whereby tile inner region would be the fietd of turbuleut flow and tile
outer region the radiated noise field. This suggested that tile outer solution could
be represented by a distribution of axisymmetrie emitting noise sources (m = 0) and
nonaxisymmetde emitters (m _ 0). It was found that a relatively sm_ll number
of azimuthal nlodes were needed to provide a good representation of tile sound
field of a circular jet found front experiment. Of course, a major problem was to
relate tile external sound field to th_ characteristics of the turbulence in the jet
mixfilg region, which in Lightldll's theory is given by t)gTii/egt 2. In reference 103 a
single parameter of the jet turbulence df = krsin0 was used, where k is the sound
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wave mlmber w/e_¢ and 2r = Dj, the jet exit diameter. Tim length ?i is related
to Dj_ bat as it does not vary with position along the jet it was _Lssmnedto be
some suitably averaged length settle of tile turbulence, possibly related to tile region
of tile jet concerned with tile sound generation of greatest amplitude, In spite of
this apparent oversimplificatimJ, the theory showed agremnent with a wide range
of experimental data, including that of references 76, 104, and 105. However the
complete theory required the effective surflmc source distribution on, for example, a
cylinder of radius r to he matched with the near-field radiation from the true vortical
sources within r, whose lengfll scale and amplitude depend on tile local turblflence
parameters and not on just a single parameter 6. Related work on that problem
was undertakm| in reference 1116,extending earlier work (ref. 99) and unpublished
work by Csanaday. A fnrther extension of that work led to tbe study of flow-acoustic
interaction, as described in reference 18, and to its practical application as a jet-noise
prediction scheme (e.g., ref. 107). The flow-acoustic interaction problem has been
investigated by many researchers (e.g., refs. 108 to 113). Fnrther discussion on the
elmice of acoustic analogy is given in references 114 and l lfi,

The Neglect of the Fluctuations in
Density at Source

An aspect of the Lighthill acoustic analogy theory that l|r_s caused much dis-
cussion Is that Lighthill's equation is strictly an integro-differential equation for tile
density, since p appears as the independent variahle and also in tile source function
ti|rough the stress tensor Tij, (See ref. 52.) Ill low Macb number flows, the strength
of the acoustic sources is such a small fraction of tile flow kinetic energy that it is
a good approximation to replace p In Tij with tile ambient density pc_. We can _-
sume that in such flows sound waves present in tile flow do not modify tile turbulent
flow. If we argue that pressure fluctuations inside a turbulent flow are of the order
of p_u] and fluetnations in density are of the order of ff/e_, thea since for plane
sound waves pl/po_ = ul/coo (where u I is flm particle velocity), it follows that for
a circular frequency oJ= 2n'f and a sound wavelength ,_,ur/uo << 1 and lo/A << 1,
where wlo/uo is of tile order of unity and l0 Is a characteristic eddy length. Since the
particle velocity is very small emnpared with the turbulence velocity we see that the
influence of the smmd on tile turbulence can he neglected. However the opposite is
not true and the result is embodied in flow-acoustic interaction.

Introduction to Flow-Acoustic
Interaction

Consider the disturbance created in a turbulent flow, or indeed in any unsteady
flow, that results in alternate compressions and expansions of a flubl elentent as it is
convected by tile flo_,. The time rate of change in the volume of this fluid element
5V per unit volume of fluid, following tile flow, is given by

lira 1 D61/___Din P=divv (98)_v-o 6V Dt Dt

_md it follows that in a compressible flow the sound generation is directly related to
the value of the time-dependent part of die v inside the flow. Tile value of die v inside
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a flow is negligibly small and would be almost bnpossible to meJ_sureexperbnentally.
Nevertheless, it is only when tile thne*dependent part of div v is finite inside an
unsteady compressible flow tlmt sound generation can occur.

Pressure fluctuations exist in any turbulent flow. Tllese are present in an
incompressible flow and are of similar amplitude hi a compressible l]ow, In an
incompressible turbulent flow_ wbem the vorticity _ = $7 x v, it is c_fiy shown
from the equations of motion that

V2p = -pooV2(v2/2) + poodiv(v x i2) = -p_ D2viuj/Oxi Ozj (09)

where the constant density is set equal to po¢, In a compressible flow tile positive
and negative fluctuations in pressure give rise to density fluctuations, which are titan
propagated outward at the local speed of sound relative to the local llow velocity.
Tile pressure fluctuations in tile flow are barely modified by tile rcsulting sound field,
except at high Mach numbers when shocklets are generated, Let tile fluid velocity
v = u + _7¢, where u is tile instantaneous velocity of the vortical fiehl. Sblce tbe
sound field is irrotational, we can assunm it is defined in terms of the time-dependent
part of the velocity potcntbd _b. For a turbulent shear flow, V. u = 0 by definition
of tile vortical field, so tlmt _72¢ = dlv v and in compressible flow is not zero, If
dlv v is identically zero everywhere, iLsin incompressible flow, there call be no sound.
Inside tim fiow we set IV¢I << luh alld hence to a good approxbnation,

_9 0 ~ 0 5 (_00)0-7 = _+v'V_ _+u.V---

Let us assume that in a given fiow the vortlcity and the enthalpy distributions
are known. Then in such a compressible flow we find

Dlnp ,_ .Dlnp (lfli)Dt Dt

to a good approximation, and from equation (fifi)

Dlna V2 (102)_----

when sound is generated by the flow, Tile sound field is given exactly by tile

tfinc-dependent part of Vaq_. If we define a new variable r = In (i,1/-_) 811cll

that Wr = Vp/pc 2, then from tile cncrgy equation we find, to tbe same order of
approximation,

5_ 2 5_
+ v ¢_0,, (10z)

@

where s is tbe specific entropy and CI_is the specific beat at constant pressure. If
we omit the diffusive terms in tim equation of motion and again approximate to the
convective operator only_we find that

5v = __ w (lfia)Dt
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leading to

_-'_V'O3o =--V.(e 2 Vr)--_tl : tl_ (105)

wher0 : is the double dot product. Since c2 = (,_- 1)h, we can write eqllation (105)
in tho form

DV2¢ -Vu uV c2 V2r c2 Vlnh. Vr (lo+0

In It given flowdevoid of all irrotational colnpmmnts and with u, h, and s known
everywhere, all Sotlnd is absent. Yet wben sueb z_flow is compremible it generates tt
sound field described by V¢. In tile absence of flow,

(o,+)-e_oV 2 V2¢---0 (107)

but in the presence of flow, after we eliminate terms ill r between eqtlations (I05) amt
(105), tile eorrespondillg eoliveetive wave eqtl/ttlon for _2dp is foulld wltb a foreblg
function that is a unique flmetion of u, h, mid s only. It is c_.syto deduce by reference
to eqilation (102) tlmt ttlis forcing function is equal to

V-_: l.a O0s)

and, tm proposed in reference 110 nmy be regarded as tile source of sound in an r
unsteady shear flow. It is equal to -V' _b inside the flmvto tile same order of I
approximation. Not surprisingly, one of tbe dominant terms hi this forcing hmction [2
is shnply 0 ztiltjiOx i Oxj imin Lighthill s source function. Tile comparison between I
tlle source funetiotls ill the two theories, if all diffusive terms are omitted, is +m [
follows:

Liyhthill:
O_'Tij .,

Ox i i)xj' where Tij _ puiu j + (p - pc_)_ij

Legendre:

v_i"P=-_Tt, 7-' _7 or/

V2u _u t' 1 3u_

In itweakly nonisentropic flow we see from eqtlatiolls (102) lind (103) that ]'gr/Dt
is also equal to -V20, and hence lnp and r are interchangeable. Thus with tile

2eflminat[oi of V ¢ between eqtmtions (103) and (104),

Dar - V,(e 2 Vr) = Vv : vV (100)Dr2
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Equation (109) is known _ts Phillips' equation (ref. 117), where tim entropy and
viscous dilSlsion terms are omitted because they are small conlpared with Vv : vV.
Derivatives of this equation led Lillcy (ref. 10fi) to investigate not only those flow
quantitics responsible for noise generation but also the flow wtriablcs associated with
the propagation of sound out of the flow and the interaction between tbe flow field
and the sound waves witldn the flow. The resulting interaction is referred to as
flow-acoustic interaction.

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, WEshould point out that Lightblfi's acoustic analogy theory of
aerodynamic noise is exact. All other theories, at best, involve approxbnat]ons
of the real tlow. Lightbill's theory includes all flow-acoustic interactions a.s well
IIS the scattering of noise by the turbulence. (See rcf. 118.) Tim underlying
dimculty in applications of Ligbthill's acoustic analogy is that the full space-time
history of 7_j cammt readily be evaluated in any given flow with specified initial
and boundary conditions. In order to unravel the effects of noise generation in
a flow from those of fiow-acoustic interaction it is necessary to cousider the true
unsteady-fiow equat!ons_ rather than Lighthill's acoustic analogy equation involving
the forcing term 02Tij/OxiOxj, which represent the quadrupole distrihution of
eqnivalcnt acoustic sources moving in a unffornl medium at rest, The beauty
of Lighthifi's approach, however, is that it is an analogy tbat provides a good
approximation of the order of magnitude of the radiated sound from a turbulent
shear flow, Even when the true unsteady flow flchl can only itself be described very
approximately, However, the more accurately Tij is known, the more accurate tim
estimate of tim radlatcd noise is.

In the alternative theories of aerodynamic noise based on the convcctcd flow
equations, which fonu tlm basis for tlw. methods or flow-acoustic interaction, the
aim is to find suitable approximations to the space-tlme covariance of Dp/Dt
throughout the flow. Tim various _ttempts to achieve this are included in the works
of references 4,1, 10fi_110, 113, 116, 117, and llfl to 124. All those studies are based
oil the exact equations far unsteady viscous compressible flow, just as in Lighthfil's
theory, but differ l'rom it in that the acoustic sources are now required to nmve
relative to the real flow, ratbcr than beblg embedded in a uniform medium at rest.
This requirement is only achieved at the expense of the introduction nf a modified
wave equation of greater complexity, and tbe sbnplicity of LigllthilPs approach is
lost,

The various attempts to achieve this go_d of approximating the space-time
covarianee differ essentially in the clmice of the indepc,dent variable used. In essence
all are equally valid, although their resnlts reflect the filrtber nssumptions introduced
and, in particular, the flow qnantities specified as known in a given flow. It is
interesting to note that Lille:,' et el. (ref. 1013)(see Goldstein (ref. 18)) used _band r
as independent variables, Howe (rcf. 122) used q_and hs, Yarns and Sandrl (ref. 124}
used ¢ and h + (Od_/Ot)+ (Y¢)2/2, and LEgendre (ref. llfi) used ¢ and lnp. In
each approach one of the variables was Eliminated so tlmt a single equation could be
obtained, Thus Lilley derived a single equation hi r, Howe derived a single equation
In h_, and Legendre used tile single cqnation in ¢. All these methods lead to the
determination of the sound field generated by an unsteady flow. The source of noise
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is unaffectad by the eboice of the indepeadent variable. Figure 32 shows pictorially
tim differences between flow-acoustic interaction tbeories and Lightbill's acoustic
analogy.

We conclude tbat tbe theories discussed above may prove uscfid as a guide to
rnrther experimental studies or to studies hazed on computer simulations, such as
LES (largn-addy simulation) or direct numerical simulation, wherein the need to
introduce approximations into tile system of equations may no longer be necessary.
In most practical situations tile basic unsteady flow field Is not known ill sufficient
detail to use ally of the above theoretical methods to obtain a good quantitative and
accurate assessment of tile properties of the radiated noise from tbe flow. At best,
the theoretical metbeds can give a physical insight into the properties of the noise-
generation processes and a qualitative picture of the characteristics of tim radiated
noise. Quantitative pradiotion metbeds, in general, lmve to be based on good, reliable
experimental data within the framework of tbe theorie_ discussed above.

Conclusions

This chapter bas preseatad Llgbtbin's theory of aerodynamic noise as the foun-
dation on which to build all otber theories of aerodynamic noise. Tbe application
of the Ligbtbill acoustic analogy to the estimation of tbe characteristics of the noise
radiated from jets is central to this chapter,

Attention is given to tile assumptions on which the Lighthill acoustic analogy
is based and it is shown why tbe theory gives results different from experiment
when flow-acoustic Interaction occurs. Tim details of flow-acoustic interaction are
invariably unavailable to provide tile necessary fine adjnstments to the Ligbtbill
source function to render it such that the noise radiation flu caleulatad is exact.
Tim alternative approaches to tbe understanding of aerodynamic noise theory are
Jiseussed_ wherein tbe empbasis is placed on tile flow-acoustic interaction and sucb
theories are required to complement tile results obtainad by application of Lightbill's
acoustic analogy.

Tim application of the Lighthill acoustic analogy to any aeradynamie noise
problem involves a detailed knowledge of tile timc-depeadetbt flow to an extent tbat
is rarely available, especially wlmn the flow is turbulent, We discuss some of the
dominant features of tbe mean flow and turbulent structure of a jet to guide us in
madellng the Tij fourth-order covarianee, which is eentnd to aliplications involving
Lightfiill's acoustic analogy, We avoid discussion of tbe structure of nmre complex
jet configurations since we need to retain a gross simplicity in our model in order to
establish whether qualitative and possibly quantitative agreement can be obtained
when comparison is made with experiment, Tile modeling assumptions are severe,
and yet we are able to establish an agreement with experiment better tban all order
of magnihlde. This in itself is surprising when we consider that the acoustic source
function based on Tij is related to tile kinetic energy of tim turbulence, whereas tbe
overall radiated acoustic power is of the order of 10-4 smaller.

The results obtained from tile acoustic analogy model are compared witb exper-
imental data obtained by application of tim polar correlation technique to both a
model-scale jet and a fun-scale jet engine. Tile relatively close agreement is evidence
tbat tile flowofiekl data are pertbmnt to tile description of tim acoustic analogy rondel.
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Fi#lire 33, Differences between Di_hthill's acoustic analo#y theories of aero-

dynernie noise related to flow.acoustic interaction.
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The wider applications of the use of the polar correlation technique are mentioned,

especially the determination of the location of additional noise sources, sudl as the

Sollrce of excess lloiso_ frollI a ball-scale ellgine.

A brief description is givell of attempts to reduce jet noise without incurring an

undtlo penalty in the loss of nozzle efficiency. Attempts to understand their noise

reduction characteristics oft tile basis of tile Lighthill ncmlstie amdogy am shown to

be relatively unsuccessful, However, tbe main feature of all noise reduction schemes

is shown to be the largo changes in the jot flow structure that result, notably a

sldeldblg of the high-speed flow near the jet boundary, It is shown tlmt flow-acoustic

interaction theory gives a more satisfactory explanation of the main changes to the

radiated noise characteristics, especially within the zone of silence and an ahnost
negligible change outside,

Filmily, tile importance of good, reliable, and accurate experbnental data in all

studios oi1 aerodynanlic noise is stressed. At best the theoretical work can oldy mssist

in providblg a suitable framework in which to amdyze tile results and the presentation

of the experimental data for prediction purposes.
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5 Noise From
Turbulent
Shear Flows

Lead attthor
M, 1_. Gvldstein
NAgA Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, O/fro

Introduction

This chapter is primarily concerned with the generation of sound in turbulent
shear flows with high Reynolds numbers. Tile subject became a serious scientific
discipline in the early 1950's when Lighthfil (refs. 1 and 2) published his acoustic
analogy theory ofjet noise. That work hm_ nmre or less dmnlnated the subsequent

development of this field, which is still somewhat hlcomplete mid has undergone little
change ia the past several years,

Llghthifi achieved considerable success in explaining some of tile most prominent
features of the experimentally observed jet sonnd field (such _ the direetivity
patterns of the overall sound pressure levels), but when more detailed experiments
were conducted (refs. 3 and 4, for example) it became clear that there were other,
more detailed features (such _ the directivlty patterns of the acoustic radiation

in individual frequency bands) tiler could not be explained by LigllthilI's analogy.
Reference 5 extended the analogy to account for such features, but attempts to
explain tile new observations were mainly based oil more complex analogies such a.s
tlmse of references 6 to 9. All these analogies involve, in one form or another,

a nonlinear wave operator tllat cventuafiy must be finearlzed before meaningful
calculations can be carried out.

Lighthlll's approach is discussed in cmmiderable detail in chapter 2 of Goldstcin
(refi 10), This chapter therefore places little emphasis on the acoustic analogy, but
rather concentrates on an alternative approach which may be more readily adapted
for use on largo-scale computers to obtain more detailed infornmtion about the smu|d

field than would be possible from tim acoustic analogy. This approach amounts to
little more theft calculating the unsteady flow that produces the sound simultaneously
with the resulting sound field. One starts from some prescribed upstream state that

is ideally specified just ahead of this region where the sound generation takes place.
To make progress witlmut resorting to full-scale numerical computation requires
that the governing equations be lincarized about some appropriate mean few. But
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that ultimately ht_s to be done, either implicitly or explicitly, even with tile acoustic
analogy approach. I have no doubt that tile day will come when turbulencc-gelmrated
sotlad is calculated directly from tile Navler-Stokes equatio11, but, to my knowledge,
that lure yet to be done, There is still much to be learned from the existing work,
which has often led to relatlvely sbnple formulas that show encouragb|g agreement
with experlnlents and produce a great deal of insight into alal physical nnderstaudiug
of the sonud generation process. This chapter is a somewhat selective review of that
work.

Tile use of lhmarized theory to calculate turbulent flows or, better yet, changes
in turbulent flows is a branch of turbulence theory now known _m"rapkl distortion
theory." (See ref, 11,) It assumes tlmt the following condltloas are satisfied (ref, 12):
(I) ul/U << 1, where u I is tile rms turbulence velocity alld U is tile local nlean-
flow velocity, and (2) the interaction or change being calculated is completed in a
thne, say "rl, that is short compared with "rtleeiLy, where _'deeay is tile decay time
or lifetime of a typical turbulent eddy O(f/ul), _ being the characteristic size of
turbulent eddies, Rapld-distortion calculations are usually b_med on the inviseid
equations--an approximation tbat is justified when both tile mean-flow and the
turbulence Reynolds numbers are large. The inlportant point here is that the radiated
sound field can be determined as a by-product of any such rapid*distortion calculation,
as long as compressibility effects are letained.

Solid-Surface Effects

While it might seem most logical to begin by omitting solid-surfiLce effects and
to include them only after the turbulence self-nolse problem h_mbeen appropriately
dealt with, it turnn out that tile solid boundaries actually simplify the problem
and allow a more rigorous treatment ill at lea.st some eases, Consider then a ldgh
Reynolds number turbulent air jet such ,as that shown schematically in figure I,
where Uj is the jet velocity, The maxinmm turbuleuee occurs along the centerliue
of tile inltial mixing layer, indicated by tile dlmhed line in the figure. Itere the
ratio of tile rms turbulence velocity to the local mean-flow velocity is rongldy 0.24
(ref, 13), which is not all tlmt small but would probably still be considered to be an
acceptable "small parameter" to many classic applied mathematlebms. Condition (1)
is therefore reasonably well satisfied.

Now suppose that a semi-infinite, but intinitesimally thhl, flat plate is inserted
into tile flow as strewn in figure 1. Then the hlteractioa between the turllulence
and tile leading edge will be completed in a thae r! = O(£/U), which is fairly
small compared with "t'decay= O(£/ul), considering tile snlafllless of tile turbulence
intellslty. Thus, bwiscid rapid distortion theory applies, and the interaction between
the turbulence and the edge can be calculated by lblearizlng the invlscld equations
(tile Euler equations) about the mean Ilow.

Since the ratio of tile cross-strclun to streamwiae components of the mean-flow
velocity is of tile order of (ul/U) 2 (ref. 14), the order of approxbnation will certainly
not be diminished if this tlow is taken to be a unidirectional transversely sheared
flow. The important advantage of using this flow is that it is itself a solution of
tile iaviscid equations (for any velocity profile). The resulting expansion is then a
rational perturbation that can, in principle, be carried to arbitrary order without

. interaal inconsistency, The lowest order equations arc now the saum _mthase used
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Figure 1. Plate embedded in t_rbvtlcnt air jet.

in lnvlseid stability theory (i.e,, the Rayle[gh equations; see ref. 15), and as already
indicated, the radiated soand field can be determined as part of the sohltion to these
equations--provided, of course, that compressibility effects are retained,

l'tepresentatlon of Incident _rbulence

To determhle the radiated sound field, one nlnst first decide on an appropriate
representation of the incident turbulence. This representation would bc rather easy if
the mean flow were completely uniform, since any soh|tiou for the unsteady velocity-
pressure fluctuations would then be decomposed into tile sum of an "acoustic"
solution that carries no vortlcity and a "vortical" solution that produces no pressure
fiaetuations aml is often referred to o.s the "gust" or "hydrodynamic" solution. The
vorfieal solutios i8 used to represent tile incident turbulence in most problems that
involve the interaction of turbulence with solkl surfaces embedded in uniform mean
flow, Its suitability for this purpose is largely duo to the following reo.sous:

1, It does not becmne infinite anywhere in space, even in the absence of solid
surfaces, so it can describe the turbulence field that would exist if the surfaces
were not present,

2. It involves two arbitrary "convected" quantities that can be specified ms upstream
boundary conditions to describe the turbulence entering tlne interaction zone in
any given problem, This serous to be the appropriate degree of generallty, because
tile vorticity is a convected quantity that has only two independent cmnponents
(since its divergence must vanlsh),

3. It liras no acoustic radiation field at subsonic speeds and will, in fact, wmish
exponentially fmqtat transverse infinity if tile mean and unsteady vorticity flekls
are sufficiently compact.

Decomposition of the sohltion into completely decoupled acoustic and vortical
parts is no longer possible when the mean flow is nonuniform, but tile compressible
Rayleigh equations still possess a solution that bo.q the three properties listed above
and, In fact, approach the vortical solution on a uniform mean flow in the limit ss
the mean flow approaches a uniform flow (refs. 16 to 18). This would then seem to be
the natural generalization of the vortical solution to nonunffornl flows, and it wouhl
therefore seem appropriate to refer to it as tile gust, or hydrodynamle, solution and,
more importantly, to use it to represent tile incidence turbulence,
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In tile general case, this solution can be written as follows (rofs. 16 and 17):

(i)
whereu_rdenotesone oftheperturbationvelocityCOlnpeaentswheu o---I,2,3 and
It.Idenotestheassociatednormalizedpressurefluctuation.For thisequation,t is
theOne; (Xl,X21X3) are Cartesiancoordhlates,withxt intlmmean-flowdirection;
xt = {x2,xa} in the transverse direction; Ga is a free-space vector Green's function
for the compressible Ray]elgb equations, a slightly unusual case in that it is defined
by placing tile convective derivative (b_sed on the n|ean.flow velocity) of the delta
function on tile right side of the Rayleigh equations, rather than being the delta
fimction itself; w¢ is a convected quantity that can be arbitrarily specified as an
upstream boundary condition; and Az is another conveeted quantity. The fourth
component of Aa is identically zero, and the remahdng three compmlents form
a three-dimensional vector tlmt hf,s zero divergence and is perpendic||lar to the
gradient of the mean-flow velocity. Therefore) A,7 has one independent component,
and this component can be an arbitrary hmction of its argument,

Equatioa (1) thus involves two arbitrary convected quantities. It is certainly
defined over all space, since Ga is the free-space Green's function. That it is a
honlogeneous solution of the lhmarized Rayleigh equations can be seen by hlspectlon,
For example, substituting the second term into the l:hwlelgfi equations will, in view
of the delinitlon of G,7, transform the integrand into tile convective derivative of
_f(x - y) _(t - _') times we. Integration by parts produces a convective derivative of
we, which by construction is identically zero. This inspection slmws that the second
member of equation (1) is indeed a homogeneous sohltion of the Rayleigh equatioas,
It is es.sy to slmw that the first member also has this property.

Sound Generation and the Role of
Instability Waves

REturning now to the problem of a large, fiat plate embedded in a turbulent
shear flow, we can, as argued above, use the gust soJut,ioll to represent the incident
turbulence. Since this gust solution does not astlsfy the boundary condition of zero
normal velocity at the plate, it is necessary to add another solution to cancel this
component of velocity, Uulike the gust solutimh this latter solution does not vanish
exponentially fast at infinity, but rather behaves like a propagating acoastic wave
there (ref, 17). In other words, the plate is able to "scatter" the nonpropagatblg
motion associated with the gust into a propagating acoustic wave (ref, 19),

The problem also possesses an eigenfnnctiun solution _sociated with the spatially
gro,,ving instability wave that can propagate downstream from the edge of the
inflectional mean-velocity profile (refs. 20 and 21). The solution is therefore not
unique! It could be made unique if WErequired that it remain bounded at infinity
(since that would eliminate the elgenfunction solution that grows without bound
there), But since the linearization is only valid in the vicinity of the leading edge, it
is probably not appropriate to impose a "boundary" condition far downstream in the
flew where all sorts of nonlinear effects will have had a chance to intervene (ref. 22).

One can therefore look for an alternative way to make the solution unique. This
can be done by treating the steady-state solution, which is, of course, the one of
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interest here, as the long time lbnlt of the solutioa to an iaitial-vahm problem. A
"cansallty" eondltioo is then imposed in the sense that the solution is required to be
identically zero before the initial time when the incident disturbance is "turasd on"
(ref.20),

But in reference 22 it is argued that all initial condition imposed in the distant
past may not be relevant to the steady-state soIutlna, since tim linearlzation might
only be valid over a relatively short interval of tlnm. One might therefore consider a
third way of making the solution unique. This amounts to using the eigenfunctlon
solution to elbninate the leading-edge singularity that appears in hoth tim bmmded
and dm causal solution by satisfying a leading.edge "Kutta" condition (ref, 21).
This procedure may be rationalized by noting that the instability wave represents
dowustremn vortex shedding that could adjust itself to eliminate the singularity in
the invlscid solution and thereby prevent any flow separation that would otberwise
occur at a very sharp edge.

Comparison With Data

Itisnot entirelyclearwhichofthesethreesolutimmiscorrect,but Isuspect
tlmargumentinreference22isinvalidand thatimpositionofcaasnlityisprobably
appropriate.Inreference17,Icomparedthetheorywith tlmdataofreference23,
in whichtlm soundradiatedwas measuredin l[3-octa.vnfrequencybandsim a
functionoftlleanglefromtilejetaxisina planeperpendiculartothatoftheplate.
Comparisonoftheexperimentand theoryisshown infigure2.The toppartofthe
figurecorrespondstotilehigh.frequencylimitwheretheinstabilitywavesare"cut-
off"and tim issues of causality and Kutta conditions are irrelevant. However, at low

freqneucleatbecausalsolution,whichisshown atthebottmn,isstronglyaffected

bytheinstabilitywave.The agreementb_,twecnexperimentand theoryisgood,but
tbecausaland leadlng-edgeKuttaconditionshavethesame low-frequencylimit,and
one cannotconcludefromthiscomparisonwhichiscorrect.However,tilebounded

i solution belmves quite differently in tills limit and consequently does not agree with
the data.

Sound Generated by Turbulence

InteractingWith Itself:The Jet Noise
Problem

Having achieved some success ill using linear theory for tile turbulence-leading-
edge Interaction, it is natural to try using it to calenlate the sound generated by
turbulence interacting with itself (i.e., to deal with tile problem of jet noise). I
have already pointed out that tlle ratio of rms turbulence velocity to local mettn-
flow velocity is reasonably small in tile region of maxim,aul turbulence, so that the
first requirement for tile validity of the rapid distortion theory is satisfied. (See
Introduction.) However, tile interaction time rl, which in the present context should
be taken as the time for the sound generation to occur, is now equal to the decay
time "i'decayof theturbulence,and thustilesecondrequirementoftiletheoryis
not satisfied. But with no better alternative at hand, we might still attempt to
introduce tile same small parameter as before (i.e,, ut/U) and carry tim correspmlding
asymptotic expansion to its logical conclusion. Like tile more ad hoc acoustic analogy
approach_ tide systematic procedure assures that all appropriate conservation laws
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Figure 2. Comparison o] causal or leading.edge Karts condition solution Toith
data of ref, 23for Uj = 213 toltec,

are satisfied and tlmt the acoustic sources are of the appropriate multipole order.
Bat it seems to have certain advantages over the acoustic analogy in that it provides
a "rational" framework for assessing tile internal consistency of tile various jet noise
analyses, It may also apply to some physically realizable flow, which we hope is
not too different from the real turbulent flow of interest, and finally, it provides a
method for klentifyiag acoustic sources and dlstirJguishing acoustic and aonaconstic
components of the unsteady motion.

Tim Basic Equation

The lowest order equations are, on the flme of it, the same I_sbefore, that is_riley
are tile compressible Raylelgh's equations, It is well-known (ref, 15) that the velocity
components can be eflmiaated between these equations to obtain a single equation for
the normalized first-order pressure fluctuation HI =-I)i/poC_, where Pl is the actual
first-order pressure fluctuation, po(x:) is the mean-flow densltyt and co(xt) is the
mean-flow sound speed, where the latter two qnantities depend only on tile cross-
stream coordinate xl = {x2_x3]t with (Xh x2, x3) dcr,oting Cartesian coordlnatcs
and xl in tile mean-flow direction. Tlds equation can be written symboficafly a_

LI21 = 0 (2)

where L denotes tim third-order linear wave operator:

L- D (D 2 e2 "_+2co2(vU) .V_xl- -"' (=)
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where t denotes the thus and D/Dt = O/_gt + UO/Ox I is tim convective derivative
based on tim mean-flow velocity U(xl).

SJllee solid boundaries are aeo.stically irrelevant for the turbulence self-.oise
problem, it is appropriate to stlppose that tile flow is defined over all space. Then (for

reasons given ill tile sectloa on solid surface interactions) tile gust (hydrodynamic)
solution (i.e., eq, (1)) is a relevant solution of eqmttion (2). But equation (2) also lilts
(spatially growblg) instability.wave solutions which can exist whenever tile nlean few
is inflectional (ref. 15). Since many investigators (e.g,, refs, 24 to 29) have argued
that these latter solutioas correspond to tile experimentally observed large-scale
turbulent str,ctares, it would seem appropriate to identify the grist solution with
tile "fine-grained" (or relatively fine.grains30 turbldent motions.

However, dmre are experimentally observed nmtions that, on a global btLsis,seem
to bear little resemblance to ally motion that can be represented by eltber the gust or
tile linear instability-ways solution. Tbis shmdd crone _tsno s,rprise, since we have
already noted that tile finearized solution can at best remain valid over relatb,ely
small streamwise distances.

We ]lave seen that the gust solution produces no acmlstlc radiation at subsonic
speeds, and tile same can be said for the instability waves. (However, see below.)
Tim asymptotic expansion nmst therefore be carried to tile next order if it is to be
used to calculate radiated sound. Tile normalized second-order pressure fluctuation
112 again satisfies a third-order wave equation, but it is more convstdeut to work
with the isentropic density fuctuatiom

-_I]2- X-_-!n_ (d)
II

where 7 is tbs specific heat ratio. Tbeu 11satisfies

Lrl = r (5)

wbich, except for tbe inhomogeneous source term

p_ D f Of U
=D-TV' - 2_7_ • V (fi)

is tile same zmequation (2} far' tile first.order normalized pressure fluctuation.
Equation (6) is identicaI to tile source term that would be produced by an

externally applied fluctuatiag force per unit mass f = {fl, ]2, f:] } and might therefore
be thought of as a dipole-type source, since a fluctuating force prod.cos such a source
when there is no meau flow, The force fis not arbitrary, of course, but is now given
as a quadratic function of the first-order solutions, uamely,

It -_ ,9 y)u(l)_d 0 n (i,j L2,3) (7)
O._j l: 3 q" 10X 1 1

where u t) denotes tbe first-order velocity fluctuation, and Cl2 = 7RT! is tbe squared
first-order sound-speed fluetuat on, R being t m gas constant and TI being the first-

i order temperature fluctuation.
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Equations (5) to (7), with some relatively minor differences, were first derived by
Lfiley (ref. 7), who used a generalization oft fie acoustic analogy approach, Tile result
is now commonly referred to msLilley's cquatlon. In tile present approach, it arises
mqtile equation for tile cmnposite second-order pressure fluctuation with a source
term F that involves only first-order soIutions, Since these solutions, which satisfy
the honlogeneous equation (2), have no acoustic fields at subsonic speeds while tile
second-order solution does, our expansion provides a conceptnal if not experimental
mechanism for identifying acoustic and nonacoustie parts of tile unsteady motion,
But there are some complications.

The Sources of Sound

The second term in equation (7) represents a dipole-type source due to the
temperature fluctuations in the flow (ref. 3[}), Although this source is of real
significance ill actual hlgh-tmnperature jet exhausts, I will not discuss it in tills
chapter, I will concentrate hlstead on the first term, which, being the divergence

fluctuating (first-order) Reynolds stress ull)_t_1}, corresponds to tile sourceof tile

that would be produced by an externally applied fluctuating stress field. It might
therefore be hlterpreted, by analogy with the zero mean-flow case, as a quadrupole-
type source,

Tills latter term can be further decomposed into a number of subsources by

separating the first-order solution u 1) into its gust and linear (spatially growing
instability-wave components and, msbefore, dent lying t m gust with the fine-grained
turbulent motion. Unfortunately, this procedure cannot be carried to its logical
conclusion because the linear instahility waves, which grow without bound ill a
parallel mean flow, ultimately produce all unbounded source term in equation (5). It
wmdd tbeu he inappropriate to use tiffs equation to calculate the acoustic field, since
it is its globaI, and not its local, solutions that must be used ill such It calculation.
However, tile real flow is only locally parallel, and the slowly varying (rather than
tile parallel-flow) approximation sllould be used to represent tile instability waves, _L_
was done in references 31 and 32, for example. Then tile source term in equation (5)
remains bounded, since the local growth rate of the instability wave varies wi_h tile
thickness of the jet or shear layer, (It first increases, reaches a maximum, and then
becmnes negative us tile tldckness increases.)

However, supersolfieafiy traveling waves can be produced as a hy-product of this
approximation, and these latter waves couple to tile radiation field (ref, 32) when
the first-order solution is rendered uniformly valid (tltrough use of an appropriate
singular perturbation procedure such as the method of multiple scales, ref. 33), Tile
previous comment that tile first-order solution has no radiation field therefore needs
to be qualified. We retnrn to this subsequently, but for now the important point is
that tile first term in fshould then describe tile sound generation due to the following
types of interactions:

1. Linear instability wave and fine-grained turbulence
2, Linear hmtabfiity wave and linear instability wave
3, Fine-grained turbulence and fine-grained turbulence

Of course, this llst may be incomplete or even inappropriate since, as I already
indicated, there are other types of large-scale motions in the jet that do not seem to
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be globally representable by eRher the gust or the hlstabffiLy wave. In any c_se, it is
clear tlret this list slloldd only be taken as an indication of the types of blteractioss
that can occur and should not be considered to be tile result of a rigorous analysis.
In fact, we shall eventually show that nolrenlformities in the asymptotic expansion
causetheseinteractionstooccuratdifferentasymptoticordersthantim present
formalexpunsionwvuklsuggest.One mightthenchoosetoignorethisfistentirely
and argusthattheexperimentallyobservedturbulentreotio;isshouldbe usedia
placeoftllefirst-ordersolutionsthatappearinthesourceterm(eq.(6)),Tillsuse
ofobservedmotionsinplaceofthefirst-ordersolutionsis,ineffect,what isdonein
tlleacousticanalogyapproach.However,Ido nottldnkthatitshouldbedismissed
entirely and thereibre consider it in some detail.

The first item (i,e,, tile instabifity-wave-fine-grabmd turbulence interaction) ll_s
only been considered very briefly in tile literature (e,g,, refs. 26 and 34) and only
lbnited quantitative results have been obtained for tlds blteractiom It can be thought
of as tbe sound generated by tile fine-grained turbulence shaking the instabl]ity waves
and is likely to emerge as an important source nmchanism in flows at rehttively low
Reynolds numbers,

Tile instability-wave-instability-wave interaction may be related to the vortex-
pairing events that occur in the initial mixhlg region of a hlgh-speed jet, These
events call be experimentally enhanced by exciting tile jet with an external acoustic
source tuned to the most unstable frequency of the shear layer at the nozzle lip, as
was done by Kibens (ref, 35). He found that this enhancement caused the natural
broadband noise of tile jet to be suppressed and that most of the sound was then
generated at subharreoaics of the excitation frequency. I]y taking nre_surements in
tile :lear and far fields, Kibens showed that tilere was no Doppler shift in frequency,
an indication that tlle sound was generated by nonconvecting sources within tile
jet, He subsequently identified tile locations of these sources with the vortex-pairing
locations.

However, quadratic interactions between two-dlmeasiona[ (or between axisynl.
metric) instability waves produce only subsonically traveling waves in a subsonic
parallel flow, and these waves do lint radiate sound, ]]tlt the straightforward pertur-
bation analysis of these interactions is (us in tile straightforward nonparallel-meaa-
flow analysis) nonredforndy valid in the streamwise direetirel (leading to the so-eafied
Kelly resrelance, refl 36), and supersonically traveling waves are produced when the
straightforward asymptotic solution is rendered uniformly valid in that direction,
Tile sound fieffi can thell be calculated with a procedure simib_r to the ram used in
reference 37 for tile sound generated by tile nonlinear satl:ration of a single instability
wave. A more systematic approach might be to adapt the nonparallel-flow analysis
of refi._runce32 tt) this case.

The Llghthill Result

Tile interaction of fine.grained turbulence and fine-grained turbulence is essen-
tially the mechanism originally considered by Lightldll (refs, I and 2), Difficulties
such _ those discussed in conjunction with instabffity-wave-instabflity-wave inter-

,i action nlay also occur when tile present perturbation approach is applied to this case,
Lighthifl's acoustic analogy tlmory leads to a stationary medium (i,e., classic) wave

_: equation, He suggested that it should be possible to neglect variations in retarded
tbne across tile turbulent eddies (or correlation volumes) in this case, since the time!
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glee(1 - Mc cos 0) for a somld wave to cross a turbulent eddy is small compared with
tile characteristic time g/u I of the sound source at subsmfic jet velocities (tel 10).
Here Mc is the convection Macb number of tile turbulence and 0 is the angle between
the downstream jet axis and the llne connecting the source point and the observat ion
point,

It is a consequence of the ]inearity of the wave operator on the left slde of
equation (5) that the sound radieted by any given turbulent eddy is then independent
of that radiated by any other eddy, Lighthfll therefore argued that each eddy should
behave like a point quadrupole smlrce moving downstream with the "convection
velocity" of tbe turbulence and that tile entire sound field of tbe jet cmdd then be
estimated by calculating the saund radiated by a "typical" turbulent eddy. Tlds
picture turns mlt to be a slight oversimplification and was later corrected by Ffowcs
Williams (ref. 38),

In the Lightbill-Ffowcs Wilflams result (refs, 1and 38), the mean-square pressure
p2 radiated in any proportional frequency band at a fixed source frequency 12,where
w = 12/(1 - Mccos0) is tile actual frequency of tile sound, behaves as follows:

p_~ l(n)
(I - M_cosO)5 (S)

so that its "directivity pattern" is primarily determined by tile Doppler factor
(1 - Moons0) raised to the -5 power. 1 These five inverse Doppler factors produce a
highly directional radiation pattern at high subsonic Mach munbers--a result which
is remarkably similar to experimental observation.

Solutions of Lllley_s Equation

fiolutioos of eqlmtion (5) and F treated _s a moving point source (eq, (7)) can
be interpreted as corrections to the Lighthifl-Ffmvcs Willimns result tlmt account for
the effects of the nonuniform surrounding mean flow, A number of researchers (e.g,,
refs. 7, 30, 34, and 39 to 45) therefore decided to calculate the acoustic radiation
from point quadrupole sources nloving through transversely sheared mean flows.
The relevant solutions usually had to be obtained numerically, but relatively simple
closed-form (or nearly closed-form) solutioas were obtained in tile low- and high-
frequency limits wD/Uj <<: 1 and wD/Uj >> 1, respectively, where D denotes tim
jet diameter (see fig. 1) and Ui denotes the jet velocity.

Low-frequency solutions were obtained for a round jet with an arbitrary mean-
velocity profile ill references 40 to 42, All cmnponents of an idealized quadrupole
convccting through a stationary medium exhibit directivity patterns given by inverse
Doppler factors times sines and cosines of tbe observation angle, The low-frequency
analyses show that mdy the xi -x! and x I -r qasdrupole components (where r is the
radial coordinate) retain this property in the presence of a pandlel but nmnmiform
mean flow, The remaining quadrupole components exhibit directivity patterns given
by more complex formulas iuvolving the complete mean-velocity profile and tile
location of tim sources witbin tbe jet (re['. 42).

I TheDopplerfactorcanbe correctedtoavoidthe shlgtdarityat/*lacos0= 1by accountingfarfinite
fif*tlTCe vohlm_*
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However,thelow-frequencyanalysesuncoveredtileverysurprisingresultthatthe
Ineanflowcausescertainquadrupolecomponentstoendtsoundmuch moreefficiently
thantheyotherwisewould;themean-squarepressuresintheabsenceand presence
ofthenleanfloware,respectively,0([/4)and O(fl_)ns lq--.0.The acousticfield
oftheXl- r quadropole,whichistheonlyone ofthesemoreefficieatsourcestlmt
can beexpressedinsimpleDopplerfactorform,isproportionaltothelocalnlean-
velocltygradient.Itisworthnotingthatthissourcearisesasanlchfromtilefirst
member ofthesourceterm(eq.(6))asfrom thesecond,eventhoughthefirstdoes
notexplicitlyinvolvetilemean-velocitygradient(ref.40).

Observedlow-frequencyjetnoisedlrectivltypatternsthereforedependon com-
plexpropertiesofthejetturbulenceand mean flowtlmtaredifficulttoestimate.
But tile mathematical results a_e consistent with the experfioentally observed results
that the patterns are always more directional than Ligbthifl's five inverse Doppler
factors would indicate. To be more specific, the analytical and experimental results
show that the low-frequency sound should be nlore conceatrated on tile downstream
axis than Lighthill's result implies, wit]l the on-axis sound being produced by tile
quadrupo]es with one axis in the etreamwise direction.

The high-frequency solutions, which were obtained in references 7, 10, 34, 39, 40,
43, and 46, exhibit a "zone of silence" on the downstream jet axis. Tile acoustic field
is exponentially small in that region, whicll is circumferentially e.symmetric when
the jet is nonaxisymmetric or the sound source is located off axis, It ffiIs the entire
range of circumferential angles ¢ when O is sufficiently close to the downstream jet
axis (see fig. 3), but it only occupies a limited range of angles (say, _bmln < _ < _bmax)
at larger values of 0 (say, 0mhI < O < Omax), and finally, it will disappear completely
when 0 > 0m_Lx(see fig. 4). These remarks only apply to subsonic isothermal jets with
monotonic or nearly monotonic mean-velocity profiles. A host of complex interference
effects may occur when these restrictions are relaxed.

()liner t'atil_n eoJlLt

i Figure 3, Coordinates for observation point.
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Figure 4. Asymmetric zone o/silence.

As in geoumtric optics, the sound propagates along disthmt rays Jn tile high-
frequency approximation. Only one ray can reach the observer when D > 0max,
but there will be at least two rays reaching tile observer wlmn 0mh < 0 < 0m+Lx--a
direct ray and a ray reflected from the boundary of the zone of silence (ref. 43). The
corresponding sound waves can then interfere, but the interference term is n r_.pldly
oscilhting function of angle and, slnce all ncmmtlc measurements involve soole form
of spatial avernging, may aot be experblmntally observable.

The mean-square pressure radiated in any proportionnl frequency band of fixed-
source frequency 1_ is thus the snm of the mean-square pressures for each ray
reaciling the observer. Tim result for a eoevecting quadrnpole source, corrected
as in reference 38_ is given by (ref. 43)

"_ o¢ (47rreo_co)2(l - .4,/cosO)_(1 --M_ cos0),_ A_ (9)

where r is the distance between the source point and the observation point, poe and
c_o are tile density and tile sonud speed at infinity, M is tile Math nuu|ber based on
the mean flow at the source location and the speed of sound at infinity, and A denotes
a circumferential direetivity factor that depends on the circumferential observation
angle _b, the location of tile sound source within tile jet, and the mean-velocity
and temperature profiiles of tim jet, The term Qij denotes tile relative qnadrupole
strengths:

_l = qDcosA v2 = qosinA _._= cos# (10)

where

J(l-Mcos0_' cos,_O
q_=y\ _ / - (n)
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and h is tile initial circumferential angle made by tile acoustic ray tkssociated with
equation (9).

Equation (9) Is an exact high-frequency result that applles to jets of any cross
section and witb any transverse mema-velocity and temperature profiles, but h and
A must be calculated by solving a second-ordert ordinary differential equation in
tile general case, They are, however, given by relatively simple analytic formubm for
off-axis sources at arbitrary locations in a circular jet wltb arbitrary velocity and
temperature profiles (refi 43).

Tile circumferential dlreetivity factor can he used to study tbe effect of non-
axlsymmntric jet velocity and temperature profiles in rednciug jet noise below
tim flight path of a jet aircraft, tbis redaction being of eo|miderable interest for
technological appficatioils (ref. i17). But for the present purpose, it is appropriate to
concentrate on tile azimuthal direetivity pattern, which is relatively unaffected lie
thisfactor.

Equation {9) sbows that the inverse Doppler fllctor exponent is blcrmmed from
We to seven in the blgh-frequency limit, since tim local mean-flow Macb number and
Lheturbulence couveetion Math nuulber are usually not very different in the regions
of peak turbulence intensity. Tills taken by itself woukl cause tbe bigh-frequency
sound (like the low-frequency sonnd) to be more directional tban Lightbilrs equation
(eq, (8)) would predict, If, however, the quadrupole is assumed to be isotropie
(ref.40)so tbat

Q_# = _jQo (i,j = 1,2,3) (12)

where 5ij is tile gmneeker delta, it follows from equatlons (10) and ill) that

I,: oo/o=j
Tills eqnatiml more than compensates for the additlouid two Doppler factors in tim
denominator of equation (9) and produces a net azbmlthal direetivlty pattern tbat
is given by three inverse Doppler factors and results in excellent agreement with the
experimentally observed 1/3-octave dlrectivity patterns.

Tim interpretation of tbis remllt is tbnt tim reduced direetivity of the lilgh-
frequency sound is due to interference between tile vlirions quadrupole eonlponents,
Tile mean-square pressure is now tbe product of an azimuthal direct[vity fitctor and
a circumferential directivity factor tbat depends only on ¢. It is, of co" "se, higbly
unlikely that the actual quadrupoles will precisely satisfy equation (12), but the
analysis strongly suggests that tile quadrupole eompmlent interference effects can
greatly reduce jet noise directivity.

Sound GenerationFrom Streamwlse
VariationsInMean Flow

The formalasymptoticexpansioninpowersofut/Ucan becontinuedtothethird
order.At thisstage,interactionsbetweenthefirst-orderperturbationsolutionand
tlmstreamwisevariationsinthemean flowappearinthesourceterm,(Recallthat
tbe ratioofthecross-streamtostreamwisecomponentsoftbemean-flowvelocity
isO(ul/U)_,whiletbefirst-ordersolutionisO(nl/U).)Then by decomposingtbe
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first-order solution into its gnst and instability-wave components and nlnkhlg tile
connection between tile gust and fine-gralned turbulence that we discussed above,
we hffer that tile source term now describes sound generation because of (1) the
fine-grained turbulence interacting with streanlwlse variations (i,e., spreading) of
the mean flow and (2) the instltbifity waves interacting with the streamwise mean-
flow variations. To my knowledge, the first mechanism has not yet been considered
in the literature. Tile second is already ACCounted for in tile first-order analysis if
the slowly varying approximation is used to described the instability waves, This
mechanism has been analyzed in a nlore ad hoe fashion in references 26, 37, dS,
and d9 and in a systematic way in reference 32. However, reference 32 ultimately
co:lcludes that this sollrce is not important at subsonic speeds, and this conclusion
is consistent with the findings of reference 50, in which the phenonmnon was studied
experimentally by artificially exciting a jet under conditions tlmt tended to minimize
vortex pairing. Unlike reference 35, it was foul'_d in reference 50 tlmt the broadband
noise w_ usually increased rather than suppressed by tile external excitation. It
wits concluded that tile instability wave, while not radiating noise directly, acted as
a conduit tbrough which energy could be transferred to the small-scale turbulent
motioll,

CompArison ofExperiment and Theory

Figure5 isa plotofthesolmdradiatedinI/3-octavefrequencybandsatfixed
sourcefrequenciesby a ]dgh-Reynolds-numberturbulentairjeta.sa functionof
azinmthalanglemeasuredfromthedownstreamjetaxis(refi51).Tim jetvelocity
was 1194 ft/sec. Tile data indicated by the open circles cohlcidc with tile peak
frequency/p of the jet noise at 90° from tile jet axis; this frequency correspoads
to a Strouhal number ilD/27rUj of unity. The squares represent low-frequency data
corresponding to one.tenth of this vahle, and the triangles represent relatively high-
frequency data corresponding to about three times the peak frequency.
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Fisure 5. Ezperimental directivity at constant source frequeACll.

The low-frequency data are more directional than equation (8) would indicate,
This may be beCAUSeof the effect of the surrounding mean flow, which causes the
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low-frequency sound to be more concentrated on tile downstream jet axis. However,
as already noted, it is necessary to make specific assumptions about source locations,
relative quadrupole strengths, and mean profile sbapes before explicit calculations
can be made. Tlds was, in fact, done by Mani (ref. ,14)2, who assumed tbe sound
source to be located on the axis in a slug flow velocity profile to simplify his
calculation, However, this model effectively precludes the exceptionally efilclent low-
frsqasney sources discussed above, Mani also introduced a specific assumption about
the relative quadrupole strengths which he attempted to justify at least partially by
evoking an analysis presented in reference 52.

Mani'e calculations are compared with data taken from reference 3 in figure 0,
wbich is a plot of the sound radiated in a 1/g-octave frequency band at a very
low, constant source Strouhal number of 0.03 for three different jet velocities. Tile
theoretical curves are adjusted to p_s through the data at g0* from the downstream
jet axis rather than at 00', as is usually done wben overall sound pressure levels
are not predicted by the tbeoryP The agreement appears to be fairly good, hut it is
probably necessary to test the sensitivity of the analysls to its numerous assumptimls
before definite conclusions can be drawn.

The remaining curves in figure 5 (/p and 3/p) exhibit a zone of silence on
the downstream jet axis, as predicted by the high-frequency solution, and are less
dlrectimml outside this zone than equation (8) would indicate. The latter effect
could be the result of the cancellatlas between tile various components of the
quadrupole source that occurs in the higb-frequeney solution (eq, (9)) when this

l source is assumed to be isotropic, Then as we have seen, tile 1/3-octave band pressure

fluctuations _'ary like three inverse Doppler factors.
Figure 7 is a plot of tile jet noise radiated in 1/3-octave frequency bands at

constant source frequency as a function of the anglo measured from the downstream
jet axis, The measurements, whicll are indicated by tbe open symbols, are from
reference 01, They correspond to the peak frequency of tbe sound radiated at 90°
to the jet axis (i.e., to a source Stroubal number of unity) but are taken at tbree
different subsonic jet velocities, It is wasth noting that tbe Reynolds number is quite
high in these experiments.

The solid curves are obtained by using three inverse Doppler factors for the data
at 90' to the jet axis. The turbulence convection Mash number /vie is taken to be
0.62 times the jet exit Maell number based on tile speed of sound at infinity and is
the value usually recommended by experimentalists. (The dashed curve is the result
of using the five inverse Doppler factors Implied by eq, (8).)

Although the agreement between experiment and theory is good, one migbt feel
somewhat uncomfortable about extending tile high:frequency solution to sucb low
Strauhal numbers. However, reference 45 compared the exact and ]dgh-freqneney
solutions for fixed quadrnpoles In a linear shear flow and found the results to be in
close agreement, even at a Stroukal number of unity. Moreover, the peak frequency

2 Mani'.analysisInnot restrictedtolowfrequencies,and Imdidnot explicitlytake the low-frequency
limitof hisresult. But he didcarryout numericalcalculationsat a verylowfrequency,and weeoIt_lder
onlytheseresults.

3 TheusualargumentIs that timsoundIs unaffectedby bothsourceconv_tIoltalid//lean-floweffects
at 90*.
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sound is believed to be generated at the end of tim potential core, where tbe relewmt
length scale for computing the Stronhal number is nearer 2D than D. (See fig. 1.)

There arc, of course, otber effects that might explain the disagreement between
Lighthill's original tbeory and the high Reynolds number experiments. First, the
decreased directivity at the higber frequencies could be due to tbe scattering of the
sound by tbe turbulence, an effect that is certabdy more important at tim higher
frequencies and that tends to make the sound field less directional. It could also be
due to variv.tions in retarded thne across the source (i.e., source-eobercncc effects),
which were neglected in the point-source models described above and wldch, for a
fixed source size, would also be more important at the higher frequencies. This
phenomenon was analyzed in references 38 and 53 and it was shown that it tends
to diminish the increased directionality that results from source convection. It is
important, hvwever_ to note tbat these analyses are based on an _k_sumed source
model.

Extensions to More Complex
Turbulent Flows

The results of tbe preceding section snggest that tile high-frequency solution may
remain valid at frequencies that are low enough to include the most energetic portion
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of the jet noise spectrum. 'Ellis might remain true for other more complex turbulent
flows. W0 may therefore be able to calculate tile soulld generated in stlell flows by
finding the high-frequency solution for a point quadrupole source moving through
the appr0priato mean ttow. Recently such a solution was ohtalned for a completely
general mean flow (ref. 54), The final equation in that reference is somewhat formal
in that (1) it involves quantities that depend on the solution of a system of ordinary
differential equations (which must, in general_ be obtained numerically), and (2) it
does not explicitly account for the presence of the caustics that, as we have seen, can
occur in the high-frequency limit. However, the caustics can easily be incorporated
into the theory of reference 43, wl|icl_ is expfleit enough to provide considerable
lnformatl0u about the high-frequency sound generation in these more complex flows,

Reference 55 nsed the analysis to study the effect of mean-flow dlvergenee on
subsonic jet noise, (See fig, 3.) It showed that even small jet spreading elhninates
the zone of silence that occurs in the axisymn|etric parallel-flew model in the sense
that the radiated sound is no longer exponentially snmll in that region but is merely
greatly reduced beeaase of a strong divergence of the acoustic rays. Unlike the
parnllel.flow calculation, these results indicate that the shallow-angle acoustic field
i9 nonzero and exhibits a. directivity tlmt is independent of frequency in the limit as
o_..--,co, It is worth noting that the experimental zone of silence directivity pattern

only becomes independent of frequency at very high frequencies.
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Supersonic Flows

Up to now our remarks llave been confined to subsonic flows, tllough much of
what has been said also applies to supersonic flows. However, some new phenomena
also come into play with supersonic flows. First, the linear gust solution (eq, (1)) no
longer decays exponentially at large distances frmn a jet but involves propagating
wave conzponents, These waves probably correspond to tile so-called Math wave
radiation observed in the initial mixing region of supersonic jets ill references 56
and 57, for example. They are the leading-edge shock waves (or bow waves) of the
supersonically moving eddies. It is generally agreed that this phenomenon is not
very important at moderate supersonic Mash numbers.

Second, tile instability waves can achieve supersonic phase speed and generate
sound dlreetly at very high Math tmmbers, But reference 32 argues that the
instability waves In a slowly varying mean flow involve supersonically traveling
components that can radiate significant sound even at moderate supersonic Mash
numbers, This is consistent with tile low Reynolds number supersonic jet noise
experiments of references 58 and 59, which imply that the majority of the noise
is generically related to tile relatively slow growth and decay of organized wavelike
structures, This behavior seems to persist even at hlgiz Reynolds numbers.

Finally, both the fine-grained turbulence and the instability waves can interact
with the Stlock waves, which can now appear In tim flow, to generate noise In a
very etficient manner, This is usually referred to as tile "shock-associated noise" (or
shock "screech" if there is feedback to tile nozzle lip), Reference 60 suggested that
turbulent eddies can retain their identities long enough to pass through several shock
waves and that the resulting coherence between the noise sources has a dominant
influence on tile rndlated sound. This is even more true if tile sound is generated by
interactions between instability waves and the shock structure (ref. 1]1).
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Introduction

In this chapter tile noise generated by large-scale turbulence structures and

instability waves of jets is discussed. Tbe primary e_m._basis is on supersonic jets with
moderate to high Reynolds numbers (i.e., NI_o > 10_). This is because it is in these
jets that unambiguous experimental and tbcoretieal evidence is found indicating

that large turbulence structures and instability waves are directly responsible for
generating tile dominant part of the noise. For subsonic jets similar large turbulence
structures and Instability waves do play a crucial role ill tile dynamics, spread, and

mixing of the jet fluid. However, at subsonic convection speeds they do not appear
to be efficient noise generators. Many investigators believe that tile dominant noise
source of subsonic jets is, in fact, tbe small-scale turbulence. As yet this beflef has
not received universal acceptance. Tile issues involved are complicated and are not
easy to resolve. In order nat to divert attention from the main theme, they are left

to tile end of tile chapter wbere they are examined in greater detail.

Large Turbulence Structures and
Instability Waves

Experimental Observations of Large Turbulence
Strnetures and Instability Waves in Jet Flows at
Moderate to High Reynolds Numbers

One of tile most significant developments in turbulence research it_ recent years

is the recognition that turbulence in free shear flows is far more coherent and orderly
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than previously believed. In a study of a moderate Reynolds rmmber low-speed jet_
it wm_discovered thnt tile shear layer could support large, orderly vortleul toroidal
structures (ref. 1). It was independently found in reference 2 that large-scale coherent
vortical structures (see fig. 1) are intrinsic features of two-dimensional turbulent
mixing layers at high Reynokls nnn|bers. Since d_ese pioneering works there have
been many invcstig_,tlons on large strul:tures at various Reynolds numbers, Mach
numbers, densities, _md temperature ratios. These works provide the foundation of
our present understmnlblg of the dynamics of turbulent free shear flows.

y

Iw

Selllter

pllltl'

Figure 1, Lathe turbulence Strl_cture._ in high Reynolds number two.
dimensional mixing layer;

In order to study tile space-tlme evoh|t[on of large turbulence structures in two-
dimenslomd ndxing layers, several researchers (e.g., refs. 2 and 3) took hlgh-speed
mot]0n pb:tures of these blnws. These plctnres reveal tlmt the large strnetnres are
initiated near tile trailing edge nf tile splitter plate, which marks the beginning of
the nlJxfllg leyer. These structures grow in size msthey are conveeted downstrenm.
To uccommodate tllis growth the spacing between neighboring structures undergoes
coltstant challges. Every now and then two (or three) of these vortex-like structures
coalESCeto form a single large structure. This process, wldch wr_ observed to occur
more prominently at low to moderate Reynobls mlmbers (ref. 4), is generally referred
to im "vortex pairing" (or tripling). In high Reynolds number flows tile pairing
process, once started, is usually completed iu a very short thee. Contrary to early
expectations, ller|mn und Jimenez (ref. 5), usblg digital imuge analysis of a flow
visualization film, fonnd that most of tile entrainment of alnbiellt fluid into tile
m[xhtg layer takes place dnring the growth stage of the large vortical structures
and net during pairing. In addition to tile pairing phenomenon, it was observed in
refere_ee 3 that a large structure may abruptly dlsintcgrate in tile strahllz_g bleld
of th0 adjacent large structure (or strnctures). This process is called "tearing."
Acting togethl_r, tim mechanisms of vortex p_tlring aIld tearing are instrumental in
randomizing the space-thee tr_|jectories of the large turbulence structures. Thust
although _tsingle b_rge structure may appear a.s qun.si-deterministie, the sum total of
all the largo structures in the mixing layer amalgamating randomly in apace and time
gives tile overull phenolnenon a 8tncha._tle and chaotic character typical of turbulent
blows. A_ bllr im it is known, the survivblg large structures have extremely long
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lifetimes. In all the experiments mentinned above they seemed to persist nil tile way

[ to tile end of the test sections.In tile ease ef jets, the circular geometry and the limited length of the potential
more impose severe constraints ell _lle possible geometry and time history ef the
large, coberent structures. Yule (ref. 6), whe carried out extensive visual _mwell _s
conditimasl hot-wire measurements of these structures iu moderate Reynolds nunlber
low-speed jets, suggested tbat the jet mixing layer be divided into two regions, _L_
shown in figure 2, In the transitional-flew region closest to the nozzle exit, the shear
layer rolls up into toroldal vortices. These toreidal vortices are tbe equivalent of
the large vortical structures of tile two-dimensional mixing layer described above.
The vortices undergo pairing and tearing, lhlrtber downstream in tile L|]rbulent-
flow region they break up into tl|ree-dbnensional large turbulent structures. These
structures, which are made up of rotational fluid, }lave highly irreguIar boundaries
and bear no resemblance to tbe strongly axisymmetric toroidal vortices. The axbd
length ef the traesitional-ilmv region where toroldaI vortices are found depmlds on
tile Reynolds number. This region sborteas as Reynnlds mnuber incre_es. Thus,
for high Reynolds number jets, vortex pairing in the sense of references 2 and ,l is,
in fact, an infrequent event, The pairing process, therefore, is no_ expected to be
dynamically very significant fer high Reynolds number jets.

_lLI]_iI iOJItLI _l_ 'nlr] lull'hi

ITM lhJw _r [Imv

Fioure 2. ,qchematic drawls 9 of laNe turbulence strueture._ in mixin9 layer of
I_auudjet at moderate Reynolds number, (Basl_d on ref. 6.)

When a jet at a sullieiently high Reynolds number is slightly excited by upstream
tones or other external means, it has been observed (refs. 7 to 13) that, unlike
natural jets, the large turbulence structures in tile mixing layer of the jets are more
orderly and azimuthally correlated. Under excitation these large structures can be
found throughout the entire potential core of the jet and in the region immediately
downstream, A conditional sampling teelmique was used in reference 14 to study
both the naturally eccurring large turbulence structures in an unexcited jet nud
the phase.locked large turbnlence structures in a slnusoidally excited jet, Upon
comparlsen of tbe cbarasteristies of the educed natural structures and the induced
structures, excellent agreements were found, The implication appears to be that on
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a statistlcal-avernge bIL_],_tim natural large tllrbllIl!llc() 8trllCt|lrl!s of a .jet are ll(!ltrly
as cl)herellLand orderly as those in a forced jI!L,although hlstant_lncously they/night
appear to be qtdL(_disorg[ulized.

[11 r(!cl.,lli, years nllnlerfllls _Xl)(!rilllelltS have beell c;Lrl'ie{l out to hlvest]gnte the

sl)llcf}-t[lllff evC)hltion atliJ lille details o_" the large tilrbtlJellce Htl'il(:tllYeS hi l()W-SIH!ed

frt,._ shear (lows, T]ll_ lllll(}llll_ of literature OIl this sllbJect 11_18growll So IIlllCh that

it has bP.conle_ lllDre or less_ all t!lltirl_ research llr(!a by itself, llerein only the s_tliellt

_eatllreS of tiles(! strllctllr(!s that arl_ dil'(!ctly l'e]i!y;lllt tO jet IlOiSe g(!lleratiOll _tl'O

discltsscd. Readers who wish to pllrslle tim subject of large structures ill IOWMilch
mlmber flows beyond thls brlef diseussloll shoukl cDnSlflt some nf the more in-depth
revil!w articles (refs. I5 to 20).

Fill" high SllllHOlllC i11111 ,_llpt!rSOlliC _ix[syllllnetrJe jeI,S_ vislllll obSel'v_ttiollS of

possible eoheri)nt flow 8trllCtllreS have beel] e_rl'ied Ollt over all extellded period

of tillle (reKs. 21 to 28), These observatiolls httv{l provided clear*cut evidence of
the existellee of shllilar ]iirge tllr|)lllellce strllCtllr_s ill tile mixing layers of these
j_ts. More rflCelltly, ;t systi_lllatJc VJSllal8tlldy of thesl_ strllctur(!s ill axisyl1111tetrlc
sllpersollic jets wlm presented il2 reference 29, At Reynokl._ mlmbcrs exceeding 10G,
tile ilatllrally OCellrrhlg large strlli!tllri!s /ire llOt Its well orglilliZfid alld arc, therefore,

diMeult to observe. To ellhallC(! their vislbillty a low-level acollstic egcit;itlOll of
tile jet .pstremn of Hm nozzle exit wire illtroduced. The level of excitation w/_s
kept low elliqllgh so that i|o deteetabh_ lllOdi_{:lltiDIl of the llle$ill [low Wlkq melUsllred.

FJgllre B is a soqllcllc(_ of ellSelllble-aV(_l'aged i)hotogral)_ls takell frol)l refer(_llCC 29,

The hwge-scah! sCruetures in tile mlxil]g layer of the sllpersollie jet call clearly be
see.. The strobing light wire triggered at different phase or time delays relative tn
th¢! ex(:itlltJon sigllltl, alld thll8 the ¢lowllstrealll iiiovelllellt of th(! lafge strll(:turi!s was

n!corded (indicllted by an arrow). A shock cell structlu'e insMe the jet is also evldellt
in these pictures, aa illdicatiml the jet is lint perfi:ctly expanded, Thus tim visual
OI)S(!rv/ltiollS ill rcfer¢_llCe29 provide IlnalllbigtlOlls evidellee that large tllrblll(!lle(_

structures exist in s]mek-contaildng high Rcynokls mlmber supersolfie jets as well.
QtllmtJtative hlformation on the dylm/nic +rodspace-time propertlcs of the htrg(!

ttlrbl]lellee strllctll/'es i/I higll-spcel[ |lows is clilllcult to obtain becatlse of the well-
known hot-wire breakage l)rnl)lem. Tel avokl this inhcrcut difficulty, a very detailed
sequence of cxpl_rimenta] studies (reh. 30 to 32) WllSpl!rformed in It low-density
superso]lic jet facility. It was found that fi_r low l_cyllolds number supersonic jets,
the large-scale str.ctures tonk th(! fornl of hlstability waves of discrete fi'equencies.
T]Ies(_wttves iverecoheri!llt fiver all axial (list;tliCflofsevl_ral jet diallli!ters. _I1 IttlfJitioll,
these large-stale instability waves generated Im intense acoustic [iekl which extended
from tile jet all tile way to tile boundary, of the anechoic jet |low facility. To
_k_sess the elTeets of _eylloll]s nlllllllel_t th(! earlier exl)erilllOllt wlhq repeated ;it a

moderately high Reynolds immber (rift, 33). 1_w,_s flnmd that tile unsteady motion
of tim ._upcrsonic jet wire de)nlhlated by a band of large-scale illstabifity waves. The
l:haractcristics of these instability waves were similar to those of tile low Reylmkls
lllllllbef eXllt_rilllCllts, ]'_llrt|lt_rlllOre, ill InodeHlte Reyllo]ds lllllllh_rs the aCOllStic

field l_ssociated with tile large-scale instability waves also dominated tile total noise
field of the jet, Tile near-field noise COllt_)ursand tile fi_rdiek! noise dircctivity and
spectral charaeterislics _f t|mse jets were carehllly conlparcd wlth those at hlgh
Reynohls nmnber in references 1]3and 3,1.Remarkltble rescmbla.ce w;m found, Tile
findings suggest that, at lelmt ill a statistlcal-aw_rage sexist, tile large-stale turbulence
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C_,)_'= o°. (t,)0 = _o°.

(e)¢--12o °. (d) _=lsll °.

(c) _ = 2,10 '_.

Fiqure 3, Ensemhle.averaged photographs of lal_le-._cah' slruelltrcs itt ht_lh
Reynold,_ nlnnber supelwottit: jcl mtth!r Iow-h:ve.I ca'citation .l Imlqous phase

aagles _ ivhllilte lo lrig!lering si!lnal. .,]/77_w ittdiatten positiot_ of salltl_
lat]tltt slrltclttr¢ lltrhulence! as fullction of litm_. I_'eilalioll Slrotthal tlttttlbiw

= 0.,1: Mj = 1.;_7, (Firm _vJ. '.2'9.)

strIICI;LIrOS[11high Rl!yzmhls )llllllbl!l' SllpOl'.'it)tlic.jets most prtfllalfly haw! ([yllllIllil:
f:haracteristics _i/lliJar to those of tim, [_tt,g(!-st:_tJ(!]llstabilJly WaVt.'So[l_ltrv(!d _lf, ]I)W
_tl([ tzzocl(m_t() _tlylli)](]S IIIll[l])[!rs,

Models of Large Turbulence Structures
in Frec Shear Layers

Ourh]g tim las_ I5 years ]llally attt_ml)t,s ]lay(! [)_t(!i] llladl_ to (Jl!vl!ll_p ways t,o
(:a[(:ll]at(_ or ])r(_dic/ t]Jl! ily_mmic ImlJavior of tJl(! ]az'g(_ tllr])ldellce strl_l:Ltlres hi
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fi'ee shear layers, Because of the great complexity of torbulent llow it becomes

imnmdiately clear that a complete deterministic approach to the problem by solving
tlm foil Navier-Stokes equation is both difficult and fruitless. A good deal of the p_.st
effort was, therefore, devoted to modelblg or simulating tbe main features of the large
_tructures. Most of tbcse works can be ehmsified into one of tile following categories:

discrete vortex models, discrete wave models, direct numerical sinmlations (with
small-scale turbulence closure), and stochastic wave models.

Discrete Vortez Model

Shadowgntpbic observations of two.dimensional mixing layers (e.g., ref. 2) reveal
that tile Iarge turbulence structures appear to take the form of two-dimenslonal
vortices, This motlw_ted a number of investigators to model the large structures
by vortices (refs. 35 to 38). It was reported in references 35 and 38 that if discrete

line vortices were used to simulate tbe mixing layer, then tbe model-produced flow
entities would not be consistent with experimental observations. Vorticity elements
of finite sizes were needed in tile model if many of tbe prominent features of tile
large structures were to be reproduced. For axlsymmetfic jets, witb tile same llne

of reasoning, vortex rings were used in references 39 and 40 to model the large
structures. However, unlike two-dimensional mixing layers, the large structures hi

jets do not persist beyond tile potential core. To sbnulate tbls fact, the vortices in
reference *tOwere artificially forced to decay once they had travelled a certain distaiice
downstream from tbe nozzle lip. The location and the rate of decay were dctermbmd
so that tile calculated near pressure field fit closely to that of the nmmsurements of
reference 41. Untbrtunatcly empiricism of this kind compromises a.y real vahle of

such models, Aside from tbis, vortex-rblg models suffer two otber major drawbacks.
Because of tbeir restricted geometry and tile requirements of conservation of vet tlcity,
they cammt readily sbntalate bel[cal and otber nonaxisymmetfic large-scale motions

of the jet flow. Moreover, for snimrsonic jets tlmy appear to be inappropriate.

Discrete Wave Model

Free shear layers with blflection point velocity profiles are known to be intriu.
sically imstable. These instability waves have wavelengths wbicb scale accordblg
to tile mixblg layer tblckness consistent witb tbe observed lengtl_ scale of the large
turbulence stnlctures. Several researchers (refs. 20, 23, and 42 to 48) modeled tbe
large turbtfience structures in jets, mixing bwers, alld wakes by tbe intrinslc insta-
bility waves of tile flows. In most of these works a single-frequency wave was used.
As such they are more appropriate as models for excited large structures. The ex-
cited large structures are nlore or less completely deterministic. In references 20,
47, and 48, ample experimental evidence is provided to show that the single in-
stabiliLy wave model can indeed offer an excellent quantitative description of tbe
excited large structures. Use of discrete waves to model natur_tlly occurring large
turbulence structures _s anotber matter. Since natural large turbulence structures

bare cbaracterlstics wbicb are random wbile discrete instability waves are completely
deterndnistic, an obvious problem arises in the interpretation of snc]l models. The

discrete wave models are meanb|gfid only if they are used to represent the statistical
mean vahle of tile natural large structures, Even in tiffs context tile spectral repre-
sentation is definitely illcorrect. The best tbat can be done is to pick tile frequency of
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the instability wave to coincide with tim dominant frequency of tile large structures.
This approxbn_.tlon is reasonable provided the naturally occurring blrge structures
are confined to a relatively narrow frequency band.

Direct IVumerical Simulation

A very attractive way to model tile large turbulence structures is to perform
direct numerical simulations. Such a direct sbnulation of a two-dbuensional nlixing
layer was performed ill reference ,19by solving the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equatieu. However, because of computer storage limitations, spatially periodic
boundary eonditioas ill both the stI'eamwise and spauwlse directions hall to lie
imposed. That is, growth of the.mixing layer was partly suppressed in tile calculation.
Far axisymmetrle jets, a computer code capable of ealctdating the large-scale
instability waves in subsonic jets was developed in refereuces 50 and ,51. In this
code measured mean velocity profiles of the jet are a part of the input. Three-
dhuellsional flow structures are, however, not simulated by tile code, 0ely the
linearised axisymmetrle small-amplitude iaviseid disturbances are calculated. Tile
direct simulation model of reference 51 exhibited a very interesting vortex shedding
phenomenon, Although at tile present time no usefill information related to jet
noise generation has been obtained through direct sinnllation of tile large turbulence
strnetures, future development nlay yet prove this to be a very fi'ultfid approach.

Stochastic Wave Modal

For the purpose of modeling naturally occurring large turbulence structures in
both subsonic and supersonic flows, a rebltivdy well-developed stoclumtie wave model
is currently available. This model has [)veil applied to the study of these structures
in two.dimensional mixing layers and subsonic jets in references 52 to 54 and in
supersonic jets for broadband shock associated noise calculations in reference 55.
The calculated results in each of these blstasces agree faw_rably with experhnmltal
measurements. Compared with the discrete vortex model and the direct mmmrical
simulation, the stochastic wave model appears to be the mast successftd up to this
time. In view of its importance in shock-o.ssoeiated noise theory, tile physics and
formulation of this model ere now briefly exembled.

lu tile shear layer of a jet or hi a two-dimeusiorlal ulixlng layer, tile thk:kness
and other statistics of turbulence dynamics change very slowly ill the downstream
direction. If these slow changes are neglected, then the tnrb'uleace statistics are
invariant to translation in tile flow direction, In other words, statistically tile flow
is nearly unchaeged in the downstream direction. Tbat this is true implies tile
flow is, at least, locally ill a state of dynamic equilibrbun. According to statistical
mechanics tbr a system which is in dynamic equilibrium, the large-scale fluctuations
(tile large turbulence structnres in tile present consideration) can be represented by
a SUl)erpositlon of tim normal modes of the system, For jl!t flows or two-dimensio|ml
ndxlng layers, the normal modes are the instability wave modes (damped waves
included). Thus it is statistically meaningful to represent the large turbulence
structures by a superposition of the instability wave modes, Tile amplitudes of
the instability wave modes are unknown. Since tile large turbulence structures are
random in space and time the a|nl)litudes are, therefore, taken to be stoch_mtie
raadom functions.
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Instability wave sohltions or modes in a slightly divergent flow have been
constructed and stt:died in refon+'nces5{1to 62 using tile nmthod of multil)|e scales.
(See Per. fi3,) For supersonic jets, the filet that the problem Itemtwo hltrinsic length
scah)s w+musedin refereulce 62. One scale is iml)osed by the jet diameter. Tile other
scale chltracterizes _]le slow vari_+.tloH of the llleRll [10%'; ]n the dow'llstrealll dirl!ctloll

and is glvetl by the potenthll core length of the jet. The ratio of the two scales _ is a
very slnatl Iluml)er. Supposl! (r, qS,x) are the cylindrical coordinates of a coordinate
systt!lll centered at the l]ozz_e exit of the Stll)tPrsollk: jet, 'PIle x-axis is ehose31 to

coinckh! with the direction of How. We ca|: now take advantage of the existence of the
SlII_LI] parallleter _ to itltroduc(! a slow variable a = e:gin It mtllt[l)]e-sca]es explul.qion.
Let pt(r, _, x, L)and v t (r, +/+,x, t) b(+tile I)ressure and velocity fluctuatimls associated
withthelargetllrbllleiice ,qtrllctllres, fi.c(:ordhig to the stochlmticwave motlel they
Call hi! re|)res(!nte(_ 13y It _llilerl)osit, k)]l of llOrlllltlIllf)lles ill tht_ forlil

| I = ! 2_.+ an(w| I I eXl)_itOnt,s,W)le+?t_b-wtJ)dw (I)

Lv!!r,4+,:+,t)J a-+._-__ ['_.(r, s, w)J _ .
, t

In equation (1), 0.(.+,w) is tile slowly varyillg ph+me function which is related to
the local eige+wahm or wave nmnber tin of the itlvisekl Orr-Sommerfekl or Rayleigh
eqnation by

O,,(._,_o)= -/o+++,,(s,+) ,ls (_)

and/5.(r,s,as) and 9.(r)s,w) are tim correspondillg eigenfilnctions. In particuhu',
+_n(r,s,w) satisfies tile equation

[! _10_ 2,). Oii] 0.5,, - -_rr-t (_--_r_ii)_J /--_-r+[ (w _"u)'-_+-%'iJp,,=0 (3)

where fi(r, s)) _(r) n), and a(r,s) are tile mean velocity, density, and spet!d of solulld.
Tile anlp]itlxcle an(w) ofeqm_tion (l) is a stoelumtk: random finletimt, hi reference 52,
tbr two-dinlenslomd mixing layers a shnilarity argument is used to determine its
stoch+mtic properties, llere, in the initial mixk_g layer of the jet, self-simihtrity
applies and so a similar argunlt!nt holds. The similarity argunmnt suggests that
the illstahJl|ty wiwo IllotlttS Of the large tllrbllIl!llce strllctllres llllty be regarded +is
having been initiated by excitation that]l+mno intrhmic charaeteristk! length altd
time seales, namely, white noise, This condition lemls to the foHowing stochastic
property for tile amplitude filnetiotl au(w) (see, c.g,, rcf, 52):

= + (,,>
where/i. _,,, is tile I{roneeker delta, Rj is tile fitlly expanded jet radius, lutd ( )
nd cates ensemb e average,

Equations (1) to (,I) i)rovkle a complete stoch,_stic description of the large
turbulence structures ilt a jet, Clearly the eharaetoristies of the large strt/ctures are

i directly related tothe instability waves of tile |heart flow through the eigenfunctionst 3"18
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._. and _'n and eigenvahms t_n. Because of this, in tile rest of this chapter tile ternls
"large tllrbulene_ 8trlletllres _1 ILnd "illslabillty wllvos" /ire used intorchallgoably to

refer to the same phy,_ieal entities, This stochastic model may be used to ealeuhlte
tall second-order statistics 811ca a,qReynolds stresses alld root-nlelu]-squRred pre,_suro

and velocity fluctuations t_ssoeiated with tim large structures _min references 52 to
5,1, hz a subseqlmnt sectioll this stoehl_stie nlodel is applied to the computation of
the noise spectrum and directivlty of broadband shack-_msoeiatcd noise of supersmlic

jets,

Introduction to Jet Noise Generated by
Instability Waves

Prior to lind at about the same tinle 1_ the discfwery of l/lrge tlzrblllel3ec sLrtlettlres

in free shear flows, a number of investigators (refs. '2.2to 24, 42, ,15, mid 6,1 to 66)
suggested that instability waves might play an important role in the generatlou of
jet llOi._c, l|owever, seniti of the sllggestlons were int2ro illtnltloll _tltd spcetlkltioll

with little exporinmntal or theoretical support, Among these early works tile
first sllccessflll theory of noise generated by instability waves wr_sdeveloped in nn
invcstigatlon of the strong directional acoustic radiation emitted from tile shear layer
close to the nozzle exit of supersonic jets, (See fig, 4; also set! ref, 22,) The theory
was stlbsequently extended to be applicable to lower Strouhal mlmber instability

o wavl!s(ref. 24), This reference also provided further and more complete experimental
veritication of the ealcnklted results. One of tile goals of these early works w_Lsto
predict the observed acnustlc radiation pattern by seeking al)proprktte solutions of
the equations of motion of compressible flows. The theory is self-contained without
requlriag external theoretical or empirical input. As such it represents it radicld
deparnlre from the then prcwdent acoustic analogy theory iff references 67 to 70,
I11 tile aeOl|stic analogy theory tile SOlll*Ce torn]s ltre regarded tm knOWll I making it

dependent oil separate tlmoretical f_Rlelllation_ or experlnlental illeHsnrenlolltfifor the
provision of these qm_.ntities. In addition to identifying illstability waves _Lsa noise
source, the mathematical mmlysis of these early works provides It firm be.sis for thl_
SIlbs0qllOllt devoloplllent of _t lnort_ colnprehenfiive llllith_izlatieRI theory of sllpel','iOllil:

jet Iioise,
Figure d (see ref. 22) and shadowgraphs taken of the sotllld field pattern of

supersollie jets (refs. 21, 2,1, and 71) show that strollg directlolml acoustic wIwes
are emitted from the shear layer close to tile nozzle exit. On'the shadowgrapks,
these w_tves appear more or less as parallel straight lines radiating in the d_ wnstream
direction, In a rather puzzfillg numoer they exist only in a limited region downstream
of tile nozzle, They arc never fmmd beyoml a certain acute angle measured from the
jet I)olmdary, It is suggested (ref. 22) that this complex directional acoustic wave
pattern was generated by the instability waves in tile mixing layer of the jet. Through
use of a simple top-hat velocity profile to model the jet flow, it w_mshown that
the spatially amplifying Kelvin-Hehnholtz instability waves possessed near aeoustle
fields whieb exhibited feature_ identical to those of figure ,1, Numerical results on
the geometry of tile wave pattern comptlted in references 22 and 2,1were found to

_,agree veryfnvorablywith experimental measurements for nitrogen _mwell _ helium
supersonic jets, In additioii, tile theory predicted that tile parallel wave frollts in

. the near field propagated with a speed less titan the ambient speed of sound. This
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Fiynrc 4. Directional acoustic radiation from sllper._onic jet generated by
instability walles, lIelium jet with renervoir pressure, of 5,_.7 psia. (From
ref. 22.)

totally lille×peeLed result wits coldJrlzled by the Iileasllrellleuts irl reference 24. The
predicted velocities llgreed closely with the illeltstlred vldnes over a substantial range
of sui)ersoll_e Mae}l lllunbers.

Characteristics of Supersonic Jet Noise

Uldess a sllperso]dc jet Jssuhlg froill $_ convcrgezlt-divergent UOZ2_le iS operated very
close to the nozzle design conditic*n, its noise spectrum inwtrlably consists ofdiscrete
and broadband conllmnents. (See fig, 5, which is based on ref. 7Z) The discrete
coznponents are generally referred to _s screech tones, For imperfectly expanded
supersonic jets with rather strong shock ceils, tile screech tone is often accompanied
by its harluoilleS. [[i SOllle {_D_e8t $llch Rs underexpanded jets from coavergcnt nozzles,

_IN IU/Uly IIS f(lllr h_l'TIIon]cs have beell observed. Tile screech component disappears
when the jet is Imrfectly expanded. For perfectly expanded jets the noise spectrum
is made up of a broad, smooth peak n.s ilhlstrated by the lower spectra of figure ft.
This broadband noise component is generated by the turbulence in tile mixing layer
of the jet, For this reason it is called tile turbulent mixing noise. If the ratio
of reservoir to ambient pressure of the jet is changed so that the jet is operating
iz_ an otSdesigzl condition, then experiments show that additional broadband noise
would be emitted. This noise component, wldch owes its origin to tile presence of
a quasl-periodic slmck cell structure inside the jet plume, is known as broadband
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Figure 5. Narrow.band noise _pectra of supersonie jet for hdly exvanded _INch
Tlumbers Jl/ij of 1.49 and 1.67 and for #t inlet attgles _/_ of 3_ to lglP,
Nozzle design Maell number Md = 1.5. (Based on ref. 72.)

shock-_ssociated noise, or simply shock-e.ssoeiated noise. The dominant part o1" the
broadband shoek-assoeiated noise is comprised of tL spectral peak with a relatively
narrow half-width. (See fig. 50 One of the most peculiar charaeterisUes of broadband

shoek-a.ssociated noise is that the frequency of the spectral peak is a function of
the direction of radiation. The spectral peak frequency is lowest near the jet inlet
direction and increases monotonically towards tile jet flow direction. Recently, after

it earefill examination of all avMlabte narrow-band shock-ruqsociated noise spectra,



ILWII_poJllted Out that tile _Llll¢J_,tllelttn]_ercech telle _reqlLelL(:y iS _kl_,'_l_H H]Hnlh!r

thou tim frequencies of broadbatld shock-_sociated noise (ref. 73). As a matter of
filet,tilescreechtonefreqllencyisitveryreIiabh!i;idientm'ofthelowerboull(lnf 1

" t]l(! hroadbnltd shoek-lt,'_soc]Rte(1ilois(! spectrum. We Imw briefly (!X_tlllhll!sntlle of
till!lllO,_t;prolnimmtd[rectkmlflRIll]spe(_tl'_l]chitraclerlsticsofturhtllentmiXillgnoise, i
broadl)Rnd sllock-lkssociatetl llnJSc!,itnd screech tones of axlsylnuletrie :4ul)ersonicjets.

Turbulent Mixing Noise

Good qtla]Jty noise inen.surtllltetlts of perfectly exl)alided high Reynolds illllllher

supc)rsonle jets areavailable ill referelwes72 and 7,1 to 77. Tlle,_c!studies iltclieate
clearly that turbulent mixing noise is highly directional Figure 6(a) shows a typical
directional distribution of the SPL of tllrbuhmt mixing noise fl)r cokl mlpersnttle jilts
(ratio of jet tlmlperature to ambient temperature 7_//Tt) nf 0.73). As shown, the
i)redolnillRIit part of the Ilolse is radiated ill the ilowllstrealll dlrcction, The peak
wdue is about 25° h'nln the jet flow direction. This maxinlum direc:tlvity mlgle 0
wtrics _m It functlon of Mach mnnber mid jet temperltture, Normally for jets with
fully expnndt!d Mach nulllber _lj h_ss thall 2.0, 0 is between 0,5°t,o,15°. Figure 6(b)
slmws the noise dlrcctivlty for It hot jet with temperature ratio Tj/7b of 2.27 and tile
sanll! Dilly expaiided jet Math nuuflmr its ill figure 6(a). hi this case the jet velocity
is higher mid the SPL becomes even more directional.

As lhq_'_bl!ell I/ohlted otlt, tile power Sl)t_ctrllln of llirl)lll/Mlt Itlixing lID[SO Of

supl!rsonie juts is characterized by a smooth broad peak. Figure 7 shows _t typical
noise power spet2trlllll for a cold sllf)ersoll]e jt!t frolll refi!relw[! 7,L To the left of
tile spectral peak it wl_s fouml tlmt tile spectr*d density varlos _mthe square of the
frequency (rl!l:s, 7,1 and 75). On the other ]rand, in thl! mld-fl'equlmcy rallge to
tile right of tilt! spectral peak, the sllt!¢tral del_slty deere_kses_s the illverst_ of the
frequency. At still higher frequeslcles the iioist_ spectral density drops off rather
abrllptly. This delmndence of tim ]lnisc llllwcr slmcl;rum ell freclllexlt:y was also
observed in the peak noise radi_ttion d#ectioa (ref. 78). The wtriatlon of the tmise
spectrM distriblltit)ll Its It fililetioII of jet tl_llll)Or_ttllreW_s preselltell ill refi!rellce7G,
Generiflly speakitlg, for Slllmrsolfie jets. _s the jet telnperature ]llcre_ses and the
jet velocity stays the some, there is it reduction in tile radiated noise across all
frequencies. However, the reduction in high-h'equelmy m_isc is signifh:antly more
dralllatle.

Annther wily of soehlg that turbulent nfixing uoise is highly directional is to
exalllJlt(_the JH!ttracoustic field of the jet. Figure 8 is a near-field noise contour
iflot from reference 7,L This figure represents a phule p_msing through the c_mterline
of the!jet. The x-axls is in tile direction of the jet flow and the r-axis points in
the radial direction. The vahm x = 0 is at tim nnzzl, exit. Plotted in this figure
arc clmtours of eqtml l/3-octave, lmnd noise at a center frequency i)f i0 klfz. Tills
frequency corresponds closely to the broad peak of tile noise power spectrum of
I'igun_7, In the lower part of figure 8 tile space with .o contour eurw!s is occupied
by tim j/:t flow. It is evident that tile conlmtrs in this figure form a highly directional
lobe pointing in _tdirection approxhnately 30" fi'om the x-axls. This implies that
for this jet tile direction of maximum noise radlatiou at a 10-klfz frequency makes
an mlgle of abmlt 30' with the jet axis. Thi_ is consistent with h_r-field nl)ise
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Figure 6. Direetivity of overall sound pressure level. M,/ = 1.372, (l_vm
part II of ref. 7a,)

measurements. (See rot'. 7,1.1A large body of near-field noise measurements of this
kind can be found in references ?,t and 77. An examination of these data reveals
that at low frequencies the near-field 1/3-octave-band noise contours do not exhibit
a prominent lobe as ill figure 8. Instead they form flat curves more or less parallel
to the jet flow boundary. (See the 138-d13 contour of fig. 80 This contour pattern
t_uggests that the peak noise radiation directions at these frequencies are below tile
direction of the jet boundary; that is, they are very dose to the jet axis. At very high
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frequencies the n_ar-Held xloise contours disIflay an eutlrely different pattern. They
are roughly in the form of concentric eircles. This means that the high-frequency
noise radiation is more or less mlil'or|l| in all direetiolls.

Broadband Shock-Associated Noise

Broadband shock-iussoeiated noise possesses nLan.,/characLeristies which are dis-
tinctly different fronl those of turbulettt mixing noise. For instance, _m;iotcd before,
turbulent mixing noise is most intense in the downstream direction and peaks arouml
O = 30z, where 0 is the polar angle mesmured from the jet Ilow dlreetion. Broad-
band shock-assoclated noise, oa the other hand, is nlost promhlent hi the forward
arc or upstreanl direction. Figure 6_a) shows the dh'ectlvity tff the overall SPL of a
felly expanded jet at a Math mmlher of 1.37 and It telnperature ratio of 0,73 (froth
ref, 76). The jet is practically shock-free so that this is tile directivity of turbulent
mixing noise. Also plotted in this figure is the directivity of overall SPL el'ira under-
expanded supersonic jet with tile same fitlly expanded Mach mlmllcr and jet oper-
ating conditions. The noise from this mlderexlmnded jet contahls both turbulent
mixhlg noise anti broadband shock-associated noise. The diffenmees in these two
directivities, therefore, woold provkle a good esthnate of tile distribution of shock-
associated noise. It is clear from this figure that shock-_msoeiated noise is hnportant
mainly in the forward direction of the jet. Figure fi(b) sinews it similar directivity
plot for a hot jet with a temperature ratio of 2.27. Although ¢luantitatively shock-
associated noise appears to be relatively less intense for hot jots, it still predominates
in the forward are, A sonlewhat differetlt way of showing that the inlportance of
shock-associated noise is confined prlnlarily to tile forward directions of the jet is
to compare the overall SPL's between pcrfi_etiy expanded and imperfectly expanded
supersortic jets at different observation angles as the velocity of the jet inere_mes
fi'om sabsoilic to supersonic. Data of this kind were presented ill reference 76 and
are shmvn in figure 9, Figure 9(a) shows that in the do_vnstream direction tile noise
from a perfectly expanded jet and that from au underexpanded jet are nearly identi-
cal. In other words, shock-associated noise nmkes no significant contribution to the
overall noise level in thls downstream directlon, On the other haed, figures 9{b) aml
9(c) hldieate clearly that at 90° and in the forward arc, tile undercxpanded jet is
noisier. Broadband shock-aasoclated noise is responsible for the difference in radiated
sound pressure levels. The fltct tiler shock-_L_soeiated ttoise can he civilly identified
ill the forward arc t]oes tier lll_aIi that there is I1o broadband shock.associated ilO]Se

in the dawn,stream direct, ion. Indeed, by mmlyzing tile noise data carefidly it is not
difficult to identify the preseulee of this nolso coJnpon0t'tt in all directions. It is, hmv-
ever, a weaker contributer to the overall noise in the downstream dlrecLion than the
turbuleet mixing noise and hence is not ms importmlt.

For it given tilt-field direction, the domituult part of broadhand shock-a_soehltcd
noise is always concentrated in a relatively narrow frequency band compared with,
say, turbulent mixing noise. The lmise spectrum consists essentially of a dominant
charactcristic peak, as illustrated in figure 5, A carefll] examination of tile melL_ured
data, however, reveals that the lmiso Sl)_etrllln actutdly eolltahls one or nlor_
secondary peaks. For instance, a secondary peak centered at approximately 10 kHz
can be easily'identlfled in figure 5 for tile ¢ = 90° spectrum. In reference 73
some spectra of broadband shock-a_sociated noise with very well-defined secondary
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,h_t Noise G_mcratcd by Ltzl_e-Scale. Cohcr_mt Motion

peaks arc provided. ()he distinct characteristic of brtmdbaiid shock-associated noise,
first identified in rcfcrczlce 79, is that the peak frequency of the noise _peetrum
is 0. [unctioll (If tile observatioll allgle. This can readily be seeu in tigure 5. Tile
peak frequency decreases im the altglc of obscrwttlol_ inerelmes toward the forward
directiou. Recently it was pointed out in refel'encc 73 that the half-width of the
dolninaat peak w_malsc_a flmctiml of the direction of radiation, The half-width
decreJL_csm_;the radiation dircctioll approaches the fleet directim_ of the supersonic
jet.

htstead of relying on it comparisol_ of the err-field noise intensities of _tperfectly
expanded jet witll those of a slmilnr imperfectly expanded jet to show that broadband
shoek-sssociated nnise all{] tllrhtl]l!llt mixing noise are h_deed twc_different stt[}ersolli(:

jet noisy components, it is possible to nchieve the same goal by studying only the
acar-fleld sound pressure distributioa of a shock-containillg jilt. Figure 10 shows a

riD - 1/2

5

, i i I I I I l J

' ' ' Ill 15 24) 25 ;if) 35

s/l)

Figure 10. Near.field A/l_-ol:llloe-harzdsonnd.pre._nrc.h_vel conlom's of Milch
1.50 s_qJer._onil::iet at 20.kllz ceiller freque;_cy. Mj = 1._7. (From ref. 74.)

Stltltltl-pressllrt]-lev{31 COiled)lit )l)llp {}f Itll ilndercxpall¢l{]d jt!t _roln rfif¢!l'l!llCO 7'L Tile

flllly expamlcd Mach number of the jet is 1.67 aad tile uozzle design Mac,h number
is 1,50. In this ligure it is easy to see that the coittours form _tpattern dominated by
two distinct lobes. One lobe points in the downstream direction at approxlmatcly
30_ to tim jet axis. while the other lobe points upstream at. al]proxlmately 80* to tile
jet inlet direction. The downstream-pDinthlg lobe is very similar to that of figure 8.
Clearly it is lussociated with the turbulent mixing noise of tile jet. The upstream-
pointiug lob0 dcms not exist for a perfectly expanded jet. It is i_sveiated with
tim broadband shock-a._soeiated Imise of the jet. On examining near-fiehl sound-
pressure-level contour maps aL different 1/3-octave-baud ctmter fr(_quencics, it is
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retold tlmt the direction of this lobe ebaages with frequency, For ll)w-frequency

noise tile direction of this lobe ;:lakes a small angle with tile jet inlet direction. As
tile frequency iacre_mes this angle blcre,_ses also. This variation of the direction of
noise radiation wltb frequency ix consistent witb tile far-field narrow-band spectral

and clireetional me_muremellts shown in llgure 5. For that figure it w_s limed that the
peak frecluency is It hmction of tile direction of radiation, with the lowest frequency
conlponent radiating in the j_!t inlet direction, It is interesting to point out tlmt

at a sufficiently hlgb frequency the near-field sound-pressure-level contours exhibit
secondary lobes. The weak secondary lobe is the counterpart of the first secondary
peak of the sollll(I power Sl)ectrmn discussed previollsly. The seeondl!.ry Iobt!s in tile
near-fieldsolln([-pressure-levelcflntollrfillipsalldthe secolldarypeaks in tfiesound
power spectra are 80111oof the Inany l'iue, [Hstinctive features of broadband sbock-
_msociated noise. This is in sharp eontn_st to the turbulent nfixblg nnise, which is
almost totally devoid of any sbnilar structural characteristics,

x._]hen _t sllpersolde jet frolll a convergent-dlvergeltt llozzle is operated at tile
design pressure ratio, tile jet is slmck free and hence the radiated sound is entirely

turbulent lnixhbg noise. If the pressure ratio of the jet is changed, a qu_Lsi-perlodic
shock (:ell structure forms in tile jet. This is so regardh!ss of whether the jet is
overexlmnded or underexpandefi. Ill both Cim[!Sshock-associated :lolse is produced,
increasing tim SPL radiated forward. The hwel of shock-;Lssociated noise is naturally

a erection of tile fully expanded jet Macb Imnlber Mj, The dependence of shock-
_msociated SPL on M'j is illustrated ill figure It. Tbis ligllre shows the nleasured
overall SPL at It 156° angle to the jet axis Im a erection of jet Macb nunlber obtained
with a convergent-divergent nozzle with design Macb nmnber of 1.5 (ref. 80), At the
design _$1CI1 illllllber, tbere is I]o sbock-ttsseciatt!d noise luIfl the enrve attains a local

minhnum, This is denoted in the figure IW polut A, With fiecrea._ing Macb mnnber
tlle overall noise level increJLses, following the curve AC. This occurs even though tlle
level of the turbulent mixing noise, given by tile curve of the solid synfi)o[s, decreases.

Tile re_Lson fc_rtile blerease in overall noise level is tbat a.s the operating Macb number
deviates nlore and more fi'om the design Macb number, the sboek cell strengtb

increltscs very rai)idly allcl gives rlse to bltense sbock-;issociatcfi noise, At poillt C
the iniSlllateh b_tweell the l)ressllro I)_t tile jet nozzle exit Itlltl the ambient pressllre
is so large that tile oblique sboeks of the jet can no longer form a quasi-periodle
shock cell structure. A Macb clink fornls near the end of the first slmek cell Tiffs

in turn reduces tile shock cell strcngtb filrther downstream, As a result the level of
shoek-ass¢)eialed noise is reduced. If the jet is operated hi tile underexpanfied mode,
the overall noise level follows tile curve AB as tile operating hilly expanded Macb

illlnlber inere;k_es. Point Bt at wbich th{! cllrye reaches tile pe_).k vallle t eorrespllllds
approxillmtely again to tim col|dillon for the appearance of a Maeb disk ill the jet,
B_ynnd thls poblt lira shock structure is highly complicated, with mixed subsonic
and supersonic Ilows. Qualitatively ligure 11 is typical of all overall noise level curves
for im ebservatioll angh! 0 in tim forward direction. The dip in the noise level curve
at tim nozzle design feint A is, of course, It strong fimctlon of 0. This is illustrated
in figure 12. The data are taken from tim me_mnrenmnts of refereaee 81, Tile design

Maeh llllllfi)er Of the eonvergent-dlvergellt IlOZ?.le ilsfid bl this series of fixpo.rblll311ts
is 1.67. Figure 12(c) indicates that tim characteristic dip at tim nozzle design Mach
nllnlber clio b0 seell eyell a_re;it arc ;ingles lie slnafi as 0 = 6{]°,
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Fig.re 11, Ooerall ,_ound pressul_ level at 150 ° a11gle to jet axis. M d = 1,5.
(Based oTi ref, 80.)

Screech Tones

Tile flow alld flcotlsLic fields imsociated witli tim jet screecil phelloilienon ere
highly complicated and sensitive to the presence of reflecting surfaces in the vicinity
of the jet. For simplicity, it is assumed througlmut this chapter that such surfilees are
absent in the near field of the jet, Extensive visual observatimls (e.g,, refs, 82 and 83)

of the motion of screeching jets indicate timt during It screech cycle the jet undergoes
principally two types of large-scale motion. These motions arc i_sociated with the

propagatiou of toroida[ and helical mode disturbances along tile jet eOhlllllL More
recent observations (refs, 84 lllld 85)t however, reveal tiiflt tile left- and rigllt-hand
lmlical disturbances are imualiy excited shnultaneously so theft tile overall nlotlon
of tlie jut is, hi fnct, a fiapplng lliOde, The fiapphi t illOtloii is llighly leprodllcil]ie
relatlve to the flapping pialle. The orieiitatinii of tliu Ilallplng i)lalle, howltver, Cltli
change over a period of time even in tile Sallle cxperhnentM faciilty, At about tliree
to five_llockceilsdowllstr(_lim Of tilellozzleexit,strollg llCOllStlc WaVeS are gOllerltted,

Tllese waves propagate otltside tile jet flow i)redomhlantiy ill tile ilpstrer*lll direction,
a8 showll ill l_gtlre 13 (from ref. 86). Screecil tone radiation being strongest ill tim
ilpstreanl directlmi has heell confirmed by aeoilstle far-field illeasilrenletlts.

It lilts been reported by a nunlber of investigators (e.g., refs. 87 to 91), who

studied tile screecll plmnonmnon ii.qing axisynunetrie sonic nozzles, tllat tile jets
exhibit a staging behavior. As the operating pressure ratio of tile jet is inereasl_d,
the screecil frequeliey decreases so that the acoustic wave]eilgth increikses+ Wlleii
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(c)¢,= _'. C,/)_I,= :_r/2.
Fi!lnre 13, SCllltence of phiJse-at_cr_!lcd ,,;chli_:rc1:r_:t:ords ._]mudl:!l helicnl

scrcl,ch 7node for M d = Z[)0 nozzh_ opl:lvllill!l ol_erc:rlmlnh'd _ll

AIj = 1.58. f,, = 2810 l/z. (From ref. 8(i.)

Lh_2wav(t]t_llgQi rG!ltcll(t_ a certain critical wlhle, II _lll](h_ll jltlllp ill I.ht! wttvl![_!llglh
IIc:l:ll_. Thi_; I[i_l:_lBtil_llOllS I:lutllg_! Jl_ I.he _l_:c_tl_ti_:waw![l!ltglh, alld hell_!e [It t,he
._l:rl!l!t:[ifrl_qtlell_:)', is tiler _llt i,_ohtt_ll i!w_lll_bltt rl!l_e_lts i(.sttlf _t._ Ihl! pre.s_l_rt_ r_tlio
kl!el_S illcrltn_h_g. As lllat_y as llw! ._ltlrhS_tlmr_lte I,raltsit]{llls haw_ ht_t_tl idetlt.i|ied, hi
refi_rell(!e 92, lht_ illea,stu'ed dat,a _r t_hl!iir_violt._ ]llw!stigatl_r_ w_l'e clmlbbled Jlllo
figl/re 1,100 and tilt! [iv{! stages (or mo=h_s) were ]al}t_lled zts AI, A3, B, C, mid
D. The iBt!;tstlrl!d wavt!htll,ql,[l_ _t'olll dilh!r(_llt iiw_rstigatt_rs nr_r tltl[, i(h!lll[l:al [nit _tl'(!
._ullh:h_ntly cll_._t! fi_r mod_ll iihznliflcalhm. F}gure l.l(b) ._lmws thl! AI, A_, B, altd
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C modes me*Lsuredfor a thick-lipped _mzzle, Not all five modes were identified in
each experiment, llowever, over Hm range of tile fidly expanded jet Maeh numbers
shown, at least two modes of screech existed at a given pressure ratio, In addition
to tile basic five modes, haremnics of the fimdamental frequency of eacb mode were
present wlmnever the amplitude of the fimdamental w_Lssufficiently large.

When trmlsition from one screech nmde to tile other takes place, the new screech
condition is sometbnes not stable. References 83, 9{), and {)2 reported jet screech
s_vitching back alld forth from one mode to tile other every few seconds, TIds nlode
switcldng phenomenon could, however, be stabilized by placing a refiectloe surface
nearby. Perhaps hecause of this, the mode transitioll points were :lever found to be
identical by different experimenters. Apparently for jets issuing from convergent-
dlvergel:t nozzles, mode swltehhlg of screecl| tones occurs only infrequently, On tim
other hand, even for relatively stable screech tones some nnsteadbmss in tim acoustic
wave amplitude is often inevitable. Real-time screech amplitude nle0._urcmeets
(ref. 8,1)provide the best ilhlstration of tlds type of ansteadlness. Instead of havhlg
a constant amplitude, the me_usurements show a nearly qu_ml-perlodic amplitude
nmdulation. Sonmtlsms the amplitude modulation is quite large so that tile screech
tone arrives at aiI _bserver almost ill bnrs_s,

Tile stagi_lg of screech tones appears to be uldque to sonic nozzles. Supersoldc
: jets from convergent-divergent nozzles do not show similar behavior (refs. 83 and

flS). Figure 15(a) shows tile screech wavelengths ;_ a flmction of filly expanded
, jet Mack number Mi for a supersonic jet issued from an axisymmetric convergent-
• divergent nozzle with a design /vhlch number of 1.41 (ref. 85). Figure 15(b) shows
: the corresponding sound pressure levels of the screech tones in tile nozzle lip region

of the jet. When the jet is operatlug in the overexpauded condition, tile screech is
generated by toroidal disturbances in tile jet flow. When tile jet is underexpaaded,
tile helical mode sereeell dominates. For a jet operating at a Mach number close to
the nozzle design value tile screech tones are weak and barb the toroldal and helical
mode disturbances arc detected. The reason for tile change from toroidal to helical
mode screech _s tile jet Maeb lallnber increases is not dear. Most probably it is
related to tile changes in botb the shock cefi structure inside tile jet plulne and the
instability characteristics of the jet. Unlike tile sonic nozzle ease, even though several
|nodes can be observed at a given value of M i, only oae domhmtcs within a range

: ofMi.
Over the years a large col]eetloll of tile dominant screech" tone frequencies fs

of snperso:llc jets from convergent-divergent nozzles and from sonic nozzles have
been mcmsured. Shlee the screech tones are generated while the jet is operated at
an eff-dsslga condition, the nozzle exit diameter D is not tile best lengtb scale for
correlating tlmse data, It is pointed out in reference 81 that the fully expanded jet
diamcter D#, obtah_l_d by imposing tile condition of conservation of mass flux, is
the amre appropriate length scale for shock cell structure and hence screech tone
considerations. The Dj value is related to D by

Dj {l+[(7-1)M2/2]}"_'J" (l_Id,l/2-D = 1 + [(7 - 1)M_/2J \Mj]
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whet't,. M d and M'j are tim ll(izzl_t dcsigll slid fully expanded jet Math i.tmhers slid 7
is tim ratio of specific heats of the giLu. Through iise of hj and tile fully eXlmnded jet
velocity uj, it was found that there is a reasollal)][! eollal)sl) of tile ixleaSlll'cd screl!ch

tone Strollhal number faDj/uj as It fimetioll of Jtlj. Figure 16 shines such a .early
HIIiVLrSIll (_lll'Ve for {]old jets The eXpLrilll(.lltrlt] IIILIISIII'I lilt,IlLS are fl'olll rel'cr( rices 83
85, 87, 90, 93, and 94. In this figure only the helical screech mode Strauhal numbel_s
are included.

M,I = I,_}
,5 XA 31d = I,o llef, O.I

Svlerl'h tlnll! frrqllVllCJe_ C] 31 d = 2JI

_(/*-" i'alrlllat[,d with eq. (13) ID ,l/,f _ 2,fl (tel _411)
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Figttre 16. $trouhal number of dominant screech tone versus fidly expanded

jet Math number for cold jets.

Detailed far-field directivitics of screech tones and their harmonies have bees

me,muted in reference 92. Figure 17 shows a typical directivity patlern for trhe
first four harmonics. The harmonics are produced by tloalizmar effects. Two

typtJs of noldinearlties are involved. Tile first is the source doldlnearity. This is
the nonlinearity of tile downstream-propagating large-scale disturbances (;nstahility
waves) inskle the jet ptmne which generate the screech toI*cs il_ tile first place.

The second is the nonlinear prolmgatiotl effect. This is similar to tile sonic boom
pht!llOlill!l]olL Because the screech intensity is fltirly high, different I)arts of the
acoustic wave which form the tone would propagate with slightly different speeds.

The nonunifilrmity in the l)ropagatia, velocity arises from the slight change in
sound speed because of compression or rareftction and tile Ihiid particle velocity.
This nommiformity causes the wavcform to become distorted t_s the acoustic waves

prolmgate away from tile jet,, The distortlon of tit(! waveform creates higlmr
hanllonies at the expense of tile fimdamental. Thus higher harmonies can be
observed ht the tilt' field even if only tile fimdanmntal screech tram is generated

by tile jet. hi figure 17 all the harmonics show a peak direetiml idimtica[ to that of
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,let Noise, Generated by Lai_le-Scale Gl_hct_mlMotion

tile finulalll_nta] in the upstream dir0etloIl. This coincklenee suggests that zloalizlear
propagation effects or distortion of the fllll/lltlll/!lltltl waw_form lllay bo the cause
of the higher harmonics itl this pllrtieular direction, hi figtlrc 17(b) the second
harlnonk: shows another strong radiatk>n at approxhnately 90° frmn tim jet IIow.
In this (firectioll there is _tllIIost _t conlllk_te Id)st!ttct! t)f tile fillld_,lllelltld colltpollent.

Because of this, it is belk!ved tlmt the second harlllollic ill this directkm is proih/ced
by tile nolflinearity of the noise source. Similar conskhwatkm sttggests tlmt the two
weaker radiations of the third harlt|mtic of figure 17(c) are also getlera/ed I)y lloillinclu'
sotlrce effects while the weak radiation of the fi)urtll harntoltic nmy I)e because of
nolflinear propagatkm effects _msociatcd with tim second lmrnlolfie. At this thne the
reltttivc fillportllllce of llotlfinearity ill tile noise Sollrce versllS nOllfiilellr l)rol)aglltioli
effects ill the generation of higher screech harmonies is still Itot f,tlly tmderstood.

The directivlty of screech tones is l]ot atlways iLxisymmetric, althottgh it is
normally so. Wllen the jet screech i}hl!nolile/ton is assoc:i_tted with the flapping
lnotisi| of tile jet, the (firectivity is tltree-dhsensioIlal. This three-ditnt!nsiona]
radlatiotl pattern has _Oell delliolistrltted recellt]y Ill i*[_fercllce 8_|. |n tills reftwellce a

circular arr_ty of microphones w_k_lllOUllted ztt tile z}ozz]oexit plane centt_red lit the
axis of the jet. The intensities tncasured by tim Iliit:rophollt!s provided alt azimuthal
distribution of the screech tones. Figure 18 slmws tile nornuflized aziln,,thal pressure
p#ttterl| at the fulldamental screech frequency. In figures 18(it), 18(I)), alld 18(d) tile
radiation pattern is ILssociatcd with tile flapping motion of the jet. Figltrcs 18(a)
and 18(d) refi:r to the salnl! jet operating conditions for the silllle nozzle in tim salne
experimmltal faefilty except they were nle_usuredat substantially different times. Tht..
field shiti)OS of tile pressure ptttteriis are lleftrly th(} same. [[(_wever, the orio/ltatk)ss of
the major lobes (tim flapl)illg planes) arl! quite difft!rent. The re_tson for this t:lmrlge
hi orientation over thne is unknown. It is suspected that tile pa£torn is sensitive to
sllbtlc I)oundary conditions which are diIlicult to control experilzmntally,

'the float pressure fields ofsel'eeeh_llg sllpt_rsollie jets ]Hw(_ I)eel! Cltl'efitll)' ille_l,stlrcd

in references 95 to 97, Tills work covered choked jets tmdergoi,lg toroidal as wcfi :m
"_ helical screeching iIlotio|l, Figure 19 shows a tyl)ical (1/10-octave-band) near-field
! SPL contour Inap centered at the screech fl'equellcy. By compnrisoll with figures 8

and 10 it is evident that tile pattern of tile near pressure field _mset:iated with a
screccla tone is totally different from that of the tltrl)ulent lnixing ixoiseor broadband
shock associttted noise. The SPL contours fi)rnl ahnost equally spaced peaks and
valleys. Tiffs fleki shape represents virtually a standing wavepatterll wrapped around
tile jot. Tiffs standing wave patterxt is lit(! result (if superimposing tile near pressure
field _msociated with the downstrtutm-propagating large-scala instability waves hlside
tile jet onto tile observed upstreaxll-l)t_l)agatlng acoustic waves jllst outside the jet.
The I)lULSesof these two wart! fields are highly correlated, the fields being generated
(tLs discussed subseque|ltly) by the same fi!edbaek cycle. In refermlees 95 to 97 the

• nozzle had It fairly large flange. Part of tim Ul)streanl-I)ropagating solJnd waves wl!re,
therefore, reflected back, lmrtly contrlbutirlg to the formation of the stall(ling wave
pattern. However, the preslmce of the Ilange is ilot er|icial to tim development of the
standing wave pattern.

In addition to tim fitlly expanded jet Math nulnber, the intensities aud frequencies
of screech tones are also affected l)y a m//nber of nozzh_ design and jet operating
parameters. It turns out that the thlck,lcss of the nozzle llp luLs_rinajor influetme
Oil tile ra([[zttotl screet'h toll0 SPL hilt /lot SO zmlt*,hiIllhlencl! Oll tile ttllle freqllent:y,
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Figure 18. Concluded.
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Jet Noise Generated by La1_c-Scede Cahcrent Motion

Plgurc 2fl, taken from reference 92, shows the directivities of tile flmdalnmltal screech
tones at My -- 1.,19issued from twochoked nozzles with the santo internal dhncnsions.
The dircctivity patterlis of the jets are very shnihu'. Ilowever, the screech tone level
associated with the thh:k-fipped nozzle is I{}dB higher than that of the thb_-Hppcd
nozzle. This flint is consistent with the belief that solmd waves reflected off the
thick nozzle lip lira instrumental ill exciting stronger instability waves in the jet flow
which, ill turn, generate louder screech tones. Tim jet tengmratllre and h)rward
flight, on the other halld, influels:e both the screech tone freqlleney aiid intensity.
At higher jet tenlperatures with tile same jet Math ilumber, the fllndamelltal screech
frequency increruses, (See re,r. 98,) The effect of forward fiigllt has been h:vestigated
in references 99 to 103, By performing the jet screech experiment in an open wind
tulmel to sinmlate forward flight, Norum and Shearin (tel:s, 102 mid It)3) laurel that,
for an observer fixed relative to the jet, the tolle freqm!ney decreases msthe forward-
flight Mach number increases. Generally speaking the tram intensity also decre_uses.
However, it is possible far tones tlmt arv nonexistent ia the static ci_seto be excited
by forward flight, This last respect, although important for application to aircraft
structural fatigee problems, ll_Lsimfortllllately oldy been studlad rather superficially,

Turbulent Mixing Noise Generated by
Large Turbulence Structures and

Instability Waves of Supersonic Jets

[ _ll P. serles of exparilnents o11 Sllllersoll_C jets at low to nloderate Reylloitls lllullber_

(refs. 30 to 33), it wl_ fotlnd that the large coherent structures of these flows were
ill the form of instability waves, Outside tile jet, liner- and f/lr-field referral)hone
measurements indicated that these instability waw_s'were directly responsible for
the generation of' the dtmlilmnt part of the noise of these jets, To ascertain if
the findings could shed light el| the noise gelleration processes of high Reynolds
lmmber supersonic jets, tile near- and far-field noise characteristics of the jet were
compared with those at high Reynolds innnbar In rcfi!rences 33 and 3,1, Ovendl, many
extraordinary sinlilarltlcs were tbmld. Figure 21 shows the acoustic noise spectra
hi the peak noise radiatlm| direction of three supersnnic jets of comparabll_ Maeh
numbers but drlLstieally diffonmt Reyllolds numbers, Despite tile sew_ral orders of
magnitude differences hi Reynolds mlmbers the Strmlhal frequellcios of the spa(lind
peaks lira nearly tile slmlc, At tile lowReynolds number the radiated noise consists of
an almost discrete si)actrun| correslmnding to that of It single instability wave. At the
moderate and high Reynolds nmnbers the speetra are broadband. Most important
of all. however, is that as a flulctien of Strol|hal mmlbar the spectral distributions
of the moderate and high Reynolds nmnber jets an,' almost, identical Figure 22(a)
shows the near-fieM SPL contour map of tile Mach 2,1 jet with a Reynolds mlmber
of 7 x lff1 (ref. 33). Figure 22(b) shmvs a similar map of a Maeh 2.0 jet with a high
Reynokls number (Nee = 5.19 × tf]a, ref. 77). The two maps are very much alike.
Tills is especially true in terms of tile direction of the principal lobe. the general field
shape of the contours, and the spacing separating neighboring contours. These and
other remarkable resembhuleos between the near- and filr-field noise characteristics of
mnderate [rod high Reynolds lmmber supersonic jets strongly suggest that tile basic
noise generation mechanism of these jets is probably the sam(,' regardless of Reynolds
nu|nber, hi other words, tile domillaut part of tile turbulent nlixing m)ise of high
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Reynolds number supersonic jets may be considerad to be generated by a random
superposition of tile intrit]sic large-scale instability waves of the jet flow, as is the
case for moderate Rcynokls number _ets. 5-']leseinstability waves, in accordance with
the stoehrmtic random waves model described in a previous seci,ion, are syilonynlous
with the largJ turbulence structures of these jets, as observed by researchers (e.g.,

t ref.29).
t
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Noise Generation.Processes

We will now examine the processes by which instability waves whh:h propagate
dowll It jet cohlllln prodtlee acoustic radiation, ill free shear flows such ILS lniXfllg

layers or jets, the mean flow diverges slowly in the downstream direction because of
the entraimnent of ambient fluid, Over tile initiM region, where the shear layer is thin
and the ulean velocity gradient is large, the amplitude of an excited instability wave
grows very rapidly. As the wave propagates dowllstream the growth rate reduces.
The grc_wthrate is smaller because l_ the flow slowly diverges the transverse velocity
gradielg is gradually reduced, Eventually the instability wave of a given frequency
will reach a point at which its growth rate becomes zero, Oil propagating farther
dowtlstrealnT the wave IJecolnes damped. Its al;Iplittlde decre_._es r_ it colltlntle,q
to propagate until it becomes wmishingly snlall. The growth and decay of the
wave amplitude are extremely important to tile sound radiation procl!ss. This is
especially true for instability waves with subsonic phrase velocities. It is well-known
that a st;bsolllc wave of collstant aulpilt_lde does riot generate Sollnd Ill a cotnpresslbie
nledltlliL Sllch a wave hILS II discrete wave mlmber spectruln, However, for a fixed-
frequency instability w_ve for which amplitude undergoes growth mid decay spatially,
its wave lllllnber speetrunl is no longer discrete. [llstead it is broadbaIld, Some o["

the broadband wave compmlents, especially those of tile small wave nunlbers, would
actually be nlovi.g with supersonic l)hlL_evelociti_s, These supersonic phrasevelocity
disturbances, hy the wavy wall analogy, immediately lead m acmlstic radiatiml.

Tim Acoustic Field of Instability Waves
as an Outer Solution

Classic hydrodynamic stability theory of a conll)ressihle flow (see refs. I0,1 to
II0) dlll!s not predict acoustic radiation by instability waves. In flint, the whole
question had been completely ignored until recently. (See ref. 60.) Thl! point of
delmrturc of that analysis from classic hydrodynamic stability theory lies in the
recognition that to (letermlne sound radiation, a global solution of tile entire wave
propagation phenomenon is necessary, To describe the growth and decay of the
excited instabilfly waves resulting from the slight inean flow divergence, it is most
convenient to use the method of multiple-scales lLqytnptotic expansion, (See, e,g,,
refs, 56, 57, anti if3.) This method exploits the flint that there are two disparate
length scales in tile problem, Tile ratio of these two length scales is quite small and is
chosen to be the small expansion paranleter, However, the Inultiple-scales instability
wave sohgion predicts no smlnd radiation, r.sis tile case for tile cltmslc locally parMlel
flow norlllal Mode solutlolL As a matter of fact, all these sohltlons are COl_strtlcted

with the boundary condition that the wave disturbances decay to zero tilt away from
tflc jet or mixing layer. Thus, hy itself the multiple-scales solution could never yield
aay possible acoustic fiehl *msociated with tile instability wave. This inadequacy
of the multlple-scales i_.symptotic expansion solution was recognized in reference 60,
which showed that the asymptotic expansion is actually nonuniformly valid outskle
tile flow, Away frmn the jet, acoustic disturbances propagate in all directions, so
that all spatial coordinates must be treated on an equal basis. Solutions obtained by
the mnfliple-scales asymptotic expansion method, which purposely scales different
spatial ce_*rdinates unevenly, are therefore inappropriate, They should not be used in
the far-lit_tdregion, Bimed on this reasoning, it was proposed in reference {]2to apply
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Jet Noise Generated by Large.Scale Coherent Motion

tile medlod of matched aaytnptotie f2xpaasiolls eft.g., role, 63 *tad 111) to till! prob]enl
of acoustic radiation by instability waves, hi tlds approacll two separate asymptotic
expansioas of tile solutions are constructed. Oue, called the hmer axpansi{al, is valkl
inside tfi¢ jet time and in tile region immediately nutslde. Tile lowest order term of

this expansion is the nnlltiple-scalcs instability wave sofiltion. The other expalls]oil,
referred to as tile outer expansion, is valid outside the jet all the way to the acoustic
far field, The two expansions are related to each other by tim process of nlatehing,
Tile matching process is crucial to tile soceess of tile technique. It ensures tbat one

expansion is tile proper atmlytic conthmation (at Iciest in an _symptotie sense) of tile
other hi different parts of tile physical space.

Inner attd Outer Solutions of Instability

Waves of an Axlsymmetric Jet
;_ To apl)ly tile nlethod of matcimd asymptotic expansions, tile first inlportant step

is tile choice of the approI_rJate inner and outer variables. For supersonic jet flows
the rate of spread of the there flow _ is it small paraumtcr. Let (r,¢,:v) be the

cylindrical coordinates of a coordinate system centered at the nozzle exit with the
x.axis pobltblg ill tlle jet flow directioa. Tile lllean flow of tile jet is it fln]ction of r
and tim slew wtrlable a -- ex, It amy be represented analytically in tile refill

V = (a(r,s), c_l(r,,q,o) (_)

where

fi= 0 (Ga)

r

Tile set of tarter variables suitable for tbe descrlpt.ion of the e×cited instability waves

in the jet is the same lm tiler for the mean flow, namely (r,_,a). Before cboosing
tile ottter variables it would be lmlpfill to recall that t fie overall spatbd growth and
decay of tile wave amplitude are crucial to sound radiation. Clearly, this gradual

anlplitude variation in the flow direction is at flloctiml of tile slow variable ._. Tbis
suggests that the appropriate ol|t_r variabl_ in tb_' flow direction is a. Further, siaee
sound propagates witbout preferred direction hi tile fitr field, thb spatfid wlrlables in
this region must be scaled in the same manner in all directions. IIence, it suitable
set of outer wtriables is (G ¢, a), where _ = _r,

Let us consider the spatial evnhttion of a slnall-alnplitudc instability wave of
angular frequency to in au axisymmetric jet (ira showll in fig. 23). The blstabil-

ity waves and their associated souad field are governed by the linearized equa-
tlons of motion for an inviscbl compressible fluid. In tim following equations,
dlmension]ess variables are used. Tile respective ]engtb, velocity, tittle, density,

and pressure scales are D/2 (where D is the jet diaaleter at the nozzle exit),
e

uj (the jet exit v lecity), (D/2)[uj, pj (tim jet exit density), and pju d. Since
the jet flaw is axisymmetric, the instability waves can be Fourier decomposed
into azi|autbal modes. All the physical variables can be represented in the form

p(r, x, _, t) = Re[p(r, x) exp(inc9 - iwt)] and so forth, where n is an integer. After tile
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Figure ,_3. Instability waves and their sound field for azisymmetric jet.

exponential dependence on ¢ and t is factored out, tile governing equations for tile
spatial part of the solution written in eyllndrieal coordhmtes are

Ov O_ Ov Oo 10p
-iwv+O-x'- +v-- +/i-a- +u-- =

or Or ax Oz _ Or

Ow fJw . Ow in

-i_o,,,+ o_ + "7-+ ''g'_ =-_P
(7)

Ou Or_ O/i Ou 10p
-i_, + aN + _ +u_ +/i_ = -_

Op Op 1 [lOot in Ou \

where Mj is the Mach number of the jet.
Tile inner solution represents a wave propagating hl an inhomogenemm medium

formed by the mean flow of tile jet, Sucll a wave mw be written in the form (see
chapter 11 of ref. 112)

[,,(,,,.11 I
v(r,z)/ _ / v,,,(r,s)| ,.
,oCt,x)| = ,_C"'(e) [,omCr,s)Jexpt,O(,)/e] (8)
p(r, z) J [pro(r, a) J

In equation (8), _m(_) (m = 0, 1, 2, .... with _0 = 1) represents the gauge fnnctions
of the asymptotic expression. These functions are to be determined by the process
of matching inner and outer solutions.
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Througb substitution of eqlllttloa (8) bite equathm (7) aud I)artitianiug terms
according to/ira(e) (m = 0, 1, 2, ...), a set of equations Rre fouad h*r the amplitude
fllllet]ollS (_llrll_ltl_,llJiil,llm). FDr noise l)redletlon Imrp(Js_s, only the lower order
solutions arc seeded. It turns out tbat tile lowest order sohltlou is tile multiple-
scah:s instability wave solution (see thl! ._loehaslic Wave Model section lulil rift. {J2).
ThI!mltersobltiollof i!qllatiol!(7),which describestbeRealisticiiearlIIIIlfltrfields,
is m he wdid in tile region r > rm. In terms of tbe outer wu'iables, e(lllati(m (7), for
Slllalle, l)ccOllles

o.w e'vo_Ov ,_ 0 I Op

-icaw_ "b e2fJ°°Oil1 2 _W 11_
(,J)

_iwu + e2_cc Ol__l= I Op

,w e213ccOp l / 10o_ iTI Olt"_

-,7_,+-7-o-7 +_ kTW.+-r,,+ N) =o
A general slflutlo,i of equation (9) satisfying the lmundedness or rmliallon ceadltlon
for large _ may be constructed by fh'st applying a Fourier tran.sfarm to tim w_riable s.

• A solution of equation (9) to order e2, which satisfies the mltgoing wave or hound-
eilll_Sscolldit_oll ItS _ -'-, c_ ellll hi! f()llll¢l ill terms of a Hallkel fllllctiiin of tile first

kind. Wbea the Fourier traasform is hlverted, the explicit solution for tile pressure
__to the lowest order is

cc I
p(r,z,¢,t) = f_ _(,i)ll_ )[iA(,l)r]eXl,[i(,l_ + ,_-wt)}do (I0)

where

_L: A°
] , ,

gOl)= (e._:)e×p[_O(ex)le--iIix]dx (II)

To {]II_lll'_2 thltt I,II(_ illller ltlld Ollti!r sohltiOllS itrt2 sollltiIHIS of tbl! Hltlllll iIbysicltl

problem,altblmghwdid hldifferentpartsof tlmphysicalspa_e,theyImveto be
properly matched. For tlle presea_ problen_ tbe intermediate matching principle
of references 111 alffl 113 is to be flfilawed. Tile matcbiug processes to orders 1,
tin(e), and e were implemented in rl!fl!rence 62. To order 1, nlatching requires the
illller fixl)Rllsloa to lie all eigt!llvahle sobltion ;tll(l tile itlllplltllde fllnCtiolls of the illner

and outer solutions (Aft af eq. (l t)) to be the same. To I)rders e Ill(e) and _, llmtebiag
determines the nonparallel flow correction to tile instability wave amplitude. In this
way we can find a complete instability wave solution and its imsociated sound fiebl
ill ali axisyllllnetric Sllpersonic jeL tfl lhe lowest order.

Comparisons Wtth Experhncnts

In reference 62 tbc almvc instability wave theory was itpl)[iltdto the experiments
of reference 33. hi this reference tbe amplitude distributb)ns of the instability wave
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alongtilecenterllueofuMacb 2,1jet,sfigbtlyexcitedatStroulmlnumbersof0,2and
fl.d,weremeasured.Tbenear-fieldSPL contourswerealsodetermlncd.Incalclllating
tbe instability wave amplitude and its associated acoustic field outsid0 the jet, tbe
measured mean velocity profile of the jet w_ts used, so tlmt tile calculated results
contained only one single unknown (immely. the initial amplitude of the instability
wave at the nozzle exit). This constant was eboscn by fitting the computed results
to the measured data ut one point.

Figure 24 shows a comparison of tile nleasured and calcalated axial dlstrilmtions
of the centerlbm mass-velocity fluctuation of tim Mach 2,1 _et excited at a Strouhal

,U)

@_ • Measuwd (rof, S3 I

.0_ ] _ _ Calculated (rt'f, 62}

.Cl

,C2 Jo I i I i I
IC 20 _)

Figure _4. Measured and caleulatl!d azial distributions ofccnterliTle mass°
velocity fluctuation of Mach 2.1 jet e:rcited at NSt = ft.,I,

number of 0.4, Tile initial amplitude of tile theory bus been adjusted so that both
the me_sured and tbe calculated results bare tile same maximum vabm, Overall,
there is favorable agreement. Tlfis is especially so in the location of the maxbnum
fluctuatlml and in tbe half-width of the amplitude distribution. Figure 2,5(a) sllows
the calculated near-field SPL in dB _sociated with the excited instability wave at a
Strouha[ number of 0A, Figure 25(b) is tbe corresponding contour plot mee.sured in
reference 33. The unknown constant of the calculated field has been adjusted so that
the pressure level at the point marked by a black circle is 148 dB, tbe same as tbe
corresponding point in figure 25(b). A conlparlson of tbese two figures shows excellent
agreement, Tim agreement between the calculated and the measured 158- and 1,18-dB
contours is nearly perfect. The lobed nature of the contours, tile direction of the lobe,
and the spacings of the contours are correctly predicted. A sbnilar comparison was
carried out in reference 62 for the instability waves with a Strouhal number of 0.2.
Ag_tin very favorable agreements are found between theoretical calcuhLtions based
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Figure 25. Gmttours of _iear-field SPL 's for jet ezcited at NSt = 0.,t.

on tile method of matched _._ymptotic expansions and exi_arlmental me_urements.
Tbese agreements provide further suppol, t for tile proposition that iastability waves
are the dombmnt mixJi_g noise sources ill supersollic jets,

Theories of Broadband Shock-Associated
Noise

The possibility that aco.t_tic waves could be gencrt_ted by sbock.t.rbuleiicc
interaction in imperfectly expanded supersonic jets w._s recognized many years age.
(See, e.g., refs. 114 and 115.) In these early works tile turblllence was pictured
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IL_+trandom arrayof SlllRll(_d(liesreselilh]ingwhal isl]owreferredto as fine-scale

t,urblll(!tlee.To rc(hlcetheprol)k!Itlto a ll]allageablef(trlllthe qu_._i-perlodk:shock
c,.cll strl]{:tllro w_ts all hilt dlsl:lu'clecL It was ilSll/t||y replaced by a s[llgI(! shock wiry{!
of inflnlh! spatial extlmt hn the almlysis. Basically the noise generatlon process as

(!lxvisaged by these i!arly htvestigators cl)llsiste<l i!ssentially oP the ralldom scatterillg
of |)lobs t)f fine-.scale tllrbttlellel! by Ilhtlte shock waves. 111sltl)selllleltt years no effort

wR8 (*vl!r llltl(le lo corr,2lRte the pre([ictiotls of this siltll)le rlilidolll scatter]llg model
to the lll(!tl._llrt!d sl)ectra[, dlrectk)na[, and intensity chnracteristk:s of the hroadballd
noise el'supers(talc jets. ThLIs thest! early theoretical results wel_ largely at:atlelllic
_tlL(I COllCepttla[ Ill ii_t[,llre. It t.llrllS (rot thai; th(_ ol)serve(l .shock-lmsoclate(l iloise is

liD[. gelteratccl by x'azlt]()lll IIl(:Oll(!rq!llt itlteractionl betw(!ell [ille-8ctl|c tllrbltlence IIlltl

indlvhhml l)htumshock waves +ff a supcrsollic jet. Instead, the so|lrce o[" thls Imlst_
colllpolR!nt IS spatially cllht!rellt over _ul extended h!tlgt]l of I.h(_jet. FIlrthermore,
the quasi-p[!riodicity nf the shock cell structure also plays a crucial role in tht! nmise
gelll!rat[on processes.

Current interest ill llroadhand shclck-[msc_eiated Ilols[_ nppe_.rs to I)egill with the

work of ltarl)er-Bourne and Fisher (ref.79), who carried Ollt extensive experinmntal
measurements of the ucfise tff choked jets. By analyzing these data careflllly they
were able to klellti['y zt broadballd ilt)]se cotlll)Olllrllt having spectral all(l directional

characteristics which differed comph_ttfly from tlmsc of the turl)ulent mixing noise.
Tfl I11O([(!1how thls noise {:t)lllpon(!llt W/L_generated they adopted a silllple nmdcl
colllprlsed o[" fill array of i)]las(!d simple sources spaced at regldar hltervals. The
distatlce betweell tim lmhlt solll'c(rs w_t:_eqllal to that of the shock cell Sl)achlg of the

supers(talc jet, By using this model they were able to show that this uew COlllI)ollellt
of broadband noise was in all likelihood generated by the interaetkm between the
colllpollellts of thl! turbldellc(! that are spathtlly ¢lulte coherellt lURI the qtlluS[-l)erk)die
shock cell structure of the jet. The crucial discovery, namely, tlmt it requir[m a
nolse source which is spathdly coht!rellt ant| qunsl-perlodie over _111extmlded length
of the jet to aecotmt for the observed fi_r-field noise characteristics, .set their work

e(mll)letely apart frolIi all t]l¢! prevllltls works. Sillee this pkllleerlng sttRly a good
lllllllber Of exDerklR!lltlll ii11{] theoretical illvesl;[g;ttions oll thls 8111)jeel. hRv_ I}[!(*.ll
carried otlt (e.g., refs. 55, 72_ 76, 80, 81_ 86, 9,1, 102, 103, aud 116 to 121). They
l)rovi([t! the basls of otlr i)r[!st_llt-(hw view (ff how I_ron(Jbltnd shoek-zL,;sociated ilolse
is gel_erated, lh_rc]ll at.telltion] is coll[LlllId t!xchlslvely to the filldillg8 Zllltl theorles of
these illOro i'(rc(!llt stllc|ies.

Shock Cell Structure of Supersonic Jets

Shock cells in tlllderexpatlded itll(l ovt!rOXl)nlltled axisylnllletrk: jets arc qllasi-
periodic. They are forlllt!cl by obllque shocks all(] eXl_allsk)ll fans. These shocks
Itltd cxpltllSiOll f_tll.'i_tr[! geller_.te(l _tt the Ilozzle lip beelttlse of the! Illislll+).teh o1' the

statlc pressure ill.slde and tltttsklc the jet. The tea-son the'shock cell structure is
quasi-periodic is that when tim c)blique shocks or expansiol+ rims imlfinge on the jet
b(ltlll¢lltry they are rcllected hack illto tim jet. In a 8(!llse the shocks ltlld eXl)ltllsioll

ftttt8 are tral)l]ed illskle the jet, l)otlltchlg ['1'oi11Olle side to the other I_.Iltl formizlg
mort+ or ]ess a stRildhlg wltvo l)Rtterll,

To estimate the shock cell spacing, Prandtl (ref, 122) employed a lilmar vortex
sheet nlodel. In this mmlel tim jet Ilaw is taken to he uniform and heralded by a
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vortex sheet. The oblique shocks and expansion rims whleh make up tim shock ceil
structure are _ssmnead to be weak so they can be represented by small amplitude
disturbances superimposed on tile. mean few. The complete sohltion of the vortex
sheet model was first found in reference 123, It can be expressed in the following
simple form:

_,_(r,x) = y] &'h(r) cos(kiz) (12)
i=1

wheare
Ai = 2Ap]ai

k' - 2ai
--Dj(M-f-- l)l/2 (i = 1,2,,..)

Jo(a_)= o

and p_ is the pressure disturbance associated with the shock cells and Ap is the
difference between the static pressure inside and outside the jet at the nozzle exit. In
equatiml (12), qq(r) is a set of ortfionormalized eigenfilnctions ,]t)(2air/Dj)/Jl(ai).
The ternls ,/t) and Jl are the zerotfi and first-order Bessel fimctions, respeetivdy, To
a good approximation the shock cell spacblg Ln is given IW the wavelength of the
first term of the series in equation (12), That in,

Ls _-. 2_/kl = _'(M] - l) 1/2 Dj/a I (0"1 = 2.,105) (13)

Since the thickness of the mixing layer of the jet incree.ses in the downstream
directlml, tile vortex sheet model is wdid onIy in tile initial region or the supersonic
jet imnlediately downstream of the nozzle, To provide a morea seeuntte description
of the shock ceils, a number of investigators (e,g., refs, 124 and 125) used inviscid
flow medals and tile method of characteristics to determine the structunfl details
of tile shock cells close to tile nozzle exit. No attempt, however, was made by
these investigators to extend tlmir studies beyond tim first two to three shock ceils.
Morea recently, inviscid Euler codes were developed to calculate the shock cells
numerically (refs. 126 and 127). Comparisons of these inviscid numerical methods
with expt_rfinental data reported in references 9,l and 117 showed that these medals
do not provkte acceptable results for tile prediction of broadb_{udsfiock-mssociated
noise. Tile meatbod has since been improved to fimlude the elfect of tnrbufimt nfixing
through tim use of turbulence closure equations (reef.128). The monerical code was
tested iu reference I29 and fonnd to provide results that agree reltsonably well wit;b
experimental measurements.

For supersonic jets that are not severely undearexpanded or overcxpanded, the
shock ceils are relatively weak, In this case we can devdop a sbnple but reasollably
accurate analytical model of theeshock cells by exploiting the fact that the shock cell
structure is characterized by two basic disparate length scales. O*Ie length scale is
the jet diameter. The other is the potential core length of the jet, which controls tim
slow rate of change of the jet mean flow, Such a multiple-scales shock cell model has
recently been developed in reference 130. In this model tile Itow qnantitles associated
with theeslmck cells are decomposed into the tinm-iadependent waveguide or Fruitier
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modes of tlm luean time. These modes +_recalculated by tile method of |nultiple-
,'scales asymptotic expaeslou, If only the lowest order terms of the expansion are
kept, the llmv quantities £tre given nnldytically in the follow'lag form (s subscript n
is used to denote their tmsoclatiou with tbe sboek cell structure):

(+) t,,+= ,ii,,,,,o+,,+l! U+II
P. m=l t \pitt(r,,+) ]

where _ = tim(s) is the local wave number (eignevalue) of the mall wavegnide
or _onrier lnode /ltld a+ = t+.T is }lgnill tile slow variable. Tile terlns ntt;) _tll_ and

Pm are file sbock cell strnctun! ftluctlons (+;ige|_fimetions), They provkle the radhll
distribution of the flow variables associated wlth eaciJ mode, To determhle the
startin_ ntnplitudes of tile solutlou, we impose /ill inltiul condition that each mode
of equation (l,l) must match tile correspoudi|lg mode of the vortex sheet shock
cell solution of references 122 and 123 at the nozzle exit. It was pointed out ill
reference 81 that withhl tile h,amework of the vortex sheet model file amplitudes
of the waveguide or Pourh!r modes are proportional to _l)]_i (i = ], 2, ..,; see
eq. (]2)), It was fiJrtber shown that, to a good approxbnation, Ap/poo is equal

to - + I';- sn,l,iontp,'es+,,+o.Tl,us'+lie
amplitudes of the different wav,+gtdde modes are approxlnnRe]y proportional to

y + (_- l).++',_l_],71
.r (i =1,2,...) (15)

wbere p_ and c are the itrnhient gas density and speed ofsousd,
Carried out in reference 130are extensive eomparlsoi|s of file calculated pressure

dlstHbutions of tbo shock cell structures based on the multiple-scales model with
tim melmurulnonts of reference 72. Tile test c+mesbmlnded both undorexpanded and
overexpanded jets issued fronl nozzles of three design Mack numbers of L0, 1,5, and
2,0, The calculated shock cell spacings and amplitudes compared _'er2+'favorably with
the experbnental mea.surements, In addition, many of the fine si;ruetures observed
in tile first three or four shock ceils were reproduced by their calculations.

Phased Polnt-Source Array Model

It was proposed in reference 79 that tbe source of broadband shoek.as_t+eJated
noise is in the form of a synchronizud array of periodic point monopoles. These
monopoles are of eqtlal strength and are spaced evenly at regular intervals, Tile
resoarchers believed tbat the shock-associated noise is emitted from the endpolnts of
tbeshoek coils of hnperfeedy expanded supersonle jets Tberefore, point monopoles
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are us(rd to Sillllllate theme very localized lloist! sottrce._. A silllJlltr model was developed

p rt._viollsly ill refi!rellce 87 to describt! the gellel'fttloll ()_'screech tolles ill ehokt_d jets, In
;h(! I'efiSrellCe 70 IlIotlel till! Ii]laSl!S of adjacent lll(}lIopo)es/ire flsstlllll!d to be correlated
by the tilll_ takell for turbuh!lum to be ¢:onveeted fl*OIll Olin point ,_Olll'C{]to the Ii(!xt,

. _Lsshown h: l'lgtlr(! 26, Let Ls I)e tile shock cell spacilig and 'ite be tile turl)ulenct_
_/ (_onv0ctioll velocity. Thell the time tak(!ll for tllrhlllonce to be (:ollv(!cted frolll pt)int-

source h to point-soltrcl! B is T/d3 = Ls/Itc. Thlls tim time origin of point-source B

is aSStlllled to lie delayed I)3, Iiil alnOllllt e/iital to TAB relative to iloillt-source A, A
shnilar fillle delay is aplflh!d to sllcct!ssiva pohlt sollrci!s of the array, Now i:ntl._ider
the sound radiatilm in tht! ilirei:tiol: 0, The sound from source B follows llath BBI

aml that h'om source A follows AA I. Clearly, path length AA _ is longer than BI3_
by tile leiIgth AC = Lscos(L The time needed for a smmd wave to travel tile

distance AC is TAC = L# cos O/c, whet(! c is the tunblent spe(!d of sound. Because of
the difference in tile ln'Olmgatlon path length alld in tile origin of time, the sound

waves emitted frOlll tilt! two point sollrces A alld 1] are oil( of phase when they
ro/Ich the observer far away. Tlllls there is a tel(de(icy for thelll to partially caill:e[
each othc_r. It is possible, however, fi_r the snlllld waves to arrive at tile far-field

observer exactly ill ph_mc if certaill conditions lira Ilia(, Whl!ll this happt!llS thert! i._
lllaxilllllln COllstruetiy_ reillforc(!lllellt (if tile SOlllld illtlrllS_ty. For a glvell dlrtretion 0

this condition is satisfied nifty for certahl special frcquel_eles fv' llencc one woukl
expect the broadbaml shol!k.tmsociated noise spectra to peak at these fretlUellcJes
o_" Inltgillltlln r(!illforgelllCllt, Tho eolldition for Illltxillttlln wiry(! rClllfOl'Celllcllt nl!t311rs

whflll th0 d_ffo4'Ollc[! bel.weell th_ tllrbll]elltre [:ollvl!ction time TAB alld the SOll[l(]
propagation time T,tc is equal to nn hltegrld miSt|pie of the period of oscillation.
That is, TAD - 7','tO = n/f1_ (ir

(L, L_,,osO] ,,.... (n = 1,-'2,.,.)
\ 7tc C / fp

The pl'illlllry petlk fr(,qllent:y correspnlld_ to the eltse Of 7l m ] _SO t[l_lt frolll t]ltf _tI)ove

the peak fi'equaney fp is given by

tic

It, = Ls(1 - M,:eos 0) (16)

hi eqtlatioll (16), M_ = 'uJc is the convection Math it(ill(bar b_uued ml tile m:lbil!nt
speed of sotlud, Cotnparison of equation (16) with tile choked jet noise dnta of

reference 79 resulted in re_solmbly good agreement. In this way it was possible
to o_{Jl' (ill expl(tllatioll to erie of t|l_ lllost pt-olnillellt c]lal',qettrristh:_ uf bt'oli(]llttlllI
shock-associated noise, namely, tile shift of the peak frequm:cy of the noise Sl)Cctrunl
with obserwltioll angle, as depicted ill figure 5.

In addition to the derivatiol: of equatloll (lfi), reference 79 fotltld sam|empirically
(after ext,!nsiw! allltlysis of tile choked jt!t lie|so data) that the shock-lmsoei_lted noise

intensity Is wtries as fl.t, where fl = (M_ - :{)ID. The paranleter fl wl_s introduced
]JetS, liSt/ it iS till! I)arlllll(_ter which chtlrlll:terizes the 1)l'_2SSIlrd jUtllp i_eross a ii()rlnJtl

,,hoo S,,b. O,l, e,ittolhls,,,,,rk.it,,,,,..,
rolbrcnce 76 that this formula work(.d lint only for cold jets but also for hot jets. The
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Figure 26. Schematic diagram o.fphased point.source afraid model

only restrictian wire tilat they were choked jets, that is, jets issued from c(mvergent
llOZ_,]es,

Recently It series of experhnent,s were collducted (ref, 102) ozl tile effect of forward
Ilight on broadband shock-associated noise, In an attempt to correlate the data with
theory, tile phllsed polar.source array model was extended to the elme of a jet [11
forward motion. For noise radiation at 900 tile measured data show a downward shift
of tile frequency of the spectral peak with increase hi forward-ilight Maeh number.
llowever, tile model theory predicted an increase in this peak frequency exactly
opposite to tile ml_ksllromeltts. Tile dlsagrcelllellt bfltween tlmory alld cxpcrilllent
appears to he serious and tllsturbhlg. It calls for renewed scrutiny of tile validity of
the model and its underlying noise generation meehanlsnl,

Large Turbulence Structure and Shock
Cell Interaction Theory

Referl_llce 81 proposed that broadblmd shoek-a,ssociated noise is produced by
the coherent scattering of tll_ large turbulence structures _mthey p_msthrough the
quasl-periodic shock ceils. The large turbulence structures are raxldom and consist
of wave-like colllpcmellts of a fl_irly broad range of frequencies. Tile shock cell
structure is spatially qu_L,il-periodie and may be eollsidered _m a superposition of
the time-lndetmnclent wavegulde or Fourier modes of the mean flow of the jet. The
passage of the large turbulei_ee structures through the shock cells, th_!refore, produces
iateraetions between the broad spectrum of wave-like disturbances whidl make tip tile
large turbulence structures and each of the individual wavl!guide modes of the shock
cells. Shlee the wavelengths of different wavcguide modes are different, the ,scattering
properties of tile modes arc not the same, As a result, tile principal direction of tile
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noiseradiation and tim spectral content of the radiated anise ra_sociatedwith different
modes are different, In tile far field the noise h_tensity is tile sum total of all the
noise generated by each of the modes. Hence the noise _pectrum at a point is made
up of a superpositlon of many subspectra. Each suhspeetrum is generated by a
wavcguide mode of the quasi-periodic shock cell structure. In other words, wlthin
the framework of the reference 81 model of broadband shock-associated noise, tile
noise spectrum could exhibit more than one spectral peak, a characteristic feature
emlslstent with experimental obserwltions.

Formulation

The contimdty, momentum, and energy equations of an hlvi.qcid compressible
fluid are

. (,,.I=o }_+V . (pv)+(7-1)pU . v--O

Let _, _, and _ be the pressure, veloclty, and density of tile mean flow of tbe jet
and pt, vt, Pl, Ps, v_, and p_ be the corresponding variables _soeiated witll the
large turbulence structures (eq. (1)) and the shock cell ._tructures (eq. (14)). The
mean flow_ the mean flow pills the large turbulence structures, and the mean flow
pbls the shock cell structures are each sohltions of equations (:[7). tlowever, when s
first-order shock cell structure develops inside a turbulent jet, the combbmd shock
cell and large turbulence structure solutions do not satisfy the governing equations
of motion. Tile interaction between the large turbulence structures and the qunsl-
periodic shock cells gives rise to time-dependent disturbances pl v I, and pl. These
disturbances, when radiated to tile far field, become the broadband shock-associated
noise. Hence tile flow quantities consist of four main components:

= f,+vs +Vt +v I

[_+p_+pt+p' l (18)

By substitution of equations (18) into equations (17), _. set of equations forpl v I, and
pt are found. If only the lowest order interaction terms involvblg the large turbulmme
s_ructures and the shock cell solutions arc retaiued, these equations (after dropping
the primes fronl pt, vl and pC)may be written as

Op
0-7 + V. (/_v+ p_') = -V, (p, vt + plv_) (19a)

_ + _. _v + v. _',_ + _Vp
1

= --va, Vet - vt ' _'v_ + _ (p_Vpt + ptVpa) (Igb)
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o1_2,+ v. (by + p,_)+ (7 - 1)(t v. v + r, v. _)ot

= -V" (ptvn + pnvt) - (7 - 1) (Pn V' vt + Pt V , v_) (19e)

The right-hand sides of the above equations represent tim source ternls of broadband
shock-_msoeiated noise, Since the shock cell structure solution wmishes outsich._ tim

jet flow and in tim fidly cleveloped region of the jet, these source terms are effectively
confined to the volunle inside the jet phmm, extending from the nozzle exit to

somewlmre slightly downstream of tbe end of the potential core of the jet,

Solution by the Method of Matched Asymptotic E.7:pannions

To solve the nonhomogeneous equations (19) it is convenient to exlmnd tbe
solution lm a Fourier series in ¢ and a Fourier transform in t, For example,

OO

f a,,(o_)iJn(r,x,_)exp[i(n¢-wt)]d_ (20)
p(r,d),x,t)= Z

On application of Fourier transform and Fmlrler series expansions to equations (19),
tile equations reduce to a system of four nonhomogeneous partial differential equa-
tions in r and x.. Tile honlogeneous parts of these equations are identical to those
of equations (7), nnd tile nouhomogenenus terms consist of sums over the shock cell

modes. For instance, the energy equation may be written in tile form

_01) ODn t'lOr¢,,, in. Oft
-iw/Sn + v-- + fi-- +Tp - .-+

Or Ox kr Or r '" + -O_x.)

OQ

= 5"2?.,,,,e_l,[iCO,,-,_,;,,)/d (21)
T;I=|

_.vllere the asterisk de,otes tim complex conjugate, Tile filll expressions for l'lm,

/'2m, 13m, alLd Lira call be fotllld hl reference 5ft, The system o1" IlOllhOlnogeneollS

equations for f_n, 'bn, filn, and iJn can be solved by the metbod of matched asymptotic
expansions tm mltlined in tile section entitled 7hrbulent Mixlu9 Noise Generated by
Large T_trbulence ,.qtruclures and fl_stabillty Waves of Supersonic Jets, The reasons

given there for tbe need to use separate hmer aud miter ,solutions also apply here,
Now for each nonholnogeneous term witb sllbscript TIIa separ,q.te nollholnogelleotls
sohltion can be fotmd. Thus, for e_my identification each of tbese solutions is labelled
by a pair of subscripts n and m, The inner solution, wllieh is wdid inside the jet

flow and in the region immediately outside, may be constructed easily again by
the metbocl of multiple-scales expansion. Tbe outer solution is valkl from tbe edge

of the jet flow all the way to the far field, The two sobltious are to be properly
matched according to the intermediate matching principle, This was earried out in
reference 55, in which the lower order terms (if the inner and outer expansions were
constructed and it w[m shown that they clid match in tile hltermediate limit, To the

lowest order, tile formula for the pressure field resulting from the interaction between
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the large turblllonce structures alld the ruth wavcguide or Pollrier mode of the ,_hock

cells may be written lls

£U , "'p. (r,_b,x,l) -- a. (w).#._ 0/,_)I/. [IA(ll,w)rJt!xp[i(lig6 - wt)

+ i_,_+ i(. + l)0r/a)],iv,#_ (22)

.q.,.OI,wl=g f_e A.,.(=,la)exl,lifO.(_',w)-'l'_,(_x,l)ll_-htzid= 423)

, 2 2 2 I/2where "%0#,_v)= (l} -to Ic ) 4with branch cuts defined hy -rr/2._ arg[),41l, w)] <

-/2) alid Jr/_ll) i_l the nth order Hanke] flllletioll of the first kind.

Near- aud Far.Field Noise 8]leClrlllll a11d DireclilJiQl

EqllaLiolls 422) and 423) give the pressure llelll generated by the interaction
b(]ls'.ye(!ll ilowllstfeanl-propagathlg large tllrhll]Ollc(! StrllCtllr[28 all(I the/llth wavegllld(!

mode of the quasi-t_erlodlc shock cells. These eqliaLiolls may be used for llolse
calculations both in the' Ilear field and hi the far fi_ld, Let us form the autocorrelation

filnetlon at a pohlt (r, _l,x). By Ineans of these forniulas it is easy to find

(p.(r,+,x,t)ll.(r,+,x,t+'r))= _ _

x U... {.,t_)g.,,,, (l',w')fll"[ A( #,w)rlll_l,I 1a(q',w')r]

X I_XlI{ i [(II + Ill)x + (It + hi)41-- (t_ + wt)t -- wtr

+ (n + n' + 2)(7r/2)] } d,I d,l' dw d_' (2'1)

Through tlStr of the s_aehlLstic property of tllt_ randonl amplitude fimction an(w) O_s

glvell ill eq. (,t)), it is .straightforward to ol)taln, aftlrr Sllllllllillg over the l(ronecker
delta dfn_ i integrating over the delta fimetlon 64w+ o_), alld ehanghig the variahh_
7! to -7/, the followllig:

(P'n(r'<b'x't)P"(r'¢'x't+r)) = f _, _ b R-Rj-IG (r .7:m)12exp(-iwr)dw

where
t

G,,m 4r, x, w) = _-i'o_.qnm Or, w)ll}_ )[iA0/, w)r] exp(i_/x) dq (26)

t Since tile noise power speetriuu Sm(7',z,_o) is the Fourier transform of the auto-

I correlation flllletiOll, it follows from eqllation (25) thai
8,,,(r,x,,w)= _ D_lG,,,,,(r,:_,w)l 2 (_>0) (27)

t I1=--_ J
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The anguh_r frequency w in equation (25) may be positive or imgative, To restrict
our consideration to positive frequencies only, a factor of two has been incorporated
into equation (26).

Equations (25) tcJ(27) are tile necessary eqllat]nlls for tile calculation of the
imar-field noise power spectrum. In the far field, equation (26) may be h]rt|l(!r
simplified by ewduating the integral Imymptotically by the saddle point met|led. It
is straightforward to find

2
fire Gnm(R,O,_)._'wexI[i(w/c)R-inTr/2]:/nm(aJcosO/c,w) (28)

whore (R,0, at) are spherical coordinates with the x-a×is as the polar axis, Herein it
is m_sumed that tilc_'acoustic radiation associated with different waveguide modes it
statistically hldependent. Thus, the total noise ,_pectrum 8(r_x_ta) is a direct sum
of tile spl!ctra of all the modes, that is,

co

SCr,z,_)= _ s,,,C,',_,_) C29)
m=!

A Similarity Source Model

TO cidcu]ate Lhe tloise power speetrllla _)f [)roadband shoek-lLssoclated noise with

the theory deve]oped al)ow_ extensive calclllatlolls ar(! ill!tided to deterlllillfi tile source

flmctlon Anm exp[i(0, - (b*n)/E] of equation (23), Artier this is done, the spectrum
erection S(r, x, oa)may be found systematically by performing Ilumerlcal evlduatioas
of the illtegrals in equations (23) aild (26), To avoid excessive computation, it wa,s
suggested in referertce 55 to sinadate the source fimetion with a realistic physical
model,

In the proposed model tile phase velocity of tile instability waves and the shock
cell wavelengths are assumed to I)e constants, that it,

¢d
Re(0n) = ktx _ --x (30)

11c

Re('P*n) _ kin:t: (m = l, 2,,, ,) (31)

Here kt aIld km are the wave mlalbers of tile instability waves and waveguide modes
of the shock cell structure at Inax]llllllll wave alllpfitudt!. The terla itc _s tile phase

velncity of the instabil!ty wave or tile convection velocity of tile large turbalence
structures.

The sourceerectionAnm exp[i(On- _b_'n)/e]involvesbothaxisymmetrlc(n= 0)
and itonax]symlnetric(n> 0)components,Numericalcalculationsrevealthatonly
tlmfirstfew]owerordermodesari_important;thehigherordermodesdecayspatially
ratherrapidly.Forroumljets,tilenoiseradiatioapatternisaxisymmctric.Hence,
statisticallythesourceofnoiseisexpectecl,on thebasisofensembleaveraging,to
he axisymmetric,Forsimplicityherethesourceistreatedasaxisymmetrlc;that
is, the dependence oil It is dropped. Physically this does not mean tlmt the he]ieal
and tile higher order modes are unimportant, hlstead their contributions are, for
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convenience, replaced by an cquiwdent simple axisymmetric source which simulates
their ensemble-averaged behavior. Tile adoption of this approximation allows the
deletion of the summation over n in equation (27) and of all the dependence on n in
equation (28). The value n is set eqlml to zero whenever it is appropriate.

In the present theory tile shock cells are i_sllnled to he statimmry in time so
that the spectral content of the source fimctlon is completely dictated by that of the
turbulence. Extensive experimental evidence is available which indicates that the
turbulence spectrum in the potential core region of the jet is nearly selSsinfilar. It
is, therefore, not unreasonable to r_qsume that the source function of equation (2:1)
also possesses similarity characteristics. On choosing a Gaussian function of half-
width L to approximate the spatial distribution of each illstability wave component
and by invoking a similarity argument, we arrive at the following similarity source
model:

A,,,.,°,,pl,(0,,- _ )/d o_7" " e,,p{-h,2[('x/'U) -X,,,]2/£.+ i(kt- kr,,)x}
(32)

In equation {32), _x/uj is tim similarity variable, and Xm is the dimensionless
location at which the instability waves attain maxinmm amplitude. To add the
dependence of tile source function on tile shock ceil strength, it is assumed that
the source function is directly proportional to the relative strength of tile wavegnide
mode Imgiven by equation (15), Titus upon balancing the dimensions appropriately
wefind

A,,.,,_pti(0,,- ,l,;,,)/d-- " --
EP_2{_+ l('t- a)121M,_}o-,,,'.T; _.,,j /

× exp{-- 1n2 [(_x/uj) - Xm]2/L 2 + i(kt - k,,,)x} (33)

where _' is an unknown proportionality constant. Through tile use of equations (33),
(23), and (27) to (29), the noise power spectrum at a point (R,¢ -- rr - 0, where
is the inletangle)isgivenhy

lira ,.qR¢] = CLI(I;I]-M_)'A' _ c:u_
,'~_ {t+ _-t)l_M_}'n' f

_x-, t r /i_ ,x t+M. cose /._
x I_ _7" exP/-- I--- 1/ _ (3't)t--, _" [ \ f / 0,./.p :"i_,,2

where f = w/2rr is tile freque.ey, Aj = _'Dff s t m area or"t e fiy exp nded jet,
Me = nc/c is the convection Maeh number, fm is defined by

Uekm (35)
t fm ----2rr(I + M'e rose)
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aim C is a constant relnted to E alld b ofi!qulttiotm (83) lind (25) by

C=--

ff equation (26) is used in,_tead oF equatiol, (28), it is e_sy to flint that the noise
pow(w sl)t_ctrlllll ill the lleltr |]1!](] is glv(tll [ly

, (ale- 2 .2 . = ,= ,
S(r,x,f) CL 2

{:+ [(_- 1)/2_Md}:f

I e_ 2 'J ¢' '_*lJ---Iff_l J--go "

x lI_ 1) { [i (,12 - 0a._)/e.=]I/a r } cxp{i[x - (,,jX,,,12rr/)],l} d,!l ) (36)=

Numerical Restllts etud Col/Ipurisons With Expcritncttls

q'o iis(! the fttr-[Je[ll zloiso i)l)w(_r Sl)eetrttlrl (_qll_ltJoll (3,1), thll f_)llr I)_tr_ltll(!tel'.'.i

_tc, km,L, _111([C tllltSt first b_! Sl)(!cifie(L |ll re_!retlce 55, uc was t;tk(!ll to l)e 0.7)ljl
_tceordJllg tt) (!xperilnelltlll ob_er','lttJolls (e.g., ref. 79)) _tltl[ _:tt) w_m I,_tk()ll to be llcllrly

thl! ruth wave nl,ml)er of tilt! vortex sheet nulilel. (Sec eqs. (30) and (31),) The

ri_llmlll[llg llarlulleters L illlf] O wi!rl! cltosell by [itt, illg Lilt! theorl_thml speetrunl to the

(|ltt_t of [igllre 27 at _/*= 00 °, TIICSI! II_lrrl)w-lMllld flail;It wert_ llllt;t:411rcrl [11 rctrerellCe 72,

l'_Jgtll'(! _7 shows it COlUl)llrison of tile Ill{!_iSlll'ed Ill_(I e_flelll_ted sp(]ctl'lt for L = a.a

alld O = 7 × |0 -'1. Tile lll)sl)lttt(! levels of tim calt:tthtt(td spi!ctr_t sllowll hllvil |)eell

slightly adjusted I)y A(IB (indicated in each spectrusll) so ;Is to give a best fit to
th(! llle_lsIlreltli!/ILS, /_tS showll, t]l(!r(! is g(_ll(!r,'l]ly gooll _lgl'l!i!lllellt f)Vor the entire

*_I'l!qll(illr:y l';lllg[! _llld fi)l" Itl] ohs(!rv(!d V_khl(!,_ f)f 0, Th(! clt]Clllated l)ellk I'l'eqllelleJl)s _tt

diffl!rl!nt observntioll tingles agree well with l,hl)lltl!lLSlll'ellWtIues, The h_dl'-wldl,h of
IrJl(! lltellSIIl'l!l_ ltOiSe Sl)(!etl'_t ditel'eIL_i4!s 11.";th(_ dire(:tJoll of lltl[se r_l(lilltioll ltl)l)rollC]lt!S

the nozzle inlet, The ealmllat(_d spectra (.,x}fibit this Imhavior, At 90° to the jet,
th(_ llois_ Sl)ectrttlll _ll)pears to ,_hl)w _ less l)rolninelll I}ttt id_!lltilild)[(! s()colld peak.

This Js lllf)r(! I)r[e.'Lq rl)proihle(!d ])y th(! ¢_llclllated sJ)egtl'llnl, Tll_r_ sceolld p(tltk 18

prodll('.ed I)y tile llo]He g¢!llor_l;l!¢] hy ( lie Jlltera(ttJl)l_ o1"t}l_! large tllr[)lllellCe strtlcture._

_tlld t,lm seeol](I wltvegtlid(! lllode of the qll_*Si-l)(!rJt)(lic .qhoek (:eli strllctttre. At low

fillet Illlgles thl! calculatctl Sl)eetra difr(!r froln th0 lll(!_t.,_llr(!d .sl)eetrlt ii(!llr tile pt!ak

iloJ.qe reglOll) wller(! It ill l) [11 e_lch clll¢llIp.ted Sl)lt(_tl'lllll al)pe_trs, The eltltse or this

discrel)_lllCy se(!lllS to ]_t., t,hltt (Rldl call:Ill,fLed sl)eCtrllllt i_ Illad_ II I) o_1_ Slll)erI)OSlt]Oll

f)flllltliy sllhsl)(!clr0., Th(! (lip ill the C;llell]ltt(!d ov(!l*_tll llllise Sl)eCtrtlln _trises whell

t}ll.' Slll)141)(!ctl'_t or Lilt! Ill'st lllld st!COltd W_lVf)glli(le IllO([e,_ (Io IlOt overlll I) sul[icJ(!lltJy,

Applu'Itlltly, at low ilzli!t angles tlmre is at fllrthi!r broadmling of tim stlbSpeetrl_ by

cerl_lill physical l)l'Oel!ssi!s ',v]lich h_tv(! ll¢)t hi?eli IlCCOlllltC2d for ill till! lllOde],
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10 dII qL_uml (rvf. 72)

t.u deg SIq,, dH -_dll
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-- ,ITt t It._4 20 i
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[(1 1,5 211 25 30

]_[t'qlllqlC'y. MI_

["ignore 27. Frr.fit:ld nldse spet_lra. Mj = I.GT; M d -- 1.50,

l_xtcllsiv_ colnpltris¢}ll._ b_twe01l t2¢lllltl.lCtll (3'1) Itlld lll¢_lt.½lH't.lllLntfi O1"ro['OrOllC(.'4 7.

I_lld 7,1 were cltrrlcd ollt itt rt_fer(.llCO o_ Tilt CIIS_S [:OlllDared included o_.(.rexl)iHid_d

lind underexpm_ded jets froin nozzles with deslgll Mach IIIIIIII)CI'Sef 1.01 1.5, slid 2,0.

t Overall_ fltVOl'ltl)lo Iigreilllldllt.._ Wl_l'd ['Olllld illahsolllte hltell.slty_ sl_eetl'ltl _|ltq)a, _!.lld

1 directivlty.

l Tall near-field tlOlln{l power 8pectrlllll eqlllltiOll (',l()) COllt.[lill._ all oX_l'lt IH_.riltllt!lt_F

Xm which characterizes tile center of tile noise smn'ee in tile similarity variable, h|
principle, Xm can be calculated, llowcver, for tile purpose of colnparison with the

i 1110118111"_2(|llear-field data of FofeI*(IlIE{_ 7,1, the llolse .'iOIlrC¢1 [X]II'_eI'S for f.|lt2 fil'_t tWO
lilt)des were takell iI1 refereilcc 55 to 't)e 8.(} and 7.0 jet dip.meters down._tream of tile

nozzle exit. In the llelll' [Iold the tllrlltllt!llt lllixilI_ lloise dolllillates ill the doWII.stI'_tllII

direction. The SPL eotttours fornl tt strong lobe at aroll/ld 30 ° to ,tO° to tile jet tlow

, ;1(3"1
['
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¢]JrecLion.'i_ reprodHcethe ttlrfiuJez]tnllx(xlg i]oiso coelCrJbezt[onto Lh_,near fie](],
th(! la_ard'ii!ld aeot]stjc pressnre distributJol] forlnula (ref, 62) is ilsed, The spatial
distrlbutJon of t|u_noise sollrce is assumed to be in the forn] of a hyperbo]ic secant
fui)ctlon. The paralneters of thls/'tllletiolz ar(! adjl]sted to zx)atch the overall pattern
of the turbulent nlixlng trois(."lobe!. To evaluate the integrals of equation (36), the
method of (asL Fottrler trnnsforms is extremely useful Details of this Inethod may
be found in reference 62,

Figures 28(a) arid 28(I)) show the nleasured (rer, 74) and calculated
1/3-octave-band SPb contours at a center freqllency of 10 kHz, The calculated
noise colltollrs sho_vllarc equal to those caJcutated with eqllatioll (36) plus 1.4 dB.
Tile addition of 1.,t dB ixneeded to bring the ca/euhtted coatours in the principal
directlon of radiatiot) hJto close agrei+inent with the hie+muted data. Thls may be re-
garded _mthe discrepancy betweelt theory and experiment, Figures 29(a) and 29(I))
show tilt} lne_k½llred _tlld caleld/tted llear-fi_'ld SPL EOIItOllFslit a center freqlldlley
of .10 kHz. For this frequency band the dotnhlant direction el"broadballd shock-
assochlted noise radiation is around g, = 100°, There is also a secondary direction at
_/__ 80°. hi figure 29(a) these angh!s are represent(!d by the lobes labelled "A" and
"B," respect.lvely. Figure 29(I)) shows the calculated near-field contours with 1.6 (113
acltled for the noise associated with the first and second waveguide modes alone,
A comparison of the Lwofigures shows that there are immy similarities, esfieclally
near tile princlpaI direction of zloise radiation. For tile second priu|cipal direction
of shock-associated noise radiation, the absohltt) level is underpredicted, ltowever,
the general orientation appears t.o be correct. Although perfect agreements have not
been achieved yet, ezl taking all the above comparisons between calcuhlted results
and mea.surements together it s(_ems reasonable to cmlelude that equation (36) is
indeed capable of providing a lirs_ estimate of the near-field level and spectrum of
broadbatld shock-associated noise.

Peak Fleqrcncy and htlensihy Scaling Formulas

For practical appli(:atlotm fi, is solnet,ilues ;lllV_lll_itgeollS tO have a sJnlp]c sea/illg
fol'nlllli_,for the illtellsity of broadband shock*associated ztoise. From eqtlatloll (3'0
it is easy to vitrify (hat for supersonlt: jets which are not severely underexpanded or
ow!rexpanded, tile w|riation of the noise intensit.y Is is controlled by the first_factor
so that to a good ap0roxinlatJOll

- (37)
Thls scalillg formula we.sderived in reference 81, ill which it was argued that for a
given nozzle, over the range of operating eo|ldltion,s under whh:fi firoadband shock-
i_ssociated noise is ]inportant, tile clmnge in tile ]lois() source stre.gth is dictated
primarily by the change in the shock cell strength alone. This chlmge in strength ix
given by equation (15), which leads immediately _oequation (37). Figure 30 shows a
colnparlsoll of calculations front equat[oll (37) with the experimental measurements
oT reference 81 for a hot jet. Sinlilar comparisons hnlieatc that the sealing forn)ula
works for underexpanded as well as overexpauded jt!ts_ regardless of whether they
are ]lot or cold. For sonic nozzles Md is unity, h] this case, equation (37) reduces to
Lfie intensity scaling fortaula/s c_fl'*, found empirically in reference 79,
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Figure 30, Broadband shock-associated noise 8PL ,4ealin9. Md = 1,67.

T_/r_= 2.o. (PT_mtel. sl.)

Equation (34) gives highly peaked spectra. For a given direction the spectral peak
.... isdetcrlnilmdessentiallyby tilevahm off which maximizes tileGaussian finlction

of the first wavegukle mode. It is e_sy to show tlmt this vahlo, fv, is equal to fl of
equation (35); that is,

_tckl _tc

fP = 2rr(l + Mceos¢) = Ln(1 + Mc cos 0) (38)

Equation (38) is, for all inteuts ltnd purposes, the same lm c_luntion (16), which
wras derived in reference 79 from the phased point-source array model Extensive

conlparlsons of equation (38) with measurements can be found in references 73 and
81. l;'avorablc agreements were obtaim'd in both references.

Effects of Forward Flight

To assess tile effects of forward flight on broadband shoek-mssociatcd noise, an

analysis similar to that of the section entitled Lmye 7)trbldencc Btm*clures--Shock
Cell Interaction Theory but including a uniform external flow of Mach number ),_'oa
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was carrJ{_d out, The analysis provid(_d Lhe ro]lowlng formula for t e freql e zcy of

t]l(! _|)ecLra] pl!ilk:

Itckl

s,.:2,(,+,,<,,{rM_/l,-_,_)j+I_o.,+i<,- ,,,_)<_-_,_.,,,+<,)'_"}})
(an)

For till! iinlii_ _1,[o_ --_ 0. /.qulition (39) reduce.s to (!(lllatlozl (38). In the forward

are lind Ill, l/J = {)(]a l_r whh:h brolidliliild shock-l_ssociated noise is iinllortlint ,

equatioli (39) hllllcates tlla_ the peak freqilelluy gelleraliy deol'ease+_ with iilcrelk_es

[zl forwlu'd-lligh i, Milch lillinber. Rcceiltiy tile elt'ecLs of forward [light oll broadlJtind

shock-li+_sochlte(l liOlso were studied exllerhllelitally up to .4,/_ _ 0.,t (refs, 102 and

103). It wilful l'Olilld that ovc'r tills rllllge of forward-fllght Mach lllllnl)ers tim llolse

hilelislty renlahied csseiithllly the sanle (lli _he nozzle fixed frame), llowever, tile

ill!Ilk freqliellCy ill _ -_ DO° decreased SllbStlUltililly ltL higher forward-flight Mach

nlinibers. Pigiir_ 31 shows il coliil)ari_oll betweeli calcillatloliS with eqiiatiOli (39)

iiild llil!llSllred I)lJltk freqn(!ncy lit forWlil'd Mlich lllllllllei'_ of 0_ 0.2_ alld 0._t for ii

rtlllge o1" fillly expiiilded jI!L Mlic, h lllllZlll[!l'.'i. As 8]iOWli, thero 18 good ilgreOlllell_

botweeli the cidctliatJoiis lind lll_ll+_ilrl_iiielits over the ezitire l'illigl_ of liarliill_ter.% At

high j_t Mlieh nlllnbcl-_ the del:leli_e ill the peak frl_ftliellcy between AI_ _ 0 lllid

.411 = 0.,1 is its large as 30 percent. This unexpectedly large (:}laiige is correctly

prcliieted by tim theory.

1.9

Mi.ll_llrPll [ !llli!lllllt i,d Moo

o .... ,'2

1,7 A -- • -- ,-I

1,6 l_,_ ,_, _
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,9 I,II LI 1,_ 1,3 I.,I

,1/3 = i.71J ;Y= (M_ - I) i/2 Mj = I.."

Figure 31. Effects of forlvard Jlight on peak frequency of broadband shock-
assoeialed noise+ tb = 9[ °. (Based on t_!f. 103.)
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i

Generation and Prediction of Screech
Tol_eS

Although the discovery and study efsereech tones (ff innperfcctly expanded super-
_OlliC j(!t.q predates tllllt of brofldbliIId shock+lissocitlted IIOIH[!, cllrr[!llt llll[l_l'_l,llll(lillg

of the screech phenomencm is prilllar[ly qttrditative in llattlre. Qtw.ntitativv inlder-
staadlng or predk:tlml capability is largely restricted to the screech fi'eqllency alone.
At tile preseet time, there is no screech relic [lltellsity prediclkln criterion or fi)r-
lzmla, be i_ empirical or theoretical. This is not stlrprisii_g, for the phcnoln/mon is
highly complex and sensitive to subtle changes in the houmlary conditions of the
_._perielclltal e/lviro;l itlellt.

Feedback Loop

The screech tone phellomenon a.'_sociatcd with choked jets was llrst investigalcd
systematically in references 87 to 89, Based on tilt! results of this visualization study
Oil t',%'o-dilllellfi]on/tl jet8 t it Wits sllgg(!,';ted that ,_crt!cch tOll(!S were gellerated by a
fecdbac:k cycle. The feedback loop consisted of two halves. Th,_ inner part of tim
loop wlksmade Lipof vortex-like disturbaulccs which were shed i)twioclically fi'onl tim
llozzle lip, These dlstllrballcos wore coevt!ctcd dOWllStreltl/i by tile Illean flow ill the

mixing layer of tile jet. As these dlsttlrbances traversed the shock (:ells in the jet
piullle, the shock strtlctere ,,elLs set into IIIOLiOlL It ',V/L_ believed dmt acollstlc WILVC!S

were generated at tile slloek tips because of tills collcrent oscillatory motion, it was
flit(her s]towt_ (hilt b_Cal]Sl_ Of idl_LSeearlccliatioll ell'eeLsthe a(:otistiv WeA'CSotltside
tile jet, which formed the outer part of the feedlmck loop, l)ropagatcd predominantly
ilt tile ill)stream direction, Ul)ml rcachitlg the llOZZ]Oexit the acoustic waves excited
the thin shear layer of the jet, ]eadklg to tile ccmtinttous shedding of vertex-like
disturbalmes and thus closing tim fccclback loop,

A sieqdc phl_sed point-smlrca array model was developed l,o describe tim feedback
loop. Tiffs model wits later adapted in rvfereltcc 79 I.t_model the generation of
broadband shock-associated noise. (See see(lea entitled Plltt._edPoint-Source Army
Model,) In tills model tile nolse sources were assunmd to lm a linear array (if
point sources (i.e,, tips of the shock cells) spaced Ls apart, as showtl kl figure 26,
For maxhntnn reinforcement, of the feedback cycle tile time taken for vortex-like
disturbances to travel role shock cell inskh_ the jet flow phm the time taken by the
acollstlc waves to tl,_vo] olle shock cell ilpstrellnl outside the jet must l)e CO(lie( to tke

pcrlod of oscillation. This conditlmt lends to the follolving sct:eel:h tone frequency
l'orllllll_Ll

f" = Ls(] + hie.) (,10)

wlnere ue is tile convection velocity of the vortices anti M,: = uc/c is tile cot|vectkm
Maeh nunflJer bttsed on tile ambi_.nt speed of solmd

The point-source array lnadcl is highly idealized and oversimplified. As it stands
there is little llk_lihood that it coukl predict aeoustk: intensity, hi fact, if olle wishes
to apply tim mo&q to screech tones of axlsymmctrie jets, one m ned _te y thces tit(.,
cllk!_zlllJ_L(If how to account for the observed fact that theft! are two types oF screech
cycles, tile toroidal and tile helical modes. IIowaver, itz spite of these, diIIiculties the
b_miceonc_'pt of fecclback is undoubtedly correct, It forms the central fi'anmwork of
all sub_eqeellt thcorles Oil Hcr@cch tozles,
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Screech Tolles Generated by Illteractio;l

of Large-Scale Instability Waves and
Shock Cells

]_ IL'_l!(1/)I] _,h(! reslllls (_f IIEmiyLicltl _llltl exl)eriHl¢!lltlt] lit vt!._Ligitl, ioest it, wits prtlpost!(I

itl r(!fel'(llice 8_J thll[, tht_ ill[ll,)r |)_irt ()f the .st:l.(!l!ch tOllt_ f(!l!([bltt,k [ooll is J'l)z'iile([ Dy

the ]llrge-selll(! insLill)ilit,y W_tv(!_ (if the jilt,llow, _t:l:oz'tlilig to I,h(! I)rt)l)OStll, th(_ times

_tl'(! g(_llerltl.(_(I hy the we_ik hl{(!rll(:l_ilill (it _hi_s(! ]S all I t:.. v v _s or rgc t ' )t e ce

._trll(_tllrt!s lllill _he _llo(;k eel] sl;rilctlir(_s. Tllis ]lltl!l'actloli (icellrs Wllell Lhe slJtttJally

grolvlllg hlstldiilii.y wIwes hlive ri!iichel] sillllciolitly ]iirge Iiilll)lltlllli!s , iISlIIII])' ill!lit

_iie i_litl or |hi! lloti_litliil col.(! fir i.h_ jl!L. Thlls Llie iltli.s_! I_(!ll(_ratl()li processes l'fll'

.qcrl!eeh l.Olle.S illltl I_roiidbillill shock-i_._o(:iilte(l llOiSl! iir(! very slilii]al'. The elily lilltjor

i tliff_!r(!lice. ]lowlsver. is I.hlit lii the fiirllli!r (_llS(! It ._iilgl(!. illgh]y e_(:it(!(l ttll'oi(llil orlielicll] WliV(_ i,_;iiivolvt'd whi!rellS ill lii(! ltitt(_r t_ll._it! li spl_ctrlllli ill" WltX..lss is illVOlV(!d.

l_(!CitllS() (if th(! !iiiliillil'ii.y ill tilt) ll()is(! tellerlll.iOll lil'OCi!S.s i_ is llll[llrlll to (!xpl!tlt II

elos(_ rellttlollSliill I)et_.v(!eli th(! (_hltrlil:lerlstics of s('.l'e/!ch tolleS llllfl iJroil(lllalifl shoi_k-

ll.S._oeial.l!tl iloi.'i(!. "rl_is is so th!slliti_ I.hi! obVlOllS t[i|['l!renc(! |lilt| £he frl!flll(!llcy of

I1 _cl'i!ech IoI1(_ [+_Lhe Slillll_ l'eglirtlle._ of I.h(_ /llrl!litioli of ohsl)rl.lltioll. %vhel'Oll_ |hi!
>

tlOlllilltlllt fl'eqlll!lll:il!s of lirtiiidllltlitl s]lock-ll._i_fieiiited lloise h/t%.(.• strollg (lirectlollll]

(lel_(!ildeii(:(_. Slil:h li re]ltl.lOlishi l) Ivli.s ilivi_+_l.ilglit(!(l rl_r.olltly ill ri!ferlJllCO 7_1.

..% citrofil] stilt]). ()1" ii]l the. lilu'riiw-lliiil(l llOi_i(! dlltli (iF referl!llCIl 7_ (see tit_. 5)

_ill_ge.sts thitt Ill|! SCl'el!t_h _llllO. i1_ ii |irst itl)i)rolillillti(lll _ coiil(I Ill! cliiisitlurl_(l iI_

the liliiltillg clL_ii! of lirolllllliintl shock-il_soeilt_ell ilOi_ie Ivhl!ll I.h_! rlltlititiOll ItllglO 0

((] = 180 -- _b) ill)lirtlltciles lli(. llniitilil_ tllliitJ of 180 _, _ his I r( ( s tlti IS ..i l I I or| 1

by it rel!xltiililiilllOli of till_ hl_hlivitlr (ll'tlie .sli(!et rltl htilf-witlt h lilld the lleltk fr(!tlilt!lieios

el+ lirolllll)llllll shock-lissot'.illtt!rl liols(, iis flllletlon.q (if the (llri!ctloil elf riitlilttloll First..

tile Sl_ecLrill littlf-witltli of II toile is very li_ll'row. "_lill_ if tll(_ sci'l!eeh |line is it
lllellil)l!r (if the hrflii(lliitliil shot_k-ilsstll:ilitl!d lioise_ Iho hlllf-lv[tlth of |hi! dolllilllill_

ill, ilk tll" the lirolillliiinul ..iholsk-iissol_iatt!d ilolse ._l)el:ll'lllll llltlSi; lipl)rolich ii r(!ll._oliilliiy

siillti] vlihlo il._ the rttdllitloii allI](! alil)rolich(_s |tie imzz](! Jlllel+ lixis. TIds is iiifl(!otl th(!

/_ilS_!. lis hits iJo(!li discilssed ill Lh(! ._(!cl_if)ll i!iltille(I _l'(ifltlb_lld _]ltJfsk-_l#sofsitllcd JVfIi.II_.

_l!(:Ollfl_ I.he freqllt_liC)' t)f tile screech tolll! illllSi; hlivt! I.hi_ slllliO vlihle as tile Ill|lit o1"

the lilllik frlsqllciicy of lirolllll)illid sliock-lissof_ili_etl ilolse its 0 t(!li(ls to 180 °, It hii_

hi!eli tlelllOllStriitel] l)y viiritill_i iilvc,_l.lglttltiliS thai tie! dOlllilliillt ill!Ilk freqilelli'.y fl )
fll' hroil(llitllld slit)t'.k-li_;(itJJlii(!tl llois(. Cllli ill. (:( rrt.lllil.tl (it l)r# tlit:_(.(l tlilit(, iil:gllril£(.I)

I y e t" (38), "11 '_i (!qiliition liiiiy lie ii'ril.l(!ll in |hi! |'|)rill

c .o7¢
(1 - AI,:co_ O) (.11)

.#'lid klDAIc

where D is the [IJliim!ter (if till! jet lit Iht! llilzT.le exit. Ill etliltlllOll (.ti) the li]lasl_

v(!iouity i1r i I. iJ f i( ll_ l.lll witve iiIllllbOr of thl! >_liock cell Stl'llt_tlll+e k I lire llO_

.'it.l+Oilg flillCtloli.s of rre(llil!llCy. { 1 IS ell .s .._ _] t tl . il vt rs. |if tile li(!lik fretlilOlicy

ill i)l'Oiltl])lilld sliock-ll_.istlCilitt!d llOlSe i..i illil)roXillltt|ol X ll [illellr flllit_£itlll of (:o._ 0.

Fillirt! 3'.) sllowS th(! exl)t_riinelilli] t!t)liliriiilltioll of tills lili(!iir reliil)ioilshil). The

i!×l)l_rilli(!lllai lllei_llr_!lllelitS ._iiowli Wl_l'(! o]ltlillled fl'Olll _ll_ illll)erft_ct]y eXlllill(ll!d

Sllliersolli_ jets_ issii(!d frOlll coilvergelll.-(llvl!rg(!ilt llOZZll!s with tIoslern Mirth lllllrll)er_

Of 2.l) Itlid 1.5. TiI(_ Illelt.silrl!d dlltll ill elich cii.se 11(_(:lose to It strlllt_llt lille. It iS cl(_iir

|hill, tll(_ (]litli iiellnts of the ._(:rl!l!ch toll(t fretllli)llCi(!s, which ]ii! till th(! left btllllldllry tip
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tile figure, do fldl on the eJtd of thostrnight litles. Thus withlu experlulental aeellrat:y,
tile 8pfreLra] eharaeterist;ics of till! fulldltlllelltal .'.tt:t'eet_htetl(_ lllay I)e (:olls](]el'ed_ to It
good approximation, tn bl_ tile Ih]dt of broadband shock-assoclated noise as 0 tetals
to 180 °,

5 I" _I a M_I Freqllellcy

A 0 1.811;_ 1,5 fl,
1"72.731} 2.1) fl,
0 2,23fi 23) f_

[2 _ • l._[r., 1.5 /,

I I I I I I
-I.00 -.75 -.511 -.25 0 .25 .511

Figure 39. Screech tone freqlu:ney a,,, limit of peak fir_quenc v of broadband
shock-associaled noi,_e. (From leer. 78.)

In a feedlmck loop tile phm'_e change taken over tile elttire loop must be equal to atl

ilJtegral multiple of 27r. In ma.y sel['-exeited oscillation systems, such Jm cavity tolles
and edge tones, this phase-iategral t:olldition is known to he the! controlling factor in
selecting the frequencies of oscillations. Ixl tier ea.se of screech tones of imperfectly
oxpallded sllpi!rsollic jets_ t]li_ does llot appear to be 8o, Tile ]]lllhl Tt_/L'iOllit iS llOt
SO i_ tlmt in tile c_lse of edge or eavlty tallies Lhe feedl)aek path leagth is more or
less fixed by the geometry of the proldem. For jet screech tones tile feedback point
dowll_trealll or the locatloa of the acoustic lloistl SOllrCo may ','ltry So that t.h_re IS

no fixed feedback length inherent in the problem. In ndditloII, the fcedbat:k loop
ill this muse behaw!s .sonlewlmt |toldhtearly in tim senst_ that #_t.n suInciontly large
amplitlule the instability wave could affect the spread of tile meau Ilow, which ill
turn affects the instability wltve characteristics, Thus the ph_se-lutegral colldition

can b_ satisfied by a slight adjustment of the _vavt! amplitude, and this adjustment
leads to it slight change in file feedback path lellgth without imposing any eotlditlon
oil the oscilbltk)a frequency.

What mechanism controls tile fimdamental screech toue frequency then? Refer-
eace 73 proposed tlmt tile freqltency is deternllned by the weakest link of the feedback

loop. Tile weakest link of th(! loop is the joint between the outer loop and the iuner
loop t_t the nozzle t!xit, To _tvoltl breaking tlI1 tile h!e(lback loop, solllld waves of
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i sufficient iatensity must reach the nozzle lip rcgkm to excite the intrinsic instability

I wave o[" t! jet. However, i["the Itcllu.%ic waves of the screel:h tolll! are gellerated by
thl! intenLction between downstreaul-prt]pagatlng instability waw_s aml the shock ceil
strllcture ill tim jet flow as proposed (the same l:leclla:lislll as forbroadband shock-
_m._ociated uoise), then Illelmurelllellts and theory indi(:ate that only solllld waYi!S I)['

a narrow frequency band can be radiated to tile nozzle lip region with sulliciently
large intensity (as discussed in previous sections), lhmcc, if tile feedback loop is to
|)e lllltillLllilled, the scr[!ech tOll(_ fl'eqllellcy lllllSt be collfilled to this relatively imrrow
h'cquency Imnd. Incidentally, this weakest link Incehauisnl also provides an expla-
llRtion 0["Why tile screech tone freqllellcy is, to a _oll approximation, givell by th(!
limit 0 --, 180° of the peak frequency of broadbaml shock-_msociated m)isc.

Prior to referem:e 73, it w_m imticed in reference 131 that tilere was numerical

agl'eelllellt I)etWeell scr(_ech tollefreqlleilcy alld peak freqllellcy (fl' shock-ltssf)(:iRtq!(]
noise as 0 --* 180 °. It was also sugg_!sted that if the shack-lussociated noise w_L_
generated IW an array of point sources located at tile tip af tile shock cells, thel_ at
th_ screech tolm fr(!qtlency the shock-assoclated lIOiSe frolll the arr_ty of Sotlrces would

I:olnbhle co]lstructively to yield tile sLrollg forward radiation needed to llmintilill tile
f(!edback fillip. Howerl!r, one may recognize that this is not su0icient, for the feedback
]ot_p can ]J_!inahltahff!(| wit]lotlt l]lRXillllllll constrtlet_ve reinforcelllellt Rs _olig _k_tile
intensity of sound is lint too low. What is crucial is that tile frequency band of the

soulld wave that cau reach the nozzle lip is very nnrrow, thus effectiv(fly limiting the
screechlollefrequelleyto thisllarr[lw])alld,

The observationsinreference83 revealthatst_Iblo_ereeehtollesfro[ElCOliVergeilt-

divergent nozzles are generated by tile helical instability waves of the jet c_lulun,
Now from tile results above it becmnes possible to calculate h'oul first principles
tile hnldalnental fl'cquencies of these tones at difh_rent jet olmn_thLg conditions. If

0 --- 1800 (or 0 = 0_ in cq. (38)), the equation by which tile screech frequency can
be detenuincdis

u_kt (.i2)A = 2_r[1+ (,,,:/,)]

It was suggested in refi!rcnce 73 that uc, lhe phase velocity of the instability wave,
bc calculated lW the hyclmdynamic stability theory for locally parallel flow (see,

e.g,, ref. 62) and k h the filndaml!ntlli shock cell wave numl)cr, bc cah:ulated IW
the nmltiph_-scales shock cell structure model at the ]ocatioll of tile jet where the
instability wave attains its maximum amplitlMe (i.e., it hecmnes neutrally stable).
This pohlt is used Ilccalls_! it is ill lhls area that l]lltXilllllln interaction between

the instability wave and tile shock cel[ structure is exImcted. By using It mean axial
velocity profile of ajl!t consisting era unitbrm c_re and a mixing layer with a Gaussian
profile, it wits possible to deterlnhm tile screech frc_quencies from equation (,12)

without lmy empirical constants. The theoretical vahles based oil hydrodynalnic
instability wave calculations are shown _m the solid eurw_ in figure 16. As shown,
over tile Maeh llUllll)er range of 1.2 tl) 2.4 there is gelleraIly gol)d agreeIllellt between
theory and experilllOllt, For Math IlUtll|)ers below 1.3 exl)erllllelltRl observatlolls
indicate Ihat there is generally a switch from helical to axisymmetric ulodes in the

screech llhellomenon, Tile values showIl ill figure 10 calculated with the helical mode
only nntst, therefore, be regarded its an approxhnate prediction in this low Mncll
illlllllM!r r/lille. Silic¢2 there is lie elni)irield or adjllst[t|)le COliSt_lnt 111the calcll]ated
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j reslllts_ the favorable ltgl'eelllellt Illltst be regarded as sllggestillg that tht! "wcakc,_t

llnk theory" is essentially correct,

Effects of Jot Temperature

For a fixed pressure ratio the screech tone [requcltcy illcrc_L_cswith jet t(!lit|)er-

ature. This is primarily because the jet velocity for hot jets, and hence the phase
velocity of the instability wave, is hlghcr. The bnsic f(!t!cibackmcchanisnl of the prc-
ceding section applies to lint im well ns to cold jets. To provide an estlnlatc of tile
depeildetlcc of screech tOllt_ freqllelloy (}n jet teltllierlttlll'e , eqtl_ttion (,12) wits us(!d
(ref. 73), For tile two unknowns Uc arid k 1 (if this eqllatiolb it Was pl'tlilost!d Its it

first approximation to take Uc = 0.7uj, accor(fing to empirk:al observations, and to
] take k1 to |ie ahont 0.8 -1 thnes the wdue giw!n by tl e vortex-s cot sock co nlodcl.

The multiplicatlve fitctor 0,8-! is to compensate for the finite ndxing layer thickness
near the elld of the iiotential core of the jet Wllere the ser[!eeh tollC is gen(!ratcll,

With these empirk:isms and approxilnntions incorporated into equatkm (,12) and the
Croeeo s rclatiou used to calculate I_j, it is str igl tfor_ rd to find

I'+['+(', : I,,,)
where Tr/T_ is tile ratio of rcst, rvlor to anlhient tempernture of the jet. Equa-
tion (,13) is valid for hot as well im forcohl jets. In figure 16, tile d_shed curve is tile
screech tone frequencies calculated with equation (,13) for cold jets. The agreenmnt
between tin(! semtempirical formuht and the me_surelnents is quite good. Fignre 113
shows the sere_eh U)IIO rroqllerlcies nf two |lot jots iil(_fLsilre(I ill rofercllct! 98, The

calculated values of equation (,13) appear to agree well with these measurements.

Effects of Forward Flight

As discussed in the Screech Tones section, tile forward illOthnl of a jet call eallSc a
switch I11the operating screech mode. Presently, thls mode switching llhellollteltotl is
not adequately understood, In tile absence of mocle switching tile shift in the screech
tone frequency resulting from forward-fiight Math number #l/'e_can he calculated by
applying the weakest fiulc theory to t_quation (39). Upon setting z/_= (}°,the sere/rob
tone frequency formula for a forwnrd.filght Mach/nmlhcr .Me¢is

llekl lie

L = 2rr[1+ Md (1- _;oo)]= L,b + Md 0 - Moo)] (,tq)

Equation (.l.l) has bean tested ngalnst the limited measurements of refereuce 1[12up
to Moo = 0.2, and satisfilctory agreements were foulld.

At high forward-fiight Maeh numbers there arc considerabh! changes in tile nlean
flow of tile jet as well ms of the slmck cell structure. Tile entire screech tone
phellOlll(211Oll [l_2COllles eVOll llloro complicated. So farit |mS llOt be_n adeq_lately
investigated.
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Figurl'_ 33. Del_emlence of screech tone fi'equt!ncy on fl_t pressure ratio at
different total to7 p : "alu_s To for co7 ,et_te ttozzle, (Based on refi 98.)

Noncircular Supersonic Jets

Currelttly there is a good deal of inten_st in tile flow clmracterlsth:s and noise of
nonclrcular supersonic jets. '1h( se jets arc heing consi lcrt.d ror potential allplications
in the propulsive systems of V/STOL aircraft and aircraft reqtlir[ng thrust vectoring
alld rt!vershig capMfillties.

The mean flow of a supersoni(: rectanguhlr jet is ]dgldy complicated. A detalit!d
mnpping (ff such tt Ilow lield is not avaihd)h! in the literaturt_ at tltis time. Refiw-
mtc(i 132 hwesLigated the gross features of the mean ttmv of sue]l jets issued fl'om a
nozzle with a rehttlvely large tmpect ratio of 1(1.7. It is known frmn earlier subsol]ic
jet experhllents (e.g,, rof. ] 33) that tile half-width of the velocity profile (ff the jet in
the ec!l|terlhte I)lalllJ l)arl!.l]ol to the sttla]l ([inl(_zlsion o, r the llozz[e eVOlltUa]ly l)dcolltes

largt!r than that parallel to tll_ hLrge dhnension at a suf[iciently fltr distance down-
stream. At the present time t,he mechtmisln which is resptmsible for t,h[s crossover
]lhellOlllello[l is llOt ttllderstoo(L Ill rl_ftwelle(! 132 t,his crossover ])honOlll_llOll WP_Salso
observed in supersonic jets. (See fig, 3,1.)

A perfl_ctly expanded rectanguhtr nozzle is extremely dillicult to design and
filbrieate. Therefore, in ahnost all t:tmes it shock cell structure inevitably develops h_
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Fi!lure 84. Growth of llcctangltlarjel with downstrealn diMtzllee. Pressure ratio
-- 3,8; A,_pect ratio = 16.7, (l:t'om ref. 182.)

tile pltmte of such a jet. Ill seine nppIications, tile opposite side walls of the nozzle
al't_ CUt blR:k for n_rQdylalllllic ])llrposes. This Clltbnck ilw.'triRbly creators lllOrc .shock
wztves Illlll thus leads to the formation of a hlghly colllplicatt!d shock cell p.tterll.
(S_:c. e.g,, ref, I.'l!t.) For jets with largll aspect ratios the shock cells are collfined
mainly to the potclttltd cure region of the jet o.xtezldhlg approxiillatl_ly the distmu:e
of oI_o large nozzlu dhne|lslon downstream, lmmedi_ztely at tim nozzle exit the shock

cells are l)ollrly two-dilllellSiOllaL As tile shock C(!]I strllctllre _volvl!s dl)wllstr/!ztlll it

becomes hlcre_shlgly tllree-dilz|ensiolml.

To provide a first estimate of tile effect of tile tml)_rct rtttio of a rcet_lrlg,llar
lmzzlc on tile shock cell spaciJig, a vortex-sheet nlodel for these jets wtts developed ill

reference 1:35. Tile model is almlogous to the Pral|dtl-Pllck model for axisylnmetric
.qtll)_rsolliC jets. With rlrsl)trct to tt OltrtesJall coordill_ttt_ systelll celltel'ed at tile lower
left-hand corner of tile nozzle (the z-axis of which pohlts in the dlrlrction of the

flow wlfile tim //- nnd z-_Lxes m'e parallel to the sides of the nozzle), tlJe prl_ssure
dist|lrbtulce Pn according to the vortex-sheet shock cell model is given by
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whe.re

1"112 tlt2_ 1/2 7i" i1=1, '_....

V +g) (,,=,,2,...)
aml bj and hj dire tin{!width and tile height: of the fully expanded rectanguhtr jet.
According to equation {,16) the smallest wave number in the flow direction is kid

But the shock cell spacing Ls is ttpproximately eqllal to the filndamental wave.length.
Thlls t

2_ 2("l]-l) l/2,tJ

=7,,=[,+ (*")
For nozzles with aspect ratios greater than d, equation (,17) nmy be approximated
Ig

• ( I + {l'_- Ilia]at,I J

whPre h is the. 811till] tlilll(!llSil)ll Of tile reetal]gllhtr Ilozzle. Ill other words, tile

shock cell sllilehlg of at reetal_glllar jet Wll.h /ispeet Httio greater than 4 l[IRy_ to I1

first IlpllrOXJlll_ltiOlh lie eonsklere.d to be tile ,'4lllile. ik_; thRt of Ik two-dilllellSiOlla] jet.
Numerical results Iff I!cluation (,18) eonlpared very favorably in re.terence Ia5 with
the llteasllrelllellt8 of re.ferellCes 89 and 1116.

8hadowgraphlc and seMieren obserw_tions in references la2 and la.| reveal that
there are at least two falniHe.s of large tllrhlllellt structures _msoeiated wit[l it

rectanguhtr supemonie jet of large aslleet ratio. One fiunily involves tile llapphlg
instability wave mode of the jet near tile nozzle exit. These instability waves arc'
instrmnental in generath|g tile serlmeh mncs of the jet. The other family was
tenltatively identified in reference la._ in the far-downstream region of tile jet beyond
the crossover point of tile. mean flow, On the shadowgraph this flunily of large
turbulence structures appears again in the form of the flapping mode of the jet lint
in the phum of the long dimension of the nozzle. That is, the Iwo fiimilies of large-
scllle flappillg lnotiolls of the jet are in phums whieh are perpendicular to eaeln other.
The prelhniilary results of rel'erenee 182 do nat shed light on what role this second
flintily of Ilapl)ing unotion of the jet plays in terms of noise generation, Siume tim
f]apphlg motion occurs in the far-dm,tnlstream region of the jet flow, one possibility
is that it might enhance the radiation of low-frequency tllrl)ulent Inixltig noise.
The_)retieal _lllalys(!sor the illstability wave modes of rectangular and noneirelflar jets
have recently been carried out in refi!renees 137 ta 1,12. Earlier the instabilities of an
hteompresslble elliptic vortex sheet je.t were studied (ret; 1,to). The Rayleigh equation
int'twlmrating the velocity profiles of nonclreular high-speed jets is nonseparabl(_, so
that tim inst_lbility characteristics cannot he determined by the liSlllllinstability wave
lumlysis. To solve this c]ass of problems, imw alld Inore lmwerfifl Iltllllerieal izlethotls
xmedto he developed. Efforts ill this dlreetloll arc ¢:ltrrently illlder way,
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Stweral sets of high-quality far-Held noise data fmm receanguhtr supl_rsovlle
juts have recently beell publisht!d (refs. 13.t and 1,t,t), The' data indicate that
tile me_uslnred noise can again be divided into turbulent mixing noise, broadband
shock-associated iio[s( h alld screech tollo.s. Reference 13,1 reported that for cold

supersollle jilts the relative hn|)ortaglce of the three lloJse COlllpoll(!llts (]epelll]ed
to a great extent Dn the t_s])ect ratio of the jet. l"nr low-a.spect-ratio rectangular
jets, the screech ColIl,I)oll[![l_ is Ill]lIII])Ol'tl_llt, Becltllsl. _of the _tsylllllletry of t]l[! flow,
both file turbuIcnt mixing noise and tile broadl)and shock-assoclated imise ]:ave

nonaxisynlmetvic radiatiml patterns. For high-_speet-ratio jets (Aspect ratio > 7),
the filr-lield noise is doiilitlated hy screech to|los. The relies are nc(:olrlpaulied by
lllany hRrlllOIliCS tl[Id s[)lllethncs eVell ColBbillatloll h)IR!s, This _s |rile ill the forward

as well as in the rear arc. (See fig. 35.) An examine|loin of the noise spectra shows
|liar there is eonsideral)i(! suppression of mlxhlg a,ld brondl);t]]d slmek-associated
itoJse Ilecallsc of tile I)resellCe of illlellse serel!l:]| tollt! e(lIllpOill211ts. T]Ic_ dlreetivities

of the screech to]les arc higllly thrt!t!-dhllellsiollal. They h_i'¢e llob I however, been
studied systematically at this tlnle.

Tn ohtlthl all (!Sthzlate of the fiLildalllellt,ld screech toll(! freclllOtlcy of a rectltllgll[ar

supersonic jet, one may apply the weakens| |ink argunlent. According to eqm_tion (.12)
the filltdanmntal screec]l tram frequency is given by

ttckll

L, = 2_[1 + (,,c/C)]

Ill eqllflt]oII (,12), taP, flllldlilll(!llt_ll WIIve llllIIIher kll Illlly be i'.a]Cll[Ittcd with eqlltl-
tinn (,16) and the plms(! velocity of tim large inst_dfility wave tt,: nmy bc takt!n to be

/),71tj, lPigurt! 3/) shows a COSll)_.rison of the lltllllerlcal results cfdelliatt!d with t![_ll_l-
|loll (,I9) and tile experhllelltal illellSllrellll_ilts of refi!rellc(!s 89 altd 132. fl.s S}lt)WIl
over the rallgc of flllly ox[)allded Maeh nllilll)[!rs i1|) to 1.8, therl_ is good agre(_lll(!llt
b_twe(_II the Clt]Ctl[li{;ed rL_II][S _tn(l i]leaSllr{!lllelltS, The accilr_ley o["t]l(! pret[Jctioll is
eolnparld)h! to that for tx sy I e ,r e jets

Acoustically Excited Jets

The Phenomenon of Broadband Noise

Amplification

It has been klIOWIl sillce the inld-18i0's that solllld waves can excite and

t:hallge the [low of I_llll[nar jets. IImvever, Olly ill recent years have the effects
of acoustic excitathl]l (Ill the lloise radiltled Ily high l]eyllolds llllSlilt!r tllrl)ldelit
jets beret investigated Refi_renees 11 and 1,15 independently relmrled a considerable
amplification of the brlmdbaltd nois_, of a high Reynolds number subsonic jet when the
jet was excited by an ilpstrealll tOll(L S[IIce these piolleer[llg works tile ])helIOlll(!llOIl

0f tone*excited jets has [)cell studied by a number of investigators (refs, 1,16 to

1,19). Most rec:cntly a conrdinated axperimental and theoretical investigation on
this subject was carried out (refs. 12, 13, .18, 15/), aml 151). Figlnre 37 shows a
typical result of the lie|so anlplificatlon phenmnenoI_, hi this figure the noise power

spectra of a high subsoaic Mach number jet under unexcited and excited conditions
are plotted. These me_tstm_mcnts show clearly that when the jet is excited there is
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an increase of 2 to ,l dB in the radiated noi._c across a broad frequency baild. The
excitation tone inliy be a plane wave mode or a bigber order liZillllltbal mlldc, In
reference 151, when the frst azimuthal mode wits used the excitation tone was not
detectable ill the fitr field. In addition to discrete tones, broadband noise excitation
w_ls used in reference 146 and shnihlr jet noise amplification wire found. The effects
of tones on supersonic jet noise were studied in reference 1,18. These measurements
indicated a significant increase in tile radiated broadband shock.associated noise as
well ILsin tile turbulent mixing noise across a wklo spectrum of frequencies,
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Thc eih_cts of acntlstic excitation on the nolsc of c_mxla]jets have been hwesti-
gated in references ],t8 and 152 to 15,1. In reference 153 both discrete tones and
broadband noise were used to excite the jet. The C()IlSl!IlStlsO[" all tile experllllelltal
results al)[mars to ])c that there Is very |]tt]e change, ill the tmlse of a coaxial jet
if the cxlfitation is imposed on the primary (inner) jet. On the other hatld, if the
secolldary (outer) jet is exci_cd tht!n there is nil allpreciable enhancement of the radi-
ated broadband noise, just as in the c_Lseof a single jet. For jets issuing from nozzles
with conlp]ex geometry, sllcll iis silelleer nozzles, Itl) llleltsllrJl]31e_ II[}is¢} Itlllpli_cltt_on
was repl_rted (ref. 152).

Sewtral important character]stic features associated with the broadband noise
anlplhricatlon l)henomclmn of high Reyllolds mlmber subsonic jets are worth noting.

Strolthal Number Effects

Broadband noise Itlilplific_ttion is observed oldy if the Strollhld nl;lllber of tile
upstream tone lies within the uastal)h! Strouhal munber range of the jet (refs. 11
and 151).

Excitation Level Effl_ets

Thrnugh wtriation of the inteltslty c)ftile exeitatioa tone (ref. ] 1), lie noise ampli-
_iellt]Oll WlIS i'Olllld Illlle_;s _l C(!I't;l[ll thr(!sho[([ level was exeeed(_d. The lllellstlrelllelltS

gave It threshold level of 0.{}8 ilerl:cnt of the dynamie head of the jet. This w_Ls
confirnled I)y the experhltellt ill refi!rel]ce 1,5].

Noise Source Location

It was observed ill reft!rencc 155, viii telescopic Sollrl:(!It)cation, that the etlhltllce_l

I)l'Oa(li)alld lloise frolll the jet lq)lll_ai,e(_!to collie frOlll _trelatively localized region at
approximalely three to four jet dhuncters dnwastrealn of the nozzle exit. This is
supported I)y the near-field SPL Ille/ISllrelllelltSof"reference 1,i9.

Temperl, ture Effects

F_*rhot jets a somewhat reduced brcmdbaml Ilt)ise amplification effect w_mfound in
refi!rences 1.16 and 148. For cold jt!ts the amplified noise hns a Itl!arly omllldlrectlolml
radhltion pattet'n. For hot jets tile ilteren.se in imlse is higher ill the forward arc, It is
also callcentrated more in the high-frequency rallge of the jet iloise speatrllln. Under
sillli]p.rex])erilltfintal coll(litlons, however, II[]IIoiHe allll)lifleatioll was reported for hot
jets 111referetlee 151. Tile rellSOli_or this allOHlnly renlnills ilnknown.

FoiTimrd-Flight Effects

The effects (If forward fllgh_ ell tim noise amplification phellomenon were studied
hi reference 151. For forward-llight Mach numbers lip to about 0.25, it was reported
that the broadlmnd noise amplification ill the forward-fllght cf_se w*mthe same as
the mlexeited jet in the static case, This was true both ill intensity as well as in the
spectl'al distribution.
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Jet Noi,_e Gene.rrlcd by Lal_je-Scule Coherent Motion

Mechanism of Broadband Noise

Amplification

It was recogllized at tile very I)eghming tlmt tel(! hlrge-scltle illslabil[ly waves of
the jet flclw pfi/yt!d a cruchd roh! ill thl! zmlse atnpfification I)henomenon (ref. 1 I).
_[owever, the precise lllechallisnl whiI:h Iell to additional broadband noise ra(fiatil)ll
was not known lot a ]ollg period of time. It is now geueratly accepted that the
first link of the trltire process is tile excitation of tile intriztsic large-scale instability
wave of tile jet flow by the pressurl! and velocity thtettmtioas asscleinted with tilt!

IIpstreflla totle. Because of tile ]argq! dlfl'erellce [11tile wavelengtlls, tile C[lllplfilg
betweea tile imposed sound wave alld tit(! [low illstability wtwe is elfeetlve ollly ill
the region near tile nozzh! exit;. (See refs..18 and 156.) Once excited tile hlstability
wave, regardless of whether it is in tile form of axisynunetrie, helical, or higher

order alotlesT grows rapidly ill the downstrealll ilircetion. Whell the alllpfittlde
of the ex(:it_(I instability wave beeonles sutfieiently large, the wave interacts with
tile laelUl flow alld gill)ii;ltur/t.fly oCcllrrillg tllrbll]elicc, The ilatllral tllrhll]{!llee Of

the jet consists ill' both the fine-scale turbulence and the (somewhat random) large
ttlrbll]Cllee strllctllres. How the three COlll])onellts el' th(! jet flow illteract ilOllliilearIy
is not fillly umlerstood even now. But it is certalu that energy l'rmn the mean flow
is trallsl'l.*rrcd to lh(! excited large-scale instability wave alld the llatllral tllrblllt_llCe.
Thls energy transl'er eall_cs Ii s|lbStallllal illereaso ill die rate f)f Hpread el' t}l(! inelHI
[low of the jet. At the sallm time then_ is nlso a hlrge hlcreIlso ill the intensities of
both tile fille-seaIe tllrbldencfi and tile large tlLrllll[ellet! strltetllres. The [llerl_ase is

alost iioticeab]e ill tht. _regloa ilear tilt! olld o1" the pl)telltlal core el' the jet, w]lerl! tlrr
ampfltude of tim excited large-scale illstabillty wave attalns its maxhnum wdue. For
SllbSOllie jets the eldlalleed fill(!-scldfl tllrbtl]ellee eatlses nddillellld broalfil_Hid Imise

radiaL[oil. For H|lp_r.'/oldc j!!ts th(! ell]lltllced ralldOlll ltwgo tllrl)lllellce strllCtlll*eS aFe
responsibh_ prhnarfiy for tile increased radlatinn nf turbuh!nt nfixiiIg noise as well I_s
broadblual .shock-tLssociatcd noise.

A Quasi-Linear Theory and
Comparisons With Experiments

A lllathenlatical model el' tone-excited jets bIIsed oil the above physh:al procq!sses
has recently bct'.ll developed (ref. 48). The model (:(lllslsts el' two Illl_jor COlllpollellts.
The first COlllpOllent illVO]yes _ illath(lllUttlcId ttllalysis of the COll])lillg I)etweea

the excitation tone and the large-scale illstability wlwe el' the'jet (i.e., receptivity.
: allalys_s), To (let(!rllline tilt! eollplJng e(]llStltllts I)etweell tile SOlllld wave,s _llld the

i • htstability waves, a Green's flmetioa approach fi)llowing the work of references 157
alld 158 is tls¢!d. T]l(! secoad colllj)olleat 18 a iiOll]illear t]leory of tile illter_tetion
b_tween tile excited instability waves, tile mean flow of the jet, and tile natural

tllrbllJelll_e (fille-sca]e ttlr]llllelle(! alld rlllldOIll l_lrge tllrlllllellCfl Stl'llettlres). Her(!
all hltegrlt] a|)pr(la(:h IlSillg Jl Hot Ol' conserv(Itioll eqtlatiollS is adopted. These
eOllSorvlLtloll eqllatiollS i)rovld(_ a way to I)redlet the IIOllfinear sp_tiit] doveiopnlent
of the instability wave, tile mr!an flow, trod the filtensity of the natural turbulence.

Models el' this kizld, with difli!rent degn!es of sophistication, have been enq)loyed iu

refirrenees .12, ,15, 159, and 160. In tim quasi-llnear theory of reference ,18 the zzlean
flow of tile jet is characterized by two pnrameters. Tlmy nre the (:ore rlldius mzd
the hall'-width of the mixiiIg layer. The natural turbulence is ehanlelerized by a
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peak turbulence hlteusity flmction q(x), where x is the axial distance downstream.
Tile radial distribution of the turbulence kinetic energy is ;k_sunled to be given I)2,'a
Gausfii_lll fllllctlolh as suggested by tile lUe_k'_llrelll(]lltSOfreferellCC 161. Thtt excited
hlrge-seale instability wave is represented by tile instability wave solution of the
locally parallel flow analysis. The amplitude of tile instability wave A(x) is left a.s
an unknown hi the quasi*lieear calculation. It is to be found as the solution of the
wave-alnplit.de equation according to tile receptivity analysis. The wave-amplitude
equation may be written in the feral

dA
d'_ = ikn.,'l + C;,nilu(x) + C_n_I,(z) (.t9)

where kn is the local complex wave aumber of tile excited instability wave, Cl,n
and C,. are tile pressure and velocity couplhlg constants, and/_n(x) aml _,.(x) are
tile pressltre az*d radial velocity distributions of the incident upstream tone. Tim
appropriate initial condition for A(x) to hi! used in conjunction with equation (d9)
i,_A(0) = 0 (see ref, 156); that is. upstream of tim nozzle exit tile amplitude of tile
hlstability wave Jszero.

Tim mmlerlcal resldts of their model were compared in referezlee 48 with tile
lll(]lk'_Ur_lll{!lltSOf I'eferelleC8 11 alld 1_. Figure :]g shows a Coulp[trisoll of tile
calculated and ine_l.sured blstability wave amplitudes at the ccnterliim of the jet
at a Strouhal number of 0.5 arid a jet Mash mlmher of 0.575. Tile jet is excited
by a tone of tile plane wave mode with an inteusity of 1.11dB at tim nozzle exit.
_.'i SJlOWlt, the ealctllated wave amplitude compares well with tile me_J.surements all
the way to the end of tile potential core, Figure :19 shows a similar comparison
with the measttrements of reference 1 I. Tile excitatioll Strouhal number is 0.98 and
the jet Mach number is 0.15. At this high Strouhal n.mber the excited i,stability
wave becomes damped in the region close to the nozzle exit so that it does not
grow to an appreeial)le amplitude. Under this eo.dition the excited instability wave
amplitude is comparable with that of the aeo|tstic wave which radiates otlt of the
jet ilozzle. Sinct_ the wavelength of tim acoustic wave is long relative to that of _:be
instability wave. the combined pressure distribution of the two waves produces a
nearly periodic amplitude modldatioll pattern tusshown. Tile top part of ligure 39
shows the amplitude distribution of the acoustic wave and the calculated atllpliClld(!
of the instability wave. By conlbinhlg these two waves and taking into consideration
their _vavelengths and ]_lmses, we can tlnd the characteristic amplitude oscillations
showll ill this figure. As sbowe_ there is fiworable agreement with the refenmce 11
iilffasurOlllt!lltSeveu ill absolute [llteUslty,

Extensive lllUllericld tests of tile quasi-lhmar theory were carried out hi refer-
ouce _18. It _'/_s foleld that tile thet)ry predicts very little changt_ in the peak-
turbulence kh]etie ellergy it1 the jet flow unless the _xeitation .eoustie amplitude
exceeds a eertaia level. This no]dbmar restdt of tile theory is consistent with tile
observation of a threshold levels in references 11 and 151. Fig.re dOshows tile eflbet
of excitation level oil the calculated peak-turbulence kinetic energy 7/. In this figure
the threshold levels of reference ll are also marked by arrows. As is apparent the
measured threshold level falls almost exactly on tile threshold level of the theoretical
model. The agreement is rather remarkable. This and other agreement suggest that
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_i .h,I, = 0.575: Pressure ratio = 1.25; Nst _- 0.5; Excitation level at nozzle
exit = 1.11 dB; plane wave ramie (Based on ref, 48.)

_"i Ll]equasi-linear theory does contltln t|ll tile essential physics of the tolle excitation
[)hellOlllenolh

_J
Additional Topics

'6 We will itow turn our attention to tile role of large tllrbtl]ellee strnetllr(!s azld
_] illstabili_y waves m sul_sonic jet noise generaticln. Presently there is ovt!rwhelmiilg

i{ ext)t_rimez]tal evidei_ce showing that sllch large strnctures lint only exist in the flow
•_, of these jt!ts but also are the controfihlg fimtors in the mlxh_g and spreading of'2

tim jet flow and in the production of fine-scale turht|Iene(_ The pertinent question
z: that needs to be elari!ied here is whether the noise radiated directly by the large
,2 turbulence ,struettzres and instability waves forms tim dominant part of tim noise

of subsonic jots (as in the em_eof supersonic jets) or whether the dominant part"r-'

i__ of tile anise is generated by the fine-scale turbulence. In the latter case the large_tlrbulellc(! structures and hmtabi0ty waves would only play all indirect roh! in the

?+iI noise generation processes.
Crow and Champagne (ref. 1) ia their pioneering work on large turbulence

_ - structures nl)peared to be the first to suggest that indeed these structures were the
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domillmlt diret:t ni, t.'+esources elf sllhsonle juts, To quantify tiffs idea, Crow +tevalolmd
lie oscili;tthlg allLelli'lll lllodel to describe tile Iloise g(!llCratiOll process. This ltIltelllla

lnode] was later refilled ;tlld extended in r(!fl_rence )fi2+ Despite all tim elaborate

analysis involved in the (]uvelopnleat of tMs illodel so far, i1o numerical results or
seriolls COlll|)ltl'iSOllS with experhilents were provkled to demollfitHlte its validity,

ToLlilly illdellell¢1011t O_ tile develol)illellt of tilt! iilltellllll II)O(le[, other PeseltrclleTS_

inspired by the doll|imuleo of the large tm'bulelme structures lind instability waves
in the (lynnmles of tile flow of.subso,ic jets, suggested iinplleitly the existence of a

strong direct relationshil) b(ttween subsonic .jet noise and these structures (refs. lfi3
to 1fi5}. Unfortunately, after a good deal of elfort they were unable to oiler defi)litive
exl)erhnezltid evi([ellC(._ to sulJl)ort theh' eontt!lltlOll. At the presellt tittle Lhere is

11o ret_sau to dimniss tile possibility that large turbulence structures and instability
',','lives _tl'e the tiOltlilllillt direct llOiStl 8Olll'C/!8 Of hib_il [_eyllolds llllIllber 8tlbsonle jets,

Itowever, tllere is strong experimm_tal ltlltl theol'etieal evidellce ilulicatlng timt tile
unsteady lllOtlOll8 (nolst! sources) of tile oscillatiltg ;tllti!llllli model are illd[[iCit_llt noise

gel]erators, It is easy to recognize that the oselllathlg _!.lllfillllll il_ nothhzg lllOl*o tltall
just a higMy sinlplilied form of the in.stability waves of the jet, The noise generation
processes of illstability waves ]llwe been discussed in tim Noise Gerleratioll P1_cesses

section, As noted therehl the crucial factor which governs the noise generation
efficiuley of these physic_d enlltles is the dfeeti_ e plume velocity of the waves. For cold
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(r_. 11,). Nst = 0.5; plane waiw uiodc. (From rrf. 48.)

subsolfic jets the phase velocities afthc ilistability waves are subsoulc. From the wavy

willIIllla]Ogy_ [he_e WIIVe8 are (!xtrellll!]y JHe[r(!ctive h! |)rolhlglllg Heollstie rfi(liltt[oll.

1ll r(t_¢_['ellc(_ 00 on _oiill{] generated by Jllstl[bl]]ty W_tves, fjllon[itiltive COllll)_lrJsollS

or th(! ilOiSt! I)rodtlced by nst i )i] ty Waves ill Sllli{!rsoilic ltlll] 811])Sollic [lows were

carried OIIt. Th(_ calcllhltloilsshow Lh0t hlstaDil]tywiwes il]stllisonie[[ows liro(]licc

all illsiglllfl(_llllt llllll}llllt Of IIOJS(] W|I(]II COlllpIir(!f] with those "ill SlllierSOlliC flows.

E×perimelltaHy this loss of uolse radiatlol oil c em:y in subsonic Hews is slipportecl

[)y tilE2 Ill(_ltdllri!llll!llt8 or reJ'erellee 1]. [I1 these to/l(!*t!xeite{] j{2t PxpI!rilllellls_ the
total acoustic mlergy radhtthm to the far field by tile excltatiou tone aiol the exclied

histability wave wm_ eolnpared wiLh tile ialmt acoustic energy from upstream of tile

Ilozzle. Over the jet Math zlulnbt_r range of 0.1 to 0.9 and Strolflml nliinbcr range of

0.1 to 3.5 the two ikCOllStic i)ower ]¢2yIJlSwere rOllll(l LO lie nearly eclllitJ _ so that the
exched instability wavc)s effectively produced very little additiaiml =loise.

Sooll aft(}r the discovery of tile large hirbuh_ilce Strlletllrtts ill fr(!{! sht!lir flf}W.'i,

it was proposed that vortex pail'ill_ WIt"; tho {[OlllJnltllt llOi_o _OllOrlitioll lll(!chlt-

nlsnl in silhsonie jets (ref. 160). Following this proposal ii sophlsticated znatlm-

llllitieli] inodi!l to qtlllntlry tilis lloise gellerlitlOli procl!ss wlls dew!loped (re£ 18'2.).

E_l}l!rilll_lltllllylt wlisielno st'it_( I, i, ]7 (?n .,; CRy X it lgl Sllb_Olllejl}tat II
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lllo(lel'a[o lh+yllohls lltllil]Jel +(NRt += _ x ]O'l), vorLe.'.: pairing hldeed g(+Tlel'ItLed _ound

(reL 1{37) . I|owc;'er, the ]llUlt._lll'l+dl]oiseSl)e(:trtllii (:ollL+ZJlledo/l]y discrete slllJ-
]ll+rlilOllJ(_ fre(lllt+llch+_ a(_c<)llz]]azl]e(] by zz (+(}]lsider;tb]e redllitt[oil of thfl I+roadtmnd

ntiN(_(ifthejet,Inlightofthisexl)erJlllellt,the J:+;sllewhic]lisof Lilt+greatestCOilcern
iS W]R!LIH!r vofll!N plt[rht,g is, ill flit:t, It{]Olllillltllt ll{}iSl! gellera/,]l)ll )llechltlliP4ll) ill i]ll-

forced high Reynolds numlmr (10t; or higher) suhsmlic jets. hi a previous seetiot_ it
w_Is pOillled (lilt that lib ilt-dept,]l oxperilllelll,al 8tlldy o[' thn ]arge ttlrblll0nce +'+trllc-

t,llre.q _lll(] the VorLex l)_tirillg [)hellOlllellOn ]11 sllb8ollic j(!l,8 has IJeell i1111(1(!(re['. fi).

The findillgS reveal that as the Reyzlohls llll1]lbi!r (If [h(I j_l, increases, the lengl;h of
tim Irausit.ion region (see fig. 2) ill which vm'tex pairings take place decreases. These
ohsm'vati(ms hnply that at+suiliclently high Ileytmlds nmnhers, vortex pairing might
b(!(_4)Hle 811ch/ill illfreqltetlt (!vellL ill SllbSOlliC jets t]l/lt it collld 1lot lie the dolllilNtllt

noise genm'ation tll(!(:hallJSlll. This point <)f view was adw(mted ill reference 168.

l_l!cellL]y iL xt.'as tea[Ill'tiled eXl)erJlllellta]]y ill referellce 169,

Ill View of the il[)ov(! (:oll[][ctillg pr,qmsals Itlltl experimeutld [illd[llgs. it, appe_rs

tr}lllt ]lll+gt2 t.lll'l)llh!ll(!(l strllCtllr(!s llll(] ]llStltl)[]]ty Witv(!s Illlty ll[)t [)e _,]l[_(]OII]]IIRIIL direct
llf)[S(_SflIII'C(!Sof.stlbSollk: jets. On the t)tller]L_LIId. ollr IlllCll!rgt;l/l¢lillg (>f_lte dyllll111ics

t11t(] b(!h_w[<)r 0[' the ]llrge tllrl)lt]ellc(! ,%rttctllre,s +tlld ]ilst_!l)[lJty wtwes is [nco1111)let(.'.

It W(]II](] I t h4!r(!fOl +4_,[14! pr(++lll_l_+llre [o i/lakl! itll ;lbso]llte ._tlttelllOllt. What+ is (:lear at

this Hum is tlmt a satisfikctory serf-contained subsonic je_ noise theory is still very
I11uch Ileedl!(L
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7 Airframe Noise

Lendauthor
David G. Crighton
University el Carnb_dge
Cambridge,Enfland

Introduction

Airframe noise, that IS, nonpropulsive noise of an aircraft in flight, became
a topic of intense research interest in the 1970's following initial studies (refs, 1
and 2) in the late 1900'8 on the development of an ultraqnlet ndfitary surveillance
aircraft. Extrapolation of tile noise levels measured for gliders and fight aircraft
to the scales relevant to heavy commercial transport aircraft indicated tbst then-
current transports might bare airframe noise levels at landing approach which wore
less than 10 dB below tile FAR. Part 36 (ref, 3) certification elrectivo perceived noise
level (EPNL), Expectations at that time were that the FAR Part 36 EPNL would
be reduced by 10 dB per decade, These expectations implied a noise certification
problem for new aircra& after about 1985 wbicb could not be solved by power-plant
noise control alone, Increased airframe noise was also to be expected with some
of the large twin-jet transports introduced in tbe 1970's and 1980's, which featured
mucb more significant interaction (even direct impingemmlt) between the jet exhaust
stream and the flaps, And further, all studies (re£ 4) in the early 1970's of short
takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft using anderwing jets and blown flaps or upper-
surface blowing for enhanced lift at low speeds had clearly shown that near- and
far-field noise levels from such configurations would be high and would be a strong
impediment to the development of all but small, low-speed STOL transports for
either military or civil applications,

The extrapolated small-alrcraft levels were essentially confirmed soon after in
several series of full-scale tests on a variety of aircraft, both jet and propeller driven,
Attempts to understand and correlate tile experimental information and to predict
(and ultimately control) airfranm noise proceeded, naturally, along two paths. In
tim first, a "whole aircraft" approach was taken, in which a correlation of ]/3-octave
sound pressure level (SPL) witb aircraft speed, weight, wing aspect ratio, etc,, was
attempted for large classes of aircraft. This correlation was based on fidl-scale and
model data with some rudimentary theoretical underpimdng. Such an approach
had its value, not least in providing a first estimate (based on real data for a very
complex interactive nolse-generating process) for whether a serious airframe noise
problem was likely to exist for some proposed design or not, However, the whole
aircraft approach clearly needed to be accompanied by a second "compmlent source"
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approach, together with assessment of interactions between sources and between
sasrce and propagatlm| mechanisms wherever possible. Similar approaches llad
already been employed in propulsive jet noise research and the limitatious of each
seen there (and the need to consider early the interactions in the component source
approach).

Many papers on these two attacks on the airframe noise problem were presented
at tile AIAA Second Aeroacoastics Conference in 1975t and the third volmne of
the proceedings (ref. 4) of that conference is still required reading. The next 6 or
7 years saw much further work, though the publicly available dn.ta base has not been
expanded to include test results for the new large twin-jet transports. Cutbacks
in funding for jet noise research in the 1980'8 seem to have stopped airframe noise
research, though there are clearly areas in commercial aircraft development where
airframe noise must be expected to be important. One is in tile development of
still larger versions of the Boeing 747 (the airframe noise of _he standard 747-100
and 747-200 differs substantially from that of the 747SP, the latter i|avhlg a much
simpler single-flap system instead of the triple-flap system fitted to the standard
74"1)_a second is in the development of aircraft powered by propfans, or very large
(ultrahigh bypass ratio) shrouded fans; a third is in the development of an advanced
supersonic transport; and a fourth is in tfie development of powered-lift-assisted
flTOL transports.

This chapter contimms now with a section giving an overview of the general
results obtained in full-scale aircraft experiments, followed by a section on whole
aircraft noise correlations. Then attention is paid to specific noise-generating
mechanisms (see fig. l), hlcluding flap and wing trailing edges, flap side edges,
undercarriage gear sources, cavity mechanisms, and sources associated with the
fuselage and wing turbulent boundary layers. Problems associated with hlgh-lift
devices and configurations are tllen discussed. The chapter concludes with proposals
for comprehensive airframe noise prediction schemes and a discussion of possible
means for alleviating airframe noise.

_l - / V4*rIJcM lnil

Sla*_

Innd Jllg _l_lLr

Figure 1. Sources of airframe noise. (From re.?.2Z)

Overview of Experimental Results

Although the first experimental studies of airframe noise were on gliders and
low-powered smal reconuaissance aircraft, the need for data from large transport
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aircraft w_Lsvery quickly made apparent in tile 1971-72 NASA-slmusored _:.dwmced
Teelmology Trt|nsport Study Program. Design fi_atures were studied which wmdd
bring jet-engine propulsiml EPNL to 20 dB below then-current FAIl Part 36
regulations (ref, 3), However, correlation fom|uh,.s derived from snlal[-aireraft data
indicated that alrfranle EPNL itself might lie 16 dB beklw tile FAR Part 3(i lewd at

i takeoff flyover, 22 dB below at skk!lbm, but only 11 dB below at landing apl)roaeh,
" These levels set an hmnedlatc finlit oil the posslbk! co ity noise reduction that
"' couldbnachievedby pmver-phmtlloisereductionMonc,Gfi)son(ref.5)verysllm'tly

lifter published the first airframe noise data for it (very large) transport, the C-5A
t! Galaxy, and Healy (ref. 6) reported airfi'alne llOiSe levi!Is far light aircraft and light

twin-propeller transports.
Airframe nolse of tile. C-5A is detectabh! over other aoises only at rather low

frequencies, alld the C-5A has sewral design fcattlras (Stlch as 12-segnmnt flaps and
4 lllaiB landing gear a.sseml)fies each with 6 wheels) WlliC]lare not typical of jet
transports and which may result hi untypical estimates of both intensity and spectral
shapt]. Tile molmtlred data were, shown on llarrow-band analysis to acttndly co Iq)rise

a great nunlber of essentially discrete frequenck_s, with a typical wklth of 5 Ilz and
_: each typically 5 to 10 dB above the bamkground. A fidrly prmnlnent peak around

100 llz was identified as noise from tile "clean" wing, lllntlerotlS peaks betweell 20
and 1O0Hz were ascribed to ]alldillg gear eolllpollents, alld peaks beklw 20 llz were2

_Lsnril)l!d to the gear cavities. The gfiltr COlllpOlli!nt8 were fillllld to illerelkqe perceived
noise level (PNL) by 9 to I0 dB, and 100-percent flap deflection inereit.sed PNL by a
further 3 to 4 dB, for a total "clean to dirty" PNL inert*me of 12 to 1,1dB. A similar,
though slightly lower, PNL increase of 10 to 12 dB was me,muted at ahout the same
time for tile Boeing 7,17 (ref. 7). Gibson (ref. 5) obtained re*monable "llredietima" of
the C-SA airframe noise using a whole aircraft correlatiml based on glkler and small
powerel aircraft data. The correlation, imsmning a (Velocity) 't scaling, him even less
theoretical backing than those discussed in tile next section alld must be consklered
n.ssimply it rough first estimate of likely airframe noise h!vels; the! idea that the C-5A
(with wing span of 68 m) Ires it filr field that can be modeled by a cmnpact nlollopole

is, even tit frequencies of 20 llz, itot at all usefid for tile understandhtg or control of
the noise.

A nlllllbor of sets of airfralnfi iiOlSO dllt/t for 811lRfi pistDn=eltghle-powel'ed trails-

ports, and also far the I,-106B delta wing fighLer, were lmbllshed arotmd the thee of
Gibson's work. Ilardln et el. (ref. 8) give It compilation of dam.for the overall sound
pressure level (OASPL) me*muted in these tests, More representative are the later
studies by Putnam et el. (ref. 9) (Lockheed Jetstar, Convair 990, and Boeing 7,t71
and Ft,.tlmny (ref. 10) (Hawker Skldeley 125, British Aircraft Corp. 111, and British
Aircraft Corp. VC10). Data taken dh'eetly below these six aircraft ill the clean con-
flguratlen sllow a (VeMeity) '5 variation of OASPL (see ref, 11, fig. 2), Fethney's
work on the VC10 with various combinations of flap deflection, leading-edge shtt
deploylnellt, gdRr dl!ploylllent_ alld gear doors opell or closed illdleates _111 increz,_sein
OASPLofll dB (and in PNL of perhaps l.gdB) illtlmfi yt rty :o _ to ,with
9 dB ascrfl)ed to either full flap or gear deployment individually, and ,t dB ascribed
to havhlg mMn gear doors open rather than shut (wlth gear deployed hi both closes).
Reported lit abon_ the same tinm were data (ref. 12) taken on it DG-10 in the clean
configuration; these data showed that tile tlyover directivity could be fitted hy tile
field of two correlated (llft and drag) dipoles, llowever, the sin2(¢l/2) dlreetivity of
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trailing-edge noise (see tile subsequent section) fits tile DC-10 data given in figure 10
of reference I1 just as well, wbore 0 is the angle measured from downstream. Tiffs5
direetlvity would be associated also wltl tile (Velocity) OASPL vartatlon that was
found by Hardin for six jet-powered transports. Thus we have at least a hint that
airframe noise of a clean coufiguration is domluated by wing and tall trailing-edge
noise, with increases of lfi dB or more in tlle dirty configuration, associated with
flaps, slats, gear, cavities, etc.

Since these early full-scale tests, most studies have examined particular com-
ponents in isolation or wltb inclusion of interaction between two or more noise-
generating components. Farther full-scale data have been collected for current air-
craft, in particular for the Boeing 72"/(ref. 13), and both full- and model-scale data
have been collected for tbe 747 (refs. 1,t and 15). Reference 15 shows that if low-
frequency peaks, wllose frequencies do not change with flow velocity and probably
represent cavity tones, are excluded, tben tile model- and fidl-scale airframe noise
data can be scaled according to the following relations: for 1/3-octave band SPL,

SPLF

and for band center frequencies,

where A is the scale factor, UF and Ui,! are the flight veloclties at full and model
scale, and r F and r M are tile observer distances at fidl and model scale at tile same
radiation angle. The Us scaflng connotes tlle dominance of trailing-edge noise and
the A-2 scaling factor represents tile influence of tile length factors (see eq. (8)).
Tbn possibility of model to fidl-scale scaling simply by equations (1) and (2) is,
however, unlikely to be general except in clean configurations domln_ted by trailing-
edge noise. Its success in tile dirty configuration (to wlthln 3 dB for the 747) may
simpIy reflect the dominance of trailing-edge noise for this particular aircraft with
its long _egments of triple-slotted flap; it is known, for example, that tile airframe
noise of tim 747SP differs from that of tlle 747-100, the former having much simpler
slngle-slotted flap segments.

All these fidl-scaln studies are described in some detail in earlier reviews (refs. 8
and 1I). (Later_ full.scale flyover data for tim McDonnell Douglas DC-9-31, in a
number of configurations hwolvlng gear, flaps, and slats, also became available in
refs. 16 and 17.) To simply repeat the conclusions of each test as summarized there
would be pointless, nor has it turned out to be possible to interpret tbem all from a
unified point of view. The situation is one in which there are numerous sources of
tonal and broadband sound, with strong interaction between them (e.g., deployment
of flaps may reduce noise from flow over the undercarriage gear, as was noted in
ref. 18) and with very low acoustic power compared with jet noise at takeoff thrust.
The only possible approach seems, therefore, to be based on an understanding of
the separate mechanisms and their interaction. Tiffs subject is taken up in later
sections. Theoretical developments are described whenever a theory exists and is
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likely to be relevant to tile airframe no!so problem. Such is tile ease for trailing-
edge noise and for undercarriage gear noise; tile basic nmclmnisms are understood,
and ill any particular coufiguratioa it skoukl be possible to produce scaling laws
and interpret experimental data. For cavity tones, however, although there is a
vast body of literature oil theoretical models and nlodel-scale experiments, ahnost
nothing seems likely to be relevant to tile highly irregular flows and geometries of
real aircraft, and elnphasis oi1anytldng more than one or two simple kleas of "deptb
modE" cavity response is likely to he misleading. Tile results of theoretical and
model-scale study should titan be combined into a prediction scheme, and those
predictions then checked against whole aircraft correlations and against data for
similar eonflguratimm.

We end this section by noting a number of points relating to experinmntal study
of airframe noise. Hardin (ref. 11) discusses the placement of microphmms flask in a
hard surface, the corrections needed to relate a glide slope path to a cmlstant altitude
flyover, the determination of aircraft position at acoustic emission time, the statistical
problems arising from the aircraft flyover, and the contamination of airframe noise
by residual jet noise. Full-scale diflieulties are also Encountered if tile microphones
are nat in the far field; these difficulties were already seen in tile C-SA flyovers of
refermme 5, Some of tlmse ditflculties are more severe in tile use (ref, 19) of remotely
piloted vehicles (ftPV's) in place of real aircraft. Static model testing for airframe
noise must almost certainly be conducted in aa anechoic open-jet wind tunnel, with
low tunnel noise and with shear layer corrections for transmission of sound from the
model to the microphone outside tim wind tunnel flow, Those corrections are now
well established (ref.20), but are crucial even at low Mach nnmbers, They have been
an essential ingredient of several model-scale studies of trailing-edge and gear noise.

An issue has emerged that some localized regions of a wing may be responsible
for a large fraction of total airframe noise. To study these localized regioas (flap side
edges), source location techniques are needed and bare been much developed for jet
noise rEsEarch in the late 197fl's. Far-field correlations, far- to near-fleM correlatioas,
and directional ndcropkones have been used (refs. 21 to 23) for airframe noise work.
Far- to near-field correlations require some idea of tile underlying mechanisms,
whereas all directional microphones, including far-flekl correlation arrays, merely
infer all equivalent source location. These techniques can be used to best advantage
at model scale, hut a major problem then is to retain tile correct balance between

mechanisms, some of wldch may be highly sensitive to Reynolds number,
Whole Aircraft Correlations

In the early days of airframe noise research, a number of correlations were devised
for the prediction of airframe noise from me_ured full-scale aircraft data, given tile
major aerodynaadc parameters of the aircraft. Those are given here essentially as
a sumaaary of those measured data sad as a means of getting a first estimate of
tile order of magnitude for tke airframe anise of an alrcrafr bl the same class as
those providing tile data. The fact that tile formulas often contain the velocity
and directional dependence of a single compact dipole (with vertical axis) should
not be taken to haply that tile dondnant source is a vertical dipole associated with
unsteady flow over tile wheels or any otlmr particular source. The formulas are
simply convenieat approximate fits to data in which a number of mechanisms are
probably comparably important.
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Revell, Healy, and Gibson (refs, 24 and 25) analyzed data taken for the most
part on older small transports (Douglas DO-3, Conwdr 24{]) but also with blput
from C-5A Galaxy data, They obtained

sin® 2 U6_,

where e is the observer angle from downstream and r the observer dlstance, both
presumably at emission tlme, while U is the flight speed, S the wing area, and
Aft the aspect ratio; AR = b/c with b the span and c the mean chord. Along with
equation (3) goes a universal spectrum (fig. 5 of refi 25) with a peak frequency 1.gU/t
with t the mean wlng thickness at the mean chord location. These relations refer
to the clean (cruise) condition for which trailing-edge noise probably domhmtes,
The prediction of OASPL which they give is h_ reasonable accord with estimates
quoted _n the next section for traiHng-edge noise of clean configuratlous, although
the functional dependence of eqaatioa (3) is quite wrong for trailing-edge noise
(as discussed subsequently), For "dirty" configurations, the levels predicted by
equation (3) should be raised by between 9 and 12 dB,

The background to equation (3) is described by [fealy (ref, 25), who shows further
that equation (3) can be applied to predict the airframe noise of a range of small to
large jet transports only if the proportlonality constant (28 dB) is allowed to vary
significantly from one aircraft type to asother--although the speed and aspect ratio
exponents appear to be useful over some range of types, Equation (3) as _t stands
overpredicted the nolse (engine zloias removed) of the F-106B fighter (delta wing) by
g6 dB and of a Jetstar small jet transport by 20 dB, No method--other than having
a number of different proportionality constants for different types--was found to
extend the whole aircraft methnd to cover aircraft of widely differing wing planform,

A %oral aircraft correlation" slmilar in spirit was given by Hardin et el, (ref, 8),
who regarded the airframe noise as generated by a vertical unsteady lift dipole
and determined the dependence of the dipole parameters on the aircraft parameters
(weight, span, aspect ratio) and on speed U through a regression analysis of data
mainly for light propeller-driven transports, Thls scheme shares the problems of
equation (3), namely reference to an inappropriate (dipole) model for the basic
mechanism and a strong dependence on aspect ratio that is seen later to be erroneous.
Nonetheless, these early prediction methods laid the basis for the belief tllat the
approach airframe noise of large transport aircraft current in the early 1970's lay :m
lower than FAR Part 36 level minus 10 dB,

A first attmnpt to break the airframe noise field into constitueets represeuting
acoustic mechanisms associated with willg and flap trailing and side edges, under-
carriage gear elements, wheel wells, etc,, was taken in the '*drag element method."
The method was described in reference 24 and applied specifically to the C-5A
Galaxy in reference 26 to estimate the noise spectra from the profile drag of the wing,
fuselage, engine nacelles, leading.edge slats, and horizontal tail and from the induced
drag. of the wing/flap vortex system. From a large nnmber of similarity scaling
hypotheses, the method derives expressions for the dipole sound field associated
with the variotts aerodynamic elements, ilsing flight data for different configurations
of the same aircraft to determine the :mmerous proportionality constants, The
main flaw in the method is that a variety of mechanisms are forced into the
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same dipole straitjacket, which is a reasonable representation of only stone sources
and not a reasonable representation of sources associated with largo sharp-edged
surfaces, In the next sections, we therefore describe in detail the features associated
with particular aerodynamic and geometrical configurations and emphasize aspects
which can be clearly understood from accepted aeroaeoustle theory and which are

demonstrated in careful model or full-scale experiments. IVlatbematical developments I
are not given,

Hardinctal,(ref, 8)firstattemptedtodevelopsucha conlponentamdysis. That
work, valuable as it was at the tbnc, has been overtakes by bnproved aadcrstanding
of a number of specific mechanisms (trailing-edge and gear eoise) and tile availability
of much more model and full-scale data. A component scheme which makes use of
botb the additional understanding and tile data is that of Fink (refs. 27 and 28),
described in a subsequent SECtion.

Trailing-Edge Noise

Theoretical work on the sound from interaction of unsteady flow with the edge of
a large fiat plate predates experimental proof of tbe relevance of it to airframe noise,
Tbe essential result, due to Ffowcs Williams and Hall (ref, 29)) is tbat if the flat
plate can be taken as send-infinite, of negligible thickness, and lying in the planes

o 2
0 = =[:180 , then the far-field intensity varies with 0 as sln (0/2) and scales with
a typical flow velocity Uo as Uo5. Tbese basic dependences are independent of the
nature of the unsteady flow near tile edge. The theory underlying them ban been
applied to the passage of a vortex ring past tile edge, and the theoretical predictions
have been confirmed in great detail in tbe papers of Kambn and Ills colleagues (see
ref, 30, in which theory and experiment agree, with no adjustment of tbe predictions,
to within fractions of a decibel over the full angular range).

Theoretical Half-Plane Trailing-Edge
Problem

The angular variation and tile velocity scaling suggest tbat the lmlf-plane
scattering mecbasism has a noa-multipole form, and this is brought out in detail
in reference 30 where tile 3/2-pole character is made explicit, Earlier, Powell
(ref, 31) had considered tbe problem and obtaiued tlm Uo5 scaling by arguing that the
turbulence correlation smde should have its usual eddy size g for directions normal to
the edge, but a value of I_/M (i.e,, an acoastic wavelength) for directioas along tbe
edge, where M is a flow Mach nmnbcr, This iecorrect argument (whicb could not
give the results observed by Kambe for a strictly deterministic process) is another
example of the many misconceptions that arose in the 1950's and 1960's about
the nature of aeroacoustic sources associated with different geometrical scattering
boundaries. A simple way of understanding the half-plane velocity scaling and
directivlty was given by Crighton and Leppington (ref, 32), who show also how
the corresponding results can be quickly obtained for a wedge of arbitrary angle,
The derivations in reference 32 make it clear that tile eoo-multipole cbaracter of
tile field is an immediate consequence of tile fact tbat the scattering sbarp-edged
surface is noncompaet relative to tbe acoustic wavelengtb, For further discussion see
references 33 to 35 for review artie]as,
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Howe's Approach

A fairly satisfactolT thcorctical understallding of the tralflng-cdge problem b_m
been achieved witb Howe's review (ref. 36) in wblch numerous partially overlapping,
partially conflicting theoretical approaches are reconciled and generafized to include
a number of effects, including those associated witb motion of the aeroacoustie
sources relative to the edge and of the edge relative to tile far-field observer and
those associated with satisfaction, or partial satisfaction, of a Kntta condition at
tile edge. Tim essential steps in a theoretical calculation ignoring ally leading-edge
effects are as follows. First write down an inbomogeneous wave equation, from
Lighthnl's aeroacoustic theory (ref. 37), in a frame in whlcb the plate is at rest;
allow for mean flow past the plate and for the convection effects oasoclated with
the "primary" turbulence field and with any vorticity shed from the edge. Solve
tile wave equation by convnlvlng the "sources" with an appropriate Green's function
(essentially, after transformation, tile static fluid Green's fimction with zero normal
velocity on tbe plate), take the fi_r-fieldlimit, and transform coordinates to emission
tfine coordinates appropriate to the flyover noise problem with static fluid at tbe
observer location and the plate ill nlotion. Finally, attempt to express "sotlras"
quantities in terms of measurable quantities, such as tbe pressure spectrum on the
plate near the edge (and also determine, by imposing a Kutta condition if that is
thought appropriate, the strength of azW vorticity shed into the wake, and express
the wake vortlcity sources in ternm of measurable quantities). In the first analysis of
tbis kind (ref. 29)_ Ffowcs Williams and Hail ignored all convection effects and vortex
shedding and obtained, by convolvlng a dimeasiona]ly correct model of tbe Lightbfil
quadrupole source with tbe static fluid half-plane Green's function, tile result

(p2)= po2_,_V_M,,L_ 2 a(h-_)sln_ sbl (0/,)cos_ (4)

for the mean-square far-field pressure generated by all eddies within a correlation
scale _ of the edge and covering a length L of the edge; V is a typical mean velocity
(ignored except in defining the quadrupnle strengths), Po is ambient density, uo
is root-mean-square (rms) turbulence velocity, M, is turbulence convection Mach
number, and tile angles are as depicted in figure 2, being measured, together with
tile distance R, at reception time. (See ref. 36, eq. (7), for the explanation for
tile predicted cos:_ dependence on trailing-edge sweep angle B.) Howe (ref. 36)
shows how the dominant features of equation (4), that is, the (Velocity) 5 scaling
and sin2(0/2) directivity, are unebanged except in nmnerical nmgnitude by tile
imposition of a Kutta condition. They are changed only by certain Doppler factors,
discussed below, by convection effects. Equatlon (4) underlies all recent attempts to
correlate experimental data on traillng-edge noise. Tbe aim of a more refined theory
is only (1) to expose explicitly convection effects, which can be large even at landing
approach conditions, (2) to estimate tile uncertainty in predicted far-field level which
goes with uncertainty over the edge condition, and (3) to suggest near-field quantities
that might be used to get tile best collapse of data for correlation and prediction
purposes.
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Figure ,9, 7_rbnlent flow over a teetted span L of a trailio9 edge. The observer
has eoonlinates (R, O, a) at reception time.

Howe (ref. 36) has given such a unified theory. In tile absence of any vortieity
shedding into the wake and for an observer fixed relative to the plate, he shows that

p2u2oV_Mv ( Le3 _ sinasin2(O/2)eosa l_
_o_)=ex _ _,_-_')(1+Htoa)2(1-Moa)2(X-Molstn_)(5)

inwhichcA,Isa numericaldimensionlesslongitudinalintegra[scaleofa vorLicity
distributionassociatedwiththeincidentturbulence,V isnow theconvectionvducJty,
and 13isthevorticltycorrdatlonscaleparalleltotheedge.He notesthatif.8<< I,
thentimprlecipalturbulentsourcecontributiontothisestlmatoiswhat herefers
to astile"prlncipa]edgenoisedlpoIu,"thecmnponeutnormaltothe half-plane
ofthe aooustlcdipoleQ = /7x V, whore/-_istim flowvortlcltyvector.This
component involvestileincidentvorticityparafielto theedge and the vortieity
convectionvelocitynormalto tileedge.However,tllescatteredfieldinducedby
the interaction of this forcing dipole with tile edge of the half-plane is not dipole, as
equation (5) makes clear.

The three Doppler factors in equation (5) involve Mad| numbers defined as
follows: MaR is the component in the observer direction of the mean flow Math
number (relative to the plate); Mvtt denotes tbe component in the observer direction

gO9
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of the turbulence convection Math number; and M'vi is the component of the
turbulence convection Mach number normal to the edge in the downstreaul directlon.
EqufLtion (g) reduces immediately to the basic Ffowcs Williams and Hall result
(eq. (4)) when all convection effects are ignored. Howe's theory also supplies tile
power spectral density of (p_) ill tile form

" S/(_)= (P_)_x/tj ", /_el ',

where X is a vorficlty spectral density in wave number (wave numbers normal and
parallel to the plate edge) integrated over tile boundary layer thickness, w is tile
circular frequency, £1 is tile vorticity correlation scale normal to tbe edge, and VI
is tim convection velocity component normal to tim edge. Equation (0) produces
equation (5) wltb the identification

=/o = X(,_,O)ds (7)CX

For flyover noise prediction we express equatimi (5) in terms of ¢ralssion coordi-

l notes (r. O. (b) wltb e = 0° on the downstream continuation of the plate. Then in

tbe flyover plane • = 0° (and with consistent neglect of all 512 terms throughout),
we have

I 1.2. , pouoV Me
u,1) _c x, _- _ r2 j (l + Mocos®)a[l + ()jo_Mot)casO] 2 (8)

Now. if vortex shedding is allowed and its strengtb determined by a Kutta con-
dition (of finiteness of all fluctuating velocity components at the plate edge), the
corresponding result is

(l+ Mecose)2
(P,_l")= (p_)(1 - o")5[1 + (Mo - .Mil,1)cosel 2 (9)

in which the wake vortieity has convection velocity WI normal to the edge, &lint is
the corresponding Mash number, and a = W/v is the ratio of convection velocity
magnitudes for tbe wake and incident vurticity. Tbus at ® = 90°, where convection
effects are absent, imposition of the Kutta condition reduces the mean-square
pressure by (1 - 0")5, The interaction between turbulerme and the edge produces
no sound if the convection velocities are equal, Howe estimates that Mvl ._ O,7Mo
for sources in the upper part of a turbulent boundary layer and Mwl _ 0.gMo for
the wake, and lie shows that then for Me = 0.3, equation (9) represents a decrease
inSPLofg.8dBat e:0 °,10,odBat ®:00 °,12,0dBat 0=180 ° .

The main difference between (p_) and _p_.} is oils of magnitude, typically 11 dB
• at Mo : 0.3. and this slmuld be considered in correlation schemes. The status of the

Kutta condition for unsteady flow is now fairly well understood (ref. 38) for laminar
flow near tile edge of a flat plate in tile unseparated regime. The Kutta condition
applies provided, essentially, that the Stroubal number is not greater than Rel/'1,
(Re is Reynolds number) and that the amplitude of the forcing is appropriately
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small (see ref. 38 for details}. However there is no corresponding theory, or even
a widely accepted set of data, for turbulent flow near tile edge of a wing, even in
tile clean coafiguration, let alone with multiple flaps at very high angle of attack
(though attention must be called to ref. 39 on a theoretical model for turbulent flow
near a fiat plate trailing edge}. We might hope to overcome this ignorance as to tile
extent to which the Kutta condition is satisfied by reworking the theory in terms
of a fluctuating pressure field on the plate, near the edge, as the specified source
function. Howe (ref. 36) obtains the appropriate expressions, with and without tile
Kutta condition, but shows that precisely tile same indeterminacy arises. Faced with
this--and the likelihood tlmt the edge condition may change from one configuration
to another_ so that no universal results could he obtained for the magnitude of
(p2}--the only course of action is to use the functional forms of equation (8) and

: to determine e_¢ empirically for a cmtfiguration close to tile actual one. Tile no-
Kutta-condItlon case provides an upper bound, Model-scale experiments may not
be appropriate, since the nature of the edge flow is highly sensitive to Reynolds

1 number.The possibilityofexpressingtilefarfieldintermsofsurfacepressuremeasure-
I ments near tile edge is an attractive one, but can be achieved only if tile Kutta

_i condition applies (otherwise tile pressure is infinite at the edge} and provided that
the eddy convection velocity V is constant through the boundary layer (or provided
that the dominant incident pressure sources are located in a region of effectively con-
stant V). Then Howe (ref. 36), extending tile formulation of Chase (refl 40), obtains,
for the far-field spectrum Sho(_a)with Kutta condition imposed, the relation

2M,,L sin a sin2(0/2} cos/_
SK(_)=_n"-(1+ MoR)2(I-M,,n)_(1-M,on)'2(1- M_Isbm)

dt,
where tt3 = wcosa/co with Cotile ambient speed of sound. In equation (10) 171(
is the wave-number-frequency spectral density of the mean-square pressure on the
plate (P_0), so that

= f__ rI,¢(#i,,,3,_)d.1 d_ad_

The integral in equation (10) over #l gives a quantity H_(,u:j,w) which can be
determined from correlation measurements parallel to the edge, and in time, at a
fixed location close to and just upstream of the edge.

Equation (10) can be simplified further if we make tile approximation of refer-
ence 41 that _coso_/oo << l_"1,for then

n_(_a,_,)_ nk(0,_)= ta¢(_/v) (11)
where¢(wt_/V)isthe(point}frequencyspectrumofthesurfacepressuresnearthe
edge, For the far-field spectrum we then have

2 fLt.rl'_ Mv sin a sin2(0/2) cos,8 ¢(_6/V)SK(w)
_,_rJ (I + Men)Z(1 - Men)2(1 - MwR)_(1 -- Mvl sin a (12)
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which reproduces the dimensional result in equation (9) for (p_) wben integrated
over w and transformed from reception to emission time coordlnates (and provkled
that the angle fl is small, as in most applicatioas). A very significant aspect of
equation (12) is its predlctLas that tbe spectral shapes ,,,°K(W) and ¢(wdf/V) are
the same when wcnsa/co << g_-I and 83 does not strongly depend on frequency.
This prediction is remarknhly well benin out in one of tile experimental findhlgs of
reference 42, reproduced here as figure 3. Note that tim tbeoretieal predietlon of
identity of tile spectral shapes requires t,he Kutta condition to be satisfied.

Sll_'_ll IiI](!puphull(! _ _111!

l,t,w+l __i,_ t+t+v,,1

l0 dI3 l0 dl]

I I I I I I I I I I
2 4 li fl IS 2 .I fi S IS

b_'i!([uI'ncy+ kllz Frl+qllel:Cy, kllz

Fignr_ 3, Comparison of spectral density fnnctions for surface pressure
fluctuations near a lrailing edg_ and .for far-field pressure flIictnations.
(Fromref.4z,)

Summnrizing his examination and development of tbeoreticnl work on the half+
plane trailing-edge problem, Howe (ref, 36) concbldes that

1. All tbeories are in agreement on the SPL scaling at 90* to the flight patb as
LeaVe(1 - Me- Mol) with L the wetted spa,,, _1 a correlation length parallel to
the edge, V an eddy convection velocity, Me the flight Mach number, and Mvl
the eddy convection Macb number cmnponent normal to the edge.

2. There are large differences (_1l dB at 90°) betwcea ttle fiPL's for the
Kutta-condition and nc-Kutta-condition cases (though only weak differences in
directivity),

3. Some evidence exists (e.g,, that associated with fig. 3 and eq. (12) and also
a considerable number of aeroacoastie problems where acoustic forcing of an
attacbed flow is concerned (ref, 38)) to support the Kutta condition; bowever
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there is an urgent need for a study of the appropriate edge conditions in
circumstances closer to tim traifing-edge noise problem.

4, Forward flight and turbulence source motion can be represented, at least for
moderate IVlacb numbers, by various Doppler factors given in equatioas (8)
and (9).

5. The possibility of relating the far-fieM spectrum directly to measures of the
surface pressure on the plate near the edge is a real one (though probably of

_r limited applicability); tile appropriate experimental input on the surface pressures
is now required.

fi. At high couveetion and wake Mach nuulhers, the predictioas of equation (8) will
remain valid provided that compressibility effects on tile tnrbuleut sources can
be neglected, a neglect which needs further study, theoretical and experimental
(The argument for the correctness of tile Doppler fitetor expressions at high

O , 2Mach number does not came ft" m ref. 36, _here O(M ) terms are systematically
neglected. However, for an ideaIized problem of so-called "diffraction radiation,"
all Mach number terms can be included exactly, and then the results are found
to involve only precisely these Doppler factor effects which are found at low M
(s_e ref. ,t3).)

AmfeUa Approach

An alternative theoretical approach to trailing-edge noise h,'_sbeen developed by
Amict (refs. 44 to 47), who immediately takes as input the convectblg surface pressure
spectrum upstream of the edge. The induced loading of tile airfoil is then calculated
by standard gust-interaction methods, which allow incorporation of all finite Mad|
number effects within linear theory, but which treat tile airfoil _mextendb|g to infinity
upstream. In the subsequent evaluation of the radiation field by integration of the
surface pressure dipole field, the integration is performed only over the region actually
occupied by the finite airfoil, with the result that the acoustic field vaaishes on the
upstream axis (as is required of the exact snlutiou), whereas that of equation (10)
does not and indeed attains its maximum value there.

The Kutta condition is satisfied in Amiet's work, which produces expressions
corresponding to equations (10) and (12). It too predicts tile identity of far-field and
near.field pressure spectral forms provided that Ira(w) is taken to be independent of
_o,as was done above. In reference 45 Amiet points out, however, that integration
of the well-known data of reference 48 yields ta(w ) _ 2.1V/w, which actually implies
a faster high-frequency rolloff for the far-field spectrum than for tile near-field--as
indeed is seen in figure 3. Finally, mean flow Macb number effects are included
exactly in Amiet's work, though since this involves an exact lineadzed calculation,
the vorticity ]s always required to convent at the free-stluam velocity, and differences
between that velocity, the convection velocity of eddies in the boundary layer, and
tim convection velocity of eddies in the wake, which appear in Howe's mode], are
excluded. In reference 49, Amiet has returned to this issue, pointing out that tlm

i eddies in tile wake can conveet at a speed other than that of the free stream only if
tile wake itself supports a loading and that this fictitious loading may contribute to
the trailing-edge acoustic field in an unintended, physically spurious way. This raises

'i questions as to the correctness, for acoastie calculations, o["models which attempt to
incorporate "realistic" flow features such as differences in convection velocity from
one flow region to another.
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Experimental Study of Trailing-Edge
Noise

2"_lrning now to experimental study of trailing.edge noise, early work by Hayden
(inf. 50) suggested that a sixth power of velocity provided tile best collapse ofhis
spectral data. However, Fiak later reaealyzed tbese data (ref. 51) and showed (his
fig, 6) tbat a very much better fit over tile entire frequency range consklered (in
whicb the Stroubal number based on tile width of a jet used to provide turbulent
flow over the trailing edge of a large plate varied from 0.6 to 10O) was obtained
asing a fifth power law. Fink (refi 51) also conducted his own experiments, studying
the surface pressures and far-field smmd both from incidence fluctuations (when
an airfoil was exposed to turbulent fluctuations in tile incident flow) and from
trailing-edge interactions (wllen tile airfoil was faired into tile nozzle wall of it large
rectangular nozzle, providing a turbulent flow over the trailing edge when it grid
was placed upstream in tbe nozzle). Although far-lield data were taken at several
angular stations, details were given only for 0 = 1200 from downstream, so that
tile direetivity variation sin2(0/2) cannot be checked. However, Fink did display
1/3-octave far-field spectra (at 0 --- 120°) for mean flow velocities frmn 31.5
to 177 m/see anti for grkls producing two different turbnleace levels. Tbesc
1/3-octave spectra, normalized on ('I_lrbu]enee level) 2and (Velocity) s, collapsed onto
a single curve as a fimction of frequency nornmlized on nman velocity and transverse
turbulence velocity correlation scale (obtained from hot-wire probes near tile edge).
Even better collapse is obtained if tile high-frequency portions of tlle spectra at
tile higllest velocity, probably dominated by backgrmmd noise, are omitted, The
collapsed spectra given in figure 3 of reference 51 thus provide at least a first estimate
of tile spectrum ¢(w6/V) of equation (12), Those spectra bare a decay very close
to ]-:t frmn f6/Uo -- 2 upward, where f is frequency, 6 tr*msverse correlation scale,
and Uo mean velocity. There is no theoretical basis for an f-3 spestrmn aeless tile
f-3 decay is built into some assumed model for the surface pressure spectrum _ in
equation (12).

Before going oa to prediction of trailing-edge noise from measured snrfaee
pressure data, mention should be made of references 42, 52, and 53 by Tam, Yu,
and Joshi, First, in tile theoretical part of reference 52 tlm authors empbasize tile
effects on the directivity of trailing-edge noise wbieh are associated with diffraction
by the leading edge. To obtain a tractable problem, they take a large finite plate
in static fluid with it dipole normal to the plate and just beyond the (trailing) edge,
tile "half-bafiled dipole" corresponding to Haydcn's view (refi 50) of tile trailing-
edge noise mechanism. Thls approach does give tile correct velocity scaling and
directivity for tile half-plane proidem if correctly handled (see ref, 36). A formal
sohltlon for tile Tam and Yu problem can be written in Matbicu filncfions, and these
determined numerically. Tbe essential feature of the result is that the directivlty
oscillates increaslngty rapidly witb angle as tile ratio of plate length to wavelength
increases, A simple theory accounting for primary diffraction at tile leading edge
of sound generated at tile trailing edge predicts tbe rigbt features in a gross sense,
but exaggerates tim rapidity of tile fluetnations, whick are to some extent slnootbed
by multiple diffraction effects correctly accounted for in the exact solution, These
results cannot be applied in detail to the full-scale problem; tile interference effects
depend critically on detail of the source and the diffracflng body wldch is not properly
represented in the model, and one call safely say only that in elm flyover plane of
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principal interest for airframe noise, the infinite half-plane direetivity sin2(0/2) can
be regarded as tim envelop_ of the actual directivity fimctlous at high frequency.

Next, Yu and Tam (ref. ,12) reported flow-field observations of a wall jet issuing
from a rectangular nozzle and passing over the sharp edge of tim wall some
g nozzle diameters downstream. Tile configuration resembles an upper-surfitce-
blowing nrrangenmnt more thau a conventional wiug or flap trailing edge, but it
is mentioued here because the outhors suggest that the essential features somehow
imply a mechanism of traillng-edge flow and noise produetioa different from that
underlying the types of theory reviewed in reference 36. The flow patteru wl_ fmmd
to be rather coherent, dondnated by it series of large, essentially two-dimensional
vortices in tile upper (jet) shear layer and a similar series of vortices, of opposite sign,
conveeting in the "wake" shear layer, In fact both shear layers are jet-type shear
layers, separating the same core jet from ambient static fluid, and tile dominance
of large-scale vortical structures in these fully turbulent shear layers is uow widely
accepted. Such structures produce sound by two mechanisms. Fi_t, when Sllch a
"large eddy" structure is farther than o characteristic eddy length from the edge,
it generates souud of quadrupole type at a low frequency of order no/e wlmre uo

: is the rms velocity and t tile eddy scale; effects oil the frequency and a|npfitude
of eddy convection at a velocity V >> uo arise onIy in Doppler factors, leading
to considerable convective amplification downstream. In contrast, the interaction
between such a large eddy and tim sharp edge on a large body is of precisely the
kind described by trailing-edge noise theory. It ItlL_a frequency V/t. controlled by
convection (or by the mean flow velocity Uo,_s tile eddy is detached frmn tile edge), an
intensity scaling with velocity as V "_rather than quadrupole V s, and a sound field of
tile sin_(9/2) kind peaking in the upstream direction. Trailing.edge noise theory may
not yet have been specifically adapted to tile upper-surface-blowlng configuration,
but there is certainly no contradiction between the requirements of that theory and
the flow features seen by Yu and Tam.

Tile two mechanisms can be seen in data (figs, 12 and 13) ofdoshi and Yu (ref. 53),
who examined differences in the large-scale structures of the same wall-jet flow pro-
duced by profile-modifying grids upstream of the nozzle exit. Tlmy found, for all
three mean jet profiles that could he achieved, a sound intensity aml spectral level
scaling with velocity to a power of 8.6 to 8.8 at an angle of 45° from downstream
(consistent with quadrupole radiation plus some further convective ampllfieatlml)
and with velocity to a power of 6.1 to g.6 at 9{]°, ThEse results suggest at least tile
emergence of trailing-edge noise itself its tile angle from downstream is iaere_sed,
but a definitive conclusion could be reached only from data much farther into the
forward arc, whom theory predicts that quadrupole noise will reduce rapidly and
trailing-edge noise will continue to increase. A further point to be made is that the
phase opposition (difference of 180") measured in references 42 and 53 at correspond-
ing points on either side of the edge does not identify dipole radiation; tile "scattered
field" of trailing-edge noise theory fins such ph_e oppositiou, but is not dipole if the
surf_tce concerned is large compared wlth the wavelength. There seelas to be no
reason at all for thinking in dipole terms about these experiments, and the velocity
exponents of 8 and 6 at 45° and 90* suggest only that the quadrupole field is giving
way to a lower exponent field as 0 increases. The same critlcism--of tile irrelevance
of dipole ideas in the trailing.edge noise problela--should be made of the studies
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of references 54 to 56 (tile latter finding a V 5 law and talking sometimes in the
language of Howe's trailing-edge noise theory and sometbnes in dipole terms).

Prediction of Trailing-Edge Noise From
Measured Surface Pressure Data

Brooks and Hodgson (ref, 56) made the first determined attempt to provide
tile surface pressure data called for by Howe and to relate these to far-field acoustic
data. They took surface pressure data from about 0.5 to 1 hydrodynamic wavelength
npstreala of the edge of a symmetric alrfoil, with fiow ell both sides and with
tripped turbulent boundary layers, Cress-spectra in frequency were determlncd
and compared very favorably with tile predictions of the scattering of evanescent
pressure waves, In tile evanescent wave theory (refs. 36, 40, 41, and 57), a conveeted
pressure field travels past the edge without any wetting of the surfltce and edge by
a mean flow. The problem for a haft-plane is then essentially a ck_ssical no-flow
acoustic problem, and the issue of a Kutta condition at the edge simply does not
arise; there is no downstream wake, and yet the pressure differential vanishes at the
edge. Brooks aml Hodgson (ref. 56) add that in filrther analysis of data taken in an
earlier study (re['.58) they had found no significant component of wake vorticity with
sign opposite to that of the incident boundary layer and coherent with tim incident
pressure field. (They did, on the other band, state in their earlier study that far.field
noise measurements fell far below tile no-Kutta-conditlon estimate, implying then
that a Kutta condition must be hi force--but that conclusion nnlst be set o_ide on
the basis of the Iater study.)

Far-field noise spectra were also taken by Broi_ks and Hodgson, applying well-
established corrections (ref. 20) for refraction across the shear layers of the open-jet
wind tunnel flow around tile airfoil. The 90° OASPL wP._foand to scale with free-
stream velocity Uo to a power very close to 5 (see fig. 4), and l/3-octave spectra,
normahzed o I p_(USo/co)(LS*/.R2), collapsed acceptably as a f nctlon of ]clf*/Uo,
fc being the band center frequency and _° tile displacement thickness. Directivity
of tile OASPL (repreduced as fig. 5) followed very closely the predicted direetivity
for tile no-Kutta-condition case from equation (8); significantly less good agreement
would be obtained with equation (9). Also shown in figure 5 are the measured and
predicted (sin2 8/(1 + Mo cos O) 6) directivities for the compact dipole aerodynamic
sound (ref. 59) from flow over a thin circular rod replacing the airfoil; tile 90° OASPL
for tlle red scaled very accurately with Uc_.Note tile appearance of six powers of the
Doppler fsctor, nornlally _L_sociated with a quadrupole source, rather than dipole.
Tile prediction of six powers, rather than four, w_.qgiven in references 60 and 61.

Brooks and Hodgson also gave far-field 1/3-octave spectra for tile (symmetric)
airfoil at 5 ° incidence and for the airfoil at zero incidence but with a number of
trailing-edge modifications. The small incidence led only to an increase of tile Jew-
frequency noise by several dB, with no significant Effect on OASPL or on perceived
noise level. Modifications to tile edge also caused surprisingly little change, oven
when a tlap deflected 57.5° was fitted. In all cases, cross*spectral ph,'_ue data
indicated that the source of noise was lecated at tile new edge locations--but see
later comments on tile work reported in reference 22.

Brooks and Hodgson also made direct predictions of the far-field spectra from
surface pressure measurements, essentially using tile prediction of equation (10), but
witil allowance for a variable convection velocity through the boundary layer and with
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Fi#ure 4, Overall sound pressure level of trailing-edge noise as a fimetion of
free-stream velocity Us. ct = 90° (flyover plane); _) = 90*. (l_'om ;el', as.)

N/toR set equal to zero in accordance with their assertion that no vortex slmdding
eolmrent witb the turbulent excitation wo._taking place, Tile forcblg spectrnm YI was
obtahmd experimentally from correlation measurements just upstream of the edge.
The approxhnate result (eq, (12)), with V mesh|nEd constant, was also evaluated
from measurasmuts of the point pressure frequency spectrum upstream of the edge,
Figure 6, from reference 5fi, shows that for _ = 90° and the two mean velocities
tested, equation (10) can indeed be used to give an accurate outright prediction of
the far-field spectrum nt and above the peak spectral freqummy (which is adequate
for e.pproach EPNL calculations) and also that tile simplified model (eq. (12)) gives
tt sufficiently accurate result for most purposes, Overall, tile conclusion of this
study is that for clean laboratory conditions, surface pressure data can be used with
evanescent wave theory (with no allowance for vortex shedding) to accurately predict
direetivitics and far-field 1/3-octave spectra. In reaching this conclusion, however,
Brooks and Hodgson do not recsndle their suppression of all effects _ssociated with
vortex shedding with Howe's requirement that the Kutta condition be ast[sfied if
surface pressure measurements/lear the Edge are to he used.

Two further pieces of work on trailing.edge noise for model configurations must
now be discussed. These theoretical analyses make some allowances for tile relaxation
of the turbulent flow as it is convected past tile edge. First, Howe (ref. 62)
extends his earlier theory (ref. 36) by allowhlg for displacemm|t thickness fluctuations

1 on the upstream boundary layer, These convect past the edge and evolve into
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Figure 5. Direetivity of trailing.edge noise OASPL in flyover plane as function
of emission-lime angle O. Data corrected for wind.tunnel shear layer
reJmction, (From ref. ,_6.)

displacement thickness fiucttmtions ill tile wake. Tile wake can support symmetric
and antlsymmetrie large-scale disturbances, whose amplitudes are chosen so that no
mass finx occurs out of the boundary layer plus wake and so that an unsteady Kutta
condition is satisfied at the trailblg edge, However, the mass filtxes associated with

boundary layer and wake do not vanish htdividnelly, and they combine to prodnce
sit acoustic dipole field, with tile dipole axis in tile downstream direction, At Macb
oumbers of interestin the airframenoiseproblem, thisdipoledoes oat change tlle

fieldbelow the aircraftand slightlyiacre_mesthe fieldahead of the aircraft,witba
largerioereaaedownstream which isllkelyto be masked by othcrfields.

A quitedifferentapproach istaken by Goldstein(refs.63 and 64)_who roodels
the leading-and trailing-edgenoiseproblems by calculatingthe interactionbetween
a gust oila nonmliform shear flowand tbe edges ofa flatplateimmersed in the

flow. Thisgeneralizesthe ideaof conveeted pressuredisturbanceswhicb generate
an evanesceotfieldat the platein potentialflow. Itis argued that tileapproach

dealscorrectly,in linearizedtheory,wltb tilerelaxationof tlm gust dlsturbanceas
it experiences tile change in boundary condition at the plate edge and also with the
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Figure 6. Measured.far-field noise spectra and spectra predicted/rant measured
surface pressure speelra. S(J) is power spectral density, a = 90° (fl_over
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convective amplification and fluid shielding of the edge-generated sound passing from
the edge through tim flow, It is also claimed that the approach allows satisfaction of
a Kutta condition at a trailing edge, in the sense of zero pressure differential across
the plate edge--but in this approach there would not be the siagular concentration
of wake vorticity that is needed in potential flows to satisfy such a condition.

Details of tbe solution for the scattered field associated with some prescribed
incident gust upstream depend on a Wiener-lIopf faetorization_ which generally
depends an details of the mean flow. High- and low-frequency estimates can, however_
be obtained for tile distant acoustic field directivity, At low frequencies, tile mean-
square pressure at an observer located in static fluid and at rest relative to the plate_
around which there is flow of limited extent, is

sia_(O/2)
(p2)_ [1- M(_,)_os0]-_ (13)

where 0 is the angle measured from the downstream continuation of the plate, raq
earlier, and M(ye) is tile convection Math number of an incident gust vorticity
distribution concentrated at seam particular level Yc from the plate, Tbis is precisely
tile directional distribution of equation (5) or (1O) if WEconfine attention to the
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flyover plane a = 90°, ignore any effects associated with the concentrated shed
wake vorticity (Mw = fi), and also set the quantity Mol t equal to zero because for
comparison with Goldsteln we nmst take the mean flow Math nunlber to have its
value at the observer location when the observer is at rest relative to the plate.

The high-frequency sohltion involves a "zone of silence" centered downstream,
outside which (i.e., for angles where edge noise might not in any case be masked by
other noise fields):

2 sint_ [1 - (1 + Me)cosP] 1/2
(P) _ [1 -- M(y_) cos0]2(] - _Io cos0) 2 L1 + (1 - ._1o)cosO] (1,1)

Ooldstein (ref 64) claims that the convection factors here greatly change the
directivity from the basic cardioid siu-_(O/2) of Ffowcs Williams and Hall (ref 29)
with its increase toward 0 = 180°. Wben _/[o = ).l(yc), which Goldsteln takes, this
is certainly tlle case, and tile direetivity increases rearward before finally, for small 0,
being cut off by the refraction associated with tile zone of silence. Only when 2_0 = 0
(where here Mf_refers to the nman flow Mach mmlber at tile plate surface) does tile
dlreetlvity in equation (14) reduce to Howe's extension of tile Ffowcs Williams and
Hall result, that is, to equation (13). In reference ,17 the high-frequency predictions
of reference 64 for a bounded region of flow ptmt the plate and separated by a shear
layer from the observer outside are compared with Amiet's trailing-edge noise tbeory
with the flow region Extending to infinity with no shear layer. Amiet (refi 47) shows
the directivitics to be identical, except for a shear refraction ternl arishlg naturally
in tile former configuration and absent from the latter.

Tile low- and high-frequency field shapes corresponding to equations (13) and
I (1,1) for a leadlug-edge interaction were also given in reference g4 and shown there to
i agree very favorably with data measured by Olsen (ref. 65), who generated leading-

edge noise by inserting a large fiat plate into the mixing region of a turbulent jet.i
! The data were taken at two jet speeds high enough to make convection and sldelding
, effects really significant and were well predicted, for six different 1/3-octave spectral

levelst over almost the whole relevant angular range.
Olsen and Boldman (ref. 66) checked the Goldstein theory against experiments on

a trailing edge with a wall jet upstreanl. At the lowest speed tested (91 m/sec) and
at low freqaeneies, their results are broadly in agreement with equation (5) or (13),
with a velocity exponent around 5; data for rear arc angles (0 < 90°) also appear to
be well predicted as a fimction of 0, but the velocity exponent is around 7, suggesting
e r • 2ontamination of the data by jet mixing noise. At higher speeds the basic sbl' (0/2)
directlvity is in strong competition with the Doppler factors in equation (13), and as
a consequence the sound pressure levels actually decroe.se toward O= 180°; however
equation (13) still appears to predict tile low-frequency field shape well. High-

. frequency fold shapes were found to be well predicted by tile lligh-freqncncy law
(eq. (14)) and both the low- and the high-frequEncy field shapes were shown to be
unelmnged by quite drastic changes to the turbulence pressing the edge (though the
OASPL anti spectra did change substantially),

One may conclude therefore that equation (13) emerges from a manber of ditferent
approaches as tile correct result for low frequencies, although there is considerable
doubt as to the correctness of effects in equations (9) and (10), which correspond
to vortlcity shedding and the Kntta condition. That condition is satisfied--though
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in a ratber different sense--by Goldstein's calculations leading to equation (13),
in which the vortlclty convection factors are absent; but the relationship between
tile edge conditions in the Howe (potential flow) asd Goblstein (sbeared, vortical
flow) approaches is ,lot clear, One should note also tbat tile convection Mach
number Doppler factors (1 + MoR) -2 in HOWE'Sexpression (eq. (5)) are absent from
Goldstein's (Eq. (13)); however, tile coaflguratlons wldcb tile authors bare ill lebld
differ: Howe's observer is fixed relative to the plate, being in flow of Macb number Me;
Goldstein's Is in static fluid, Howe's model is appropriate for flyover noise generated
by boundary layer interaction with wing and flap trailing edges; Goblstein's, for
blown flaps or upper asrface blowing. However, Goldstein's theory cannot be applied
to flyover noise of an aircraft with wall-jet blowing of upper or lower surfaces until it
is extended to include forward flight effects, represented by (1 + MaR) -s in Howe's
expression (eq. (5)). Tim (I + Men) -2 fitctors probably represent tile present best
estimate of flight effects, at any rate for low frequeltcies.

For ldgber freqneaeies tile dlrectivity seenls better predicted by equation (14)
than Equation (13), tbougb in tile basic airframe noise problem, where all Mnch
numbers arc small in the absence of wall-jet blowing or other interaction between a

" jet exbaust and tile flaps, tile differences are small. Forward fligbt effects need to be
incorporated in equation (14), HOWE'Sprediction is that these are again represented
by a factor (1 + MaR) -2, and there is no theoretical evidence for any more significant
effects thaa tbese.

Three final points must be raised, First, Dobrzynski (ref. 54) measured surface
pressure flnetnations at various spanwise stations near the trailing edge of a busiasss
jot aircraft, the Messerschmitt-Biilkow-Blobm HFB 320, and era McDonnell-Douglas
DC-10-3fl airliner, both at cruise and at landing approach, and found tbat vibration
effects were very significant. At some spanwise locations there was evidence of panel
vibration that increased the broadband surface pressure spectrum by im mucll as
10 dB over a large frequency range, There was also clear evidence for discrete tones
corresponding to individual vibration nlodes. Tbis broadband response to discrete
frequency excitation is reminiscent of broadband jet turbulence and noise response
to tonal forcing, eveu of very low amplitude (refs. 67 and I]8), and Dobrzynski's
work may provide tile first suggastioa tbat low-anlplitude panel vibration can cause
broadband increase in boundary layer turbulence near tile panel, Tim ulecbanisnls
in the turbulence must certabdy be nonlinear, but tbese mechanisms caa possibly be
excited by very low-amplitude ostensibly linear forcing, At any rate, Dobrzynski's
meaasrements serve as a warning tbat tke surface pressure input to a prediction like
equation (12) may be drastically changed--and not necessarily mdformly along tbc
span--by surface vibration, wlficll is impossible to simulate in model-scale tests.

Second, Dobrzyaski noted tbat flyover tests of a 747 in tile cruise contigumtion
and with flaps deflected 25* lind revealed drastic differences in airframe noise level,
but his studies showed very little difference between surface pressure data (aw_w
from tile flap side edges) for tbe two conflgnrations. His prediction (based on the
largely empirical metbod of ref. 69) of trailing-edge noise tbus rougbly agreed at
lower frequencies witb 7,17cruise data, but fell far sbort (15 dB) of 747 data for 25°
flaps. Dobrzynski attributed tbe failure of tbe prediction to tbe possibility that the
flap side edyes actually generate tbe dombmnt noise wben the flaps are deployed,
and he gave some evidence based on analysis of the phase variation with spaawise
location to justify that claim.
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Tblrdp Kendall and Ahtye (re£ 22) examined noise generation by a large wlug-
plusofiaps model with a directional microphone asd also found strong evidence that
traillng-edge noise itself ]s unimportant when flaps are deployed. With the two-part
flaps differentially deployed (0° and 35° along different portions of the span), a very
noisy fieldwas found, with the most intense sources at tile gap between tim deflected
and andeflected flap segments. If both segments were deflected 35°, the principal
source was located all along the leading edge of the flap at tim gap between flap
leading edge and wing trailing edge, These sources became concentrated at any
spanwise location uccupied by a flap track fairhlg (bracket) if lids was fitted, while
for tbe differentially deflected flap segments, the addition of sacba bracket at the
spanwise gap reduced the intensity of the flap edge sources.

Summary of Trafilng-Edge Noise

The following conclusions may be drawn. For configurations resembling the
llalf-plane prototype_ an extensive theory exists, capable of describing trafling-edge
noise from both boundary layer and wall-jet excitation, Many features are firmly
establisbed; in particular, tile low-frequency directivity and the velocity scaling and

• reasonable estimates of forward fllgbt effects, The high-frequency features are less
well established, and the Katta condition issue seems quite unresolved, the balance
of evk!enceat present being perhaps marginally against satisfaction of that condition
for turbulent excitation of trailing edges, Trailing-edge noise can be predicted quite
well from measured surface pressures, Such predictions seem to give reasmmble
estimates of trailing-edge noise for clean (cruise) conditions, At approach conditions,
however, airframe noise levels are much higher, and except when surface vibration is
significant, surface pressure cbaracteristics are not greatly changed at moderate flap
deflections, The increased noise seems to be radiated by highly tbree-dimensiomd
flow armmd the flap side edges and by the slot (gap) ahead of tile flap leadil_g edge,

Flap Side-:Edge Noise

Tbe idea that a source of intense airframe noise is associated with the side

edges of deployed wing flaps began lit experimental studies (refs. 18, 21, 22, and
70) ill the late 197fi's. Ill reference 23, surface pressure and far-field acoustic
measurements were taken on a large (15,2-m spas) model wing with a part-span
triple-slotted flap system, in the NASA Ames 40 × 80 foot tunnel, Surface
pressure transducers were mounted along the cbord of each flap at midspan and
near the outer flap edge. Cross-correlatlons were made between the outputs of tbese
transducers to determine the convection velocity and length scale of the surface
pressure fluctuations, Cross-correlations were made also between surface pressure
transducer and far-fluid microphone untputs to provide high discrlmination against
tunnel and probe noise and to some e:ctent to discriminate between one localized
correlation area of turbulent surface source and another, Tile cross-correlations of
reference 23 indicate a far-field intensity per mdt area of surface greater by 10 to
15 dB wllen tile source is close to a flap side edge than when the source is at mid-
span, Far-field intensity scaled with mean speed Uo as U_,'1,with a directivity bia._ed
toward the forward arc and more like the classic half-plane sin2(0/2) directivity than
that of a free-field dipole normal to the flaps, Surface correlations indicate ttlat the
edge turbulence responsible bus a scale around half tbe flap chord and an intensity of
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about 25 percent of tile mean velocity. If a flap track falriug is fitted just inboard of
the edge_ tflen tile edge turbulence just outsifle tile fairing lure comparable, or even
greater, intensity and somewhat reduced leegtb scale. However, the acoustic output
per unit area is reduced by typically 10 dB when the flap track is fitted. It is to
be emphasized that the acoustic results are inferred from cross-correlations and that i
tfie raw data are quite insensitive to whether the flap track is fitted or not and are
some 25 dH above the correlated signal from the side-edge regions. The raw data
are, bowevnr, heavily contamblated by tunnel background noise, and the effect of the
side-edge regions would be expected to be detectable in hill-scale flight, given tile !
known importance of the trailing-edge noise sources.

Two models have been proposed for the mecbanism behind flap slde-edge noise.
The first is due to Hardin (refi 71), who argues that tbn flow into tile underside
of the flap creates a blgber pressure tbere than above the flap, and tbe pressure
differential causes a spanwise flow around tbe edge--just tile usual apanwlsc flow
responsible for creation of the tip vortex, in fact. However, satisfaction of tile no-slip
condition on the flap undersurface leads there to the production ie tbe boundary
layers of positive vorticity in tile streamwise direction on the rlgbt wing flap and
negative vortlcity on the left flap, as seen by an observer behind tbe aircraft looking
forward. That vortinity migrates away from tbe flap edge under the action of its
linage, but is nonetheless swept rouud the edge if tile large-scale spanwlse flow is
strong enough. Vorticlty that does get swept round the edge passes very close to it,
wltfi rapid acceleration and intense sonud production.

-: Hardin gives a two-dlmensional model for this phenomenon (two dimensions in
an (z,y) plane normal to tile flight direction and to the flap side edge). The model
provides a description of the incompressible flow due to a line vortex and a parabolic
edge flow, the condition for tbe edge flow to sweep the vortex rmmd the edge, and
the vortex trajectory. See figure 7 for _ sketch of the modeI configuration and of
typical vortex patbs. He also calculates the two-dlmensioeal sound field by a low-
frequency Green's function approach from refereuee 72; m_expected tbls field has
tile sin(9/2) pressure variation fmlnd earlier by Crlgfiton (ref. 73) for a vortex-edge
interaction problem, This two-dimenslonal model quite well represents measured
data on tbe structure of an airfoil side-edge flow taken ill refereuce 74. However,
wldle the two.dimensional model is probably adequate for tbe hydrodynamics, it is
surely inadequate for the acoustic field, where one might actually expect the sin(0/2)
pressure variation in the (y, z) plane containing the chord ratbcr tban the span of
tfie flap. It is, bowever, ant clear how to model the acmlstic'aspccts of Ilardin's

: " theory, Tbe flap generates a rapidly accelerating unsteady flow near the wing, whicb
Is essentially a half-plane (y --- 0,z < 0), which would suggest from the general
theory a Uo_acoustic intensity scaling, with directional variation sin2(0/2) in tile
(y, z) plane; this is entirely consistent witb the mea._uremcnts (refi 23}.

Meeeham (ref. 75) hoa extended Hardln's analysis, witb some allowance for tile
finite thickness of the flap (in the y-direction of fig. 7), The rigflt-angle geometry
be _sumes for the flap tbickness, replacing the zero tbickness model of Hardin,
would be expected to lead to less violent vortex acceleration round the edge and
lower noise levels. This would he couslatent with experimental results on the ef-
fect of tile flap fairing (ref. 23), This fairing geometry should reduce the strength
of the edge flow by greatly increasing the edge thickness scale, wbfle at the same time
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(b) "l}lpieal paltls of a vortez F; for path A the edge flonl is strong enoufl_ to sweep
the vortez round the edge.

Figure 7, Typical vortex paths. (From re/, 710

perbaps increasing local edge turbulence intensities because of flow separation over
the fidrblg, also consistent with reference 23.

Howe (re[. 7'6) offers a quite different model. Raf,her than explicitly referring
to tim details of any flow processes, he incorporntes these into an equivalent surface
pressure field, which might be measured or simulated numerically. He does emphasize
features of the acoustic Green's function that might be associated wif;h the tlap edge.
Specifically, he claims that at moderate deflections tile gap between tim flap edge
and wing may be modeled by a finite chordwise slot in a whig with an otherwise
straight trailing edge (and inflnlte chord as far as acoustic waves generated by the
flap are concerned). The slot length is Equal to tile flap chord, tlle slot wldth is
equal to the mean distance between the flap side edge and tim side edge of tile
adjacent undeflected wing, and tim deflection of tim flap out of the wing plane is
ignored. In all eases the slot width is small compared with tile wavclengtlh but
analytical expressions for tim Green's function are obtained for both the compact
and the noneompact slot length CasES,with smooth interpolation between. Effects
of uniform mean flow at subsm|ic Mach number Me parallel to the flap side edge are
fully accounted for.

Howe's theory predicts tlm far-field sound pressure spectrum generated by tur-
bulent fluctuations near tile slot in terms of quantities represented in the Green's
ftmction and characterizing acoustic mean flow mid slot diffraction etfects (the flap
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edge radiation is actually tile diffraction radiation by tile slot of tile nonmdiating
turbulent boundary layer pressure field in lids view) and of quantities characterizing
tile magnitude and spectral distribution of ttm turbulent finctuatioas in tile presence
of tim flap edge (slot). Tile latter are bgroduced in the theory ill sucb a way that they
can be estimated in terms of measured pressure fluctuatlozm in it standard fiat plate
boundary layer and close to the flap edge in the actual wing-flap configuration (as
measured in ref, 56), Howe's conclusions, from study of tim asyznptot[e expressions
andnumericalevaluations,arethat r

i_ l, At low Stroulml nmnbers based on flap cbord eF and tligbt speed Uo, tbe
directivity in tim flyover piano is sln2(O/2)/(l+Mo cos O):l, while at lligh wcF/Uo
it is 1/(1 + MocosO) 2 (except close to tim fore and aft dlmctions, ® = 0 ° aml

;, 180", where tile intensity vanishes like I/fin(sin O)]_).

2, Tile radiation efficiency of tile side-edge sources is mncb greater for low values
• : of ws/U3 tile° high, wlmre 2s is tile slot widtb, and /]3 tile mean flow con-

vection velocity along the span of tile fop. Thus efficient radiation (essentially
corresponding to a dipole normal to tbe flap chord, at the trailing edge, nnd baf-
fled ahead by a senlMafinite wing) oecnrs at low frequenclcs, wbfle less efficient
raonopols radiation, corresponding to a mass flux through the slot, occurs at high
frequencies,

. 3. Numerical evahlation of the predicted slde-edge radiation and comparison with
tbe predlctimm (see tim previous section) for trailing-edge radiation suggest that

I ill tile case studied in reference 23, tim edge radiation can exceed that from tilewhole of the flap trailing edge (17 tbnes longer titan the chord of the leading-flap
!thaa 3 cmlsistent with tile measurementssegment) by more dI3, reported,

The models of Hardin (ref. 71) and Howe (ref, 76) between tbenl give a good
nnderstanding of one of the most complex aeroacoustie phenomena, Tile essential
hydrodynamics is described by Hardin; cllordwise vortieity swept round tile edge by
tile spanwlse lifting flow cuts rapidly across the streamlines of the spaawlse flow and
ascelerntes rapidly and very close to the edge. However, that klea on its own takes no
account of tbe strong acoustic effects of tile neighboring configuration, effects width
Howe likens to tile well-known "installation effects" bl jet noise, Tile convected
vorticity forces a mass flux through a slot formed by tile edges of tbe mldefiected
wing and tile deployed flap, At high frequencies there is n weak residual monopole
generated by tlds mass flux, and except near O = 0° and 180°, a convected monopole
dominates (tim wing causing no further diffraction Effects), At low frequencies tim
mass flux degenerates to form a dipole source, with tbe dipole axis normal to the
flap chord, and then tile dmninant directional effect is of the diffraction of the dipole

• . , .)
field by tile semi-infinite wing ahead, leading to the famd ar sm-(O/2) directivity
with convective modification. The source in either case is determined by the I-Iankel

function H(ol)(ws/U3), which is small at ldgh frequencies and large (though only
weakly) at low frequencies, tile result being that for comparable turbulence excitation
tile high-frequency radiation is 1O to 25 dB less intense than the low.

Tile slot considerations do not apply to aircraft with effectively fllll span flaps;
neitller is the slot model relevant if tbe flap deflection is large (although it was
found in ref. 23 tbat tbe side edges of the first least defected, flap segment were
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noisiest), nor do any of these ideas apply directly when engilm exhaust hnpinges
on part-span flaps at large deflections. Mech h:rther work is therefore needed, but
at least the importance of flap side-edge noise and a basic understanding of the
flow and a.coustic mechanisms have been established (refs. 71 and 76), with sonm
demonstration (refl 23) of flow the noise can he reduced by changes to the edge
geometry (the flap fniring).

Undercarriage Gear Noise

The components of an undercarriage are mostly bluff bodies of a wide range of
shapes and aspect ratios: wheels, axles, stnlts, shafts. Unsteady separated flow past
them (vortex shedding) and wake interactions betwee:l tbem give rise to broadband
sound over _ wide frequency range. For tile largest components on a large aircraft,
the typical frequency may be _ low as 50 llz and typicafly 20{)to 300 Hz for small
to medium traasports_ tflere are also many smaller details and features producing

sound in the sensitive 2- to ,l-kHz range. Low-frequency toues may also be produced,
even fll a generally turbulent flow, by the interaction of flow with tile cavities forming
tile wheel wells (see tile next section).

The general mechanism of undercarriage gear noise is well understood. At
typical shedding frequencies associated with m:y parficldar component, the radiated
wavelength is large compared with the component chordwise dhnensioe d (rnngldy

t: 1 Tby a factor oM_" with Mo the flight Mach number, if we take the standard Strouhal
number relation fd/Uo = 0.2 its representative). It is also fairly large compared with
any other length of tile component (the main wheel sllaft length, for example}. Under
such circumstances, the flefll radiated is that of a compact dipole whose strength is
the net unsteady force axerted on the fluid by the component concerned--the simplest
application of the Curie (ref. 59) theory. A wlriation of far-field intensity with Ua6 is
expected.

For cylindrical shafts and strats with nearly vertical alignment, the dominant
force is a sld_ lifting force contributing to sideline noise but not to approach noise
(which usually peaks when tile aircraft is almost overhead). There is it smafler
drag force, which contributes little to the field at points directly below tile aircraft.
Horizontal members, such 0s axles and struts :lot close to tlm vertical, experlez_cea
transverse force, which does contribute to the approacfl noise. So do wheel chlsters
upon which tile separated flow froln other wheels ahead bnpinges; bern strong forces
with comparable cmnponents in all directions ara likely to be generated.

Significant "installation effects" may be expected for undercarriage noise. The
force dipoles are generated within a wavelength (generally) of a large flat wfl_g
undersurface, equivalent to image dipoles. Dipoles in the horizontal plane will add
constructively witfl their images, while those in tile vertical will tend to cancel and
degenerate to a vertical longitudinal quadrupole. For the latter an intellsity variation
more like Uo8 than U_ would be expected, bnt with greater forward arc amplification
due to aircraft :notion. A convective amplification factor (1 + MacosO) -4 on
intensity is expected for the dipoles and (1 + Morose) -6 for quadnlpoles, wlth
® = 180 ° as the flight direction and with e me_L_nredat emission time (though
note that tbe quadrupole convective amplification factor is likely also to apply to the
dipoles, for reasons that ca:: be seen from the model problems analyzed in refs. 60
and 61). Such convection effects are negligible, however, around the peak approach
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noise point ® _ 90°, and one must conchule that at such points installation effects
due to wing proxhnity significantly reduce undercarriage noise below what would
be expected oll tile basis of unJnstalled dipole noise ideas. Tiffs point asems uot
to have been appreciated in published work; see, for example, the FAA airframe
noise prediction metlasd devised by Fink in references 27 and 28 and discussed in
reference 17, wllere free-tleJd dipole models are used with coelgcients chosen for best
fit with exp_rbnental data,

Tile fullest experimental study of nndcrcarrJnge gear noise is due to Heller alld
Dobrzynski (ref, 77) who studied two-wheel aml four-wlleel nmdels hi an outdoor
wall.jet facility and attached to the wing of a high performance glider with very low
airframe noise, The models were representative of nose and main gear _Lsse|nblleafor
all but timlargest aircraft {C-5A, 7,t7) and lind main eleasents including wheels, shaft,
diagonal strut, door, and cavity, but not typical fine scale protrusions producing higll-
frequeaey sound at full scalE. Static (wall-jet) data were presented for locations in a
vertical plane through the gear at right, angles to tile flight, direction, directly below

iq the gear, to the side, and at 45 ° to tile sidelble, Glider flight data were presented
only for locations directly below the gear. A Strouhal uumber fD/Uu b_med on
wlmel diameter D was used_ but other relevant lengths (e,g., exposed strut le|lgths
and wheel widths) are not vastly different,

At ]dgb freqllencies, fD/Uo > 5, tile two-wheel nose gear model generated
identical noise levels at the three melusurement locations; essentially all the noise
was gelmratcd by the side support struts {and main shaft). Tile peak of the

'; spectrum directly below tile gear was at fD/Uo = 5, but those at ,15° asld at tile
sidelble occurred around fD/Uo -- 2 and had spectral levels tllat were 5 and 10 dB,
respectively, greater than those below, These greater levels were again dominated by
tim shaft and strllts, As shown in figure 8, at no aslgle or freqneney were ally other
components (wheels or deer) signJl]cant. When speed-independent tones, related
to cavity rasonaacas, are excluded, the spectra collapse well ell an (lntensity)/U_
versus ]D/Us basis a_ld the field is dominated by transverse dipoles representing
side forces on nearly vertical structural nasmbers, When the nose gear was nasunted
on the glider wing, the predicted gear noise level (from the rig tests) exceeded tile
glider self-noise only for ]D/Uo > 5 and for a limited range of lower frequencies
where, however_ cavity tones were also significant and prevented a direct comparison
of rig and flight noise levels. For fD/Uo :> 5 the agreement between fig and flight
data was acceptable. Nose gear noise can tlmrefnre probably be adequately predicted
ell tim basis of figure 9, from reference 77_ see also tile discussion in tim subsequent
section entitled "Development of e. Comprehensive Prediction Scheme," Installation
effects ca nose gear noise can also be expected te be much less significant than those
on noise sources associated with the main gear,

Nose gear noise is, however, generally low in level, Figure 10, from reference 77,
allows that the spectral levels produced by a four-wheel main gear model are
essentially identical at mea.suring points below and to the side of the _ssembly (except
at high frequeneles_ ,,¢D/Uo _ 5, where tile level below is about 3 dB lower than the
sideline level), and are g to g dB above levels generated by a simplified two-wheel
set. Tbeas results are entirely consistent with the idea that comparable unsteady
forces are generated in all directions on tim assembly, with comparable dipole fields
radiated below tile aircraft and in the sidelbm direction (al,d presumably in the flight
direction as well), but tbat at the higher frequencies the vertical dipoles suffer some
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Figure8.Normalized._idclinespectrao/nosepearmodelcomponents,Refer-
encefli.qht speed, 100 m/see. (From re/. 77.)

cancellation by their images while the sideline dipoles experience some enhancement

from their images in tile surfilce supporting tile _ear. In reference 77 main gear
spectral levels collapse well when normallzed on U., us a fimction of fD/Uo, except
at low frequencies where cavity tones dominate. Figure 12 of reference 77 shows that
sealed rig noise data agree rather well with data taken from glider tests with the
main gear model attached to the glider whig; lmre the maill gear generates a lield
clearly above the clean glider self-noise across the entire frequency range,

Hailer and Dobrzynski (ref. 77) then used these rig and gilder data to predict the
gear noise of three aircraft (Jetstar, BAC 111, and HS 125) for which me_murelnents
of gear noise had been published elsewhere (obtained a.s level dilferences between
gear-up and gear-dmvn configurations), These aircraft had three two-wbeel gear
sets, The model data gave a rather good prediction of spectral levels for tile Jetstar,
and a reasonable one for the HS 125 (nose gear noise being negligible for these two
cases), but a significant overpredietion (by 5 dB) for the BAC 111. Tile rig gear did
not accurately model ally of these undercarriages closely, Application of the scaled
four-wheel gear noise data to the larger VCI0 aircraft gave prediction significantly
above measurement at low frequencies and significantly below at high. However, in
reference 77 the VC10 data taken from reference 10 appear to refer to the ease in
which the VC10 gear bay doors were closed again after tile gear had been deployed,
whereas the predictions in reference 77 were derived from model data in which an

r.
open wheel well was present. If the predictions are instead compared with figure to of
reference 10 for the VC10 with open doors (5 dB higher in level than those for closed
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Figure 9. Normalized nose gear model spectra at three measm_ment points.
Reference flight speed, 100 m/see. (From ref. 77.)

doors at frequencies below about 200 Hz), one gets a much better agreement. Thus,
one can conclude that high levels of broadband low-frequency noise are generated by
main landing gear with open doors to the wheel well and that these are substantially
reduced if the doors can be closed after deployment of the gear, as in the VC10. In
OAflPL terms (4fl/-Iz to 1.G kHz), Fethney (ref. 10) Indicates that if tim gears are
deployed with closed doors, tile noise of the otherwise "clean" aircraft increases by
6 dB at approach and by a further ,I dB if the doors remain open,

Much more complicated undercarriage layouts may be necessary for large aircraft,
and these studies of two- and four-wheel _semblies cannot be sealed to deal with,
for example, tile two twelve-wheel assemblies studied in reference 78 on an advanced
supersonic transport model. These assemblies retracted into shallow cavities which
generated only a umall amount of (high-frequency) noise themselves, when exposed
to flow. The combination of cavities and deployed gear inereused the clean aircraft
noise levels uniformly in angle and by only 2 dB in OAflPL; the increase was entirely
confined to frequencies around and above the spectral peak. However, a significant
interaction between gear and trailing-edge flaps was also reported in reference 78.

The increase in OASPL due to gear and trailing-edge flaps being deployed together
exceeded tile sum of tile increases due to deployment of the individual devices,
presnmably because of the interaction of tile flap trailing (and side) edge with

t turbulent waks flow from the landizlg gear. Such an interaction was also reported
in reference 18 for landing gear of two-wheel type, as for aircraft of the 727 or
DC-9 standard, and a single part- or full-span flap. Here, however, a favorable

I (small) interaction occurred, interpreted through directional microphone readings as
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equivalent to a somewhat increased trailing-edge noise field caused by the relatively
weak wake turbulence of the two-wheel set and a more greatly decreased gear noise
field caused by the reduced velocity crested ou the pressure surface of the wing by the
deployed flap. A more substantial reduction in gear pills flap noise would result if, a._
suggested in reference 27, tbe acoustic impedance of the Itaps could be tailored--for
example, by porous flap edge regions, as studied in reference 79--to reduce tile edge
seatterlng by converted turbulence.

One may conclude that the results of reference 77--in partieulsr the scaling
and data of figure 9 for two-wheel gesr and of figure 10 for four-wheel gear--are
adeque.te for a prediction of the noise of similar gear at Full scale, with open wheel
wells and in the absence of any interaction with the flaps (and possibly with leading-
edge slats ned flaps). A better prediction is actually obtained from tim analytical
fit to figures 8 and 9 devised by Fink (refi 27), discussed in a subsequent section.
Significant benefits seem to derive from tim ability to close the gear doors mice the
wheels have been deployed. Interactions with the flaps seem to be favorable for two-
wheel main gear, but unfavorable with multiwheel sets, where the trailing-edge flap
noise is significantly increased wiles the wheels are lowered.

Attempts to provide a more specific theoretical prediction, rather than general
oederstanding and motivation for correlations, now seem rather misplaced. Some
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effort in this direction wa,qmade early by Hardin etal. in reference 8 (who give It very
usefld description of the vortex shedding from cylinders and other bluff bodies over
a wide Reynolds number range), concentrating on aeolian tone and broadband noise
production by cylinders. However, the nmin gear struts seem not to be important
sound sources, especially in multiwheel gear, and in any case noise fronl them would
radiate predominantly to the side and cause no significant problem for approach.
Theoretical predictions are, filrtiler, of little vabm when tile flow is known to be
rather sensitive tn geometrlca[ detail, making studies of long uniform cylinders of
dubious relevance,

Cavity Noise

It has been known for decades that high-speed flow over cntonts and cavities
generates both tonal and broadband response with intense near-field pressures,

i Several types of response have been identilied in a very large number of studlcs,
theoretical and experimental, First, there are discrete frequency oscillations in a
feedback cycle in which vortical disturbances generated at tbe leading edge of the
cavity convect downstream in tile shear layer, impinge on the downstream edge, and
there generate acoustic waves traveling upstream, in tile cavity or ill the free stream,
wllieh trigger further vortex shedding on reacbhlg the upstream cavity wall and edge.
A review of snob shear layer feedback cycles in a variety of different configurations is
given in reference 80, Work continues on the modeling of these systems, for instance
oil tim modeling of tile vortex whicll may be trapped in the cavity and on determining
conditions at tile downstream cavity edge which determine tile volume flux across
the cavity mouth (see reL 81). Second, discrete frequency oscillations occnr when
tile cavity is driven in a "volume mode" by tile unsteady pressure across its mouth.
In a mode which is essentially a standing wave across tim width or along the length
of tile cavity there is little response normal to tile Ilow, so tlmt such modes are
hard to excite by shear layer motions, and they radiate inefficiently. In contrast,
"depth modes" are both e_ily driven by the shear layer oscillations and efficient
radiators, especially when the wavelength exceeds tile length or width of tile ctwity,
Third, there are possibly "Hehnholtz resonator" modes, thongb these could occur
only at frequencies below any of tile rob|me-mode frequencies and only when tile
cavity geometry defines n reasonable mass of fluid ill the neck to balance the vohlme

stiffness,
] Aircraft wheel wells are large partly open cavities with the potential to develop

oscillations in ally of tbese forms, to respond witb a lower amplitude to turbulent
i shear-layer excitation at frequencies other tban tile various resonance frequencies,
[ and to radiate efficiently at low freqnencle_ to tile far field below the aircraft oil

landing approael|. Fortunately, two facts emerge from model and hill-scale exper-
iments which limit tim possibilities dra_tieafiy. First, as fitr tm tile acoustic ra-
diation is concerned, realistic cavities respond only in tbeir depth modes. Other
discrete frequency modes, corresponding to feedback cycles, to length or width
modes, and to Hehnholtz resonator modes, are apparently unimportant. Second,
the far.field level scales simply with the internal cavity pressnres at the frequen-

i_ cies involved in depth modes and has an essentially isotropic (mmlopole) direetivity.
Cavity tones should therefore be reasonably predicted over the range of typical low
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approach speeds, given tile iaternal cavity pressure spectrum for the cavity complete
with landing gear.

The basis for this comes from references fl2 and 83, dealing with internal and
far-field pressure measurements from model flow-exclted cavities and with sbnilar
measurements from cavities witil landing gear at botb model and full scale. In
reference 82_ rectangular cavities, witb varyblg length L and depth D and of fixed
width W, set in a large plate, were exposed to grazing boundary layer flow exhausting
over the plate frmn a large rectangnlar nozzle. Flow velocities of 43 m/see and
80 m/see were used, and LID ranged frmn 1 to 4. Mierophoaes outside tile flow
were used (with shear layer refraction corrections to give free-field acoustic data),
and a single microphone monitored tbe internal cavity pressure flactuatimm.

For all but the highest L/D, the far-field spectra were dominated by a single tone
around I kHz. Near-field spectra showed additional tmles between 2 and 4 kHz, but
tbese radiated very poorly, the reason being that they correspond to length modes
that are poorly coupled to the sound field. The depth mode nature of the 1-kHz
tone was demonstrated by its invariance under change of L at fixed D and uader
cbange of velocity (except forshallow cavities, LID ----2 or 4). A rasgb estimate of
tbe frequency of this lowest depth mode can be obtained by arguing that if tim sbear
layer presents a low impedance to the cavity, then tbe lowest mode is tbe lowest
mode of a cavity with all wafts rigid and of depth 2D. This gives a fi.equency of tile
right order, and a better estimate can be obtabmd if a model of the actual impedance
presented by the shear layer is used; see reference 84 and figure 3 of reference 82,
where tile first few depth modes are predicted to bare frequencies close to those
apparent from the spectra.

The direetlvity patterns measured in reference 82 were all essentially isotroplc
(monopole) and dominated by tile l-kHz tone. Deviations from isotropy were
generally small, and tile anther has found no consistent way of explaining thmn i
through tbe appropriate Doppler factors for the mean flow (even at a velocity of
86 m/see) and through a small axial dipole term arisblg frmn tile force m| tile
downstream part of the cavity. ' 1

Attempts were made to alter the internal and far-field sound levels by increasir,g
shear layer turbulence levels tbrough tile action of a roughness strip ou tbe inside
0f the nozzle supplying tile flow. Some redaction was acbieved, tim reduction
dlminishlng at higher flow speeds and for longer cavitles--consistent with the view
that the relevant excitation is the spectnd component of the shear lifter fluctuation
at the tram frequency and at zero wave number in the plane of tile cavity nlontb.

Low.frequency tones of tbls kind (frequencies in tlle 50- to 500-11zrange at full
seale_ say) are often seen in airframe noise data, bat tile measured far-field noise levels
are nsuafly well below those tbat might be inferred frmn sealing (e_ described below)
"clean cavity" noise levels to the hill scale. Tim discrepancy is largdy attributable
to tile presence of landing gear components in, and protruding from, tim full-scale
wbeel well, rather than to any difference in tlle fundamental mechanism. Indeed_ in
the typical real aircraft the doadnance of resonant volume (depth) modes seems even
nlore certain than in clean model experiments. However, tile levels, both internal and
far-field, are drastically changed by tile presence of gear components, as was shown in
the experiments of reference 83 at model scale, where internal tone levels decreased
by more than 10 dB (30 dB in one ease) when representative gear components were
inserted into the cavity. Tile physical reason for this reduction is not clear. Certainly
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it is nat a matter of acoustic scatterb_g, because tile waves are very long; possibly
the cavity fluctuations are so intense that they lead to vortex shedding from tbe gear
components at tim expense of tile smmd energy (as in ninny c_Lsesof vortex shedding
from sharp edges analyzed in ref. 85). In ally evmlt, data from an empty cavity may
be used to predict frequencies, because the depth modes are inse|mitive to internal
detail, but they cannot be used to estinlate levels, wbieb seem to be quite sensitive
m the gear arrangement in the cavity.

Tim model-scale experiments of reference 83 involved nose and nnfin bnlding
gear components aml cavities typical of large transport aircraft, with acoustic and
cavity internal pressure |nen.surement. Narrow-band analysis of the low-frequency
spectrum revealed tile dominance of two tones whose frequencies (and indeed tile
entire spectral shape) were unchanged over a doubling of tile speed of tile external
flow and whoso intennd cavity sound pressure level inerer_.ed with Uo4, Higher
frequency components of tim spectrum varied in spectral shape with Uo and were
I)elleved to be geuerated directly by the landing gear compm|ents themselves, as in
tile previous section. The far-field SPL's for the low-frequency tones (at frequencies
of 270 Hz and 770 Hz for 1/13 model scale) were found to differ frmn the cavity levels
by the same amount for both tones and for all Me up to 0A. Thus the frequency-
squared weigbting associated with a nmnopole at tile cavity mouth is almost exactly
offset by some other mechanism not as yet understood. Certabdy, it seeu_s that
270 Hz and 770 Hz are tile first two depth mode frequencies era cavity in which the
pressure gradient vanishes at tile bard wall z -_ D and_ to a first approxbuatioa, the
pressure vanisbJs at the sleuth z = 0 covered by the shear layer. In this model the
radlan frequencies would be given by wD/co = (_- _)r¢ with n = 1,2, ..., the pressure
bl tile cavity by p = Pn ccs[w(z - D)/co], and the velocity magnitude at the nloutil
by lu(z = O)l = [psipose, For Pl = P2, tbe far-field levels would then be expected to
differ by a factor 9, or 9,5 dB, whereas [igures 5(a) and (b) of refereuce 83 bnlieate
essentially identical levels, This discrepancy can be explained anly by arguing tbat
the depth nmde idea ulay be adequate far rough prediction of frequencies, but a
more detailed analysis of tbe shear layer n|otina across the mouth is needed to
predict the monopole strength. For a cavity with L/D = O(1), tile hydrodynamic
wavelength is smafi at low Mash numbers compared wltb the streamwise length L,
and at higher frequencies tilers may be substantial cancellation over the uloutb area
because of oseillntloas of tile shear layer, this offsetting tile monopole frequency-
squared increase. This seems a point worth further exambmtlml; at present the
experimental evidence is L]lat tbere is a constant difference between internal and
far-field tone SPL'a regardless of frequency_ a result fmmd in reference 83 for both
nose and main landing gear cavities.

Experiments nver a wide speed range were also conducted in reference 83 on a
l DC-1O-30 airliner, together with gromld tests in which the cavity excitation was

l provided by broadband engine noise. Distinct low-frequency tones (frequencies less

I than 200 Hz) were observed for both acoustic and shear layer excitation, tile latterexcitation being much more significant. Cavity tone pressure levels were, lmwever,

typically 6 dB lower for tile nose landing gear and l0 dB lower for tile main landinggear cavity than in scaled model tests (ev,._n when the models contained sin|pie
4

landing gear eomponeuts). The cavity SPL s were found again to scale with Uo_
, Gfor tile low frequencies, and witb Uot tbr higher frequencies which might well be

' generated by tile gear components themselves, Pressure spectra normalized by Uo4,
?
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as a function of frequency normalized by the sound speed Coand tlle cube root of
the cavity vohmm, were found to be crudely similar for the three typcs of gear cavity
used on the DC-10-30_ though between 10 dB and 15 dB lower for the large main
gear cavities than at model scale.

ThE transfer fuastion, rolatlng internal wheel well SPL's to tllase in the far field,
having been determined for sialplc model.scale representations of nose and main gear
wheel wells, and internal SPL's having been measured at fllll scale on the DC-10-30,
the full-scale far-field l|olse caa be esthnated, The necessary far-field airframe nolse
data do eot exist for the DC-10-30, but were reported in reference 10 for it VC10
with nose and main gear cavities similar to those of the DC-10-30, and the est finatcd
DC-10-30 far-field wheel well noise is compared with VC10 data in figure 14 of
reference 83, Only the nose gear higher freqnasoy tone has a high enongh frequency
to fall in tl'_erange for wldch VClfi data exist, and then the nose gear tone w_).sEtboat
g dB lower than VClfl data and an estimated 12 dB lower if 6 dB are subtracted
from the prediction to allow for tile "damping" effects of realistic wheel wells. The
predicted main gear cavity frequency was very low, aml the level perlmps comparable
with the VC10 data if cavity damping is ignored, but 1OdB below the VC10 dLtta if
10 dB is subtracted as a typlcal estimate of "damping" in the larger cavity.

The data base is not large enough for any firm conclusion to be drawn. All
the data refer to conventlo:|al transport aircraft ImSEand main gear cavities, and
tile situation could differ for aircraft with different gear layouts. All indications at
the moment, however, are that the tonal aolse from gear cavities is not a dondsant
contributor to the practical airframe noise problem, Tile levels for realistic cavities
are not very high, being limited very strongly by seam cavity "damping" mechanisms
whase nature is far from clear, Also, the frequencies are very low, so that tonal cavity
noise cannot be significant in perceived noise terms, The only circumstances in which
it might be important arise at locations upstream and downstream, early and late
in the flyover, where the monopolc dlrectlvity might allow cavity noise to dominate
other more highly directional fields, There is evidence, however, from the data
reported in reference l0 for the VC10, that considerable broadband noise may be
generated by an open cavity at freqllencies above the first few cavity resonances and
that this may significantly contribute to perceived noise levels at approach, From
this one example, there appear to lie clear advantages in gear arrangements which
allow the cavity doors to be closed again after deployment of tile gear,

Turbulent Boundary Layer and Panel
Vibration Noise

Tile theoretical and experime:ltal detErslinatioa of tile far-field sound from
turbulent boundary layer flows over a homogeneoas surface remains very dilfieult.
Such sound is of quadrupole type, the Curie surface pressure dipole vanishing
identically for both rigid and flexible uniform homogeneeas plane surfaces (refs. 86
and 87), I-Iowe (ref, 88) extended those arguments to sbew further that the surface
dipole associated with viscous shear strEasCSsholdd alas be regarded as affecting
only the propagation of quadrupole sound and not the generation of a more intense
(dipole) field. Apart fro|n these facts and the consequent predlction of U8 variation
for the intensity, almost no quantitative tlleoretical estimates are available, Ill

S
underwater applications the U_ varlatioa gives such low SPL's as to rule out the
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direct quadrupob field, but tile position for aeronautical applications is not so clear,
although most fields of airframe noise have a much lower veIocity expoaent (4 to 67
and rely lligher exponent is usually from the obvious contanlblation of the data by
residual jet noise.

To estbnate crudely tim possible SPL's associated with the boundary layers,
"_' square and average the far-field solutlm|.r

i 0_ x

!: (p-po)(x tT=_.--_., f Tij(y,t-_o ) dy (15)IT{Co_ 05" d
_r

_i to the Lighthill (re/ 37) inlmmogeneous wave equation, in which the quadrupole
density Tij will be assumed to be distributed statistically in a homogeneous fashion

_! over a disk-shaped volume formed by a large plane surface of area S and with
thickness _f, The double integral titan gives a factor 63 from tim correlation volume r
and a factor S/f from tile physical volume occupied by tile eddy quadrnpoles, 6 being
the turbulence length scale, of order of the boundary layer thickness. Tile qnadrupole

i_ density is estimated as Tij ._ pon2awhere no is tile tins turbulence velocity, thougll
ii! there are argualents in favor of tile larger estbnate pouoUo where Uo is the free-
t i stream velocity, Time derivatives should certainly be estimated as O/Ot _. uo/6 and
_ii (for turbulence over a homogmmoas surfime 7 not as Uo/6, Then one arrives at tile

_! estimate ((p- :o?)o = _2p_(Sl_27(uo/eo)8 (ifi)i
or, at nlost_

((p--0o)2)Q= r2p2o(s/=a)cu,,Ico)fl(V_/ca)_ (177
which is to be compared with tile cstbnate

<(p- po)'_)r_= (ll2_)p_(LZlx2)C,,o/co)_CUo/eo)"_ (187

for trailing-edge noise when the same turbulence passes over an edge of span L.
The ratio of equatlon (177 to equation (18) is overestimated if we take uo/Uo =
0,1, Uo/eo = 0,3tL =fiO m, and d_= 0,1 In; even then equation (17) exceeds

c 2 3 2equation (187 rally if Sex eeds 1OL (or l0 L if eq. (167 is used for tile quadrupole
radiation). Thus it seems safe in tile airframe noise context to ignore tile pure
quadrupole radiation frmn the boundary layers, in comparison with that from edges
and other inbomogeneitbs, even for very large aircraft,

A probably more significant source of airframe noise is rassoclated witb panel
vibration driven by turbulent pressure fluctuations. This was noted early oil ill tim
study of refermlce 5 of airframe noise of the C-5A Galaxy, wlmre narrow-band far-
field spectra sad wbeel well door vibration spectra both contained large anlplitude
peaks at two frequencies in the 20- to 40.Hz range. Significant vibration of flap
sectiolls on full-scale alrcrafi_ including a DC-10-30, was also reported in reference 54.
The possibility that this might be a significant noise source was raised earlier in
reference ii and ban been mentioned in several other reports, Hardin (ref. 11)
suggests that panel vibration may be _he source of a high-frequency peak observed
ia tim noise spectrum of tim 747, CV-990 and detstar aircraft, noting that the peak
frequency (around 1500 tlz) is considerably bigher titan expected for trailing-edge
noise nlechanisms and rather insensitive to flight speed. A similar ldgh-frequeney
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peak was observed in experiments reported in reference 10 for It number of aircraft
(HS 125, BAn 111, and VO10) and certainly does not seem to be associated wlth
flap deflection and gear deployment, which both tended to produce increases at
rather lower frequencies, Tile peak is not narrow band, and in fact in figure 1], from
reference Gd,tile blcrease of surface pressure believed to be caused by panel vibration
is substantial and broadband, tbongb centered on a partlmflar frequency.
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Figure 11. Measured surface pressure spectra Ps at two spanw_e stations near
the trailing edge of an ItFB 320 flap in enzise configuration, qc_ is free.
stream dynamic pressure. (From ref. 54,)

Dowell (refi 89) bas considered vibration as a source of airframe noise and glwm a
simple estimate of tbe far-field radiation from the lowest order mode of a rectangular
panel tinder turbulent excitation. For a panel of area 3 ft2, be finds a lowest
eigenfrequency of 37 Hz and an SPL of 97 dB at a range of 300 ft. However,
the estimate is very sensitive to the modeling of the surface pressure field (wldch
we have noted may itself be significantly changed by the vibration), especially if tim
dominant radiation is frmn a high order panel mode, as seems necessary to explain the
high-frequency peak. The relevant spatial scales are then likely to be much smaller
than the typical panel dimension, leading to sabstantlal cancellation of tim driving
pressure and a decrease of the monopole source strength below tbat estimated by
Dowell for the lowest mode. On tbe other band, typical panel dimensions are likely
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to be no morn than comparable witb the acoustic wavetengtb even at 1 kHz, so that
tile frequency-squared weighting for tile monopole ebould still operate and offset the
partial cancellation of tim driving pressure.

A much more detailed theory of panel vibration and radiation in response to
turbulent boundary layer pressures has now been given by Howe (see ref. 90 and
references to previous work given there), His theory is specifically fi)r when acoustic
waves are short compared with tim panel dfinenslon. It identifies two prbmipaI
meebanisms for the conversion of hydrodynamic energy into sonnd. In one, low-
wave-number components of tile turbulence excite flexural waves on the pane] whieb
gmmrate 8ound by eeatterblg at tile edges; in tim other, the convective peak of tile
turbulence near-field wave-number spectrum scatters directly (or secondarily, vla
ffexurM waves) into sound at the edges. The relative importance of tile two types
of "wave-number conversion" depends on the fluid leading and on tbe nleehanical
conditions at tile edges. However,tile configuration mlalyzed (a single flexible panel
set between scmi-lnfinlte plates of the same properties as the panel) is not close
to configurations of interest in the airframe noise context. Also the emphasis in
reference 90 on fluid loading aspects is appropriate to steel in water, but not to
alulnintlm in air, Nevertheless_ this study shows how quantitative estinmtes can be
obtained for ttle far-field smmd with modeling of the surface pressures developed from
the work of reference 9I. The approacb might be adapted, largely with neglect of
flukl loading, for tbe aircraft panel problem. However, the principal sites of vibration
are likely to be associated with regions in which the surface presasre modeling is
probably inaccurate--for example, the doors of undercarriage wheel wells, tile flaps
at high deflection with separated suctiml surface flow, impingement by jet exhaust,
and highly unsteady three-dimensional edge flows. Theoretical work seems of fittle
help in tbose cirenmstances_ even the prediction of tile frequencies of tile typical
high-order Panel modes that might be excited is unlikely to be possible. However, it
seems worthwhile to stress vibration as a probably significant source of airfrmne noise,
particularly with largo flap deflections and witb gear down; to note its cssastlally
monopole dircetivity for baffled panels, its dipole directivity for free panels such ,as
gear dearer and its eardioid direotivity for vibrating panels baffled to one side only, as
at tile trailing edge of a flap; and to note the broadband increase that can apparently
occur in surface pressure spectra when a panel vibrates predondnantly in one or
two discrete modes. We migbt also note the general effect of surface roughness in
breaking tbe Powell cancellatiml mechanism for a smooth plane wall mid leaving a
residual surface dipole with UoGfar-field scaling. Howe (refs. 9_ and 93) bas worked
out a theory for tile generation of this dipole field by turbulent bmmdary layer flow
over It plane surface rouglmned by a ramlom distribution of hmnispherlcal bbmps.a
Tim theory gives tbe expected fl_ sealing and a spectral shape in rmnarkably elos_
agreement with measured spectra for the sound from tbe interior of a sand-roughened
pipe carrying turbulent flow, There is no immediate application to tile airfran|e noise
problem, though Howe asserts that "it is likely tkat a substantial fraction of tile
airframe noise of a wide-bodied jet transport plane flying in tile 'clean' configuration
(landing gear and high lift devices retracted) is associated with asrface rougbasss
dipole sources." Tbe more significant approach noise problem is, however, eertabdy
dominated by more specific sources than general smafl-scale surface rouglmess,
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Noise of Powered-Lift Configurations

A great deal of work, mainly experhnental, has been carried out, principally in
the 1970's, on the nolse from powered-llft devices of two kinds: tile upper-surface-
blown flap (UfiB) and the externally blown flap (EBF)J (Much less work lure been
done on the internally blown flap, in whlch the flap is closely integrated with the
propulsion nozzle; see tel 04.) For tile EBF the interest is purely in the added lift,
witb applications to STOL aircraft. For the USB ttm interest is in both the powered-
lift benefits and tile noise shleldlng achieved in all cngine-over-the-wlng configuration.
In all eases, however, there is a nnlse penalty, generally at low frequencies, ,'msoeiated
with fluctuating lift on the flap segments, with increased trailing-edge and perhaps
side-edge noise, and perhaps with a monopole type of radiation driven by unsteady
mass flow through slots between tim flap segments.

Much of tlle work was done in tile early 1070's and is referenced in the eight
papers on STOL noise published in reference 4. The situation is more complicated
than in standard airframe noise because large flap deflections are involved, mean
flow Mash numbers near tile flaps are much higher than tile flight approach Mach
number of a conventional aircraft (typically 0.0), and the flow over tile flaps may
be a highly nonuniform wall jet issuing from a rectangular or D-shaped nozzle. In
limiting eases tile naively expected picture is found. At frequencies for which the
flap chord is smaller than a wavelength, the flap-generated field is essentially that of
a dipole normal to tile flap chord with 90" intensity scaling ms (Velocity over flap)6
and spectrum shape a function of Strouhal aumber br_sed on that velocity and flap
chord. Convective effects (associated with tile aircraft flight Mach number) might be
expected to be represented by tile dipole amplification factor (1 + AIocos ®)-.l with
O measured at emission from tile downstream axis and Me being tile flight Mach
mlmber. Tile dipole directlvity is expected to be as sin2 (BI with _t measured from
tile flap chord, provided tbat tile diffracting and scattering effects of the dipoh! field
by the wing ahead are small. These predictions are relusonably in accord wlth data
presented in referencs 4 for USB and EBF configurations at appropriate frequencies,
Tlley represent a considerable oversimplification ill that the scattering effects of "
the nearby wing are completely ignored. They may be accurate only if tile wing
chord is also smaller than tile acoustic wavelength or if, as in many experiments, tile
main wing is absent altogether. Further critical remarks along these lines are given
in the next section, More substantial convective amplification effects may also be
possible. For example, Crighten (ref. 60) and Howe (refi ill) have shown that when
tile near fiekl of a source is scattered by a cmnpaet body, the scattered field ha_sdipole
dlrectivity combined witb the quadrupole amplification factor (1 + M, cose)-Uoa
mean-square pressure.

There are only limited data for the ease of the aconsLic wavelengtb being
short compared with chord, but tbose that exist arc roughly in accord with the

. expectations of the earlier section on trailing-edge noise. For example, in the
studies of a rectangular jet exhanst over a USB flap (rat'. 95), tim dlreetivities (see
fig, 12) show a systematic change from a pattern close to noneonvceted dipole (tim
observer is at rest retative to tile flap) to one described by equation (5) (namely,
sin2(/?/2)/(1 - Mvl c0s0) 2, with Me = 0) in which tile basic half-plane eardioid is
strongly modified by eddy convection downstream relative to the flap edge. Such a

. I See also the chapter ciltit[ed"Propulsive Lift Noise" by Mltrtin R. Fink,
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pattern still has the upstream angle O = 180 ° as a stationary vafim, but tbls gives

a local minimum when Mol > 1/3 and the peak of the directivJty is tfien at angles

on either side of the flap given by cos2(0/2) = (3JU_d - 1)/2M.1. Reddy (refi 95)
observes a good collapse of spectral data at tile higher frequencies using a (Velocity) _
intensity scaling and a Stroubal number based on a flow scale at tile flap edge--all
consistent with tile idea that tbe dipole scaliegs and dlreetivity progressively give

way to those of traillng-edge noise theory as tile wavelengths become abort. These
ideas have been confirmed experimentally in very flee detail in reference 30, where
the dlsturbanee generating the dipole or trailing.edge noise was a vortex ring passing
oleos by the surface witfioat impingement. This Mso shows that it is not helpful to

distinguish, as has sometimes been done (rsf. 96), between "scrubbing noise," when r
the flow impinges directly on the filtl}, anti that generated by tile interaction of the

near field of eddies with the surface or edge, The sealing laws are the same for both
cases, though the magnitude of tfie local forces laay be larger in one ease than in the
other.
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Figure IP., Directieilv of isolated blown-flap noise. (From reJ, 95.)

An important feature revealed by several studies of USB configuratious is

the presence of very strong tones, apparently a fimdamental and first harmonic,
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apparently generated by tile kind of feedback loop much studied in low-speed laminar
slmar layers; see reference 80 for a review and tile work of reference 97 on wall jets
modeling the UfiB arrangement. In reference 94 these tones were observed for a wall
jet with exit Mash nmnber of 0.9 and ratio _ of wall extension length to nozzle height
of 6,85, when shadowgraphs also dearly revealed large-scale vortex concentrations
in the primary and secondary skear layers. For 8 dose to 10, similar tones were
observed. Tbere is still (despite the denial of tile authors) clear evidence of enlmnced
coherent vortex activity in both shear layers. At .,'tie = 0.9 this configuration gave
the largest OAfiPL. Evidence of similar tones is to be found also in reference .51, and
such intense to:ms very likely create substantially increased broadband turbulence
and noise, as Into been found to occur in the jet noise (refs. 67 and 68) and panel
vibration (ref. 53) problems. Tone-like spectral featnres have also been noted in the
EBF configuration (ref. 98). A possible source was thought to be tile flow through tlle
slot between the first and second segnmnts of the blown flap; certaiuly tile observed
frequency is consistent with that expected, given tim flow speed and slot width. Tbe
slot configuration would also, however, be expected to produce enhanced broadband
somtd associated with the unsteady mass flow through tile slot when a turbulent
eddy passes either through the slot or stays entirely to one side of it. This broadband
field has not been examined experbnentally in any systematic way, and no attempt
appears to have been made to separate it out in EBF stmfles. One theoretical model
exists (ref. 99) which shows that above-the-wing turbulence not passing through
the slot generates it monopole field in tile flyover plane, with four inverse powers of
aircraft Doppler factor enhanclng tile field ahead of the aircraft and a typical fourth
to fifth power of velocity scaling law. Essentially similar qualitative resalts hold
for the more important eases of below-wing turbulence and turbulence couvected
through tbe slot, though the detailed results are more compfieated. The noise field
toward the sideline has vertical dipole characteristics. In most conditions these slot
fields are likely to be at leant as powerful as the force dipole or trailing-edge sources
associated with the flap segments and pose a noise hazard that should be avoided--
thmlgk more systematic experimental study is really needed bern.

It is appropriate to add here a few remarks oil leading-edge noise. When
turbulence interacts with the leading edge of an isolated airfoil, a strong field is
radiated, indeed much stronger thaa for a trailing-edge interaction. There, the edge
singularity of attached flow can be relieved by vortex shedding into the wake, a
process which greatly reduces tile clmnge in conditions experienced by an eddy
passblg over the edge. No such mechanism is available at ;t leading edge which,
for it thin blade, experiences an inverse-square-root pressure loading. If tile airfoil
is isolated and if tile high-frequency fimit is relevant, the field produced has tile
familiar eardiold basic dlrectivity of equation (4), but now peaks on tim downstream
axis (and is modified by convection effects). If the airfoil is a l]ap segment near a large
wing surface, tile essastial noise mechanism probably involves tile unsteady mass and
momentum flux through the narrow gap (tlm slot mentioned above), and tile isolated
airfoil leading-edge noise ideas are irrelevant. Configurations may be found, however,
in which isolated lemling edges of plates may be subjected to incident turbulascc from
upstream. For these a theoretical treatment exists (for waves short compared with
the plate dimensions), in which Amiet (reL 44) solves a gust interaction problem for
the leading edge and determbms the unsteady loading and from that tile radiation,
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just as for trailing-edge noise (except that no l{utta condition is knposed). Some
model needs to be _._sumed fro' the wave-number spectrum of the rigk[ly connected
incident turbulence fluctuatimls (e.g., tile Van I{l!.rmlln spectrum), but then once
tile scales are fixed, the theory predicts absolute noise level and directivity which
compare very favorably with experiment in reference 10O.

This approach is likely to be quite adequate for an estimate of the cvntributlon
of isolated leadlng-edge noise ta airframe noise for appropriate conlponmlts such as
landing gear struts and perhaps gear cavity doors--but it is again emphasized that
tim predictions are not relevant to a flap segnmnt near a wing,

Development of a Comprehensive
Prediction Scheme

Several airframe noise prediction schemes have been put forward in the literature,
including whole aircraft correlations (refs. 24 and 25), tile "drag Element" metllod
(ref. 26), mid two scimmes (reh. 8 and 27) based oil prediction of various component
fields. Of thesep that due to Fink (ref. 27) is, in the opinion of tile present aatilor, tile
one representing most nearly the state of the art in its combination era wide range
of full-scale and model data with what appear at tile moment to be tile theoretical
ideas most widely accepted as correct. Accordingly, tills section presents the main
points of Fink's proposals, with comments on other more recent evidence that lends
or removes supportfromtimm.

Tim sclleme starts with clean alrfrmne noise, with all gear and high-lift devices
retracted, This is assumed to be entirely ,-tssociated witil turbulent bmmdary layer
flow over tile traiIing edges of tile wings and horizontal tail (for noise in tile flyover
plane). Heret for aircraft with nenswept trailing edges, we have from the sectie)a on
trafiing-edge noise, leaving aside all convection effects and vnrticity slledding,

(19)
for a flyover (a = 90°) at altitude h; here uo/U_ is the turbulence intensity, b tile
wing span (or tail span)t and 5 the boundary layer thickness at tile trailiag edge.
Equation (19) predicts peak noise at O = 199", corresponding to peak Emission be-
fore tile aircraft is overlmad; in contnmt, FInk notes that rely ver.fical dlpo]e modeling

o
gives a peak at _ = 90 and reception of peak noise when the aircraft is well pimt tile
overhead position, features that have never been reported. Tile simplest prediction
from equation (19) assumes _ to be proportional to cllord and indeimndent of Uo
(actual expo/l_,nts close to 0,8 and -0.2, respectively), and states that peak OASPL
-lfllog(Sw/h 2) - 501agUe should be a constant for all aircraft, with S,, the wing
area, and figure 13 (from ref. 27) shows that tide is a good first approximation fro'
16 aircraft ranging frmn high-performance gliders through small propeller and jet
transports to the largest transports flying (747, C-5A). Aspect ratio does not feature
in equation (i9) and tim collapse in figure 13 includes a more than 10:1 variation
in aspect ratio, indicating that tile (AR) "1variation postulated in earlier work (see
eq. (3)) is probably incorrect and misleading. An improved prediction is obtained
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by taking 6 = 0.37(S,,/b)(UoSw/bv) -0"2 with i, the viscosity; this gives (cf, eq. (6)
of ref. 27 and the related discussion)

OASPL = 50 log Uo + 10]og(_b/h 2) + 7,5 dI3 (20)

for jet aircraft (Uo measured in knots).
Tim spcctrmn shape recommended by Fiuk is an empirical fit:

,+
C21)

to data taken on all upper*surface-blown.flap rig. Tile peak frequency ]m should be
taken as .fm_ (O,1)Uo/5, and Fink (ref, 27) argues that these equations should
be adequate for civil transports with wings of modest taper ratio, without any
need for modification for different vahles of lift coefficient. Spectra calculated frmn

• equation (21) agree well with those (rcf. 8) derived from the NASA Aircraft Noise
Prediction Program (ANOPP) (which uses tbe drag element method of ref. 26) and

: with measured spectra.
Direetivity predicted by equation (19) in the flyover plane was shown by Fink

: (fgs, 5 and 6 of ref. 27) to fit clean DC-10 airframe noise better tban the dipole
modeling used in reference 101 to represent that noise, No convection effects w_rc
recommended for inclusion in Fink's comparison, and given tbe uncertainty discussed
witb regard to trailblg-edgenoise, it is not clear what convectioneffects should be
included (although the usual convection Doppler sbift on frequencies should apply
whatever amplitude changes take place),

An additive correction is proposed to take account of about 8 dB difference in
OASPL between "very clean" aircraft (blgb perfornlance gliders and jet aircraft
with simple trailing.edge flaps and few flap track fairings) and aircraft in the clean
configuration, bat with nmnermm flap fairings aud cmnpfcated mu]tisngment flaps;
see reference 27 for details,

Fink takes the azimuthal direetivity of trailing-edge noise to be

, (p_!_ sin++_ (2_)
with a = 99 ° as tile flyover pbme, and lie (fig, 7 of rnf, 27) uses tbis to explain a
phenomenon noted in several Pull-scale tests, in which a moderately high-frequency
speed-independent peak was observed, duminatfllg the OASPL. Fink shows that
the OASPL and hlgb*frequeney spectral levels do not change with azlmutbal angle
a, bnt that tile low-frequency levels vary necordiug to equation (22); the inference
is that tow-frequency levels are set by traillng-edge noise, with scaling according
to equation (22), while the higher frequency levels are associated with noise from
the idling jet engines, with no dependence on a. Attractive as this c×planation
is, however (and remarkably well supported by fig, 7 of ref. 27), equation (22) is
incorrect for trailing-edge noise; tbe (3/2)-pole nature of that source gives a variation
of p with sin(0/2) in the flyover plane, and with (sin _)t/2 in the azimuthal angle,
both non-multipole. Tile (sin_) 1/2 factor can be regarded as confirmed to a high
degree of accuracy by the experiments of Kambe (ref, 30) on smmd from vortex rings
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near trafilng edges, and it is independent of *bE detailed _.msteady flow mechanism I
considered. Thus the correct azimuthal wu'iation can now be taken a._

(p2) o¢sinc_ (23) I

and although this has the right telldency to be consistent witb Fink's interpretation,
it gives only one-half the decibel reduction with angle that goes witb equation (22)
and which wr_ plotted from experbncat by Fink. Tbus tbe azbnathal dlrcctlvity
of low-frequency trailing-edge noise is It topic needing further experimental study.
(The convection factor (1 - _.l,l sin a) -1 in eq. (5) redueea the discrepancy between
eq. (23) and m_ssuremeat, bet not by much at typical low M,,1.)

Now, to *be trailing-edge noise predictions for the clean wing and horizontal
and vertical tails (note tbat the higber frequency ltoise from tile borizontal tail
slgnifleantly coatrlbutes to p_rceived noise levels in the flyover plane), Fink's noise
component mr.*bed adds predictions for the noise of nose and main landing g_ar m*d
of wiag flaps and leading-edge slats. Witb the exception of the leadblg-edge slats, for
whicb very few data are available, no interactions are bmhlded between these fields.
The hlLsisfor this comes from reference 10 wbere flights of a VCI0 wltb deployment,
one at a time, ef slats, fll*ps,and gear could be used to determbm single-component
additions to tbe cruise configuration n_ise levels (engkms idling) aad emdd *ben be
simply added to obtain an approach aolsc spectral prediction ia very close agreement
with me,inurement for the hilly dirty configuration (SeEfig. 14). Tile r_ssumptlon of
weak interaction is a re*rural first approximation, but other examples call be quoted
(refs. 18 and 78) which show significant interne*lens, both favorable and mlfavorable,
between tim gear and leading- and traifing-edge devices. We should also note that
tile wbeel well doors of tile VC10 are closed again after tbe gear are deployed, which
both removes cavity noise and reduccs gear-flap interaction noise.

Tbc peak eoise fro:**gear componcats is predicted in r_fercace 27 from analytical
fits to carves in reference 77 for two- and fQur-wbeel gear sets (see figs. g and 9). It
is assumed that the nose gear coatributes a drag force, giving aflold independent of
wzlnlatbal angle, itnd a side force dlpol_ dominating tbe sidelbm fiebl, _ discussed in
ttm section on gear noise. For the four-wbeel main gear there is a similar split, but
now the field vertically below the aircnfft is stronger, relative to tile sidefine field,
presumably because of strong vertical forces arising from tile interaction between tile
first and secoed wheel rows. The analytical fits to the spectra measured oa models
in rercrenee 77 reproduce tim measured data well in tim flyover plane and in tim
sldefine direction, but wltll a slightly larger error (3 dB) at an intermediate angle.
Measured spectra (gear down and flaps and slats retre.cted) are available for *be peak
approach noise of the VC10 (ref. 10) and 7,17 (see table 6 of ref. 27). These spectra
allow oscillatory features, bat are quite well predicted by Fink's method b_ed ell
model data, up to frequencies as bigh _m5 kHz full scale. Tile uolse of the 7,17
is underpredicted, however, by as much as 5 dB over the entire range from 1 to
4 kHz, bllt this may be due to residual engine noise (whicb would not affect *be
good prediction of the OASPL for *be clea*l 7,17). A much larger underpredictlon,
by more than a further 5 dB, results from tile use of the method devised by Hefier
and Dobrzynski on tile basis of their own data (ref. 77). As aoted previously, that
metbod also seriously mlderpredicts VC1O gear noise at tdgh frequencies, where tbe
Fink metbod is alueb better and is accordingly to be preferred for PNL calcalntimls.
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Figure 14, Comparison of sum of measured noise components with measured
total noiae for VC.?IOat approach (rcf. JO), (From ref. 27,)

Traillng.edge flap noise is modeled is reference 27 as a single lifting dipole fiekl,
the dipole being generated by wing turbulence forces on the flap, An equivalent
flap chord oF is defined for dm whole (dmlbly or triply slotted) flap system, and
it is asserted that spectral collapse should occur on a Strouhal number basis with
eF _mthe length scale and that spectral amplitudes shouhl scale with (Velocity) _.
It is also argued, and showa rather convincingly frmn VC10 data at three different
flap deflections 6F, that flap flPL's should scale with sin 2/fF, and a small correction
cos2(6p/2) is also allowed for rotation of the dipole directivity pattern at the peak
noise condition. Figure 15, from reference 27, shows the results of these scafings,
mabdy for large jet transports, and shows also the difference at high frequencies
between aircraft with double- and triple-slotted flap systems. The prediction method
of reference 27 represents figure 15 by the straight fines shown and gives them in
analytical form.

These results, based imthey are on much full-scale data, are probably adequate for
prediction in generally sindlar circumstances, However, they are quite unsatisfactory
at a fendmnental level, and therefore possibly misleading if applied to ratber different
configurations, Tile flap segment is not an isolated airfoil generating comlmct dipole
noise in response to incidence fluctuations associated with tileoncoming turbulent
flow. The ability of a given unsteady pressure distribution over the airfoil to generate
sound is strongly influenced by the geometry of nearby bodies, and the presence
near tile flap of a wing of large chord compared with the wavelength nmst affect
both the level and directivity of the flap-generated sound. Indeed, mm might argue
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Figure 15. Measured normalized spectra of trailing-edge flap noise. (From
re], 27.)

that for moderate flap deflections the idea that tile flap is separate from the wing
is irrelevant and that noise is generated by tile flap in just the normal trailing-edge
way, the deflection of tile llap merely leading to different turbulence velocity and
length scales near tile edge from those pertatnhlg to the clean conflgnratlon. And if
the flap deflection is large, one might argue that tile unsteady loading of the wing
itself can be neglected and that the dominant soum! is associated with force dipoles
on the flap. Titan tile problem is again that of finding the acoustic field of a dipole
source near a half-plane, for which again the scaling of {p2) with velocity involves
the fifth power and tile directivity is again tile half-plane sin2(0/2) (refs. 32 and
102), The directlvity is fixed and does not rotate with tile dipole attached to tile
airfoil; but tile amplitude in any fixed direction does chaste as the strength and
direction of the dipole change with change in the flap deflection, Sonm more detailed
study of these variations would be worthwhfle, but would be unlikely to change tile
conclusion that the flap noise nmchanism is misrepresented by dipole scaflngs and
that tile proper scallugs are those of half-plane traillng-edge noise. Since most of tile
emphasis in reference 27 is oil peak noise levels, the directivity problem as yet is not
properly explored, but tile enhanced forward directivity of half-plane noise could be
significant, as could the (Veloclty) '_ rather than (Veloclty) IIla_: in tile case of EBF
or USB configurations.

These conclusions are reinforced by tile study of reference 103 on tile sound
generated by the convection of vorttcity past the trailing edge of a half-plane,
downstream of which is a thin flat plate in tile same plane as tile half-plane and
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separated from it by a slot which is narrow on the aeonstic wavelengtll scale. Tile
flat plate, modeling a flap segment, may be compact or noneompact relative to
the acoustic wavelength, Tile most important conclusions are that in all cases the
directivity of the scattered field is similar to that due to turbulence at tile edge of a
large rigid plate, and that this casts serious doubt on correlation procedures whicb
use ideas related to the gust response and acoustic field of a single isolated airfoil,

Data for leading.edge devices--slats or flaps--are scarce, and the only theoretical
work is that of reference 99 on tile convection of vortices through a slot, which
was not intended to model the leadlng-edge slat device, There are several possible
mechanisms: dipole or traillng-edge noise from tim slat itself, with strong influence
from the large wing nearby; noise from flow past exposed actuators and tracks
in tile slat gapt again heavily influenced by the local geometry over an acoustic
wavelength; mooopole radiation from unsteady volume flow through the slat gap;
and modifications to the wing mean and unsteady flow, Fetlmey (ref, 10) gives
data for VC10 flyovers witb and without leading-edge slat deployment, Typically
deployment ineree.ses OASPL by 5 dB, the increase being roughly constant up to
1 kHz where engine and clean airframe noise then dombmte, Boeblg 747 data have
been taken (ref, 15) for a large model in a wind tunnel, In tim model the leading-
edge devices could be operated as faps with no gap between flap and wing or ms
slats with a gap, Slats were noisier, typically by 3 dB. A nmch larger excess of slat
noise over leading-edge flap noise was reported, at model seale_ in reference 18, in

1 wind.tunnel studies using a directional microphone, These studies indicated that tile
distribution of slat noise sources wrksunfform along tile slat span, bat concentrated
at the trailing edge. Scaled model slat noise was 5 dI3 higher than the measured
VG10 levels, so tim mecbanisms here may be sensitive to Reynolds mnnher. No
Information is available on the directlvity of slat-generated noise, In tile absence
of any more data, Fink (refi 27) ased an ad hoe modification of bls expression for
clean wing noise to fit tim VC10 slat data; the modification implies all interaction
between slats and wing, though there is no postulated mechanism for this, Figure 16
of reference 27 contains tile available full-scale data; no theory is available to suggest
appropriate SPL, spectral sealings, or directivities.

This Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) noise component scheme of refer-
ence 27 was then compared with flyover measurements of the noise from a range of
aircraft types (gilder, light twin.prop, business jet, large jet transport, and fighter)
and with the NASA ANOPP whole aircraft predictions of reference 8 and the NASA
ANOPP drag element method predictions of reference 24, A snlall selection of tile
results is given below in figures 16 to 20. Considerable variatimm can be seen between
tim different predictions; for example, the whole aircraft (ref. 8) and noise compo-
nent (ref, 27) methods differ by ahnost 20 dB in OASPL for tile 747 in tile clean
configuration, Tim noise component metbod underestimates tim OASPL by 8 dB,
the spectral levels above 1 kHz by more than 20 dB, and tile PNL by 15 d/3. More
relevant, however, are the predictions for the dirty configuration, wlmre the nois_
component method reproduces measured OASPL and PNL to witbin 1 dB. In gen-
eral the noise component method Is reasonably accurate for the OASPL, and morn
importantly for the PNL, in tile dirty configurations of all aircraft studied except tile
F-10gB delta wing fighter, for widch the noise component and drag element methods
underpmdieted OASPL by nearly 10dB and the whole aircraft method overpredicted
OASPL by more than 20 dB (see fig. 90), Since data from the F-106B were entirely
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exchxded from the regressioa analysis that led to tile _chenm of reference 8, one call
only conclude that delta whig desigzls are not adequately covered by anything but a
large ad hoc modification of any of the existing prediction schemes. Note, however,

that all three schelaes gave a directh, ity in good agreement with measurement for the
F-106B (and conforming to the half-plane direcdvity law)_ so that it appears that
the scale and intensity of trailing-edge fluctuations on delta wings are not correctly
modeled by those on conventlomd wings of lnoderate taper ratio.
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Figure 16. Comparison of measured and predicted flyover noise #pectra for
Boring 74"7 in clean configuralios at Z33 knot,_, (From ref, 27.)

Conclusions

We have reviewed curront understanding of airframe noise as represented by
experhncnt at model and frill scale, by theoretical inodeIing, and by empirical
correlation methods. The principal component sources are associated with the trail-
ing edges of wing and tail, deflected traillng-edge flaps, Ilap side edges, leading-edge
flaps or slats, undercarriage gear elements, gear wheel wells, fuselage and wing bonnd-

ary layers, and panel vibration, together with many minor protrnslons like radio an-
teanP_ and air-conditioning intakes which may eontrlbutc slgnlt]eantly to perceived

noise. There are also possibilities for interactions between the various n|echanisms.
With current engine technology, the principal airframe noise mechanisms dominate
only at low frequencies, typically less than 1 kHz and often torch lower, but fur-

ther reduction of turbomachinery noise in particular nlay make airframe noise tile
principal element of approach noise at frequencies in tile most sensitive range.
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Figure 17. Comparison of measured and predicted flyol,er noise spectra for
,. Boeinq 747 with landis# gear eztended, at 2"22knots. (From ref. '27.)
r

"_ In some areas there is o good basic nnderstanding--for example, in the ease of
i_ gear noise, though here tile only use of that understanding is likely to be in tile

adoption of appropriate sea[lags for correlation schemes. Tim work described here
from references 27 and 77 represents a mlccassfid example of such correlation; more
sophisticated theoretical study is not needed and, indeed likely not to be helpful. For
trailing-edge noise there is a substantial body of theory, and theory and experimmlt
are in agreement on overall features, but apparently io conflict over several points:
one is tile matter of the Kutta condition, which controls the level of traillng-edge
noise and modifies its dlrectivity; another is the issue of whether tile prediction of
reference 36 from au aermtcuustie analogy can deal properly with high.frequency
noise from trailieg edges, or whel;her a modification (to deal with the aircraft flyover
situation) of the theory of reference 64 is |leeded. Flap side edges appear to be
important sources, and much forther work, theoretical and experin|ental, is needed
here; nolle of tim complete prediction schemes yet incorporates slde-edge acoustic
sources. Significant effects have also been reported for leading-edge devices, but
there is a great need for more data here, and for theoretical modeling, as there is
also for the, question of noise radiation from the vibration of panels in undercarriage
g_,ar doors and on deflected flap sogments. For undercarriage gear eavities_ tile b,_sie
response mode at low frequencies is understood_ but damping mechanisms that are
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not understood seem to limit noise of realistic cavities to levels well below those
observed in idealized experiments, and probably below other airframe noise fields.
Significant benefits are achieved, though, if tim wheel well door can be dosed after
deployment of ths landing gear (ref, 10). For USB or EBF configurations, even the
bu.qlc mechanisms arc not understood, and the eombhmtion of large flap deflection,
multiple flaps and slots, and higb Maeh number flow makes it difficult to suggest
appropriate sealings, directivity, and spectral features,

We must stress that the generally available data base is extremely limited, in
terms of the aircraft included, configurations and speeds flown, and directional char-
aetcristlcs megsured. Not surprisingly there are many diametrically contradictory
findings reported, and it has not been possible here to present a consistent view of
much of the work. These contradictions may be due In part to the fact that many
of tbe airframe noise mechanisms are Reynolds number dependent (to a greater ex-
tent than in turbomaclfinery and jet noise), in part to the fact that the noise levels
under discussion are very low indeed, and In part to the difltculties of experimental
technique for flyovers of large aircraft at low thrust,
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i Figure 19, Comparison of measured and predicted flyover noise spectra .for
Convair CV-990, with trailing-edge flaps extended (36"*)at 189 knots and
flaps and gear extended at 1SO knots. (From ref. _Z)

Turning now to the possibilities for airframe noise reduetio| b these lie entirely
at the moment in the modification of elements contributing to the noise of the
dirty configuration. The noise from these elements can be somewhat reduced by
major change to the basic airframe to achieve lower approach speed. Doubling wing

• area could reduce speed by a factor 0.7 and reduce gear noise by 8 dB (ref, 27),
but such modification has major operating disadvantages that would probably he
unacceptable. Modifications to individual elements should therefore be sought at
constant typical approach speeds.

For trailing-edge and flap noise, numerous proposals hays been made (see
references in refi 27) and teated at nnmll scale. These involve either a change to
the surface Impedance (over the whole surface or near leading or trailing edges) to
minimize the discontinuity felt by a eonveeted eddy passing over an edge, or a change
to the turbulence properties near an edge by the action era screen or grid. Porous
trailing edges were found to have no effect on the noise from an isolated airfoil exposed
to grid turbulence, whereas porous leading edges reduced noise by more than 6 dB at
frequencies significant to PNL at full scale, However the recommendation (ref. 27)
for adoption of porous leading edges on flap segments must be treated with great
caution. The noise of a ehordwise compact airfoil is dipole and determined by the
gust-response lift of the airfoil, which in turn is determined mainly by the leading-
edge peak pressures, so that some significant reduction would be expected from any
impedance change at the leading edge. By coutrust, the traillng-edge loading is zero
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if tbe KutLa condition is applied, and any impedance cl|ange at tile trailing edge is
likely to be less important, These arguments do not, however, apply directly to the
flap noise problem, wilere tim presence of the wing ahead controls tim extent to which
a given force distribution on tile flap can generate noise, The porous flap studies
need to be performed not on an isolated airfoil, but on an airfoil coupled to a wing,
Ill view of tile importance of flap side-edge sources, attention sboldd also be given to
changes of surface impedance near those side edges. Such studies have in fact been
conducted in eonnecLion with USB and BBF tests, and substantial benefits have
been found (ref, 104) from tile use of porous trailhlg.edge regions--benefits typically
of 5 dB over a wide frequency range and of as ranch as 10 dB over narrow ranges,

Serrated leading and trailing edges have been studied (see ref. 27) as a means of
obtaining a more gradual impedance change at tim edge, So fitr llo noise reductions
bare been reported wltb such edges, though small noise increases have been,

Trailing-edge noise is reduced if the trailing edge is swept relative to tbc mean
flow (eq, (5)), Significant sweep of tile wilole wing is obvimlsly not feasible in
many applications, but one might hnpa that the same effect might be acbleved by
a sawtooth trailing edge, with alternating portion._ witb large forward and back-
ward sweep, Limited tests have been carried out on models witb a sawtooth trailing
edge (ref, 105), and noise reductioas of 3 to 6 dB were obtained for sweep angles of
60=; therefore tlds appears to be a promising idea for filrther development, perhaps
also wilco combined with tile idea of a porous trailing-edge region mentioned above,
Because _he two concepts exploit different properties of trailing.edge noise, the ben-
efits sbould be additive, Both bare been tested at larger scale, and tlle sawtootb
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trailing edge b_s been tested at fldl scale in flight (ref. 106), where it reduced EPNL
by 2 dB.

Flap noise may be controlled somewhat by miahuizlng the nnmber of side edges
and by preventing direct jet impingement on tile side edges. The effects of lisp
track fairings may also be important, mid narrow.chord vanes forming part of a
trlple-slotted flap system may generate bigh-frequency noise contribatiug to PNL.
Interaction between the gear and flaps may be beeeficlal if the flap deployment
reduces velocity arouad the gear, but unfavorable if the gear wake impinges on the
flap trailing and side edges,

Ideas for controlling cavity noise have beml exaadned in reference 107, among
them one for preventing cavity shear layer interactioa with the downstream cavity
lip by fluid injection into the cavity from the base. This nmy be helpful for long
cavities, but it seems to go against the idea (ref, 81) tllat an interacting flow might
lead to the generation of vorticity frmn the downstream lip and that this wmfld tend
to reduce the volume flow across the cavity mouth a]ld hence reduce the radiated
sound, But in aIW event, typical aircraft cavities seem to operate in a resommt
depth mode, producing only low.frequency noise heavily damped by cavity fittings
and gear and not sigaiflcant for PNL. The landing gear elements thcnlselves are,
bowever, strong noise sources, and large clusters of wheels are likely to produce
intense noise below and to the skle of the aircraft. Vortex shedding from cylindrical
members can be greatly rednced by the presence of splitter ph_tes. These were
recommended in refereace 27, but appear feasible only when mounted vertically
behind vertical struts, wlmre they reduce sidelias, but not approach, noise. Control
of broadband aerodyaamic interactions betweea gear components producing noise
below the aircraft seems the most difficult problem in airframe uoise. Much might,
however, be accomplished, as one of the reviewers has poiated out, by relatively
simple efforts to generally "clean up" the flap and gear colnponcnts, the actuators
and doors, and the leading and sldc flap edges, from the aerodynamic polut of view,
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i Introduction

Propulsive lift noise is tile increase in noise that occurs when airfranm surfaces
are placed in the propulsive system's exhaust to bmrease their llft force, Increased
local flow velocities and turbulence levels, due to tile propulsive system exhaust
gases passing along tile airframe lifting surfaces, cause an increase in maxbmlm
llft coefficient. The airplane's flight speed required for takeoff and landing can
then be significantly reduced, allowing operation from shorter rnuways than tbose
of conventional commercial airports, Unfortunately, interaction of high-velocity
turbulent exhaust flow with tile airframe's solid surfaces generates additional noise
radiation.

Aemacoustic processes that cause propulsive lift noise also are present in airframe
........ noise and propulsive system installation noise. However, airfranm noise varies with

the flight _elocity, while propulsive lift noise depends weakly oil the flight velocity and
strongly on tile exhaust or slipstream velocity. Turbulence lEVelSand scale Iengtbs
that determine airframe noise often are those for attached turbulent boundary layers
ratber than tile much larger values within free shear layers in tile propulsive exhaust.
For both of these reasons, propulsive lift noise is much stronger than airframe noise,

Short-takeoff.and-landing (STOL) propulsive lift concepts were exandned (ref. 1)
during tile early and mid 1970's, They were intended to accommodate the predicted
increase in airline passenger-miles without overcrowding the existing airports. These
new transport aircraft were expected to operate from a multitude of new small
airports (STOLports) that would each occupy a small land area. STOL could
be commercially acceptable only if takeoff, approach, and sideline noise of these
new aircraft was acceptably low and fuel costs for these inherently less fuel-efficlent
aircraft remained small. Instead, fuel costs increased greatly, aml commercial
operation of such aircraft would have been economically impractical.

Research studies of propulsive lift nOiSEled to development of improved metbods
for predicting noise radiation from surfaces in turbulent flows. These analyses
were applied in tile late 1970's to prediction and understanding of airframe noise.
Knowledge gained about causes of propulsive lift noise has also been usefld in
reducing propulsive system installation noise.
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A 1984 study of potential technology opportunities tbat might be possible in

dm future (ref. 2) had listed, ms opportunities under tbe subject of aero/propulsion
interaction, "Doubling of tile usable maximum lift through propulsive lift concepts
that employ low engine bleed rates." This would be applied to commercial subsonic
transports having greater community acceptability due to reduced noise during

takeoff and approach. Tile subject of propulsive lift noise will reappear for such
aircraft. As is discussed later, one usefid starting place would be to perform
experiments using imaglng microphone techniques to identify physical locations from
which this noise is radiated at takcoffand approach flight speeds. These experimental
techniques had not existed when most propulsive lift noise data were obtained.

Description of Propulsive Lift Vehicles

STOL performance can be achieved by use of either small airplanes having low

wing loading or conventionally sized airplanes using the propulsive system exhaust
gases to generate increased lift at low flight speeds. The first approach leads to higb
operating costs and poor ride qualities, lu the early 1970's, tile second approach

had the problem of then-unknown noise levels. At least four types of propulsive lift
STOL concepts (fig. 1) were developed and teat flown, each with its own advantages
and difficulties. Pbysical and aeroaeoustie properties of each type are sunlmarized
below.

(a) Engine under the wing. (b) Upper _urface blowing (Coanda) flow,

: -:.x "'
N

N

(e) Angmentor wing. (d) Wing in propeller slipstream.

Flours 1. 7)jpes of propulsive lift STOL configurations. (Based on re.[. 82.}

Under The Wing (UTW) Turbofan

The first type ef turbofan STOL configuration to receive detailed attention was

the UTW concept (fig. l(a)). Its engines are mounted under the wing and ahead
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of tbe torsional axis a_ for a conventional turbofan, but tbey are not mounted as
far beneath the wing. 'The wing trailing edge flaps extend across the exhaust region
instead of having cutouts at tile exhaust jet locations, Relative positions are sucb
that tbe upper edges of tile spreading exhaust jets attach to tbe wing lower serface
a sbort distance ahead of the first flap slot.

When ttle trailing edge faps are deflected, part of the exhaust gas passes througb
the slots. This high-velocity hlgh-turbulcnse flow attaches to tile flap upper surfaces
despite the presence of strong local adverse pressure gradients that otherwise would
separate the local external airflow in forward flight. Turbulent mixing of the eximust
flow and tlie external flow causes the external flow to follow the deflected flap panels.
Increased llft force and reduced drag are achieved on the deflected flaps. An upward
compasast of thrust force also is generated, because the flap lower surfaces turn
most of the impinging exhaust gases to nearly the flap deflection angle.

Aemacoustie data were first obtained for this type of confguratlon at small scale
and zero forward speed (refs, 3 and 4). A wing and trafiing edge flap being scrubbed
by the exhaust jet was found to incres_e the noise radiation bennatb tile wing, This
noise, referred to as "scrubbing noise," clearly would increase takeoff and approach
fyover noise of a UTW airplane. UTW alrplanes such as tile MeDmmelI-Douglas
YC-15 and C-17 resemble conventional turbofan transports designed for short field
operation and have llttle additional drag penalty in cruise fllgbt. However, increased
noise is fkeiy to be radiated at takeoff and approach fight speeds from the large
number of slots and edges immersed in higll-veloeity turbulent exhaust flow at low
fllgilt speeds.

Upper Surface Blowing (USB) Turbofan

One reaction to tbe high measured noise levels beneath the UTW aircraft was
development of the upper surface blowing (USB) confguration, originally called over
tile wing (OTW) (rnfs. 5, 6, and 7). Tiffs configuration is sketched ill figure l(b), It
has shields over the trailing edge flap slots that can he retracted to allow slot airflow
in case of engine failure. The engines are nmunted above and ahead of the wing.
This combination of engine location and unslotted aft wing causes propulsive system
aft-radiated noise and some of the propulsive lift noise to be acoustically shielded
from locations beneath the aircraft's flight path.

The engine exhaust can be spread over a larger portion of the wing span by use
of exhasst anz'zles with rectangular or D-shaped cross sections. Exhaust gas flow
tends to remain attached to tbe wing and deflected flap upper surface because of tile

: Coanda effect, Mixing with the external air above tile flap then causes that air to be
deflected, USB airplanes inchlde the Bouing YC-Id sad Quiet Short-Haul Research
Aircraft (QSRA), the National Aerospecn Laboratory (Japan) "Anuka" Quiet STOL
Research Aimraft_ and the Antonov An-72 STOL transport.

Aerodynamic disadvantages include increased viscous drag in cruise flight because
more of tile wing upper surface in scrubbed by the exhaust jet during cruise and
thicker, heavier wing upper surface skin is required to resist structural fatigue cassnd
by adjacent engine exbauat flow. Variable geometry devices may he needed on the
nozzle and wing upper surface to maintain attaclmd flow over the full range of exhaust
pressure ratios. Aeroacoustic advantages include reduced downward-radiated noise
because aft.radiated engine tone noise and much of the jet mixing region is shielded
by the wing upper surface.
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Augmentor Wlng (AW)

The augmentor wing_ sketched in figure l(c), is a concept (ref. 8) in wblcb part
of tbe engine exhaust gas is spread spanwise into a large number of narrow ejector
uozzles within an ejector formed by upper and lower segments of tbe trailing edge
flap. One De Havfiland of Canada DHC-5 Buffalo aircraft was extensively modified
to demonstrate tbis concept. It avoldcd flap upper surface flow separation by using
the ejector as a suction source to rotate and ingest such flow. The deflected high-
momentun_ exhaust of the ejector acted as a jet flap to induce lift on the wing and
achieve an upward component of thrust,

Noise was expected to be reduced by sldelding tile ejector jet mixer witbizl
acoustically absorbing upper and lower flap panels. Tile dominant ejector exfiaust
noise was intended to bare high frequency because of the small primary nozzle jet
height, so that much of the outward.radiated noise would be attenuated by tbe
atmosphere. Disadvantages include welgbt and complexity of the trailing edge flap
panels and tbe high-pressure high-temperature spanwlse ducts and mlxur nozzles.

The augmentor wing is one example of the general category of STOL aircraft
that use a trailing edge jet flap to achieve increased lift at constant airspeed and
incidence. Many such concepts require sucll large momentum coefficients that tile
exbaust jet is supersonic and causes additional noise.

Wing In Propulsive Slipstream

The earliest and most conventional type of propulsive lift STOL airplane is
sketched in figure I(d). It uses the propeller slipstream to generate increased relative
airspeed between tbe wing and its upstream airflow. Such airplanes include small
single-engine airplanes with large-diameter propellers, such as the Helio Courier,
and larger four-engine airplanes, such as tbe Lockheed C-130 and De Havilland of
Canada DtIC-7. The four-enghm airplanes, of course, can generate larger increr_ses in
lift coefficient because a larger fraction of the wing span is immersed in the propeller
slipstream.

Propeller slipstreams contain the blade viscous wakes and potential-flow wakes.
Rotation of the slipstream causes tbese regions of altered velocity to sweep past tbe
wing and induce llft fluctuations ou the wing. Acoustically noncompact dipole noise
radiation is gencratedp and such noise can be predicted (ref. 9) by available analytical
methods. Tone noise is generated at frequencies related to tile sllaft revolution rate
and its harmonics t as witb a turbomacbine rotor followed by a stator.

Disadvantages include sfigbtly increased propeller noise and slightly reduced
propeller efficiency botb caused by tbe wing's induced azlmutbally nonuniform flow
field at the propeller. For conventional propefler.drivcn aircraft, tile increased
propeller noise ban been found to dominate any increase ia noise radiated from the
wing, Data are not yet available to determine whetber this also is true for aircraft
powered by blgb-disk-loading prop-fans.

Slipstreams can aho be obtained as the exhaust of hlgh-bypass-ratio turbofan
engines. This variant had been tested at model scale (ref, lfl) as an engine in front of
the wing (EFW) configuration. EFW noise can be predicted using the same methods
as for wing broadband noise in propeller sfipstmams_ except that the turbulence is
tlmt of tbe jet mixing region at the wing leading edge axial location.
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'_ Experimental Observations of Propulsive
Lift Noise

Under The Wing Configurations

_! Overall sound pressure level (OASPL) directivity in the flyover plane for noise
_] radiation from a small UTW model is shown ill figure 2 for nozzle pre_ure ratios of
i; 1.25and 1,7.Thesedatafromreference3 areforzeroforwardspeedand I0°to20°

flapdeflection,aswouldbe usedintakeoff.Thisnoiseisnearlyomnidirectionalin
_] much of tbe flyover plane. Maximum levels occur almost vertically above and below
ii the wing. Minimums occur in the aft direction of the deflected jet and in the reheard

upper quadrant opposite of tbat direction, By examining the variation of direetivityshape and amplitude with exhaust velocity, it can be realized that OASPL near tile
_i deflected jet is dominated by jet exhaust noise.

prl_ll rl , r;lliii

[] J.z

1.2g (b 18II

12[1 U;(I

i

0 I00 J

us I I I I I I I
0 fiS 12(1 180 2.111 3011 36(I

Polar etngle, O, dt'g

Figure _, OA SPL directiuity in flyover plane for a small UT W model at takeoff
flap deflection (_5°) and zero flight speed,

Amplitude of this noise near the deflected jet is larger than tlmt of an isolated jet
at the same exhaust velocity. Noise beneath the wing would be expected to exceed
that for an isolated jet because of noise reflection from the wing lower surface, This
effect should have decreased, not increased, the noise metrsurcd above and behind
the wing, The combination of the exhaust jet and an adjacent wing bad caused
additional noise radiation both above and below the wing.
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OASPL direetivlty of an isolated exhaust jet, rotated to the measured ex-
haust deflection angle, can he empirically hlereased several decibels to match nma-
surcd OASPL amplitudes near the deflected exhaust, Subtracting this empirical
quadrupole noise contribution from tile measured OASPL directivity gives n shape
that resembles a compact lilt dipole in the two aft quadrants, However_ it has con-
sidm.ahle amplitude in the forward direction where a lift dipole would be predicted
toapproachzeroamplitude.

OASPL directivityintheflyoverplaneatapproachflapdeflection(30°to60°for
theaftflappanel)isshowninfigure3 forthesame model.Thesedirectivityshapes
havegreaterangularvariationthanthosefortakeoffflapdeflection.Noiseradiation
perpendiculartothe highlydeflectedflapsurfncesand qundrupolenoisefromthe
deflectedexhaustjetaremoreeasilyrecognizedtohaverotatedwithincreasedflap
deflection.

130 N_zzle

[]l_n*_llTel.7r"lli°

_ 1.25

--_ lift

O lll(I

ss I I I I I I

Ptll_lr _Ltlghr, S, dlrg

Fiyure 3. OASPZ dlreetlvlty in flyover plane for a small UTW model at
approach flap deflection (65°} and zero flight speed,

OASPL's at sideline dlrcetions have larger variation with measurement angle.
This is mo_t noticeable (not shown) at takeoff tlap deflection and sideline angles of
60 ° to 70° from the flyover plane_ typical of a sideline position beyond the end of
the runway. Sideline noise is greatly decreased as the polar angle increases in the aft
direction from the 90 ° (wing tip) to the 120° region. The directly radiated noise then
changes from that which originates beneath the wing (a mixture of surface-radiated
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noise and volume-radiated quadrupole noise) to noise originating above tile wing and
Ilavlng a more rapid dee_y with sideline angle.

Full-scale nozzle exit diameters wonld be relatively large and exhaust velocities
relatively low. Frequencies that strongly influence tile fidl-scale perceived noise levels
correspond to Strouhal numbers greater than 10. Relatively large models bad to be
testedso thatfrequenciescorrespmldingtothoseStroubalmlmberswerenottoo
large.Otherwise,correctionsforatmosphericattenuationwouldlutveintroduced
excessiveerror.

Upper Surface Blowing Configurations

Unlike UTW conflguratimm, whose dlrectivity in tbe two aft quadrants is almost
symmetrical about tile deflected exhaust je L this directivity for USB configurations
is unsymmetrical. OASPL dimetlvities in the fyover p[ase are shown in figure 4 for
a USB model with a D-shaped exhaust nozzle and jet flow deflector (ref. 5) at takeoff
and approach flap defections and zero flight speed. (The cro_ section of a D-shaped
nozzle has a straight lower edge next to the wing and curved upper and side edgest
resembling tile letter D rotated 90 ° counterclockwise.) Measured OASPL clearly is
larger above the wing than below.

OASPL directivlty shape beneath a USB configuration has less angular variation
than that beneath a UTW configuration. Levels are nearly constant in the lower
quadrants until the deflected exhaust jet is approached. Then tbe levels and shape
closely resemble those for a UTW configuration with tbe same aft flap deflection.
D[rectlvity in the sideline plane is ulmflar except that for the USB configuration,
OASPL abruptly increases at large sideline angles in the aft quadrant. For those
directions, the far field position is not shielded from the forward part of tile exhasst
region by the wing. (Instead, it has a direct line of sight to that strongly noise-
radiating exhaustregion.)

Augmentor Wing

Acoustic data for small-scale and large-scale augmenter wing models are given in
reference g for zero fiigbt speed. The large-scale model was tested both with hard-
wall surfaces and with acoustic absorbing panels. Sealed results for the small model
generally agreed with those for the large model. Only data for the large-scale nmdel
are discussed here.

OASPL dimctivity in the flyover plane at takasff flap deflection is shown in figure 5
for nozzle pressure ratios of 1.6 (ashson[e) and 2.6 (s|lpersonic). Tile solid symbols
are data obtained with hard-wall surfaces. Open symbols are for acoustic panels on
the inner surfaces of tim augmenter intake door, shroud, and flap.

Aeaustic treatment reduced the noise levels up to 3 dB within about 60° of
the deflected exhaust. Noise radiation ahead of this angular region was nearly
omnidirectional in the limited region measured. Below the wing, it was about
3 dB higher than above the wing. Pressure amplitudes near tile overhead direction
varied approximately with nozzle jet velocity to the fifth to sixth power, as would
be expected for noise radiation from large surfaces in turbulent flow with a small
turbulence scale lengtb.

! 0ASPL directivity patterns in the flyover plane at approacb flap deflection are
shown in figure 6 for nozzle pressure ratios of 1,6 (subsonic) and 2.0 (slightly

}
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l,'igure 5. OASPL diree_ivittd for augmentor udng at takeoff flap deflection
(eta) and zero forward speed. Open symbols denote acoustic treatment;
solid _gmbols denote hard walls. (From refi 8,)
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Figure 6. OASPL direetivity for augmentar wing at approael_ flap deflection
(65 _) and zero forward epeed, Open symbols denote acoustic treatment;
solid cymbals denote hard walls. (From ref, 8.)
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supersonic), lfere, peak flyover noise levels occurred at about 4fl° from tile deflected
exhaust jet direction. Noise amplitudes varied with exhaest velocity to tbe 8th to
10th power, and were reduced 4 to 5 dB by acoustic treatment. Noise levels at these
directions of practical interest for approach flight were dominated by augmenter
jet noise, Tile angular region for whicb tile acoustic absorbing paneh caused large
noise reduction was increased as nozzle pressure ratio increased above that far sonic
exhaast velocity. Acoustic lining apparently suppressed or absorbed some of tile
exhaast jet noise caused by sbock waves.

Acoustic spectra for tbis large-scale model_ corrected for atmospheric attenuation,
are shown in figure 7 for 30.5 m distance in tile flyover plane at 70 ° (at takeoff
flap deflection) and 75° (at approach flap deflection) from forward, below, and and
slightly ahead of the wing. These are typical of tile spectra that would dominate
perceived noise levels beneath the aircraft flight path.

Other types of fidl-scale powered lift configurations radiate tbeir bighest sound
pressure level (SPL) at low frequeasies. Unlike tbem, tbe augmenter wing bas strong
noise radiation at high frequencies and at the highly objectionable mid frequencies.
Use of small uozzle lobes for augmestor mixing causes small turbulence lengtb scales,
witb inberent generation of mid- and high-frequency quadrupole noise in addition
to mid- and low-frequency noise radiation induced from adjacent surfaces, Noise at
higher frequencies is more strongly attenuated by the atmosphere and more easily
absorbed by fuselage walI treatment. Hmsever, keeping within tile annoyance-rated
noise limits at STOLport boundaries may be more of a problem for the augmenter
wing than for tile UTW or USB configuration.

Wing In Propulsive Slipstream

Beneath an aircraft with wings in the propulsive slipstream, Ilyover noise in the
plane of symmetry slightly exceeds that for the isolated propellers and engines. This
added noise includes (i) installation noise caused by upstream interference of the
wing's aerodynamic flow field on propeller loading variations around tile disk and
(2) aft-radiated propeller noise reflected from tim wing and flap lower surfaces. It
also would contain propulsive lift noise, as discussed in the previous section entitled
"Descdption of Propulsive Lift Vehicles." This additional noise is so small tbat data
are not available for validating prediction methods,

A high-turbulence approximation to tbis type of ilmtallation was tested at model
scale as an engine in front of tile wing configuration (ref. 10). The propulsive
system slipstream for those tests was produced by a jet exhaust nozzle ratlmr than
a propeller. Noise radiation was similar to that of a UTW configuration with the
same exllaust nozzle and trailing edge flaps.

Noise Mechanisms and Underlying
Physical Concepts

Propulsive lift noise differs from conventional airframe, propulsive system, and
installation noise because of its strong noise radiation from airframe surfaces. This
noise is caused by high-intensity, large-scale-length turbulence generated in tbe
propulsive exhaust shear layer mixing region. The turbulasce is coovected past
the wing and flaps at moderate to high subsonic relative velocities, in flow patterns
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tbat can be altered by tile aircraft's low subsonic flight speed dudng takeoff and
approach.

Much of the work on propulsive lift noise bad ended before analytical sohltions
were developed for predicting noise dlrcctivity and spectrum shapes of acoustically
noncompact surfaces at moderate subsonic speeds. Analytical solutions such as those
of references 9 and 11 were not yet available. Semlempirical models for simple
noise sources at low subsonic speeds therefore bad to be used when inferring noise
generation processes. Tile follmving discussion follows the historical approach, which
combined the analytical models for several simple acoustieafly compact noise sources
in low subsonic flow. This combination provided qualitative explanations of the
actual complex situation.

Overall mean square acoustic pressure directly beneath both UTW and USB
configurations, at low and moderate subsonic exhaust velocities and zero fllgbt speed,
was found to vary approximately witb exhaust velocity to the sixth power. Tide
velocity dependence is expected for dipole noise radiation. However_ an acoustically
compact lift dipole in low subsonic flow would generate intense lobes of noise above
and below the radiating surface. This expected highly directive pattern did not
match the observed weakly directional shapes.

OASPL directivity, amplitudes, and spectra for UTW models witb retracted flaps
at directions near the jet exhaust were easily understood, They were what would
be expected for tile isolated jet, slightly increased in amplitude under the wing by
reflection from the wing lower surface and reduced above it by wing sbielding, The
resulting estimate of the jet exhaust noise contribution to OASPL at each direction
angle was subtracted from measured OASPL to obtain an approximate measurement
of surface-radiated noise, Directivity of this noise resembled the sum of a classical
Ilk dipole and another noise source tbat radiated primarily in the forward direction.

This forward-radiated noise was further examined by subtracting from the
measured OASPL directivities the adjusted jet noise and also a lift dipole noise with
amplitude assumed to vary with exhaust velocity to the sixth power, The amplitude
of the remaining noise was nearly constant in the forward upper and lower quadrants
and varied approximately witll exbaust velocity to the fifth power. This directivity
shape and velocity dependence ]lad been predicted (refs, 12 and 13) for noise caused
by turbulence convected past the trailing edge of a semi-infinite plate,

Decomposition of OASPL directivity for this simplest powered lift configuration
therefore led to its noise being analytically modeled as a sum of three simple noise
components. These were jet exhaust noise, lift fluctuation noise, and trailing edge
noise, Physical locations and dircctivity patterns of the_e noise mechanisms are
sketched in figure 8.

Lift Fluctuation Noise

For exhaust velocities of practical interes L noise radiation directly below UTW
aircraft during takeoff and approach would be dominated by surface-radiated noise.
This noise, called "scrubbing noise" by NASA, was conceptually modeled msa pure
lift dipole (upper sketch in fig. 8) appropriate for very low subsonic flow.

Turbulence scale length and acoustic nvncompactness were known to affect the
spectrum shape of lift fluctuation noise. This would cause short-chord trailing edge
flap panels in the presence of exhaust jet shear layer turbulence scale lengths to
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Figure 8. 8ketch of direetivitv patterns for different assumed mechanisms of
externalllt blmonflap noise. (From re/. 18,)

radiate turbulenee-lndueed noise more alflciently than the larger chord main wing.
Also, direetivity of noise radiated from the flap panels would be rotated as the flaps
were deflected. The observed noise level increases in the lower forward quadrant
at large flap deflections (typically, 30° vane and riO*aft flap) used during approach
could then be explained by forward tilt of each segment's lift dipole.

lr.xperlmental studies to evaluate the a_umed lift dipole mechanism for scrubbing
noiseusedcrosscorrelationofsurfacepressuretransducersandfarfieldmicrophones.
(Imagingmicrophonetechniquesforlocatiugnoisesourcepositionshad notyetbeen
developed,)Typicalresults,such asthoseof reference14, showedthatsurface
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pressure fluctuations had opposite phases on the two sides. This result would he
predicted for all kinds of surface-radiated noise.

Delay times between surface and far field measurements provided an unexpected
result. Turbulence convected along the scrubbed side of the airfoil did not induce
noise until it approached the trailing edge. Tile resulting sound waves thcn traveled
forward to transducers on botb surfaces of the airfoil and to the far field microphones.
The surface-radiated noise was neither that of a pure compact lift dipole (upper part
of fig. 8) nor the pure eardioid (second part of fig. fi) predicted for trailing edge
noise from a semi-lnflnite plate. Its observed direetivity is now known to arise from
diffraction of sound waves by the airfoil and partial phase cancellation in the near
Iietd.

From experiments such as these, it was realized that available rigorous analytical
seroaeoustic solutions failed to describe the observed noise-genErating process. This
result did not help solve the practical englneering problem of developing useful
semiempirical methods to predict propulsive lift noise. Such prediction methods
continued to be developed and evaluated. Simplified noise mechanisms often gave
useful physleal insight. Tbey provided guidance for cbanging an aeroacoustic test
model's geometry to reduce its noise while retaining good aerodynamic performance.

Cross correlations were not available for surface pressure measurements on
opposite sides of trailing edge flap panels immersed in the spreading shear layer
of the exhaust jet on a UTW configuration. Nozzle exit location usually is chosen
so that the high-turbulence, ldgh-veloeity mixing region passes through the flap
slots when the flap is deflected. This flow energizes the deflected flap's upper surface
boundary layer in forward flight. Tbe boundary layer then can more easily withstand
the strong aerodynamic adverse pressure gradient at large lift coefficients and low
flight velocities, while remaining attached to the flap upper surface.

Direetlonal microphone measurementst conducted as part of later studies of air-
frame noise (ref. 15), snbsequently identified the noise source locations for conven-
t]ouaI slotted trailing edge flaps at small and moderate deflection. There, tile wing
lower surfnce turbulent boundary layer is ingested by the flap slot and couvected
past the flap. Noise source was shown to he strongest at or near each flap segment's
leading edge, as with noise radiation from isolated airfoils in turbulent flow, It is
likely that deflected trailing edge flap panels_ imnmrsed in tbe exhaust jet mlxhlg
region, would also produce conventional lift fluctuation noise, Tile level of tbis noise
wouldvary as the deflected aft flap panel moved within the mixing region to regions
of d_fferent mean velocity and turbulence level,

Another airframe noise source, produced by turbulence within the flap side edge
vortex as it rolls up and is convected past the flap trailing edge, is important for
highly deflected conventional trailing edge flaps, This noise generation process causes
a nonlinear increase in noise amplitude with increased flap deflection. Such noise
may also be produced near the side edges of the jet exbaust mixing region for UTW
and USB externally blown (EBF) configurations, As discussed later under "Flight
Effects," this process is a major source of turbofan engine installation noise,

Directional microphone and other imagiug microphone techniques were developed
after funding for research in propulsive lift noise had been greatly decreased.
Tk_e experimental techniques have not been applied to propulsive lift models at
typical takeoff and approach flight Mach numbers. Such tests should be performed,
They would identify the important noise source locations for UTW and USB
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configurations, as a guide to developing filture methods for noise prediction and
redaction,

Trailing Edge Noise

Trailing edge noise was analytically modeled in propulsive lift noise prediction
methods as that for a semi-infinlte fiat plate rotated to the aft flap panel deflection
angle at a very low subsonic Mash number. This noise mechanimn has been
analyticafly investigated in many studies sach as those of references 12 and 13. Its
distinctive features include a dependence on velocity to the fifth rather than the
sixth power, a cardiold directivlty shape (second part of fig. 8) which is strongest
in the forward direction and decreases to zero amplitude in tile aft direction, and
a 1/3-octave spectrum shape that decays approximately inversely with frequency
cubed at high frequencies.

Subsequent studies of trailing edge noise I|ave slmwn analytically (ref. ll) and
experimentally (ref. 16) that dlrectlvity shape of trailing edge noise strongly depends

: : on the ratio of acoustic wavelength to flat plate length. It also is changed by an
increase of convection Macl_ number from uear zero to moderate subsonic values.
The analytical solution given in reference ll would be a recomnmnded starting place
for development of fllture powered llft noise prediction methods,

Quadrupole Noise

Jet exhanst noise dircctivity at zero trailing edge flap deflection is changed from
that of an isolated jet, because some noise radiated toward the wing is reflected by
that surface. More important for EBF noise, the amplitude of quadrupole uoise is
increased when tile jet is deflected by a solid surface. This noise is called impact
noise in reference 18.

This increased jet mixing noise is different from trailing edge noise or other
surface-radiated noise, It was investigated e._:perimentally (ref, 17) in tests with
an exhaust jet directed at a very large flat surface such that wall-jet velocity was
small at the solid edges. Empirically, the increase in mean square acoustic pressure
at flow deflections typical of trailing edge flaps was a factor of about 6 times sine
squared of the deflection angle (ref. 18).

Slotted and slotless UTW configurations at zero simulated flight spend have been
observed to produce approximately equal peak amplitudes of'quadrupole noise at
small and moderate angles above and below the deflected jet. This was thought to
he quadrupole noise produced by turbulence generated in the high-deflection regiou
under the last flap segment, hmrecsed turbulence levels wmdd spread to the shear
layer above the deflected exhaust jet downstream of the flap trailing edge. Upward
noisn radiation from that aft region would not be shielded by tile flap surfaces.
This noise would vary with local mean flow velocity at tim trailing edge rather than
depend explicitly on exhaust velocity. It would be morn intense for UTW than for
USB configurations at tile same exhaust velocity.

UTW quadrupole noise appears to be that for tile jet exhaust, incre_ed in
amplitude by flap deflection and rotated to the exhaust deflection angle (third portion
of fig. 8), Normalized spectrum shapes at each angle from the deflected jet centerline
are approximately those for an isolated jet at tile same relative direction.
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Some USfl installations used a jet deflector at the aft upper part of the exhaust
nozzle. Tile device was rotated downward to ensure that the exhaust jet would attach
to the wing upper sorfaee abead of the flap. It was expected that the jet would also
remain attached along the deflected flap upper surface in flight, Qasdmpole noise
radiation measured above the wing w_s increased by this device. The increased noise
lbottnm sketch in fig. 8) generally was shielded from tile ground by the wing upper
surface. Amplitude of the noise increase over the wing was adequately predicted
by tim empirical equation for increased quadrupole noise of a UTW jet deflected
through the same angle.

Still another source of increased noise radiation attributed to the jet exhaust noise
was described in reference 19. At some teat conditions, a feedback interaction can
exist between a deflected flap surface asd tim UTW exhaust jet airflow. Jet exhaust
noise in several 1/g-octave hands wa_ increased hy this feedback process_ which can
also occur (refi 20) if a small obstructiml is placed several diameters downstream of
an exhaust nozzle.

Flight Effects

As noted in reference 21_ there are two major independent types of flight effects
on EBF noise. One of them occurs because exhaust velocity relative to the external
air is decreased although exhaust velocity relative to tile wing surface is not changed.
This decrease reduces the turbulence level in the portion of tile shear layer that is
farther from the wing surface and increases its eonvectim| velocity relative to tile
wing surface. OASPL amplitude is decreased and spectrum peak frequency may be
increased.

The other major flight eirect is dynamic ampfificatiml. This is the change
in apparent acoustic diesctivity pattern, and Doppler shift of frequency, between
measurements by an observer moving with the noise source sod those measured by
a stationary observer,

Additional fliglit effects can be caused by changes in the exhaust jet flow pattern
and location due to external airflow. Those changes would alter the jet mixing
region's velocity, turbulence level, and physical location relative to airframe surfaces.
ABe, the propulsive lift exhaust flow may energize some of the airframe noise
generation mechanisms.

Noise prediction methods that use a noise component approach can use the
established equation for dynamic amplification of each component. Empirical
methods must assume one dominant noise generation process and use its equation.
The required equations are given in reference 21. For example_ OASPL of a compact
lift dipole moving at aircraft flight velocity Va relative to an observer at polar angle 0
Cmeasured from the forward diecction to the observer position, with 90° directly
beneath the aircraft in level flight in the flyover plane) would he changed by adding

AOASPL _ -40log (1 - _ cos 0) (1)
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where e is tile atmospheric speed of sound. Mean square acoustic pressure wmdd be
Doppler shifted from frequency f to

f
Y"= 1- (v,,,/r.)cos0 (2)

where fv is the frequency measured by a stationary observer for noise radiated at
frequency f from a source moving past that observer at velocity V,.

Forward flight effects on some of the noise-generating processes were discussed in
reference 22. The root-mean-square turbulence velocity in a turbulent shear layer
is proportional to the velocity difference across tile layer. Convection velocity of
this turbulence past flap surfaces of UTW configurations would be determined by
the exhaust velocity, with little effect of flight speed. OASPL amplitude of a UTW
aircraft with exhaust velocity Ve, [lying at velocity Va, would then be expected to
varyas

AOASPL=2flIog(1-_ -a) (3)

with no shift in frequency other than the convective amplification Doppler shift. As
is shown in a later section entitled "Comparisons," this prediction ban been validated
using limited wind tunnel acoustic data.

Spectrum amplitudes beneatb USB configurations behave differently iu simulated
flight. They were found to decrease by about twice the amount given by equation (3)
at Strouhal numbers less than about 0.2. For Strouiml munbers greater tban
0.5, they seemed to- he independent of fllgl|t velocity. Peak amplitudes of tile
I/3-oetave spectra were decreased and were shifted to higher frequency. An alternate
interpretation was that all amplitudes were decreased by the increment given by
equation (3), but were shifted upward in frequency by the factor (1 + I/a/V=).
Spectrum slopes at large and small Stronhal numbers were sueb that moving the
measured zero fligbt speed spectra down ill amplitude and up ill frequency would

I produce the observed effects.Analytical studies, model tests at zero and low simulated flight speeds, and full.
scale flyover tests (rufs. 23 and 24) of transport aircraft have shown additional flight
effects on jet.airframe interaction noise. The tested configuration represented a high-
bypass-ratio turbofan engine mounted close under the aircraft wing aud a trailing
edge flap witb a cutout downstream of the spreading jet exhaust. Installation noise
was represented as a sum of wing llft fluctuation noise, trailing edge noise from tile
large-chord wing and the short-chord flap, and reflection of jet mixing noise from the
wing lower surface. These noise mechanisms were selected by analogy with propulsive
flft noise.

Them were substantial differences between local aerodynamic flow fields and
major noise sources measured in static tests and in forward flight. At zero flight
speed, the major noise source was shown to be convection of shear layer turbulence
past the wing trailing edge downstream of tile exhaust nozzle. Iu simulated forward
flight, the dondnant airframe noise was induced by the vortex that was shed from the
flap side edge cutout and convected past tile flap trailing edge. This noise apparently
was strengthened by the presence of the turbofan engine exhaust jet shear layer. It
was stated to be the dominant noise sonrco in full-scale flight. Tim same velocity
scaling law would not necessarily apply for both of these noise processes.
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Noise Reduction

Powered lift noise can be reduced by either of two appro_tcbes, Local properties
of tim flow field which affect noise, such as mean velocity, turbulasce scale lengtb,
and turbulence level, can be changed, Surface properties also can be changed to
decrease or absorb tbe induced acoustic press.res, Tbese changes must be acbievcd
without worsening the wing tdgh-fift system's aerodynamic performance at takeoff
and approacb flight speeds, Unfortunately, aeroacoustic model tests sometimes were
conducted only at zero flight speed and aerodynamic effects could not be measured.

Tests of several UTW noise reduction concepts at zern ffigbt speed were described
in reference 25. The exhaust nozzle was moved aft, so that the spreadblg exhaust
passed thrangh the second flap slot (for a double slotted flap) but not the first slot.
This change in geometry reduced tile low-frequency noise but blcreased the more
annoying ndd- and high-frequency noise. Noise radiation from tile wing and tile
flap vane probably was reduced, but the aft flap was subjected to higher local mean
velocity, Movlng the exhaust nozzle so that the jet no longer passed through the first
flap slot would be expected to reduce the wing maximum llft coefficient at approacb
flight speeds asd flap deflections.

A ramp screen ahead of tim aft flap trailing edge was tested in an attempt to
reduce the local turbulence intensity and scale length, It caused little or no noise
reduction and decreased the llft and thrust at zero fllght speed,

Also tested were plugs that flfied the slots of the deflected flaps ia tim vlcialty
of the exhaust jet. These plugs reduced O.4.SPL by up to Ifl dB_ with most of
the reduction occurring at low Strouhal mlmbers. Exhaust jet turning angle at zero
flight speed was decreased. More important, the presence of such plugs wmdd ensure
that the wing upper surface airflow would separate from the deflected flap surface in
flight, Trailing edge flaps of conventional aircraft have slots to delay upper surface
flow separation, The UTW jet uxhaust is directed tbrough the flap slots to delay
upper surface flow separation at higlmr lift coefficients. These nolse-reducing plugs
would reduce lift and inere_me drag in flight, eliminating the aerodynamic benefits
of propulsive llft trailing edge flaps.

Another flow modification, described in reference 26, changed the exit velocity
profile of a simulated UflB slot exhaust nozzle. Tbls is nat related to the use of a
mixer nozzle on turbofan engines to provide a nearly uniform exhaust velocity profile
rather ttmn a high-velnclty core flow surrounded by a lower velocity fan exhaust,
Instead, a nominally uldform velocity profile wins replaced by ones with constant
lower velocity near tim wing surface and constant higher velocity in the upper half
of the slot exhaust and vice versa. ]3oth variations decreased tile turbulence length
scale. Noise was red.ced about 6 dB near peak level by use of only 4-10 percent
differences in mean velocity,

Porous flap leading edge regions and thin perforated forward surfaces with bulk
acoustic absorbing backing reduced noise by about 3 dB wimn tested an EBF models
(ref, 27) and conventional wing models (ref, 28) at typical takeoff and approach
flight speeds, These surfaces probably decreased the fluctuating pressures illduced
by hlcident turbulence, Porous trailing edges on a USB model (refi 6) achieved tip to
an 8-dB peak reduction at a Strouhal number of 0.2 bltsed ou porous edge extension
length, with about a 3-dB decrease at larger Strouba] numbers,
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Sawtooth trailing edge shapes (refi 6) reduced noise levels by 2 to 3 dl] on a
fifll-seale USB aircraft at typical flight speeds. The sawtooth size was much larger
than tim expected turbulence length scale. Model tests showed that noise reduction
was affected by lateral position of the spreading jet boundary relative to the tooth
corners. A blowing slot at the trailing edge of a full-scale USB wing (ref. 7) reduced
noise levels by about 2 dB in fiight by modifying the turbulence flow field at the
edge.

The augmenter wing model of reference fl bad acoustically lined bmer surfaces of
its inlet door, shroud, and flap. These panels absorbed sllock wave noise at supersonic
nozzle exhaust velocities and noise generated by the augmentation mixing process.
Maximum noise level reductions were about 5 dB for snpersmlie and 3 dB for subsonic
nozzle jet velocities.

Prediction Methods

Easily used semie|npirical nmtbods were needed for predictblg UTW and USB
noise. These predictions would be combined witb predictions of propuIslve system
and airframe noise to obtain estimates of total alrcraft noise radlatias. In the absence
of exact solutions for propulsive lift noise, it was necessary to ase simple crude
approximations.

One approach, used at NASA (ref. 21) and also at Lockheed-Georgia (rcfs. 29
and 30), developed empirical normafizcd directlvity shapes that depended only oil
whether tile flaps were at takeoff or approach deflection. A quick smumary of
major equations for the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP) method of
reference 21 is given below. This simple, assily used prediction metbod agrees
relatively well with much of the UTW and USB data. Comparisons with data that
were not part of its original data base are given in the subsection "Model Data Verses
Predict:ions" of the lbflowing section entitled "Comparisons."

OASPL directly beneath tile wing w_mscaled with jet velocity to an empirical
exponent, tim ratio of nozzle diameter squared to far field distance squared, and an
empirical function of flap deflection angle. Effective exhaust velocities were defined
for use with coaxial or mixed exlmust jets. Different normalized spectrum shapes
were used for the flyover plane and for the wing tip sideline direction.

In this prediction method, reassured OASPL direetivity shapes including noise
from tile exhaust jet were approximated by empirical directivity carves. OASPL for
UTW configurations was taken to be independent of polar angle in the flyover plane
for angles 3{]° to 130° from the fomvard direction. Levels were taken to be 2 dB
lnwer at a (forward) polar angle of 0 ° thas at 90° and 6 dB lower near the centerline
of the deflected jet. OASPL amplitude at tbe 90° flyover direction and zero flight
speed is given in the method of reference 21 by the fofimving equatinm

OASPL= s3,_+o._4_/+lOlog[(Ap_o)CRoI_)_]+ 5710gCVdvo)C4)

HerE, 6I is tile flap deflection angle, A the exhaust nozzle exit area, R the actual
far flelddistance, Ve tim effective exhaust velocity_ An the nozzle exit reference area
(fl.[:}93m2)_ ICethe reference far field distance (30.5 m), and Vo tbe reference exhanst
velocity (152.5 m/see).
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UTW turbohm engine installatloas generally have used separate counmdar nozzles
for the core and fall exhaust flows. Effective exhaust velocity was defined by

"°--L ) cfi/
where Ae and Af are tile core and fan exit areas and Vc and V/" arc ideal fully
expanded velocities at tile core and fail uozzlo exits. For a fully mixed exhaust, as
witb an internal mixer nozzle, effective exhaust velocity is taken as tile mass-averaged
velocity

BPR V$ + Vc
Ve= BPR + 1 (6)

where BPR is the mass-flow bypass ratio. Such instanations are more likely to be
used for USB ratber than for UTW configurations.

EmpiricM correlation curv_ for normalized 1/3-octave spectra beneath UTW
configurations at zero fligbt speed are plotted in figure 9, also taken from reference 21.
These spectra, and all other spectra shown in this chapter, are based Oll data that
have been corrected to remove tile effects of atmospheric attenuation and ground
reflection. For Stroubal numbers fD/Ve larger than 1, predicted amplitudes increase
about 1 dB per 20° increase in flap deflection angle. Peak levels occurred at Strouhal
numbers of about {}.3to 0.4 and decayed at about 10dB per decade at large Stroukal
numbers.
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Figure. 9, Normalized liB-octave.band spectra for UTW configurations at all
polar angles, used with the ANOPP noise prediction melhod (ref. M).

OASPL amplitude directly beneath USB coufigurations was predicted in the
method of reference 21 by tbe following equation:

OASPL = 85.1 + 0.0165 + i01og [(A/Ao)(RoiR)'] + 60 log(VJVo) (r)
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The velocity exponent is smaller (60 in eq. (7) ratber than fl7 in eq. (,1)) for USB
thas for UTW configurations. USI3 configurations generally can produce the same
fyover noise as UTW configurations wldle operating at larger exhaust veloaities.

Normalized 1/3-octave spectra for predicting US1] noise are shown in figure 10,
taken from reference 21. These spectra decay at the same rate as UTW spectra for
Strouhai numbers up to about 10and at a higher rate at larger Strouhal numbers. As
witil UTW spectra, these curves show a small increase with increased flap deflection
at fitrouhal numbers larger than about 5.

O
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Figure 10. Normalized 1/8-octave-band spectra for USB confiourations at ellpolar anglsa, need with the ANOPP noise prediction method (ref. 21).

E This type of prediction method was usefid for scaling data over a limited range
of exhaust velocities at conntant ratio of wing and flap chord to nozzle diameter,
It cannot be uasd as a design tool for determining the effects of flap segment sizet
position, and deflection on noise radiation, fiemiempirical methods therefore were
developed (e.g., refa. 18 and 31) that tried to represent several hypothesized noise
mechasisms in termn of details of the local flew field.

It was concluded in references 18 and 32 that the noise component method of
reference 18 gave be._t agreement with data for a variety of configurations and test
conditions selected by NASA. Those data were not part of the data base from which
either method had been developed, Neither method has been adequately validated
at takeoff and approach airspeeds because large-scale flyover data were not (and are
not yet) available,

The UTRC (United Technologies Research Center) method of reference 18

t approximated most of tile UTW surface-radiated noise with lift dipoles for the wingand for eacl| separate flap panel. Each dipole was rotated as its flap panel deflected,
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changing the directivlty. Local flow velocities at each flap panel were calculated by
an approximate empirical metbod as a function of axial and radial location relative
to tile exhaust nozzle. These were used for predicting that panel's noise. Estbnates
of local velocity were necessary for predicting noise levels of test model configurations
that had unusually long wing and flap chords. Tbe normalized l/3-octave spectrum
for this lift fluctuation noise was an empirical equation matched to data from which
tile quadrupole noise portion had been analytically removed.

Trailing edge noise w_ modeled in reference 18 by use of an empirical turbulence
level and the calculated local exhaust flow velocity at tile trailing edge, It was
assumed to radiate only from the trailing edge of the last flap segment. Because this
calculated noise beneath the wing was weaker than the calculated lift fluctuation
noise, its effect on predicted flyover noise was small. Trailing edge noise wa_ included
only to fillout the predicted OASPL directivity curve in the forward upper and lower
quadrants to match the data. Its normalized spectrum was chosen as an empirical
equation that matched tile analyticafly predicted asymptotic decay rates for trailing
edge noise at low and high frequencies.

Quadrnpole noise for UTW configurations was computed in that noise component
method by starting with tile noise of an isolated exhaust jet rotated to the measured
or estimated static-thrust jet deflection angle. This noise was increased in amplitude
by tile mnount described in the previous section on quadrupole noise to account for
deflection by the UTW wing and flap lower surface. Tile normalized spectrum was
an analytical curve fit to the spectra of isolated exhaust jets at directions near peak
amplitude.

The same two approaches (empirical direetivity and spectra, and semiempirical
combinations of analytical noise component dircctivity shape with separate semi-
empirical normalized spectra) were also applied to USB noise prediction. For tile
noise component metbod of reference 18pturbulence convection velocity at tile shear
layer above the attached wafl jet was predicted to decay with increasing distance
along the surface, Tbis caused a decrease in predicted USB noise radiation from
tile highly deflected aft section of the flap, relative to that predicted for UTW
configurations. A lift dipole noise approximation then predicted moderato noise
source strength for tile undeflected wing panel and reduced rather than iucreased
source strength for tbe aft flap segments.

Trailing edge noise and quadrupole noise bcueatb tile deflected exhaust jet were
calctllated using tile attacbed wall jet's predicted peak velocity at the flap trailing
edge. Calculated qnedrupole noise radiation above tile wing included the increased
noise radiation caused by the USB nozzle jet deflector.

Several other powered lift noise prediction methods were evaluated in reference 32.
They are not cited herein because either they poorly predicted the data or their range
ofapplicabilitywas too limited.

OASPL dircctivity shapes and velocity dependence for the augmenter whig are
consistent with lift dipole noise radiation from the shroud and flap along with
jet exhaust noise from the deflected augmented jet. Turbulence levels and scale
lengths in this ejector region differ from those of a conventional exhaust jet. If these
quantities were known, it is likely that noise prediction methods described above for
other types of externafly blown flaps could be extended to augmenter wings.

Tile reader should remember that propulsive lift noise is only one of the general
categories of noise rediated by a flTOL airplane. Engine noise other than the exhaust
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noise, and predicted airframe noise from surfaces other than portions of the trailing
edge flap immersed ill the exhaust jet, should be added to the csthnated propulsive
lift noise. Noise radiation from one of these other sources may dominate at some
flyover angles.

Comparisons

Model Data VersusFull-ScaleData

Model tests of propulsive lift noise often were conducted at small scale. Generally
they used exhaust nozzle diameters of 5.08 cm, far field distances of 3.28 m, unheated
exhaust flow, and full-scale exhaust velocities. Far field microphones wore mounted
on supports above a hard reflecting ground surface, and the wing spanwise direction
was perpendicular to that surface. Some moderate-scale models with exhaust
diameters of 33 cm also were tested at zero flight speed, using unheated exhaust
flow and a similar installation.

Nominal half-scalE models were tested in tim NASA Ames ResEarch CentEr
40 )<80 ft wind tunnel at zero airspeed and in simulated forward flight. These models
(a.g., ref. 33) were powered by Pratt & Whitney JT15D turbofan engines, which have
a bypass ratio of 3, maximum thrust of 8900 N, aud fan nozzle exit diameter of about
0.04 In.

Tests of complete half-scale models in large wind tunaels eflmhmte many of the
scaling and reflection-plane problems. However, other problems are introduced
by background noise from the wind tunnel fan drive system and from airflow
pwt the micmphoncs and their support struts. Noise reflection from unlined
wind tunnel walls often constrains the measurement positions to less than far field
distances. Model construction costs and facility operational costs are high. Within
these limitations, large-scale wind tunnel tests have the advantages that they can
provide propulsive lift acoustic and aerodynamic data free from uncertainties about
exhasst flow shnulntion, model geometric shape, and atmosphEriC attenuation at
high frequencies.

Full-scale configurations generally were tested at zero flight speed with a General
Electric TF-34 turbofan enginE. It was mounted in a nacelle which contained
extensive acoustic treatment (ref. 34) to suppress engine fml and core noise. This
eagine has a bypass ratio of 6.5 and thrust of 4200{] N. Typical nozzle exhaust
diameter was 127 cm for a UTW unmixed coannular nozzle and 05 cm fol a USB
internal mixer nozzle,

Spectrum measurements at low and moderate frequenciEScontained both directly
radiated nolse and POISEreflected from the ground plane. The two signals could
reinforce or partly cancel, depending on their phase difference at the microphone.
REsulting measured 1/3-octave spectra were locally wavy. For many small-scale ElF
models, this waviness occurred near the Strouha] number for maximum 1/3-octave
SPL. TESTSat differeat scales were likely to use different ratios of far field distance
and height above the ground plane to nozzle diameter. MEasured OASPL, and
details of the spcctrum shape, cmdd then differ for tests at different scales. After
this problem wits recognized, it was avoided in small-scale model tests by use (ref. 4)
of an acoustically absorbing ground plane.
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Also, spectrum measurements at Idgb frequencies call be greatly affected by
atmospheric attenuation. Apparent changes in measured smafi-model spectrum slope
between center frequencies of I0 and 40 kHz were likely to be caused by errors in tbe
attenuation correction. However, these model-scale frequencies correspond to only
0.5 to 2 kHz at fidl scale. Extrapolation of small-model spectra to 1/3-octave bands
that strongly affected perceived noise levels at full scale sometimes gave misleading
results,

Model-and full-scaleacousticdata sometimesdifferedbecansoaerodynamic
detailsoftbeflowfieldwerenotreproduced.Thiswasnoticeableintheaugmenter
wingdataofreferenceSfora smalland a largemodel.Eithertbeflowthroughthe
ejectornozzlesvariedgreatlywitbtestReynoldsnumberorthesmallnozzlesdidnot
matchtheshapeofthelargenozzles,Measuredvelocityprofileswithintbeallgmentor
attakcoffflapdeflectionsignificantlydifferedatsmalland largescales,Spectrafor
tilesmallmodel,scaledtotbelargu-modelsizeand testconditions,underpredicted
the 1/g-octaveSPL by about2 dB atlow frequenciesand overpradictedby up to
I0dB atcenterfrequenciesgreaterthan2 kHz,At approachflapdeflection,velocity
profilesfortbetwo modelsweresimilarand thespectragenerallymatchedwitbin
2dB.

Dataobtainadby NASA LewisResearchCenterwltbdifferentdiameterexbaust
nozzlesand unheatedflowwere used for validatingthe acousticscalinglaws.
Thesevalidationsformedtbeb_.sisforempiricalpredictionmethodssuchastbat
ofreference21. Differencesbetweenfull-scalehot-exhaustdata and moderate-
sizeunheated-exhaustdatawereusedindevelopingequationsforeffectiveexhaust
velocity.Thesewere presentedinreference21 and inearlierversionsofthat
predictionmethodand aregivenasequations(5)and (6)herein.

DifferencesbetweenUSB noisedatafortwosizesofmodelswithunheatad-exhaust

jetswerediscussedinreference5.Dbnensionsdifferedbya factorof6,5,Normalized
spectraforthelargermodeldecayedlessrapidlywltbincremsedexhaustvelocityat
Strouhalnumbersfromabout2to20.Tbe ratioofUSB uppershearlayerturbulence
scalelengthtonozzlediametermay varywithtestReynoldsnumber,Thischange
wouldaffecttherapiddecayofsurface-radiatednoiseatlargeStrouhalnumbersuntil
thespectrabccomedominatedbyjetmixingnoise,OASPL directivitiesnleas_:rad
underthewing,between60° and 140° fromtheinletdirection,werefoundtoscale
verywell.

Model Data VersusPredictions

Comparisonsofextensiveacousticdatafromselectednmdeltestsand predictions
fromseveralpredictionmethodsweregiveninreferences18and 32,Thesecompar-
isonshavethedrawbackthattheyinchldetbedatabasefromwhicbeachmethod
was developed.

A cmnpnrisonwas giveniureference4 withdatafora smallUTW modelthat
differedinconfigurationandflappositionsfrompreviousmodels.The testapparatus_
testtechniques,and data reductionwere cbosenby NASA to mlnbnizeeffects
ofgroundreflection,atmospbedcattenuation,and backgroundnoise,Predictions
werecomputed beforetbe data weremade availableforcomparison,Alltests
were conductedat zero forwardspeed, Figuresshown here were takenfrom
reference18,whichcontainscorrectionsofsome computationerrorsnotrecognized
when reference4 was prepared,and fromreference32.
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Measured OASPL directivity patterns at takeoff flap setting are given in figure 1 l
for exhaust velocities Ve of 122 anti 226 m/see, These triple slotted flaps extended
farther into the jet exhaust at takeoff deflection than flaps of most other UTW
configurations,
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se I I
3f) eli ell I_1) h_fl I_(I
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Figure 11. Predicted and mansard OASPL directivity in flyover plane for three-
flap UTW model at takeoff flap deflection. (From ref, 18.)

Noise radiation patterns computed by tile NASA ANOPP method of reference 21
matched the general shape of tile data but were 3 to 8 dB low in"level. This method
has no adjustment for relative position of the wing and flap at constant deflection
angle. The GELAC (Lockheed Aircraft Co,, Georgia) method of reference 30, which
does include such adjustment, was 5 to 10 dB low, It predicted that maximum
OASPL would occur considerably forward of the measured angular location. Neither
method predicted the size of tim OASPL decma_3enear the flap exhaust. The UTRO
noise component method of reference 18 was about 3 to 5 dB low and best predicted
the measured directivity shape.

A similar comparison is given in figure 12 for approach flap deflection, Here,
relative geometry of the flap and jet exhaust was similar to most other UTW
configurations, Predictions by the ANOPP and GELAC methods bracketed the
data and generally were within 2 dB in level, The UTRC method was about 2 dB
low at the higher exhaust velocity and 4 dB low at the lower one,
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Figure 12. Predicted and measured OASPL direetivity in flyover plane for
three.flap UTW model at approach flap defleetlon, (1Wornref, l&)

All three methods generally gave about the same predicted normalized 1/g-octave
speetrmn shape for tills UTW model and test conditions, For this re,ason_compar-
isons of predicted and meaaured normalized spectra are not shown here,

Effects of sideline azimuth angle on OASPL directivity were predicted more
accurately (not shown hem) by the UTRC method than by the other two methods.
That method predicts a decay with cosine squared of the angle from the plane of
tile surface.radiating noise sources, to a noise floor set by axisymmetric quadrupole
noise of tile deflected jet. It gave the correct maximum decrease of OASPL (10 to
lg dB at polar angles of 900 to 120°) and general shape of the decrease, but it missed
some details of the directivity. The ANOPP and GELAC methods predicted about
half the measured reductions of sideline noise.

The baseline data of reference 3 were used in developing each of these tilrec
prediction methods. Those acoustic data, and data for larger scale models which
have the same proportions, generally were matched within 2 dB in OASPL and
normalized spectrum level by all three UTW propulsive lift noise prediction methods.
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Tim improved test techniques described ia reference 4 were used for testing some
USB configurations at smafl scale. Those configurations were intended to he tested
later at nominal full scale and zero flight speed. They included a QCSEB (Quiet
Clean $TOL Experimental Engine) USB installation ]laving a slot nozzle with a
nominal 2:1 aspect ratio, tested with an equivalent nozzle diameter of 14 em.

The same wing _lso was tested with a circular nozzle eqtdpped with an external
vane deflector that would be retracted in cruise flight, External air then could pass
between the exhaust jet and the wing upper surface during cruise_ reducing the wing's
viscous drag relative to that for conventional USB configurations. These comparisons
between data and predictions also were taken from references 18 and 32.

Dircctlvity shapes in tlle flyover plane for the QOSEE USB model at takeoff flap
deflection with exhaust velocities Ve of 152 and 220 m/_ec are shown in figure t3.
The UTRC metlmd of rd'erenee lfi generally matched the OASPL data within 2 dB.
The ANOPP method (ref. 21) also matcl|ed the shape_ but it was about 5 dB low.
The GELAC method of reference 29 was about 5 dB low :lear a polar angle of ,q0°,
and its directivity shape gave poor agreement aft of timt direction. The comparison
was similar (not shown) at approach flap deflection, with predictions by the ANOPP
and UTt_C methods bracketing the data.
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Figure 13. Predicted and measured OASPL directivlty in flyover plane for
QCSEE USB model at tal¢ee]]flap deflection, (}_om ref, 18.)

OASPL directivity data in the flyover plane for the USB model with a drcular
exhaust nozzle and vane deflector at exhaust velocitles Ve of 145 and 253 m/see
and takeoff flap deflection are compared with predictions in figure 14. For tl_is
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configuration, the ANOPP method generally was in best agreement with the shape
and levels of data. The GELAC method matched the general amplitudes in the aft
quadrant but greatly overpmdlcted them in the forward quadrant_ poorly matching
the dlrectivity shape. The UTRC method was about 8 dB bigh in amplitude but
matched the general shape. Similar comparisons were obtained at approach flap
deflection.
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Figure 2,_. Predicted and measured OASPD directivity in flyover plane for
USB model with circular nozzle and vane deflector at takeoff flap deflection.
(Fromre/..t8.)

All three methods had been developed using early baseline USB data, and they
closely matched those data, Clearly, none of the three prediction methods proved to
be highly accurate for both of these less conventional USB configurations.

Normalized 1/3-octave spectra in the flyover plane for two exhaast velocities and
two polar angles at takeoffand approach flap deflections are plotted in figure 15. Bo_h
the ANOPP and the UTRC method generally matched the data for Strouhal numbers
larger than 1. The GELAC method predicted a larger variation of normalized
spectrum shape at moderate and large Strouhal numbers than was measured.
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Figure 15. Predicted and measured normalized 1/8.octave-band spectra in
flyover plane for USB model with circular nozzle and vane deflector. (From
ref. 18.)

An evolved version of the GELAC methods of references 29 and 30 was evaluated
In reference 32. Predictions by that method, and by the ANOPP and UTRC
methods, are compared in that report with test eases designated by NASA. The
UTRC method best matched the UTW data; few comparisons with USB data were
shown. It w_ concluded in tlmt study that the UTRC method gave best results for
the full range of propulsive lift noise installations.

An alternate conclusion, b_ed on results given in references 18, 30, and 32, is
that the GELAC method of reference 30 should be used for most USB configurations

I in the flyover plane. The UTRC method of reference 18should he used for the effects
I
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of USR sidellne angle and for UTW and EFw configurations in which the exhaust
jet passed under or in front of the wing rind flaps. For rapid prediction of UTW and
USR noise levels and spectra at a flyover position near a polar angle of 00 ° and at
exlmust pressure ratios of I.,I to 1.8, thn ANOPP method of reference 21 generally
is almost as accurate as the other methods and is much easier to usn.

Flight Effects

A limited comparison of predicted and me_tsured simulated flight effects on
propulsive lift noise was given in reference 22, Spectra were measured (ref, 33)
in the NASA Ames Research Center 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel nnder a UTW model
powered by four JT15D enroll turbofan engines, Data were obtained at the low
exhaust velocity of 115 m/see to ensure that propulsive lift noise could be observed
above engine noise. Tests were conducted at airspeeds of 0 sod 31 m/see, giving
ratios of forward velocity to exhaust velocity of 0 and 0.27.

Mes_ured spectra are plotted in figure 10 along wltb the curve obtained by
decreasing the zero flight speed spectrum by the calculated OASPL increment.
Measured dynamic pressure in the jet exhaust ||pstream of the flap was about
7 percent larger than for zero tunnel airspeed, which is predicted to cruise about
0.9 dR higher noise level. Decreased turbulence intensity, caused by reduced velocity
difference across the s||ear layer, is predicted to reduce this noise by 20 log (I-V_/Ve)
or about 2.7 dR, The sum of thee two calculated increments of OASPL agrees with
the observed 2-dR decrease in amplitude at frcquencles below those dominated by
engine fan noise,
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Figure 36, Predicted and measured effect of wind tunnel velocity on 1/3.
octave-band spectrum for nominal hall.scale UTW model at approach flap
deflection.

Effects of forward speed on noise radiation also were measured in the same wind
tunnel with a USB model having two JT1fD engines with aspect.retie-5 slot nozzle
exit duets, The model was tested at forward speeds of 0 and 40 m/see at an exhaust
velocity of 241 m/see, giving vdoeity ratios of 0 asd 0,17, Spectra measured at these
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test conditions are plotted in figure 17, Tile predicted 1.G-dB decrease in level and
about 0.7 of one 1/3-octave-hand increase in center frequency caused the adjusted
static test spectrum to match the data for simulated forward flight.

?
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Figure 27, Predicted aml measured effect of wind tunnel velocity on Ilk.octave-
band apeetrura for nominal half.scale USB model at takeoff flap deflection.

Spectra measured for a smaller USB model with exhaust velocity of 250 m/see,
at wind tunnel velocities of 0 and 62 m/see, are shown in figure J8, This velocity
ratio of fi.25 was predicted to cause a 2.5-dB decrease in level and one 1/3-octave
increase of frequency, relative to that for zero tunnel speed. Again, good agreement
was obtained, The observed effects of forward speed far USB noise were a decrease
of level at low frequencies and negligible change at higher frequencies that affect
annoyance-weighted noise levels,

1full-ScaleImplementations

Only a relatively small number of full-conic propulsive lift aircraft have been built
and fimvn, These were listed in the section of this chapter entitled "Description of
Propulsive Lift Vehicles?' Most of them are military transports which must be able
to operate from short runways near a combat zone, Low external noise radiation
is not an important consideration for such aircraft. Noise data during takeoff,
climb, approach, and landing have not been made available for comparisons with
predictions,

Limited data exist for the two civilian research aircraft in this group (refs, 6 and
7), These aircraft were completed at a time when fuel costs and financial interast
rates had greatly increased, The economic penalty caused by purchase and use of
STOL aircraft with oversized wings and engines, which increase both initial cost and
operating cost relative to conventional aircraftp was larger than the economic value
of greatly reduced noise.
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Figure 18. Predicted and inca.anted effect of wind tannel _eloeitg on ll3-
octave-band spectmlm for a USB configuration at takeoff flap deflection.

Overcrowding of commercial airport ruaways has been temporarily overcome
by development of larger conventional uireraft powered by eflieient high-byp_ss-
ratio turbofan engines. These aircraft can operate from existing a|oderate-lenggh
runways rather than only /real au airport's longest ruz_way. The combination of
decreased engine ftlel eonsunlpHon per unit thrust and decreased airframe weight
per passenger gives incre_ed eilieiency at cruise. Noise levels of these aircraft satisfy
the eurreni: Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and International Civil Avitttiou
Organization (ICAO) regulations.

Quiet propulsive lift nireraf_ imve not yet been implemented for commercial ilse.
The situation lnay elmnge widen popnlat[on has il]creased such tlmt airports become
overcrowded and no_se constraints become more important,
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Introduction

Two Wpes of aircraft power pbmt are considered in this chapter: tim gas turbine
and the reciprocating engine. The gas turbine engine uses a jet of air or a propefier,
or a combination of tim two, to develop thrnst. Tile jet may consist entirely of gas
that I_a.spassed through tile core of the engine, or it rosy be a mixture of this gas

with bypass air ducted around the engine core. When u lfigll bypass ratio is used,
tile engine is called a fimjet, or turbofan, because much of tim tl_rllst is produced by
a fan ia the bypass duct. Tim engine types considered in tiffs clmpter are illustrated

in figure 1 (see ref. I). TImy are (a) the reciprocating engine, (b) the turbojet engine,
(e) the turboprop engine, and (d) the turbofsa engine.

This chapter deals mostly witi| combustion noise in gas turbine esgines, although
reciprocating-engine combustion noise is treated briefly at the end of the cbapter.

An exbaastive review of the general combustion noise literature is contained in
reference 2 and a mare recent comprehensive interpretive review of the gas turbine
engine eombustlon and core noise literature is included in reference 3 on the
aerothermodynamlcs of aircraft engine compoeeets.

Combastlon noise in gas turbines is classified according to source |necllanlsm as
either direct or indirect. Direct combustion noise is produced by the combustion
process itself_ while indirect combustion nohe occurs when tile hot products of

combuafion pass through tim turbine and exhaust nozzle. Tim combination of direct
and indirect combustion noise in a gas turbine ceglne makes up as important part

of what is generally called core noise. Depending on the authority cited, core noise
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(a} Reciprocating engine.

(b) 7_rbojet engine.

(e} Turboprop engine.

k.

f-

(d} Turbofan _ngine.

Figure 1. Types of aircraft power plant considered. (From ref. 1.)
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Combustion and Core Noise

may or may not also include compressor noise as well as components of turbine
and flow noise not associated with the combustion process. In some quarters, core
noise is defined as all noise exclusive of jet noise emitted into tile rear are of a gas
turbine engine. In any case, compressor noise is not considered in this chapter, and
only those components of turbine and flow noise are considered whleh would not be
present in the absence of the combustion process. In view of these restrictions, it
might be argued that the chapter should be entitled simply "Combustion Noise."
However, "Core Noise" has been retained in the title because in many, if not most,
eases core noise is dominated by, and therefore synonymous with, combustion noise,
especially if compressor noise is excluded as a separate category, ,as is often done.

The importance of core noise is illustrated in figure 2, which shows low-frequency
acoustic power radiated from a gas turbine engine as a function of effective exhaust

• jet velocity (ref. 4). Tile solid curve with triangular symbols represents the overall
acoustic power radiated to the far field, while the short-long dashed line represents
jet noise, which is known to increase as the eighth power of jet velocity. Tile two
curves merge as jet velocity increases, indicating that the overall radiated power is
dominated by jet noise at high jet velocities. However, at relatively lowjet velocities,
such as would occur at engine idle, during taxiing, and at approach and cruise
conditions, the overall noise level exceeds that predicted by jet noise theory. This
"excess noise" is generally attributed to core noise. In figure 2, the solid curve with
the square symbols is core noise measured at tile engine nozzle exit.
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Figure _. Low.Trequenett sound power in the far field and at the core nozzle
ezit of a turbo/an enoine as a/unction o/effectivejet velocity. (From
re,f, 4.)
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Configuration Variables

The physical geometry of tile hot gas path through a gf_sturbbm engine, tLswell as
tile pressure, temperature., and combustion heat release distributions along this path,
is an important controlling factor for barb direct and indirect combustion noise. Tile
combustor, tile tirol and air induction system, tile interface between tile combustor
and tile turbine, and the tarblne itself together form an acoustic circuit. Tile response
of this circuit to combustion noise source activity depends on tile acoustic responses
of the individual components and tile manner in wbich they are intercoanected.

A cutaway view of a typical turbofan engine is shown in fignre 3 (ref. 5). Tile
present discussion of combustion and core noise is limited to activities which take
place in tlle segment of tile gas path betweee tile compressor diffuser and exhaust
nozzle exit planes. These bonndaries have been clmsas to exclude compressor, falb
sad jet noise, which are beyond the scope of this chapter. In any complete analysis
of combustion and core noise it is necessary to specify tim acoustic conditions at
tbeas boundaries.

ZlP

Figure 3, Cutaway viola of turbofan e_lgine showing the combustor, turbine
ezit, and core nozzle. (From re.[..5.)

Many variations on the more or less generic combustion system of figure 3 are
possible. The diffnser might be long and narrow, with a relatively low exit velocity,
or it migllt be a short "dump" diffuser, with a relatively high velocity jet within
the receiver. Tim combustor itseff might consist of an array of individual chambers,
called caas_ or combustion might occur in a coatim_ous anmdar region which wraps
around tile enghm. Variations include "camdar" combustors, widcll, as the name
bnplics, are hybrlds of tile can-type and anmdar combustor ideas. The distribution
of combustion, dilution, and cooling air along the length of the combustor varies from
one design to the next. Finally, the geometry of the transition duct that connects
the combustor to the first stage turbine nozzle is often quite complex and is highly
variable witb engine design.
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Operatlonal Variables

The combustion process in a practical gas turbine combustor is turbulent. There
are several reasons why this is desirable. Firs h because turbulence encourages
mixing of the fuel and air with each other and with the hot products of combustion,
a turbulent flame is more compact. This permits tile engine itself to be smaller
and lighter. Ncxtj the turbulent wake downstream of a swirler or behind a flame
holder anchors the flame in a well-defined location. Also, the enhanced mixing
of tile hot products of combustion with dilution alr introduced downstream of the
primarycombustionzoneleadstoa shortersecondaryzoneand a more uniform
temperaturefieldenteringtheturblne.Finally,turbulence-enhancedmixingensures
morn completecombustion,therebyimprovh_gefficiencyand reducingsomeharmful
emissions.Unfortunately,turbulentflamesareinherentlynoisy.

Combustionnoiseischaracterizedby itsoverallradiatedpower and by its
spectraland directionaldistribution.The keyparameterfordeterminingtheoverall
radiatedsound power isthe thermoacousticefficiency,definedas thefractionof
thecombustionheatreleasewhichisradiatedaway asacousticenergy.The sound
spectrumofallopen turbulentflameisrichininformationaboutturbulencescales,
burnergeometry,convectivevelocities,flamespeeds,and soforth.Thishasled
to the developmentofa schoolofcombustiondiagnosticswhich exploitsdetails
of the spectral shape out to frequencies of several thousand hertz. However, the
radiation of acoustic power by a turbulent flame is dominated by a limited portion
of tile spectrum which rises slowly to a slngle blunt peak somewhere between 300
and 600 Hz and then decreases more or less monotonically. Figure 4 (ref. B) shows
typicalopen-flamesoundpressurespectracorrespondingtotheturbulentpremixed
and diffusion-flameburningofhydrocarbonfuels.Departuresfrom thespectral
shapeoffigure4 forcombustionnoiseradiatedfroman engineare mostlydue to
theresonantmodes oftheacousticcircuitdefinedbythecombustionsystem.Then
thecontrollingfactorsfordirectcombastlonnoiseare(I)thosewhichdeterminethe
thermoacousticefficiencyofthecombustionprocessand (2)thosewhichdetermine
the acoustic response of tlle combustion system.

[ [ [ _ [ [ / [ I I
Ins 2[}[) _(){I lJJ(li} 21)[1(}
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Figure J. _,./plcal sound pressure levd spectra in tl_e far field of op_n_
turbulent, premi._ed and diffusion flame_ with oaseon_ hydrocarbon fu_ls,
(From re.?..6. Copyright AIAA. Reprinted with permisnion.}
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The thermoacoustle efficiency of an open turbulent flame generally changes when
the same flame is placed witldn an enclosure. There are two reasons for this change.
First, tile enclosure modifies tile steady flow through the flame, thereby producing
fundamental changes in the combustion process. It is easy to imagine, for example,
how an enclosure might dictate the way tile fuel and air arc mixed and then brought
together with the hot products of combustion. Also, as the enclosure becomes smaller
relative to the original volume of tile open flame, the average steady flow velocity,
and with it tim turbulence intenslty, must increase.

The second reason is nmre subtle. In certain situations, coupling may exist
between the acoustic response of the combustion system and the heat release process.
fluch coupling can occur in any number of ways. For example, experiments (ref. 7)
have demonstrated that acoustic energy introduced to a gas turbine combustor at
the proper frequency can enbance mixing downstream of the flame zone so that
tile turbine inlet temperature spread is significantly reduced. Other experiments
have been conducted with laboratory burners in which periodic acoustle signals have
been introduced either upstream of the flame zone in a mixing chamber (re£ 8) or
directly in the flame zone itself (ref. 9). The former establishes a clear relationship
between acoustleally induced mixing and enhancement of thermoacoustic efficiency,
while the latter may he interpreted as evidence of another kind of enhancenlent,
discussed in the next paragraph. In view of the relationship between acoustically
induced mixing and eiIhanced tllermoaeoustic efficiency, it is not difficult to believe
that the acoustic pressure field produced by the turbulent eonlbustion process itself
can enhance tim mlxblg process and thereby influence tile thermoaeoustic efficiency
of the combustion process. But the presence in the flame zone of an acoustic particle
velocity antinode (pressure node} at the critical frequency required to make thi_ idea
work is determined by the combustion system geometry.

One classical coupling mechanism of pedagogical, if not practical, interest is that
first described by Lord Raylelgh (ref. 10). If the combustion heat release process
_s periodic, or at least has a periodic component, the resulting acoustic pressure
waves emanating from the flame are periodic with the same frequency. Because a
turbulent flame produces a broad, nearly random noise spectrum, significant acoustic
energy is present at virtually all frequencies below about 1000 th. The presence of
an enclosure can cause pressure waves created in tile flame zone to be returned to
tile flame zone with a time delay that depends on tile length and average sound
speed in the combustor. Energy is added to the pressure wave at any frequency for
which tile instantaneous peak in acoustle pressure in the flame zone coineldes with
tile instantaneous peak in heat release. When this critical situation holds, the wave
grows in amplitude with each cycle until a limit cycle is reached where losses and
nonlinearities arrest fllrther growth. Similarly, energy is removed from a pressure
wave at any frequency for which tile wave is 180° out of phase with tile periodic heat
rdease in the flame zone.

In prineiple tile pressure variation associated with unsteady combustion can
become so strong that it actually modulates the flow of fuel and/or air into the
eombustor. When this happens, there is nearly always a frequency for which the total
phase angle between the pressure oscillation in the flame zone and the corresponding
heat release oscillation is an integer multiple of 360°. This automatically satisfies
Raylelgh's criterion and leads to a type of combustion instability which produces very
large pressure amplitudes, as explained in reference II. While tile authorn know of no
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incldence of this so-called feed instability in an aircraft gas turbine cnglne, the first
author has observed it in a gas-fueled industrial gas turbine (where tlle fuel nozzle
pressure drop is significantly lower than in liquid-fueled gas turbines). In this case
the resulting periodic pressure fluctuation was sufficient to drive the combustion
hardware to fatigue failure. The problem was fixed by incre_ming the fuel nozzle
pressure drop.

The operational variable having the greatest influence on combustion and core
noise in a gas turbine engine is engine power. Both tile mass flow through the
combustion system and the combustor temperature level increase with power level. If
the thermoacoustic efficiency remained constant, the radiated acoustic power would
be proportional to the power developed by the engine, l_Iowever_the tendency is
for the thermoacoustic efficiency to increase with the mass flow rate through the
combustor.

Thespectraldistributionoftheradiatedacousticpowercanidsodependonengble
powerlevelthroughthecombustortemperature_althoughthisisusuallya minor
effect.As thetemperatureinthecombustorincreaseswithpowerlevel,sodoesthe

i speed of sound (approximately with the square root of temperature). As tbe speed of
sound increases for a given combustor geometry, the resonant modes shift to higher
frequencies. In principle this could even result in either a slight incre_e or a sfight

_i decrease in thermoacoustlc efficiency, depending on hmv the change in sound speed
:: affects the timing between tile pressure waves and tile heat release distribution in

the combustion zone. In practice, this effect is probably unimportant, bowever.

Characteristics of Combustion and Core
Nolse

Any discussion of the characteristics of combustion and core noise in tile engine
environment must begin at the nolse source_ that is, in tile combustor. As already
stated_ most practical gas turbine combustion systems consist either of an array
of individual combustion chambers, called cans_or of a continuous annular chamber
that wraps around the engine. Although variations of these two ideas are possible, for
example_ the canular combustor, familiarity with ttle combustion noise characteristics
of these two main combustor types is sufficient for basic understanding of gas turbine
combustion and corenoise.

The sound pressure spectra for the open turbulent flames of figure 4 are very
similar to the sound spectrum produced by a turhulent jet. Tld_ is not surprising in
view of contemporary direct combustion noise theory, in which tbe source mechanism
is attributed to the turbulent mixing of fuel and air with tbe hot products of
combustion, hi fact, the shape of tbe curve and the frequency at which it peaks
for a given fuel are surprisingly insensitive to size of the burner, tile proverlevel, and
flame temperature, even though the overall sound pressure level is sensitive to these
hctors.

As shown in figure 4, significant combustion noise is limited to frequencies on
tim order of a few hundred hertz. Consequently, the wavelength of the pressure
disturbances in the combustor associated wltb combustion noise is generally large

i compared with th_ transverse dimensions of the engine. In this ease the combustion
l/ noise propagates into the surroundings as a plane wave. Two-dimensional modes

are present within annular combustors for whicll the circumference is comparable tog

i
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the length. However, some of these modes often are cut off in the smaller diameter
turbine and exbaust nozzle and tbus are unable to propagate efficiently into the
surroundings as sound.

The combustion system geometry and temperature distribution, the acoustic
conditions at eltber end, and the source activity combine to define a series of
resonant frequencies not unlike tbose observed in an organ pipe. Also, it has
already been explained that a pressure disturbance is selectively amplified if it
occurs at a frequency which satisfies Raylelgh's criterion. Therefore, a typical core
noise spectrum measured in the far field of an engine has the general form of the
open flame spectrum of figure 4, but with a superimposed series of relatively sharp
peaks corresponding to tile resonant frequencies and_ though rarely, to one or more
frequencies satisfying Rayleigh's criterion.

Typical 1/a-octave band pressure spectra obtained within a can-type combustor
and in the far field of its exhaust are shown in figure 5 (ref, 12). These spectra are
for a single can exhausting through a relatively short nozzle ratber than through a
turbine. The peaks in the spectra t which cause them to deviate from the general
trend of figure d for an open flame, are due to combustor resonance.
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Figure 5. One.third.oclave band sound pressure levels measured in a can-type
combu_tor and in its far field, (From re/. 12, Copyright AIAA. Reprinted
with permission,)

Higher order modes involving the axial and circumferential degrees of freedom are
available to annular comhustors because of their two-dimensional geometry, Typical
lh-oetave band pressure spectra obtained in the combustor, at the turbine exit_ at
the core nozzle exit, and in the far field of a gas turbine engine with an annular
eombuutor are sbown in figure 6 (ref, 4), The activity above about 1500 Hz is
attributable to the rotating machinery. It is clear from comparison of the spectra
below 15{]0Hz that not all the modes in the cnmbustor are able to propagate to the
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far field as sound. In particular, some higher order modes that are present in tile
eombustor are cut off in the turbine and tall pipe and are tbus ramble to propagate
into the surroundings.
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Figure 8. One-thlrd.octave band sound pressure levels measured in the com-
bustor_ at the turbine ezlt, at the core nozzle erlt, and in the far field of a
turbofan engine having an annular combustor. (From ref. 4.,I

z Correlations of overall sound power for both laboratory-scale burners and engines
are remarkably similar. In general, radiated sound power varies somewhat as the
mass flow rate to a prover between two and three and as the temperature rise across
the burner to an exponent of about two. The thermoacouatic efficiency, defined in
the previous section, then varies somewhat as the square of m_s flow and linearly
with the temperature rise. Typical values oftbe thermoacoustle efficiency are found
to range from 10-6 to 10-5 .

The directivity of core noise is determined by the exhaust conditions rather
than by the source activity, although theoretically there should also be a slight
frequency effect. In general, a spherical pattern is observed at lowexhaust velocities
and frequencies_ but as the velocity arid frequency are increased, a nonspherleal
dlrectlvlty pattern begins to emerge. As a practical matter, the deviation from a
spherical directivity pattern associated with increasing frequency is not important
in gas turbine core noise because of the relatively low frequencies involved. Figure 7'
shows directivlty patterns for a range of engine speeds for a gas turbine engine
(ref. 13). As the exhaust velocity increases with engine speed_ the peak in the
directivlty pattern shifts in the flow direction and its magnitude increases. The
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combustion noise peak typically occurs at an angle of about 120°_ measured with
respect to the engine inlet, and corresponds to a deviation of about 10 dB from the
minimum value.
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Figure Z Combustion noise overall sound pressure level (OASPL) directivity
patterns. (From re/. 13,)

Sources of Combustion Noise

It has already been noted that combustion noise can be categorized as being
either direct or indirect depending on its source characteristics. While direct

combustion noise is related to the creation of local hot spots in the combnstor_
indirect combustion noise is related to the subsequent flow of these hot spots through
the steep pressure gradients encountered in the turbine and exhaust nozzle,

Direct combustion noise results when a volume of mixture expands at constant

pressure as it is rapidly heated by combustion. This local expansion causes the
cooler surrounding gas to he pushed back; that is_ tile expanding gas does work on
its surroundings. This work in turn produces waves in the surrounding gas which
propagate into the far field as sound. Such sources are called acoustic monopoles.
The strength of an acoustic monopole produced in this way depends on the net work

done as it expands and on the rate of doing this work, The amount of work done
depends on the thermal energy deposited in the volume element by the combustion
process and on the efficiency with which this energy is converted to work,

In a practical aircraft gas turbine eombustor, tile fuel and air are introduced
separately. The liquid fuel must be atomized and vaporized to produce volatile
gases, which must then mix with the combustion air before they can be burned.
Tile physical processes by which the atomisation, evaporation, and mixing occur are

necessarily turbulent; otherwise the combustor would he prohibitively long.
A reasonable model (ref, 14) for turbulent combustion is shown in figure 8. The

model encompasses two possible scenarios which represent two extremes, with reality
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lying somewhere in between. In one scenarlo_ a turbulent eddy consisting of pure
vaporized fuel enters a region of hot combustion air; in the other, a turbulent eddy
consisting of a mixture of vaporized fuel and combustion alr enters n region of
hot products of combustlon, As the eddy penetrates the hot region, it entrains
the surrounding hot gases_ creatlng a sort of pinwheel, or "flamelet," consisting of
alternating layers of either (1) volatile mixture and hot products of combustion or
(2) fuel and hot combustion alr_ as the case may be, The rapid radial expanslon
of the hot gases generated by the burning of this flamelet produces the monopole
source behavior described above,

"' Figure 8, Combustion noise model. (From ref..14,)

In the first scenario, consumption of the eddy is paced by the local diffusion rate at
the air-fuel interface, while in the second scenario, the combustion rate depends only
onthe local laminar flame speed. The peak frequency of the direct combustion noise
produced by tim transient combustion of many such eddies, randomly distributed
in time and space throughout the flame zoue, might be expected to vary somewhat
as the inverse of the time it takes to burn one of these typical eddies. However,

when the _tatlstical nature of turbulence is taken into consideration (ref. 15), therelationship between the peak in the combustion noise spectrum and the average

I survival time of a turbulent eddy of fuel-air mixture may not be that simple. In

any case, two factors cause the sound produced to be dispersed in a spectrum aboutthe peak frequency, First, as already noted, the eddies have a size distribution that

depends on the statistical distribution of turbulent mixing lengths, This would lead
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to a distribution af eddy survival times for a fixed burning rate. Second, for a given
eddy size tbere is a distribution of burning rates between the two extremes described
in tbe above model. Thls,.too, leads to a distribution of surviwll times and thus to a
further dispersion of frequencies about the peak. In fact, it is tile uncertainty about
whlcb mechanism dominates the burning rate, flame speed or diffusion, which most
contributes to differences in combustion noise theories.

Fortunately, the total combustion heat release in an actual gas turbine combustor
is distributed among a very large number of small uneorrelated flamelets. As a simple
model, consider tile quasi-perlodic pressure field produced by tbe continuing life cycle
of the flamclets, which form, burn, and then reform, more or less regularly, in a given
locality of the combustion zone. The Fourier series representation of this pressure
field consists of a mean component and an infinite series of periodic components
whose mean values are zero and whose amplitudes decrease monotonically with
frequency. The locality is tben acoustically equlvalent to a compact source consisting
of many point sources of mass (acoustic monopoles), each oscillating at a different
fixed frequency. There are many such uncorrelated localities in a turbulent flame,
each producing more or less the same pressure spectrum, but with phases unrelated
to those of other localities. The net effect is that destructive interference occurs
within the source region, so that the overall source mechanism is rather inefficient.
In fact, as already mentioned, it has been observed that the overall radiated acoustic
power associated with gas turbine combustion noise is on the order of only a few
parts per million of tbe total thermal power.

Tbe contribution of indirect combustion noise to gas turbine COrEnoise was first
reported in reference 16 in 1972, and the term "indirect combustion noise" was coined
in reference fi in 1973. An Excellent development of tbe theory is given by Marble
(ref. 17)_ wbo distinguishes between kinematlcally unsteady flows, in which velocity
fluctuations produce pressure fluctuations, and tbermodynamlcally unsteady flows,
in which temperature fluctuations; tbrnugh the a._snclated density fluctnatlnns; bead
to pressure fluctuations. Marble demonstrates that thermodynamic unsteadiness can
be equally as effective as kinematic unsteadiness in its ability to produce unsteady
loading on an ohstacle in tile flow field. Briefly, indirect combustion noise, or
entropy noise as it is sometimes called, results when relatively large-scale temperature
nonuniformities generated by turbulent combustion are conveeted through pressure
gradients in the turbine. This produces an entropy fluctuation inconformity with the
first and second laws of thermodynamics. Because tbe density of an ideal gas depends
on any two independent tbermodynamic properties, say entropy and pressure, a
density fluctuation occurs whenever an entropy nonuniformlty is convected through
the pressure drop associated with a stage of tbe turbine. Just as in the ease of the
direct combustion noise mechanism; this density fluctuation produces waves tbat
propagate through the surrounding gas.

The relative importance of the direct and indirect components of gas turbine
combustion noise is yet to be definitively estabfisbed. Both source mechanisms
probably contribute significantly to engine core noise, wltb tbelr relative dominance
depending on such tlfings as engine power setting and combustor and turbine design
considerations. The dominant frequencies associated with both combustion noise
source mechanisms are determined by the rate of production and the size distribution
of hot spots witbin tbe combustor. Tbe frequency spectrum of indirect combustion
noise should not be sensitive to the convective velocity through the turbine because
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as a hot spot isaccelerated through a turbine stage, it elongates so that the ratio of its
velocity to its length, and therefore its characteristic frequency, remains essentially
constant.

The similarity in the sound spectra of direct and indirect combustion noise makes
it difficult to separate the two source mechanisms simply by studying the core
noise sound pressure spectrum. However, in one laboratory experiment involving
a single gas turbine combustor can operated at reduced pressure, Muthukrlshnan
et el. (ref. 18) were able to separate near-field combnstlon noise into its direct and
indirect: components over the dominant part of its spectrum. They accomplished
this by correlating the near-field sound pressure signal with a second signal, either
from a pressure probe in the combustion can or from a hlgh-frequency-response
thermocnuple in the exit plane of the can. In tlle study, a high correlation between
the signals from the near-field microphone and combustlon-can pressure probe is
interpreted to mean that tile near field is dominated by direct combustion noise, wbile
a relatively high correlation between signals from the near-field microphone and the
exit-plane thermocouple is interpreted to mean tbat the near field is dominated
by indirect combustion noise. Subject to this interpretation, it was found that
as the pressure drop increased across a nozzle or orifice plate downstream of the
combustion cant dominance of the near-field sound pressure shifted from direct to
indirect combustion noise. From this the anthers concluded that direct combustion
noise dominates the near field for small pressure drops, wldle indirect combustion
noise dominates for large prensure drops. Also, they interpreted tbe low coherence

observed between the signals from the combustlon-can pressure transducer and the

exit-plane thermocouple above 200 fiz to indicate that direct combustion noise and
indirect combuetion noise are statistically independent at higher frequencies. On

.......... the other hand_ observed high correlation between these twa _ignals below !00 !*.'.
seemed to indicate that the two combustion noise mechanisms are inseparable at low
frequencies.

Muthukrishnan et el. concluded that indirect combustion noise should dominate
in an actual gas turbine engine because of the relatively large turbine pressure drop.
However, tile validity of this conclusion must be tempered somewilat by two facts.
First, the temperature fiuctuations observed at tile combustion-can exit plane were
up to six times those expected in an actual gas turbine combustor. This would
presumably produce ldgher indirect combustion noise levels in tim near field of tile
experimental burner than in the near field of an actual engine. Second, the laboratory
burner was operated at a total pressure on the order of 10 percent of that typical of
an actual gas turbine engine. This could conceivably lead to lower levels of direct
combustion noise than would be produced by an engine.

Reference 19 presents a theoretical development which predicts that indirect
combustion noise power should vary as the square of the pressure drop across
each turbine stage. If true, this means that the indirect combustion noise can
be reduced for a given turbine pressure drop by increasing the number of stages.
Finally, reference 20 shows good agreement between the _/3-octave band combustion
noise spectrum measured in the rear arc of an actual gas turbine engine and tile
spectrum predicted on the basis of an indirect combustion noise theory. The theory
underpredlcts the measurement only at the low- and hlgh-frequency extremes of tile
spectrum, with tim measured spectrum being well predicted between 100 and 500 Hz.
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Introduction to Combustion Noise Theory

Several competing combustion noise theories have emerged in recent years based
more or less oil tile fundamental source mechanisms described above, Many of these
theories provide reasonable estimates of observable trends in combustion and core
noise behavior. Indeed, tile differences between tile most successful of these theories
are frequently only superficial; tile underlying physics and mathematics are often
essentially the same.

Perhaps tlle most pedagogically sound and rigorously complete direct combustion
noise theories are those that have been inspired by Ligbthill's (ref. 2t) aeroacoustics
theory. While Lightbill's theory explains jet noise in terms of acoustic quadrupoles
produced by turbulent mixing in a shear layer, many of the more promising direct
combustion noise theories, while attributing combnstlon noise to equivalent acoustic
monopole activity, draw lmavily on Lighthin's formalism.

Unfortunately, a quantitative prediction of combustion noise from first principles
is not yet possible because tile equations describing turbulent flow, which are
central to Lighthill's analogy, cannot yet be solved. At best, combustion noise
theories inspired by Lighthill's theory can he used to predict noise trends only when
simplifying assumptions arc made about tile turbulence structure anti its relationship
to the unsteady heat release. Even in some of tllese developments, no attempt is
made to solve ttle equations. Instead, the principles of dlmensional analysis are relied
on to imply the dependence of thermoacoustlc efficiency and peak frequency on the
combustor design and operating conditions.

Not all theoretical devdopmeats which successfully predict observed combustion
noise trends have been inspired by Lighthin's theory. An alternative approacl:
involves postulating a ptlysical model for the dependence of the unsteady volumetric
combustion heat release distribution on the local flow and thermodynamic variables.
This is d_ne on tt:e basis of either physical arguments, similar to those presented in
the previous section, or experimental results. This combustion beat release term is
introduced into the appropriate energy equation which, together with the continuity
and momentum equations and an equation of state, describes the resulting unsteady
flow in ttle combustor.

Two ¢ontimmtions are possible after the unsWady volumetric heat release term
has been defined and the governing equations have been established. In the first, the
equations are linearlzed (by assuming small perturbations of the flow variables), cast
in the form of a wave equation, and then solved, usually mlmerleafly. Alternatively,
the equations are sometimes simplified by rejecting certain terms on the basis of
order-of-magnitude arguments. In this erase it is often possible to obtain a closed-
form analytical expression for tile acoustic pressure in terms of tile sonrce term and
otiler physical variables. The radiated power is then estinmted consistent with the I
assumed form of the volumetric beat source term. {

Regardless of the theoretical approach used to predict combustion anise, the 1
results obtained ultimately depend on the assumed form of the unsteady volumetric
heat release term. Also, most theoretical developments attempt to describe the sound
power radiated from an open flame rather than from the interior of a combustor. In I
these casts modifications must be made to account for the acoustic response of the !
combustion system and the transmission loss through the turbine and e×haust nozzle.
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In spite of the differences among the various theoretical approaches, several of them
predict experimentally observed trends with acceptable accuracy.

The three principal results sought from combustion noise theory are the radiated
sound power (or the thermoacoustic efficiency), tile peak frequency of the radiated
sound, and the directivlty. All three are usually presented in tile form of a regression
formula in which exponents of tile parameters determine their influence on a given
result. Several parameters are common to nearly all theoretical developments: the
total mass flow rate tbrough the burner, the burner length and cross-sectional area,
the air-fuel ratlo_ and some measure of the fuel reactivity. Alternatively, stone
tlleorles present their results in terms of burner pressure drop or burner temperature

I rise, wldcb themselves are relatable to tile above parameters.In fact, most combustion noise theories reported in the literature have developed
!] alongside of, and been strongly influenced by, contemporary experimental studies.
Ii In some eases, experimentally determined coefficients have been used in the "theo-

retical" development. At the very least, the availability of experimental results tins
i aided the theoretician in selecting tim best theory from among several attractive
_! candidates. For this reason, very nearly all of them correctly predict at learnt some

aspect of the observed trends. In view of the synergistic rdationshlp which exists
_i between theory and experiment, the results of both are presented together in tbe
il next _ection.

Combustion Noise Theory and
Comparison With :Experiment

The earliest known combustion noise theory is that of S. L. Bragg (ref. 22).
Bragg's theory is based on the direct combustion noise source model, described
earlier_ in wlfieh the flame zone is assumed to consist of a region of uncorrelated
flamelots, created by turbulent mixing t which produce monopolc-type sound upon
burning. The theory appeals to purely physical reasoning to deduce that the sound
power radiated from a turbulent flame should vary as the fad reactivity and as the
square of the mixture fimv velocity. A thermoacoltst[c efficiency of about 10 -_ is
predleted with a peak frequency around 500 Hz for a typical hydrocarbon fuel.

Ttmmas and Williams (ref. 23) measured the sound power radiated from burning
soap bubbles filled with eombustlbte mixtures. The radiated sound power can be
calculated exactly for this simple geometry, and their measurements are in excellent
agreement with theory. The measured and predicted tbermoacoustic effieicncies for
centrally ignited bubbles were shown to vary with flame speed over a range of about
two orders of magmtude centered ab0nt a vahae of 10 . Both theory and experiment
also lndlcate that the efficiency decreases by about an order of magnitude when the
bubble is ignited at or near the outer surface, a situation more nearly like what must
occur in an actual turbulent flame. Also, it has already been stated that a source
region composed of individual uncorrelated monopoles would be less efficient than a
single monopole of the same combined strength because of destructive interference.
For times reasons the thermoacoustic efficiency of 10-n predicted by Bragg's simple
theory is consistent with the rigorously correct results of Thomas and Williams.

In an extension of Thomas and Williams' work_ Hurle et el. (ref. 24) postulate,
on the basis of simple monopole source theory, that the sound pressure radiated
from an open turbulent premlxed flame should vary as tile time rate of change
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of llght emission by certain free radlcals in tile reaction zone, A key element in
tile development is their demonstration that tbe intensity of emission by these free
radicals increases directly as tile flow rate of combustible mixture for both laminar
and turbulent flames. They interpret their experimental confirmation of this idea for
an etbylcne-air flame ,as supporting botb tile monopo]e source nature of combustion
noise and the flamelet, or wrinkled flame, rondel of turbulent flames. This result
is significant because it e_tablishes a direct relationslfip between the radiated sound
pressure and tile combustion beat release fluctuation.

Strahle's direct combustion noise theory is prominent among the most elaborate
of those that have been influenced by Lightbill's theory and developed along tbe
lines indicated in the preceding section. Instead of invoking the energ)' and entropy
principles from tbermodynamies to rigorously account for density fluctuations in tile
turbulent reaction zone, 5trahle (refi 25) proposes a version of tile flamelet rondel
whidl permits tbe introduction of two time scales, one due to convection and one due
to diffnsion. Tiffs leads to an expression for the thermoacoustle efficiency estimate
having two adjustable exponents wbose vahms depend on the relative dominance of
the two rate processes. Strahle demonstrates tbat the experimental trends from the
literature for open premixed flames can be predicted by this theory if appropriate
values of tim two adjustable exponents are chosen. Tbe expression reduces, to within
a constant multipllcative factor, to Bragg's of result if all Bragg's assumptions are
invoked. In a.more mature version of his tbeory, Strahle (refi 2fi) gives an expression
for the acoustic component of the density p_at a far-field point r outside tim region
undergoing turbulent combustion:

where co is the sound speed outside tile flame zone_ ro is a point within tile flame
zone, I is time, and V is the vohlme of tile flame 'Inn,, "vl,;_ reeu!t ........ "-'.... _atlllll_ i, al,

tim acoustic component of tile density fluctuation p_ in tim combustion zone is small
compared with the density fluctuation p'f due to turbulent combustion.

The most practical version of Strahle's theory, reported in reference 27, predlets
timt the sound power in watts radiated from a can-type combustor which is perfectly
impedance matched to tile surroundings sbould be given by

Peq = alpa_l'*a_Tf_4FaSNa_A_7 (A l/_/£} as (2)M _ f

wimre p is the combustor mean pressure in psia (kPa)_ Vrv f iS the mean flow velocity
in ft/sec (m/see), T/ is tile combustor inlet temperature in °R (K), F is tile fuel-
air ratio_ N 1"is tbe number of fuel nozzles, A_ is the cross-seetlmlal area at tbe
comhustar exit in in:_(era2), and £ iz the eombustor length in in. (era). Tile values
of the exponents are given in table 1. In reference 27, combustor rig data from a
wide variety of sources were used to develop a multiple regression formula having
the same general form as the above relation, and tile corresponding exponents are
also given in table 1. If quantitles in the regression relation are expressed in flI Units
instead of British Engineering Units, the factor aI sbould be 0.047.

From comparison of the exponents in table 1, it is clear that except for tbe expo-
nents of cbamber pressure and mean velocity, there is excellent agreement between
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theory and experiment, In reference 27 the higher experimentally determined expo-
hens. on these two quantities were attributed to jet noise present in tile experiments,

A close relative of this combustion noise theory is the basis for a successful engine
core noise prediction method described in the next section,

Table 2 gives the regression exponents on combustor mires flow rate, inlet

temperature, and temperature rise for the radiated power results obtained by several
experimentalists (refs, 12, 28, 29, and 30). Tim tendency seems to be for theory tn
favor an exponent of about 2 for the mass flow (or velocity), while experiment seems

to feLvor an exponent closer to 3. It could very well be, as suggested in reference 27,
that experimental results tend to be contaminated by jet noise, which is known to
vary as velocity to the eighth power. It is interesting tn note that the original form
of the theory of reference 27 also predicts a dependence on combustor temperature

rise with an exponent of about 2, although in the final form this dependence is
suppressed, evidently by lumping it with tile inlet temperature, The dependence of
combustion noise on temperature or temperature rise remaius unclear,

Table 1, Comparison of Theory With Regression AIlalysis Results

[Vrom ref, 271

Experiment 0,91 1,9 3,4 -2,5 1.3 -0.78 1,0 1.0

Theory 1 2 -2 to -3 2 0 to -1 1 1

"No theoretical value.

Table 2, Regrea_lon Exponents Ohtained by Several Investigators

[lh'om ref, 12]

Exponents on--

Btlrner AIr znass Toznperanffe Inlet
Reference type flow rise temperature

Shiva_haakara and Crouch

(re£ 12) Can 3.4 2.4 0,8

Eazln and Emmerling
(ref. 28) Annular 3,0 2,0

He and Tedriek, modified
(rot'. 29) LO 2.0

Strahle and Shivaahankara

(ref. 30) Can 2,3 to 2.7' 0 to 1,5
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Available Prediction Methods

Most available gas turbine engine cmnbustion and core noise prediction methods
have been derived from engine data, although some have been influenced by near-
scale combustion rig data and'by the theoretical developments described above, In
general, the accuracy of a noise prediction method decreases as it becomes more
universal: while it is relatively easy to develop an accurate noise prediction method
for parametric variations within a given engine design, it is significantly more dillicult
to develop a method of comparable accuracy which is valid for a range of engine
designs. Even so, universal prediction methods exist which provide 3- to 5-dB
accuracy in overall sound power level while requlrlng knowledge of remarkably few
design and operating parameters.

According to the core noise prediction method used at General Electric Co.
(ref. gl), the overall sound power level (OAPWL) is given by

( [fTo,,t- V,]-00 dB
(gl

where rh is the combustor mass flow rate, Tin is the eombustor inlet temperature,
Tout is tim combustor outlet temperature_ ATd_s is the design point temperature drop
across the turbine, Pttn is the combustor inlet total pressure, and Prel"is the reference
power, 10 -12 W. The mlbscrlpt o refers to standard sea level conditions. Core noise
data for a range of turbojet, turhoshaft, and turbofan engines are compared with
this function in figure 9, and tile corresponding "universal" spectrum shape and
directlvlty pattern are shown in figures lfl and ll, respectively.

Although all the engines represented in figures ° to 11 htwe "traditional"
combustion systems (can-type or annular), the prediction method has also been
used to correlate combustion noise from an engine with a radially staged annular
combustion system. In this case, however_ the method had to be modified to account
for the differences between the traditional and new combustion system designs.
Specifically, during operation of the pilot stage only, an elfectlve pilot stage exit
temperature wa.s used rather than the mixed-mean comhustor exlt temperature.

Because the General Electric prediction method is based entirely on engine data,
it necessarily contains several empirical constants. Its chief advantage is that it
involves relatively few parameters while achieving remarkable universality. A theo-
retically based prediction method has been developed at Pratt and Whitney which
relics on only two empirical constants, one associated with the source activity and
the other associated with transmission loss through the turbine. Because it involves
more parameters than the General Electric relation, including several operating and
geometrical variables, it is potentially even more universally applicable. The fact
that it successfully predicts both the peak frequency and the overall sound power
level for a wide range of engine designs and operatlng conditions tends to verify the
theoretical notions upon whlch it is based, thereby further enhancing its value.
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Figure 9. Gomparlnon of the core noise overall sound power level
correlation represented by equation (8) with ezperimcntal data. (From
ref, 81. ffopvrioht AIAA. Reprinted with permission.}
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lrlguPe 10. Unlv+P++algas turbine combustion noise spectral shape. (From
r_f. 81, Cop_trightAIAA. Reprinted with permisMan.)
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Figure 11. Universal gas turbine combustion noise direetivlty pattern. (From
ref. 51. Copyright AIAA. Reprinted with permission.}

The Pratt and Whitney relation (ref. 32) is

oapwr =,filog k ..r,,o/ j
+ Ku-TL (ref.10-12W) (4)

where tile transmission loss is

where Nf is the number of fuel nozzles, A is the combustor cross-sectlonal area, Pqn
is tile total pressure at the combustor inlet, rh is the combustor air mass flow rate,
Ttt is the total temperature at the combustor inlet, Hl is the heating value of the
fu_, Fst is the stoiehlometrie fncl-air ratio, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure
in the flame zone, F is the eombustor hlel-air ratio, _ is the ratio of characteristic
impedances across the turbine, L is the circumferential extent of a correlated source,
and D Is the outer diameter of the turbine at its interface with the combustor.
All these quantities are ixl British Engineering Units. The tlmoretical development
leading to this result draws heavily on Strahle's theory described earlier (refs. 25
and 26),

In all eases the ratio L/rrD has been found to he 0.20 and the constant/(3, which
in theory should be a function of fuel type and comhustor wall and exit impedances,
has been found to be 132. Therefore, the only two quantities whose dependence on
design and operating conditions is not directly determined from theory seem to be
constant within the broad family of engines used to establish the correlation.

Measured overall sound power levels for a range of engines and operating
conditions are plotted against the prediction relation in figure 12. The measured
values are scattered about the prediction with a standard deviation of 1.7 dB.
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Figure 19. Comparison of core noise overall sound power leuelcorrelation rep-
resented by equation (4) with experimental data. (From re/. ,9:2, Copyright
AIAA. Reprinted with permission,)

The Pratt and Whitney metbod predicts the peak frequency to be

zc nn:(:_s'_::<: tJ,ot-
whereR isthegasconstantforair,rhI isthefuelmass flowrate,_istheeombustor

length,andK Im' anempirical"constant.Tileratio(rhf/ptin)r_efisevaluatedatthe
designpointoftheburnercorrespondingtoneartakeoffcombtmns.
• Figure13showsthemeasuredpeak combustionnoisefrequencyplottedagainst
thepredlct[onrelationwithIf/setequaltounity.The datafallalongoneoftwo
linesdep0ndingon thetypeofeombustor:canorannular.I[owever,ifK I ischosen
tobe 8 forcan-Wpecombustorsand 3 forannularcombustom,alltbedatafallalong
thesame line.

Diagnostic Techniques

Combu_tlon and core noise studies require measurement of the total sound power
radiated from a gas turbine enghm, as well as its spectral distribution and directivity.
The total radiated sound power must also be separated into its various components
accordingtosource(i.e., combustionnoise,jetnoise, etc,), Further,thesource
activitymust be isolatedand characterized.This requiresmeasurementofthe
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Figure 1_. Comparison of core noise peak frequency correlation represented
by equation (5} with ezperimental data. (From ref. 9_. Copyright AIAA.
Reprinted with permlssion. )

dynamic pressure in the engine. (It is common practice in the context of gas
turbine combustion noise studies to refer to the unsteady component of pressnre
in an engine as the "dynamic" pressure. Because this usage is widespread and
because there is little chance for confusion of tlle unsteady component of pressure
with tile true dynamic head, this term is used in this chapter.) Finally', various
engine operating characteristics must be measured so that they can be correlated
with combustion and core noise. Because these latter measurements are routine in
engine performance studies and thus are not unique to combustion noise studies,
they are not discussed here. The material in this section is divided into three parts:
measurement techniques, data interpretation, and example applications.

Measurement Techniques

Standard microphones are used to measure tile sound power in the far field.
The combustion rig or engine should exhaust into an anechoic chamber for these
measurements. If this is not possible, the rig or engine should be mounted in
a very large room, or even outside, to minimize the effects of reflections. Then
the microphones are usually mounted flush with the hard floor or ground and the
measurements are then halved to account for reflections. If these precautions are not
taken, reflections must be treated analytically, a tedious procedure that inevitably
compromises the confidence of the results obtained.

The dynamic pressure in a source region is made up of an acoustic component and
a nonacoustic component. Tile acoustic component is governed by a wave equation
and thus propagates at the local sound speed, while the nonacoustie component is
d local pressure disturbance that does not propagate. In order to identify source
activity that leads to propagating sound, the dynamic pressure within tile engine
must he measured and separated into its acoustic and nonaeoustie components.
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Measurement of tile dynamic pressure within the combustor of a gas turbine
engine requires a probe which can provide reliable data at high temperatures. Its
calibration must be tlmrmally stable, or at least must be easily correctable for
temperature variations, and it must have a small temperature sensitivity. Two
general approacheshave been used to meet these requirements. In the first,

:_ a specially designed high-temperature transducer is introduced directly into tile
combustor, while in the second, a transducer intended for use at room temperature
is somehow thermally isolated from the hot combustion gases.

q Transducers capable of stable and reliable operation at typical gas turbine com-
bustion temperatures usually must he custom-built. As a consequence, they are
prohibitively expensive and often difficult to use. The chief problem is that tile

_t mechanical and electrical properties of most common transducer materlals change
rapidly with temperature as combustion temperatures are approached. Special ma-

terials must he used just to ensure tile mechanical and electrical survivability of the
• transducer. Tile transducer must be calibrated over the anticipated temperature
_I range, and its temperature must be monitored during use so that the calibration

_ can be subsequently applied. The extremely limited availability of high-temperaturedynamic pressure calibration sources added to the high initial cost and tile neces-
_] sity for post-processlng of data make tile routine use of this type of transducer

unattractive.

i: The most widely used alternative to the dynamic pressure measurement tech-
] niques descrihed above is an acoustic waveguide to transmit the dynamic pressure

signal to an externally mounted "room temperature" transducer. Such a system is
shown in figure 14. It consists of a pressure-transmitting tube_ or probe, with a pres-
sure transducer mounted in a side branch. The probe is as short as possible wbilo
still providing adequate thermal isolation of tile transducer from the hot products of
combustion. The probe is continued beyond tile transducer by a long coiled tnbe

Firt, lvzdl Plllg,,

Ih*l

Figure 14, tVaveguidc pressure probe for use in hot gas path.
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of the same ]nslde diameter as the probe, The purpose of this coil is to prevent the
signal at the transducer from being distorted by reflections which would occur if tile
tube was termlnuted at or near tile transducer. By the time that pressure waves
entering the coil reach the scaled end, are reflected, and return to the transducer,
they have been attenuated to the point that their contrlbution to the signal mea-
sured by the transducer is neg]iglble, The end of the "infinite" cell is either sealed
or connected to a source of high-pressure inert gas such as nitrogen, The inert gas
helps cool the transducer while keeping the transmitting tube clear of contaminants
such as soot and unburned liquid fuel.

An example of the distortion which can occur if the coil is too short is illustrated
in figure 15. The two pressure autospcctra shown were obtained simultaneously in a
can-type combustor using probes llke the one in figure 14, The probes were identical
except for coil length. The series of peaks (at ll.25-Hz intervals) clearly visible
in the spectrum corresponding to the 50-ft (15-m) long coil are due to half-wave
resonance of the system_ probe plus coil. In contrast, tke half-wow resonances (at
3-Hz intervals) are barely discernible in tim spectrum corresponding to the 150-ft
(46-m) long coil.

50-11 (15.m} i't_il

LII

.-V _- 11.25 Ih

pn._sqn,.

I

1511-fl(.14J.lll),',il
,5

I_r,'qu,.nl'y. IIz

Figure 15, Comparison of pressure aulospeclra obtained simultaneously
using two waveguide probes with different "infinite" coil lengths,
I psi = 6,89 kPa,

A secnnd type of distortion occurs in probe systems as a result of the distance
from the open end of the probe to tile transducer. Figure 16 shows the magnitude and
phase of the pressure transfer function for t_typical probe system. The undulation
evident in the magnitude and visible in the phase is due to the alternating alignment
of pressure nodes and antlnodes with the transducer as the frequency is increased,
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At certain frequencies, there is a pressure node at tile transducer and a pressure
antinode at the open end of the probe. When this occurs, the pressure at the
open end has a diminished influence at the transducer, resulting in a reduction in
the magnitude of the transfer function. This produces a measurement error that
depends on frequency and the length of the probe, However, the form of the error is
completely predictable from elementary duct acoustic theory, anti its magnitude is
usually negligible in typical gas turbine combustion noise applications, For example,
in the case illustrated in figure 16, width is representative of typical applications,
the maximum error due to tbis phenomenon is about 2 dB,

drg I II l I _ I

-:l_if)I I I I

dg "_1) 1

l) 5011 It}Ill) 151111 _1)1](1 _,'I(XI

I_rrllllrlWr , H_

Figure 16, Magnitude and phase of transfer function era typical 8.in. (_O-em)
toauegulde prob_ with 60.It(18-m) coil.

A third and fourtb type of meazurement error assoeiated with this type of probe
system are also apparent in figure 16, Tbe most obvious of these is the phase error
due to tbe finite time required for a pressure wave to travel from the tip of tbe
probe to the transducer. Though large, this error is completely correctable if the gas
temperature distribution in the probe is known or can be reasonably well estimated.
The estimate can be fairly rough since tbe sound speed in tbe probe varies as tile
square root of absolute temperature. The final type of error is tbht due to attenuation
of the wave as it travels from the probe tip to the transducer. This error can be
made negligible by using a sufficiently large probe inside diameter (1/4 in. (0.6 era)
is typical) and a sufficiently dmrt probe (8 to 18 in. (20 to 40 cm} is typical}. Note
tlmt this error increases witb frequency, as the number of wavelengths traveled in
the tube increases. In the typical case illustrated in figure 10_ tile attenuation error
at 1000 Hz, which is near the upper limit of combustion noise, is on the order of
1 dB.

In summary, all tile errors inherent in the probe-type dynamic pressure measure-
ment system are either negligible or correctable. Such systems have the advantage
that they can be calibrated at room temperature and then used at combustion tem-
peratures. Also, the transducers themselves are relatively inexpensive and easy to
rise,
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Two-wire thermoeouple probes, of tile type developed in reference 33, have been
used to measure the dynamic component of temperature in the bet gas path of
gas turbines and combustion rigs. Such measurements are required, for example,
for the study of entropy noise. A typical two-wlre probe is shown in figure 17
(ref. 34). It consists of two small thermocouple beads made of different size wires so
that their tbne constants are different. The junctions are sulflciently close together
to ensure that they are exposed to the same fluctuating temperature field. This
permits the tlmc constants of tile two thermocouples to be determined experimentally
by exploiting the fact that any difference between their response to a fluctuating
temperature must be due to tile difference in time constants. Once the time constants
are known, the frequency-domaln signal from either of the thermocouples can be
corrected using the relation,

Tm= Tg (6)1 + iwr

where Tm is the measured temperature at frequency w, Ta is the actual gas
temperature at tbat frequency, r is the time eonstanL and i is tile imaginary operator.

Figure JZ Two-wlr_ thermoeouple probe. (From ref. 84.)

Data Interpretation

The usual starting point in combustion noise data interpretation is to convert
the time-domain pressure signal into a frequency-domain signal. This is most often
done using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyzer, which performs a quasi-real-
time Fourier analysis of the time-domain signal. Two assumptions are made in the
analysis. The first is that the tlme-domain signal is stationary (i.e., that its power
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spectrum is independent of wben the signal is sampled) and periodic with a period
equM to the samp!ing httervaL The second assumption requires tllat tile sampling
interval be at least as long as the period of the lowest frequency component expected
to bE present in the signal. Most FFT analyzers incorporate antiallas filterlng to
reject frequency components which are. undersmnpled at the specified sampling rate.

Tile principal result of FFT analysis of a pressure signal is tile pressure auto-
spectrum, wbich shows the distribution of pressure with frequency. Two examples
of pressure autospectra are given in figure 15. However, most FFT analyzers also
include tile possibility for extensive statistical intercomparison of two or more signals.
Of tile statistical functions typically available on modern FFT analyzers, tile most
useful for combustion noise studies are tbe cross-correlatlon, tbe cross-speetrunb tile
transfer fimction, and the coherence,

The cross-correlation gives a direct measure of the time delay between incidences
of an event common to two signals. It is therefore useful for measuring the time
required for a pressure signal to propagate from one transducer to another, A typical
application would be to determine wbether a disturbance is acoustic or nonacoustlc.
If tile signal travels between the two transducers at the mean sound speed, it is
acoustic t but if it travels at the mean convective velocity, it is nonacoustic.

Tim cross-spectrum between two signals is the Fourier transform of their cross-
correlation. As such, it contains the same information as the cross-correlation but in

_j a more convenient form. Tile cross-spectrum has a real part and an imaginary part

}_ or, alternatively_ it can be expressed ,as a magnitude and a pbase. Tim magnitude at

a given frequency represents tile degree to which two signals have common harmoniccontent at that frequency, and the pbase is the true phase angle between the two
signals at that frequency. Tbe cross-spectrum is very useful for studying wave

i propagation and for identifying the presence of standing waves.The utility of the cross-correlation is greatly enhanced wllen it is used with the
coherence. The coherence is another measure of tbe commonality of two signals and
is usually expressed as a number between zero and unity. Tile higber tbe coherence
at a given frequency, tile greater the probability either that one signal is causing tile
other or that the two signals are caused by tbe same agent. At any frequency for
which the coherence is low either tbc signals are relatix ely independent of each other,
or the slgnal-to-noise ratio on one or both channels is low. A tbird possibility leading
to low coberence is a nonlinear relation between the two signals. In combustion noise
work, a coherence of about 0.I may be considered high, depending on the length of
the data record available.

In a typical application, one channel is a dynamic pressure transducer in the
combustor and the other a microphone in tile near or far field of the exhaust. Then it',
for example, at a given frequency the coherence between the two signals is high while
the cross-spectral density is low and the phase angle is consistent with acoustical
propagation, it can be deduced that an acoustic component present in the combustor
does not propagate well into the far field. The reasonable explanation would be that
the transfer function of tim turbine is low at that frequency. Tbis can be checked
directly and independently using the transfer function option usually available on an
FFT analyzer. The transfer function is tile complex ratio of the Fourier components
at each frequency. The interested reader is referred to any of a number of excellent
books which treat FFT analysis in detail for example, reference 35.
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Example Applications

It has already been mentioned that two-slgnal correlations were used in ref-
erence 18 to separate direct and indirect combustion noise. In an important
application of waveguide-type dynamic pressure probes and FFT-based statistical
treatment of the data {ref. 36), Karchnmr obtained cross-spectra between pairs of
probes displaced an angle 0 around the circumference of a full-scale annular combus-
tar, The data, of which figure 18 is typical, were used to verify that the combustion
noise source region is a homogeneous collection of random, uncormlated monopole
sources. The reconstructed characteristics are least-square fits to the data of an
acoustic wave model based on these assumptions, Their excellent agreement with
the measured characteristics is then taken as direct verification of the model. The
model, once verified and properly scaled by least-squares fitting to the cross-spectral
density magnitude and phase, can then be used to predict the individual indepen-
dent modes which together mak_ up the pressure autospectrum in the combustor.
Figure 19 shows tile measured pressure autospeetrum and the contributions of the
individual modes_ as predicted from the model, The important result here, other
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Figure 18, Measured and reconstructed cross-sp_etra between two waveguide
probes in an annular 9as turbine combustar, (From ref. 36.)
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than confirmation of the combustion noise source model, is tlmt individual features
of tbe combustion noise spectrum call be uniquely related to a single speeffie mode.
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Figure 19. Measured pressure autospeetrum and predicted contributions of
individual modes in an annular gas turbine eombustor, (From re/, so.)

In another example application, Krejsa (re& 5) has developed a three-signal
coherence technique for separating core noise from the other gas turbine noise sources
at a particular far-field location, Three simultaneous measurements are made, two
in the engine core and one at the far-field location of interest. The two probes in
the engine core are separated sufficiently bl the streamwise direction to ensure Umt
any local pseudo-nolse present is nncorrelated between tile tv<o probes, (Pseudo-
noise results when a local component of unsteady flow, usually associated with
turbulence, stagnates on the active element era pressure transducer. In this case the

: resulting "pressure" fluctuation would not even occur if the pressure transducer was
not present.) The autospectrum of the core noise at the field point is then computed
as

hPrcCw)l2-IGp_xnpl,'C_)llGpepF(_)l
. - lapo_,_ltCw)l C'r)

where ICp=,.pr(,_)I is the magnitude of the cross-spectral density between the
pressure fluctuations at the core exit and at the field point, [GpcpF(W)[ is the
magnitude of the cross-spectral density between the pressure fluctuations in the
eombustor and at the field point, and ]Gp_pexltlw)l iS the cross-spectral density
between the pressure fluctuations in the combustor and at tbe core exit.
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Tile results obtained nsing the teebn[que may be compromised if ,m acoustic
mode present in tim combustor does not propagate to tbe filr ileld. This would be
tile c_e, for example, if a higher order mode w_ present in an ammlar combnstor

but cut off in the turbine and tail pipe. The tecbnlque assumes that this does not
occur, or at least that it occurs only to a negligible degree. The results actually

obtained tend to justify this assumption, in spite of the evidence already cited (see
fig. 6) that some high order modes present in the combustor do not rcacfi tile far
field. Evidently the error associated with this effect in practice is small.

An application of tile tfiree-signal cofierence technique is illustrated in Iigure 20.

Slmwn is tile variation with engine speed of tile total overall sound pressure level
measured in the far field, 120 ° from tfie engine inlet, and tl|e component of this total
due to core noise alone, as determbmd using tbo three-signal coherence technique.

Also shown is tile predicted overall sound pressure due to jet noise (ref. 37). The
*'excess noise" at low engine speeds, which earlier investigators bad always attributed
to combustion noise, is clearly shown to be a mixture of core noiso lind fan noise in
this case. More importantly, the contribution of core noise to the overall sound

pressure level at engine speeds where it is effectively masked by jet noise is clearly
recovsred here.

"-_'-" Mei,_ured l_,hd
Mi,asurrd tory

{I hle_,-_i_41ml c.hI'ri*llCi,)

ISS _--_ l_r,,,lic'l.lj_,l (ref, 37)

nsl
()ASPI,* dJl oo4_

: /
st) .//

/

7. I J I I I r I

El3_illP sl,4'l'd, I,'[ ilr llllkX,

Figure 20, Engine core noise a,s a function of engine .speed measured directlll
using the three-signal coherence technique. (From re]'. 5.)

An important joint application ef tile waveguide pressure probe and tile two-wire
tbermocouple probe is described in reference 34, A pressure probe and a temperat||re
probe were located near each other in each of two planes of a can-type gas turbine
combastor. Tim upstream measurement pbme was in the combustion zone and tim

downstream plane was at tile combustor exit. Tim respective time delays between
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.; the pressure signa]s and the temperature signals at the upstremn and downstream
I stations were obtained by cross-correlating pressure with pressure and temperature

Ivitl_ temperature. This resulted ia two different downstream propagatioa velocities,
a sonic velocity ussociated with the pressure sigaal and a lower velocity associated

! with the bulk downstream convection of temperature zmnhonmgeuelties. Next, by
cross-correlating tim temperature and pressure signals at the downstream station

'_ it wa_ determined that the temperature sigaa] was coherent with tile pressure
signal, bat with a phase lag consistent with the difference in the two velocities
found previously. Figure 21 shows a typical cross-spectrum between pressure and
temperature at the combastor exit.

dn _1

-I
" 711

d

9, c_ -o_ o c,-o cS,OoCa'.a o oO a

_ o t' o co ° ^0_ %000 o

32 e,I !ill [._S I[ie
Fr (,ltiw m'_', Ilz

Figur_ _I, Pressure.temperature cross-spectrum al the, exit of a can.type
eombus_o|'.(From_/, S,l.)

Althougb the existence of nouzero coherence and a linear phase rdationshlp
between pressure and temperature is_ by itself, certainly no proof of causality, the
results are consistent with a physical model in which a burst of turbulent combustion
produces a temperature nonhomogeneity while simultaneously producing noise, as
discussed previously in this chapter. The noise then propagates downstream at the
speed of sound and the turbulent eddy conveets downstream at a lesser velocity but
with sufficient identity remaining whea it reaches the downstream location that it

j at partially correlates, appropriate time delay, with the pressurestill least with the

signal measured there. This experiment is significant because it supports the rclatioa,

_! a_sumed in most contemporary theories, between combust[m_ noise and the creatioe
_. of temperature nonhomogeneities by turbulent combustion.
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I{.eciprocating-Englne Combustion Noise

Combustionnoiseinrcciprocatlngenginesiseffectivelymaskedbypropellernoise.
There are two reasons wily this is true, tile first being that exhaust nmfi|ers are quite
effective,and thesecondbeingthatpropellersareverynoisy,Also,bothsources
increase in strength at about the same rate with engine speed.

Figure22showsthesoundpressureautospectrameasuredatthreedifferentloca-
tionson the fuselage of a reclprocating-engine, propeller-powered airplane (mr. 38).
Spectrum (a) was measured in front of tile propeller plane, spectrum (b) in the pro-
peller plane, and spectrum (c) opposite the exhaust. Both propeller and exhaust
harmonics arc clearly visible in all three spectra, with the propeller harmonics being
dominant in spectra (a) and (h) and the exhaust harmonics in spectrum (c). Tile
frequencies at which both types of harmonics occur are easily predictable, because
both are simply minted to engine speed and to either the number of cylinders, or the
number of propeller blades. The point of figure 22 is that, except in the vicinity of
the exhaust itseff, propeller noise dominates combustion noise.

The combustion noise source mechanism in a reciprocating engine is distinctly
different from that in a gas turbine engine, hi fact, almost no direct combustion
noise radiates from a reciprocating engine. During the actual combustion process,
the pressure in the cyfinder increases at constant vohlme. Although there are
deflagratlon waves which propagate through the mixture as it burns, tbo mass and
stiffness of the piston and cylinder wails confine the associated acoustic energy to
the combustion volume, where it is eventnally absorbed. The power stroke begins
only after combustion is essentially complete, and the sound pressure associated with
the piston being rapidly displaced is absorbed in the crankcase, which is a massive,
stiff-walled, sealed enclosure. This absorption is aided by the fact that while some
pistons are moving into the crankcase, others are moving out.

The noise associated with the combustion activity is indirect, occurring when
the products of combustion are forced from each cylinder during the exhaust stroke.
The exhaust manifold consists of an elongated chamber which communicates with
the individual cylinders through exhaust valve ports in its walls. These valve ports
then act as monopole sources powered by tile periodic bursts of hot exhaust products
from the cylinders. The number and distribution of these compact sources depend
on the number of cylinders and their physical arrangement. The cylinders, exhaust
manifold, muffler, and exhaust pipe together make up an acoustic circuit whose
response to this source activity depends on the acoustic behavior of the individual
components and the manner in which they are interconnected.

Combustion noise reduction in reciprocating engines then becomes a matter of
muffler design. While a detailed treatment of muffler design is beyond the scope of
this chapter, a few of the basic principles are worth mentioning. The fundamental
idea is to trap the dominant acoustic waves in a chamber where they can then be
dissipated by tile resistive component of impedance. The resistance generally takes
the form of an array of small holes in a plate positioned in the silencer at a locatinn or
locations where the normal component of tile aconstic particle velocity is high. The
wave trap is usually an elongated chamber whose dimensions and end impedances
create a resonant volume at the fundamental source frequency and its harmonics.
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(a) ln front ofpropeller plane.
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Figure _. Sound pressure _pectra ahatalng propeller and exhaust noise on
the fuselage of a reciprocating-engine powered airplane. Circled numbers

indicate data heavily contaminated by ezhaust tones. 'From re]. 38.)
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The chamber may be "folded" to pack the correct acoustic length into the available
physical space. The wails are generally multilayered, with the inner layer or layers
perforated and the outer layer solid.
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Introduction

The introduction of the century-series fighter aircraft in the 1950's, wRh thelr
ability to fly at supersonic speeds in level flight, brought into proodseace the sonic
boom phenomenon. This phenomenon, which is now well nnderstood from a physical
standpoint, was heretofore quite hlfrequent and was usually assochted with aircraft
wlfich had Co dive in order to attain slightly supersonic speeds. Concerted efforts
in the 1960's, in conjunction with increased operations of hlgh-performance military
aircraft, the proposed (and later canceled) U.S. supersonic transport (SST), and tile
eventual entry of the rlritish-Fmnch Concorde into commercial service, have provided
significant insight into tlle generation, propagation, and prediction of sonic booms
and their effects on people, animaB, and structures (refs. 1 to 7). Even so, sonic
booms continue to be a community acceptance problem for aircraft operations at

...... supersonic speeds. In fact, commercial supersonic flight over land in _he United
States Is prohibited (ref. 8). The Concords confines its supersonic operations to
overwatcr routesonly.

Sonic boom studies continue to play a role in the formation of envirmnnental
impact statements regarding the establishment of military operational training areas
and the Sp_ee Shuttle program. Recent research in long.range hypersonic vehicles,
such as tile "Orient Express," recognizes that the sonic boom will loom large as a
serious threat to complete SUCCESS.

Tills chapter is intended to provide it status of the knowledge of sonic booms,
with emphasis on their generation, propagation, and prediction. For completeness,
buwcver, material relating to ttle potential for sonic boom alleviation and the
response to sonic booms is also included, Tile material is prasentcd in the following
five sections: Nature of Sonic Booms, Review and Status of Theory, Measurements
and Predicilons, Sonic Room Minimization, and Responses to Sonic Booms.

Nature of Sonic Booms

This section begins with a description of tile shock flow fields surrounding bodies
moving at supersonic speeds and tile maturer In which sonic booms are observed. A
description of the sonic boron carpets, both primary anti secondary, is given for a
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typical aircraft operation. The role of the atmosphere in establishing and infltmlmiog
the prhnary and secondary booms is discussed.

Shock Flow Field

Any body which moves througb tile air at speeds exceeding tile local speed of
sound has associated with it a system of shock waves, as shown in figure 1, A simple
body of revolution /i,e., a projectile) generally hv.s two waves, one attached to tile
front called tile bow wave and the other emanating from tbe rear called the tail
wave (fig. l(al), More complicated configurations, such as tile small aircraft model
in figure l(b), produce whole systems of 811ockwaves. At very large distances from
the body, the wave system tends to distort and steepen, ultimately coalescing into a
bow and a tail wave as in tile case of tile simple projectile,

Figure l(c) shows a schematic diagram representing tbe far-field wave patterns
typical of the projectile and wind-tunnel data, At tile how wave a compression occurs
in wlfich the local pressure p rises to a value Ap above atmospheric pressure. Then a
slow expansion occurs until some value helow atmospheric pressure is reached, after
whicb there is a sudden recompression at tile tail wave, Generally, tile bow and
tall shocks are of similar strengtlm and tile pressure decreases linearly between the
two. This nominal sonic boom signature is called an N-wave, It moves with tile
aircraft and is associated with continuous supersonic filgbt, not just with *'breaking
the sound barrier," One speaks of a sonlc boom "carpet," whose width depends an
flight end atmospheric conditions, swept out under the full length of a supersonic
flight, Receivers within the carpet detect tbe sonic boom--that is, the N-wave--once
as the aircraft passes,

If these waves were sweeping by an observer on tlle ground, tile ear's aural
response would be as shown schematically in tile sketch at the bottom of figure l(c},
Since tile ear detects changes ill pressure only above a certain frequency, it would
respond to the steep part af tile wave and not to tile portion which is changing slowly,
If the time interval At between those two rapid compressions is small, as for a bullet,
the ear would not be able to distinguish between tlmm and they would seem as one
explosive sound. If the time interval is on tile order of 0.10 sec or greater, as is tile
case for an aircraft at high altitude, the ear would probably detect two booms,

Some of the characteristics of tile pressure signatures within the flow field
surrmmding tile XB-70 aircraft are shown in figure 2. Tbese in-flight measurements
(refi 9) were obtained by probing the flow field above and below the XB-70 with an
instrumented aircraft, Tile XB-70 was flying at M = 1,5 at 37000 ft above ground
level_ and in-flight surveys were made at 2000 ft above and at 2000 and 51100ft below
the alreraft. Also shown is the corresponding signature measured at ground level,

Tile measured signatures are shaded to highlight the individual pressure peaks,
These pressure peaks are associated with details uf the aircraft geometry (wings,
inlets, canopy, empennage, and so on), It is shown that more complex signatures are
measured close to the aircraft and that the iadividual slmck waves frum the aircraft
tend to coalesce as distance from the aircraft bmreases, although in this case an ideal
N-wave bas not yet evolved, It is also shown that tbe shock wave signature abovc
the aircraft differs markedly (in shape and mnplitude) from tlmt beluw the aircraft
at a comparable distance, This signature difference results from the difference in
the detailed geometry of tile aircraft and the manner in wtdch the volumc and llft
components interact.
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(a) Flot_ field for projectile, (b) Flow field for aircraft.
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(c) Far.field waue pattergs.

Figur_ 1, 8hock flow fields.
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Figure 2. Measured signatures above and below XB.70 aircraft.

Description of Sonic Boo m Carpets

Figure 3 slmws nchematieafly tim nature of tbe sonic boron carpets for a flight such
as that of the Concorde, during which tbe aircraft flies a large portion of the distance
supersonically and witbout maneuvers. Two ground exposure patterns in which
booms are observed are shown. Tile primary boom carpet contains tbe normally
observed sonic boom overpressures and results from wave propagation through only
that part of the atmospl|em below the aircraft. Secondary boom carpets may exlst
which involve tim portion of the atmosphere above tim aircraft as well as tlmt below
the aircraft, Between tim prbnary and secondary carpets exists a region in which no
sonic booms are observed. The secondary boom carpets are more remote from tbe
ground track and the overpressure levels are much less intelme than in tim primary
Carpet,

The waveform cl|aracteristics of the boron signatures can vary widely at the
different observation points, as indicated in figure 3. In the region of tbe primary
boom carpet_ on or near the ground track, N-wave signatures urn typically observed.
For typical high-altitude cruise conditions, these are usually of tim order of 1 to
3 lb/ft 2 In intensity and from 0.10 to 0.30 see in duration. At the fringes of the
primary boom carpet_ near the lateral cutoff, the signatures degenerate into weak
sound waves and they lose their N-wave clmracteristias, In the region of tile secondary
boom carpet_ the disturbances tend to be very weak in intensity (of tbe order of 0,02
to 0.20 lb/ft z) but persist over longer periods of time (refs, 10 to 15).
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Fi#ure 3. Nalure and extent of sonic boom 9murat ezposnre ca_7_etsand
teaveforms associated with supersonic aircraft operations.

It should be noted that tile higher overpressure N-wave sonic booms have caused
community acceptance problerc,_. Oil tbe other lmnd, tile lateral cutoff booms and
the secendary boems, which do not have an N-wave character and are lower ill
intensity, tend to be more of a curiosity and are not apt to be the source of,serious
community response problmas, Near the lateral cutotf, primary boreas usually
resemble low rumbles or rolling thunder. Secondary boems, however, are generally
not, audible (0.1 to 1.0 Hz), hut can cause building vibrations wldch are readily
observed.

Another type of pressure signature, that of a focus boom (shown in tile low_'r left
of fig. 3)_ can be observed when any Mreraft accelerates from subsonic to supersonic
epeeds. These "acceleration" focus booms are followed by regions on the ground in
which multiple booms are observed, Tile focus booms enhance the booms generated
in steady, level flight operatloas.

Senie boom footprints from military operations, particularly air combat manet|-
vers, can be quite complex. They have tile same essential features as shown in
figure 3pbut can have a very short cruise component (because of tile brief nature of
supersonic combat maneuvers) and can be distorted by turns,

Role of the Atmosphere

Tile manner In which tile atmosphere above and below the aircraft is involved
In developing the primary and secondary boom carpets is shown in more detail in
the ray diagram ef figure 4, On tile right-hand side of figure 4 are examples of
temperature and wind profiles for a normal atmosphere. Of note is that there is
a portion of the higher atmosphere in which the temperature increases ,as altitude
increases, and tile associated wave propagation speed thus increases compared with
that in tile lower portions of the atmosphere. Similarly, the wind may participate in
such a way as to further increase the wave propagation speed in certain directions.

On tile left-hand side of figure 4 is a ray diagram for an aircraft at an altitude
of 60000 ft, traveling toward the viewer. The downward-propagating rays, shown
by tile solid lines, impact tile ground to form tlm primary carpet, its indicated in
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Figure J, Props#aries paths of sonic boom disturbances from an aircraft and
associated #round exposure carpets.

the figure, At some point--about 28 n.mi. in the example shown--the rays refract
away from the ground and tiros define the lateral extent of the primary carpet, Also
indicated Is a secondary carpet, at about 65 to 85 n.ml. from the flight track, in
which the desired-fine rays impact, These dashed.line rays arrive in two different
ways: they either travel directly to the secondary carpet as a result of bending In tile
upper atmosphere, or they may first impinge in the primary carpet, reflect upward
from the surface, and then bead downward after traveling through a portion of the
upper atmosphere, Tile representation of the secondary carpet in this illustratim_
is probably oversimplified, because there is reason to believe that it could consist
of several well-defined impact areas (refs, 12 and 18), Variations in atmospheric
wind and temperature profiles, however, could cause these impact areas to lose their
identities, Some of the steep-angle rays above the aircraft may travel in such a way
that they are dissipated without ever approaching the ground,

The atmosphere, particularly tile first few tJmusand feet of the Earth's boundary
layer, plays another very significant rol0 relative to the sonic boom signature
waveforms, Figure 5 presents examples of asnic boom waveforms that were measured
in the primary carpet for three different types of aircraft. The tracings of measured
waveforms for the F-104 aircraft are for a time duration of about 0,10 see. Tbe
waveforms vary frmn tile nominal N-wave shape previously described, varying from
a sharply peaked to a gently rounded shape, Similar tracings are shown for the B-58
and XB-70 aircraft. The B-58 signatures are roughly 0,20 sec in duration and the
XB-70 signatures are approximately 0,30 see in duration, The main differences
between waves for a given aircraft occur at the time of the rapid compressions,
The largest overpressures are generally associated with the sharply peaked waves.
Such differences in tile sonic boom waveform result primarily from the turbulence
and tllethermalactivitiesinthelowerlayeroftheatmaspbere(refi9).

Review and Status of Theory

Inthissectionthetheoryisdeveloped,beginningwiththeacousticsourceand
includingatmosphericeffectsand nonlinearsteepening.Sonicboroncomputations
aresufficientlycomplextonecessitatecomputerlzation,A discussimlofa numberof
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Fi#ure 5, Variation of measured sonic boom wave/o_ns at ground level/or
small, medium, and large aircraft in steady, l_uel fli#ht.

these prograum is presented, Maneuvering flight and the potential for sonle boom
focusing is addressed, along with tile different types of focus conditions that may be
encountered. Finally, a discussion of the applicability of the theory to hypersonic
speeds is presented.

Sonic Boom Theory

A aleuder axisymmetric body in uniform supersonic flow, as shown in figure l(a),
generates a cylindrical acoustic wave field with overpressures Ap = p _ POgiven by

7M2F(:_ - _r)

zxp(z- _r,r) =po_ (x)

where
p pressure

PO undisturbed ambient pressure

z axial coordinate (body fixed)
r radius

7 ratio of specific heats

M Mach number

B Prandtl-Glauert factor, .,/M 2 - 1

and

(x- _)1/2
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where A is the cross-sectional area of the body as measured by cutting planes aligned
with the Mach augle and _ is a dummy variable of integration. The quantity F(x)
was introduced by Whitham (ref. 16) and is generally referred to as the Wbitham
F-function. The F.function has an implicit dependence on Mach number because of
A being defined on Mach tangent cutting planes, so that, in principle, Mach number
dependence is not limited to tile explicit factors in equation (2). In practice, the Mach
number dependence of equation (2) is relatively weak, so nit F-hmetion computed at
one Mach number can be considered to be "tile" F-hmction over a reasonable range
of conditions.

Equations (1) and (2) are derived from linearized supersonic flow and area-rule
theory for axisymmetric bodies. They can be shown to be valid for nonaxisymmetric
vehicles if tile actual area A(x) is replaced with an equivMont area which is a function
of azimuthal augle about an axis through the body in the flight direction. The
equivalent area consists of two emnponents: tile actual area as cut by a plane taugent
to the Mach cone at the azbnuth plus an effective area directly proportional to tile
axial distribution of lift in that direction. Tbis formulation follows from the linearized
supersonic flow and area-rule results of Hayes (refs, 17 and 18) and Lomax (ref, 19)
and was applied by Walkden (rot'.20) to Whitham's basic sonic boom analysis (ref. 21,
discussed below), leading to tim analysis of sonic booms in terms of volume and lift
components. When generalized to asymmetric bodies, tile locally asymmetric version
of equation (1) is valid at distances which are large compared with body dimensions
(I.e., r >> z -/_r). A very good presentation of the equivalent area formulation is
given in reference 22, which also contains a more detailed presentation of sonic boom
theory than the current synopsis.

The complete role of tile aircraft configuration in sonle boom generation is
embodied in the F-function. Analysis of minimization concepts generally centers
on calculating F.functions for various configurations. At 1wpersonic speeds, for
which linasrized flow tbeory is not accurate, tile problem is that of obtaining the
F.function by means other than equation (2); equation (1) is always valid beyond
some radius r at which Ap/po is sufficiently small. These two topics are diasussed
in detail subsequently. For now, it suffices to note that the aircraft source is defined
by the F-function.

Pressure signatures at large distances do not retain the fixed sbape of equa-
tions (1) and (2); explosions and supersonic artillery projectiles were long known to
generate far.fleld shock wave signatures. Landau (ref. 23) showed tbnt weak nonlinear
effects (second order in overpressure) cause tile far-field signature of a projectile to
have a dual-shock N-wave shape. The mechanism is that air in tlle positive.pressure
pulse has an elevated temperature and a forward velocity, so that local propagation
speed is faster than ambient sound speed and tile wave steepens, eventually form-
ing a shock, Landau obtained tbe result that shock strength in the axisymmetrie
case follows an r-a] 4 law rather than the r-l/2 law of equation (1). DuMond etal.
(ref, 24) performed a series of measurements on small-caliber projectiles, clearly
demonstrating the N.wave and the r -3/4 law,

The theory supporting this mechanism was set forth in a consistent manner by
Whitlmm (refs. 16 and 21) who showed that second-order nonlinear steepening could
be viewed as a uniform first-order solution: tile fiuear solution (eq. (1)) provides tile
correct amplitude to the first order, but the location (z-/3r, representing propagation
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at theambientsound speed)iscorrectonlyto the zerothorder. Correcting
propagationspeedto thefirstorder(basedon the linearsolution)providesthe
requiredsecond-ordersolutlon,

In tile form used by Wbitham (ref. 21), the acoustic overpressure may be written

P - P0 F(r)
p0 = _ (3)

where

'," t -- (s/_o)

t time

8 distance along a ray

5' ray-tubearea

cO undisturbed ambient smmd speed

where a ray-fixed coordinate system has been adopted. Figure 6 shows the relation
between a wave-fixed viewpoinh as shown in figures 1 and 2, and a ray-fixed
viewpoint, as sketched in figure 4, The wave front exists at a given time, whereas the
rays represent the path that the boom will take after being generated at some time.
The ray-tube area term 1/v_ is a generalizatiou of the cylindrical wave quantity
._M2/(2/3r)l/2 in equation (1). For plane waves 5' is a constant, and for spherical

2 2 t twavesitisproport{onaltor ors ,Inageneralnonuniforma mospbere,anacousic
Impedancefactorispresentand S isthegeometricalacousticray-tubearea(tobe
discussedsubsequently).

Mach coile [laycone _,

(exists at time t I (generated

/i* _ intercepts _ I

Figure 6. Moth and raycones in 8upersonic flight.

Whitham's rule calls for replacing co in z by e + u, the perturbed sound speed e
plus the velocity perturbatloa u, The normalized pert|trbatioas (c- co)leo and u/co
are both proportional to (p-P0)/Po, For an isentropic acoustic wave, tile propagation
speed is

( Ip.Z.po _ (4)
c+u_-c0\l+ 2')' PO ]
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Tbe parameter T represents a point on tile acoustic wave, and t is its arrival time
at location s, Tile arrival time may be obtained by integrating the reciprocal of
equation (4), To the first order in Ap/po, tbis arrival time is

t=r+_o '7+1 F(,)f0s _ (5)

Equation (5) has been written in terms of t, rather than -r, to present an explicit
relationship.

Tile physical interpretation of equations (3) and (5) is illustrated in figure 7, A
signature near tile aircraft (fig, 7(a)) uadergoes an amplitude cbange because of the
ray-tubs area factor (fig, 7(b)) and undergoes a steepening distortion [fig, 7(el) as
given by eqnatioa 45). One point in tile signature is highlighted in the figure and
traced tlrruugh this process. Note that the advance of each signature point (the last
term of eq, 45)) is proportions/ to its F-function value and a quadratltre which is
independent of F. Tim quadrature term is part of tbe ray geometry solution and,
in various normalized forms, has been denoted as tile age parameter (eel 25) or the
advance factor (mr, 2fi),

Parts of tile aged signature constructed ill figure 7' are triple valued, This is
plwslcally impossible. At some earlier time the aging process would imve caused tile
signature slope to be vcrticalt at which point there would be a discontinuous pressure
jump. Propagation of this jump must be handled as a shock wave rather than as
an isentmpie wave. Linearizing the Ranklne-Hugoniot relations gives tile following
speed u_ for a weak shock of strength Ap:

1,,=_o(1÷ "7+__I_ (6)47 PO /

This is slower than tile isentropic wave speed behind it, so that the original signature
is absorbed into the shock. Tim shock is sketcimd in figure 7(el. In general_ tim
linearized shock speed is equal to the average of the isentropie wave speeds ahead
of and behind the shock. This leads to the "area balancing" rule for fitting shucks:
construct the steepened isentropic signature, then elinfiuatn triple-valued areas by
fitting shocks such that total area is conserved, In figure 7(c), the shaded areas
ahead of and behind tim shock are equal.

Figure 7(c) is similar to sketches by Landau (refi 23) and Widtbam (ref, 21)
allowing the evolution of an N-wave signature. Key quantities for an N-wave are tile
sbock overpressure and the total duration. Concentrating on the forward, positive-
overpressureportionofthe N-wave,theymatchedequations(3),(5),and (6)to
obtain a closed-form solution.

Wbitham's final result for the far-field bow shock overpressure is

.:
where r0 is tile value of T corresponding to the end of tile positive pbase of the
F-function, For a uniform atmnspberej wllern $ ocr oc s, equation (7) reduces to an
r-a/4 law, A similar result fur tbe duration of an N-wave follows an ell 4 law,
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T

(a) Signature near aircraft (F./unetion shnpe}.

P-PO

(b) Far-fleld acoustic amplitude chan#e (F-function ,_hape),

11- pO

I

i (e) Far-fleld steepened (a#ed,) si#nature.

Figure '7. Evolution and steepenin# of sonic boom signature,
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Equation (7) is very simple; it contalus terms rehtted to tbe ray-tube area
dependence of the acoustic overpressure, with the aircraft geometry embodied in
a simple integral of tbe F-function. Tbis asggests tbat a far-field sonic boom is
not particularly sensitive to fine details of tile aircraft, and fligbt test results indeed
show that N-waves for various couventionaliy shaped alrcrah of similar size and
weight are virtually tim same. In tbis N-wave regime, the effect of size is tbat boom
ov0rprcssuras decrease as a function of the aircraft lengtil to tbe one-fourth power.
Lift-induced boron varies as the square root of aircraft weight, and tbe boom is
relatively insensitive to Mach number.

Early calculations of sonic booms exploited this behavior. One expression used
for volume-induced sonic boom was (ref. 27)

&p = KvK, Pv/_vPg(M2- 1)1/S/_/4 r -;I/4 (8)

where

Kr ground reflection coefficient (usuafiy 2)

I{s aircraft shape constant, typically 0.4 to 0.8

D equivalent aircraft diameter

I aircraft length

Pv,Pg ambient pressure at the vehicle and the ground

Based on the Walkden tbeory (ref. 20), similar formulas were developed for lift-
induced sonic boom.

Tile _ factor in equation (8) is a partial adjustment for tbe fact that the
atmosphere is not uniform. A complete adjustment for tbe atmosphere utilizes the
tbeory of geometrical acoustics. This theory accounts for curvature of shock waves
and rays (as in figs. 2 mid 4 and compared with tile straight lines of fig. 6) and the
variation in sound speed and air density. A fidl deriwttien of geometrical acoustics
was presented by Blokldntzev (ref, 28). Two otber notewortby derivations are those
in references 29 and 30. Geometrical acoustics applies for waves wbicll are sliort
compared with atmospheric gradients. Ray sbapes depend on sound speed and wind
gradients and are computed by metbods directly analogmls to those of geometrical
optics. Figure 8 shows typical ray curvatures for a sonic boom under standard
atmospheric conditions. Figure fi(a) shows rays under the flight track. At a given
time there are rays directed at various azimutbal angles ¢, as shown in figure 8(b).
A ray-tube area, as sketched in figure 8(a), is computed to account for tbe effect of
curvature on ampfitude. Tile effect of tile ray calculation and the variation in air
density and sound speed is that the quantity S in the acoustic solution (eq. (3)) is
replaced with a quantity B given by

B = pvc, $ (0)p0c0

where S is tile ray-tube area, poco is the Iocal acoustic impedance of air, and pvcv is
tbe impedance at the vebicle. The quantity B is slightly more complex tban this if
tilers are winds.
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_X Ray_

Ray tube Upward curV_tLlr_

(a) Rays under flight tlack.

atmosphere

(b) Rays across flight truck.

Figure & Curvature of sonic boom rays in atmosphere.

The ray calculation depends only on flight parameters and the atmosphere,
Figure fi shows a typical definition of four rays which outline a rectangular ray
tube. Each ray lies on a ray cone. The effect of maneuvers is automatically included
by use of the local flight velocity and the Math angle at each time point. Once the
ray calculation is completedt the rest of the boom calculntion proceeds exactly as
outlined earlier, except for the use of B instead of ,,¢throughout.

A final step in boom calculation is that, for a receiver on the ground, the perceived
boom is enhanced by reflection from the ground. This reflection generally is a factor
of 2. It can be less for soft ground, and it can be higher if there are multiple reflectors
Buch a.s the corner between the ground and a wall.
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Flight path

__t + _t_ _

Fipure 9. Ray tube outlined hi]four corner rails At and _'_ apart.

Computation of Sonic Booms

The theory outlined above is presented as a collection of components. The
acoustic senses signature is given by equations (2) and (3), with atmospberie effects
included via equation (9). Nonlinear steepening is calculated by equation (5) and
applied as shown in figure 7, Except for equation (8), whleb Is very simplified, no
formnled are presented by which Lbe reader can compute sonic boom. Tile process
is sutfieiently complex that a computerized implementation is generally required.
Figure 10 shown the computational flow of such a program, A number of computer
programs have been written (refs. 25 and 31 to 34, for example), They all perform
tile same basic caleulntloas, but each h_ particular capabilities and features added
for specific applications. Reference 35 contains a review of the various program
eapablllties. All these programs were originally developed for mainframe computers,
However, because of tile current interest in sonic booms, it is expected that personal
compnter versions will be available soon.

A very useful caleulatlon procedure for steady-flight booms is the simplified
model developed by C_,rlson (ref, 36). He noted that the computerized geometrleal
acoustics caleulatlons could be performed ones for a range of fiight parameters and
implemented as an extension of formulas auch as equation (8), His formulas for an
N-wave are

Apmax = lfpKr PV/_vP_(M2- 1)l/Sh_/alz/4K_ (10a)

3.42 M _ 1/4 hi4 r,- (10b)
At=Nt c"'7(M 2-1)3/8"In , ,,s
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Figure 10. Logical{tow of sonic boom calculation.

where

Apmax shock strength

,',t N-wave duration

he effectivealtitude

1 aircraft length

Kp pressure amplification factor

lfr ground reflection factor (nominally 2.0)

Ira aircraft shape factor

Kt signature duration factor

Charts of Kp and IG are presented in reference 36 for various flight altitudes and
Much mlmbcrs. A procedure is also presented for computing Ka based on aircraft
type, The Ks procedure can be used to estimate an N-wave F-function for input to
a full sonic boom model with which maneuver effects can be calcelated. For steady,
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level flight in the standard atmosphere under conditions where N-wave sonic booms
occur, Carlson's method is generally within 5 percent of computer calculations.

Maneuvers and Focusing

Under certain conditions, converging ray patterns can exist which produce
focused "superbooms." Studies of cylindrical implosions and intuitive concepts of
leas-like focusing give expectations of very high amplitudes. In practice, those sonic
boom focl which do occur tend to be low-order types with moderate amplifications
typically no more than two to five times the carpet boom shock strength.

Figure 11 illustrates a focus condition for acceleration. As the Maeh number
increases, tbe Math angle decreasas and rays converge to a focus at some distance
from the aircraft. Only infinitesimally separated rays cross at a given point; tbe focus
tends to move farther from the aircraft a_ M increases. The foctm is thus smeared
out over a line generally referred to as a caustic. There are three orders of focus
to cousider: a simple focus corresponding to a smooth caustic (as shown in fig. 11),
a superfoeus corresponding to n cusp between two smooth caustics, and a perfect
lens-like focus (ref. 32). When a sonic boom focus occurs, it is predominately or
completely a simple focus. Superfoci can occur for transieut maneuvers such as turn
entry and mark the initial point of the associated simple focus. Perfect loci do not
occur for any credible supersonic maneuver.

Flight track

_,lach angle # decreases
t_ M incre_.ses

_ Rays

1

Figure 11, Sonic boom ,focusing due to acceleration.
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In three dimensions, a caustic is a two-dimenslonal snrface, A focal zone at tim
ground is a line represcnthlg the grouud.caustlc intersection. In tbree dimensions, a
superfocus cusp is a lies, with the superfocal zone at the ground being a point,

Figure 12 illustrates two other basic focusing maneuvers, that at sonic cutoff and
that in tile plane of a steady, level turn. Tlle ray and caustic topology of these
two cases and oftile acceleration case of figure 1I are similar. Close to the caustic,
the wave behavior depends on the relative geometry of tile rays and caustics, and
the three cases are mathematically intemhangeable. Because the caustic represents
a boundary to tbe wave field, tile focus amplitude is limited by diffraction effects.
This is a solved problem for tile linear acoustic case, Tile linear solution is singular.
Tile equations describing nonlinear behavior at a caustic were written by Gulraud
(mr. 37), who derived a similitude and corresponding scaling law. Guiraud's scaling
law leads to the following simple form for tile maximum sbock pressure at a simple
focus:

P_ c[ Y'f ]_/s (It)
Prer = L_J

where Pref is tile incoming N-wave boom pressure at a normal distance Yref from tim
caustic, R is the relative curvature between the rays and tile caustic, and C is a
constant. If a focused signature is available for one smooth caustic case, Gulraud's
similitude call be used to adapt it to any other simple focus. The similitude also
defines tile size of the focal zone, witbin which standard boom theory is invalid,
Focal zones are very narrow, with amplification significantly above the boom carpet
typically within a region less than 300 ft from tile focal line, Although staudard
boom tlleory can detect a focus (by virtue of ray-tube area vanishblg), calcnlation
of the focus requires that the caustic be traced and its curvature determined.

Numerical focus solutions for a single shock wave have been obtained by Gill
and Seebass (rcf. 38) and Gill (ref. 39) and more recently in reference 40. The
Gill-Seobass solution and tile scaling law have been incorporated into one of tile
sonic boom computer programs described previously (refs. 32 and 35), Figure 13
shows atypicaI focus solution for an incoming N-wave. Tile shocks are amplified
more than the rest of the signature (typical of diffraction, which tends to wasb out
low frequencies more than high), so tllat focused signatures typically have U-shaped
waves, Focus factors, bused on shock amplifications, range frmn 2 to 5, both from
calculations (ref, 41) and from flight tests (refs. 42 and 43). Calcnlatious fronl this
theory and flight test data are in good agreement (ref, 44),

Cooped caustic focal zones, sometimes termed "soperfoci" or "super-
superbooms." }lave been observed in flight tests (ref. 43), with slmck focus factors
of almost 10 at a point. Such a superfocus is limited to a region a few hundred feet
in size. Theory has been formulated for cnsped snperfoci (refs. d5 and 46), but lm
results comparable to those of references 38-40 are yet available.

Hypersonic Speeds

Most parts of sonic boom theory work well at all Macb numbers, but calculation
of the F.functiou from slender-body theory (i.e,, eq. (2)) fails at higb Macb numbers
(above about Macil 3 for slender transport-type aircraft) or for blmlt bodies. At
hypersonic speeds, some other theory is required. Tilrus approaches have been
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:J Figure 13. Focused and onJocused boom signatures.

With contimmd improvements in eompntatlonal fluid dynamics and ever-lowering
computer costs, it should be practical to use Eu]er codes to compute complete
F-functions for hypersonic speeds. No such application has yet been made, but
it is an expected development for current hypersonic projects.

One theory for hypersonic booms is available, that developed in reference 50.
It is based on a concept by Seebass (ref. 51) that even slender fiypersonie vehicles
effectively have bhmt nones (both physically, because of heating co_miderations, and
aerodynamically, because of tile entropy layer), and tim resultant drag dominates
the sonic boom. The model of such a vehicle is a spherical nose on a very slender,
Infinite afterbody_ very much like the pbysical model used for tile hypersonic-boom
wind.tunnel study of reference 49. The far-field wave pattern of such a body can
be computed by means of a blast wave analogy. Reference 50 contains a careful
analysis of this configuration, identifying the significant terms ih tbe hypersonic flow
equations, writing dm appropriate similitude-scafing laws, and laatcbing near-field
flow (wbere entropy layer effects are important) with the far field (where entropy
layer effects can be argued to be negligible), Quantitative results for the far field were
presented, with eonetant8 incorporated from a numerical solutioo to the equivalent
blast wave. Tile analogy Is valid for the positive.pressure phase of tbe far-field
N-wave tXp (the positive impulse I) and also provides an estimate of the location
of the trailing shock, The final far-field sonic boom results were combined with
geometrical acoustics atmospheric corrections for an isothermal model atmosplmre.
Figure 14 shows tim final prediction; this figure is based on reference 52, which
contains a synopsis of reference 50, The only vehicle parameter is drag, as might
be expected from tbe nature of tbe theory. In reference 50. agreement with reentry
data for the blunt-body spacecraft is reasonably good.
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The reference 50 theory predicts hypersonlc transport (HST) sonic boron levels
which are apparently lower than those established for supersonic transports, Shown
for comparison in figure 14 arc Ap and I for a nominal 400000-1b SST at M = 2.7.
The SST boom is significantly greater than the HST boom, Tills type of comparison
has led to spccnlaHon tbat bypersonic transports may have a sonic boom advantage,
However, there are two points to consider, First, tile theory is effectively a volume-
only model and does not account for vebicie lift, Almost 40 percent of tile example
SST boom is due to lift, An extension of tbe theory to aecmmt for llft-induced boom,
analogous to Walkden's theory at supersonic speeds, would be very nsefid but has
not yet been attempted, Second, tbe drag-dominated tbeory implicitly assumes a
short body, This assumption results in dl_ratlous considerably aborter than those
calculated for the SST, with a correspondingly lower impulse.

.5

,_p,IISV A

---- 1, IISV_-- Ap,SST

\ .... 1,ssT

_1,. \,\_ / /' .3 1,

\ KX /

) I I I 0
.50 lOS 150 200 2fi0x 103

Altitude,ft

Figure 14, Oeerprussnre and impube as function of altitude for dma-
dominated hypersonic vehicle, Conventional SST shown for comparison.
(Basedon re/.de.)

Measurements and Predictions

This section deals with the prhnary boom carpets for both steady, level flights
and foraircraftInmaneuvers.For steady,levelflight, bothon-truckand lateral
measurementsand comparisonswithpredictionsarepresented.Variabilityinthe
sonic boom measurements as a result of tile atmosphere is presented and changes in
woveform and probability distributions of measured.to.predicted boom levels arc
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shown, Focus booms associated witb various types of operations, their ground
patterns, and the pressure buildups are described. Finally, recent experience with
secondary boom carpets is discussed, including the signature characteristics and
amplitudes of the booms,

Primary Boom Carpets for Steady,
Level Fllgbt

Oa- T_ack Measurements

A considerable number of studies bare been conducted which were aimed at ]
defining the peak amplitudes (overpressures) of tile signatures for primary boom I
carpets for a wide range of vehicles and flight conditions, A summary of these results i
is shown In figure 15, Predicted and measured on.track sonic boom overpressures
are plotted as a function of altitude for several aircraft of various sizes and weights
(Including Concorde) along with measured data for tile launch and reentry pha.ses
of the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 spacecraft (ref, 53), and the Space Shuttle ascent and
reentry flights (ref, .54), Measured and predicted vahms of nvcrpressare correlate
well for the aircraft cases, The sonic boom levels in general increase wRh increasing
aircraft size and decrease with increasing altitude, The theory is valid for direct
borons of conventional aircraft,

Ap 0 hir_ridt dais

__ • A_¢Cllt [aulicb vehicJv_
-- I ApalJa capsule reeatry

• Shuttle orbiter recatry
Predlct[ml

°f
Sonic boom 4 XlO-7S ,- Concorde

ov,rpres.ure,_ _ .4 x:Shilitlclirbil_r _//_/////_./- a.cclitblulldlvl, <eA,olo
'_I,,il,/l'tl 2 "A i "li//s

S 20 40 60 8S loll 120 140 16S 180 2C0 220 _,1{1260 600 × 103

Altitude, It

Figure 15, Measured and predicted on.track sonic boom overpre#sures in
primary carpet area for several aircraft and spacecraft.

For measurements made during the reentry of spacecraft, the measured data are
consistent with data obtained for aircraft in that tbey appear to be comparable in
magnitude to extrapolated levels for fighter or medium bomber aircraft and they
display a similar decrease with Increased altitude.

In general, the measured overpressures for the launch and ascent portion of
spacecraft flights indicate the same trend ef decreasing pressure with increasing
altitude. However, the magnitudes of the ovcrpressure values are much greater than
those of the reentry case, Since the launch vehicle is considerably larger than the
reentry vehicle, higher boom levels can be expected, However, the largest portion
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of tim increased overpressnre from launch vehicles results from tile "effective body"
produced by tile rocket exhaust plunm, Note that disturbances from tbe ascent
phase, with engines thrusting, wore measured at ground level for the vebicle operating
at altitudes up to about 500000 ft (ref, 55), Sbnplified metbods for prediction of
spacecraft sonic booms are disenssed in refi_rences 35 and 48.

Lateral ,qpread Measurements

Considerable attention him also been given to defining the lateral extent of the
prinmry boom carpet for steady flights of aircraft at various Mach numbers and
altitudes. The calculated and nleimured primary carpet data for 13 fllgbts of the
XB-70 at M _ 2.0 and an altitude of 60000 ft are sbown in figure lfi. Tbese data
are also typical of other aircraft and operating conditions, At the top of tim figure an
approacldng supersonic aircraft is schematically shown, along with the downward-
propagating rays, The extent of the primary carpet is the point at which tbe ray
refracts away from tim ground (tile cutoff distance). This lateral cutoff point is
independent of aircraft type and is only a fimction of tim aircraft altitnde, the Macb
number, and the characteristics of the atmosphere below tim aircraft,

I-- Pfmary -j
cntpetwidth, d

Slg;la ttlrl! s]lgpo

• Calctdated TheoryI- \' / %
ib/ft._

L.'ttenll distance _Folll [_rOlllld I['Ftgk_ IL IlL_,

I, d '1

Figure 16. Sonic boom overpt_ssures for XB.?O ain:mft at an altitude of
60 000 fl as futtction of lateral distance. M _-. 2.0.

Comparisons of tile calculated and measured lateral extent of tile sonic hoom
patterns _ a function of aircraft altitude and Macb number for steady flight in a
standard atmosphere are given ill figure 17, Tile data points represent averages
of a number of |neasnrements involving various aircraft. The widths of the sonic
boom carpets on the ground increase with increasing altitude and Mach number.
For example, at as altitude of 200f10 ft and M = 1.5, the total width of the pattern
is 20 n.ml, At 00 000 ft and M = 2,0, the pattern widtb is about 60 n.mi. However.
_ is illustrated by tile two sketches at the top of tile figure, supersonic flights at
low altitudes result in narrow carpets Imvblg Illgher overpressures, wberetm at bigher
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Figure 17. Width of area of audible sonic boom pattern on ground.altitudesthe carpetwidtbs are mucb broader lintwlth lowerground overpressures.

_i Good agreement exists between measured and calculated values. The hypersonic
aircraft will operate at altitudes and Much numbers beyond the current experience.
However, there is no reason to belieVE that theory would not provide reasouable

estimates of the carpet width for tills anticipated fllght regime.

Variability Due toAtmosphere

Tim boom signatures associated with tlm on-track and lateral measurements were

measured under fairly stable atmospheric conditions. It has been noted previously
that atmospheric varlatinns, particularly those in the first few thousand feet above
the Earth surface, can be very influential in bringing about distortions of the sonic
boom signature (see fig. 5), changing it from tbe normally expected N-wave to a

"peaked" or "rounded-type" signature (ref. 56). Higher ovcrpressures result wben
tlle signatures are peaked, whereas lower pressures are associated with rounde_l
signatures. This peaking and rounding of the boom signatures is statistical in nature
and occurs as a function of either time or distancE.

A summary of the variations of tbe on-track overpressures resulting from the
atmosphere fur steady, level flight is given in figure 18. This statistical analysis
comprises most of the planned sonic boom experiments that have been conducted in
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tim United States, Data are included for a wide range of aircraft, a Mash number

range of 1.2 to 3.0, and an altitude range of about 1000O to 80000 ft, A total of
12 406 data samples have resulted fi'om 1625 supersonic fligllts.

No. Data
Aircraft flights samples

09asIooo____ D.m ,_ 0s5

SR-71 22 7114
.999 F.IOl S.19 5.19

F-IO.I 789 5063

.91 _ 1625 12,106

Probability .5( __ .. _ .S8

'v
Relative ,06

.n] billty .04
.02

J
.Ol OO 1 2 3 4

.eel _Pme_/&Pcalc
.0SOl i i _ i

.S .5 2 ,5
AP.,o_/Apc;dc

Figure 18, Statistical variation o] sonic boom waveforms and overpressures
resulting firm atmosphere for steady, level supersenic flight.

Plotted on figure 18 is a relative cumulative frequency distribution and histogram
for on-track measurements sbowing the probability of equaling or exceeding tile
ratio of tbe measured overpressure to tim calculated or nominal overpressure for
steady flight in standard atmosphere. For this type of presentation, all the data
would fall in a straight line if the logaritllm of tile data fit a normal distribution.

Rounded signatures of the waveform sketched in the figure are usually associated
with overpressure ratios less than 1. Nominal or N-wave signatures are observed on
the average, and peaked signatures of higher overpressurea are observed usually at
ratios greater than 1, Tile data of figure 18 indicate that variation in the sonic boom

signatures as a result of tile effects oftbe atmosphere can be expected during routine
operations,

Primary Boom Carpets for Maneuvers

Any rapid deviation of a vebicle from steady, level flight conditions can produce
considerable modifications in the location, number, and intensity of tile ground shock

wave patterns. This maneuvering phenomenon is illustrated in figure 19, whick shows
the shock wave ground-intersection patterns for two flight conditions of an aircraft
(ref.57). For simplicity,only the bow shock wave isshown.

At tbe leftinfigure19 thelateralspreadpatternon the ground foran aircraftin
steady,levelflightisshown. The ray pathson tlleground,representedby tbeangled
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lines, are generally parallel to each other, and the shock wave ground-intersection
patterns, as represented by the heavy lines, are essentially hyperbolic in shape. Tim
pattern to the right is for an aircraft experiencing a lateral aceeleratlon. The ray
paths are no longer parallel; bx fact, in some regions they tend to converge and in
others to diverge. Likewise, the sbock wave ground-intersection pattern is no longer
hyperbolic and contains some irregularities, including a shock fold in whlch multiple
booms would be observed and a cusp formation in which the pressures are higher
tban for steady flight conditions. Such pressure buildups correspond to focused
superbootna discussed previously.

Steadr flight Accderated [li#Lt

Figure 19. Shock wave ground-intersection patterns .for aircraft in steady and
accclerated flight at constant altitude. (From ref, 57.)

Sonic boom enhancement can result from a variety of aircraft maneuvers. Fig-
ure 20 illustrates three types of maneuvers which could result in pressure buildups
at ground level: a longitudinal acceleration, a 90* turn, and a pushover maneuver.
In each maneuver, pressure buildups occur in the localized regloas suggested by the
shaded areas in the sketclms. It is very important to remember that Mthough the
aircraft and shock waves are moving, these localized areas on tile grmmd in which
pressure buildups occur are fixed and do not move with the aircraft, The local-
ized regions, Incidentally, ore on the order of 100O ft or less in width. The pressure
buildups In these focus areas are a function of the type of maneuver and the acceler-
ation Involved and are noted in the Revieul and Status of Theoi'y section to be 2 to
5 times the boom carpet values. As noted previously, presasre buildups will always
result for the longitudinal maneuver when the aircraft accelerates from subsonic to
supersonic speeds. The pressure buildup areas associated with turns and pushover
maneuvers can be minimized or avoided by reducing acceleration (or decelerating)
or by simply avoiding the maneuver.

In scheduled commercial operations, longitudinal acceleration from subsonic to
supersonic speeds is the only maneuver of significance from a ground exposure point
of view. Experience has demonstrated that the focus boom region associated with
this acceleration can be placed to within about 2 miles of the designated area.

It Is important to note that any randomness of the atmosphere, which brings
about waveform distortions discussed in connection with figure 18, may decrease the
focus factor value and, for certain situations, may elimbmte the focus altogether.
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Figure _0. Areas on ground exposed to snperbooms resulting from three maneuvers.

Secondary Boom Carpets

Secondary sonic booms_ or so-called "over-the-top" boom disturbances (refs. 10
to 15), are quite distinct from primary booms, not only in tile mnnner in which tbey
are propagated from the aircraft to tile grotmd but also in the way their signatures
are shaped. Tbe characteristics of tbese secondary sonic booms are illustrated in
figure 21. An overall pressure time bistory (re£ 15) from the Concorde for a secondary
boom is shown in figure 21(a), Note the signal is complex in that a number of
disturbances are observed at tbis particular metmurement location over a period of
1.5 minutes with a maximum peak-to-peak pressure of about 0.2 psf. Three sections
of the ovendI pressure signature at A, B, and C are presented with expanded time
scales in figures 2I(b) to 21(d) to provide an indication of the frequency of these
signals. Note tbat the fundamental frequency is about 1,5 to 2.0 Hz. For secondary
boom signatures, the pressure changes very slowly and is in the subaudlble frequency
range. This, combined with tbe very low amplitudes, makes it difficult for the ear to
sense this sound. These secondary booms are beard, bowever, and descriptions vary
from the rumbling of far-off tlmnder to startling. Indoors, of course, such a pressure
signature can be mere noticeable since it vibrates the structure and causes rattling
and motions.

Secondary booms have existed since tbe begbadng ofsupersonlc fl_ghtcapabilities.
Eacb of tile major sonic boom flight programs sent secondary booms propagating
through tbe upper atmosphere. These secondary booms went essentially unnoticed
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Figur_ 21. Charaet_rlstics of seconda_ sonic booms,
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until the 1977 to 1978 tlme period, wlmn tbe Naval Research Laboratory investigated
the east co_mt acoustic disturbances Ire,f, 58), which were initially reported to be
strange and mysterious in origin. The Concorde had entered bits commercial service
in mid-197fl, of coure,c, and scientific use was being made of its secondary boom,
wbicb was a consistent and known smlrco, for determhde'g the characteristics of
the upper atmospbcre (refs. 12 and I3). Concorde secondary booms thus became
more evident and complaints to this effect were received, tlowevcr, in every
case of Concorde-gcnerated secondary sonic booms, reroutblg of tile fligbt tracks
and changes in operating conditions, depending upon atmospheric and seasonal
variations, eliminated the problem.

Tim secondary sonic boom carpet and the disturbances experienced within it are
not as well defined as for the primary sonic boom, and only fragmentary observations
and measurements are available. These disturbances are known to involve both
the upper and lower levels of tbe atmosphere during propagation, to have very low
overpressure values, and to have a very low frequency content. Propagation distances
greater than 100 miles are emnmou and relatively large ground arenasare exposed,
but the significance from a commmdty response ste,ndpoblt is not well-defined.

Sonic Boom Minimization

Tlds section addresses see'in boom inlnlnfzatlon through aircraft design and
aircraft operation. Minimization througb design involves modification of tbe aircraft
size, weight, and shape in order to rednce tim overpressure or to alter the waveform.
Minlmlzation through aircraft operation relates to flying the aircraft at a Mach
number and altitude combblation so that a boom does not reach the ground. The
atmosphere plays a significant role in this process. Mention is made of sonic booms
from aircraft at transonic Me,oh numbers (0.89 _< M _< 1,00) and relatively low
altitudes, and tile associated waveform and boron levels are discussed,

Design

Sonic boom effects are mie,ln|ized tbrough increased distmlee between the aircraft
and tile ground. Minimizing sonic booms through aircraft design modifications has
also been investigated and lower bounds have been established (refs, 52 and 59 to
62). Some of tlm approaches that Imve been considered are illustrated in figure 22.
Sonic boom minimization can be achieved through a reductlon in the overpressure
or aa increase in the signature rise time, eaeb of these parameters being slguiflcant
with regard to bunion response (refs. 63 and 64) and to structum, I response (tel 65).
Altering tbe overpressure and the' rise time also results in chae'ges in impulse. As
Illustrated in the' lower sketches of the figure, reduced overpressures earl be obtabled
by reducing tbe size of the aircraft (that is, lower aircraft weight and volume) or by
proper shaping of the oh'craft geometry to provide a modified (i.e., flattop) signature.
Tile rninimnm impulse e,ignatnre is generally that of an N-wave. The minimum
overprcssure is tbat of tim flattop and flat-bottom N-wave. These two approacbes
have been given coaslderatlon in the past, and reductions in bow wave overpressures
of about 30 percent to perhaps as much as 40 percent appear to be obtainable.

Othe,r minimization techniques involving increasing rise times have also been
investigated (role,. 6Gand 67). If the rise time of tile signature could be increased to
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the point where a sine wave would result instead of an N-wave, the sine wave pressure
signature should not be audible to an outdoor observer, However, this avoklanee of
the shock wave altogether would result in an increased impulse, and such a signature
would still vibrate buildings such that people indoors would react. To obtain eveu
small increases in rise times, the aircraft length would have to be increased by at
leasta factorof3 overtilegreatestlengthnow beingconsidered(toabout100flIt).
This initselfisan impracticalapproach.Anothermeans would be to alterthe
alrstreamsothatthesame beneficialeffectsassociatedwiththeincreasedlengthare
obtained.Thiswould beaccomplishedby theadditionofheatorotherformsof
energy.Studiesofthealrstreamalterationorthe "phantombody"conceptsuggest
thatlargoamountsofheatorenergy(atleasttheequivalentoftheoutputfromthe
onboardpropulsionsystems)arerequiredtoobtainincreased-rise-timesignatures.
Thisapproachthereforealsoappearstobeimpractical.

Reduced overpressure Increased rlsG! time

Size Shape Length Airst ream Mteratlml

Ca]cu]ated a]Unat ures

I

l iI

Figure 22, Sonic boom minimization concepts.

As a result of past and current efforts In boom minimisation, it is generally
agreed that the nominal cruise sonic boom signatures can be modified through
aircraft design. Absolute lower hounds are available for overpressare and impulse.
The significant advances which have been made in propulsim|, materials, and
aerodynamics will play a significant role in rodueiug ntndo boom levels. For example,
supersonic laminar flow exerts a very powerful influence on reducing aircraft gross
weight and tncre_tng cruise altitude, both of wMeh lower tlze sonic boom level.
In-house NASA studies (ref, 68) suggest the feasibility of a long and light SST
having a sonic boom ovorpressure level of less than 1.0 lb/ft 2 (about half the
overpressure estimated for the canceled U.S. SfiT) dnring cruise flight for domestic
ranges, The analytic tools for defining the required aircraft characteristics are
available and have been validated with wind-tunnel experiments on small wing-body
eoifltguratious representing transport aircraft, Means for evaluating the trade-offs
for boom minimization in terms of actual aircraft design are available. Tile most
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desirable signature sbape, from tile point of view of minimum response of an outdoor
and indoor observer and of structural response, bas not yet been established,

"Boolnleas" Flight Operations

In addition to sonic boom minimization, sonic boom avoidance can also be
realized through operation of tile aircraft at low supersonic Mach numbers such
that tile shock waves extend down toward, bill do not intersect, tile ground because
of atmospheric refraction or cutoff, as suggested by tile sketch in the upper left of
figure 23. Tile range of Maeh numbers and altitudes over wbich operations at cutoff
Maeb number Men can be performed is shown in tile figure for steady, level flight
ina standardatmospllerewith no wind, FlightsatMaeh numberstotheleftof
thehatcbedcurvewillresultinno booms reachingtheground,whereasfligiltsat
Mach numberstotherlghtofthecurvewillresultillbooms reachingtileground,
Tllellighestspeedat whichtileaircraftcmdd operateina standardatmosphere
withoutproducingboomsstthegroundisaboutM = 1.15.Intilerealatmospheret
variationsinthespeedofsounddo existbecauseoftmnperuturesud winds,Climb
or descent angles would also permit an increase or decrease in Moo, respectively, The
practical range of Moo varies from 1,0 to about 1.3 for steady, level flight for a fidrly
wide rangeofatmespberic conditions.
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Fioure 83. Combinations of Mach number and altitude/or boomleas ]li#ht.
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Two points sbould be made about boomlcss flight operations. Boomless flJgbt
is independent of aircraft configuration and is a function of tile aircraft operating
conditions and tbe atmosphere. Aircraft cmffiguratim_ is, of course, important from
tbe standpoint of efficiency of operation at these low Maeb numbers; for example,
flying a high Maeh cruise design at tim off-design Moo is less desirable tbas flying on
aircraft designed to operate at M = 1.15. In either case, boomless fright operations.
unlike tile stationary focus from an aircraft maneuver, always result in a contbmous
caustic or focal Ibm where the overpressures can be higher than those of the steady-
flight boom from tile aircraft flying at the same altitude but at the bigber cruise
Macb number, Timrefore, in order to assure the shocks, and tilus the boom, for
flight at Moo will terminate at some safe beight above ground level, a margin of
safety in tbe form of reduced Mash number is required.

Low-Altitude Transonic Flight

It can generally bc stated that as long as tbo aircraft speed over the ground is
less than tbe speed of sound at tile ground, then boomless flights at low supemonic
Mach numbers can be acbieved. It may be further stated that as long as the aircraft
speed is leas than M = 1.fl0, no sonic booms should be experienced at gmtmd level.
This is true for aircraft flying at altitudes of 100 body lengths or greater. Experience,
confirmed by measurements (rsf. 42), indicates that booms can be observed at ground
level from aircraft in steady, level fligbt at Math numbers from about 0.90 to 0.99
at altitudes of about 300 to about 2000 ft above ground level. Tills pbenomcnou is
similar to that observed for airfoils in wind tunseis (as sbown in fig. 24(a)) at high
transonicMath numbers,forwhichlocalizedshocksoccuratthemaximum thickness
(wimre the flow accelerates to M = 1,00 or greater), These shocks extend for some
distance from tim airfoil before dissipating into acoustic disturbances, This extended

,_ shock is also shown in the unusual photograph of an aircraft in flight at an indicated
(1 Mach number of 0,89 and an altitude of about 300 ft (fig. 24(b) from ref, 69), The
il explanation for wily the shock waves are visible is given in reference 09 im follows.

"Aircraft is flying in a cloud of water vapor coudeused by a slmck wave created
': when tbe local Math number reacims or exceeds 1,0 at a pohlt on the fuselage aft of
_i tbe cockpit, where tim skock attaches." The basic mecbanlsm involved in tile fligbt

picture is the lower pressure bebind tbc shock front causing tile moisture in the air
to condense.

Tile aircraft, like tbe airfoil, has a maximum thickness (equivalent area distribu-
tion) sudl that tile local flow can equal or exceed M" = 1,0 at some given free-stream
transonic Maeil number. These localized shocks have been observed to extnsd out-
ward and downward us much as 30 airplane body lengths. Tim intensity of tim booms
is substantial because of the very low altitudes, and tile signature, shown in figure 2fl,
is considerably different in oatnra from the normally observed N-wave-type signature
associated with a fully developed supersonic flow field,

The detailed analysis of low-altitude transonic flight test data (ref. 42) has
indicated that existing meteorological conditions influence tile vertical extent of
attached shock waves produced at nearly sonic fligbt. Aircraft Math number also bas
a direct influence on the vertical extent oftbe attacbed shock waves. Tbe extension of
these attacbed shock waves to lower altitudes may explain several "accidental" sonic
booms produced by low-altitude, marginally subsonic aircraft (although Machmeter
and altimeter errors may also be responsible).
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(a,I NACA 16.91_ airfoil in wind (b) Aircrsftintransonioflight.
tunnel. M = 0.90. M -_ 0.89. (From re[. 69.

Copllright Paul A.
Ludwig.)

Figure _4. Transonic flow fields.

_p

'I'iltl_

Figure t#,q. Character of transonic boom signature.

Responses to Sonic Booms

This section begins with a description of tile factors involved in boom exposure,
including the air path, ground path, and building vibration. Outdoor and Indoor
stimuli include audible, vibratory, and visual cues. A discussion of damage com-
plaints, relative to primary and secondary structural members, is given as a function
of the range of boom exposure levels. People responses to booms include startle,
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annoyance, effects on sleep, and long-term effects on health. Other responses to sonic
booms cover anhnais, birdsp and fish, and also include seismic effocts, nvalaecbcs,
landslide,, and other subsonic aircraft.

Factors Involved In Boom Exposures

There is considerable concern about the manner ia which people and structures

respond to soulc booms and bow such responses will affect community acceptance of
overland operations, The nature of tile response problem is illustrated in figure 26
(from ref, 70). The sketch at tbe top of the figure suggests two different exposure

situations for people, In one case, the person is outdoors and is impinged on directly
by the waves. In the other case, the observer is inside a building and tile waves
impinge first on tile building, The building then acts as a filter which determines tile
nature of the exposure stimuli reaching tile inside observer. Tile ingredients of this
indoor exposure situation are included in the chain diagram at tile bottom of the
figure. The sonic-boom-induced excitation whicb causes the building to vibrate may
arrive eitber through the air or through tile ground. It is generally conceded that tile
air path is the more significant one in most cases and is thus designated the primary
path in figure 26, Tile ground path is considered secondary and is designated by u
dashed fine in figure 26, Building vibmtioes can be observed directly by tile subject,
A person may also observe vibration-induced noise or, in the extreme case, associated

superficial damage of the structure.

Bnoln Bui[dl.g

;_,_ , Grmind j

t:_ Primary path

*-'-';."Secondary path

Figure 26. Factors involved in boom e._osures. (From ref, 70,)
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Outdoor and Indoor Stlmull

A person inside a building is exposed to a rather complex series of stimuli,
including auditory, visual, snd vibratory inputs. The nature of the auditory and
vibratory inputs is illustrated in figure 27 (from refi 70). Tile top trace is a sample
outdoor pressure exposure as measured for one particular case. This wave is of the
N-wave typet but it differs from an N-wave in some of its details, as do many of the
waves measured in the field. Tbe three bottom traces represent corresponding indoor
exposure stimuli. The topmost of these traces represents the pressure variation blside
the building owing to vibratory motions of the building and the cavity resonances.
Although this is a pressure disturbance, it generally occurs in a frequency range
that is not audible to humans. The audible portion of tills signal, as measured
with a separate microphone system, has the characteristic shape of tbe middle trace
and is an order of magnltude lower in amplitude. It is believed that this audible
portion of the pressure signal is associated with the rattling of the building structure
and furnishings because of the primary mode responses in the building. Finally,
the bottom trace represents the vibration of the floor that would be seased by a
person either directly or through the furniture. A person indoors therefore can be
influenced became of an auditory, vibratory, or visual cue. At the present time,
the indoor exposure situation is not understood well enougb to permit tbe relative
importance of each of these stimuli to be determined, although it is believed that in
certain situations each one is significant.

"-_L Time _> _-O,lO sec-_

0.33_ ..

(},Ill/

F(qure 27. Outdoor and isdoor sonic boom 8timul£ (From re/. 700

Damage Complaints and Range of
Boom Exposures

Experience has shown that supersonic fligbts over communities lmve resulted in
complaints regarding damage because of sonic booms. The nature of the reported
dmnage is fairly well represented by the data in figure 28, which shows tbe frequencies
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with which certain types of damage are mentioned (ref. 6). Plaster cracks, the type
of damage reported most frequently, are mentioned in 43 percent of tile complaints.
Other reported damage includes cracks in window gl_.ss, walls, and tile. fitmctures
reportedly damaged by sonic booms are mostly brittle surfaces and are secondary
structural components.

Pi_Lstercrack_ - - - -- - _ - - -2=

nrokcn _
WilIIIO_Wt

Masm,ry

cracks

IIrokG.atile_lltl Inlrrllrlt

Ilroken

bric-a-bnlc m

_J Drml_gl.d m

}i. appli_mce_

,_ MJsce[la:Icmls

i I I I I
IS 211 1IS ,In

Wtjt_t[ golllplaJllts , perfcllt

Figure °.8. 8onic boom damage complaints. (From rcf. 6.)

The relation between sonic booms aml damage has tile same complexity as the
relation between sonic borons and indoor responses: a rigorous relationship depends
on the frequency content of the boom and the frequency response of the structure.
A practical, simple measure of the boom (for correlation with damage) would
be the energy content in frequencies armmd the fundamental response frequency
of structures, since tbis Is where tile greatest response occurs (refs. 65 and 71).
Previously in thts chapter the argument was presented tbat aural response to sonic
booms can be quantified by the peak overpressuret since tbat was associated through
audio freqnsney components of booms. Similarly, it Call be argued that structural
response involves low frequencies, so that tbe impulse of tile boom is an appropriate
quantity. For this reason, boom impulses, as well as peak overpressnres, are often
reported. The boom impulse tends to represnst the lowest frequency components,
in the range of several hertz. Tbe fundamental frequency response of buildblgs is
typically 10 to 30 Hz (ref. 72), however, so impulse alone may not be an adequate
nlnasure,
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Tile vast majority of experience with sonic booms hus been with N-waves 200 to
300 msee in duration, Usually only the overpressure has been reported or correlated
with damage. One wmdd, however, expect the relatMn between impulse, spectra,
and overpressure to be fairly consistent for booms of such similar shapes. Care
must be taken when these data are applled to significantly different types of boom
signatures, but these correlations of boom damage with overpressure shmdd certainly
be self-consistent and well worth examining,

As expected_ the reported damage varies depending upon tile intensity of tile
boom. Tills is illustrated in figure 29, in which sonic.boom.induced incidents per
fl]ght per million people are shown for various overpressuro ranges (ref. fi), The ranges
of boron levels up to about 3.0 lb/ft 2are fairly representative of the majority of booms
associated with controlled supersonic flight operations. It may be significant that na
damage Incidents occurred for boom exposures below about 0,8 lb/ft 2, although a
smaller number of data samples were available in tiffs range,

2.0

L5 mi J

Damage incidents

per tlight per I.S

mililon people
tl

.5

i i i P f p I
.s l,e t,5 2,0 2,5 3,e :l.fi

&V, tb/f t2

Fi#ure _9. Sonic-boom-induced incidents for various overpressure ranges,

The nature of the sonic-boron-induced damage problmn can be illustrated wlth
the summary plot of figure 80 (from ref. 6). The number of damage incidents for a
given type of structure increases as the overpresaure increases, and this is particularly
evident at the higher overpressure values, AI8o shown in the figure is a schematic
illustration of the amplitude distribution of the overpressures, Even though the
nominal, or predicted, overpressure for a given aircraft at specific flight conditions
has a value which is generally lower than that at which building damage might be
expected, there is a distribution of pressure amplitudes such that a small percentage

: of the total amplitude values occurs in the relatively high overpressure range, These
high values, which occur only occasionally because of either atmospheric effects or
focus booms due to maneuvers, may be sufficient to trigger incipient damage in
existing structures, Two points can be made from this figure, It is obvious that
a lower nominal value is desirable because of the reduced probability of building
damage. However, though the nominM overpressure is established at a relatively low
value, no assurance can be given that the triggering of damage can be completely
avoided.
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Figure 80. Nutar_ of sonic.boom-induced damage problem. (From ref, 6,)

People Responses

It has been shown that people are annoyed by sonic booms because of concerus
that the booms may damage their property, This suggests that the annoyance of
booms might be diminished if the publlc could be convinced that boom levels from
military or commercial supersonic operations are well below the damage threshold.
However, sonic boom effects on people are difficult to plnpoint because of the
subjectivity of the people's responses and because of tile diversity of variables
affecting their behavior. Responses depend on previous exposure, age, geographic
location, time of day, socioeconomic status, and many other variables.

Research and experimentation bave turned to several findings about sonic boom
phenomena related to humans, These findings indicate tlmt booms do not adversely
affect human hearing, vision, or circulation (ref. fi). Tile human psychological
response is more complex, involving attitudes and habituation to booms and their

t sourcaa,

These findings have also turned up a number of other points, Long-term effects
on health of repeated daily booms have ant been investigated. Possible long-term
effects on sleep of repeated night booms are unknown. Although existing evideuce
suggests booms of 1.0 Ib/ft 2 or greater are unacceptable to a significant portion of
ttle population, a level of acceptability of sonic booms hue not been determined,

I Values of sonic boom overpressum of 0.5 to 1,0 lb/ft 2 have been suggested_ but withno scientific support,
Flnally_ the possibility exists that human responses to booms measured one to

two decades ago may differ from those recorded in the next decade (ref. 6),

Other Reaponaea

To date,ithas beendifficulttomake detailedinterpretationsoftheeffectsof
sonicbnonmon differentanlma]species.However,researchon cldckeus,chickenand
pheasanteggs,pregnantcows,racehorses,sheep,wildbirds,and mink suggeststhat
boom effectson domesticand wildanimalsarenegligible(refi6). Likehumans,
animalsarestartledbylouduoieestbut thisdiminishedduringtesting.Inany case_
ourdependenceon animalsforfood(livestock),companionship(pets),relaxation
(horses),andaestheticvalue(wildlife)stronglysuggeststheyreceivemoreattention
and researchregardingtlleeffectsofsonicboom exposures.

Tileeffectsofsonicboomson aquaticlifemay notbavebeeninvestigatedtoany
greatextent.Thisisaresultoftlleinitialfindingsthattheattenuationofthesonic
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boron in water suggests that tbese effects sbould be small (reL 6). In particular,
boom overprcssures dissipated to about a tenth of their initial value at a depth of
about 60 ft and so appear to pose no tbreat to aquatic life, including tile capacity
of fish eggs to batch. This experience is associated witb aircraft traveling at Math
numbem of 3,0 or less. At bypersonic Macb numbers, the aircraft speed can equal
or exceed the speed of sound in water (about 4.5 times tbat in air), thereby greatly
increasing tile potential penetration of tbe sonic booms.

Sonic booms produced by aircraft moving at supersonic speeds apply moving
loads to tile Earth's surface, Although tile ground motion recorded was about 100
times tile largest natural, steady seismic noise backgrmmd, it was still less tban
1 percent of tbe accepted seismic dmnage threshold for residential structures (ref. 6).
Experiments have silawn that sonic booms probably cannot trigger earthquakes, but
tbey might precipitate incipient avalanches or landslides in exceptional areas which
are already stressed to within a few percent of instability, Research efforts on the
effects of booms in areas prone to ava]ancbcs and landslides have been recmnmended.
Furtllermore, the differences between triggering snow and eartb avalanches need to
be better understood, Once again, the experience thus far is associated with aircraft
speeds of Mach number 3.0 or less. Tile situation may be different at hypersonic
speeds.

Questions have been raised concerning tile effects of sonic booms on otber
subsonic aircraft, transport and general aviation types, botl| in flight and on
the ground. Controlled tests (ref. 73) have shown that tile sonic-boom-induced
accelerations, wbich were structural rather than rigkl-body motions, were small
relative to those induced by such commonly encountered plmnomena as runway
roughness and moderate air turbulence. The general conclusions were that sonic
booms constitute no serious concern for the safety of all types of subsonic aircraft in
flight,

Summary"

During flight at supersonic speeds_ shock waves are formed whicb propagate
outward in all directions; some may extend to tile ground and cause objectionable
noise. For vehicles operating at high altitudes, tbe shock wave patterns coalesce into
a bow sbock at the front of the vehicle and a tail sbock at the rear. Tim passage of
these shock waves past an observer results in rapid changes in atmospheric pressure
in the form of an N-wave signature and is interpreted by tim ear as two explosive.type
sounds, commonly referred to as sonic booms. In a typical supersonic mission tbe
shock waves_ which are moving with tile aircraft, generate sonic boom "carpets" on
the ground whose width depends on flight and atmospheric conditions. These carpets
are made up of primary and secondary booms. The prbnary boom carpet contains
the normally observed sonic boom overpressures and results from wave propagation
through only that part of the atmosphere below tile aircraft. Secondary buom carpets
may exist whicb involve the portion of tile atmosphere above the aircraft as well as
that below the aircraft. Between tbe primary and secondary carpets exists a region
in which no booms are observed, The secondary boom carpets are more remote
from the ground track and the overpressure levels are much less intense tban in the
primary carpet.
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Sonicboom theory,ingeneral,iswellestablished.The evolutionofthesonic
boom signaturefromitspatternneartheaircrafttothepressuresignaturereceived
on thegroundcan beaccuratelypredictedintermsofoverpressurelevel,number
andlocationofshocks,and duratlou.The completeroleoftheaircraftconfiguration
ill sonic boom generation is embodied ill tile .F-functlon. Analyses of minimization
concepts generally center on calculating F-functions for wLriousconfigurations. For
typicalslendersupersonicvehicles,tlleF-functionmay be computeddirectlyfrom
vehicle geometry via linearized supersonic flow theory. At hypersonic speeds, for
which linearizcd [low theory is not accurate, the problem is that of obtaiohlg the
F-functioe by other means, such as wind tmmel tests or computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) codes.

Utilization of the theory of geometric acoustics allows for the inclusion of the real
atmosphere and nonlinear steepening on the shock wave system msit propagates to
ground. It also allows for the calculation of the nmnber and location of multiple
booms resulting from mar_euvering flight and the location of "superboom" focal
zones. Focus boron signatures can be computed for simple "smooth caUStic" loci,
but similar results are :lot yet available for rarer, higher order "aspcrfoci."

< A numberofsonicboroncomputerprogramshavebeenwritten.They allperform
thesamebasiccalculations,buteachhasparticularcapabilitiesand featuresadded
forspecificapplications.Alltheseprogramswereoriginallydevelopedformainframe
computers, but it is expected that personal computer versions will be available.

The primary boom carpet and the disturbances that are experienced within it
have been Intensely researched. A considerable experimental data base has been
accumulated for a wide range of vehicles, Mach numbers, and altitudes. Agreement
between measurements and predictions is quite good for both on-track and lateral
locations for steady, level Sight conditions. Sonic boom overpressurcs are noted to
increase with increasing vehicle size and to decrease with increasing attitude. Tile
lateral extent of the primary boom carpet increases with increasing altitude.

Atmospheric variations, especially those in the first few thousand feet above the
Earth's surface, can be very influential ill bringing about distortions of the sonic
boom signature, changing it from the normally expected N-wave to a "peaked"
or "rounded-type" signature. I-/igher overpressures result when the signatures are
peaked_ whereas lower overpressures are associated with rounded signatures. This
peaking and rounding of the signature is statistical in nature and occurs as a function
of either time or dlstancn, As such, variations in tile sonic boom signature can be
expected during routine vehicle operations.

Rapid deviations of a vehicle from steady, level flight can produce considerable
modifications in the location_ number, and intensity of the ground shock wave
pattnrus. Thus, multiple booms and focused booms may be observed. Tile
pressure buildups in these focus areas are a fmmtiou of the type maneuvm' and
the ascelerations involved and can be 2 to 5 times the nominal levels of steady flight.
It is important to note that these focused booms are very localized and do not move
with the vehicle. They can be placed to within a few miles of the designated location.
Pressure buildup areas associated with turns, pull-up, or pushover maneuvers call
be minimized by reducing accelerations. Atmospheric randomness will also decrease
or, in some cases, even eliminate focusing altogether.

Secondary sonic booms are quite distinct from primary booms not only in the
manner in which they are propagated from tile aircraft to the ground but also in
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tile way their signatures are shaped, For secondary boom signatures, tile procure
changes very slowly and is in the subaudible frequency range, This lack of audibility
combined with the very low amplitudes makes secondary booms difficult to sense
outdoors, but they can be noticeable indoors, Tile secondary smde boom carpet
and the disturbances experienced within it are not as well.defined _mthose for the
primary boom and only fragmentary observations and measurements are available,

Sonic booms may be minimized through aircraft design and operation, Mini-
mization through design involves modification to tim aircraft size, weight, and shape
in order to reduce tlm overpressure or alter tile signature waveform, The analyti-
cal tools for defining the required aircraft characteristics and means for evaluating
tradc-offs for boron minimization in terms of aircraft design are available, The most
desirable signature shape, from tile point of view of minbnum response of an outdoor
and indoor observer and of structural responsep has not yet been nstablished.

Low supersonic "boomless" flight operations are feasible and provide a means for
domestic overland fllght. Tile atmosphere plays a significant role ill these types of
operations, and considerable care must be exercised to assure tlmt the shock waves
associated with boomless flights do not extend to the ground. The practicality of
such operations is very questionable.

Booms can be observed at ground level from aircraft in steady, level Ilight
at high transonic Math numbers and relatively low altitudes. The intensity of
tlm boom is substantial because of the very low altitudes, and the signatures are
considerably different in nature from tile normally observed N-wave nssociated with
fully developed supersonic flow.

The effects of sonic booms (particularly tile responses they invoke) are not
completely known, even through a considerable data bnse has been accumulated
over the years. Many factors are involved in boom exposure, including the air path,
ground path, and building vibrations. Outdoor and indoor stimuli include audible_
vibratory, and visual cues. Human response to booms include startle, annoyance,
effects on sleep, and long-term effects oil health.

Structures reportedly damaged by sonic booms are mostly brittle surfaces and
are secondary structural components. Tim number of damage incidents increases
with increasing boom intensity. It may be significant that no damage incidents are

2reported for boom exposures less than 0.8 lb/ft , although the data sample is small
Sonic booms do not adversely affect human hearing_ vision, or circulation. The

human psychological response is more complex, Involving attitudes and habituation
to booms and their sources. Long-term effects on health of repeated daily booms
and effects on sleep of repeated night booms are not known. Although boom levels
of 1.0 lb/ft 2 or greater are apparently unacceptable to a significant portion of the
population, a level of acceptability has not been determined.

To date, it has been difficult to make detailed interpretations of the effects of sonic
booms on different animal species. Research suggests tbat boom effects on domestic
and wild animals are negligible; however, it is strongly suggested they receive more
attention and research.

Since sonic booms attenuate rapidly in water, they appear to pose no threat to
aquatic life, nor do they affect the capacity of fish eggs to hatch. At Iwpersonic Mach
numbers, tile aircraft speed can equal or exceed the speed of sound in water, thereby
greatly Increasing tile potential penetration of tile sonic boom.
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Ground motions associated with sonic booiiis are leg,2 than 1 percent of the

accepted sel,smie damage threshold for residential structures, Sonic booms probably

cannot trigger earthquakes, but they might precipitate incipient avalanche,2 or

landslides in exceptional aree.s which arc already stressed to within a few percent

of instability, The situation may be different at hypersonic speeds.

Sonic booms constitute no serious concern for the safety of all types of subgonlc

aircraft in flight, The boom.induced accelerat[oas are small relative to those indased

by runway roughness and moderate air turbulence.
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Glossary of Terms

Acousticcompactness--Existswhentheacousticwavelengthismuchgreaterthan
tlmsourcedbnensions.

Acou_tlc (signature)waveform--The timehistoryoftheacousticpressure.

Aeoliantones--SeeStroubnlnumber.

Aerodynamic interactionnoise----ArJsesfromthecouplingbetweentwo blade
rowsduo towakesfromtheupstreambladerowconvectingintothedowestreael
bladerow"and tllepotentialflowfieldofthedownstreamrow actingon the
upstreamrow.

Aerodynamlc noise--Noisegeneratedbytlmflowofunsteadyair.Noisegenerated
by flowing liquids is referred to _L_hydrodynamic noise.

Airfoil tratllng-edge noise---Noise generated when tim turbulent boundary layer
developing over the surface of an airfoil is convccted into the wake of the airfoil
past its trailing edge.

Airframe interaction noise--In certain aircraft and eegbm layouts, there are
interactions between the jet exhausts and tile airframe. These affect tile entrain-
merit of air into tile jets _ma result of the proxbuity of the airframe. As It result
of tlmse interactions, the jet noise radiated to the ff*r field is increased. This
increaae is referred to as airframe interaction noise.

Airframe nnlsc---The nonpropulsive noise of all ltircraft in flight.

Anechoic envlronment--Nonechoieg environment provided in test cells and open
jet wind tunnels by whll treatments that are highly absorptive (nonrellecting) for
the aeotlstic wavelengtils involved.

Augmenter wing (AW) vehlcles--Stmrt-takeoff-and-l_nding configurations that
make use of turbofim engines for which part of tile secondary exhaust flow is
ducted through ejector nozzles at tile wing trailing edge to enhance overall lift.
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Blade slap noise--Termappliedtotilehnpulsivenoisegeneratedbya rotating
bindsoveritportionoftllerotordiskImcausoofblad_vortexinteractionsor
[ocMizedcompressibilityeffects.

Blade-vortexinteraction(BVI) noise--Generatedwhellhelicopterrotorblades
interact with tip vortices shed daring previous blade pin,sages. Tile strellgth of
each interaction is governed by the local strength of the tip vortex, the core size
of tbe tip vortex, the local interaction angle of tbe blade and tim vortex line, and
theverticalscparatimlbetweenthevortexand theblade.

Blade-wake interaction(BWI) nolse--Generatedwhen belicopterrotorblades
blternct with aerodymmlic wakes shed during previous bbtde passages. This noise
is nicest evident during nearly level flight and is dnLstically reduced in climbing
flight.

Boomless fllght--Accomplishcd when an aircraft is operated at supersonic speeds
in reich a manner tbat the a.ssocb_ted shock wave pattern does :tot extend to tbe
ground. Tile criterion for boomless flight is tlmt the ground speed of the aireritft
does not exceed the speed of sound at tim ground,

Broadband noise--Prod,cod by sources that Rrt? random both in time and
in location, such as the interactions of rotating blades with turbtl]euce, and
distributed continuously in frequmlcy.

Boundary-layer trip--A small protuberance or area of rollg]mess that is placed
on an aerodynamic surface to pronlote transitiolJ of the bolmdary-layer flow from
laminar to turbulent.

Buzz-saw noise--See Multiple pure tones.

Caustlc--lngeometricalacoustics,tmenvelopeofrays.BecaltseoftileshrJnl_tgeof
raytubearei_stozeroattilecaustic,suchregionshaveinfiniteor ldghacoustic
intensityand areconsideredtmttbenlatiealsblgularities.

Cavitynolsc---Noise(discretefrequencylindbroadbaml)generatedbyhigh-speed
airflow over cavitieseach _s wheel wells.

Combustion thermoacoustic etlicloncy--TIm fraction of the comlmstion heat
relc,_sethat is radiated away its aeollstic energy.

Compact (point)acousticsource---Sourceforwhichthediflbreucesinemission
times (for one observer time) of points on the source are negligible compared
withtheperiodsoflhlctuationsofthesource.Notethatforitmovingsource,
compactnessisnotonlya propertyofthesourceitself,butmay alsodependon
theobserverposition.

Continuousspectrum--Spectrumforwhichcmnponestsitrodistributedcontinu-
ously0veta raltgeoffrequencies.
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Countorrotation (contrarotation)--Isvolvcs tile addition of a second rotating
hlade row behind the first. Thn second blade row rotates in tim opposite direction
to that of tile first. It imparts its own swirl, but in tile opposite direction to that
of the first, thus tending to cancel it. Tim result is increased cftlclency (thrust)
compared with a single blade row.

Cusp---A point of discontinuity of tile caustic where two segments of the caustic are
tangent to each other.

Delocallza_ion--The process by wbieh shock waves on a rotating blade surface
become connected to the acoustic radiation field.

Dipole (doublet) source---Represented by two equal monopole sources that are
a small distance apart and are pulsating 180° out of phase wlth each other.
Tile associated radiatim| pattern is higtlly directional and has a "figurc-fi" shape.
Dipoles are used to model sources that impart forces, such o._ lib and drag, to
the medium.

Direct combustion noistr---Results wimn a volume of mixture expands at constant
pressure as it is rapidly heated hy combllstion.

Doppler effect--The changing of observed frequency of a sound whose source is
moving with respect to a stationary observer. The freqnency of the sound is
observed to incremse or decrease, respectively, depending on whether tile sound
source is moving toward or receding fro|n the observer.

Doppler factor--Expressed as 1/(l-M), where M is tile Macb nmnber of the
component of the flow velocity in tile direction of radiation. In radiation
equations, it appears rtdsed to various powers, depending on source type, to
account for th_ elslnges ill omplitmle of acoustic pressure froln nlovlng SOllrces,

In aeroacousties, tile Mach munber is freqltently defined as tim tlow speed divided
by tile ambient speed of somld, wl|erems in aerodynamics,/vlach number is delJned
in terms of the local speed of sound.

Eddy convection speed--The average speed at which the larger scale eddies in
a turbulent flow arc transported by the flow. When different convection speeds
are ascribed to diirerent eddy scales, than the correct descriptor needs to be
added, sucb as small eddy or largo eddy convection speed. Convection sp_ods arn
typically 0.5 to 0.7 times tile free-stream vabm.

Energy spectrum--In the analysis of turbulence and lloise, relates to tile distri-
bution with respect to frequency of tile fraction of the total energy, on average,
that can be allocated to a given frequency.

Engine core noise----The summation of noise produced hy the combustion process
itself and tile noise produced as tile hot products of combustion pass through
the turbine and exhaust nozzle. (In stone writings, core noise is defined to also
include turbomachinery cmnponents).
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Entrainment--The property of the mixing regions of viscous attd turbulent flows
such that. with in,:teasing distance downstream, fluid e×terzlal to tfie ndxing
region is contfinmusly being engulfed fizto the mixing region, with tile result that
its mass fiu:_also Jzicrea,,ies.

Excess no|so--Usually refers to all extraneous sources of noise, both external and
internal, existing upstream of the nozzle exit that nlodify the cflaracteristics of
jet noise from those _.ssociated solely with the generation of noise from the jet
mixing regions.

Externally blown flap (EBF) vehicles--See Under-the-wing (UTW')
vehicles.

Flap slde-edge noise--Noise generated by airflow over tim edges of deployed
aerodynamic flaps; it is a component of airframe noise.

Flow-acoustic interaction--Occurs when tim sotmd field generated by an tin-
steady fluid motion crosses a nonuniform field of flow. Nomlally for solmd fields
up to moderate intensity the properties of tile flow field _lreunaffected by tfio
interaction, where_Lstile directivity of the sound field can be greatly distorted.

Frequency-domaln methods--Eliminate tfine from the wave equation IW means
of Fourier transfornlatJon,

Harmonic noise--The periodic signal component, that is, its time signature can
be rcpresentcd by a pulse that repeats at a cocstant rate.

Helicopter--Vehicle that utilizes only rotor(s) to create lift during hovedng and
forward flight.

High-speed impulsive (HSI) holes--Arises from shock wave formations asso-
ciated with localized supersonic flows oil hcficopter blades. They are generated
during only a portion of the revolution of each advancing binds.

Impulsive notse--A well-recognized characteristic of helicopters, it is periodic iu
nature, fins an intensive low-frequency content, and consists mainly of discrete fro
quency components. Possible sources are blade-vortex interactions and localized
compressible flows on tile blades.

Indirectcombustion nolse--Resnltswhen relativelylarge*scaletemperature
nonuniformities generated by turbulent combustion are convected through pres-
sure gradients in tile turbflle and exhaust nozzle,

Inflow turbulence noise---Noise generated when rotor blades fliteract with inflow
turbulence froln the atmosphere, from wakes of upstream fixtures, and from
disturbances induced by tim flow fllto tfie engine inlet.
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Instability waves--Spatially o1' temporally amplifying waves generated by mltu-
rallyoccurringperturbationsoftheftddorby artificialexcitationsinan inher-
entlyunstableflow.injetsorshearhwers,tbeobservedinstabilitywavt_are
found to be consistent with spatially ampflfyblg hlstabfllty wave theory.

Intermittent periodic noise---Arises from tile encounter by a imllcopter rotor
of an atmospheric distnrbnncE having a dnration of several blade passagcs.
Tim spectrum shows discrete frequency coalponents that exist for a short time,
disappear, and tlmn recur at a later time, In frequency domain analysis, tide
pbenomenon appears t_ a narrow-band random llOiSe,

Jot mixingreglon--Tbatportionoftbejetexhaustflowdownstreamoftllenozzle
exit in which mixing occurs with the ambient air.

Karman vortex shedding--Arrangement of eddies, in the wake of a bluff body,
which at some Reynolds numbers bas a definite geometric pattern and an
associatedto:m.(SeeStroulmlnumber.)

Kutta condition--Asappliedinairfoilpotentialflowtheory,specifiesthatnor-
mallythe rear stagnation point must be at the trailing edge. The exception is
tile airfoil having a cnsped trailing edge, where the velocity at tile trailing edge
is finite and tbe velocities on tbe upper and lower surfaces at tim trailing edge
are tile same. Tills uniquely _pecifies tile circulation around tile airfoil and thus
its lift. In all eases, a more gelmral definition that applies in subsonic flows, Imtb
invisekl and viscous, is tim condition that no normal load exists at the trailing
edge, and bence the upper and lower pressures at tim trailing edge are the slime.

Laminar flow--Viscous flow; normally applies to tile nonturbnlent few in the
boundary layer that exists around a body placed in a moving tluid at small to
moderato Reynolds mnnbers,

Landing gear noise---Noise generated by vortex shedding and wake interactions
of the wheels, axles, struts, and shafts subjected to unsteady separated llows.'

LlgbthflPs acoustic analogy--TilE assumption that the unsteady fluid flow in tile
jet mixing region mtw be replaced by a volnnle distribution of equivalent acoustic
sources tmsumed to be embedded in a uniform medium at rest,

Line spectra--Spectra that contain only discrete frequency compm|ents.Loading nolse--Results frmn tim forces on a rotating airfoil.

V

Math number---For an object in flight it is the dimensionless ratio -_, whom V is
tim speed of tim object and c is tim ambient speed of sound. Tile Mack number in
a thdd flow_correspondingly, is the local speed divided by the local speed of sound,
However (see Dappler effect), in aeroacoustiea it is often nlore convenient to
define an acoustic Macb number in tile noise-generating source region era moving
fluid flow, whicb is given by tile local speed divided by the ambient (constant)
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speed of sound external to the flow and which is therefore the speed of sound in
tile radiation field,

Mach wave radiation--Referred to ,_ tim acoustic radiation generated by super-
sonically traveling disturbances, For supersonic jets the domhlant part of Mach
wave radiation is believed to be n.ssociated with tile instability waves and btrge
turbulence structures of the jet flow,

Monopole (simple) source---Represented by a pulsating sphere whose dimension
is small compared with the wavelengtb of sound emitted. If it is assumed all
parts of the sphere arc moving in phase, the radiation is essentiany the same in
all directions. Monvpoles are used to model volume sources, such as filel ignition
and rotor blade thickness,

Multiple pure tones--Spectral cmnponents of ducted rotor noise occurring at
multiples of shaft rotation frequency, They are referred to also as "buzz-saw"
noise, am present only at supersonic rotor tip speeds, and are f_ssociated with the
unsymmetrical rotating shock wave pattenls locked to the rotor blades.

Noncompact acousticsources--Asourceisnoncompactifitcannotbetreated
asa compact(point)source.

NoWaVe shock patterns--Observedinthedistanceflowfieldsofobjectstraveling
atsupersonicspeedsintbeatmosphere.They consistofbow wavesand tailwaves
and an expansionregionwitha linearpressuredecreasebetweenthem. At the
bow wave a compressionoccursinwhichthelocalpressurerisestoa valueAp
above ambient pressure. Then a slow expansion occurs until some value (_ Ap)
below ambient pressure is reached and there is a sudden recompression at tbe tail
WaVO,

Potentialflowregion--Thatportionoftllejetexhaustflow,downstreamoftlle
exhaust nozzle, in which the mean liow velocity is approximately equal to that
at the nozzle exit, For a circular nozzle exit_ the potential flow region is conical
in shape.

Primary sonicboom carpet--Timgroundareaexposedtosonicbooms that
propagateonlythroughtbatportionoftheatmespberebelowtheaircraft.This
carpetareainchldesthe groundtrackand extendslaterallyinboth directions
fromit.

Propulsive lift (scrubbing) noise---The increase in noise that occurs when
airframe surfaces are placed in tim exhaust of the propulsion system to enhance
tlleoveralllift.

Qundrupolv source---Noiseproducedbyfluidflowina voblmeinwhichnosources
of mass or momentum are present. They can be modeled by tile superposltion of
four equal menopole sources that oppose each other in pairs. Quadrupole noise
is the main component of _mrodynamic noise arising from turbulent flow in tbe
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allscnco of solid boundaries. It is also the noise generated by acottstie sources
distribtlted in the volume surrmmding a rotating blade to represent nonlinear
effects that occur when the flow over the bh_le is transonic.

Retarded source position--The position of a source when it produced the sotmd
that is being beard at the present time.

Retarded time---Thetimeatwhicha smmd wave travelingtitthelocalspeedof
sollndwould havetoleavethesourcetoorriveattileobservationpointatthe
presenttime.

Reynolds number--A dimensionlessquantity_, whereV and earethec]iarac-
terlsticvelocityantllengthscales,respectively,and u isthekinematicviscosity
of tile air,

Rotorcraft--Vehicles that utilize uiIducted rotors to create enough lift to achieve
hovering flight out of ground effect, (See Helicopter, Tilt-rotor aircraft, and
Tllt-wingaircraft.)

Screechnolsv---Discretofrequencyshockassociatednoisethatarisesbecattsoof
feedbackloopsthat_treostablisltedbetweenshockcellsinthemixingregionofa
supersonicjetand thenozzlelip.

Secondary sonicboom carpets--Thegroundareasexposedtosonicbooms that
propagateif|roughthatportion'oftheatmosphereabovetheaircraft.Thesearea.q
areremotefromthegrolmdtrackantlareseparatedfroththeprbnaryt_onicboom
carpet,on eachside,byregionsinwhichnobooms oreheard.

Self-preservlngflow--Existswllentlmpropertiesofadevelopingflow,inparticu-
lartheavcrltgopropertiesofa concoctedturbulentfl0w,atwtrlollsstationsalo|_g
theflowaresbnilarwlmn referencedtoItcharacteristiclengthRIK]velocityscale.

Sbock-assoclntednolse----Gcnerallyreferredtoa_sthebroadbandnoiseradiation
arisingfrom thepassageof coherentturbulencestructuresthroughtlmqua.el-
periodicshockcellsintilemixinglayerofasupcrsoldcjet."

Shock waves--Discontinuitiesinasupersonicflowthroughwldchtheihfidfinder-
goesa finitedecreaseinvelocityacconlpan[edby markedincreasesinpressure,
density,tcmperaturc,andentropywlfllesatisfyingth0conservatlonlawsofmass,
continuity,antlmomentum.

Short-takeoff-and-landing(STOL) vehicles--Vehiclesdesignedwithintegrated
liftandpropulsiensystemssuchtbatliftatJgmentatiotlisprovidedby beneficial
interactionoftheexhaustswiththewingflowfield.

Sonicbooms--Boom-likesoundsthatttrisofromthepassageofshockwavesfrom
objcctstravelingintheatmosphereatspeedstlmtexceedthelocalspeedofsound.
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Sonic boom carpet--An area on the ground within which sonic borons may be
observed for a particular iligbt. Its length corresponds roughly to tim length of tile
supersonic portion of tile tligbt and the wkltb increrascswith increases in altitude
and Mach number. An obscrvcr anywllere witldn the carpet will cxperience the
passage of an N-wave disturbance one time during the/light.

Stopped-rotor vehicle--Vehicle for which the lift during transition flight is
provided mainly by a rotor that is stored in the stopped position during cndse
fligbt. Lift during cruise is then provided by a fixcd wing.

Strouhal number--A dimensionless quantity that chanmterizes the Frequency of

steady vortex shedding from bhmt bod'es. Strouhal mllnber iS @ _,_ 0.2, wheref is the sbeddblg frequency, V is the free-stream velocity, and d is tile thickness
For some combinations of the above parmneters, the shcdding frequencies have a
tonal quality and are rcferred to Im aeolian tones.

Superbooms--Intense sonic booms _u4sociated with converging ray patterns or
caustics tbat result from accderated tiight, Associated focusing may result in
sonic boom pressure buildups of 2 to 5 times nominal vahlcs in cruising tlight at
constant speed anti Maeh mlnlber,

Synehrophasing--lnvolves the pht_4ing of the rotatiml position of the propeller
bhtdes on opposite sides of tim filselagc so that tim impinging sound Inu4a certain
phase relationship that promotes noise cancellation within the cabin.

Thickness noise--Arises frmn the periodic displacement of the air by the vohunc
of a passing blade. Acoustic source strength is related to the normal velocity at
the blade surface anti becomes bnportant at lligb speeds, Thickness noise can be
represented by a menopole source distribution,

Tilt-rotor aircraft--Vehicle for which the lift for takeolr and landing is supplied
mostly by tile rotor and the lift for forwani flight is supplied mostly by the wing.
Wing-tip power plants rotate from tile vertical to tile horlzontal and back during
transition flight.

Tilt-wing aircraft--Vehicle for which ttle wing and power plants (rotors) rotate
from vertical orientation for takeoff and landing to horizontal for cruise.

Time-domain methods--Methods used to solve the wltve equation directly in
terms of the sptme-tima variables.

Turbomachlnary noise--Comprises the tonal and broadband noise components
generated by tim Fan,conlpressor, and turbine sections of jet engbles,

Turbulence ingestion noise--Noise generated when rotor blades interact with '
turbulence arising from wakes of an upstream blade row, blade boundary layers,
and tlm ambient atmosphere.
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Turbulent-boundary-layer noise--Noise generated by turbuleat-houndary-htyer
flows on a homogeneous surface.

Turbulent flows--Flows characterized by the chaotic nlttllrt] or the small-scale
motions of the flow, tile onset of which occurs at a critical value of Reynolds
ilUnlber.

Turbulent-mixing noise--The noise generated aerodynamically outside of the
nozzle of _tjet engine in the region where the high-veloclty jet exhalxst flow mixes
with the ambient air.

Under-the-wing (UTW) vehicles or externally blown flap (El]F) vehicles--
Short-takeoff-and-hmdhtg UTW or EBF configurations make use of turbofml en-
gines that exhaust under the wing and intcract with the wing Ilowfiehl to enhance

': theoverall lift.

Upper-surface*blowing(USB) vehicles--Slmrt-takcofr-am]-hmdhlgconiigura-
tiolm that make [ISO of turbofan etlghles tiler exhaust over the wing mid interact
withthewingflowfieldtoenlliulcetheoveralllift.

Visualsourceposition--TbcpasltJotlofasourceatthetimethesoundisheard,
asspposcdtotlleretardedsmlrcepositiom

Vortex (eddy)--A grmlp of fluid particles having a common circular motion about
an axis. 'I_itrbulent motion may im considered tus a superposition of eddies of
different sizes arielvorticities all in irregular Ii|otion.

Vorticity--Thestateof a lluid in vortical nlotion,

Wing-in-slipstream vchicles--Conventimlal sllort-takeoff-aml-hmdhlg eOll]]gllrlt-

tions in which tim propeller slipstream is used to generate illcreit,scdrelative speed
between the whig slid its ilpstrelull *tirl]ew*tltd LILIISincrease 1,heoverafl lift.

Zone of silflnce---With reference to jet noise rndiation, it zone of silence is observed
bl tile downstreanl direction in tile far field on tile jet Iongitlldhml tt.xis, IltllJIlly
due torefractimlelfects.
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h_letst 162-167

jots, 212, 215, 216-217, 221-222,
223, 226, 228, 2,15, 2,16, 247,
252, 255, 256, 259.-262, 275,
277, 278, 282, 283,322, 327,
228, '337, 3,11, 3,t2, ;t44-3,15,

355, 362, 376, 383
rotors, 157
turbomachincry, 202-203

acoustic rays, 302-303
acoustic ray theory (SnoW_ law), 256,

absorption, 25f1, 278

atmospheric, 35-37 acoustic reilccLion,
acoustic mmIogy. See also Lighthill's turbomachincry, 160-153

acoustic analogy; Inodels, acoustic scattering, 34-35, 29-t
acQ_lSt,iC I_l_tlof_ry, ItCOIlStic: *'dHtdo'N_ _5

acoustic ana[ot.:5', 295, 319 acouslic shielding, 35, 36, 38
acoustic compactness, 563 acoustic signature, 98, 87, 88, 9{;, 99,
acousticdeslglh 104,III, 127

rotorcraft, 1,12-145 acoustic source,

acoustic ermrb_y, 20'2-203 compact (poillt), 594
acoustic energy flux, 169 dipole, 565
licotlstJc ]llOdOS, _el! also (hlet IllOdcs, IItOllOpol(_ 5(_8

acoustic nlodes_ 160, 171,175-181 noncompact, 579
acoustic planform, 5, 13, I,I, 15, 129, qtmdropolc, 568

136-138 acousttc source distrlbution,

acoustic power, jots, 212, 215, 221,222, 223, 225,
combustiolh 497, ,198 227-228_ 2,i9_ 2,18-2.19, 253-255_
g_ts turbines, ,19,1,503 255-257_ 258, 25fi, 257, 268-272,
jets, 211, 216, 218, 229, 228, 230, 27.1, 275, 275, 279, 282, 283

255_ 259, 269, 277 acoustic telescope, 2{i7
total, 252 _lcoustic treatmentt

turbotnachinery, 192-19,1 aul_meator wing, ,155, 457, ,t58, 459
acoustic pressure coefllcicnt, 1{)71 1081 acoustic wavcform, 563

109 _*eollstic w_tvcguidc; 505-507, 510, 512
acmmtic radiation. Sue al._o acoustic waves, 367, 380, 382

princil)al-lobc radiation, ad_mce ratio, 82, 102, 109, 111, I12,
acoustic radiation, 293, 295, 297, 300 tl,l

cavity, ,121-422 advanclng-tip Math number, 82, 97,
ducts_ 162-167 1Ol, 111, 112, 119, 13,1, 135, 14:1
exhaust systems, 164-169, 167, 319, aeolian tones, ,121,563

i 320 aerodylmmic interactions. See also

hms, 102-169 exhaust-gas-air fralue

helicopter rotors, 82, 87-88, 91, 9,t, interactions;
191, 106, 112, 115, 115, 122, OX]mUst-glLS-Wilkg-fho
127-128, 129, 130-133, 134, interactions; 9ow-acoustic
138-1,t2 interaction;
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htdex

aerodynmnie interactions (continued); aircraft (designations) (contim_ed):
propeller-aerodynamic C-130, 452
interactions; Concorde, 519, 539, 5,16
undcrcarriag0-wing-flap Convair 2,10, 396, ,133
interactions, Convair 990, 393, 425, d33, ,136, ,141

aerodynamic interactions, ,13,1,,t43 DC-3, 396, ,rJ3
aerodynamic noise, 211,221,563 DC-9, ,119
acrodymuulc noisetheory,22$, 265, DC-9-31, 36,1

277-283p 28,t DC-]9, 393, 394,432
aircraft. See also quiet aircraft. DC-16-30, 411,423, ,124,425
aircraft, DIIC-5, 452

advanced supersonic transport, 392, DI1C-7, ,152
419 FolOl,5,12

advnnced technology transport, 393 F-104, 52,1,839, 542
augmcntor wing, 563 F-1965, 393, 396, 433, 437-,138
htlsiness jets, ,I11 Ile[[o Courier_ ,152
cxterm_l[y hlowu flap (EBF), 571 IIFB 320,411, .126
hypersonic, 519, 525, 538, 541 HP i 15, ,133
hype.rsonic transport, 538 HS-125, 393, ,118, 426, ,133
propcller*drivelh 1-6L 391,396 Libelle, ,133
QSRA, ,151 Lockheed ,]etstar, 393, 395, ,118,425,
Quiet STOL Restrareh Aircraft, ,151 ,1:13,436
rotoreraft, 569 Piper Lance, ,19
RPV, 395 Pruc-2, 433
short-takeoff-and-landing (STOL), Shrike_ ,133_,t36

391,302, ,128_440-,180, 560 SR-71,539, 5d2
supersonic, 523 VCIO, 393, ,118, .12,L ,t26_ ,133_,134,
supersonic trm_sport, 519, 538, 547 ,135,436, ,137
tilt-rotor, 95_ fi6, 1,15,579 XB-70j 520_522, 524,539, 5,10, ,5.15
tilt-wing, 65, fir, 579 YC-14, ,151
raider-the-wing (UTW), 571 YC-15, ,151
upper-surface-blowing (USB), 571 YO=3A, 1112,11l, 135
wing-in-slipstream, 571 aircraft desiglh 5-16-548
X-wing, fi5, 65 aircraft noise cert61catlon, 35, 37, 38_

_fircr_fft(desiguatio_ts), 53, 56, 67, 266
An-72, ,151 aircraft operations. See sonic boom,
558, 524, 5,12 aircraft opert_tions.
BAC II1, 393, .118, ,t26, ,133 aircraft ._afcty, 556, 559
Boeillg 727, 39.1, ,119 airl'oi_s,
Roeing 7,17,392, 393, 394, 411,417, lca¢liJtl_-vtlg_shape, 138

d25, 433, 434, 436, ,137, ,138, NACA 0012, 12[), 122, 123, 139
439_ ,1,10 alrfrnme lloise, 391-4,13, 4,19, 458, 471

Boeing 747-100, 392, 39,t fllll-scale tests, 392-395
Boeittg 747-200, 302 ftlscla_e, 392
Boeing 747SP, 392, 39,1 propulsive lift, ,168-467, 563
C-SA Gala,xy, 3931 395,396, 417, tL4isurfaces, ,134

,t25, 433 airport noise regulations, 63, ,56,57
C17, 451 Amiet's tllcory, 403, d10, 430
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amplltudcs, I)raadbr.uM nolsc (continued):

jc_ noise, 389, 381 juts, 329, 322, 3,1,1 i
anechoic. See wind tunnels, anechoic, propeller, I,,1, 5, 6, 10-11, 28-32

anechoic chambers, 265, 2(]6 rotors, 68-69, 70, 88-91, 9,1,
ANOPP. See computer programs, 104-106, 105-1,t2

ANOPP. turbines_196

appronch noise, 151-152, 150, [94, 196, turbomachincry, 16fi-167, 189,
366, 412, 416, 421, ,13,1,,150, 451 192-193, 205

aqllatic ]ifa..tee sollie boom, aqllatic })rofldl)ltlld Imise umpli0cntioll,
life response. 375-078, 379-',181

area rule, 526, 533 broadl)ltnd sltock-nssociatcd noise,
I_y p ok c cxp sol, 325-329, 3,19_3fi6, 368, 359,

:" matched, 3,t5--347, 3,19, 356-1157 370, 375, ;176
multilfiC-scalcs method, 34,1-3,17, BVI. See blade-vortex imcrac0oll

351-352, 35fi (BVI) noise,
atmospheric e0_cts. See sonic boom, caustics, 307, 5:1,1,505, 536, 56,1

atmospheric effects, cavity. See also acoll._tic radhttioll,

;: atmospheric propagation, 33-3,1 cavity; directivi_y pattern,
attcllllatlon. See gronnd-stlrface cavities; models, cavity; scala

effects, attellltation, effect, cavities; vortices, cavity.
mlglnclltor wing. See also nconstic cavity noise, 392, ,t19, ,121-42,1,

treatment, itllglllclltor W]llg. ,139-,140, 4,13, 511,1
': augmcnton' wing, 456, ,152, .155, ,t57, cavit.y tones, 369, 39,t, 395, .I18,

,159, ,167, 470, ,172 ,121-,t22

mlral detection, 67 Coanda eIfecL ,150, ,151

aural response, 520, 521 coherenL motion, 311-38,1
autocorrclation, 226, 227-228, 2:13, 2,17 c:ounbustiolh
AW. See augmentor wing. _tccmst;ic response, ,187, 488
bandwidth, 68, 59, 78, 102, 103 heat release, ,188, ,t95, ,198

Besscl flmctions, 17, 18, 19, 25, 58 turlmlent, ,187, ,188, ,192-,193, .194
blnclc. See. rotor blades, combustion noise, d83-516

blade-fixed coordinates, 69-72 Imrning rate, ,193-,19,1
bhldc-pll.ssJige frequency, 4, 25, 26, 35, chanlctcrlstics, ,t89-,192

,15, 89, 153, 15,1, 160, 175, 204 (lircct, ,183, d86, ,187, ,189, ,t92-,19,1,
blade row transmissivn, 150-162, 197, ,195, ,195, ,197, ,198, 510, 51,1

: i 203 engine power effects, ,189
blade-vortex interaction (BVI) noise, frequency, 503, 50,1

82-88, 89, 94-90, 98, 1O0, 101, gas turbines, ,183-513

162-10,1. 105, 109, 112--115, indirect, ,18',1;,18111,162, 49,1-,195, 5fl8,
111d-138, 141, ld,I, 1,t5 510, 51,1,566

blndc-wakc interaction, 105, 141 reciprocating engine, 514-516

body of revolution, 520, 52I spectra, 487, ,189, 490, ,191, ,193, ,19d,
boondcss flight, 56,t ,195, ,197-,198, 501,503, 506,
boundary-layer noise, 3,1,212, ,112, 509_ 510, 511,513, 51,1,515

424-d31 theory, ,195, ,196-,199

boundary-layer trip, 55,t thcrmoacoustic eflicicney, 56,1
broadband noise, ,121

i rims, 172-17"1, 55,1
J
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lnde_

conlhllstor,_, collnlcrrotaLlon, 5{]5
annular. ,189. ,199, 491, ,199_ 503, cross correlation, 233, 2G8, 509,

594, 516, 511, 512 512-513

can, ,189, ,1911,,195, ,198, ,199, 503, 50,1 cross-spectral density, fi1}9,516, 511_
conmnmity noise, 53, 151-152, 153 513

conlmllnit,y iloise allnoyance, 523.5,15. Cllr]c's eqllation of aerodyllalnlc nei._e,
55[. 55,1 212

compact noise, ,ll_ 7;I, 86, ,196, 41,1, curve fit,ting, 29, 30.31

41fi, ,IGg, 56,t cusp, 5fi5
collll)Olletlt _ollrce _q)proach. Sec clltoff _.lach illlml_cr. _e,e sollic l_ooiii,

prcdicth)zl inethod.s, cotnpotlcllt clltoff Mac]t xlLltlll_er.
sotlrce approach, cyclic control, 79, 80

Colnpres._o_. See also iloise sources, cylhltlrical coordhlates_ 123, 12,1t 129
t_Oliipl'l_sorH; Loll0,_I compl'_sor, dlltlt bas_s_

coml)rcssor_, airfrltlne nolse_ ,1_10

low-pressure, 263-20,t turlmmaehinery, 20,1
wm_bh_de ratio. 203_29,1 undercarriage noise, ,t2,1

computational fluid dynamics (CFD), dctocaiization, 119, 120, 122, 125,
rolors, 127, 13fi, 1,12 127-13,1, 1,13, 565

colnpllter programs, dilmles,
ANOPP, 13, ,132, d37, .138, 439, ,l.iO, airframe noise, 399, ,1O,I, ,105, 406,

,1,12, ,167, 468, ,t69, ,173, d7,1, ,108, ,115, d16, ,I17, d2,J, ,127,
,175, 476, ,177 ,128, ,i36, ,t52, ,t60

ANOPP-PAS, ,18, ,19 compact, 395, 565
DFP-ATP, 13 jet noise, D9, Dl0, D45
propeller noise, 11, 12-23 lift, 393, 395, 396, ;197, ,135_ ,15,1,

sonic boom, 52,1,532-53.1,536-5:17 460, ,till, d6.l, ,169, 470
coascrvation equation. See Ihfid [low propeller noise, 28, 29

equation, rotor noise, 71, 76, 102, ] ] 5, i17,
contimlous spectrum, 564 llS, 119, 122, 138

coltvectioll, 29, 39-31 dilcctiviLy..qee also jet noise,
convection Mach mmfl)er, 221, 22,1, directivity.

228, 229 directivity,
convcctioll velocity, 399, ,160, ,101, .1O2, airfnune noise, 393, 495, ,t10, ,Ill,

,103, ,IO5, ,112 ,127

convective ampliilcatioll. See also jet combustion noise, 497, 593
noise, convective anlplificatlon, ellgilLcs, 188-I89

colwectivc alllp]ification, 416-417 helicopter noise, 97, 98, 101-102
core Imise. Set: abe combusLion noise, powered-lift lmise, ,153-,158, 4fi0

coro noise, 483-515 propeller nolset 8, 9, 30,'15
correlation, 233 trailing-edge noise, 393-39,1,
corrclatioa cquatious, ,10,1-.,105, 408, ,135-,139

airframe noise, 398, ,161 turbomachinery, 153, 155, 163, 16,1,

jot noise, 357-358 165_ 167, 182, 18,1, 186-196
turbillcs, 193, 19,1,195-196 directivity pattern,
turbomachilmry, 191-195 airframe noise, ,128_,t29, 455, ,163,

correlation fimction, ,167, dTO, ,175

space-time, 221,226-227, 2,18-251 cavitie._, ,122
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dircetivity pattern (continued): eddy convection speed, 565
combustion noise_ 491-492, 5(10, 502 edge tones, 309

externally blown flaps, ,129 effective perceived noise level, 190
jet noise, 291,300-304, 305, 307, EFW. See, engine in froat of the wing.

335, 336, 840 ejectors,
powered-lift noise, ,160, ,161, ,lfi,l, trailing*edge flap, 452

,t73, 476 cnlpirical correlations. See correlation

propellers, 18, 29 equations.
turbomachhmry, 172, 177, 187, 19{} energy coilversioil, 202-203
upper-surfi_ce blowing, 428-,129, ,155 energy-elJicient engine, 152

disphmement thickness Ihlctuations, energy spectrum, 5fi5
'107-408 engine geometry, 486, ,t88p ,t89

doors. See undercarriage doors, engine in front of the wing, .152

Doppler effects, engine pylons, 198-199, 201
rotors, 68_ 90, 109t 118, 119, 555 engine operations, 487-d89, 50,t

Doppler factam, engines. See also cnergy-eiIicieut
airfranle noise_ 398, 39.9_ ,103, 410, engine; lloisc reduction, cnghles;

422 quiet engine; scale effect,

jet, 221t 250, 2{30_301,303t 305, 397 engines; loots, engine.
propeller noise, 18, 19, 32, 565 engines,
rotors, 72-76, 78, 81, 82, 87, 107, 505 IWpass, 275, 277

Doppler shift, 222, 223, 227, 253, 299, dual-spool turboflm, 187, 189
46,1t 457 hill-scale tests, 186-204

drag element method, 39fi, .131, ,132, gas turbine, ,183-513
437, 438, ,ld0, ,t42 high-bypass turbofan, 151, 152, 167,

duet modes) 153, 155, 157-160, I68, 190, ,152, ,t83
162-167, 181-182 installation effects, 2rid, ,1.19, d62,

coupling, 157-150, 167, 184, 203 4{],1, ,165
cutoff, 157-I6(], 162-153, 164, 183, jut, 2:19, 2,10, 2,t3, 253, 2fi,t, 255, 256

197, 202 JT3D, 50,1

propagation angle, 153 ,ITSD, 50:1
ductcd c,_,;cades. See. alao experimental JT8D-9, 50,1

methods, ductcd c_._clldcs; .ITSD-I{]9, 503, 50,1
models, ducted c_L_elldes. JTOD-7, 504

ducted cascades, 181-182 JT9D-TA, 503
dueted rims. See ducted cm_cades. .lT9D-70, 503, 50,1

ducts, JT10D, 5{]3, 50d
acoustic lining, 152, 175, 190-197, JT15D, ,171, .i78

203 Iow-bypz_s turbofim, 190

anlm[ar, 160 propf[ul, 8, 2{l-28, 35, 39, 392
cutoff" ratio, 159, 162, 166, 167 QCSEE, ,175
wtriablc area, 162, 153 reciprocating, ,183, d84, 51,1-516

east: coast acoustic disturbances, 5,i6 TF-34, ,171

EBF. See externally blow flap. triple-spool turbofan, 180
eddies. See also rut[relent jet tltrbofim, 151, 152, 153, 166,

structure, eddies. 186-204, 189, 191,275, ,183,
eddies, 88-90, 91, 292, 299-300, d03, 484, 488, 501

,t05, 493, 494 turbojet, 151,189, ,t83, ,t84,501
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engines (continued): experimental methods (continued):
turboprop,151,,183,dSd turbomachinery,167-185,180-2[}I
turboshafc, 501 turbulent jets, 232-2'M, 239, 2,il,

engine struts, 198-199, 209, 2Ol 2,13, 2,[5, 2,t5
entrainment, See turbulent jet undercarriage noise, ,117-,120

structure, clltrainment, wheel wel]_,d22-d2,1
entroiw , ,19,1 externally blown thlp. See al._o tones,
elltropylloise.._*ceeolnbllst[ollno._se_ uxterIlld]yblowllflap;

indirect, upper-surhiccblowing;unllcr
EPNL. See efh:ctive pbrcejvcd noise the whig,

level, externally blowll 1lap, 391, dl 1, ,[28,
Euler equations, 138, 139p292 d,lO, ,1(]1-d84,571
evanescent wave theory, ,106-,107 fl_cealiglmlent, 17
excess noise, 220, 263-26,1, 285, 565 tim blades,
exlmust-gas-airframc interactions, dd9 lluctuating pressure, 153, 155-157,
exhaust-gas-wing-flap interactions, 167, 182

d50-,151, ,153,d58-,t67 gust response, 155-1fi6_ 157
cx]must jets. See noise sources, rims. See _dsoacoustic radhttion, rims;

exhaust jets, exhaust noise, rims; flight tests,
exhaust noise, flllls; IIOiSOreductiolt, fan._iIRlise

rims, 164-166 sources, rims; tones, fiul;
jet, ,105, d,19p451, d58, d60, ,163-,t_5, wind-lumlel tests_ rims.

,170, ,185, '191 rims,
exhaust nozzles, design, 196-203

D-shaped, 428, 451, ,155, ,155 Itoise-generating meehanisnls,
rectangular_ ,128, '151 151-152_ 153-155, 157-181

exhaust radiation. See acoustic vane-blade ratio, 202-203
radiation, exhaust systems, fi_rliehl. Sec shock wltves, 51r-tield.

experimental nlcthods, fiu'-fiehl noise,
airframe noise, 592-395 airfrmne noise, 395, ,It}l, ,103, 40:1,
combustion noise, d91, d97-,199, ,t0t}, ,1117,409, 412, ,lid, ,t22, ,12,1

503-513 comlmstlolt, ,187, ,191, ,192, 504
ductcd cl_scadcs, 181-180 g_s turbines, ,185
Ilal) side-edge noise, ,112-,11:1 jets, 212, 215-217, 219, 220, 221,
ground effects, 37-38 222, 223, 226,227-228, 2d6,
helicopter noise, 67, fiB,91-1011, 2d8, 2,it},251,253_ 25,1,

115-1d2 255-262, 267, 271, 272, 275,
jet flow, 311-315 277, 325, 3d0, 3,tl, 355,
jet noise, 220, 2,19, 253, 257, 258, 357-358, 301,375

259-275, 285, 329-3,11,347-349, propellers, 15, 18, 2d, 29, d3, ,1,1,53,
360-352,368-359,379-:181 56

large turbulence structures, 37,1-375 rotors, 92, 9.1,96, IOD,llO, 128, 129,
powered-lift noise, ,153-d58_ ,161-,t53 138
propeller noise, 1, 37-88, ,It}, ,t,1-,15, turbomaehincry, 153, lfi,I, 155, 162,

,lfi, ,18,,19, 50, 51, 52 163, 156, I67
shock-mssociated noise, 366, 3fi8, 369 filst Fourier trnnsform, 68, 508-509,
sonic bootn_ 538-546 510
trailing-edge lloise, dO,t-d06 fecdlmck loop, 567-372
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Ffowcs Williams-lla]] equations, 28-29, tlyover aoise, 32, 151-152, 166,
397,469, 4113 ]67-I68, I99, 187, 190, 393,

Ffowcs Willimns-llnwkins equation, i 1 8,05, 398, ,tt]O, 41 l, 424, 431,

Ffowcs Willimns tficory. See ,gl2, ,t3,t, ,137, ,138-,141, ,153-458,
Lighthilt-Ffowcs Willimus ,1(i.1-465, ,167,,Ifi8,4fi9,,173-,177
convcetfim equation, focus I)onln, 523, 525, 53,1-535, 536,

F-flnlction. See Whitham F-flmction. 537, ,539, M3, 55,1, 557

finite-clement nmthod, 27-28 force noise, 76-80, 81-82, 116-118
flames, forward Ifight. See also harmaillcs,

acoustically mixed, ,188 forward flight.
diffusion,487 forward '0ighl,

prenfixed, 487 helicopter noise, 9,1-10,1, 141-1,12,
turbulent, ,188, ,189, 494, :197-,198 l,r,I

flap side-edge noise. See also IIIodcls, forward-flight effects,

flap side-edge noise, jet, uoi_, M1, 35,1,365-366,
ttap side-edge noise, .112-416, 59{i 371-372, 378
flight effects. See forward-[light effects; propeller noise, 4, ,11, ,13

jet noise, flight effects; powered Fourier transform. See also fiLst

,: lift,fiighteffects. Fouriertransfornl.

flight simulation, 167-171 Fourier transforln, 12, 15, 18, 222-223, .t
flight tests, 227, 228, 2.t8, 267, 271 I

tans, 168, 171-173, 178 frequencies. See sum and dilrerence
helicopter noise, 68, 90, 9,1, 102, i09, frcqueneie._.

' 110, 112, 113, 136, 138 frequency domafil_ 67, 118

p_vered lilt, 465 frequcney-dt_mair, noise methods,
propellers, 4L ,13-47, 5',1, 5,1 12-24, ,13, ,15, ,17, 5,1, 55, 59, 56fi
_onic boom, 520, 522, 535, 5,10 hlel-air |ldxture, ,188, ,t89, ,192-,t93

flow-acoustic interaction, 212, 219, filcl-air ratio, ,188
252, 259-257, 259, 262, 265, fllll-scale tests. See airframe noise,

: 266, 277, 278, 279-282, 283, full-scale tests; jet noise,
284, 285, 566 hill-scale results; engines,

flow field disturllanee, full-scale tests. "
rotors, 153, I97, 17fl, 181,205 g_m turbines. See acoustic Imwor, g_Ls

flOW inelk'_lll*elllent_ tllrbincs; ellgillCS, glL_ tllrlgl)O;

shndt)wgraph, Z16, 319 far-fidd noise, g*m tnrl)ines;

sc]llleron, 331 presstlre lllt2_L"iilrelllellt_ glLS

flowquality,168-171 turbfiles.
flow visualization, GELAC. See prediction nlethods_

jets, 236, 237,277 GELAC.
fluctuating pressure, Scc fan blades, Goldstein's thcury, ,108-,111

lluctuating pressure; pressure Grcen's hmction, 398, ,t13, ,lld
l]uct,llatiolls, grolnld response. _ee sollic boolll I

l]tlCtll&tillg-pr0ssllro elllllttioll _ 219j 2S9 grotlnd rospons0,

fluid Ilow equation, 213, 216, 218 ground-sufficer effects, 92, 265, 269,
flyover noise. See also microphones, 531

llyover noise InelkstlrelllOllt; nttentl}Eion, 38, 39

prediction methods, flyover rellcction, 37-38
uoise, groundtests,178
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gust interaction methods, ,193, Ilolmholtz equation, 232, 271
,108-4(10, .t'10-,131 [lelmholtz ra._ulttar, ,121

gust response. 5'ec fall blades, gust lligh-speed iulpulsive (11SI) lloise, 82.
resp(_ns_; rfJtor blades, gllst 1_8.0,1, 9fi, 102, 100-112, 13(1,
reSlmZlse. 133-13,1, 135, 1,13, 1,1,1_ldS, 566

gllsI_ solution. 293, 294, 297, 298, 299, honeycomb. 108, 169

30,1, 308 hoverhlg. See also harmonies,
Gutin amdysis, 78-79 lmverhlg; helicopter nfflso,
harlIlOlllCS_ }loverillg.

sxlmust, 51'1, 515 hovering, 65, 116,72, 1,13

forward-flight, 80-88, 133-1,12 hovering til I Milch IiiIill]ler, 68, 70, 77,
high-freqllellcy, 79, I16 90, 02, 103, 10,1, 107, 198,
hovering, 73-80, 110-133 118-122, 125, 12-)9,130, 131,

jets, 32{], 335-337 132, 133, 1,13
low-l¥cquoncy, 78, 70, 81-82, 9,l, 106 llowo's oquatkm of acrodyuamic noise,
main-rotor, 70, 92, 93 282

propeller, ,1, 8, 10, 1I, 12, 15, 17, 25, llowc's theory, 398-,I{]3, ,t10, ,11I,
26, 28, ,11, 51,1, 515 ,ll,t-,tl5

rotor bl_ulcs, 79-8(], 88, 89, lfiO, 175_ IISI, S(_ higlt-spced impulsive (11S1)
170, 177, 178, 18'I Iloisc,

rotors, 08, 72, 116, 118, 173 IsiIlllill rcJiillolls_. _'cc ,.-;ollic h_II1,

tail-rotor, 70, 92, 93 hlllllall rL_,'ponse.
Imlicoptcr uoi.se, 65-149 hydrodyllamlc s_hltiol_. Bel_ g_lst

blade slap, 95, 101,102 solution.

hovering, 08, 73-80, 88, 91-94, ICD. See inllow coutrol devices.
I 1(i-133t 139-l,11, 1,13 impedance, .120_ .122, ,I,ll--ld2

islpulse. See also high-speed impulse |miss. See helicopter noise,
impulsive (IlSI) noise, impulse; highispecd impulsive

in|pulse, 67, 82, 99, 101, 102, 103, (HSI) noise.
10d, 112 inflow, rotors (helicopter), 83, 88-90,

slain-rotor, 102, 1,15 91, HI.I, 105, 199, 112, 130-1.10,
met_ureme[it, 91-1110 l,ld

power spectra, 68, 78, 1112, 183 inilow control devices. 5'cc also
tail-rotor, 102_ 103, 105, 1,1,1, 1,15 honeyconlb,

helicopter tail boollls, in�vw control devices, 1fi8-171, 172,
clreul_tiol| control, 1,15 173, 17.1

helicopters, inilow tllrlnllellce, ,t9-.12, ,t3, ,1,t, ,19
All-I, 83, 13,1 iulct_ radiation. See acoustic radiatlot_,
AII-1G, 199 inlets.

AII-1R, 111_ 112,113, 13fi I 137, 143, inlots. S,r_: tdm_ uctmst, ie radiatiol_,

] 1,14 inlets; lnodels, illlets; ltoise
B0-195, 104, 195, 141 generation, hllets; slat|lid

O11-6A, 92, 93 propagatiolh inlets; tones, inlet,
OV-lO, 135 ildets,

i UII-1,143 llp thickness, 163, I6,1, 105

UII-IA, 79 instability waves. _qce also large
UII-1II, 9,t, 90, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, ttlrbulence structures.

102, 103, 109, 122, 127, 129, 135 insLability waves, 29-1-295, 296, 297,
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instability waves (continued): jet, noise (continued):
298-200, 304, 308, 311-320p screech, 252, 275, 277

335, 337, 341-349, ;158-:106, spectrunl. See also power spectra[
368, 369, 370, 371, :174, 379, density, jets.
380, 381-384,fi00 spcctrunl, 222, 22fl-230_ 23,1, 2,18,

ills]alia]ion effects. See engines, 25=1,257, 259, 261, 262, 263,
installation effects; propeller 277, 322, 32,1,328
noise, fltstalhttion cifccts; subsonic, 25,1, 255-262, 268, 275,
imdercarriagcs, instaflation 278, 291-307

effects, supersonic, 252-253, 255, 320-341
h)tegral equations, 09-71, 75, 77, 70, temperature effects, 218-220, 253,

81-82, 133 257

inlerior noise, 53 jet noise generation, 212, 232, 2,15,
helicopter, 9fi-00, 101 252, 253, 25,1, 250, 273, 276,

isocorrelatlon. See correhltion. 279, 280, 283, 311-38,1

jet doIIectors, ,155, 456, ,10l, 46,t, ,170 jet noise suppressors, 275, 277
jet flow. See experimental zllcthods, jet corrugated nozzles, 212, 275, 278,

flow. 277

jet flow, turbulent. ,See turbulent jet multitube, 277
strtlcturct turbulent flow. jet temperatures. See also jet noise,

jet mixing. See also turbulent jet temperature elfects.
structure, jet temperatures, 218-220, 371,372,

jet mixing, 299, 308, 312, 333, 3i,t, ;378

316, 317, 319, 34,t, 3,19, 351, jet, _]oeity, ,t85, ,191-,192
463-46.1 jets. See Mso far-field uoise, jet;

jet instability, 333 ncar-flekl noise, jets; noise
jet mixing region, 567 rcductlon, jets; noise sources,

jet noise, 191, 213-289, 311-384, 3fl2, jets; turbulent jet structure.
'105, 4201 485, 409 jets,

choking el'feet,, 252, 27fi, 277, tLsymmctric, 372-:375
350-352, 353, 307 mxisymnletric, 336, 3,t5-347

convective amp]ificatlon, 211, 223, circular, 238-230, 2,15, 250-202,
224, 259, 26fi, 275 300-303

convectioneffects,221-226, 353 coaxial, 378

directivity, 212, 256, 257, 262, 20,1, delleetcd, ,153-,15,1,455, ,101,
322, 323, 325, 335, 337, 3,tl, ,163--.10,1
357-358 excited,TM 236, "313, 31,1, 3,t8, 3,19, 370,

flight effects, 253, 257, 266, 263-26,1, 375-38I, 383
26fi, 341,354, 365-360, expanded, 252, 320, 321,323, 325,
371-372, 378 326, 327, 335, 3fl8, 309

flow properties effects, 239-240, isothermal, 210
240-243, 24,1-245, 252-253, nonaxisymmetric, 303
257-258, 250, 263, 273-274, rectangular, 372-375, 373, 377

275, 279, 285 subsonic, 291-307, 314, 378, 379,
full-scale results, 205, 270, 273, 283, 381-38,3

285 supersonic, 252-253, 308, 311,
gas properties effects, 222-223, 226, 314-315, ;318, 319, 325, 328,

253 333, 33,1,341-3,19, 372-375,
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jets (eonlinued): tilt eocfiieient. See rotor blades, lffL
supersonic (continued): eoegMent.

1176,379 lift Jluetuath)n noise, -128, ,160-,153,
turbulent. See turbulent jet d61, ,165, 470

structure, lifting-line theory, 22
l{ammn-vortex shedding, 105 liftlng-strip theory, 161,182
Kelly resonance, 299 lifl.ing-surface theory, 181,182, 294
Kirchhoff theorem, 130-133, 138 Lighthill-Ffowes Willianls convection

I,:ohnogorov theory, 232, 23,1 equation, 221-222, 223-226,
Kutta condition, 29, 2!}5, 398, ,lOO, 259, 278, 300

,101, ,192, 4ff.I, ,t05, 407, ,108, bighthill's acoustic nnalogy, 115, 122,
,109, ,110-411,412, ,139, 567 128, 13.1, 218, 221--222, 245,

huninar flow, 567 2,17-2,18, 2h2-253, 255, 256,
hmding gear. See _dso models, landing 257, 258, 259-262, 266-267,

gear. 268,272-275,277,279, 282,
landing gear, 422-,123_ 427 283, 28,1,285, 291-292, 295,

four-wheel, ,117, ,118, ,129, ,134 299-300, :101,303, '.198, 567

nlahl iLSSelllbly, ,117, ,118, ,119, ,129, Lighthill's eflll;ttiOll of aerodyllalllie
424-,125, ,134 imise, 211--212, 215-217, 220,

noise, 567 221, 228, 252, 265, 277, 279,
nose, ,117, ,118, ,119, ,12,t-,125, 43,1 281, 282, 283, 398, ,125, 496, .198
twelve-wheel, ,119 LighthilI's stress tensor,215, 217, 220,

two-wheel, ,t17, ,118, ,119,420, ,i3,1 226--227, 252, 25g, 272, 27d,
laMing noise, ,14-45, 51, 52, 53, 56 277-278, 279, 282, 283

large tllrl)ulencc structtlres. See also Lillcy's cqlmtion of aerodynltmic noise,
experimental methods, large 228, 282, 298, 309-303
turbulence s_ructurcs; linear theotLv, 11-26, 116, 118-122,
instability waves; inodels, large 133-13,I, 131], 292-295
tllrbulcnce structures; [ilmspectra, fig7

prediction methods, large loading noise, l, ,1, 6, 7-10, 11, 12, 19,
turbulence structures. 19, 20, 23-28, 27, 41, 4,1, ,t5, ,17,

hlrge turbulence structures, 29,1-23fi, ,lfl, 50, 58, 59, 60, 73, 7,1, 8[1, 81,
311-329, 329, 11,11-3,19, 35.t-3f15, 90, 1,12, 1,15, 567

379, 381-38,1 Math cone,526, 527
large turbulence structures-shock-cell Math mmfimr,

interaction, 35,t-255,368-371 high, 71, 118, 122- 127, 5117
launch vehicles, 539-540 Math wave radiation, 567

leading-edge devices, 43,1, ,137, ,i39, ,lfifl Math waves, 221, 222, 223
leading-edge noise, I0, 28, 29, ,104, ,197, iilahl rotor.._ce harmonlcs, liHthl rotor;

,108, .llO, 4;10, ,141,442 helicopter llolse, IllltiIl rotor.
leading edges. See al._o vorliees, iileall IIow, 2112, 293, 296-297, 300-391,

leading edge. 303, 30d, 307

leMing edges, streamlhm, 30,1
flat plate, 292-296 MichMke's equation of aemdynmnic

porous, ,1,I1, ,166 noise, 230, 278-279
serrated, ,1,12 micropllones,

Legcndrc's eqtlatiolt of acrotlynanlic flyover noise lnet_surcmcnt, 266
noise, 281, 282 helicopter tloisc i:lc*mtlrelllcnL, 92,
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microphones (conliT_ted): uarrow I_ltnd. _ee rltlldolll noise,
llelicoptor l|oise nle{_llrclnent narrow-i)Rl]d.

(continued): near field. See shock waves, ncar-fekl.
94, 105-101,102,IO,l,196,Iii, uear-fieldnoise,
112, 117, 120 airfranm noise, i195, dO3, ,121

jet noise, 266, 267-272 colnbustioa, ,105

mkl-chord alignment, 15, 16 jets, 322, 323, 32d, 327-328, 3,11,
models, 357, 360_ 361,362, :{63, 1164

acoustic amdogy, 247-2fi,1 propellers, ,13, 53
idfframe noise, ,138-ddO noise,

cavity, 422-42,1 airfoil trailing edge, 563
combustion noise, ,193, ,t�,l, d98, d97, airfi'ame inter,lction, 5ff3

,198, 510,511 blade slap, 55.1
direct numerical sinndation, 317 blade-vortex interaction, 56,l
discrete waves, 316-317 buzz*saw, 564
ducted c_Lqeades, 181 direct combustion, 565

flap side-edge noise, ,113_I15 engine core, 565
¢ inlets, 164, 165 harmonic, 5(15

jet noise, 247-25,t, 255, 283 impulsive, 5(16
landing gear, ,122--42,t inflow tltrbuIcnee, 566

large turbulence structures, 315-315 intermittent periodic, 567

. phased point.source array, 352-35,1, propulsive lift, 568
365, 367 quadrupole,558

powered lift, ,165_ ,171-,178 screech, 569
: propeller noise, 29 turbulence ingestion, 579

rotorwakes, 175 turbulent-boundary-layer, 570

" shock cells, 351-352 noise annoyance. See also conmmnity
. .: ; similarity source, 358-366 noise aMmyance.

• stoch_mtie wave, 317, 318-319 noise annoyance,
supersonic jet noise, 252-253, 259, helicopters, 135, 141, 1,13, ldd

27d noiseamplification,See brondhnnd
trailing-edge noise, ,{07, ,1611 noise amplification.
turbomachinery, 20,1 noise control,
turbulent jets, 23,1, 2,18-251,259 propellers, ,19, fi3, 50-60

lnollopoles, t Ilrholllllckillery, 20,1-205
airframe noise, 415, ,123 noise geueration. See also jet noise

: eomhustio{l noise, d94, ,t!)7-,198 generation.
jet. noise, 352 noise geaeratiolt, 292, 294-295,

,.- propeller noise, 28 295-296
rotor noise, 71, 116, 117, 118, 121, inlets, 185, 188

122, 12d, 136, 131, 132 propellers, 2-11, 3I, 32
moving frame. See turbulent,jet turbomaehinery, 152, 155, 186-20,1

strllcLllre_ lUOVillg coordhmto llOlSO illtensity,

measurement, jets, 227-228, 2.17, 251-252, 26,1, 272
mufflers, 514 noise reduction,
multiple pure tones, 153, 15,1, 157, 173, airfraum, 392, ,I,II-d,13

185, 187, 568 engines, 195-20,1, 205
fans, 175, 195-203
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noise reduction (cmginued): nozzle lips,
helicopter, 67, 72, 142-145 thickness, 337, 338, 3,t0
jet, 275-277, 285 nozzles,

powercd lift, ,166 luspect raLio, 373, 374, 375
propellers, 19, 21, 56-60 N-wave. See SOlliC boonl, N'wltvo.
reciprocating engine, 51,1 N-wave shock patterns, 568
rotor bhtdca, 185 OAPWL. Sec overall somld power
turbomachhlery, 195-20,t level.
under tile wing, ,t66 OASPL. See. overall souud pressure

noise regulatiolls, 186 level,
lloise sources. See also acoustic source octopole, 219

distribution, jets; source open jet. Sec wind-tunnel tests, open
locationtechniques, jet.

noise sources, Orient express. ,_ec aircraft,

combustion, 187, 190, 191, ,189, hypersmfic.
492-,t95 overall sound power leve|, 188, 18,1

compressors, 187 combustion noise, 501,502, 563
exha|lst jets, 187, 298-299 overall sound pressure level, 188, 393
fans, 171-173, 190, 191 combustioa noise, ,192, 5(}0, 512
frequency, 300 jets, 326,329, 330

helicopter, 67-121 powered lift, ,15;I-,t58, 460, ,16,t, ,166,
inflight, 171-173 ,t67--,169, 470, ,173, ,17,1, ,175, ,176
jets, 196, 191, 23!1, 296, 300, 302, trailing-edge noise, ,106, ,107, 408

319, 349, 350, 353, 367, 378, 382 turbines, 193, 194

propellers, 1, 5-11, 23-26 over tile wing. See upper-surface
powered lift, 464-465 blowing.
rotorcraft_ B7-115 panel vibration, d 11, ,112, 425-427,
rotors, 7,1-76, 115, 171-173 ,130, ,139

turbines, 187, 190, 191,193 passenger comfort. See ride quality.
turbomachinery, 162, 185-20,1 perceived noise, 136

noise spectrt:ln. See also jet noise, perceived noise level, 152, 188, 189, 190
spectrum, periodic noise, 67, 68, 69, 70, 78, 79,

noise spectrum, 67-69, 90, 93, 196, 83, 88, 90, 105, 115, 116
]86-204 phased point-source array nlodel. See

llOlS_ snpprossion_ models, l)hn,_e(l poi]lt-source

synehrophluuing, 58, riO-81,570 array.
:lolse suppressors. See jet noise Phillips' equation of aerodynanlie

sl|ppressors, noise,212,282
IlOlSetraltsmlssion,rotorblades.See PNL. See perceivednoiselevel.

also blade row transmissiom polar correlation technique, 2,19, 256,

noise transmission, 267-272, 27,1, 275, 283, 285
rotor blades, 169-163 porous. See leading edges, pc)rolls;

no:mxial llight, 65, 65, 67, 80 trailing-edge tlaps, porous.

noncompact noise, 18-19, 20, 22, 23, potential equation, 122-124, 125, 126,
2:1, 73, 116, 182, 397, ,11,1, ,t52, 128, 129
460 potential flow region, 568

nonlinear effects, 26-28, 38-40, ,19 powered lift,
Ilight effects, ,16,1-,165, ,178-,179
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powered-lift noise, 428.-,131,,H9-,t89 pressure measurmnmlt,
power spectral density, enghles, 504, 505-507

edg(I effects, 400, 401,402 gas tm'bines, 505
jetst 225_ 227, 248, 251, 253, 254, rotor ]_]ades, 170-171

268, 271,272, 322, 323, 328 trausducers, 5(15-597, 509, 511
prediction methods, prt,ssure signature, 522, 528

airframe noise, 391,892, 395-897, principal-lobe radiation, l(i3, 165, 166
,1314140,d,12 propeller aerodynanlie interactions, 1,

combustion noise, 498-497, ,t98, 499, 8, 9, 10, 25
500-503 propeller bhlde phulform, 15, 16, 17

componentsourceapproach,391, propellerblades,
397, 431_t,1{] loading, 19, 11, 15, l(i, 18, 21, 22,

FAA noisQcomponent method, 23, 47, ,ifl, 60
438-,142 location, 15, 23

flyover noise, ,190, ,138-,I,10 shape,60
GELAC, 473, 474, 475, ,176, ,177 sllrStce, 11, 13
helicopter noise, 67, 115-1,12, 14,1 sweep, 19, 21, 22, 27, .13, ,t5, 58-59
jet noise, 252-253, 255, 259-262, vohmle, 5, 11, 15, 1{],17, 18, 21, 27,

277, 278, 283, 285, 3,17 56-57, 58, 59-.60
large turbulence structures, 3!5-319 propeller disk, 58
powered-llft noise, ,1,19,,16fl,,162, prol)eller noise, 1-61, 67, 115, 452, ,I58,

,t63, ,16,1-,165,,167-471, ,172-,178 51.1
prope|ler tloisc, 11-32, 40, 43-47148, h_stldhttiofl clfeets, 1, 2-,I, 35, 39,

53, 51_52, 55 53, 5l,l, 515
screech tones, 397-372 static tests, 40-.12
shoek-0ssoeiated noise, 351, 3fi6, 368 theory_ 15
so,lie boom, 532-534, 538-546 propellers, 1-4
trailing-edge noise, 4fll, ,19,t, airfoil section. See also surfi_ce

406-422, 434, ,163 pressure, prope|lcr nit foiL
under the wing, ,167, ,168 airfoil section, 5, 12
undcrearriage gear noise, ,120-,121 comlterrot.ating, 2, 3, 8, 9_ 1O,2,1-25,
under the whig, ,167, ,198 26, ,12
upper-surfilce blowing, 467 high-per formauce, 2, 3
UTRC, H25, H26, H27, 1128,1129 tip speed, 13, ,I,I, 58, fill
whole aircraft approach, 391, transonic, 6, 26-28

395-397, d31, ,137,,V,18,4,12 prophul. See enghles, propfiua.
pre_qllro RutospeetrUlll, ,_ee propfltll noise. See also qllRdrllpOleS,

_Ollll)llStlon noisfi I sl](]ctr_, prop['ltn lloise,

pressure coefficient, 107, 112 propfitn noise, 1-61
prcssurt_ tluctuation equation, 213-215 propulsive lift. See powered lift.
pressure fluctuations. See also tim PWL. See sound power level.

blades, fluctuating pressure; QSRA (quiet short-broil research
thmtuating-prcssure equatiom aircraft). See aircraft, QSILA.

l,ressur(l [lllCtllRtlo/is, 296, 207 quadrupolcs,
jets, :182 airframe noise, 405, ,lift, 42,1, ,125
tr_dlittg cd_acs,4(12, 40,t, 407-408, helicopter nois_, 116, 122, 127-130,

,111, ,t15 131,132, 133
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quadrupolcs (coutinuol): rot.or blades. Sec also hartuoalcs, rotor
jet noise, 219, 220, 223, 282, 300, blades; i,oisc redlmtlon, rotor

302-303, 305, 307 bladcs; sound m_msurcmcnt,

powered lift noise, d5,1, ,155, ,158, rotor bhld_; thickn_s nolsc,

461,463-,16,t, 47tl rmor hh_des; tones, r_tor bhlde_.
propeller noise_ 1_ 6, 2fl-27, 28_32, rotor blades, 65

58, 59 blade nunlhcr, ld4, 196-197

propfim noise, 26-27 llexib]c, 80
quiet aircral't, 391, 481/ gust response, 197-202

qui_t engine, 154, 2115 |cadit_g-cdge shock, 173, 185
radiation efneiency, 18-10 lemling-edge sweep, 187, 20 o
random iloise, nnrrow-band, ,I, I0-11 lift coefficient, 199-202
rapid-distortion theory, 292, 295 pressure, 170-171, 172, 17;I, 175,
rrty acoxlstics, 162-16,1 183, 185
ray eotte, 527, 5:11 shock waves, 10f)_ 102_ 119_ 125_ 126,

ray diagram, 523-52,1 127, 135, Ig6
Rayloigh equations, 293, 294, 2i)[i stagger angles, 161
Raylaigh_s criterion, 488-489, 490 stall, 141,143
ray patterns, 53'1,535, .5,12-5,13 subsonic (low, 126

rays. See acoustic rays; sonic Imam supel_onie flow, 126, 127
rays. supersonic tip speed, 185, 188

ray tribe, fi27, fi29, 530, 5;11, 532 swept tip, 1,13
receptivity amfiysis, 379-g8g tapered tip, 1,13
reflecti(m, See acoustic rellection_ tip s|mpe_ l,lg_ ldd

grollnti-sllrfilce e/feetsp tip speed, 1,13, 1,15, 17,1, 185,
retleetion. 192-I93, 195-196, 106-I97

rerrac_ion, 33-3d tip vortices, 82, 112, ).15, 141,144,
rugresskm analysis, 498-.199 16(1,17.1, 175,205

regllhttiolls_ [rltllSOllie [iorotJyll_HllieS_ ]()l, 116,
FAA, ,18(I 122-127, 128, 129, 130, Igl
FAA FAR 36,53, 391,393, 396 vane-I)ladc ratio, 171, 18,1
ICAO, ,1811 weight, 1,13, ld,l
ICAO Anltex lg, 5:1 rotorcraft, (i5-1.19

retarded position, 13, 17, 18 rotor disks, 611,83, 85, 87, 88, 112
retarded source position, 568 rotor nois_l. See also dipoles, rotor

retarded time, 71, 81, 128, 216, 221, itolse; helicnpter noise;
227, 2,15, 299, 31]6, 569 mml_pulcs, rtg.or unisc; ,scl_tiug,

Reynolds|mmbcr, 105, ll,l, I15, 569 rotornoise.
high, 232, 291-308, (111, g12, 3'11 rotor noise, 65-I,19

Roynn[ds stress tensor, 232 rotm'-shaft relational rate, 108

,l]i}mer's equatioll o_ aerodylminlc rotor-starer hlterlmtion, 17.1,175, 181,
noise, 228, 278-279 18g-184

ride quality, 53 rotor-starer spaei_lg, 18.1, 198
rise Lilac. b'ce so]lie hooln signature, rotor=strut spacing, 172, 200

rise time. rotor tip-patll phme, 77, 101,102, 109,
rotational noise, 67 111,112, 142

rotational tip Mach tRttltber_ 107, l(18, rotor wakes, See also models, rotor
1119 wakes.
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rotor wakes_ 66, 85_ 88_101, 105_ 169_ shock-cell noise, 329
173-175, 177, 182, 197-198 shack culls, See also largo turbulence

rotor wakc-stator interaction, 171-172, structures-shock-cell
18(], 199-202, 203, 205 iat_ractiou; model_ shock cells.

rotor wake.strut interaction, 171-172, shock cells,
294 jets, 252, 31,1, 328, 329, 333,

scale cifcct, 359-352, 369, _37, '372,373, 374
t cavities, 422-423 shock flow field, 520, 521

engines, 186-204 shock screech noise, 308
powered lilt, 429, ,169,471 slmck wave interactions, 998
turbomachinery_ 191-195 shock waves. See also rotor blades,

scale fimtor, 108, 109, 394 shock waves.
scaling, shock wavcs,

afffnmm noise, 393, 39,1-395, 399, bow, 308, 520, 521,528, 5,13, 5,16
397_ ,138-,139 coalescence, 520

jet noiso_ 355 compres_ion, 520
|londimonsional parameters, definition, 569

lOfi°lO9_ 110_112 expansion_ 520
nondimonsiolml time, 197 far-ficldt 520, 521,528, 529, 530, 537
rotor noise, 107-115 local, lOO,119, 129-130
s|_ock-_sv_ciated _ai_, 362-305 coat-field, 537
flailing*edge noise, 397, 398, 399, recompression, 529

,102, 494 tail, 529_521
scrnecil tones. See i_lsojet noise, _ueak,22_

scrcochl prediction methods, shock wave,signature, 529, 529, 528,
screech tones; shock screech 529
lmisc, sideline noise, &l, ,15,51, ,liT, 418, ,13,1,

I scr_ch tones, 320, 323, 329-341,355, ,15,L 455_ 467, ,168, ,199,47,1

36,1-372, 375, 377 signature. See ocoustic siglmture;
scrubbing ||also, ,129, ,151, ,t60-,161 pressure signature; shock wave
Scars function, 156, 157, 200 signature; sonic boom signature,
self-preserving flo_', 569 similarity sollrcc model See models,
sheared 9ow, 291-398, 311-312, 31,1, sinfllarity source.

344 sinks, 7,t-76, 115

t slicer layer_ 299_317_ 319_405, ,121, Shell's law, See. aco st c ray tl eory422, ,130,,1,13 (Shell's law):

shear layers, so,lie boo_IL See also compltter

free, 315-319 programs, sonic boom_
shed wake, 99 cxpcrinlciltal methods, sonic
shock-_.ssociated noise. See also boom; flight tests_ sonic boom;

- broadbmld shock-m_soeiated focus booml prediction

' noise; prediction methods, incthods, sonic born; statistics,

shook-associated noise; scaling, sonic boom; wlnd-tuunel tests,
sl|ock-r_ssoohtted noise, sonic boom.

shock-associated noise, 320-323, 330, soric boom, 214, 519-561,569
3,19-366, 569 aircraft operations, 5,16, 5,18-550,

558oldmal response, 555, 558
!
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sonic boom leontlnuedl_ sonic cylinder, 125, 126, I27, 128, 131,
aqnatic life response, 555, 558 132
atmospheric effects, 52:_-524, 53fl, sQaic fatigue, 53

531_ 5,11-5421 5,18-549, 554, 557 sound barricr_ 520
cruise, 523 sollnd field, 291-292
cntolf .Mad_mtmber, 548-549 sound measurement_ 175-181
ground response, 558_559 microphones. 37-38, d3, ,14, ,15, ,I9,
human response, 550-551,552, 555, 50, 53, 5,t, 55, 57, 177_178, 18D,

558 188, 337,341, fl95_4(]2, 412,
bypersonin flight, 525, 526, 535-538, 422, 450, 451, 471, 53d, 509

556 rotor blades, 91-1{)5
late.rid cutoff, 522-525, 540-541 tral',_lucers, 176, 178, 17fl, 183, 412,
lift characteristics, 52fi, 530, 538 461-d63
maneuvering operations, 523, 525, turbomachinery, 204

531,534-535, 53fi, 542-54,1,557 sound power. See acoustic power,
notdiaear steepening, 526_528, 529, sound power level, 3,1,188

533 sonnd pressure level. See also
N-wave, 500, 522-523, 526, 528, 531), principal-lobe radiatbm.

532-534, 535_ 535, 546, 552, sound pressure level, 33, 188, 189, .102
554, 556 jets, 230, 327, 328, 343, 362, 363, 3fi,I

structural dnmag0, 550, 551, propcflnrs, 23, 27
552-555_ 558 turbomaehincry, 180

structural vibration, 523, 5riO,551, sound propagation,
552 boundary layer, 3,1

supcrboom, 535, 543 ducts, 162-167
transonic speed, 549, 550,558 inlots_ 162-154
U-wave,535 jetst 335,337
volume induced, 53Q, 538 propellers, 32-,10

sonic boom carpet, 520, 523, 538-5,16, source location teclmlques, 2116-257,
551,555 272

prbnary, 522-523, 52,i, 530-54,t, 557, source_%7,l-76, 115
568 space-fixedcoordinates,72-73

secondary_ 522-523, 52,1,544-5,15, Space Shuttle, 519, 539
557-558, 569 SPL. See.sourld pressure level.

sonic boom mhfinlizntion, 545-550, static tests. See propeller noise, static :
547,558 tests.

sonic boom rays, See also ray cane; statistics,
ray diagrams; ray tube. sotdc boom, 538, 541-542 I

sonic boom rays, 530, 531, 532 turbulence, 317-319, 343
sonic boom signature, 522, 529, 539_ Stokes-Kelvin method, 271 i

542, 544_ 545, 546-548, 5,t9, STOL. See. aircraft,
550, 554, 557, 558 short-takeoff-alM-landbtg

flattop, 546 (STOL).
rt_ time, 546-547 stopped-rotor aircraft. See aircraft,

sonic boom theory, 524-538_ 557 X-wing.
sonic Imom waveform, 522, 523, 52,1, stress tensor. See Ligbthill's ntress

525, 542 tensor; Reynolds stress tensor.
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Strouhal number, 105, 11,1, 226, 233, tones (continued):
251, 25,1, 255, 25!1, 27L 30,1, tones; edge tones; multiple pure
305, 335, 341,342, 378, 380, tones; screech tones.
,165, 570 tones,

str_letund dalaage. See sonic boom, compressor_ 153
structural damage, engine, 171

structural vibration. See sonic boom, externally blowll fl LI9
structural vibration. . fiul, 153, 168, 169, 172, 198, 202

sum and difference freqlmncies, 153 inlet, 170, I82, 183
superbooms, 570 rotor blades, 18,t
surfitcc effects, 292-305 turbines, 193, 194, 20,1
surthce pressure, turbolnachincry, 192-19.1

plates_ 29-30, 31, ,103, 40,l upper-surfitce blowing, 429-430
propeller airfoil, 30-32 trailing-edge flaps, 450-451, ,152,
trailing edges, 405-,112, ,126, 427 ,t60-.162_ d65
wing flaps, 412-413 ' approach dellectcd, ,t5,1, ,156, d57,

surfime pressure me,retirement, 406-412 -158, ,159, 472, ,173, ,174, d76,
edges, ,101 ,177, ,178

surface roughness, ,127 detlected, ,111, ,t12, ,t2,t, ,128, ,t34,
synchrophnslag. See noise suppressiolL ,t35-436, ,151, ,15,1, ,162, 466,

synchrophosing. ,167, ,168, ,t69-,170
tail rotor. See harmonics, tail-rotor; porous, 466

helicopter noise, tail-rotor, sawtooth, ,167

takcof" noise, 44-d5_ 51, 52, 53t 50, slot_ 412_ ,l14t ,115
151-152, 153, 185, 191, 194, takeoff deflected 4o3-4ol ,too ,156
190_ 450, ,t51, ,153-45,1 ,157, 1158, 459, ,173, 475, ¢t70,

test facilities. See also anechoic d77, ,179

chambers; wind tunnels, trailing-edge noise. See also directivity,
test fi_cilitics, trailing-edge noise; models,

jet noise, 294-265, 266, 207 trailing-edge noise; overall

scale model, 255, 2_/], 267 solo|d pressure level,
tlmrmoacoustic efficiency, 487, 488, trailing-edge noise; prediction

489, 491, ,19(], d97, ,198 methods, trailing-edge noise;
thermocouple probes, 508, 512 scaling, trailing-edge noise;

thickness effects, I01,103, 115 us!fled theory, trailing-edge
thickness llOiSez IIOISO*

propeller,1, 5, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20, 21, trailing-edge noise, lO, 28-32, 302, 394,
25, 27, ,t7, 5,t, 55, 58, 59, 59 395, 39ti, 397-,ti2, ,120, ,125,

rotor blades, 73-7fl, 77, 81-82, g7, 428, 429, ,13l, 432-43-1,

88, lOO,102, 103, lOd, 116-118, ,135-437, ,t39_ 441-443, d60,
119, 133-134, 143, 145, 570 ,lfil, 463, ,165, 470

thrust coefficient, 109, 111, 112 trailing edges, gee also surface
time. 5'ee retarded time. pressure, traiOng edges.

time denials, 07 trailiag edges,
time-domain noise methods, 12-15, 23, edge conditiol)s, ,lOO, 401, d03

24, 20, 43, 44, 47, 48, 50, 570 edge effects, 398, 399, ,lOO, 403
time windowing, 102, 103 porous, ,t20, 4,tl

tollos. SeC also aeollall tones; cavity sawtooth, d42
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trailing edges (continued): turbulent jet structure (continued):
serrated, 442 initial mixing layer (continued):
swept, ,142 253, 25d, 259, 273, 275

transmission loss, intcrmittency, 238, 229, 242, 2,15,
conlbust]on noise, 500, 592 2,18
rotors, 203 laminar lit)w, 230
turbhms, 204 large-sEaltJ structure, 23,1-235 t 2,15,

turbomachinery, 151, 197 2,18, 252, 25',1
turbines. SeE also noise sources, mixing l_qcr, 230, 2,10, 2,13, 273

turbines; overall sound pressure mixing region, 223, 226, 230-232,

level_ turbines; tones_ turbines; 233, 234,235, 236, 238, 239,
transmission loss, turbines. 2,10, 2,12, 243-24,1, 2,15, 247,

turbines, 2,18, 2,19,252, 253, 25,1,257,
low-pressure, 195, 204 258, 259, 26,1, 273-27.1, 275,

pressure ratio, 192, 193 276, 277

spectrlllll fUllCtiolls, 194+ 1,q8 IllOYillg-coordJlllttE iiIEnSurclllt',llt_
wmc-bhlde ratio, 20,1 228, 232-23,1_ 2.18, 2,t9_ 250, 251

turbomachinery, lmtential core, 239, 2,t;], 2,15, 2,17,
sound SpeEtra, 153, 15'1 252, 25,1, 258, 273, 275

turbomachinery noise, 151-202, fi70 self-preserving, 236-239, 2,15, 2,18,
turbulence, 2,19

atmospheric, 58, 88-'90, 91,139 shock-freer 232, 2,1,t, 2,18
fin_-grained, 297, 298-299, 30,1,308 transition, 230, 232, 259, 273

turbulence reduction, 169 turbulent flow, 232, 239, 2,19, 2,11,

turbulent bountlary Inyer, 2,12_ 2,13, 2,15, 2.18, 2,19, 253,
panels, ,11i, 42,t-431 257, 258, 259, 273, 275, 278,
propellers, 28-32 279,283, 30 L 393, 311-315_
wings, 392, .161-,163 353, 355, 379

turbulent I]ow, 291-308, 579 vortex strllctures, 230, 232
plates_ 398, 399, ,103, ,1O,I turbulent mixing. See also turbulent
wings, ,101 jet structure.

turbulent jets. See also experimental turbulent mixing, 218, 312, ,t51,

methods, turbulent jets; models, ,t58-,157
turbulent jets. turbulent mixing noise, 320, 322-;125,

turbulent jets_ 217_ 218, 220, 221,225, 327, 328_ 330, 3,tl-3,19,
230-247, ,105 301-362, 375, 379, 571

turbulent jet struEture, 239-2,17 mldercarriage doors, ,118+419, ,12,1,
coherent structure_ 234_ 253 ,t27, ,12I, ,13,1, ,140
downstream of potential core, undercarriage gear noise, 392, 395,

239-240, 243, 252, 259 416-,121, dlS, ,139, 4,13
eddies, 223, 226, 228, 232, 233, 23,1, undercarriages. See also hmding gear.

236_238_253 undcrcarriages_
entraimncnt, 224, 2,13, 2,1,1, 2d5, 566 instalhltion Effects, ,116-d17

fixed-coordinate mc_murelnelht, 225 mlderearriage shafts, ,117

high-speed elf cots, 238, 943, undercarriage struts, ,117, ,t31
24,t-245, 2,17, 252-253, 280 underEarriage-wing-tlap interactions,

inithd mixing layer, 230_ 231,234, ,119-,120, ,134
235, 236, 243, 2,15, 251,252, under the wing. See al,_o noise
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under the wing (coutinucd): vortices (con6nucd): Ei
reduction, under the wing; toroidal, 312, 313
prediction methods, under the wing flal)S, ,113, ,I1,1, ,115

wing. wlr ricO:y, 57I
under the wing, ,150-,151_ ,t5;I-,t55, ,100, wave C(lllltt[olt , 215-219, 23,1, 282

d51,492, ,103-,t6,1, 'tfiS, wavcform. See also sllnic hoom
,197-,198, ,159, ,170, ,171, ,172, waveform.
,t73, 474, ,177, 478, 571 wavefornl, 95, 96, 97, 199, 101, 113,

unified theory, 119, 129
trailing-edge noise, 309 waveform averaging, 113, 114, 116-117

unsteady aerodyntttl_ics, 153 '.wwo nunlbcrt 222_ 22S, 2,18, 257
ilnsteady ]Ottdillg I WltVeH.See shock waves.

propellers, 7-10, ,11, ,10 wheel wells. See also cavities;

upper-surfilcc blowing. See also experimental methods, wheel
prediction methods, wells.
upper-surfitee blowiltg; tones, whcc[ wells, 421-d2,1
upper-surfitce blowing; vortices, Whitham F-flmctielt, 526, 529, 533,

upper-surfilcc blowing. 535-538, 557
upper-snrfi_ce blowing, 391, ,105, 411, Whithmn rule, 527-528

428, 420-,130t ,t'.12_,140, .150, whole aircraft, approach. See

,t51, ,155, 456, ,160, 451, 46,1, prediction methods, whole
d65_ ,191_,,158-,169, 470, ,171, aircraft approach.
,172, ,175, ,179, ,177-'178t ,179, ,189 Wieuer-Hopf solution, 162, 163, 194,

upwash, 155, 157, 17,1, 175, 177 182, 18,1,409

USB, See upper-surfime blowing, wind tunnels,
UTRC. See prediction metho,ls, anechoic, HI(i, 109, 111, 115, 115,

UTRC. 266, 5fi3
UTW. See under the wing. NASA Ames Nalional Full-Scale
U-wave. See sonic boom, U-wave. Aerodynanlics _Ollll)lOX
wine-blade ratio, 171, 18,1, 202-20-1 (NFAC), 10(i
wme-strltt co|lSguration, 199, 201 whLd-tunncl tests, 311,300_ ,t12, ,137,

velocity potential, 123 ,171,478, 479
vibration. See panel vibration; sonic closed test section, ,12, ,I,I, 51

boom, structural vibration; Dllits-Nederhuldse Windtunnei

wing flaps, vibration. (DNW), 10,1, 1ll, 116, 117, 134,
visual source positiozt, 17, 18, 571 1,11
vortex, 571 fittlS, IriS, 170, 181;
vortex pairing, 299, 30,1, 312, 313, 383 jet noise, 2(16

vortexshedding. Set! also l(arman open-jet, .12, ,r3 ,I,1, ,is, 5{1
vortex shedding, rotors, 109, 109, 119, I11_ llfi

vortex shedding, lid, 1,10-1,11,144, sonic boonl, 539

1,15, 295, 367, ,t00, d2lt 423, .165 wing Ilaps. See also sltrfilce pressure,
vortex sheets, 350-351,352 wing Ihq)s.
vortex tearing, 312, 313 wiltg llal)S_

vortices, fidrings, ,11',1-,11,1,416
cavity, 421 siIlc_edge noise, ,112-,119, ,t28, d39,
leading-edge, 45 442, ,t,13
ilpper*sllrfitce blowing, ,130 side edges, 395, 4,12
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wing tlaps (continued):
vibration, ,125

wing in propeller slipstream, ,150, ,152,
,158

zoae of silence, 164. 256, 257. 259, 277.

278. 285. 301. 302, 305. 307,
4]0,57]
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